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GSR Subject Headings Index

A

A & A MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT see STORES CAM

A & A RECORDS see STORES WAT

A & F GIFT & SOUVENIR CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

A & M WOOD SPECIALTY

A & P (includes Cambridge and Kitchener stores)

A & P AUTO WRECKERS see BUS ENT RMW

A & S UPHOLSTERY (& KW CAR COVER) see BUS ENT KIT

A GIFT TO REMEMBER see BUS ENT RMW

A LA MAIN HANDPAINTED DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

A SONG FOR YOU see BUS ENT WAT

A. B. JARDINE see BUS ENT RMW

A.B. COMPUTER SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

A.R. GOUDIE EVENTIDE HOME see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER

A-1 CAR CLEANING see BUS ENT RMW

A-1 STORAGE see BUS ENT RMW

AAA WILDLIFE CONTROL see BUS ENT RMW

AADON AIR see BUS ENT RMW

AARDVARK ANTIQUES see BUS ENT KIT

AARON METZGER PRODUCE LTD.
AARON RENTS INC. see **BUS ENT KIT**

AASMAN, SUSAN see **CB WATCO**

ABACUS COMPUTERS see **STORES WAT**

**ABATE, LAURA**

ABBAS, ALI see **IRAQ - WAR 2003**

ABBZEY, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

ABBOTT, BRUCE see **CB KW**

ABBOTT, KATHLEEN (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE LOTH see **CB KW**

ABC WRITING SERVICES see **BUS ENT RMW**

ABE ERB BREWING COMPANY see **BUS ENT KIT**

**ABELSON SIDING**

ABERLE, MURRAY see **CB WATCO**

ABERLE, ROY see **CB WATCO**

ABERNATHY, RUTH see **ARTISTS-RMW**

**ABEX FRICTION PRODUCTS**

**ABEX INDUSTRIES OF CANADA LTD.**

**ABILITY CENTRE**

ABILITY WORKS CO. see **BUS ENT WAT**

ABLE ONE COMPUTERS see **BUS ENT KIT**

**ABORTION - KW**

see also **PLANNED PARENTHOOD - WATERLOO REGION; KW RIGHT TO LIFE**

ABOUT FACE REFINISHING & REPAIRS see **BUS ENT RMW**

ABRAHAM, GWENDOLYN ELIZABETH (NEE TWIGG) see **CB WATCO**
ABROYD COMMUNICATIONS

ABSOLUTE FITNESS AND PERSONAL TRAINING see BUS ENT RMW

ABSOLUTE HAIR see BUS ENT WAT

ABSOLUTE REPAIRS & RESTORATION see BUS ENT WAT

ABWUNZA YMCA CHILD CARE CENTRE see DAY CARE (A-Z)

ACADEMY OF CREATIVE SEWING see BUS ENT WAT

ACADEMY OF DANCE see BUS ENT WAT

ACADEMY OF DANCE see BUS ENT WAT

ACADEMY OF LEARNING see BUS ENT RMW

ACAPULCO POOLS see BUS ENT KIT

ACCENT FRAMING see BUS ENT KIT

ACCENTER see STORES WAT

ACCESS see BUS ENT WAT

ACCESSTNG INC. see BUS ENT WAT

ACCIDENT APPRAISAL SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

ACCIDENTS - KITCHENER - AISHA BAIG


ACCIDENTS - WATERLOO COUNTY - HAYRIDE 1984

ACCIDENTS - WATERLOO COUNTY - HAYRIDE 1985
ACCIDENTS - WATERLOO COUNTY - TREVOR CHAMBERLAIN

ACCIDENTS - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

ACCUCAM MACHINING see BUS ENT RMW

ACCULITE MFG. see BUS ENT RMW

ACCURATE BUSINESS MACHINES see BUS ENT KIT

ACCUTREAT see BUS ENT WAT

ACE STUDIOS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ACE WATER CO. see BUS ENT WAT

ACETENBERG, MARY see CB KW

ACHESON, JOHN SIDNEY see CB KW

ACHIUME, Dr. JORDAN

ACID SWEETNESS see STORES WAT

ACKER FURNITURE see STORES KIT

ACKLAND, MARIANNE (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE WHALLY see CB KW

ACLO COMPOUNDING

ACME NEON SIGNS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ACORN GLASS & MIRROR see BUS ENT RMW

ACORN KITCHEN GALLERY see BUS ENT KIT

ACORN LABELS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ACTEX DRIVE see BUS ENT RMW

ACTION NETWORK FOR OVERSEAS AID see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ACTIVE WEB CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT

ACTORS UNLIMITED see BUS ENT KIT
ADAIR FAMILY see CB KW
ADAM & EVE see STORES CAM
ADAM FAMILY see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA
ADAM, GEORGE & GERTRUDE see CB KW
ADAM, JACOB see CB KW
ADAMATION INC. see BUS ENT WAT
ADAMKIEWICZ, LESLIE see CB WATCO
ADAMS, BERNICE
ADAMS, JACK see CB KW
ADAMS, MIKE see WATERLOO OXFORD DISTRICT SECONDARY SCHOOL
ADAMS, STEVE see CB KW
ADAMS, TOM see CB KW
ADAMS, WILLIAM see CB KW
ADANAC AERO FINE ARTS SHOP see STORES CAM
ADANAC INTERNATIONAL TRADERS see BUS ENT KIT
ADDARIO, Sister HELEN see CB KW
ADDITION RESEARCH FOUNDATION - KITCHENER OFFICE
ADENLEY, JAMES see CB KW
ADENLEY, JEFFREY see CB KW
ADENLEY, MARCUS see CB KW
ADENLEY, SAXON see CB KW
ADIROUNDNECK POOLS AND SPAS see BUS ENT KIT
ADLER AVIATION see BUS ENT RMW
ADLER, SIMON see CB KW
ADLYS, BERNARD V. “BERNIE” see CB KW
ADLYS, EDWARD JOHN (E.J.) see HUEather HOTEL, WATERLOO
ADLYS, J. W. see CB KW
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
ADMINISTRATIVE OUTSOURCING see BUS ENT RMW
AD-MOTIONAL DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW
ADOBE SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
ADOPTION see also CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY
ADOURIAN, DALE see CB KW
ADSHADE, ROBERT see CB WATCO
ADT SECURITY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT
AD-Tel see BUS ENT WAT
ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE
ADULT EDUCATION see also OPEN DOOR see also PARTNERS IN EDUCATION see also ST. LOUIS ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE
ADULT RECREATION CENTRE
ADULTS ONLY VIDEO see STORES CAM or STORES KIT
ADVANCE BUSINESS CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
ADVANCE METALS
ADVANCED DESIGN AND DRAFTING (AYR) INC. see BUS ENT RMW
ADVANCED GREENHOUSES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING see BUS ENT WAT
ADVANCED TOWER see BUS ENT RMW
ADVANCED VIDEO TECHNIQUES see BUS ENT RMW

ADVANTAGE ERGONOMICS CANADA INC. see BUS ENT WAT

ADVANTAGE INVESTMENT COUNSEL (AIC LTD.) see BUS ENT KIT

ADVENTURE ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW

ADVENTURE GUIDE

ADVENTURES ON THE GRAND

ADVERTECH PROMOTIONAL DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

ADVERTISING DIRECTORY SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ADVERTISING WORLD see BUS ENT WAT

AERIAL see STORES WAT

AERO AVIONICS see BUS ENT RMW

AEROBLIMP see BUS ENT WAT

AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING GROUP see HAVLIK TECHNOLOGIES

AFFELDT, ALBERT ADOLPH see CB WATCO

AFFORDABLE HOUSING see HOUSING - RMW - LOW RENTAL

AFICIONADA RECORDS see BUS ENT KIT

AFP MONEYSTRAT see ASSOCIATED FINANCIAL PLANNERS LTD.

AFP WEALTH MANAGEMENT see BUS ENT WAT

AFRICAN LION SAFARI

AFTER HOURS FLOWERS see BUS ENT RMW

AFTERMARKET SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

AG SIMPSON AUTOMOTIVE INC. see BUS ENT KIT
AGAJANIAN, GERTRUDE (WIFE OF ARTHUR) NEE FRANKS see CB KW

AGB MECHANICAL see BUS ENT WAT

AGE OF MAJORITY CARD see IDENTIFICATION

AGFA GROUP

AGGARWAL, RAM see CB WATCO

AGGERHOLM, BARBARA see CB KW

AGGIES HOME CARE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

AGILE SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

AGNEW GROUP

AGRA TURF EQUIPMENT SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

AGRI COMPUTERS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

AGRIBIOTICS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (seminars, groups, conferences)

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS

AGRICULTURAL LAND

AGRICULTURAL REPRESENTATIVES

AGRICULTURE - RMW see also WATERLOO COUNTY FEDERATION OF AGRICULTURE

AGRIDAT see BUS ENT KIT

AHMAD, RANA see CB KW

AHRENS (CHARLES A.) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

AHRENS, ALBERT see CB KW

AHRENS, CARL
AHRENS, CARL A. see CB KW

AHRENS, CARRIE see CB KW

AHRENS, CHARLES see CB KW

AHRENS, CHARLOTTE see CB KW

AHRENS, EMMA see CB KW

AHRENS, FLORENCE (FLOSS) see CB KW

AHRENS, FREDERICK see CB KW

AHRENS, HENRY see CB KW

AHRENS, HERMAN see CB KW

AHRENS, LAURA E. see CB KW

AHRENS, LAURIE see CB KW

AHRENS, LOUISE see CB KW

AHUJA, AMRIK S. see CB KW

AIC INVESTMENT GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

AIDS - to 1989, 1990-94, 1995-

AIKENHEADS HOME IMPROVEMENT WAREHOUSE see HOME DEPOT

AIMETIS CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

AINLAY, HARRY see CB KW

AINSLIE, ADAM see CB WATCO

AINSWORTH PRESS see ALLPRINT AINSWORTH ASSOCIATES INC.

AINSWORTH TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

AINSWORTH, HERB see CB KW
AINSWORDTH, JAMES see CB KW

AIR BRUSH 'N STUFF see BUS ENT KIT

AIR CADETS see KW AIR CADETS

AIR POLLUTION - RMW

AIR TO SPARE see BUS ENT RMW

AIRBORNE INTERMENT SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

AIRBOSS OF AMERICA see INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL RUBBER in BUS ENT KIT

AIRCOR see BUS ENT RMW

AIRPRINT see BUS ENT RMW

AIRSUPPORT MILITARY BOOKS see BUS ENT KIT

AIRWAYS TRANSIT see BUS ENT KIT

AITCHISON, NEIL see CB KW

AITCHISON, TAMMY see CB KW

AITCHISON, TODD see CB KW

AITKEN, GORDON see CB KW

AITKENHEAD, KEVIN J. see CB KW

AITKIN, GEORGE

AITKIN, WILLIAM HOWIE see CB KW

AK ADVERTISING see BUS ENT RMW

AKVIANO, RAMON see CB KW

AL SAFA HALAL see BUS ENT RMW

AL'S MOVING AND CARTAGE

AL'S SPEEDY DELIVERY see BUS ENT KIT
ALADDIN FREIGHTLINES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
ALAN RIGBY’S HOUSE OF FURNITURE see STORES WAT
ALANA’S AQUATIC ACADEMY see BUS ENT RMW
AL-ANON - KW see ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - KW
ALARIE, BEN see CB WATCO
ALARIE, LIZZIE see CB WATCO
ALATEEN see ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - KW
ALBERICCI Constructors see BUS ENT RMW
ALBERT MCCORMICK ARENA, WATERLOO
ALBERT, JAMES “AB” MORTON see CB WATCO
ALBERT, JEAN ELEANOR NEE BOYER see CB KW
ALBERT, JOAN & KEN see CB WATCO
ALBERT, MICHAEL see CB KW
ALBION DANCE CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
ALBION HOTEL
ALBION HOTEL
ALBRECHT FAMILY see CB KW
ALBRECHT, BETTY
ALBRECHT, CHRISTIAN E. see CB WATCO
ALBRECHT, GUS & GLADYS see CB KW
ALBRECHT, HELEN RUTH NEE BACH see CB KW
ALBRECHT, HENRIETTA see CB KW
ALBRECHT, JOHN K. see CB WATCO
ALBRECHT, SCOTT see CB KW
ALBRECHT, TIM see CB WATCO
ALBRIGHT, PRISCILLA YANTHA see CB KW
ALBRIGHT, SOLON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
AL-BRITE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
ALCOHOLICS - KW see also ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - KW see also HOUSE OF FRIENDSHIP
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - KW see also ALCOHOLICS - KW see also HOUSE OF FRIENDSHIP
ALDAVIEW
ALDER LAKE see NEW DUNDEE MILL
ALDERSON, MARGARET see CB WATCO
ALE TRAIL
ALESSANDRO’S see RESTUARANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
ALETTER, DORINDA see CB KW
ALETTER, ESTHER (WIFE OF GEORGE R.) NEE GROSS see CB KW
ALETTER, GEORGE H. see CB KW
ALETTER, GEORGE R. see CB KW
ALETTER, MRS. GEORGE H. see CB KW
ALETTER, MRS. GEORGE H. see CB KW
ALETTER, REBECCA see CB KW
ALETTER’S BOOTH see STORES KIT
ALEXANDER, BRUCE & LAWLOR ALEXANDER, SHERRY see TEACHERS-RMW

ALEXANDER, JAMES (pianist) see CB WATCO

ALEXANDER, JAMES (war veteran, Cambridge) see CB WATCO

ALEXANDER, JIM see CB WATCO

ALEXANDRA PUBLIC SCHOOL

ALEXANDRIA BODY SUGARING see BUS ENT KIT

ALEXANDRIA'S SHOES FOR WOMEN see BUS ENT RMW

ALEXANIAN CARPET (formerly ALEXANIAN & SONS LTD.)

ALEXANIAN, ARMEN see CB KW

ALEXSPORT see STORES WAT

ALFRED SCHEFTER see BUS ENT WAT

ALGER, BRIAN see CB WATCO

ALGRA PLASTICS see BUS ENT KIT

ALI BABA STEAK HOUSE

ALICE HUGHES FLOWER & GIFT SHOP see STORES WAT

ALIGN-RIGHT PILLOW CO. see BUS ENT KIT

A-LINE COUTURIER see STORES KIT

ALISON PARK PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ALISTON PAVING see BUS ENT KIT

ALKINS, WES see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

ALKO GRAPHICS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ALL ABOUT BIRDS see BUS ENT RMW
ALL FLOWERS & CHARM see BUS ENT RMW

ALL PRIDE CLEANING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

ALL SAINTS ANGLICAN CHURCH, WATERLOO

ALL THINGS NATURAL see BUS ENT WAT

ALLAN REUTER CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

ALLAN, CAM see SOUTHWOOD SECONDARY SCHOOL

ALLAN, FRANCES see CB KW

ALLAN, JAMES REID see CB WATCO

ALLAN SQUARE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO

ALLCROFT, FRANCIS J. see CB KW

ALLCROFT, MARY ELIZABETH see CB KW

ALLCROFT, MARY see CB KW

ALLCROFT, ROGER JAMES see CB KW

ALLEMANG, CARL O. see CB WATCO

ALLEMANG, CHRISTENA see CB KW

ALLEMANG, LAURA MARY see CB KW

ALLEN (J. B.) & CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ALLEN BRADLEY CANADA LTD.

ALLEN PERSONNEL SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

ALLEN SQUARE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO

ALLEN, BRENT see CB WATCO

ALLEN, CHARLES ALFRED see CB WATCO

ALLEN, GEORGE see CB WATCO
ALLEN, JULIE see CB WATCO
ALLEN, ROSE see CB WATCO
ALLEN, STAN & SYLVIA see CB WATCO
ALLEN, STEVE see CB WATCO
ALLEN, TERRY see CB WATCO
ALLOWDORF, LUCINDA see CB KW
ALLERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION see also FOOD ALLERGY
ALLES, R. V. see CB KW
ALLES, Reverend PETER see CB WATCO
ALLES, WILLIAM J. see CB KW
ALLGEIER, CLAYTON see CB KW
ALLGEIER, HERBERT see CB KW
ALLGEIER, ROBERT see CB KW
ALLIANACE FRANCAISE
ALLIANACE SECURITY SYSTEMS
ALLISON THE BOOKMAN see STORES CAM
ALLISON, CLIFF & ELSIE see CB WATCO
ALLISON, JIM see WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL - HANGINGS
ALLISON, JOHN R. see CB KW
ALLISON, KELLY see CB WATCO
ALLOY CASTING INDUSTRIES LTD.
ALLPRINT AINSWORTH ASSOCIATES INC.
ALL-SAVE MOVING SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

ALL-STAR DRAMA see REGINA STREET COMMONS

ALMA STREET UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ALMEDA, MANUELA see CB WATCO

ALMIRA FURNITURE GALLERY

ALOUETTE CLUB

ALOYSIA, Sister M.

ALPAUGH, HELEN MARY see CB KW

ALPEN JEWELLERY see STORES KIT

ALPHA CHEMICAL COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

ALPINE CLUB

ALPINE GLASS & MIRROR see BUS ENT KIT

ALPINE PLANT FOODS LTD.

ALSACE

ALTER IMAGE see BUS ENT WAT

ALTERNATE ENERGY RESOURCES see BUS ENT RMW

ALTERNATE ENERGY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

ALTMAN, FRED see CB KW

ALTMAN, VIOLET see CB KW

ALTRUCK IDEALEASE, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

ALTRUSA CLUB

ALVIANO, RAY see CB KW
ALVIANO, VINCENT see CB KW

ALYMER MEAT PACKERS see MEAT INSPECTION - KW

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

AM INNOVATIONS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

AMAC SALES AGENCY see BUS ENT KIT

AMADEUS RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION

AMARAL, ISALTINA see CB KW

AMARAL, MIGUEL see CB WATCO

AMARAL, MIKE

AMARYLLIS ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT

AMAZON ELECTRIC see BUS ENT KIT

AMBASSADOR PAVING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

AMBROSE, MARJ see CB WATCO

AMBULANCE SERVICE - RMW see also names of individual hospitals

AMENT, ANNETTA see CB KW

AMENT, ANNIE see CB KW

AMENT, ARCHIE see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

AMENT, ARTHUR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS

AMENT, JOSEPH see CB KW

AMERICA BUSINESS SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

AMERICAN HOTEL
AMERICAN MOTOR CAR CO. see BUS ENT WAT

AMERICAN STANDARD

AMERICAN YAZAKI CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

AMICI'S HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

AMISH

AMLINGER, GERRY see CB KW

AMMAR HALAL MEAT FOOD MART see STORES KIT

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

AMOS C. MARTIN TILE YARD see BUS ENT RMW

AMOS, MARJorie see CB KW

AMOS, SHERRI see CB WATCO

AMPRO STUDIOS & PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

AMSOIL see BUS ENT RMW

AMSTEIN, EDWARD F. see CB KW

AMSTEIN, JOHN see CB KW

AMSTEIN, LAURA (ROCK) see CB KW

AMSTEIN, ROBERT (BOB) W. see CB KW

AMUSEMENT CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

AMWAY see BUS ENT WAT

AMY TARPAULIN & AWNING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

AMY, J. NELSON see CB KW
AMY, JACK see CB KW

AMY, JONATHAN see CB WATCO

AMY, ROSS see CB KW

AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS (ALS)

AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS SOCIETY OF CANADA CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, ANGELA see CB KW

ANCHOR LAMINA INC. see BUS ENT RMW

ANCIENT MARINERS CANOE CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ANDERKOCH INSTITUTE OF DATA PROCESSING see BUS ENT KIT

ANDERSON, CYNTHIA see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

ANDERSON, ERNIE see CB KW

ANDERSON, FRED see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, GRACE see CB KW

ANDERSON, HOPE see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, JAMES "DEAN" see CB KW

ANDERSON, JERRY see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)

ANDERSON, JIM see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, JUNE see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, MARION see CB KW

ANDERSON, RAY & BRENDA see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, Reverend SUSAN see CB WATCO
ANDERSON, ROBERT J. see CB KW

ANDERSON, ROSS see CB WATCO

ANDERSON, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB KW see also BILL ANDERSON CLOTHIER LTD. in STORES-KIT

ANDIE’S (formerly DAVE’S WORLD) see STORES - WAT

ANDRADE FAMILY

ANDRADE, ALEXANDER, JOSEPH & DAVID see CB WATCO

ANDREW MCNIECE LTD.

ANDREW, DANIEL see CB KW

ANDREW, JOCK see CB KW

ANDREW, LESLEY see CB KW

ANDREW, NATHANIEL see CB WATCO

ANDREW'S CLOTHIER see STORES WAT

ANDREWS JEWELLERS LTD. see STORES KIT

ANDREWS, ARTHUR LORNE see CB KW

ANDREWS, NANCY see CB WATCO

ANDRICH, CAROLINE NEE BROHMANN see CB WATCO

ANDRULIS, ED see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)

ANDRUS, GUY see CB KW

ANDY'S CONSULTING see BUS ENT RMW

ANDY'S AUTO see BUS ENT RMW

ANDY'S MOBILE LOCK SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

ANGEL ASSOCIATES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
ANGEL TREASURES see BUS ENT RMW

ANGEL WORN see STORES WAT

ANGELSTONE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ANGIE'S FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

ANGIE'S KITCHEN

ANGLIN, MARGARET see CB KW

ANGSTROM ENGINEERING INC. see BUS ENT RMW

ANIMAL CONTROL - NORTH DUMFRIES

ANIMAL CONTROL - RMW

ANIMAL CONTROL - WOOLWICH

ANIMAL CONTROL KITCHENER see COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - ANIMAL CONTROLS

ANIMAL CRACKERS see STORES KIT

ANIMALS - KW & REGION see also HUMANE SOCIETY - CAMBRIDGE see also HUMANE SOCIETY - KW

ANISHNABEG OUTREACH see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

ANNA MAE'S BAKERY & RESTAURANT see BUS ENT RMW

ANNANDALE, BRUCE see CB WATCO

ANNE FORLER ORIGINALS see STORES KIT

ANNE TEEKS & COLLECTIBLES see BUS ENT RMW

ANNEXATION - KITCHENER, ONTARIO see also WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - ANNEXATIONS

ANNEXATION - WATERLOO, ONTARIO see also WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - ANNEXATIONS
ANSELMA HOUSE

ANSLEY, CAMPBELL & SERACK LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ANSTETT, DENNIS & LARRY see also HAYSVILLE VALLEY DEER SANCTUARY & GALLERY

ANTECH EQUIPMENT CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

ANTHES, JOHN S. & LYDIA CATHERINE (nee HERLAN)

ANTHES, RAYMOND GORDON see CB KW

ANTHES-BAETZ FURNITURE CO. LTD. see BAETZ FURNITURE LTD.

ANTHONY, DAVID

ANTIQUE FURNITURE REPAIRS see BUS ENT KIT

ANTIQUE RESTORATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

ANTIQUES & COLLECTABLES see BUS ENT RMW

ANTIQUES AT THE SAWMILL see BUS ENT RMW

ANTIQUES UNLIMITED see STORES CAM

ANTONELLI, ANGELA see CB KW

ANTONELLI, CELESTINO see CB KW

ANTONELLI, NICOLA E. see CB KW

ANTONIELLO, TONY see CB WATCO

ANTSCHERL, DAVID see CB KW

ANY OCCASION FORMALWEAR AND BRIDAL BOUTIQUE see STORES CAM

AOI PRO AUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

APARTHEID

APEX METALS (KITCHENER) LTD.
APLIN, JULIA see CB WATCO

APMAR MUSIC PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

APORIA (SCULPTURE) see COURTHOUSES – PROVINCIAL - SCULPTURE

APOSTLES OF INFINITE LOVE - KW

APPEL, CHARLES see CB WATCO

APPLE AUTO GLASS see BUS ENT RMW

APPLE CREEK see BUS ENT RMW

APPLE HILL BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

APPLE POLISHING SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

APPLE STYLIST see BUS ENT KIT

APPLEBAUM, RAY see CB KW

APPLEBEE’S RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

APPLEBY, ROY see CB KW

APPLEFLATS see BUS ENT RMW

APPLETON ELECTRIC LTD.

APPLEYARD, Canon R. T. see CB WATCO

APPLEYARD, Reverend HAROLD F. see CB KW

APPLEYARD, WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – RMW

APPRAISAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA -WATERLOO-WELLINGTON CHAPTER see CLUBS KW (A-K)

APS AUTOMATED PRODUCTION SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

AQA INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

AQUA GLASS CANADA see BUS ENT WAT
AQUARIUM SERVICES WAREHOUSE see STORES KIT
AQUASHINE see BUS ENT WAT
AQUASOFT see BUS ENT KIT
ARABESQUE CO. see STORES KIT
ARAM, KENNETH GEORGE see CB KW
ARAMA, DAVID see CB KW
ARBITER OF CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
ARBY’S RESTAURANT
ARC INDUSTRIES
ARC TRAVEL CLUB see BUS ENT KIT
ARCADIAN FINANCIAL INC. see BUS ENT KIT
ARCHAEOLOGY - KW & DISTRICT
ARCHER, DONALD see CB KW
ARCHER, KENNETH STAFFORD see CB KW
ARCHIBALD, DAVID see CB KW
ARCHIBALD, LAURA see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
ARCHIBALD, RUTH ANN see CB KW
ARCHITECH MICROSYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVANCY OF ONTARIO - NORTH WATERLOO REGION BRANCH see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO COUNTY
ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY - WATERLOO COUNTY
ARCHITECTURE - RMW
ARCON, CHARLIE see CB WATCO
ARCUENSE STORE see STORES KIT
ARDELEAN TRAVEL SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
ARDELT INDUSTRIES OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
ARDELT WAREHOUSING & DISTRIBUTION see BUS ENT WAT
ARDESIC CORP. see BUS ENT WAT
ARENAS - CAMBRIDGE
ARENAS - KW see also specific names of arenas
ARENAS - WATERLOO
ARGUNAN, CHRIS see CRICKET
ARGUS HOUSE
ARIARATNAM, ARI
ARISE TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT KIT
ARISS, GORDON THALER see CB KW
ARISS, LOVELL & ARISS PROCESS SERVING see BUS ENT RMW
ARIUS SOFTWARE CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT
ARK INDUSTRIES, BRESLAU see BUS ENT RMW
ARLIELLE FASHIONS INC. see STORES KIT
ARLISS SHOE STORE see STORES KIT
ARMADILLA MASKS see BUS ENT WAT
ARMBRECHT FAMILY see CB KW
ARMBRUST, GRACE (WIFE OF JACK C.) NEE LEDERMAN see CB KW
ARMED FORCES
ARMENIAN, RAFFI

ARMITAGE (PHYLLIS) ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT WAT

ARMORIES – KW

ARMORY - CAMBRIDGE see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA

ARMSTRONG BUSINESS METHODS see BUS ENT KIT

ARMSTRONG, BILL see CB KW

ARMSTRONG, LES see CB WATCO; see also RACE RELATIONS

ARMSTRONG, NEIL see CB WATCO

ARMSTRONG, ROBERT see CB WATCO

ARMSTRONG, VERNON G. see CB KW

ARMSTRONG, WALTER see CB KW

ARNDT, DIETER

ARNDT, SUSAN see CB KW

ARNDT, WALTER see CB KW

ARNOLD BROTHERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ARNOLD PLASTICS see BUS ENT RMW

ARNOLD PRESS see BUS ENT KIT

ARNOLD, Dr. ROSEMARY & Dr. ROLAND

ARNOLD, ALFRED see CB KW

ARNOLD, ALMA see CB KW

ARNOLD, ARNOLD see CB KW

ARNOLD, CARL see CB KW

ARNOLD, EDWARD see CB KW
ARNOLD, ESTHER & BILL see CB KW
ARNOLD, HAROLD see CB KW
ARNOLD, JACOB (JAKE) see CB KW
ARNOLD, JOANNE see CB KW
ARNOLD, LARGETTA (WIFE OF VINCENT) NEE SCHaffer see CB KW
ARNOLD, LEANNE see CB KW
ARNOLD, MARY PATRICIA see CB KW
ARNOLD, PAUL see CB KW
ARNOLD, PERCY see CB KW
ARNOLD, Reverend JEROME LOUIS see CB KW
ARNOLD, ROBERT see CB KW
ARNOLD, THOMAS see CB KW
ARNOLD, VINCENT see CB KW
ARNOT, BOB see CB KW

ARNOTT, TED

AROMA CAFÉ see BUS ENT WAT

AROMA see STORES WAT

AROMASTAR see BUS ENT KIT

ARRIBA ARRIBA see BUS ENT WAT

ARRISCRAFT

ARROW SHIRTS see CLUETT-PEABODY COMPANY

ARRUDA, ANDRE see CB KW
ARSENEAULT, PAT see **CB KW**

ART BAR see **RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)**

ART DISCOVERY see **BUS ENT KIT**

ART FOLK see **BUS ENT RMW**

ART FURNITURE FACTORY (ROSENBLATT) see **BUS ENT RMW**

ART GALLERIES

    see also names of individual galleries

ART MATTERS! see **BUS ENT RMW**

ART OF CHOCOLATE & CONFECTIONS see **BUS ENT WAT**

ART OF LIVING INSTITUTE see **BUS ENT RMW**

ARTEFACTS

ARTEMUS PIANO TUNING AND REPAIR see **BUS ENT WAT**

ARTEX WOOLLENS

ARTHITIS SOCIETY

ARTHUR, ONTARIO

ARTISAN CABINETS LTD. see **BUS ENT KIT**

ARTISAN INTERIORS see **STORES WAT**

ARTISTIC LANDSCAPING see **BUS ENT KIT**

ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)

    see also **HANDICRAFT - KW**

    see also **HANDICRAFT - RMW**

    see also **DOLLS AND DOLLMAKING**

    see also **POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY**
see also names of individual artists

ARTISTS – KW GENERAL

ARTISTS – RMW GENERAL

ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

see also HANDICRAFT – KW

see also HANDICRAFT – RMW

see also DOLLS AND DOLLMAKING

see also POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY

see also names of individual artists

ARTS - CAMBRIDGE

ARTS - FINANCE

ARTS – KITCHENER 1999, 2000-

ARTS – WATERLOO

ARTS & CRAFTS SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ARTS ADVISORY COUNCIL OF CAMBRIDGE

ARTSFEST - KITCHENER

ARTSTORE see STORES WAT

ARVANITIS & ASSOCIATES DENTISTRY BY DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

ARVATO SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

AS YOU LIKE IT CAFÉ see KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY- COFFEE SHOP

ASADOORIAN, SYL see CB WATCO

ASAP COURIERS see BUS ENT WAT

ASC INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ASCANIA JEWELLERY see BUS ENT WAT

ASH, CLAYTON see CB WATCO

ASHBURY (STAN) ANTIQUES see STORES CAM

ASHBY, ROGER see CK KW
ASHCROFT, CHRISTINA see ATHLETES KW (A-Z)
ASHLEY, WESLEY (DAD) see CB WATCO
ASHTON, DOROTHEA (DOROTHY) see CB KW
ASHTON, DOUGLAS see CB KW
ASHTON, RALPH see CB KW
ASKIN, DAVID see CB KW
ASMUSSEN SERVICES & HOLDINGS LTD. see DONUT QUEEN
ASMUSSEN, ALBERT see CB KW
ASMUSSEN, ALLAN see CB KW
ASMUSSEN, CARL J. see CB KW
ASMUSSEN, LAVERN
ASMUSSEN, NICHOLAS see CB KW
ASMZIES, JAMIE see CB KW
ASOCIACION HISPANO - CANADIENSE DE KW see CLUBS KW (A-K)
ASSAD, NORMAN
ASSANTE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT INC. see BUS ENT WAT
ASSELSTINE, ROB see CB KW
ASSERTIVE COMMUNITY TREATMENT PROGRAM see MENTAL ILLNESS
ASSESSMENT - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
ASSESSMENT - RMW
ASSESSMENT - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
ASSIMACOPOULOS, BESS see CB KW
ASSMAN, HAROLD see CB KW
ASSOCIATED BIKERS FOR AWARENESS TRAINING & EDUCATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)
ASSOCIATED ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY see BUS ENT KIT
ASSOCIATED FINANCIAL PLANNERS LIMITED
ASSOCIATED METAL INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW
ASSOCIATED PLANNING GROUP FOR WOMEN see CLUBS - KW (A-K)
ASSOCIATION DEVELOPMENT GROUP see BUS ENT RMW

ASSOCIATION FOR BRIGHT CHILDREN - KW

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES - KW CHAPTER

ASSOCIATION FOR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

ASTHMA

ASTON, NANCY see CB KW

ASTORIA CONVENTION CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

ASTRO-GUARD SECURITY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

ASTRON SPECIALTY METALS

ASTRON TOOL & MACHINE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ASTRONOMY see ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA in CLUBS - KW (L-Z)

ASTROPE, THOMAS see CB WATCO

ASTRO-TECH MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

AT IZZY’S see STORES CAM

AT THE CROSSROADS see BUS ENT RMW

AT&T GLOBAL INFORMATION SOLUTIONS

ATHENA see BUS ENT WAT

ATHENIAN RESTAURANT

ATHERFOLD AGGREGATE see BUS ENT RMW

ATHLETE’S FOOT

ATHLETES - KW (A-K) (L-Z)

ATHLETES - KW (General)

ATHLETES - LOCAL OLYMPIC see OLYMPIC GAMES

ATHLETES - RMW (A-K) (L-Z)

see also HOCKEY - RMW

see also FOOTBALL - KW

see also BASEBALL - KW
see also SOCCER - KW
see also GOLF - KW
see also SWIMMING - KW

ATHLETES - RMW (General)

ATHLETIC DIRECT see STORES KIT

ATKINS, JOANNE see CB KW

ATKINSON, ALBERT see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

ATKINSON, ELLIOTT see CB KW

ATKINSON, IAN see CB KW

ATKINSON, MARGARET see CB KW

ATKINSON, MARK see CB KW

ATKINSON, Reverend GERALD DOAN see CB KW

ATLAS STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

ATOMIC WEAPON FREE ZONE

ATOMIC WEAPONS AND DISARMAMENT - DOUG MOHR

ATOMIC WEAPONS AND DISARMAMENT - REFERENDUM 1982

ATOMIC WEAPONS AND DISARMAMENT

see also ATOMIC WEAPON FREE ZONE

see also CRUISE MISSILES

ATR SYSTEMS INC. see SIEMPLEKAMP CANADA in BUS ENT RMW

ATRUBIN, HARRY M. see CB KW

ATS AUTOMATION TOOLING SYSTEMS INC.

ATTIC TREASURES see BUS ENT RMW

ATTICS & THINGS see BUS ENT RMW

ATTRIDGE, DONALD LLOY see CB WATCO

ATTRIDGE, ELDON DARWOOD see CB KW

AU PAIR PLACEMENT see BUS ENT WAT

aubergine interior design see BUS ENT RMW
AUBIE, GERALD see CB KW
AUBIN, ANNETTE see CB KW
AUBRY, CHELSEA see BASKETBALL – HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS
AUCOIN, COLIN see CB WATCO
AUDIO SOURCE see STORES CAM
AUDUBON WILDLIFE FILMS
AUGER, MARK see CB KW
AUGSBURG FORTRESS see STORES KIT
AUGUSTINE GLOBAL TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW
AUGUSTINE, BARBARA see ARTISTS - RMW
AUGUSTINE, EDNA see CB KW
AULT FOOD LIMITED
AUSTIN, HELEN see CB WATCO
AUSTIN, JEFF see CB WATCO
AUSTIN, ROY
AUTHENTIC BASICS CASUAL WEAR see BUS ENT RMW
AUTHORS - RMW - A-Z – 1995 -
AUTHORS – RMW to 1994 (see individual names in CB KW or CB WATCO)
AUTHORS RMW (GENERAL ARTICLES)
AUTISM
  see also WATERLOO-WELLINGTON AUTISM SERVICES
AUTO ALERT see BUS ENT WAT
AUTO FLUSH SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
AUTO SPOT see BUS ENT KIT
AUTODIE CORP. see BUS ENT RMW
AUTOMATED CUSTOM PACKAGING see BUS ENT RMW
AUTOMATED FEEDING & ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS GROUP see BUS ENT RMW
AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
AUTOMATIC WELDING, MACHINE & SUPPLY CO. see BUS ENT KIT
AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS - KW
AUTOMOBILES - KW - GAS STATION HOURS
AUTOMOBILES - KW - GASOLINE PRICES
AUTOMOBILES - KW - LICENCE BUREAU
AUTOMOBILES - KW - pre-1980s, 1980s, 1990-95, 1996-
AUTOMOBILES - KW - RENTAL
AUTOMOBILES - KW - SAFETY CHECKS
AUTOMOBILES - KW - TAXIS
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSPORT ASSOC. see BUS ENT KIT
A-V COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW
AVARD see BUS ENT KIT
AVEDESIAN, MARTIN see CB WATCO
AVEDON, ELLIOTT (PROF) see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – MUSEUM AND ARCHIVE OF GAMES
AVEDON, LISA see CB KW
AVENUE ROAD PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
AVIAN WILDLIFE CLINIC
AVIATION
AVISON, MARGARET see CB WATCO
AVON KNIT see BUS ENT WAT
AVON LIGHTING see STORES CAM
AVON see BUS ENT RMW
AVVIDA SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
AWDE, SHARON ROSE
AXEL SCHRUPP see STORES CAM
AXIO WIRELESS see COM DEV LTD, CAMBRIDGE
AXT, ANDREW see BUS ENT RMW
AYRE FLOWER SHOPPE see BUS ENT RMW
AYRE, DONALD RICHARD see CB KW
AYRE, GARY & BARBARA see CB WATCO
AYRES NUT & BAKING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT WAT
AYRES, ANNA M. see CB WATCO
AYRES, GEORGE J. see CB KW
AZ-TEC CLUTCH see BUS ENT RM
B & B BUSINESS NETWORK see BUS ENT KIT
B & B ENTERPRISE see BUS ENT KIT
B & D DELIVERY SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
B & J CRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW
B & K NEW FRIEND SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
B & K WOOD SPECIALITIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
B & L FURNITURE see STORES KIT
B & L METAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
B & R CUSTOM MACHINERY see BUS ENT RMW
B & W HEAT TREATING LTD.
B GROUP see BUS ENT KIT
B.C.'S LAUNDRAy CAFE see BUS ENT KIT
B.C.'S PLACE see BUS ENT RMW
B.F. GOODRICH RUBBER CO. OF CANADA LTD. see also UNIROYAL-GOODRICH TIRE CO.
B.J.'S DELI see BUS ENT RMW
B.J.'S PLACE see STORES KIT
B.K. MOTORS
B.W. (GALT) SALES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
B.W.S. FEED MILL see BUS ENT RMW
BABBETTE THE RABBITTE see BUS ENT WAT
BABCOCK AND WILCOX - 5K RUN
BABCOCK AND WILCOX CANADA
BABIC, IVO see ATHLETES – KW (A-Z)
BABY CRAZY see STORES WAT
BABY DREAMS see STORES CAM
BABY LOVE see BUS ENT KIT
BABYWORLD see STORES CAM
BACHER, HARVEY see CB KW
BACK TO BASICS FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT KIT
BACKYARD PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BACKYARD THEATRE see THEATRE – KITCHENER
BACON, SARAH see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
BAD BOY APPLIANCES & FURNITURE LTD.
BADEN BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN CHEESE FACTORY
BADEN EMPORIUM
BADEN FEED & SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN GROCER see CASTLEVIEW VARIETY in BUS ENT RMW
BADEN HOTEL see HOTELS – RMW – A-Z
BADEN MOBILE WASH see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN PUBLIC LIBRARY
    see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARIES
BADEN PUBLIC SCHOOL
BADEN RIDING STABLES see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN SHEET METAL see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN TACK & MORE see BUS ENT RMW
BADEN, ONTARIO
BADER, ALBERT J. see CB KW
BADER, RICHARD F. W. see CB KW
BAECHLER SAW MILL
BAECHLER, DOROTHY see CB KW
BAECHLER, GRANT see SCHOOL SPORTS
BAECHLER, WESLEY ANDREW see CB KW
BAER, JOHN see CB WATCO
BAER, MARTHA
BAER, OSCAR see CB WATCO
BAERG, THEODORE
BAETZ FURNITURE LTD.
BAETZ, CARL W. see CB KW
BAETZ, CHARLES J. see CB KW
BAETZ, HENRY see CB KW
BAETZ, JACOB H. (JR.) see CB KW
BAETZ, JACOB SR. see CB KW
BAETZ, LOUISE (Mrs. LORNE BECKER) see CB KW

BAETZ, R. GEORGE see CB KW

BAETZ, REUBEN G. see CB KW

BAG’N GO see BUS ENT WAT

BAGEL BINN

BAHA’IS

BAIG, AISHA see ACCIDENTS - KITCHENER - AISHA BAIG

BAILEY, CHRISTOPHER see CB KW

BAILEY, DICK see CB KW

BAILEY, EDWARD see CB KW

BAILEY, GEORGE F. see CB KW

BAILEY, JOHN W. see CB KW

BAILEY, JOHN see CB KW

BAILEY, KENNETH see CB KW

BAILEY, PATRICIA (PAT) see CB KW

BAILEY, Reverend EDGAR see CB WATCO

BAILEY, SAMUEL see CB KW

BAILEY, STEPHEN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

BAILEY, SUSAN see CB KW

BAILEY, WENDELL see CB KW

BAILEY-DICK, NINA & MATTHEW see CB KW

BAIN, DAVID ROBERT see CB WATCO

BAIN, DAVID see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918
BAIN, JOHN, see **CB WATCO**

BAIN, LARRY see **CB KW**

BAINES, BERT see **CB WATCO**

BAIRD FAMILY see **CB WATCO**

BAIRD MOVING SYSTEMS LTD. see **BUS ENT KIT**

BAIRD, DR. KENNETH see **CB KW**

BAIRD, EILEEN (WIFE OF G.L.) NEE KNIPFEL (D.C.) see **CB KW**

BAIRD, GENEVA ADAIR (DEE) JACKSON see **CB KW**

**BAIRD, HARRY J.**

BAIRD, JUDITH see **CB KW**

**BAIRD, K. A. (SANDY)**

BAIRD, NEIL see **CB WATCO**

BAIROS, GERRY see **CB WATCO**

BAISLEY, DON see **CB WATCO**

BAKE SHOP see **STORES CAM**

**BAKELAAR, JOHN**

BAKER (P.) ENTERPRISES see **BUS ENT KIT**

BAKER INDUSTRIES see **BUS ENT RMW**

BAKER, CHARLES see **ARTISTS, RMW**

BAKER, FLORENCE see **CB KW**

BAKER, KAYLA see **CANCER - INDIVIDUALS**

BAKER, KENNETH see **CB KW**
BAKER, LILY see CB KW
BAKER, SHANE see ADVENTURE GUIDE
BAKERS see STORES CAM
BAKEWORKS see STORES WAT
BAKKER, HENRY see CB WATCO
Balcarras, Don see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
Bald Eagles, Cambridge see BIRDS
Baldwin Designs Inc. see BUS ENT WAT
Baldwin Music Education Centre
Baldwin Music Studio see STORES KIT
Baldwin, Elaine (nee WETTLAUFER) see CB KW
Baldwin, Mike see BUS ENT RMW
Baldwin, Mike see BUS ENT RMW
Baldwin, Reverend David Boyd see CB KW
Bailes, Mary see CB KW
Balheim, John see CB KW
Ball Brothers Construction Ltd.
Ball Machinery see BUS ENT RMW
Ball Welding see BUS ENT RMW
Ball, Audrey (Wife of John) Nee Renaud see CB KW
Ball, Gord see CB KW
Ball, Harold J. see CB KW
BALL, IDA see **CB WATCO**

BALL, JACK see **BALL BROTHERS CONSTRUCTION LTD.**

BALL, JAMES see **CB KW**

BALL, JOHN see **CB KW**

BALL, ROBERT see **CB KW**

BALL, RUTH see **CB KW**

BALL, THOMAS see **CB KW**

BALL, WILLIAM (SAWMILL) see **BUS ENT RMW**

BALL, WILLIAM (SAWMILL) see **BUS ENT RMW**

BALLANTYNE SYSTEMS GROUP see **BUS ENT WAT**

BALLANTYNE, BRET see **CB WATCO**

**BALLANTYNE, HAROLD**

BALLANTYNE, HEATHER see **CB KW**

BALLANTYNE, PAUL see **ATHLETES – KW (A-K)**

BALLANTYNE, ROBERT see **CB KW**

BALLARD, JAMES HENRY see **CB WATCO**

BALLINGER see **BUS ENT RMW**

BALLOON CORNER see **BUS ENT RMW**

**BALLOON EMPORIUM**

BALLOON FACTORY see **BUS ENT RMW**

BALLOON KING see **BUS ENT KIT**

BALLOON MASTER see **BUS ENT WAT**

BALLOON O GRAMS see **BUS ENT WAT**
BALLOONEEZ see BUS ENT RMW

BALLOONING - KW

BALLOONS CENTRAL see STORES KIT

BALMER, BRICE see CB KW

BALMER, JUDY see CB KW

BALSDON, HAROLD see CB KW

BALSILLIE, JIM see RESEARCH IN MOTION (RIM)

BALUCH ORIENTAL RUGS see STORES WAT

BALZER FAMILY see HISTORY – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

BAMBERG, ONTARIO

BAMBERGER, JOSH see GOLF

BAMBURY, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW

BAMFORD, ALMA MAY see CB WATCO

BANDEROB, HEIDY see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

BANDITO VIDEO see STORES CAM

BANDS - MUSIC - KW

see also DUTCH BOY CADETS DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

see also KITCHENER FLYING DUTCHMEN DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

see also KIWANIS KAVALIERS DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

see also VENTURES DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

BANGISHIMO see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - GENERAL

BANISTER CONTINENTAL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
BANK OF MONTREAL

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA

BANKE see BUS ENT KIT

BANKMAN, GARY see CB KW

BANKS

see also names of individual banks

BANKS, CHRIS see CB KW

BANKS, DR. ROBIN see CB KW

BANNER SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

BANNISTER, REGINALD see CB WATCO

BAPTISTE, KANDICE see CB KW

BAR CIRCLE RANCH see BUS ENT RMW

BAR KEEP see BUS ENT KIT

BARBADOS SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CLUB see ETHNIC GROUPS, CAMBRIDGE

BARBARIAN RUGBY WEAR INC. see BUS ENT KIT

BARBER, A. S. (BERT) see CB KW

BARBER, ART see CB WATCO

BARBER, ARTHUR see CB WATCO

BARBER, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO

BARBER, JENNY see CB KW

BARBER, MARCIA see CB KW

BARBER, MARJORIE see CB KW
BARBER-COLLINS SECURITY SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BARBERSHOPPERS - KW CHAPTER

BARBOUR, CECIL B. see CB WATCO

BARBOUR, GAVIN see CB WATCO

BARBOUR, GERTRUDE (WIFE OF CECIL B.) see CB WATCO

BARBOUR, ROBERT see CB KW

BARBOUR, ROYDON M. see CB KW

BARBOUR, RUSSELL see CB KW

BARBOUR, SYBIL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

BARBU, NICHOLAS see CB KW

BARCLAY BOILER SERVICE LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

BARCLAY, CRAIG see CB KW

BARCLAY, DORIS MARGARET see CB WATCO

BARCLAY, H. KEITH see CB KW

BARCLAY, JOHN see CB WATCO

BARCLAY, PAUL see CB KW

BARCLAY, THALIA see BLIND RMW

BARDON, LOU see CB KW

BARDWELL, HORACE see CB WATCO

BAREFOOT POTTERY STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

BAREHAM, LORNE see CB KW

BARETT, ELLEN (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE ZELLER see CB KW
BARFOOT, KRISTA see CB KW
BARFOOT, LINDSAY see CB WATCO
BARFOOT, PAUL see CB KW
BARG AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT KIT
BARG, BENNO see CB KW
BARGAIN HAROLD'S see STORES CAM
BARIL, LIONEL J. see CB KW
BARKER, BOB see CB KW
BARKER, HARRY see CB WATCO
BARKER, LULA see CB KW
BARKWELL, BERNICE see CB WATCO
BARKWELL, LLOYD see CB WATCO
BARLEN, BOB see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW
BARLOW, BERNICE see CB WATCO
BARLOW, BILL
BARN RAISING
BARNACLE BILL’S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
BARNES, ALLEN BYRON (A.B.) see CB KW
BARNES, BEV see CB KW
BARNES, FREDERICK see CB KW
BARNES, LILLIAN see CB KW
BARNES, LLOYD H. (BARNEY) see CB KW
BARNES, STEPHEN see CB KW
BARNES, THOMAS see CB KW
BARNES, WILFRED see CB WATCO
BARNES, WILLIAM see CB KW
BARNETT, FANNIE see CB WATCO
BARNETT, FREDERICK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
BARNETT, M. JEAN see CB WATCO
BARNEY THE MAGNIFICENT see BUS ENT KIT
BARNEY'S JEWELLERS see STORES WAT
BARNSTIJN, MICHAEL see CHARITIES
BAROQUE see STORES WAT
BARR, MARGARET see CB WATCO
BARRA CASTLE
BARRA, ENZO see CB KW
BARRABLE, BILL see CB WATCO
BARRATT, VIOLET see CB KW
BARRDAY INC.
BARRELS RESTAURANT
BARRETT, ARTHUR R. see CB KW
BARRETT, GEORGE M. see CB WATCO
BARRETT, NORAH see CB KW
BARRETT, SARA ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
BARRIE FAMILY see CB WATCO
BARRIE FAULKNER FINE WOODWORKING see BUS ENT RMW

BARRIE GLOVE & KNITTING

BARRIE, BEATRICE EVELYN see CB WATCO

BARRIE, DAVE

BARRIE, DOUGLAS S.

BARRIE, ERNEST see CB KW

BARRIE, GEORGE (1793-1863) see CB WATCO

BARRIE, GEORGE see CB WATCO

BARRIE, JAMES see CB WATCO

BARRIE, JOHN DICKIE see CB WATCO

BARRIE, WILLIAM C.

BARRON, ALAN DOUGLAS see CB KW

BARRON, LILLY see CB WATCO

BARTERING

BARTHEL FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT RMW

BARTHEL, BERTRAM see CB KW

BARTHEL, BOB see CB WATCO

BARTHEL, DOUGLAS see CB KW

BARTHEL, GEORGE F. see CB KW

BARTHEL, JOHN see CB WATCO

BARTJA, RON see CB KW

BARTLEMAN, SCOTT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

BARTLETT, FRED & JEANETTE see CB WATCO
BARTLETT, JOAN see CB WATCO

BARTLETT-GREEN, REGAN see SWIMMING - KW

BARTLEY, EWART ANDREW see CB WATCO

BARTON, DALE AND MATTHEW see CB WATCO

BARTON, Dr. ROBERT, see DOCTORS

BARTON, ERIC see CB KW

BARTON, PAUL see CB KW

BARTON'S ROADHOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

BASAR, STEVE see CB KW


    see also ATHLETES - KW

BASEBALL - PROFESSIONAL TEAM

BASIC NEEDS see STORES KIT

BASIC, ROMANO & MILKA see CB WATCO

BASICS (T-SHIRTS) see BUS ENT RMW

BASICS OFFICE PRODUCTS

    see also DILLON, JAMES (JIM) in CB KW

BASKERVILLE, GERTRUDE see CB KW

BASKERVILLE, MARGARET (NEE ENGLERT) see CB KW

BASKET CONNECTIONS see STORES CAM

BASKETBALL - HIGH SCHOOL - BOYS

BASKETBALL - HIGH SCHOOL - GIRLS
BASKETBALL - U OF W

BASKETBALL – WLU

BASKETBALL (includes Moser Award)

BASKIN-ROBBINS see STORES WAT

BASLER, MANFRED see BUS ENT KIT

BASLER, THERESA see CB WATCO

BASSE, HAROLD

BAST BURNERS see BUS ENT WAT

BAST NAPOLEON see BUS ENT WAT

BAST TIRES see BUS ENT RMW

BAST, ALLAN see CB WATCO

BAST, GEORGE see CB WATCO

BAST, MELANIE see TEACHERS - RMW (A-Z)

BAST, PHILIP AARON see CB KW

BASTEDO, JAMIE see CB KW

BATABYAL, TADOSHI see CB WATCO

BATCHelor, Sid

BATEMAN, ALTON see CB KW

BATEMAN, SHEILA WADE see CB KW

BATE'S MAYTAG HOME APPLIANCE CENTRE

BATES, WILLIAM SAMUEL see CB KW

BATES, WOODROW “BUB” see CB KW
BATHTUB KING

BATKE, VIVIEN see CB WATCO

BATTE, MARILYN see CB KW

BATTE, Reverend LOUIS see CB KW

BATTEN, BARBARA LOUISE (MURRAY) see CB KW

BATTISTONE, CHRISTA see CB WATCO

BATTLEFIELD EQUIPMENT see STORES WAT

BATTLER, BEATRICE (WIFE OF EWART) NEE BECKER see CB KW

BATTLER, ELFREDA (WIFE OF MORLEY) NEE BECKER see CB KW

BATTLER, FLORENCE (WIFE OF ROSS) NEE BECKER see CB KW

BATTLER, LUCINDA see CB WATCO

BATTLER, MELISSA see CB WATCO

BATTLER, MORLEY see CB KW

BATTLER, ROY see CB WATCO

BATTY, DONALD JOHN see CB KW

BAUER FAMILY (includes Sir Edgar Bauer & family and Father David Bauer)

BAUER INDUSTRIES LTD., WATERLOO

BAUER SKATE, CAMBRIDGE

BAUER, BILL see CB WATCO

BAUER, BOBBY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BAUER, CARL JOSEPH see CB WATCO

BAUER, CHARLES see CB KW
BAUER, ELIZABETH see CB KW
BAUER, HANS see CB KW

BAUER, JAMES

BAUER, LANCE see CB KW
BAUER, PATRICIA (PATSY) see CB KW
BAUER, RAYMOND see CB KW

BAUER, ROB see CB KW

BAUER, ROY C. see CB KW

BAUER, Sister STANISLAUS see CB KW

BAUER, SYLVIA (WIFE OF AUSTIN BAUER) NEE BINGAMAN see CB WATCO

BAULK, CLARENCE see CB KW

BAULK, CLAYTON see CB KW

BAULK, DEBBIE see CB KW

BAULK, DIANE see CB KW

BAULK, DONNA see CB KW

BAULK, JAMES see CB KW

BAULK, MARJORIE see CB WATCO

BAULK, NANCY see CB KW

BAULK, PAUL see CB KW

BAUMAN AUTO REPAIR see BUS ENT RMW

BAUMAN ELECTROLYSIS & WAXING see BUS ENT RMW

BAUMAN, JEANETTE see CB WATCO

BAUMAN JEWELLERS see BUS ENT RMW
BAUMAN PRINTERS see BUS ENT RMW
BAUMAN SUPERETTE see STORES WAT
BAUMAN, ADEN see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, ALVIN (BEN) see CB KW
BAUMAN, BARRY see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, DEB see MISSIONARIES
BAUMAN, ISRAEL see CB KW
BAUMAN, JULIE A. see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, KENDAL see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, LAUREN
BAUMAN, LEANDER see CB KW
BAUMAN, LYDIA ANN (nee HORST) see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, MABEL see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, MEL see CB KW
BAUMAN, MELVIN see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, NATE see SOFTBALL
BAUMAN, NOAH see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, OWEN see BUS ENT RMW
BAUMAN, OWEN see BUS ENT RMW
BAUMAN, Reverend BRIAN see CB WATCO
BAUMAN, ROY see CB KW
BAUMAN, SALOME see CB KW
BAUMAN, SUSANNAH see CB WATCO

BAUMAN, VERNON J. see CB KW

BAUMAN-BRUBACHER FAMILY see CB WATCO

BAUMANN, ISAAC E. see CB WATCO

BAUMGART, ED see CB KW

BAUMUNK, ART see CAP COMMUNICATIONS INC.

BAUPRE, HAROLD see CB KW

BAUPRE, TERESA see CB KW

BAVARIAN HAUS CAFE & PASTRY SHOPPE see STORES KIT

BAVARIAN MOTOR WORKS (BMW) see BUS ENT WAT

BAVARIAN TAVERN

BAVARIAN WINDOW WORKS see BUS ENT KIT

BAXTER, LEN see CB WATCO

BAXTER, WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BAYER, MARY (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE BROWN see CB KW

BAYER'S (A.) LTD. see STORES KIT

BAYLEY'S DECORATING CENTRE see STORES CAM

BAYNARD, GLADYS NEE LIPPERT see CB KW

BAYNE, JOHN see CB WATCO

BAYSHORE VILLAGE DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

BAYWASH see BUS ENT KIT

BAZETT, ALFRED D.H. see TODD, MINOTA ANDISON in CB WATCO
BB BARGOON’S see STORES KIT

BBQ COOK OFF AND CRAFT BEER SHOW see FAIRS - RMW

BDO DUNWOODY WARD MALLETTE see BUS ENT KIT

BE CREATIVE FLORAL SUPPLIES see BUS ENT WAT

BEACH, EARL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

BEACH, LILA JANE WILLIS see CB KW

BEACH, RACHEL see ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)

BEACHCOMBER HOT TUB & LEISURE CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

BEACOCK, CAITLIN see DISEASES

BEACOCK, LES see CB WATCO

BEACOM, MURRAY ROSS see CB WATCO

BEAL, KEN see CB KW

BEAL, MICHAEL see CB WATCO

BEAM BEDDING see BUS ENT WAT

BEAM, ALFRED H. see CB WATCO

BEAM, EMMANUEL see CB KW

BEAM, MARGARET see CB KW

BEAM, PAUL see CB KW

BEAMISH, RAHNO M.

BEAN ALEXANDER D. see CB KW

BEAN FAMILY see CB WATCO

BEAN PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO. LTD.
BEAN, ANDREW see CB KW
BEAN, ANNE see CB WATCO
BEAN, C. AUBREY see CB KW
BEAN, DOROTHY see CB WATCO
BEAN, DOUGLAS A. see CB KW
BEAN, Dr. DAVID
BEAN, ELEANORE (WIFE OF W.A.) NEE FEARMAN see CB KW
BEAN, ELLWORTH see CB WATCO
BEAN, FLORENCE see CB WATCO
BEAN, LORNA see CB KW
BEAN, MARGARET (WIFE OF R.S.) see CB KW
BEAN, MIKE see CB KW
BEAN, Mrs. RUTH LORRAINE see CB WATCO
BEAN, ROBERT JOHN see CB WATCO
BEAN, ROY see CB KW
BEAN, RUTH see CB WATCO
BEAN, WALTER A.
BEAN, WILFRID W.
BEAR WITH ME see STORES KIT
BEAR, EDNA see CB KW
BEARINGER, EDDIE see CB WATCO
BEASELY, LYNNE see CB KW
BEASLEY, HENRY see CB WATCO
BEASLEY, RICHARD see CB WATCO
BEASLEY, THOMAS see CB WATCO
BEAT GOES ON, THE see STORES KIT
BEATON, J. ROWAN see CB KW
BEATON, WILLIAM see CB KW
BEATRICE FOODS see BUS ENT KIT

BEATTIE, JESSIE LOUISE

BEATTIE, WILLIAM see CB KW
BEATTY, ROBERT (BOB) see CB WATCO
BEAULIEU, ERIC see CB KW
BEAULNE, TRUDY see CB KW

BEAUMONT, GEORGE J. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – BEAUMONT, GEORGE J

BEAUPRE STAMPS see STORES WAT
BEAUPRE, HAROLD see CB KW
BEAUPRE, LOUIS A. see CB KW
BEAUPRE, RONALD see CB WATCO
BEAUPRE’S INTERIORS LTD.

BEAUTICIAN’S SUPPLY see STORES KIT
BEAUTIFUL BEGINNINGS see BUS ENT RMW

BEAUTY CONTESTS - KW

see also OKTOBERFEST
BEAUTY CREATOR see BUS ENT WAT

BEAUTY IN MOTION see BUS ENT KIT

BEAUTY INSTITUTE see BUS ENT WAT

BEAUTY SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

BEAUTY SUPPLY SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

BEAUTY UNLIMITED HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT WAT

BEAUX AND BELLES SQUARE DANCE CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

BEAVER CANOE see STORES KIT

BEAVER FURNITURE CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BEAVER HOBBY CENTRE see STORES WAT

BEAVER LITERARY SOCIETY

BEAVER LUMBER

BEAVER, WES see CB WATCO

BEAVERDALE GOLF CLUB see BUS ENT RMW

BEAVERDALE see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY

BEAVERS, KEITH see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BEBEN, HENRY see CB KW

BECHTEL FAMILY

BECHTEL, BOB see CB WATCO

BECHTEL, BYRON ERB see CB KW

BECHTEL, ELDON see CB KW

BECHTEL, GEORGE (GARDENING) see BUS ENT KIT
BECHTEL, GEORGE (GARDENING) see BUS ENT KIT

BECHTEL, JACOB (1759-1838) see BECHTEL FAMILY

BECHTEL, JOHN (JACK)

BECHTEL, LEONARD see CB WATCO

BECHTEL, ORTON see CB KW

BECHTEL, WILBERT B. see CB WATCO

BECHTHOLD (WALTER) MOTORS see BUS ENT RMW

BECHTHOLD HOME IMPROVEMENTS see BUS ENT RMW

BECK, CATHERINE see CB KW

BECK, CHARLES L. (TODD) see CB KW

BECK, JACOB see CB WATCO

BECK, JOSEPH see CB KW

BECK, SIR ADAM

BECKER, BERTHA see CB KW

BECKER, CARL see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BECKER, CATHERINE (nee CONRAD) see CB KW

BECKER, DETLEF (DUFF) see CB KW

BECKER, EARL see CB KW

BECKER, ED see CB WATCO

BECKER, EDNA see CB KW

BECKER, EDWARD see CB KW

BECKER, HAROLD see CB KW

BECKER, HARRY see CB KW
BECKER, HENRY see CB KW
BECKER, IRVIN see CB WATCO
BECKER, JERRY see CB KW
BECKER, JUDY see CB WATCO
BECKER, KEN see CB WATCO
BECKER, LAWRENCE A. see CB KW
BECKER, MARGARET (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE DERSTINE see CB KW
BECKER, MAX see CB KW
BECKER, MERVIN see CB KW
BECKER, Mr. & Mrs. ALBERT (family reunion) see CB WATCO
BECKER, NETA (WIFE OF HERBERT) NEE MORLOCK see CB KW
BECKER, PHILIP see CB KW
BECKER, R. HOWARD see CB KW
BECKER, RUSSELL see CB KW
BECKER, WALTER see CB KW
BECKER, WILLARD (BILL) see CB WATCO
BECKER, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
BECKERMANN KITCHENS
BECKERS LAY-TECH
BECKETT SCHOOL
BECKETT SCHOOL OF MUSIC see BECKETT SCHOOL
BECKETT, MELISSA see CB WATCO
BECKHAM, L. M. (MOE) see CB KW
BECKHAM, SUSAN & SCOTT see CB KW
BECKING, NORM see CB KW
BECKMAN, ARTHUR see CB KW
BECKMAN, MARGARET ARMSTRONG
BECKNER, DORIS (WIFE OF WARD) NEE MCKERSIE see CB KW
BED AND BREAKFAST
BED WOMB see STORES KIT
BEDNJICKI, FRANC see CB KW
BEDROOMS GALORE see STORES CAM
BEECHEY, (FATHER) ALOYSIUS see CB WATCO
BEECHEY, JOHN see CB WATCO
BEECHEY, MARCIE & JOHN see CB WATCO
BEECHWOOD CENTRE SHOE SERVICES see STORES WAT
BEECHWOOD SUN SALON see BUS ENT WAT
BEECHWOOD WELLNESS CENTRE see STORES WAT
BEER, RODNEY M. “ROD” see CB KW
BEESE, CHARLES see CB KW
BEESLEY, LYNNE see CB KW
BEFORE WE ARE SIX see BUS ENT WAT
BEHAR CLINE MANUFACTURING see WILLIAM CLINE LTD
BEHLING, CLARENCE see CB KW
BEHLING, EDWARD see CB KW
BEHLING, EMIL C. see CB KW
BEHLING, GORDON see CB KW
BEHLING, HARRY see CB KW
BEHLING, MARILYN see CB KW
BEHLING, WALTER see CB KW
BEHNKE, PAUL see CB WATCO

BEILER, EGON

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

BEILER, MATT & MARK see GYMNASTICS

BEILSTEIN, CHRISTINE see CB KW

BEINAROVICS see BUS ENT KIT

BEINGESSNER, CLARENCE see CB KW

BEINGESSNER, JAMES

BEINGESSNER, SANDRA see CB KW

BEIRDO BROTHERS

BEISEL, KLEON L. see CB KW

BEISEL, STANLEY see CB WATCO

BEISINGER INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BELAIR STUDIO LTD.

BELAIR, CHARLES see BELAIR STUDIO LTD.

BELAMY’S RESTAURANTS
BELBECK, LENA see CB WATCO
BELCOT, JOE see ATHLETES – RMW - GENERAL
BELGIAN NURSERY
BELGIUM STANDARD LTD.
BELK, KEN see BUS ENT RMW
BELK, KEN see BUS ENT RMW
BELL CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
BELL, BRIAN see DOCTORS
BELL, BRYON see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
BELL, CHERYL see CB KW
BELL, DAVID see CB KW
BELL, DEBORAH see CB KW
BELL, DOROTHY (WIFE OF CLARENCE P.) NEE FISHER see CB KW
BELL, IAN see CB WATCO
BELL, IVAN see CB WATCO
BELL, JOHN see CB WATCO
BELL, KATHLEEN see CB KW
BELL, MARION see CB WATCO
BELL, PANSY (DOMINION WOOLEN MILL) see CB WATCO
BELL, ROBERT see CB KW
BELL, RON see CB KW
BELL, ROSE MARIE see CB KW
BELLA BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT RMW

BELLINGER, BRUCE R. see CB KW

BELLINGHAM, MAY “MARY” see CB KW

BELLIVEAU, CYNTHIA see CB KW

BELLMORE FAMILY see CB WATCO

BELMONT CLEANERS & TAILORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BELMONT HAIRSTYLISTS see BUS ENT KIT

BELMONT SHOPPING PLAZA

BELMONT VILLAGE FINANCIAL GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

BELVEDERE COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

BELYEA, LIZ see CB KW

BEMIS, BENJAMIN BOWMAN see DENTISTS

BEN J. PASTWAY (HOCKEY STICKS) see BUS ENT KIT

BEN THAN VIET-THAI see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT

BEN’S see BUS ENT RMW

BENCE FAMILY

BENCH CRAFT LEATHER INC. see BUS ENT KIT

BENCHMARK CALL CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

BEND ALL MANUFACTURING, AYR

BEND FARM

BENDALL TOOLS see BUS ENT RMW

BENDER FAMILY see CB WATCO
BENDER PRINTING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BENDER, A. C. see CB KW

BENDER, ALFRED J. see CB KW

BENDER, CLEO see CB WATCO

BENDER, DEL & LORETTA see CB WATCO

BENDER, DOUG see CB WATCO

BENDER, FRED see CB KW

BENDER, GARFIELD

BENDER, GRACE see CB KW

BENDER, HERMAN O. see CB KW

BENDER, JACOB & KATHERINE see CB WATCO

BENDER, JO-ANNE see CB KW

BENDER, KENNETH

BENDER, LEWIS see CB KW

BENDER, LILLIAN NEE POTWARKA see CB KW

BENDER, LINDA JEAN see CB KW

BENDER, LOUIS see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

BENDER, P. ADOLPH see CB KW

BENDER, PETER see CB KW

BENDER, ROBERT (PETE) see CB KW

BENDER, ROBERT see BUS ENT RMW

BENDER, RON see CB KW
BENDER, ROSS T. see CB KW
BENDER, URBAN see CB WATCO
BENDER, URIAS see CB WATCO
BENDER, URIE & DOROTHY see CB WATCO
BENDER, WILLIAM see CB KW
BENEDETTI, ETTORE (TONY) see CB WATCO
BENEDETTI, PAUL see CB WATCO
BENESCH, JOHN see CB KW
BENNETT, BETTY (WIFE OF HOWARTH) see CB KW
BENEVOLENCE INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION see CHARITIES
BENHAM, LES see CB WATCO
BENJAFIELD, DOUG see CB KW
BENJAMIN ROAD OUTDOOR CENTRE see EDUCATION
BENJAMIN'S RESTAURANT AND INN
BENNET CHEV OLDS see BUS ENT RMW
BENNATT & WRIGHT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BENNETT LEASING see BUS ENT RMW
BENNETT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BENNETT, CURT see CB WATCO
BENNETT, Dr. CRAIG see CB WATCO
BENNETT, GORDON see CB WATCO
BENNETT, JOHN see CB KW
BENNETT, MARGARET see CB KW
BENNETT, MINNIE Z. see CB KW
BENNETT, ROSS see BUS ENT KIT
BENNETT, ROSS see BUS ENT KIT
BENNETT, SUSAN see CB KW
BENNETT-COVERLEY, LOUISE see CB KW
BENNETT'S LADIES SPECIALTY SHOP see STORES KIT
BENNINGER, ELEANOR (ELLEN) see CB KW
BENNINGER, JUDITH see CB KW
BENNINGER, PETER see CB KW
BENTLEY, JOHN CHRISTOPHER see CB WATCO
BENTON ANTIQUITIES see BUS ENT WAT
BENTON STREET BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER
BENT'S CAMERAS see STORES WAT
BENYON, AGGIE see CB KW
BENZIN ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
BERBERICH, A.W. (BILL) OR AURELIUS U. see CB KW
BERBERICH, EMMA J. see CB KW
BERBERICH, JOHN see CB WATCO
BERDUN, JANICE see CANCER - BREAST
BERDUX, VAL W. see CB KW
THE BEREAVED PARENTS GROUP see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
BEREAVEMENT

BERESFORD BOX see BUS ENT WAT

BERESFORD, ROB see CB WATCO

BERG (AKA BERGES), CLAUDE see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

BERG THE MOVER

BERG, ALLAN see CB WATCO

BERG, CONRAD see CB WATCO

BERG, DENIS see CB KW

BERG, HENRY see CB KW

BERG, JOEL see CB KW

BERG, MELVIN J. see CB KW

BERG, PAUL see CB KW

BERG, RALPH PETER see CB WATCO

BERG, SUZANNE see CB KW

BERGAUER, MIKE see CB KW

BERGEN ELECTRIC

BERGEN, JOHN STUDIO

BERGEY, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO

BERGEY, LORNA & DAVID

BERGMAN (ED) JEWELLERS LTD. see STORES WAT

BERGMAN, AUGUST see CB WATCO

BERGMAN, JEAN see CB KW
BERGMANN, ALFRED see CB KW
BERGMANN’S see STORES KIT
BERGSTEIN'S LADIES WEAR see STORES KIT
BERGSTROM FLORAL ART see BUS ENT WAT
BERKELEY, VIVIAN see CB KW
BERLET, ALVIN see CB KW
BERLET, CARL see CB KW
BERLET, DONALD see CB KW
BERLET, EDWIN see CB KW
BERLET, GEORGE see CB KW
BERLET, HENRY see CB KW
BERLET, MARION see CB KW
BERLET, THEODORE see CB KW
BERLET, VALENTINE see CB KW
BERLETT FAMILY see CB WATCO
BERLIN (THE) see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT – A-Z
BERLIN BIKE CAFÉ see BUS ENT KIT
BERLIN CIRCLE see CLUBS - KW (A-K)
BERLIN CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
BERLIN FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT
BERLIN INTERIOR HARDWOOD see SASS, WILLIAM THEODORE in CB KW
BERLIN PIANO & ORGAN CO. see BUS ENT KIT
BERLIN RUBBER see BUS ENT KIT
BERMAN, JOSEPH see CB WATCO
BERMAN, LORNA see CB KW
BERNAFON CANADA INC. see BUS ENT KIT
BERNARDO, FRANK see CB KW
BERNARDO-HILL TILE COMPANY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BERNATH, PETER see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY (A-Z)
BERNER, NORMAN see CB KW
BERNER, PAT see CB KW
BERNGESSNER, JIM see CB KW
BERNHARDT INSURANCE SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
BERNHARDT, ANDREW see CB KW
BERNHARDT, CLARA
BERNHARDT, HAROLD G. (BARNEY) see CB WATCO
BERNICE BEAUTY SHOP see BUS ENT KIT
BERRANG, PETER see CB KW
BERRY, JOHN see CB WATCO
BERRY, JOSH see SWIMMING KW
BERRY, MARK see CB WATCO
BERTUZZI, TODD
BERWICK, RICKY, see CB KW
BERWICK, WAYNE see CB KW
BES TOOL & DIE LTD.

BESSERER, ROY see CB KW

BESSERER, WILLIAM JACOB see CB KW

BEST BUY see STORES KIT

BEST DOOR see BUS ENT RMW

BEST KEPT SECRETS see BUS ENT WAT

BEST VALUE see BUS ENT RMW

BEST WESTERN ST. JACOBS COUNTRY INN see BUS ENT RMW

BEST, KERRY see CB KW

BESTARD, MARY JANE see EVANS, EDWARDS WILLIAM

BESTPIPE LTD.

BESTSELLERS see STORES KIT

BETA SIGMA PHI

BETACOM CORP see BUS ENT WAT

BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE

BETHANY UNITED MISSIONARY CHURCH, KITCHENER

BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

BETHEL LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

BETHEL MISSIONARY CHURCH, NEW DUNDEE

BETTELEY, DARLENE see CB KW

BETTENDORF, KRISTIAN see CB KW

BETTER AUTO ACCIDENT TREATMENT FOR INJURED VICTIMS IN ONTARIO (BATFIV)
BETTER BEE SUPPLIES see **BUS ENT RMW**

BETTER BODY FITNESS CENTRE see **BUS ENT RMW**

**BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU - KW**

BETTER BUSINESS INTEGRATION (BBI) see **BUS ENT RMW**

BETTGER, LOUISE E. see **CB WATCO**

BETTRIDGE, ALBERT JOHN see **CB KW**

BETTRIDGE, BARBARA see **CB KW**

BETTRIDGE, CHRIS see **CB KW**

BETTSCHEN, ANNE-MARIE see **CB KW**

BETTSCHEN, JACOB see **CB WATCO**

**BETTY THOMPSON YOUTH CENTRE**

BETWEEN FRIENDS see **WEST SIDE CLOTHING COMPANY in BUS ENT RMW**

BETWEEN SHOP see **STORES KIT**

BETZNER FAMILY see **CB WATCO**

BETZNER, ERA see **CB KW**

BETZNER, HENRY B. see **CB KW**

BETZNER, MOSES see **CB KW**

BETZNER, SAMUEL see **CB WATCO**

BETZNER, UNA see **CB KW**

BETZNER, VERONICA see **CB KW**

BEVERIDGE, ALEXANDER “ALLAN” see **CB KW**

BEVERLY CASUALS see **BUS ENT RMW**
BEVERLY HILLS WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC see BUS ENT WAT
BEVERLY PRO-CLEANERS & LAUNDROMAT see BUS ENT RMW
BEVERLY SWAMP
BEVERLY TIRE see BUS ENT RMW
BEXON, KENNETH see CB KW
BEYNON, J. O. (JACK) see CB KW
BEYNON, JOHN see CB KW
BEYNON, MURRAY see CB KW
BEYNON, THOMAS see CB KW
BEYOND WORDS see BUS ENT WAT
BEZANSON, DR. KEITH see CB KW
BEZEAU, ADRIENNE see CB KW
BEZEAU, C. MORTIMER see CB KW
BEZEAU, H. MORTIMER see CB WATCO
BEZEAU, LAWRENCE C. see CB KW
BEZEAU, OLIVER MERVIN see CB KW
BEZEAU, ROBERT see CB KW
BFC INDUSTRIAL see NICHOLLS RADKE LTD. in BUS ENT WAT
BG AUTO CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
BH MCFARLANE AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT RMW
BHIMA’S WARUNG see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
BIATHLON
BIBA BOUTIQUE

BIBBY FOUNDRY

BIBLES FOR MISSIONS see STORES KIT

BICENTENNIAL - RMW

BICKLE, CLARENCE ALVIN see CB WATCO

BICYCLE PATHS see TRAILS - KW see TRAILS - RMW

BIDDISCOMBE, RYAN see CB KW

BIDNANKO, GREGORY see CB KW

BIEDELMANN, PEGGY (WIFE OF GLEN) NEE UFFELMANN see CB KW

BIEMAN, ANNA see CB KW

BIERMAN, JOHN see CB WATCO

BIERMAN, LEXIE see CB KW

BIERONSKI, TIM & ANGIE see CB KW

BIERWAGEN, ROBERT see CB KW

BIG AL'S AQUARIUM SERVICES see STORES KIT

BIG BEAR SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

BIG BILL'S BARGAIN WAREHOUSE see STORES KIT

"BIG BOX" DEVELOPMENT see POWER CENTRE PROJECT – WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP

BIG BROTHERS – RMW

BIG BROTHERS, BIG SISTERS – KW – 2003- Before 2003 see BIG BROTHERS – RMW
and/or BIG SISTERS – RMW

BIG EVENTS see BUS ENT RMW

BIG FOUR CHICKS see BUS ENT RMW
BIG JOHN'S SUBMARINES see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

BIG R RENTALS see STORES KIT

BIG SISTERS - RMW

BIG SKY DANCE STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

BIG V DRUGSTORES

BIGGRAVE, RUSS see CB WATCO

BIGNELL, CHARLES see CB KW

BIGNELL, ROBERT see CB WATCO

BIKE PATROLS - CAMBRIDGE

BIKER'S RIGHTS ORGANIZATION OF WATERLOO REGION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

BILDSTEIN, DR. WALTER see CB WATCO

BILL ANDERSON CLOTHIER LTD. see STORES KIT

BILL LEROUX'S AUTO & TRUCK REPAIRS see BUS ENT KIT

BILL THE TAILOR see STORES KIT

BILL'S BARGAIN BASEMENT see STORES CAM

BILLIAN'S VALU-MART see STORES CAM

BILLINGS, DONNA see CB KW

BILLINGS, JACK see BUS ENT KIT

BILLINGS, JACK see BUS ENT KIT

BILLO, KARL see CB KW

BILTMORE/STETSONS, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

BILTON, JOHN see CB KW
see also JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY – KW

BINBREK, LAILA see ARTISTS - RMW

BINDEMANN, FREDERICK WILLIAM

BINDERNAGEL, WILBERT see CB KW

BINGEMAN FAMILY

see also BINGEMAN PARK

BINGEMAN PARK -2002; 2003-

BINGEMAN, GORD see CB WATCO

BINGEMAN, LARRY see CB WATCO

BINGEMAN’S INC. see BINGEMAN PARK

BINGHAM INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

BINGO HALLS - KW

BINKOWSKI, ART see BOXING

BIOAG CONSULTANTS & DISTRIBUTORS see BUS ENT RMW

BIO-BOB’S SEPTIC SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

BIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES ON LINE see BUS ENT WAT

BIOMETICAL PHOTOMETRICS see BUS ENT WAT

BIO-PED FOOTCARE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

BIOREM see BUS ENT WAT

BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY – RMW see BUS ENT RMW - GENERAL

BIRCH, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

BIRD CLINIC see AVIAN WILDLIFE CLINIC
BIRD HUT NATURE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

BIRD, JOEL see CB KW

BIRD, MICHAEL

BIRDIE, MILLEY see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

BIRDS

BIRDS OF PREY AND INTERNATIONAL GAME FARM

BIRDSTRIKE see BIRDS OF PREY & INTERNATIONAL GAME FARM

BIRLEY, CECIL GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

BIRNSTIHL, DAE see CB KW

BIRTH CONTROL see ABORTION – KW

see also PLANNED PARENTHOOD - WATERLOO REGION

see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT - FAMILY PLANNING SERVICE

see also WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – BIRTH CONTROL

BIRTHRIGHT

BISCH GENERAL CONTRACTOR see BUS ENT RMW

BISCH, ANN see CB WATCO

BISCH, CARL see CB WATCO

BISCH, RON see CB WATCO

BISCHOFF PAM see CB KW

BISCHOFF, KARL see DRINKING AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

BISH, FRED see CB KW
BISH, RUTH (WIFE OF WILLIAM E.) NEE SHOEMAKER see CB KW

BISH, WILLIAM see CB KW

BISHARA, CHRISTINE NEE FACKOURY see CB KW

BISHARA, NAHIN see CB KW

BISHOP, CHARLES see CB KW

BISHOP, E. F. see CB KW

BISHOP, KRISSY see ARTISTS - RMW

BISMARCK PUB see BUS ENT KIT

BISSETT, EDITH M. see CB KW

BISSETT, JOHN MACKEESOR

BISSONNETTE, DR. ROBERT N. see CB KW

BISTRICKI, TOM see BUS ENT KIT

BISTRICKI, TOM see BUS ENT KIT

BISTRO 105 see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

BITSCHY, HENRY see CB WATCO

BITSCHY, IRENE SARAH HARNACK see CB WATCO

BITSCHY, MARIE BARBARA (MRS. HENRY L.) see CB WATCO

BITTER, DONALD HARRY see CB KW

BITTNER'S MEAT & DELICATESSEN see STORES KIT

BITTORF, RETA see CB WATCO

BITZER, ARMIN M. see CB KW

BITZER, CONRAD see CB KW
BITZER, MEDON A. see CB KW
BITZER, PAUL JEWETT see CB KW
BITZER, WILFRID L.
BIVEINIS, ALFONSAS see CB WATCO
BIVEINIS, ONA see CB WATCO
BIWAY
BIZMART see BUS ENT WAT
BLACHFORD, JOHN see CB KW
BLACK AND DECKER see BUS ENT RMW
BLACK AWARENESS DAY
    see also BLACKS – RMW
BLACK BADGER see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
BLACK FOREST INN
BLACK HISTORY ASSOCIATION OF WATERLOO-WELLINGTON see BLACKS - RMW
BLACK HORSE CORNERS
BLACK ORCHID HAIR AND SKIN SPECIALISTS see STORES CAM
BLACK RIBBON DAY
BLACK WALNUT BALLET COMPANY
BLACK WALNUT FOLK CLUB see CLUBS - KW (A-K)
BLACK WIDOW SPEEDWAY see BUS ENT KIT
BLACK, DON see CB KW
BLACK, GWEN see CB KW
BLACK, J. A. (SANDY) see CB KW
BLACK, PETER see CB KW
BLACK, ROBERT JACKSON see CB KW

BLACK, TERRY
BLACK BEAR TAVERN see HOTELS - RMW
BLACKBERRY see RESEARCH IN MOTION

BLACKBRIDGE MILL INN
BLACKBURN, LISA see ATHLETES- KW (A-K)
BLACKBURN, MAURICE see CB KW
BLACKBURN'S BOOKS see STORES KIT
BLACKMON MOORING STEAMATIC CATASTROPHE INC. see BUS ENT WAT
BLACKMORE, DEIDRE see CB WATCO
BLACKMORE, LOIS see CB WATCO
BLACKMORE, RALPH see CB KW
BLACKNER, LEN see CB WATCO
BLACKOUT see POWER FAILURE 2003

BLACKS - RMW

see also BLACK AWARENESS DAY

BLACKS - WELLINGTON COUNTY see BLACKS - RMW
BLACK'S PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW

BLACKSHOP RESTAURANT

BLACKSMITHS

see also SCHEFTER, ALFRED in BUS ENT WAT and CB KW

BLACKSTOCK, CAROLYN see CB KW
BLACKTOP PAVING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

BLACKWELL, HAROLD see CB WATCO

BLACKWOOD, ERROL see CB KW

BLAIN CUSTOM TAILOR SHIRTS see BUS ENT WAT

BLAIN, RICHARD see CB WATCO

BLAINE, JASON see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

BLAINEY, FRED & DORA see CB KW

BLAIR HOUSE GIFTS see STORES CAM

BLAIR MANOR

BLAIR READYMIX see BUS ENT KIT

BLAIR ROAD PUBLIC SCHOOL

BLAIR, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

BLAIR, HAROLD A. see CB WATCO

BLAIR, JAMES (JIM) see CB WATCO

BLAIR, KAYLA see CB KW

BLAIR, LISA & MICHELLE

BLAIR, ONTARIO

BLAIRVIEW BED & BREAKFAST

BLAIRVIEW PROJECT see (H.L.) MCQUARRIE SCHOOL

BLAKE, ANNETTE see CB KW

BLAKE, DOUGLAS see CB KW

BLAKE, MICHAEL see CB KW
BLAKE, WILLIAM S. see CB KW
BLAKELY, CARLA see CB KW
BLANKET HOUSE see BUS ENT RMW
BLASCHKE, LUDELLA S. see CB WATCO
BLASCHKE, RON see CB WATCO
BLASER CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
BLASING, ARTHUR see CB KW
BLAXLEY, RON see CB WATCO
BLAYNEY, FRED MAURICE see CB KW
BLAYNEY’S PHARMACY LTD. see STORES WAT
BLEICH, ADA see CB WATCO
BLERIOT AIRPLANE see AVIATION
BLESCH, MICHAEL see CB KW
BLESSED KATERI SEPARATE SCHOOL
BLESSED SACRAMENT ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER
BLESSED SACRAMENT SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER
BLESSINGS see BUS ENT WAT
BLG (BORDEN, LADNER, GERVAIS LLP) see BUS ENT KIT
BLIND – RMW
BLINDS ARE US see BUS ENT KIT
BLITZ (THE) see BUS ENT RMW
BLOCH, KEVIN see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
BLOCK PARENT PROGRAM - KW & DISTRICT

BLOCK, DALTON see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO see STORES CAM

BLOK, MARSHA see CB WATCO

BLONDE, DEBRA see ARTISTS KW

BLOOD BANKS - PRIVATE

BLOOD SUPPLY see BLOOD BANKS - PRIVATE

see also KW RED CROSS

BLOOD, GRANVILLE P. see CB KW

BLOOMERY see BUS ENT RMW

BLOOMFIELD, GEORGE see CB WATCO

BLOOMINGDALE PUBLIC SCHOOL

BLOOMINGDALE VILLAGE MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

BLOOMINGDALE, ONTARIO

BLOOMS AND TUNES see BUS ENT RMW

BLOOS, MICHAEL see CB KW

BLOSSOM & BLOOM ORGANIC FOODS see STORES WAT

BLOSSOM’S FLOWER COMPANY see STORES CAM

BLOSTROM, PHYLLIS NEE GATCKE see CB KW

BLOUSE METAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT

BLOW, CHARLES

BLOWES, CALUDE see CB WATCO

BLOW’S MEAT MARKET see BUS ENT RMW
BLUCK, PHIL see CB KW
BLUE C 802 INC. see BUS ENT WAT
BLUE COAT SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
BLUE DIAMOND HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT RMW
BLUE DIAMOND WINDOW CLEANING see BUS ENT WAT
BLUE DOG BAGELS see STORES CAM
BLUE GILL TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT
BLUE KNIGHTS MOTORCYCLE CLUB
BLUE LEAF BOOKS see STORES KIT
BLUE MOON
BLUE NUNS see APOSTLES OF INFINITE LOVE - KW
BLUE OVAL FORD CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
BLUE SKY MARINE see BUS ENT RMW
BLUE TOP BREWING COMPANY
BLUE WAVE THERAPIES see BUS ENT RMW
BLUES – MUSIC
BLUES, BREWS AND BARBEQUES see MUSIC FESTIVALS
BLUEVALE HIGH SCHOOL, WATERLOO
BLUEWATER BOSS MACHINING see BUS ENT KIT
BLUHM, ELIZABETH (NÉE RAU, WIFE OF CONRAD BLUHM) see CB KW
BLUJAY BANDAG see BUS ENT RMW
BLUM, WILFRED see CB WATCO
BLUNDELL, LAWRENCE see CB KW

BMG NORTH AMERICA see BUS ENT RMW

BOARDWALK FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

BOATHOUSE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

BOAZ, WILLIAM MACLEAN (BILL) see CB KW

BOBBIE, DR. HARRY see CB KW

BOCK (A.E.) FOUNDRY see BUS ENT RMW

BOCK, CAMERON V. see CB WATCO

BOCKING, WILHELM see CB KW

BO-DE SWEETS see STORES WAT

BODELL, MIKE see CB KW

BODNAR, STEPHAN see CB KW

BODY CHECK see BUS ENT WAT

BODY COUNT see BUS ENT WAT

BODY PERFECT see BUS ENT RMW

BODY QUEST FITNESS see BUS ENT RMW

BODY SHOP

BODYCOTE GALT MATERIALS TESTING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

BODYWORK MASSAGE THERAPY see BUS ENT RMW

BOEGEL APPLIANCES LTD.

BOEGEL, PHILIP & OLGA see CB KW

BOEGLI, FRITZ see CB KW
BOEHM, ARNOLD (ARNIE)

BOEHM, FRANK see CB WATCO

BOEHM, PETER M. see CB KW

BOEHMER (H.) COMPANY LTD.

BOEHMER BOX

BOEHMER, ALFORD see CB KW

BOEHMER, AUGUST see CB KW

BOEHMER, CAROL (WIFE OF PAT) see CB KW

BOEHMER, CHARLES H. (CARLO)

BOEHMER, CHARLES STOLTZ see CB KW

BOEHMER, DOUGLAS see CB KW

BOEHMER, EDWARD see CB KW

BOEHMER, FLOYD see CB KW

BOEHMER, FRED see CB KW

BOEHMER, GEORGE (SON OF AUGUST) see CB KW

BOEHMER, HENRY see CB KW

BOEHMER, HERBERT see CB KW

BOEHMER, HERMAN EDWARD see CB KW

BOEHMER, JOHANN HEINRICH “HENRY” 1812-1880 see CB KW

BOEHMER, KEVIN & COLLEEN see CB KW

BOEHMER, MARIE see CB KW

BOEHMER, MARILYN NEE COOK (J.H.) see CB KW
BOEHLER, MATILDA (WIFE OF FRED) NEE PEQUEGNAT see CB KW

BOEHLER, MINNIE (WIFE OF C.H.) NEE WAHN ROOS see CB KW

BOEHLER, NELSON see CB KW

BOEHLER, PATRICK see CB KW

BOEHLER, PHILIP see CB KW

BOEHLER, ROBERT see CB KW

BOEHLER, STEWART see CB KW

BOEHLER, WALTER see CB KW

BOEKESTEIN, SYBILLA (nee KLAAS) see CB WATCO

BOEGER, CHERYL

BOERS, ARTHUR PAUL see CB KW

BOETTGER, WALTER G., Sr. see CB KW

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

BOGHOSSIAN, AZNIF NEE KALENDAR see CB KW

BOGHOSSIAN, ELISABETH see CB KW

BOGHOSSIAN, IRMA see CB KW

BOGHOSSIAN, KRIKOR see CB KW

BOGHOSSIAN, SEROPE see CB KW

BOGIAS, KALI see CB WATCO

BOGNER, Sister RITA see CB WATCO

BOGUSKY, ALF see KW ART GALLERY

BOHLEN, ANNE see CB WATCO
BÖHMER, HENRY S. see CB KW

BOHN, DAFYD

BOHN, DAFYD (of DAFYD’S CUSTOM FURNITURE)

BOIDA DEVELOPMENTS see BUS ENT RMW

BOJANGLES DANCE STUDIO see BUS ENT WAT

BOLAND, JANET NEE SLATER see CB KW

BOLAND, JIM see CB WATCO

BOLAND, JOANIE see CB WATCO

BOLDT, ED & MARG see CB KW

BOLDUC, ALBERT see CB KW

BOLDUC, LORRAINE (WIFE OF LINCOLN) see CB KW

BOLDUC, MISS CHARLES see CB WATCO

BOLENDER, MARGARET see CB WATCO

BOLENDER, MORLEY see CB KW

BOLES, DENN see CB WATCO

BOLGER, LORNE see CB WATCO

BOLGER, LUCINDA (CINDY) MARTIN see CB WATCO

BOLITSKY, LOUIS see CB KW

BOLITSKY, STANLEY D. see CB KW

BOLITSKY, WALTER see CB KW

BOLL, NORA (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE LAUBER see CB KW

BOLLAND, MANDY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
BOLLERT, MILTON see CB KW

BOLMAN, (WIFE OF K.W.) NEE BRAUND see CB KW

BOLOHAN, DANIEL see CB KW

BOLT & NUT SUPPLY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

BOLT FAMILY see LGBTQ+ KW

BOLTMAN, JIM & WILMA see CB WATCO

BOLTON DENTAL MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT RMW

BOLTON, NORMAN see CB KW

BON BON FACTORY see STORES WAT

BOND, BERT see CB WATCO

BOND, JEFF see CB WATCO

BONDARENKO, VLADIMIR see CB KW

BONDARENKO, WALT see CB KW

BONE, GEORGE see CB WATCO

BONFONTE, DIANE see CB KW

BONFONTI, ANDREW see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BONFONTI, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BONITA BEAUTIFUL SHOE STORE see STORES KIT

BONNER, BRANT see CB KW

BONNIE STUART SHOES

BONNIE'S CHICK HATCHERY see BUS ENT RMW

BOOK CIRCLE see BUS ENT WAT

BOOK EXCHANGE see STORES WAT
BOOK EXPRESS see STORES CAM
BOOKAZINE ENTERPRISES LTD. see STORES KIT
BOOKER’S FOOD MART, NEW HAMBURG see BUS ENT RMW
BOOKHOUT, GERRY see CB KW
BOOKQUET see BUS ENT RMW
BOOKSHOP AT PANDORA see STORES KIT
BOOKWORKS see BUS ENT RMW
BOONE, BERT see CB WATCO
BOORMAN, MAVIS see BUS ENT KIT
BOORMAN, MAVIS see BUS ENT KIT
BOOS, A. W. (BILL) see CB KW
BOOTH, DAVE see CB KW
BOOTH, DOUG see CB KW
BOOTH, GEORGE MCNAUGHTON see CB WATCO
BOOTH, JANE R. see CB KW
BOOTH, KENNETH W. see CB KW
BOOTH, KRISTEN see CB KW
BOOTHBY, ROYAL A. see CB KW
BOPPRE, JEAN see CB KW
BOPPRE, PHYLLIS “HONEY” NEE BRUDER see CB KW
BORDEN CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BORDER NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT
BOREALIS GRILLE & BAR see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT - (A-Z)

BORENSTEIN, MORRIS J. see CB KW

BORG TEXTILES, ELMIRA

BORGHESE CAR CLINIC see BUS ENT KIT

BORMAN, CLIFF & EILEEN see CB WATCO

BORMAN, DORA (WIFE OF EARL) NEE ARNOLD see CB KW

BORN, PAUL see CB KW

BORNE, DANIEL T. see BUS ENT KIT

BORNE, DANIEL T. see BUS ENT KIT

BORNE, HILDA NEE SCHIPPLING see CB KW

BORNHOLD, KARL see CB KW

BORNHOLD, ROBERT see CB KW

BOROVILOS, ANGELO (ANDY) see CB KW

BORTME, MR. & MRS. see STORES KIT

BORTMES, JOHN see CB KW

BORTMES, Mr. & Mrs. see STORES KIT

BORTSCHER, ANNA (WIFE OF ANTHONY) see CB KW

BORUSIEWICH, NANCY see CB KW

BORYS, BETTY (WIFE OF STANLEY) NEE KAYLER see CB KW

BÖSENBERG FAMILY see CB KW

BOSHART, BERTHA see CB WATCO

BOSHART, CONNIE see CB KW
BOSHART, EDNA see CB WATCO
BOSHART, LARRY see CB KW
BOSHART, NOAH see CB WATCO
BOSHART, SARAH see CB WATCO
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
BOSS, THE see BUS ENT KIT
BOSSENBERRY FAMILY see CB KW
BOSSENBERRY, FRANK & LOUISA see CB KW
BOSWORTH, DIANA see CB WATCO
BOTANICAL EXPRESSIONS see BUS ENT WAT
BOTEHO, AIMIE see BLACKSMITHS
BOTHERAS, LEE ANN see CB WATCO
BOTT, CAROL ANN see CB WATCO
BOTT, TERRY see CB KW
BOTTLER'S ENGINEERING & DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT
BOTTOMLINE RESOURCE GROUP see BUS ENT WAT
BOTTOM'S UP see BUS ENT KIT
BOU-MATAR, MAJDI see CB KW
BOUCHER, BRIAN see CB KW
BOUCK, C. R. see AUTHORS RMW (A-Z)
BOUCKIS, JOHN see CB WATCO
BOUDREAU, NANCY see CB KW
BOUDRIA, DON see U OF W – CONVOCATIONS
BOUG, GARY see CB KW
BOUGART, DR. KALUS HERMANN see CB KW
BOUGHER, BARRY see CB KW
BOUGHEY, KEITH & BROTHERS BRYAN, ALAN & MALCOLM see CB WATCO
BOULDEN, JOHN see CB KW
BOULLEE, WILLIAM HENRY (DR.) see CB WATCO
BOULLEE, WM. H. see CB KW
BOURKE, BRIAN see CB KW
BOUT, HENRI see CB WATCO
BOUTIQUE FAVORITA see STORES KIT
BOVINE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY (BSE) see AGRICULTURE - RMW
BOW, ERIN see AUTHORS – RMW – A-Z – 1995 –
BOWDEN, HAROLD H. see CB KW
BOWDITCH, FRED see CB WATCO
BOWEN, GARY see DISEASES
BOWERS, CYRUS see CB WATCO
BOWERS, DANIEL (DANNY) see CB WATCO
BOWLBY ELM see TREES-KW
BOWLBY FAMILY
BOWLBY, GEORGE HERBERT
BOWLBY, WARD HAMILTON
BOWLING (includes lawn bowling)

BOWLING, ANDREW E. see CB KW

BOWMAN, ABNER see CB KW

BOWMAN, ABRAHAM see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, AMOS B. see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, BEATRICE see CB KW

BOWMAN, BUCK see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, CHARLES M. see CB KW

BOWMAN, COLE see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, COLEMAN

BOWMAN, DANIEL M. see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, DIANE see BUS ENT RMW

BOWMAN, EDNA

BOWMAN, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, GEORGE see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, HENRIETTA see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, HENRY B. see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, HERBERT JOSEPH (H.J.) see CB KW

BOWMAN, IDA

BOWMAN, ISAAC see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, ISAIAH see CB KW

BOWMAN, ISRAEL D.
BOWMAN, IVAN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

BOWMAN, JOHN G. see CB KW

BOWMAN, LEANDER see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, LORNE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BOWMAN, PERCY see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, PETER see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, Reverend S. S. see CB KW

BOWMAN, ROBERT L. see CB KW

BOWMAN, ROGER see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, RON see CB KW

BOWMAN, SAMMY see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, STANLEY see CB KW

BOWMAN, TERRY see CB WATCO

BOWMAN, URIAS see CB KW

BOWMAN, W. KEITH see CB KW

BOWMAN, WENDELL see CB WATCO

BOWMAN'S WEAVING see BUS ENT RMW

BOWRING'S see STORES KIT

BOXED MEAT REVOLUTION see STORES KIT

BOXING (includes kick boxing)

    see also LEWIS, LENNOX

    see also VANDERPOOL BROTHERS - SYD and FITZ (BOXERS)
BOXWELL, DAVID see CB KW

BOY SCOUTS - KW - to 1980, 1980s, 1990-95, 1996-

BOYCHUK, DOROTHY (MRS. MICHAEL) see CB WATCO

BOYCHUK, THEODOSIA (MRS. MICHAEL) see CB KW

BOYD, AMBER JOY see CB WATCO

BOYD, DR. JAMES W. see CB KW

BOYD, EVELYN MAE P. see CB KW

BOYD, SANDY see CB WATCO

BOYDON, BARBARA see CB WATCO

BOYD'S CHURCH, CROSSHILL

BOYER, A. S. see CB KW

BOYER, CHESTER WILFRED see CB KW

BOYER, JOHN DOUGLAS see CB KW

BOYER, RICHARD see CB KW

BOYES, DAVID see CB KW

BOYKO, JACOB see CB KW

BOYKO, LAVINE (LUBA) see CB KW

BOYKO, JACOB see CB KW

BOYLE, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO

BOYLE, PHELIN & FEIDHIM see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

BOYNE, KYLE see CB WATCO

BRABY CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BRACKET COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT
BRADBURY, MARCEL see CB WATCO

BRADCOR SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

BRADLEY, BRIAN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BRADLEY, CAROL see ARTISTS – KW

BRADLEY, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

BRADLEY, LESLIE see CB KW

BRADLEY, LLOYD see CB KW

BRADLEY, W. L. see CB WATCO

BRADLEY, WHIT see CB KW

BRADSHAW, ROBERT see CB KW

BRADY’S MEAT AND DELI see STORES KIT

BRAENDLE’S CIDER MILL see BUS ENT RMW

BRAID TYPEWRITER SPECIALISTS (BTS) see BUS ENT RMW

BRAID, PETER

BRAIN DRAIN see EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION 1996-

BRAIN INJURY ASSOCIATION, THE

BRAMANTE STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

BRAMM, GEORGE see CB KW

BRAMM, JOHN, Jr. see CB KW

BRAMM, JOHN, Sr. see CB KW

BRAMM, MAUDE see CB KW

BRANCHTON, ONTARIO
BRANDLE, JOHN, see CB WATCO

BRANDLES see STORES CAM

BRANDT, CAROL see CB KW

BRANDT, CHRISTA see CB KW

BRANDT, GAIL CUTHBERT see RENISON COLLEGE

BRANIFF, DANIEL A. see CB KW

BRANNEN, NATHAN see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

BRANT, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW

BRANT, WALTER see CB KW

BRANTCO CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW

BRASH, DOROTHY (WIFE OF THOMAS) NEE SEIBERT see CB KW

BRATTAN TOOL INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT KIT

BRAUN MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BRAUN, MARIECHEN (MARIA) see CB KW

BRAUN, ANTON J. see CB KW

BRAUN, CASPER

BRAUN, DOUG & SUSAN see CB KW

BRAUN, FRANK see CB KW

BRAUN, FRANKIE see CB KW

BRAUN, GORDON see CB KW

BRAUN, HEINRICH see CB KW

BRAUN, HELENA see CB KW
BRAUN, JOSEPH see CB KW
BRAUN, KAREN see CB KW
BRAUN, LUCY see CB WATCO
BRAUN, MAE see CB KW
BRAUN, WAYNE ALAN see CB WATCO

BRAUN'S BICYCLE

BRAVE BROWN BAGS see BUS ENT RMW

BRAWLEY, NANCY see CB KW

BRAY, GEORGE see CB KW

BRAY, HORACE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BRAY, MURRAY see CB KW

BREAD & BRETZEL BASKET see BUS ENT WAT

BREAD OVEN see STORES CAM

BREADNER TRAILERS see BUS ENT KIT

BREADNER, ROBERT see CB KW

BREAST FEEDING

BREAST IMPLANTS - RMW

BREAU, CAROL see TEACHERS - RMW

BRECHT, TIM see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY INDIVIDUALS

BRECKLES, TOM (LOTTERY TICKETS) see BUS ENT KIT

BRECKLES, TOM (LOTTERY TICKETS) see BUS ENT KIT

BREEDEN, BILL, see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
BREEN, HARRIET NEE KERR see CB KW
BREHLER, JOHN ADAM see CB KW
BREHLER, MAGDALENA see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT BLOCK (51 BREITHAUPHT ST., KITCHENER)

BREITHAUPHT COMMUNITY CENTRE

BREITHAUPHT FAMILY

BREITHAUPHT LEATHER COMPANY

BREITHAUPHT, ALBERT see BREITHAUPHT FAMILY

BREITHAUPHT, CATHERINE (WIFE OF LOUIS) NEE HAILER see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, Dr. DAVID JOHN see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, EDNA see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, FRANCES MARION (BEAN) see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, FRED A. see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, GARY SCOTT

BREITHAUPHT, JAMES ROOS

BREITHAUPHT, JOHN C. see BREITHAUPHT FAMILY

BREITHAUPHT, LOUIS

BREITHAUPHT, LOUIS O.

BREITHAUPHT, MARION (NEE ROOS) see CB KW

BREITHAUPHT, TIM see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

BRENDA JOY'S TREASURES see BUS ENT WAT

BRENNEMAN FAMILY
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BRENNEMAN FILING SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

BRENNEMAN, EARL see CB KW

BRENNEMAN, EZRA see CB WATCO

BRENNER FAMILY see CB WATCO

BRENNER, BRYAN see CB WATCO

BRENNER, PAULETTE see CB KW

BRENNER, WALTER F. see CB WATCO

BRENT, SHIRLEY see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

BRENT, TIM see ATHLETES - RMW (GENERAL)

BRENTON’S UPHOLSTERY see BUS ENT RMW

BRENTWOOD LIVERY see BUS ENT KIT

BRESLAU ART GLASS see BUS ENT RMW

BRESLAU BYPASS

BRESLAU HOTEL

BRESLAU SUNOCO see BUS ENT RMW

BRESLAU, ONTARIO

BRESLUBE ENTERPRISES see also SAFETY KLEEN

BRESNAI, JOHN see CB KW

BRETHAUER, WILFRED E. see CB WATCO

BRETHREN see COMMUNITY FARM OF THE BRETHREN

BRETT, JEAN see CB KW

BRETT, JOHN see CB KW
BRETT, SUSAN see CB KW
BRETT-PERRING, Reverend C. S. see CB KW
BRETZ, PHILIP see CB KW

BREWER, JANE

BREWERS RETAIL see STORES KIT
BREWERS WAREHOUSING see BUS ENT KIT
BREWING EXPERIENCE, THE see BUS ENT RMW
BREWSKIS see STORES WAT
BREWSTER, ANDREW JACKSON see STREET NAMES – CAMBRIDGE
BREWSTER, MARGARET see CB WATCO
BREWSTER, WINFIELD see STREET NAMES – CAMBRIDGE
BREWSTERS see BUS ENT KIT
BREZINSKI, BOGDAN see CB KW
BRIAN GREER’S TIN CEILINGS see BUS ENT RMW

see also GREER HEATING & SHEET METAL in BUS ENT RMW

BRIAN’S CAMERAS see BUS ENT RMW
BRIAR PATCH CANDLE CO. see BUS ENT WAT
BRIAR PUMP AND PLUMBING see BUS ENT RMW

BRICK BREWING CO. LTD.

BRICK BREWERY CO. LTD. – QUARTERLY REPORTS

BRICK WAREHOUSE
BRICKER FAMILY see **CB WATCO**

BRICKER, (WIFE OF WASHINGTON) see **CB KW**

**BRICKER, CLIFFORD**

BRICKER, CY see **CB KW**

BRICKER, IDA see **CB WATCO**

**BRICKER, JACOB**

BRICKER, LORNE D. see **CB KW**

BRICKER, NORAH (WIFE OF R.E.) NEE LANGFORD see **CB KW**

BRICKER, RANCE E. see **CB KW**

BRICKER, SAM see **CB WATCO**

BRICKER, TRUDY see **CB KW**

BRICKER, WILLIAM see **CB KW**

BRICKMAN, JANET NEE MCNALLY see **CB KW**

BRICKNALL, HEIDI see **CB KW**

BRIDAL CLASSICS INC. see **STORES KIT**

**BRIDAL PENTHOUSE**

BRIDAL REPEAT see **STORES CAM**

BRIDAL VILLAGE & DRESS SHOP see **STORES CAM**

BRIDEL, A.J. see **CB KW**

BRIDGE STREET ACCOMMODATIONS INC. see **BUS ENT WAT**

**BRIDGECAM SHOPPING CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE**

BRIDGEPORT BRIDGE see **BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY**

**BRIDGEPORT FREE CHURCH**
“BRIDGEPORT GENERAL” see GROFF, FRANK
BRIDGEPORT ROD & GUN CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
BRIDGEPORT SCHOOL
BRIDGEPORT SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
BRIDGEPORT SPEEDWAY see BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO – HISTORY
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - FIRE DEPARTMENT
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - HISTORY
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - HOUSES - 60 WOOLWICH ST.
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - POLICE
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - POLITICS
BRIDGEPORT, ONTARIO - POLITICS - UNION WITH KITCHENER
BRIDGES - WATERLOO COUNTY
BRIDGES - WATERLOO COUNTY – ALDER CREEK (NEW DUNDEE)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – BENDER-TRUSS BRIDGE (NEW HAMBURG)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – BLACKBRIDGE ROAD BRIDGE (CAMBRIDGE)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – CONESTOGO BRIDGE
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – CPR PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE (CAMBRIDGE)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – FREEPORT BRIDGE
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – HARTMAN BRIDGE (NEW HAMBURG)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – HAYSVILLE BRIDGE
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – KING STREET BRIDGE (PRESTON)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – MAIN STREET BRIDGE (GALT)
BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – MILL CREEK BRIDGE (SOPER PARK, CAMBRIDGE)

BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – PARKHILL ROAD BRIDGE (CAMBRIDGE)

BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY – ST. JACOBS BRIDGE

BRIDGES, LEN see BUS ENT KIT

BRIDGES, MARK see WESTMOUNT PUBLIC SCHOOL

BRIDGES, TAMARA see CB KW

BRIDGEWATER, TESS see CB WATCO

BRIDGMAN, LORRAINE H. see CB WATCO

BRIDLE, VICTOR see CB KW

BRIGADOON PUBLIC SCHOOL

BRIGGS, HENRY see CB WATCO

BRIGHT AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW

BRIGHTHOUSE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

BRIGHTON SCHOOL, WATERLOO

BRIGHTSIDE FINANCIAL SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

BRIGHTWELL, HARRY

BRIJBASSI, ADRIAN see CB KW

BRILL, EDWARD see CB KW

BRILL, W. D. (PETE) see CB KW

BRILLIANT REBEKAH LODGE see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

BRIMSTOCK FARM see BUS ENT RMW

BRINGLESON, Brother CLIFFORD ANDREW see CB KW
BRINKS see BUS ENT KIT

BRISA LATINA BOUTIQUE see STORES CAM

BRISCOE, ROSS see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - RMW

BRISSETT, ARTHUR see CB KW

BRISSON, ELISE see CB WATCO

BRISSON, YVETTE & PAUL see CB WATCO

BRISTOL TRUCK & CAR RENTALS see BUS ENT KIT

BRISTOL, CONRAD see CB KW

BRISTOW FAMILY see CB WATCO

BRISTOW, FRANK D. see CB WATCO

BRISTOW, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

BRISTOW, LAVERNE see CB WATCO

BRITANNIA FINE FOODS see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

BRITISH HOTEL see BUS ENT RMW

BRITISH PENSIONS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

BRITO, TOMAS & ANNA see CB KW

BRITTANY, THE

BRNA, MARY see CB KW

BROADFOOT, LORNE see CB WATCO

BROADFOOT, RUTH KERNIGHAN see CB WATCO

BROCK SOLUTIONS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

BROCK, GORDON R., Sr. see CB KW
BROCK, GORDON, Jr. see CB KW
BROCK, JANET DAWSON see CB KW
BROCK, THOMAS see CB KW
BROCKETT, WILLIAM see CB KW
BRODA SEATING see BUS ENT WAT
BRODA, RON see CB WATCO
BRODERSEN, INGE ELFRIEDE (nee SORENSEN) see CB WATCO
BRODERSEN, WALTER see CB WATCO
BRODEY DRAININ FURS
BRODHAECKER, HENRY (d.1934) see CB WATCO
BRODHAECKER, Mrs. BERNARD (BARNEY) see CB KW
BRODHAECKER, TIM & MARK see CB WATCO
BRODHAGEN, DAVE (TAXIDERMY) see BUS ENT RMW
BRODRECHT, ALISON see QUEENSMOUNT PUBLIC SCHOOL
BRODRECHT, CHARLOTTE see CB WATCO
BRODT, JOHN see CB KW
BROHMAN, ANNIE (WIFE OF JOSEPH) see CB KW
BROHMAN, BERNARD see CB WATCO
BROHMAN, GILBERT FRANKLIN see CB KW
BROHMAN, LEONARD see CB WATCO
BROHMAN, MARIE (WIFE OF GILBERT) NEE KOEHLER see CB KW
BROHMAN, OLIVIA (WIFE OF FRED) NEE BEHLING see CB KW
BROHMAN, WILLARD see CB WATCO

BROHMANN, (Father) CLEMENT see CB WATCO

BROHMANN, (Father) GEORGE see CB WATCO

BROHMAN-WAY, STACEY see CARDIAC CARE CENTRE

BRONCO MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT WAT

BROOKE, (MRS. JOSEPH) BEATRICE see HISTORY – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

BROOKES, TED see CB WATCO

BROOKFIELD COUNTRY CLUB

BROOKS, C. EARL see CB KW

BROOKS, JANE (WIFE OF DENNIS) NEE UDVARI see CB KW

BROOKS, JEFFERY THOMAS see CB KW

BROOM HILDA see BUS ENT KIT

BROOME, ALBERT E. see CB KW

BROOMFIELD, JIM see CURLING

BROTHERHOOD WEEK - KW

BROTHERTON, HORACE see CB WATCO

BROUGHTON, FRED W. see CB KW

BROUGHTON, GARRY

BROUWER, RICK see CB WATCO

BROWN & SON (F.J.)

BROWN (W.C.) & SONS, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

BROWN STEEL LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BROWN, (BISHOP) ARTHUR see CB KW
BROWN, ALBERT see CB WATCO
BROWN, ANDY see CB KW
BROWN, BARRY see CB KW
BROWN, BETTINA see CB KW
BROWN, BILL see YOUTH - EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
BROWN, BOB see CB WATCO
BROWN, BURKE see CB KW

BROWN, CAROLE
BROWN, CAROLINE see CB WATCO
BROWN, CHARITY see CB KW
BROWN, CHARLES DAVY see CB WATCO
BROWN, CHARLES V. see CB WATCO
BROWN, COLIN see CB KW

BROWN, DAN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY
BROWN, DON see CB KW
BROWN, DON see CB WATCO
BROWN, DOUGLAS ROBERT see CB KW
BROWN, EDWARD S. see CB KW

BROWN, EMERSON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
BROWN, ERNEST VILLERS see CB WATCO

BROWN, FRANCIS J.
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BROWN, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

BROWN, GARRY DAVID see CB WATCO

BROWN, GRACE E. see CB WATCO

BROWN, HAZEL see CB WATCO

BROWN, HECTOR see CB WATCO

BROWN, HELEN see CB KW

BROWN, HOWARD R. see CB WATCO

BROWN, JACQUELINE see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

BROWN, JAMES EDGAR see CB KW

BROWN, JAMES see CB KW

BROWN, JANE see CB WATCO

BROWN, JEFF see CB WATCO

BROWN, JOHN “BUBBA” see CB KW

BROWN, JOHN G.

BROWN, JUDSON see CB KW

BROWN, K. HARTFORD see CB KW

BROWN, KEELY see HOCKEY - INLINE

BROWN, LAURIE see CB KW

BROWN, LEANNE HOLLAND see CB KW

BROWN, LEONARD see CB WATCO

BROWN, LESLIE see CB KW

BROWN, LINDA see CB KW
BROWN, LORI

BROWN, MAE see JANTZI, EMMA in CB WATCO

BROWN, MALCOLM see CB KW

BROWN, MARY MINERVA (NATE) see CB WATCO

BROWN, MAY see CB KW

BROWN, MELVIN (Blues musician) see CB KW

BROWN, MIKE see CB KW

BROWN, MONICA see ST. MARY’S HIGH SCHOOL

BROWN, PAMELA (GRIEVE) see CB WATCO

BROWN, PAOLA see BLACKS – RMW

BROWN, RAYMOND

BROWN, RICHARD, L. see CB KW

BROWN, RITA see CB KW

BROWN, ROB see CB KW

BROWN, ROBERT see CB WATCO

BROWN, RON see CB KW

BROWN, ROSE see CB WATCO

BROWN, SARAH see ADOPTION

BROWN, SIDNEY see CB KW

BROWN, SUSAN see CB KW

BROWN, SYD see CB KW

BROWN, TENILE see U OF W – COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
BROWN, WILLIAM C. see CB WATCO
BROWN, WILLIAM ROBERT see CB WATCO
BROWN, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
BROWNE, DOUG see REGION OF WATERLOO SWIM CLUB
BROWNFIELDS see LAND DEVELOPMENT - RMW
BROWN-KUBISCH, LINDA see CB KW
BROX'S OLDE TOWN VILLAGE

BRUBACHER CUSTOM SHOE
BRUBACHER CYCLE see BUS ENT RMW

BRUBACHER HOUSE
BRUBACHER PLUMBING & HEATING see BUS ENT RMW
BRUBACHER YARN AND CRAFT SHOPPE see BUS ENT RMW

BRUBACHER, A. B. see CB KW
BRUBACHER, ADA see CB WATCO
BRUBACHER, ALMETA see CB WATCO
BRUBACHER, AMOS see CB WATCO

BRUBACHER, AMZIE
BRUBACHER, ANGUS (MIKE) see CB WATCO
BRUBACHER, CRANSON see CB WATCO
BRUBACHER, ELIAS see CB KW
BRUBACHER, ERVIN see CB KW
BRUBACHER, IRVIN see CB WATCO
BRUBACHER, IVAN see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, JOAN see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, LEAH & TOBIA see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, LEVI see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, LEWIS see **U OF W - FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS**

BRUBACHER, LINDA see **ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)**

BRUBACHER, LUELLA see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, MRS. FRANK see **CB KW**

BRUBACHER, MURRAY see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, MYRA see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, NOAH see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, RALPH see **CB WATCO**

see also **WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO**

BRUBACHER, URIAS & MARY ANN see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, VERNON SNYDER see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER, WAYNE D. see **CB WATCO**

BRUBACHER'S GRILL HOUSE see **RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)**

BRUBACHER-CRESSMAN, DALE see **THEATRE**

BRUBACHER'S GROCERY see **BUS ENT RMW**

BRUBACHER-ZEHR, MARY & SCOTT see **CB KW**

BRUBAKER, HENRY A. see **CB KW**

BRUBAKER, HOMER B. see **CB KW**
BRUBAKER, VERNON C. see CB KW
BRUBAKER, WILBUR see CB KW
BRUCE BAUMAN CUSTOM FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
BRUCE EDMEADES SALES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
BRUCE HAUSER ASSOCIATES see JOHN HAUSER IRON WORKS
BRUCKMAN, MELISSA see CB WATCO
BRUDER, ARTHUR see CB KW
BRUDER, EILEEN see CB KW
BRUDER, GERARD A. (GID) see CB WATCO
BRUDER, LEONARD & CATHERINE see CB WATCO
BRUDER, LEONARD see CB KW
BRUDER, MARGARET see CB WATCO
BRUDER, MARY see CB KW
BRUDER, PERCY see CB KW
BRUECKMAN, RITA (WIFE OF ERWIN) NEE KUHL see CB KW
BRUEGEMANN, JOHN see CB KW
BRUNCK, CHARLES see CB KW
BRUNDRETT, KELVIN
BRUNDSON, GAIL see DEAF
BRUNE, NICK see AUTHORS - RMW - A-Z - 1995-
BRUNK, AMANDA see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
BRUNK, RONALD, see CB KW
BRUNKER, CAL see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW

BRUNKER, JONQUIL see CB KW

BRUNSWICK RECREATION CENTRES (DIVISION OF THE BRUNSWICK CORP.) see BUS ENT KIT

BRUNT, ELIZABETH see CB KW

BRUNTON, PHILLIP

BRUSHCUTS see BUS ENT RMW

BRUSSO, NOAH see BURNS, TOMMY in CB WATCO

BRUTE MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT RMW

BRUTTS NUTS see STORES KIT

BRUTZKI, CHIP see CB WATCO

BRUYERE, LILA MARIE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL

BRYANT, ALEX see STROKE PATIENTS

BRYANT, DARROL & SUSAN see CB WATCO

BRYANT, HERBERT see CB WATCO

BRYANT, LEE see CB KW

BRYANT, LUCAS see CB WATCO

BRYANT, SUSAN see CB WATCO

see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

BRYDEN, RICHARD see CB KW

BRYDGES, BEATRICE & ALBERT see CB KW

BRYSON, ERIC see CB WATCO

BRYSON, JANE GAYNOR see CB KW
BUCK, GARY see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

BUCK, GEORGE see CB KW

BUCK, ILA see CB KW

BUCK, JANET NEE PACEY see CB KW

BUCK, JOHN EDGAR see CB KW

BUCK, TIM

BUCKLAND, BRUCE see CB WATCO

BUCKLE HUGGY see BUS ENT WAT

BUCKLEY, L. A. see CB KW

BUCK’S LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT


BUDD STORES

BUDD, FRED see CB WATCO

BUDD, JACK see CB KW

BUDD, LOUIS see CB KW

BUDD, MORTON see CB KW

BUDD, NATHAN see CB KW

BUDD, PHILIP see CB KW

BUDELL, RONALD see CB KW

BUDDHISM

BUDER, CARL see LIONS CLUBS

BUDGET RENT-A-CAR see BUS ENT WAT
BUDICKY, RUDY see CB WATCO

BUEHLOW, Reverend ARTHUR see CB KW

BUENA VISTA HOUSE (Queen Street South)

BUFFALO

BUHLMAN FAMILY see CB KW

BUHR, GLEN

BUICK, CARRAGH

BUICK, SAMUEL MCKELVEY see CB KW

BUIDEVCO LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

BUIE, MICHAEL see CB KW

BUIE, RUSSELL M.

BUILDING - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

see also HOUSING - KITCHENER

see also PLANNING - KITCHENER

BUILDING - KITCHENER, ONTARIO - STATISTICS

BUILDING - RMW

BUILDING - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

see also HOUSING - WATERLOO

see also PLANNING - WATERLOO

BUILDING BOX STORE see STORES CAM

BUILDING WITH LOGS see BUS ENT KIT

BUJOLD, MANDY see ATHLETES - KW (GENERAL)
BUKAMARANGA BEAN & BAGEL see **BUS ENT KIT**

BULGIN, GEORGE see **CB WATCO**

BULK PANTRY see **BUS ENT RMW**

BULL HN INFORMATION SYSTEMS LTD. see **BUS ENT WAT**

BULL, CHRISTOPHER see **DANCING**

BULLA, ELISE see **CB WATCO**

BULLARD, MIKE see **CB WATCO**

**BULLAS BLOCK**

**BULLAS FURNITURE**

**BULLAS GLASS LTD.**

BULLAS TRAVEL see **BUS ENT KIT**

BULLAS, CYNTHIA see **CB KW**

BULLAS, J. HUMPHREY see **CB KW**

BULLAS, PAMELA see **CB KW**

BULLAS, ROBERT see **CB KW**

BULLAS, ROSS S. see **CB KW**

BULLAS, ROY K. see **CB KW**

BULLAS, RUTH (WIFE OF ROY) NEE MCINTYRE see **CB KW**

BULLDOG POWERSPORTS see **BUS ENT RMW**

BULLER, GEORGE ROBERT see **CB KW**

BULLER, MINA VIOLA (NEAR) see **CB KW**

BULLER-POWER, DALE see **CB WATCO**
BULLFIGHTING see ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE - PORTUGUESE

BULLOCH, JOHN see CB KW

BULLOCK, BARBARA “BETTE” NEE THOMSON see CB WATCO

BULLOCK, HARRY see CB WATCO

BULLOCK, HERBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

BULLOCK, JOANNE NEE JESSOP see CB KW

BULLOCK, LESLIE C. see CB KW

BULLYING see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - VIOLENCE

BULMER, AUSTIN see CB WATCO

BULMER, STACEY see MUSICIANS - INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

BUMBLE BEE RECYCLING see BUS ENT RMW

BUMPER FILMS see BUS ENT KIT

BUNDY OF CANADA

BUNDY, JOHN see CB WATCO

BUNS MASTER see BUS ENT RMW

BUNTE & BUNTE see BUS ENT WAT

BUNTE, FRIEDRICH “FRED” see CB KW

BUNYAN, RON see CB WATCO

BUON VINO see BUS ENT RMW

BUONISSIMA FINE FOODS see BUS ENT RMW

BURDEN, CHRIS see CB WATCO

BURGER KING
BURGESS, AUDREY see CB WATCO

BURGETZ HOME (BURGETZ AVE.) see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

BURGETZ, HAROLD see CB KW

BURGMAN, BILL see CB WATCO

BURIAN, PETER see CB KW

BURJOSKI, DANIEL see CB KW

BURK’S LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

BURKE BROWN’S MEN’S WEAR see STORES KIT

BURKE, CHARLIE see GOLF

BURKE, FABIAN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BURKE, SUSAN see CB KW

BURKHART’S (AKA HOLLINGER’S SCHOOL (S.S. 1 WOOLWICH) see SCHOOLS-RMW-A-Z

BURKHOLDER & ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT

BURKHOLDER, BENJAMIN see CB KW

BURKHOLDER, DORIS (WIFE OF HARVEY) NEE SKELTON see CB KW

BURKHOLDER, HELEN see CB WATCO

BURN’S HOWFF see BUS ENT RMW

BURNER, CARL see CB WATCO

BURNETT, see CB KW

BURNETT, VIRGIL see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

BURNS MEATS LTD.

(LEO) BURNS SCHOOL OF DRAMA


BURNS, BRUCE H. see CB KW
BURNS, DOUG see CB KW
BURNS, GREG see CB KW
BURNS, LEO see CB KW
BURNS, MIKE AND DEBBIE see CB KW
BURNS, ROBERT see CB KW
BURNS, TOMMY see CB WATCO
BURR, ELEANOR see CB WATCO
Burr, THERESA (nee WESTFALL) see CB KW
BURRETT, ALIDA see CB KW
BURSEY, CARL see CRIME – RMW – GENERAL
BURT, R. MURRAY see CB KW
BURTENSHAW, SONIA see STORES KIT
BURTENSHAW, SONIA see STORES KIT
BURTON, LEONARD see CB WATCO
BUSBY, ALFRED see CB KW
BUSBY, DOUGLAS EARL see CB KW
BUSCH, LORRAINE see CB KW
BUSCH, MARK see CB KW
BUSCHERT, AMMON see CB KW
BUSCHERT, Reverend RALPH F. see CB KW
BUSCHLEN, DAVID (DAVE) see CB KW
BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - BUILDINGS

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - GALT

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - GALT - CAMBRIDGE PLACE

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - GALT - DOME PROPOSAL

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - GALT - RIVERBANK & FLOODLANDS

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - GALT, USA

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - HESPELER

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - PARKING

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE - PRESTON

BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE

see also CORE AREA REVITALIZATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE


BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - AMERICAN HOTEL BLOCK
BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - BEAUTIFICATION

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - CORE RENEWAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - HOUSING

see also CENTRE FOR CORE AREA RESEARCH

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - DOME PROPOSALS

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - HOUSING

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - KING STREET MALL

see also PHANTASMAGORIA

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - KING STREET WEST AREA

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - OFFICE SPACE

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - PERIMETER ROAD

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - TO 1986 (covers area bounded by Duke, Charles, Victoria and Cedar Streets)

BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER - UNDERGROUND SERVICES


see also WATERLOO SQUARE see also DOWNTOWN WATERLOO BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA

BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CENTRE, KITCHENER

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO (A-Z)

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO (General) - TO 1994, 1995-

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - RMW (A-Z) BUS ENT

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - RMW (General) - TO 1989, 1990-1993, 1994-1995, 1996-

see also ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - RMW
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO (A-Z) BUS ENT

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO (General) TO 1994, 1995-

BUSINESS SAMPLER see B&B ENTERPRISES in BUS ENT KIT

BUSINESS SERVICES - KW


see also WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICE

BUSKARD, BRYCE WILFRED see CB KW

BUSKERS

BUSS, JONATHAN see CB WATCO

BUSTARD CHRYSLER see BUS ENT WAT

BUSY B STORE see STORES WAT

BUSY BODIES see BUS ENT KIT

BUSZYNSKI, Reverend MARY (HARTZMAN) see CB KW

BUTCHER, ADAM SCOTT see CB WATCO

BUTCHER, RANDY

BUTCHERS see CB KW (WALDRON, JAMIE)

BUTLER METALS

BUTLER POLYMET see BUS ENT RMW

BUTLER, ALAN see CB WATCO

BUTLER, BRIAN see CB KW

BUTLER, GEOFFREY see CB KW

BUTLER, J. HOWARD see CB KW
BUTLER, KATHY

BUTLER, KEITH see CB KW

BUTLER, LEIGH see CB KW

BUTLER, MELISSA see CB WATCO

BUTLER, MIRIAM (WIFE OF J. HOWARD & DAUGHTER OF ELVIN SHANTZ) see CB KW

BUTLER, PATRICIA (WIFE OF ALAN & DAUGHTER OF ELVIN SHANTZ) see CB KW

BUTLER, VERA (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE ROBINSON see CB KW

BUTLER, WILLIAM see CB KW

BUTT, CLAY see CB WATCO

BUTTERCUP BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

BUTTERFLIES see POWERS, JOHN

see also WINGS OF PARADISE

BUTTERFLY INTERIORS see BUS ENT RMW

BUTTINGER, GORD see CB KW

BUTTINGER, JESSICA see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

BUTTINGER, MADELAINE see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

BUTTON, JENNIFER

BUTTONS - KW

BUTTONS AND BOWS see BUS ENT RMW

BUTTRUM, GRACE see CB WATCO

BUY THE YARD see STORES WAT

BUYERS GUIDE TO FACTORY OUTLETS see BUS ENT RMW
BUYERS, JANE see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

BUZZA ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT KIT

B-W FEED & SEED LTD.

BY ROSE VEGETARIAN RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT - GENERAL

BY THE SEA SWIMWEAR see STORES WAT

BYERS, JIM see CB KW

BYGRAVE, RUSSELL see CB WATCO

BYLAWS - KITCHENER see COUNCIL - KITCHENER – BYLAWS

BYMA, TRUDY see CB KW

BYRNE, BILL see CB KW
"CRACK" see COCAINE – RMW

C & D RESERVATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

C & G PINE AND OAK SHOP see STORES CAM

C J’S CONES & CANDY see BUS ENT RMW

C TO C PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

C.A. BOEHN INSURANCE LTD.

C.D. THOMPSON TOURS AND TRAVEL see BUS ENT KIT

C.H. WEBER GROCERS see BUS ENT RMW

C.M. OLIVER & CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

C.N. HUETHER BREWERY see BREWERIES

C.N.F. CLOCKS see BUS ENT WAT

C.R. JEWELRY see STORES WAT

C3 GROUP see BUS ENT RMW

CAA TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW

CABENA, BARRIE

CABIN FEVER TWIG FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

CABINETCRAFT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CABLE, HOWARD see CB KW

CACCIOPOLLI, RITA see CB KW

CACHAGEE, CLARENCE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL

CACHE CREATIONS see BUS ENT KIT
CAD-CAM, CAMBRIDGE
CADELL, MERYN see CB KW
CADENCE see STORES KIT
CADHILA, RAQUEL see CB KW
CADILLAC BUILDING CENTRES CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
CAESARS CLOSET see BUS ENT RMW
CAESARS SHOES see CAESARS CLOSET in BUS ENT RMW
CAFE 13
CAFE BON CHOIX
CAFÉ CALISTA see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
CAFE DENMARK
CAFE EUROPE
CAFE MOZART
CAFE ROYALE
CAFFE GALLERY BOLERO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
CAHILL, THOMAS L. see CB KW
CAIBAIOSAI, MARY ANNE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - GENERAL
CAIRNS (WIFE OF JOHN C.) see CB KW
CAIRNS, ANNA see CB KW
CAIRNS, JOHN
CAIRNS, VERNON see CB KW
CAL'S BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT KIT
CALANCHIE, ALEX see CB WATCO
CALARCO, ANNE see CB KW
CALARCO, MARCELLA WITTIG see CB KW
CALARCO, MARCY see CB KW
CALARCO, PASCAL see CB KW
CALDER, DAVID see CB WATCO
CALDERON, JAIME see CB KW

CALDREWELL CAPITAL CORP.

CALDREWELL, ROBERT C. see CALDurring CAPITAL CORP.

CALICO CAT see BUS ENT RMW

CALICO CONNECTION see STORES CAM

CALIFORNIA CLOSET CO. see BUS ENT RMW

CALL CENTRE see NORDIA INC.

CALL CENTRES see BUS ENT RMW – GENERAL see also names of individual companies

CALLA STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

CALLAN, EDWARD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

CALLEJAS, EDWIN see CB KW

CALLLENTER, CHLOE see CB KW

CALLFAS FAMILY see CB WATCO

CALLING FOR YOU see BUS ENT RMW

CALLINGHAM, NORA see CB WATCO

CALLWOOD, JUNE see CB KW
CALMING ZONES see TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

CALVARY EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH, KITCHENER

CALVARY MENNONITE CHURCH, AYR

CALVARY UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

CALVARY UNITED CHURCH, ST. JACOBS

CALVIN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

CAMBRANES, J. ANTHONY ‘TONY’ see CB WATCO

CAMBRIAN FOOTWEAR see BUS ENT RMW


see also CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

CAMBRIDGE - CREATION OF NEW CITY

CAMBRIDGE - EXPLOSION, 1997

CAMBRIDGE - SEPARATION FROM THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

CAMBRIDGE – STREET NAMES see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE & DISTRICT UNEMPLOYED HELP CENTRE see UNEMPLOYED HELP CENTRE

CAMBRIDGE AND NORTH DUMFRIES HYDRO

CAMBRIDGE ANTIQUE AND CRAFTERS’ CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE ARCHERY CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE ARTS FESTIVAL

see also RIVERFEST

CAMBRIDGE ARTS FORUM

CAMBRIDGE ARTS THEATRE see GALT LITTLE THEATRE
CAMBRIDGE ASPHALT SUPPLY

CAMBRIDGE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

CAMBRIDGE ATHLETIC INJURIES CLINIC see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE AUTO WRECKERS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE BRASS

CAMBRIDGE BULLDOGS

CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S CLUB see HUBER, DORIS in CB WATCO
CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CENTRE see BUSINESS, SMALL - RMW

CAMBRIDGE BUSINESS EXCELLENCE AWARDS

CAMBRIDGE BYPASS see STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - HIGHWAY 8

CAMBRIDGE CAMERA see STORES CAM

CAMBRIDGE CANADIAN FOODS

CAMBRIDGE CANVAS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE CENTRE

CAMBRIDGE CENTRE FOR THE ARTS

CAMBRIDGE CENTRE HONDA see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

CAMBRIDGE CHIROPRACTIC CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE CHRISTIAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL see WOODLAND CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOL

CAMBRIDGE CHRISTIAN WOMEN’S CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE CHURCH SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE CINEMAS see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE CITY ARCHIVES

CAMBRIDGE COACH see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE COIN CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY FOOD CO-OP

CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

CAMBRIDGE CONCRETE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE CONFERENCE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE CUSTOM BREW see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE DELUXE CARS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE DIRT RIDERS see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE DOOR LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE EMPLOYMENT CENTRE see CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE

CAMBRIDGE EMPLOYMENT OPTIONS see CEO INC. in BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

CAMBRIDGE EXCHANGE see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE FALL FAIR

CAMBRIDGE FIBRES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE FINE CARS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE FIRE & PATIO see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE FIRE MUSEUM AND EDUCATION CENTRE see MUSEUMS – KW & DISTRICT

CAMBRIDGE FLEA MARKET see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE GALLERIES see CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY & ART GALLERY
CAMBRIDGE GARDEN CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE GEAR LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE GOLDEN TRIANGLE COLLISION see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE HALL OF FAME
CAMBRIDGE HEALTH AND FITNESS GYM see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE HIGHLAND GAMES
CAMBRIDGE HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
CAMBRIDGE HOME CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE HOME SHOW
CAMBRIDGE HYUNDAI see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL TRAINING COMMITTEE
CAMBRIDGE INFORMATION CENTRE see CAMBRIDGE SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL
CAMBRIDGE INSURANCE BROKERS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL VILLAGE
CAMBRIDGE KIPS GYMNASTICS CLUB
CAMBRIDGE KITCHEN-BATH DESIGN see STORES CAM
CAMBRIDGE KIWANIS BOYS CHOIR
CAMBRIDGE LABOUR COUNCIL see WATERLOO REGIONAL LABOUR COUNCIL
CAMBRIDGE LIBRARY & GALLERY see CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY & ART GALLERY
CAMBRIDGE MACK see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE MARKETS see STORES CAM

CAMBRIDGE MATERIALS TESTING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW


CAMBRIDGE METAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE MICRO BBS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE MILL RESTAURANT see MILL RESTAURANT, CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE MOVIE see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE MULTICULTURAL CENTRE see also CAMBRIDGE YMCA

CAMBRIDGE MUSIC MART see STORES CAM

CAMBRIDGE NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB

CAMBRIDGE PACKAGING & DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE PAWN SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE PLASTICS CORPORATION see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE POOL SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE POWER & SAIL SQUADRON see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CAMBRIDGE PRO FAB see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY

CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY - HESPELER BRANCH

CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY & ART GALLERY - 1980s, 1990-1995, 1996- see also GALT PUBLIC LIBRARY

CAMBRIDGE RAILWAY MUSEUM (PROPOSED)
CAMBRIDGE RECREATION PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE REHABILITATION CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE REPORTER
CAMBRIDGE ROCKET CLUB see CLUBS – RMW (A-L)
CAMBRIDGE ROWING CLUB see CLUBS – RMW (A-L)
CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL OF HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE SELF START CENTRE
CAMBRIDGE SELF-HELP FOOD BANK
CAMBRIDGE SENIORS CENTRE see DAVID DURWARD SENIORS CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE
CAMBRIDGE SENIORS WOODWORKING CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CAMBRIDGE SHOES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE SHOOTING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE SNO-GLIDERS see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CAMBRIDGE SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL (includes Cambridge Information Centre)
CAMBRIDGE SOURCE FOR SPORTS see 97 SPORTS
CAMBRIDGE SPEAKERS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE SPORTS COMPLEX (PROPOSED)
CAMBRIDGE SPORTS HALL OF FAME
CAMBRIDGE STROKE RECOVERY GROUP see STROKE PATIENTS
CAMBRIDGE SUZUKI see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE TERRIERS
CAMBRIDGE TEXTILE FESTIVAL
CAMBRIDGE TIMES

CAMBRIDGE TIMES CLASSIC ROTARY RUN
CAMBRIDGE TOOL see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE TOWEL
CAMBRIDGE TOWNE FURNITURE see STORES CAM

CAMBRIDGE TRANSIT
CAMBRIDGE TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE TV AND STEREO see BUS ENT RMW

CAMBRIDGE UFO RESEARCH GROUP see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CAMBRIDGE VISITOR AND BUSINESS GATEWAY see CAMBRIDGE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CAMBRIDGE VOLKSWAGEN see BUS ENT RMW
CAMBRIDGE WOODEN TOY CO. see BUS ENT RMW see also ARC INDUSTRIES

CAMBRIDGE WRITERS COLLECTIVE
CAMBRIDGE YARN SHOP see STORES CAM

CAMBRIDGE YMCA

CAMBRIDGE YOUTH CENTRE
CAMBRIDGE YOUTH COUNCIL see YOUTH - COMMITTEES - CAMBRIDGE

CAMBRIDGE YWCA
CAMBRIL INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT
CAMDEN COUNSELLING see BUS ENT KIT

CAMELLA’S AHHH-SOME FRIES

CAMELOT CARRIAGE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
CAMEO MODELS see BUS ENT KIT

CAMEO SCHOOL OF MODELLING see also MODELS, FASHION

CAMERON HEIGHTS COLLEGIATE, KITCHENER - to 1989, 1990-1994, 1995-

CAMERON, BILL see CB WATCO

CAMERON, DONALD JOSEPH see CB KW

CAMERON, Dr. DONALD see CB WATCO

CAMERON, DWAYNE see CB KW

CAMERON, ELEANOR see CB KW

CAMERON, EWAN see CB KW

CAMERON, JAMES see CB KW

CAMERON, JILLIAN AND MICHAEL see CB WATCO

CAMERON, MICHAEL see CB WATCO

CAMERON, SADIE see CB WATCO

CAMERON'S FLOWER SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

CAMJAY FARMS see BUS ENT RMW

CAMP GANADAOWEH

CAMP QUALITY

CAMP RESTALL see CAMP GANADAOWEH

CAMP TRILLIUM

CAMPANA SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

CAMPBELL AND PERRIN MACHINERY see BUS ENT KIT

CAMPBELL CONTAINERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
CAMPBELL, (DR.) JAMES (JIM) MCCUTCHEON see CB KW

CAMPBELL, ANGUS see BUS ENT KIT

CAMPBELL, ANGUS see BUS ENT KIT

CAMPBELL, BUD, see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, C.A. see DENTISTS

CAMPBELL, CHRISTY see CB KW

CAMPBELL, DERRICK

CAMPBELL, DOUGALD see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, DOUGLAS

CAMPBELL, Dr. A. B.

CAMPBELL, Dr. ALEXANDER DOUGLAS see CB KW

CAMPBELL, EDGAR H. see CB KW

CAMPBELL, GARRY R. see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, GERRY see CB KW

CAMPBELL, IAN see U OF W - FACULTY

CAMPBELL, JADE see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, JENNIFER see CB KW

CAMPBELL, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

CAMPBELL, KEITH H. see CB KW

CAMPBELL, KEITH see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, KEN see BUS ENT KIT

CAMPBELL, LILIAS M. see CB KW

CAMPBELL, LORI see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
CAMPBELL, MALCOLM see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, MARION (WELLWOOD) see CB KW

CAMPBELL, PATRICK see CB KW

CAMPBELL, SANDRA LOUCKS see CB KW

CAMPBELL, WILLIAM LORNE MCKENZIE see CB WATCO

CAMPBELL, WILLIAM WILFRED

CAMPEAU, CLAIRE (nee RENAUD) see CB KW

CAMPER’S WORLD see BUS ENT RMW

CAMPING see also names of individual camps

CAMPUS COMPUTERS see BUS ENT KIT

CAMTECH PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

CAN CARE see BUS ENT RMW

CAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

CANAC KITCHENS see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA - CENTENNIAL - KW

CANADA 125

CANADA ALLOY CASTINGS

CANADA BARRELS AND KEGS see CANBAR PRODUCTS

CANADA BOOK DAY-RMW

CANADA BRICK - WALLENSTEIN PLANT see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA CABINET AND FURNITURE LTD.

CANADA COMPANY
CANADA CORDAGE see BUS ENT KIT see also DOON TWINES

CANADA CRAFT see BUS ENT KIT

CANADA DAY

CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE

CANADA FELTING see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA FINEBLANKING CORP. see PRECISION RESOURCE CANADA LTD.

CANADA HEALTH AND ACCIDENT ASSURANCE CORP.

CANADA INVESTMENT CASTINGS ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA LINC see BUS ENT KIT

CANADA MACHINERY CORP. see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT

CANADA MANPOWER see CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE

CANADA PACKERS

CANADA PENSION OFFICES - RMW

CANADA PERMANENT TRUST CO.

CANADA POST see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA REMODEL see BUS ENT RMW

CANADA SAFEWAY LTD. see STORES CAM

CANADA SKATE MANUFACTURING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADA SUMMER GAMES - KW - 1981, 2001

CANADA TRUST see also TD CANADA TRUST

CANADA VALVE LTD.

CANADA WEEK - KW
CANADA WEST SHOE MANUFACTURING (1978) LTD. see STORES KIT

CANADA’S TECHNOLOGY TRIANGLE see TECHNOLOGY TRIANGLE

CANADA’S WONDERLAND

CANADIAN ADMIRAL CORP.

CANADIAN ADVANCED ENGINEERING CORP. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN AFRICAN BUSINESS WOMEN’S ASSOC. see CLUBS – RMW (A-L)

CANADIAN ALLIANCE PARTY – RMW see also REFORM PARTY OF CANADA

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF GIFT PLANNERS see CHARITIES

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCTION & INVENTORY CONTROL GRAND VALLEY CHAPTER

CANADIAN AUTHORS ASSOCIATION - WATERLOO-WELLINGTON BRANCH

CANADIAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN AUTOMOTIVE TRAINING INSTITUTE see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN BAND ASSOCIATION (formerly known as Canadian Band Directors’ Association)

CANADIAN BELVEDERE PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN BENCH MEDIA INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN BLOWER-CANADA PUMPS LTD.

CANADIAN BUSINESS GROUP see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN CALORIE COUNTERS see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY see also CANCER see also TERRY FOX RUN

CANADIAN CELIAC SPRUE ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN CENTRE FOR CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – SHAD VALLEY PROGRAM
CANADIAN CHAMBER ENSEMBLE

CANADIAN CIRCUS INC.

CANADIAN CLAY & GLASS GALLERY – up to 1999, 2000 –

CANADIAN CLAY AND GLASS GALLERY – up to 1999, 2000-

CANADIAN CLUB - KITCHENER BRANCH

CANADIAN COLLEGE OF MASSAGE & HYDROTHERAPY see SCHOOLS – PRIVATE - RMW

CANADIAN CONCORD FUNDING LTD.

CANADIAN CONNECTOR CORP. see POLLUTION - RMW

CANADIAN CONNECTOR COTE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN CONSTRUCTION CONTROLS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN COUNCIL OF CHRISTIAN CHARITIES

CANADIAN COUNTRY HALL OF FAME

CANADIAN CREATIVITY NETWORK see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN CREDIT INSTITUTE - CONESTOGA CHAPTER see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN CROSSROADS INTERNATIONAL

CANADIAN DIABETIC ASSOCIATION - KW BRANCH see DIABETES

CANADIAN DIESEL GYPSIES RADIO CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN DIRECTORY SPECIALISTS see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN EMBROIDERERS GUILD see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN FAMILY FITNESS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN FARM TEC SYSTEMS

CANADIAN FEDERATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN – CAMBRIDGE see CLUBS–RMW (A-L)
CANADIAN FINEBLANKING CORP. see PRECISION RESOURCE CANADA LTD

CANADIAN FIRST FINANCIAL GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN FLYWHEELS & PRODUCTS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN FOUNDATION FOR ILEITIS & COLITIS

CANADIAN FROZEN FOODS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN GENERAL INVESTMENTS LTD.

CANADIAN GENERAL TOWER

CANADIAN GIRLS IN TRAINING (CGIT)

CANADIAN HOLLOW GRINDERS see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN HOMELOCATORS see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN HOT TUBS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN HOVERCRAFT CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE (Includes lists of all bank managers of component banks compiled by W.H.E. Schmalz)

CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE, WATERLOO

CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL TRANSPORTATION LEAGUE see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN INFORMATION PROCESSING SOCIETY see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR THE ENVIRONMENT (CITE) see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN IVORY BUTTON WORKS see BUTTONS - KW
CANADIAN LIQUID AIR COMPANY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN LITERARY POET ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN MADE APPAREL see (JOHN) FORSYTH SHIRT COMPANY)

CANADIAN MAGNESIUM PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN MARTYRS SEPARATE SCHOOL

CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

CANADIAN MET-CRAFT INDUSTRIES

CANADIAN METER see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN MONEY GARDEN GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN NEUTRONICS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN NEW BODY FITNESS CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN OFFICE & SCHOOL FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN OFFICE SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN OPERA GUILD – KW BRANCH see OPERA - KW

CANADIAN ORGANIC GROWERS see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN PEOPLE’S (CITIZENS & RESIDENTS) DEFENSE COMMITTEE see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN PINE see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN PLAYTHINGS MANUFACTURERS see BUS ENT RMW

CANADIAN PORK BARBECUING CHAMPIONSHIPS

CANADIAN POSTURE & SEATING CENTRE, KITCHENER see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN PROGRESS CLUB
CANADIAN SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND – KW BRANCH see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN SECURITY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (CSIS) see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN SOCIETY FOR THE WEISMANN INSTITUTE see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN STREET ROD ASSOCIATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN THREADALL CORP see BUS ENT WAT

CANADIAN TIRE

CANADIAN UNICORE COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES

CANADIAN UNITY COMMITTEE see TWIN CITY CANADIAN UNITY COMMITTEE

CANADIAN VINTAGE MOTORCYCLE GROUP see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE CO. LTD.

CANADIAN WILDFLOWER SOCIETY see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CANADIAN WOMEN’S ARMY CORPS see WORLD WAR - 1939-1945 – CWAC

CANAGAGIGUE CREEK see WATER SUPPLY - WOOLWICH

CANAGRO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CANAM (consulting service) see BUS ENT KIT

CAN-AMERA GAMES 1994, 1995

CANAVAN, BRETT see CB KW

CANBAR PRODUCTS

CANCARE see BUS ENT RMW

CANCER - BREAST

CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
CANCER see also CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY see also CAMP QUALITY see also CAMP TRILLIUM see also CLEMENTS, AMANDA see also HOPESPRING CANCER SUPPORT CENTRE see also ICHIM, CHRISTINE see also TERRY FOX RUN

CANDLELIGHT GALLERIES OF CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

CANDY COVERS see BUS ENT RMW

CANE AND ABLE

CAN-ENG METAL TREATING see BUS ENT KIT

CANGO PETROLEUM LTD.

CANINE CLIPPER see BUS ENT RMW

CANINE CUTS & COLLECTABLES see BUS ENT KIT

CANIZCO ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

CANOE THE NITH see BUS ENT RMW

CANOEING THE GRAND see BUS ENT KIT

CANOES & CANOEING

CANPAR TRANSPORT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CANPARTS AUTOMOTIVE INTERNATIONAL

CANSTAR SPORTS

CANT, HUGH see CB WATCO

CANTECO CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

CANTEEN OF CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

CANTENBURY CAFÉ see BUS ENT RMW

CANUSA/NUPRO PET NUTRITION see BUS ENT RMW

CANVIEW CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT WAT
CAP COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

CAPE BRETON CLUB OF WATERLOO REGION

CAPEL RUGS FACTORY SHOWROOM see STORES WAT

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

CAPITAL MATERIALS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT see also REIMER, JOHN

CAPITOL THEATRE, CAMBRIDGE

CAPITOL THEATRE, KITCHENER

CAPLING, FRED C. see CB KW

CAPLING, GORDON see CB KW

CAPLING, MELISSA see CB KW

CAPON, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

CAPRI HAIR STYLES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CAPSON, LOUIS see CB KW

CAPTAIN CANUCK see COMELY, RICHARD

CAPUTA, ANTONI see CB KW

CAPWELL, A. S. see CB KW

CAR – RACING

CAR CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

CAR INSURANCE see AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS - KW

CAR RENTAL CONTROVERSY see AUTOMOBILES - KW - RENTAL

CARA COMMUNITY CLUB
CARA’S HOPE
CARAFE WINEMAKERS see BUS ENT RMW

CARAVAN CAFE

CARBON MONOXIDE

CARD, ARTHUR MAXWELL see CB KW
CARDEY, RAY see CB KW

CARDIAC CARE CENTRE see also HEALTH CARE - RESTRUCTURING, 1997-

CARDIAC FITNESS ASSOCIATION see ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION

CARDIAC REHABILITATION FOUNDATION INC. see ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION

CARDIFF, CRAIG see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

CARDILLO, DOM

CARDINAL CABINETS see BUS ENT RMW
CARDINAL CONCIERGE see BUS ENT RMW
CARDINAL CONTACT LENS see BUS ENT RMW

CARDINAL LEGER SEPARATE SCHOOL

CARDINAL, GEORGE see CB WATCO
CARDINAL, PAUL see CB KW

CARD’N GEM SHOP see STORES KIT

CARDY, DANIEL see CB KW
CARDY, FLO see CB WATCO
CARDY, FRANK see CB KW
CARDY, JAMES see CB KW
CARDY, MARY (WIFE OF ROBERT T.) NEE MCGARRY see CB KW

CARDY, PATRICIA see CB KW

CARDY, PATRICK see CB KW

CARDY, ROBERT see CB KW

CARE EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CAREER ACADEMY, KITCHENER

CAREER COUNSELLING - KW

CAREER FAIRS see EMPLOYMENT - KW

CAREER TRANSITION SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

CARELIFT EQUIPMENT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CARE-RING

CAREY, HERB see CB WATCO

CARGO CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

CARIBBEAN COVE

CARIBOU CREEK see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CARING FLORISTS see STORES KIT

CARING PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL see SCOTT, STEPHEN & SYLVIA

CARL HEINTZMAN LTD. see STORES KIT

CARLEY, JOHN T. see CB KW

CARLI, ROB see CB KW

CARLING-O’KEEFE

CARLSON WAGONLIT TRAVEL see BUS ENT WAT
CARLTON SINGLES CLUB see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CARLTON, BUDDY see CB KW

CARLY DESIGNS see BUS ENT WAT

CARLYLE, FLORENCE see CB WATCO

CARMADHY’S see BUS ENT RMW

CARMAN’S CAMERAS see STORES CAM

CARMEL CHURCH OF THE NEW JERUSALEM see CARYNDALE, ONTARIO

CARMICHAEL GALLERY

CARMICHAEL, DOUG see CB KW

CARMICHAEL, J. F. see also J. F. CARMICHAEL PUBLIC SCHOOL

CARMONT, GARY see CB KW

CARNAHAN, DORR see CB KW

CARNELIUS, MABLE see CB WATCO

CARNEVALES FINE ITALIAN CUISINE

CARNUCHAN, E. W. see CB KW

CAROL’S CHOCOLATE AND GIFTS see BUS ENT WAT

CAROLINE’S OF ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

CARON, ROSS see CB KW

CAROTHERS, RICHARD AND MELANIE see CB WATCO

CAROUSEL COIFFURE see BUS ENT RMW

CAROUSEL FRAMING see BUS ENT WAT

CARPENTER SHOP BOOKSTORES & MUSIC CENTRE see STORES WAT
CARPENTER, GEORGE see CB WATCO
CARPENTER, MARGARET see CB KW
CARPENTER, MARK see CB WATCO
CARR, DUCKIE see BUS ENT KIT
CARR, DUCKIE see BUS ENT KIT
CARR, Reverend C. BERT see CB WATCO
CARREIRO, MANUEL see CB WATCO
CARRIAGE COLLECTABLES see STORES WAT
CARRIAGE COUNTY MARKET & EXHIBITION see STORES KIT
CARRIAGES - WATERLOO COUNTY
CARRINGTON, ALONZO see CB WATCO
CARROLL, D.J. see TEACHERS-RMW
CARROLL, GLENN see CB KW
CARROLL, LEVI see CB KW
CARROLL, MABEL see CB WATCO
CARROLL, MARJORIE see also COUNCIL – WATERLOO
CARROLL, SHON see CB KW
CARROLL-NELSON, MARJORIE EDNA see CB KW
CARRUTHERS, ELEANOR see CB WATCO
CARRUTHERS, PENNY see CB KW
CARRY ALL see BUS ENT WAT
CARRY ON COMICS & BOOKS see STORES WAT
CARS AUTO COLLISION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
Carse, Robert see CB KW

Carson, Brant see CB WATCO

Carson, David see CB KW

Carson, Leslie see CB WATCO

Carson, Linda see CB KW

Carson, Lindsay see Athletes – RMW (A-K)

Carson, Ray see CB KW

Carstar Collison see Bus Ent RMW

Carsumer see Bus Ent Kit

Carter Brothers (Waterloo) Ltd.

Carter, Al see Carrington, Alonzo

Carter, Bethany see CB KW

Carter, Don see CB WATCO

Carter, Janet see CB WATCO

Carter, Jill see CB KW

Carter, John R. see CB KW

Carter, Len see CB KW

Carter, Ralph S. see CB-KW

Carter, Shirley see CB KW

Carthew, Charles Innes see CB KW

Carvel Ice Cream see Stores Kit

CAS POWER MARINE see BUS ENT RMW

CASA GREEK RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CASA NINA

CASA RUGANTINO

CASABLANCA BOOKSHOP see STORES KIT

CASCADDEN, THOMAS see CB WATCO

CASE, A. A. see CB KW

CASE, STEPHEN see CB KW

CASEY, AGNES see CB KW

CASEY, PETER (HUSBAND OF AGNES) see CB KW

CASEYS RESTAURANTS

CASH CONVERTERS see BUS ENT RMW

CASKET STORE see BUS ENT RMW

CASSEL FAMILY see CB WATCO

CASSEL, ALEDA see CB WATCO

CASSEL, BILL & THERESA –see CB WATCO

CASSEL, BILL see CB WATCO

CASSEL, COLETTE see CB WATCO

CASSEL, HARVEY “PAUL” see CB KW

CASSEL, ILLINGWORTH M. see CB KW

CASSEL, JACK see CB WATCO

CASSEL, JACOB see CB WATCO
CASSEL, SAMUEL see CB KW
CASSEL, WINIFRED see CB KW
CASSELL, ERNEST see CB KW
CASSELS, BILL see CB KW
CASSIDY CREEK SOAP COMPANY see STORES CAM
CASSIDY, GREGORY see CB KW
CASSIO ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW
CASTILLO, JESSE see CB WATCO
CASTLE BUILDING CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
CASTLE CROWN CUPOLA see BUS ENT WAT
CASTLE KILBRIDE, 1993 – 1999, 2000- see also LIVINGSTON, JAMES
CASTLE VIEW VARIETY see BUS ENT RMW
CATALYST ELECTRONIC SERVICES see STORES WAT
CATES, BOB AND SARAH see CB WATCO
CATHOLIC CHARITIES LOTTERY
CATHOLIC FAMILY COUNSELLING CENTRE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES see CATHOLIC FAMILY COUNSELLING CENTRE
CATS
CATTLE TRADE
CAUDLE'S CATCH
CAUGHILL, D. HOWARD see CB KW
CAUGHILL, LORNE see CB KW
CAUGHILL, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF HOWARD) NEE CLARKE (H.M.) see CB KW

CAULFIELD, BEULAH see CB WATCO

CAULFIELD, Dr. J. H. see CB WATCO

CAVA, CHRIS see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

CAVANAGH, A.H. see CB WATCO

CAVANAGH, BEVERLEY ANNE (Mrs. ROBERT) see CB WATCO

CAVE, THE see BUS ENT RMW

CAVELLE'S INNER FASHIONS see STORES KIT

CAVERHILL see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT

CAVERS, JAMES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

CAWSEY, TUPPER see WLU - FACULTY

CAYA FABRICS LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

CAYA, A. B. (ARCHIE) see CB KW

CAYLEY, RUTHE HARRIET (TEES) see CB KW

CAYLEY, TOM see CB WATCO

CAZABOU, LYNN see CB WATCO

CBCL OUTSOURCING see BUS ENT RMW

CCH CANADIAN see BUS ENT KIT

CCW INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CECIL CORNWELL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

CEDAR CREEK NETWORKING see BUS ENT KIT

CEDAR CREEK PUBLIC SCHOOL
CEDAR CREEK WILDLIFE CO. see BUS ENT RMW
CEDAR CREEK'S CRAFT COTTAGE see BUS ENT RMW
CEDAR DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
CEDAR GROVE LODGE see BUS ENT RMW
CEDAR RENTALL see BUS ENT RMW
CEDAR SEAFOOD see BUS ENT KIT
CEDAR STREET BEER STORE see STORES CAM
CEDARBRAE PUBLIC SCHOOL
THE CEDARS
CEDARTREE STUDIOS
CELANESE CANADA INC.
CELEBRATION CHORALE
CELL FACTORY BIOPROCESSING RESEARCH NETWORK (CELLNET) see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – CELL FACTORY BIOPROCESSING RESEARCH NETWORK (CELLNET)
CELLO PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
CELLULAND see STORES KIT
CELSIUS WEB SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CEMETERIES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO see also MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY, KITCHENER see also WOODLAND CEMETERY, KITCHENER see also WOODLAND CEMETERY, KITCHENER – GERMAN WAR GRAVES

CEMETERIES - WATERLOO COUNTY

CEMETERIES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

CENOTAPH - KITCHENER ONTARIO see WAR MEMORIALS - KITCHENER

CENOTAPH - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
CENTAUR THERMAL SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW
CENTENNIAL - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
CENTENNIAL - WATERLOO COUNTY
CENTENNIAL - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
CENTENNIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
CENTENNIAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, WATERLOO
CENTENNIAL RENOVATIONS see BUS ENT KIT
CENTER ICE see BUS ENT RMW
CENTERCORE CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
CENTERLINE SPORTS CARDS see BUS ENT RMW
CENTINA PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
CENTORE, FLOYD see CB KW
CENTRA INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT
CENTRAL AUTO BODY see BUS ENT KIT
CENTRAL BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER
CENTRAL CANADA STONE SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW
CENTRAL CYCLE & SPORTS see BUS ENT RMW
CENTRAL DUMFRIES FARMERS CLUB
CENTRAL HOTEL see BUS ENT RMW

CENTRAL MEAT MARKET, KITCHENER

CENTRAL ONTARIO CYCLE see BUS ENT RMW

CENTRAL ONTARIO DEVELOPMENTAL RIDING PROGRAM


CENTRAL ONTARIO EXHIBITION - 1991 – 1994 see KW COUNTRY FEST

CENTRAL ONTARIO ORCHID SOCIETY

CENTRAL PARK LODGE

CENTRAL PLASTIC SALES see BUS ENT RMW

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

CENTRAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

CENTRAL SCHOOL, WATERLOO see SCHOOLS - PUBLIC

CENTRAL SHIPPING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT WAT

CENTRAL SOURCE FOR SPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

CENTRAL SPORTS & TOBACCO SHOP LTD. see STORES KIT

CENTRAL TAVERN (ELMIRA) see BUS ENT RMW

CENTRAL VOLKSWAGEN see STORES KIT

CENTRAL VOLUNTEER BUREAU see SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL OF KW

CENTRE FOR CORE AREA RESEARCH

CENTRE FOR FAMILY BUSINESS see CONRAD GREBEL COLLEGE

CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE INNOVATION

CENTRE FOR RESEARCH & EDUCATION IN HUMAN SERVICES see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - BOX OFFICE

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - BUILDING

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE


CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - FINANCES

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - GENERAL MANAGER

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - OPERA

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - PLANNING see also CENTRE IN THE SQUARE SCRAPBOOK 1956-80 (RARE)

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - ROCK CONCERTS

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE - TASK FORCE REVIEW 1987

CENTRE IN THE SQUARE see also CENTRE IN THE SQUARE SCRAPBOOK 1956-80 (RARE)

CENTRE OPERA STUDIO see also KW SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA see also OPERA - KW

CENTRECORE CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

CENTREVILLE STONE see BUS ENT KIT

CENTREVILLE TOOL & DIE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

CENTREVILLE-CHICOPEE NEIGHBOURHOOD

CENTURY 21 AD VANTAGE REALTY LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CENTURY INN see BUS ENT RMW

CENTURY THEATRE see THEATRES
CEO INC. see BUS ENT RMW

CERAMICLAND see BUS ENT WAT

CERAMICS MUSEUM see CANADIAN CLAY AND GLASS GALLERY

CEREBRAL PALSY - KITCHENER-WATERLOO

CEREBUS THE AARDVARK see BUS ENT KIT

CERMAK, NAOMI see CB WATCO

CERNY, ALEC see CB WATCO

CERTICOM CORP see BUS ENT WAT

CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO

CERWOOD & FAMILY see BUS ENT RMW

CESCON, PAUL see CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY

see also REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC.

CET TRAVEL SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

CH2M HILL ENGINEERING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CHADDER, EDWARD GEORGE see CB KW

CHADWICK, WILLIAM R.

CHAFE, ANN see WATERLOO REGIONAL HERITAGE FOUNDATION

CHARGER, BARDISH see CB KW see also LIBERAL PARTY 2000-

CHAIN MAIL GUY see BUS ENT RMW

CHALET WAFERS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CHALLENGER MOTOR FREIGHT

CHALMER JEWELLERS see STORES KIT
CHALMERS PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, WINTERBOURNE

CHALMERS, JAMES see CB KW see also ST. JOHN'S KILMARNOCK SCHOOL

CHALMERS, JANET see CB WATCO

CHALMERS, LESLIE J. see CB KW

CHALMERS, NANCY see CB WATCO

CHALMERS, ROBERT JOHNSTON see CB WATCO

CHAMBER MUSIC

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO

see also GREATER KW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

see also KITCHENER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

see also WATERLOO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN see WLU - FACULTY

CHAMBERS, BILL see CB WATCO

CHAMBERS, FRANK EDWARD see CB KW

CHAMBERS, ROY see CB WATCO

CHAMBERS, TRACEY-MAE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - GENERAL

CHAMPION ROAD MACHINERY

CHAMPS see BUS ENT RMW

CHAN, NANCY see CB KW

CHANDLER, DAVID see CB KW

CHANDLERLY, THE see BUS ENT RMW

CHANTLER, SCOTT see CB KW
CHAPLIN FAMILY YMCA see CAMBRIDGE YMCA

CHAPLIN, GORDON see CB WATCO

CHAPLIN, JIM see CB WATCO

CHAPLIN, KAREN see CB WATCO

CHAPMAN FAMILY see CB WATCO

CHAPMAN, ALBERT H. see CB KW

CHAPMAN, DONNA see CREATIVE OPTIONS in BUS ENT WAT

CHAPMAN, DONNA see CREATIVE OPTIONS in BUS ENT WAT

CHAPMAN, DOUG see CB KW

CHAPMAN, EDITH see CB KW

CHAPMAN, GLORIA see CB KW

CHAPMAN, HAROLD (HUSBAND OF GLORIA) see CB KW

CHAPMAN, SARAH, see CB WATCO

CHAPMAN, TANYA RUIF see CB KW

CHAPTERS

CHARAN INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

CHARBONEAU, EARL ARTHUR see CB KW

CHARBONNEAU, (BROTHER) JEROME (JERRY) see CB KW

CHARBRIES see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CHARCOAL STEAK HOUSE

CHARD, GARY see CB WATCO

CHAREST, ANDY & PEGGY see CB KW
CHARLEBOIS, BERNIE see CB KW

CHARLES MUELLER CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CHARLES QUALITY MEATS see BUS ENT RMW

CHARLES STREET CHIPS see BUS ENT KIT

CHARLES, NIK see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

CHARLIE SOFTWARE CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT RMW

CHARLIE’S EMPORIUM see STORES CAM

CHARLIE’S ITALIAN RESTAURANT

CHARLOTTE - THE ORIGINALS see BUS ENT WAT

CHARLTON, D. S. see CB WATCO

CHARLTON, DAVID see CB WATCO

CHARMAINE’S MAID SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

CHARTERWAYS TRANSPORTATION see BUS ENT KIT

CHASE, JEAN see CB WATCO

CHASE, WARD see CB WATCO

CHATEAU CARTIER WINES LTD. see STORES WAT

CHATEAU KRESS see KRESS HOTEL

CHATEAU SWEATERS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
CHATEAU-GAI WINES LTD. see STORES WAT

CHATELANE DOMESTIC PERSONNEL see BUS ENT KIT

CHATTEN, GLENN see CB KW

CHATTERSON, MICHAEL see CB KW

CHAVER, CHRISTINA see VOLUNTEERS - KW

CHAVES, JOE see CB WATCO

CHECK-A-HOME see BUS ENT WAT

CHECKERHILL FARMS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CHECKFREE SOLUTIONS see BLUEGILL TECHNOLOGIES in BUS ENT WAT

CHECKOUT HUNGER see FOOD BANK

CHEER SPORT SHARKS see CAMBRIDGE KIPS GYMNASTICS CLUB

CHEESE

CHEESE 'N SWEETS LTD. see STORES WAT

CHEESE TREAT see STORES KIT

CHEESEMAN, NORMAN H. see CB KW

CHEESEMAN, SIDNEY see CB WATCO

CHEF-ON-THE-RUN see BUS ENT KIT

CHEFS ON KING see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CHELSEA’S BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW

CHEM-DRY CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING see BUS ENT WAT

CHEN, CHING-CHIH see CB KW

CHEN, SUNSHINE see CB KW see also CB KW – KESSLER, KARL
CHERNOBYL CHILDREN see YOUTH - EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

CHERRY, SAM see CB WATCO

CHERVIN CUSTOM WOODWORKING

CHESHIRE HAT see BUS ENT KIT

CHESKY, TED see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

CHESNEY, HENRY & ROBERT see CB WATCO

CHESNEY, JAMES & JESSICA see CB WATCO

CHESNEY, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB WATCO

CHESS see GAMES

CHEZ JACQUELINE see BUS ENT KIT

CHEZ LORRAINE HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT KIT

CHEZ ROBERT see BUS ENT RMW

CHF HANDICRAFT INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CHHATWAL, KYL see CB WATCO

CHICKENS (includes eggs)

CHICK-LITS BOOK CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CHICOPEE CRAFTSMEN LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CHICOPEE FOOD MARKET see STORES KIT

CHICOPEE HILL AREA

CHICOPEE MANUFACTURING

CHICOPEE SKI CLUB -1995, 1996- see also SKIING

CHIEH, CHUNG (PETER) see CB KW
CHIEH, DHING see CB KW

CHILD ABUSE see FAMILY VIOLENCE see also CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY see also FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES – RMW see also names of individual organizations

CHILD FIND

CHILD I.D. see BUS ENT RMW

CHILD ID PROGRAM see IDENTIFICATION

CHILD SAFE FESTIVAL

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE see also FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES – RMW see also FAMILY VIOLENCE

CHILD WATCH see BUS ENT RMW

CHILD WITNESS CENTRE see SOCIAL SERVICE TO YOUTH

CHILDBIRTH see also MIDWIVES see also MULTIPLE BIRTH see also NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION see also ST. JACOBS FAMILY BIRTHING HOME

CHILDREN'S WISH FOUNDATION

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY see also ADOPTION see also CHILD ABUSE see also FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES – RMW see also FAMILY VIOLENCE see also FOSTER HOMES

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY - ANNUAL MEETINGS & FINANCES

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY - BUILDINGS

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY - STAFF

CHILDREN'S INTERNATIONAL SUMMER VILLAGE

CHILDREN'S MARKETPLACE see STORES WAT

CHILDREN'S SAFETY VILLAGE

CHILDREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE – RMW
CHILLIGO DAM see GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY – RMW – CHILLIGO DAM

CHILTON, DAVID

CHIMKO CHIMNEY CLEANING see BUS ENT RMW

CHIMNEY SWEEPS see BUS ENT KIT

CHINA BUFFET KING

CHIOREANU, JACQUELINE see CB KW

CHIPMAN, BILL see POLICE – RMW – INDIVIDUALS

CHIPMAN, PAUL see CB KW

CHIPPEWA CREEK see BUS ENT RMW

CHIPPING AWAY INC. see BUS ENT KIT

CHIPS A WAY see BUS ENT RMW

CHIROPRACTORS

CHISHOLM, DAISY BELLE see CB WATCO

CHISHOLM, THOMAS see CB KW

CHISLITT, CLAUDE see CB KW

CHISLITT, DOUGLAS see CB KW

CHISWELL, BARRY see CB KW

CHITTICK, PETER see CB KW

CHLORINATION - KW see also WATER SUPPLY – RMW

CHMIEL, JAMES see CB KW – GENERAL

CHOATE, Father NORMAN LAWRENCE see CB KW

CHOCOLATE MOOSE see BUS ENT RMW
CHOCOLATE TEMPTATIONS see STORES KIT

CHODOS, BOB see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

CHOICE BOOKS see STORES KIT

CHOICES FOR YOUTH- see WATERLOO REGION DISTRIC SCHOOL BOARD – CHOICES FOR YOUTH

CHOLERA

CHOMITZ, PETER see BUS ENT KIT

CHOMITZ, PETER see BUS ENT KIT

CHOMYNEC, BILL see CB WATCO

CHOPPING, RUTH see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC.

CHORAL MUSIC

CHOUANGSIRIVONG, BOUALONE see CB KW

CHRIS, ALEX see CB KW

CHRIS, BLAGIE S. see CB KW

CHRIS, GEORGE see CB KW

CHRIS, STEVE see CB KW

CHRIS, WILLIAM see CB KW

CHRISCOTT INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

CHRIST ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

CHRIST CHURCH, AYR

CHRIST ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, KITCHENER

CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH, WATERLOO

CHRIST LUTHERAN SCHOOL, WATERLOO
CHRIST THE KING SEPARATE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

CHRIST THE KING UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

CHRIST THE SAVIOUR CHURCH see CHURCHES - WATERLOO - GENERAL

CHRIST, (DR.) FRIEDRICH see CB KW

CHRISTIAN AND MISSIONARY ALLIANCE CHURCH, KITCHENER

CHRISTIAN BUSINESS MEN'S COMMITTEE OF CAMBRIDGE

CHRISTIAN BUSINESS MEN'S COMMITTEE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CHRISTIAN HORIZONS

CHRISTIAN PEACEMAKER TEAMS

CHRISTIAN RIDERS MOTORCYCLE CLUB

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH, KITCHENER

CHRISTIANS AGAINST APARTHEID see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CHRISTIANSON, GRACE see CB KW

CHRISTIE DIGITAL SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CHRISTIE, JEAN see CB KW

CHRISTKINDL MARKET, KITCHENER

CHRISTMAN, CLAYTON see CB WATCO

CHRISTMAN, HENRY see CB WATCO

CHRISTMAS - CHARITIES see CHARITIES - CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS - CUSTOMS

CHRISTMAS - DECORATIONS

CHRISTMAS - GENERAL -2002, 2003-
CHRISTMAS - HISTORY

CHRISTMAS - PAGEANTS

CHRISTMAS CORNER see BUS ENT WAT

CHRISTNER, ALFRED BRASH see CB WATCO

CHRISTNER, ELIZABETH GRAYCE (SPRUNG) see CB KW

CHRISTNER, WILLIAM CHARLES see CB WATCO

CHRISTOFF, MAX see CB KW

CHRISTOFFERSON, DAVID see BAYSHORE VILLAGE DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

CHRISTOFFERSON, DAVID see BAYSHORE VILLAGE DEVELOPMENTS see also
CHRISTOFFERSON, DAVID in CB WATCO

CHRISTOPHER FRUIT MARKET see STORES KIT

CHRISTOPHER'S RESTAURANT

CHRISTY, RICHARD

CHROMALOX INC.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL WEEK – KITCHENER

D. CHURCH & CO. see BUS ENT KIT

CHURCH MOUSE ANTIQUES & COLLECTABLES see STORES CAM

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

CHURCH OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD, KITCHENER

CHURCH OF THE HOLY SAVIOUR, WATERLOO

CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE, KITCHENER

CHURCH OF THE TRANSFIGURATION, KITCHENER

CHURCH OF THE UNIVERSE see also KANMET LTD. see also MARIJUANA – RMW
CHURCH THEATRE, ST JACOBS

CHURCH, JAMES see CB KW

CHURCH, KARALYN see CB WATCO

CHURCHES - ANGLICAN - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - ANGLICAN - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL

CHURCHES - BAPTIST - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - BAPTIST - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL

CHURCHES - CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS (MORMON) - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL

CHURCHES - COPTIC - WATERLOO COUNTY

CHURCHES - EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - GENERAL ARTICLES - KW see also BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE see also SALVATION ARMY

CHURCHES - GREEK ORTHODOX - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - JEHOVAH'S WITNESS - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO - A-Z

CHURCHES - LUTHERAN - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - LUTHERAN - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL – up to 1999, 2000 –

CHURCHES - MENNONITE - KITCHENER - GENERAL

CHURCHES - MENNONITE - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL

CHURCHES - MENNONITE BRETHREN - WATERLOO COUNTY

CHURCHES - METHODIST - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - MISSIONARY CHURCH - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - NEW APOSTOLIC - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - PENTECOSTAL - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - PENTECOSTAL - WATERLOO - GENERAL
CHURCHES - PENTECOSTAL - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - PRESBYTERIAN - CAMBRIDGE
CHURCHES - PRESBYTERIAN - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - PRESBYTERIAN - WATERLOO COUNTY
CHURCHES - REFORMED CHURCH - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - ROMAN CATHOLIC - CAMBRIDGE
CHURCHES - ROMAN CATHOLIC - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - ROMAN CATHOLIC - WATERLOO - GENERAL
CHURCHES - ROMAN CATHOLIC - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - SERBIAN ORTHODOX - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - SWEDENBORGIAN - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC - WATERLOO COUNTY
CHURCHES - UNITARIAN - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - UNITED - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
CHURCHES - UNITED - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL
CHURCHES - UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST - WATERLOO COUNTY
CHURCHES - UNITED MISSIONARY - KITCHENER - GENERAL
CHURCHES - WATERLOO - GENERAL
CHURCHES - WATERLOO COUNTY - GENERAL

CHURCHILL & ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW

CHURCHILL HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CHURCHILL, CLIFF (PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR) see BUS ENT RMW

CHUVALO, GEORGE see CB WATCO

CHYZ, RUSSELL see CB KW

CIAO see STORES WAT

CIBA-GEIGY

CIC INNOVATION CONSULTANTS see CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE

CICI'S EUROPEAN SHOES & ACCESSORIES see STORES CAM

CIDER MILLS see WATERLOO CIDER MILL in BUS ENT RMW see WELLESLEY CIDER MILL, see WELLESLEY APPLE BUTTER AND CHEESE FESTIVAL

CIGNELLI, JOSEPH (JOE) see G&T BARBER SHOP in BUS ENT WAT

CINCANT, TONY see INVENTORS & INVENTIONS

CINESPORT see BUS ENT KIT

CINNAMON TOAST COUNTRY HOME see BUS ENT RMW

CIRCLE K STABLES see BUS ENT WAT

CIRCLE SALES JANITOR SUPPLIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CIRCLE SQUARE YOUTH RANCH see CROSSROADS CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATIONS INC.

CIRCLES THE CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

CIRCUS ROOM

CISCO SYSTEMS see PIXSTREAM INC.

CISTERNA, ISABEL see CB KW
CITC see EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

CITIZEN OF THE YEAR - KW (also Cambridge)

CITIZENS COALITION FAVORING MORE EFFECTIVE CRIMINAL SENTENCES see CLUBS–KW (A–K)

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION see KW COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

CITIZENS CONCERNED WITH CRIME AGAINST CHILDREN (4C)

CITIZENS FORUM

CITIZENS ON PATROL see COCAINE - RMW

CITIZENSHIP COURTS see EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION

CITY APPLIANCES see BUS ENT RMW

CITY CAFÉ BAKERY see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A–Z)

CITY GLASS & ALUMINUM see BUS ENT RMW

CITY HALL - CAMBRIDGE – 1970’s & 1980’s, 1990-

CITY HALL - CAMBRIDGE - BUILDING see GALT - CITY HALL - BUILDING

CITY HALL - CAMBRIDGE - CITY ADMINISTRATOR

CITY HALL – KITCHENER – BUILDING – 1987 –

CITY HALL – KITCHENER – CITY ADMINISTRATOR

CITY HALL - KITCHENER – HISTORY

CITY HALL – KITCHENER – STAFF

CITY HALL - KITCHENER – to 1980, 1980s, 1990s, 2000- see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER

CITY HALL - WATERLOO

CITY HALL - WATERLOO - BUILDING – 1874 – 1961
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - BUILDING - 1961 – 1987, 1987-
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - CITY ADMINISTRATOR
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - CITY ADMINISTRATOR – BOB ROBERTSON
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - STAFF
CITY HALL - WATERLOO - WORKING CONDITIONS
CITY HOTEL, WATERLOO
CITY LAUNDRY see BUS ENT RMW
CITY MANAGER PLAN - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
CITY MEAT MARKET see STORES KIT
CITY OF WATERLOO MUSEUM see MUSEUMS – KW & DISTRICT
CITY PERSONNEL see BUS ENT RMW
CITY STONE see BUS ENT WAT
CIVIC CENTRE NEIGHBOURHOOD
CIVIC CENTRE see CENTRE IN THE SQUARE
CIVIC DISTRICT - KITCHENER
CIVIC HOLIDAY
CIVIC SQUARE – CAMBRIDGE
CIVIL SERVICE (for federal and provincial civil servants in Waterloo Region)
CIVILIAN DEFENSE - KITCHENER & DISTRICT see EMERGENCY MEASURES - RMW
CIZEK, KATERINA see CB KW
CIZMAN, DUSAN see CB WATCO
CKCO see CAP COMMUNICATIONS
CLACK, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
CLAESSENS, MARK see CB WATCO
CLAIR CREEK
CLAIR MASONRY see BUS ENT WAT
CLAIR, BUD, CAM, JIM & SCOTT see CB KW
CLAIRE LASERS CORP. see BUS ENT KIT
CLAIRE’S FRIENDS see CHARITIES
CLANCY’S VOLCANIC JUMBO PEANUTS see BUS ENT RMW
CLAPPISON, PHILIP see BUS ENT WAT
CLAPPISON, PHILIP see BUS ENT WAT
CLARE BROTHERS LTD., CAMBRIDGE
CLARE FAMILY see CB WATCO
CLARE, ELISABETH see CB WATCO
CLARE, GEORGE A. see CB WATCO
CLARE, JOHN see CB WATCO
CLARE, Mrs. FREDERICK see CB WATCO
CLARE, TREVOR see ARTISTS KW (A-Z)
CLARICA see also MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO.
CLARK, AGNES SARAH ANN see CB WATCO
CLARK, ALLISON & IAN see CB WATCO
CLARK, BETTYE see CB WATCO
CLARK, BILL see CB KW

CLARK, BRIAN see CB WATCO

CLARK, BRENDA see CB KW

CLARK, GEORGE

CLARK, GRACE see CB KW

CLARK, HAROLD & OLIVE see CB WATCO

CLARK, JEFFREY see CB KW

CLARK, JOHN (husband of HARRIET DODGE, daughter of NATHANIEL DODGE) see DODGE, NATHANIEL

CLARK, JOHN see CB KW

CLARK, LYNDAY FAYE see CB KW

CLARK, OLIVE see CB WATCO

CLARK, RACHEL see CB WATCO

CLARK, ROSA BREITHAUPHT HEWETSON see CB KW

CLARK, ROY see CB WATCO

CLARK, SHANNON see CB WATCO

CLARKE, ALICE see CB KW

CLARKE, ANNE see CB KW

CLARKE, BARBARA see CB KW

CLARKE, BETH see CB WATCO

CLARKE, CLARENCE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

CLARKE, EILEEN see CB KW

CLARKE, HARVEY see CB KW
CLARKE, HERBERT M. see CB KW

CLARKE, HUBERT see CB KW

CLARKE, JEANETTE FRANCES see CB KW

CLARKE, JUANNE see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FACULTY

CLARKE, LAUREN see CANCER INDIVIDUALS

CLARKE, MICHAEL see CB KW

CLARKE, PATRICIA see ATHLETES - RMW (GENERAL)

CLARKE, PAUL see CB WATCO

CLARKE, VAL see CB WATCO

CLARKE, VALORIE see CB WATCO

CLARKE'S SHOES see STORES CAM

CLARKSON, GORDON CHARTERED ACCOUNTING FIRM see BUS ENT KIT

CLASS REUNION see STORES WAT

CLASS, FRED see CB KW

CLASS, HARRY

CLASS, LILLIE NEE HAHN see CB KW

CLASS, PAUL see CB WATCO

CLASSEN, KAREN see CB KW

CLASSIC AIRLINES see BUS ENT RMW

CLASSIC BREW see BUS ENT RMW

CLASSIC CAR WASH see BUS ENT RMW

CLASSIC COLOURWORKS see BUS ENT RMW
CLASSIC HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

CLASSIC INDIAN RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CLASSIC SPORT FASHIONS see STORES KIT

CLASSIC VAN CONVERSIONS & ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT KIT

CLASSICALLY YOURS AUTOMOBILES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CLASSICO’S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CLASSIQUE BOUTIQUE

CLASSIQUE CUSTOMIZED FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CLASSY CHASSIS see STORES CAM

CLASSY LANES see BUS ENT RMW

CLAUS, GERALD & CARRIE see CHRISTMAS – GENERAL

CLAY, DARLEEN see CB KW

CLAY, DARWIN W.

CLAY, NELSON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

CLAYFIELD, LORI JEAN see CB KW

CLAYNOOK see DAIRY FARMING

CLAYTON, GERALD see CB KW

CLAYTON, GRATTAN F. (PHIL) see CB KW

CLEAN AIR DAY see POLLUTION - RMW

CLEAN-ENERGY PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

CLEAR FRAME SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CLEAR IMAGE ELECTROLYSIS see BUS ENT RMW
CLEARNET see STORES KIT

CLEGHORN, EDWARD

CLEGHORN, REUBEN & VICTORIA see CB WATCO

CLELLAND, ISABEL & DAVID see CB WATCO

CLEMENS FAMILY

CLEMENS MILL PUBLIC SCHOOL

CLEMENS, Dr. L.B. see CB KW

CLEMENS, JACOB E.

CLEMENS, LAURA (WIFE OF L.E.) NEE BRICKER see CB KW

CLEMENS, LLOYD see CB WATCO

CLEMENS, WILLARD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

CLEMENT, DAVID see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

CLEMENT, E.P. see CB KW

CLEMENT, EASTMAN, DREGER, MARTIN & MEUNIER see SIMS, CLEMENT, EASTMAN

CLEMENT, EDWIN see CB KW

CLEMENT, FLORENCE GRACE see CB KW

CLEMENT, JOHN E. see CB KW

CLEMENT, MURIEL

CLEMENT, W. P.

CLEMENTS, AMANDA

CLEMENTS, BLAIR

CLEMENTS, Reverend SHARON see UNITY CENTRE FOR PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY
CLEMMENS, ABRAHAM S. see CB WATCO

CLEMMER GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

CLEMMER INDUSTRIES

CLEMMER, ANNIE see CB KW

CLEMMER, JIM

CLEMONS, CAPTAIN WILLIAM J. see CB KW

CLICK PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW

CLICK PRINT DESKTOP PUBLISHING CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT

CLIFFORD, FRANK see CB KW

CLINCH RICH see CB KW

CLINCKET, MARYELLEN see CB WATCO

CLINCKETT, JOHN see CB WATCO

CLINE, ARTHUR see CB KW

CLINE, CHARLES see CB KW

CLINE, HARRY J. see CB KW

CLINE, ROBERT (BOB) see CB WATCO

CLINE'S MEN'S WEAR see STORES CAM

CLINICS see also LANGS FARM COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

CLIP & STYLE see BUS ENT RMW

CLIP CLOP CREATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

CLIPPERS MENS HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT RMW

CLOCK PLACE see BUS ENT KIT
CLOCK TOWER - KITCHENER see CITY HALL - KITCHENER - HISTORY
CLOCK WORLD LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
CLORAN, JOHN see STORES KIT
CLORAN, JOHN see STORES KIT
CLOSS, ROBERT B. see CB WATCO
CLOSS, WILFRED see CB WATCO
CLOTH & CLAY see STORES WAT
CLOTHES FOR ALL SEASONS see STORES KIT
CLOTHING TRADE - RMW
CLOTHILDA, MOTHER M see CB KW
CLOUTHIER, MIRIAM see CB KW
CLOVERLEAF FARMS see BUS ENT RMW
CLOWNING AROUND WITH ZOE see BUS ENT RMW
CLOWNS see BUS ENT KIT
CLUB 404 see BUS ENT RMW
CLUB 52 see GOLF
CLUB 55 see BUS ENT RMW
CLUB ABSTRACT see BUS ENT KIT
CLUB CAR see BUS ENT RMW
CLUB ELEMENTS see BUS ENT KIT
CLUB J. J. see CLUBS - KW (A-K)
CLUB MILL see STORES WAT
CLUB SINGLE see BUS ENT WAT

CLUBS – KW - A-F see also names of individual clubs

CLUBS - KW – G-K see also names of individual clubs

CLUBS - KW - L-Z see also names of individual clubs

CLUBS – RMW – A-L see also names of individual clubs

CLUBS – RMW – M-Z see also names of individual clubs

CLUETT PEABODY AND CO. OF CANADA

CLUFF, EMILY see CB KW

CLUFF, W. S. see CB KW

CLUTCHES see STORES KIT

CLUTHE MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

CLYDE

CMC ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT KIT

CME TELEMETRIX

CMM COMPUTER SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

CMR RECYCLING INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CNC VARIETY see GOCO GAS BAR

COACH & CARRIAGE TRADE LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

COACH HOUSE REALTY see BUS ENT RMW

COADY, ED see CB KW

COAL TAR see KITCHENER GAS COMPANY see also WATERLOO GAS COMPANY, for GALT GAS COMPANY see CONDOMINIUMS

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE ANIMAL CARE see ANIMALS
COAT OF ARMS – RMW

COATES, BERT AND PENNY
COATES, JUNE see CB KW
COATES, LYNDA A. see CB WATCO
COATES, NANCY see CB KW

COBB INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW
COBBLESTONE GALLERY see BUS ENT WAT
COBDEN, TONY see CB WATCO

COBER FAMILY see CB WATCO
COBER PRINTING LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT
COBER, LESTER W. see CB WATCO
COBER, LLOYD GEORGE see CB KW
COBOURN, FIDELIA see BLACKS – RMW

COCOA-COLA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

COCAINE - RMW
COCHRANE, DONALD see CB KW
COCHRANE, DORIS see CB KW
COCHRANE, GOLDIE see CB KW
COCHRANE, JACK (SON OF VICTOR) see CB KW
COCHRANE, JOHN see CB KW
COCHRANE, KEN see CB KW
COCHRANE, LES see CB KW
COCHRANE, MARSH see CB KW
COCHRANE, VICTOR (DICK) see CB KW
COCHRANE, WILLIAM G. see CB KW
COCKBURN, EVA see CB KW
COCKBURN, MARGARET see CB WATCO
COCKERTON, MARGARET ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
COCKERTON, WARD HUGH see CB WATCO
COCKROACH COLLECTIVE see BUS ENT KIT
COCO’S TANNING OASIS see BUS ENT RMW
CODA (COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION) see also LUTHERWOOD CODA
COEM-TEK COATINGS see BUS ENT RMW
COFFEE CULTURE see BUS ENT RMW
COGHLIN, LEITH see CB WATCO
COHEN, MARVIN & DEBBIE see CB WATCO
COIN & STAMP SHOP see STORES KIT
COINAMATIC COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
COL. J.A. MCINTOSH ARMOURY, GALT see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT
COLBY, CHARLES see CB KW
COLD WAR BUNKER see EMERGENCY MEASURES - RMW
COLDWELL BANKER DONNELLY RESULTS REALTY see BUS ENT RMW
COLDWELL BANKER PETER BENNINGER REALTY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
COLE, BILL
COLE, CAROL see CB KW

COLE, CLARENCE G. see CB KW

COLE, ELAINE

COLE, NORBERT see CB KW

COLE, RAYMOND FRANCIS see CB WATCO

COLE, TOM see CB WATCO

COLE, TREVOR see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

COLE, VAL see CB KW

COLEMAN CRAFT LTD. BOATS see BUS ENT RMW

COLEMAN EQUIPMENT

COLEMAN FAMILY see CB WATCO

COLEMAN, BERT see CB WATCO

COLEMAN, CEDRIC see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

COLEMAN, E.T. see BUS ENT RMW

COLEMAN, MERLE see CB WATCO

COLEMAN, ORVAL T.

COLEMAN, SHARON see CB KW

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE see BUS ENT RMW

COLLACOTT, ALLAN ARKELL see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - KW

COLLAR, TIFFANY see CB KW

COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY - KITCHENER-WATERLOO (CB - KW) - A-Z (Located in GSR Archives)

COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY –KITCHENER-WATERLOO (CB - KW) – GENERAL (Located in GSR Archives)
COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY – WATERLOO COUNTY (CB – WATCO) - A-Z (Located in GSR Archives)

COLLECTIVE BIOGRAPHY – WATERLOO COUNTY (CB – WATCO) – GENERAL (Located in GSR Archives)

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

COLLEGE SPORTS see STORES KIT

COLLEGE THEATRE see THEATRES

Colley, Liz, see CB KW

Collier, Kim see Waterloo Wellington Head Injuries Support Group

Collier, Rob & Andrea see CB KW

Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd. see BUS ENT RMW

Collings, Cheryl see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

Collins & Aikman see BUS ENT KIT

see also PERSTOP COMPONENTS

Collins Safety Shoes Ltd. see BUS ENT KIT

Collins, Bruce see CB KW

Collins, Don (Artist)

Collins, Donald see CB WATCO

Collins, Douglas see CB KW

Collins, Henry (Harry) W. see CB KW

Collins, Larry see CB KW

Collins, Marie see CB KW

Collins, Mike see CB WATCO
COLLINS, PATRICK J. see CB KW
COLLINS, RICHARD see CB KW
COLLINS, ROSS see CB KW
COLLISION REPORTING CENTRE see AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS - KW
COLOMBO, JOHN A. see BUS ENT KIT
COLOMBO, JOHN ANTHONY see CB KW
COLOMBO, JOHN ROBERT
COLONIAL AIR see BUS ENT RMW
COLONIAL APOTHECARY see STORES KIT
COLONIAL COOKIES LTD.
COLONIAL TIMES see BUS ENT WAT
COLOR YOUR WORLD see STORES CAM
COLORTRONIC ROBOT INC. see BUS ENT RMW
COLOUR FORGE see BUS ENT WAT
COLOUR SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW
COLOURS see BUS ENT KIT
COLQUOHOUN HOME see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER
COLSON CASTERS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
COLTMAN, CARO see CB WATCO
COLTON, MICKEY see GARNER, MICKEY – CB KW
COLUMBIA AUTO SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT
COM DEV LTD., CAMBRIDGE
COMBINED XCHANGE TELECOM INC. see BUS ENT WAT

COMEDY IN MOTION see BUS ENT RMW

COMELY, RICHARD

COMFORT ZONE see STORES CAM

COMMERCE HOUSE

COMMERCIAL TAVERN, MARYHILL

COMMISSO’S FOOD MARKET see STORES CAM

COMMITMENT CANADA

COMMODORE HOMES see BUS ENT RMW

COMMONWEALTH GAMES – 1998

COMMUNAL LIVING - KW

COMMUNICATIONS SURVEILLANCE DETECTION: COUNTERMEASURES see BUS ENT KIT

COMMUNITECH

COMMUNITECH see also TECHNOLOGY TRIANGLE

COMMUNITIES IN BLOOM

see also GARDENING

COMMUNITY CARE ACCESS CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION

see also HOME CARE SERVICES

COMMUNITY CARE CONCEPTS

see also WOOLWICH HOME SUPPORT SERVICES

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAM – see NEIGHBOURHOODS – KITCHENER

COMMUNITY EQ SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW
COMMUNITY FARM OF THE BRETHREN

COMMUNITY FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (THE MOVEMENT) see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

COMMUNITY INFORMATION CENTRE

COMMUNITY JUSTICE INITIATIVES

COMMUNITY LINK EMPOWERED AGAINST NARCOTICS

COMMUNITY OF PEOPLE EXTENDING SUPPORT (COPES) see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES DEVELOPMENT ASSOC. see LUTHERWOOD CODA

COMMUNITY PLAYERS see TRINITY COMMUNITY PLAYERS

COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR WOMEN

COMMUNITY SAFETY & CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL
  see also POLICE – RMW - CRIME PREVENTION

COMMUNITY SAFETY ZONE see TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

COMMUNITY SERVICES CERTIFICATES INC. see BUS ENT WAT

COMMUNITY SMALL BUSINESS CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION
  see also BUSINESS, SMALL - KW

COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES OF NORTH DUMFRIES & AYR see AYR, ONTARIO

COMMUNITY TREASURE CHEST see BUS ENT KIT

COMMUTER CHALLENGE see POLLUTION - RMW

COMPASS, KITCHENER

COMPELIS CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT

COMPLETE HOME see BUS ENT RMW

COMPLETE RENT-ALLS see STORES WAT
COMPOSTING see RECYCLING (REFUSE) - KW

COMPUTER CITY see BUS ENT KIT

COMPUTER CLASSIFIED see BUS ENT WAT

COMPUTER CONNECTION see BUS ENT WAT

COMPUTER LYNX see BUS ENT RMW

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY NETWORK see BUS ENT WAT

COMPUTERLAND see STORES WAT

COMPUTERS FOR SCHOOLS see BUS ENT RMW

COMPUTING 2SX INC. see BUS ENT KIT

COMSHARE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

COMSTOCK see BUS ENT KIT

COMTEXT see BUS ENT WAT

CONBAD, ARNOLD see CB KW

CONCEALMENT SHOES see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO COUNTY

CONCEPT FOUR see BUS ENT RMW

CONCERT HALL see STORES WAT

CONCERTS (most concerts are filed under the name of the performing group or the venue. This file is for concerts which do not fit into either of these categories.)

CONCETTA Sister M. see ADDARIO, Sister HELEN in CB KW

CONCORDIA CLUB

CONCRETE STORE see BUS ENT RMW

CONCRETE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT

CONDOMINIUMS - AYR
CONDOMINIUMS - KW

CONDOMS see WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - BIRTH CONTROL

CONDUCTIVE CONTAINER INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CONE SHOPPE see STORES WAT

CONEHEADS see BUS ENT RMW

CONELL, DOUGLAS see CB KW

CONESTOGA CAMPERS OF WATERLOO see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CONESTOGA CARPETS see BUS ENT WAT

CONESTOGA CATERING see BUS ENT KIT

CONESTOGA CLUB OF PRINTING HOUSE CRAFTSMEN see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CONESTOGA COLD STORAGE

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS, STAFF & STUDENTS

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - BACHELOR OF APPLIED TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - BOARD OF GOVERNORS

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - CONVOCATIONS

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - COURSES

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION CENTRE

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - ELEMENTARY/HIGH SCHOOL LIAISON

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - EXPANSION

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - FACULTY

CONESTOGA COLLEGE - FINANCE
CONESTOGA TIRE see BUS ENT WAT
CONESTOGA TRAVEL see BUS ENT WAT
CONESTOGA VALLEY INC. see BUS ENT RMW
CONESTOGA WAGON
CONESTOGO BENT WOOD SPECIALTIES see BUS ENT RMW
CONESTOGO CRAFTSMEN'S CLUB see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CONESTOGO DAM
CONESTOGO HOTEL
CONESTOGO MEDICAL ELECTRONICS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
CONESTOGO MERCANTILE see BUS ENT RMW
CONESTOGO PUBLIC SCHOOL
CONESTOGO RIVER see WATER SUPPLY - RMW
CONESTOGO UNITED CHURCH, CONESTOGO
CONESTOGO VARIETY STORE see BUS ENT RMW
CONESTOGO, ONTARIO
CONEY, BRENT
CONEY, Dr. EDWARD “TED” see CB KW
CONFEDERATION CLUB - to 1989, 1990-1995, 1996-
CONFIDANCE STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT
CONKLIN LUMBER LTD. – ‘DISCOUNT DAVE'S HOME CENTRE’ see STORES KIT
CONLEY, KEVIN DUFFY see CB KW
CONLON, JUNE see CB KW
CONLON, WILLIAM (HUSBAND OF JUNE) see CB KW

CONNELL, BRUCE see CB KW

CONNELL, DAVID see CB KW

CONNELL, Dr. JOSEPH

CONNELL, JOANIE see CB KW

CONNELL, MARGARET (WIFE OF JOSEPH) see CB KW

CONNELL, RALPH

CONNELL, ROY R. (REV) see CB KW

CONNERS BROTHERS (also contains clipping on Gordon Bolt)

CONNOLLY, DAVID see CB KW

CONNOLLY, DENNIS see CB KW

CONNOLLY, MIKE see CB KW

CONNOLLY'S CLASSICS see STORES WAT

CONNOR, JAMES WILLIAM

CONNOR, SAMUEL JOSEPH see CB KW

CONNORS, TARA see RADIO STATIONS, CHYM


CONRAD, BARRIE see CB KW

CONRAD, BILL see CB WATCO

CONRAD, FIORELL see CB KW

CONRAD, KURT see CB KW

CONRAD, MANFRED & PENNY see CB KW
CONRAD, MARY see CB KW

CONRAD, Reverend & Mrs. ARNOLD LEO see CB KW

CONROS CORPORATION see BUS ENT KIT

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS

CONSERVATION - AWARDS

CONSERVATION - CAMBRIDGE

CONSERVATION – INDIVIDUALS see also JACKSON, JOHN

CONSERVATION - KITCHENER

CONSERVATION - NORTH DUMFRIES

CONSERVATION - RMW

CONSERVATION - WATERLOO

CONSERVATION - WELLESLEY

CONSERVATION - WILMOT

CONSERVATIVE BUSINESS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CONSIGLIO, DOUG

CONSILII, Sister MARY see CB KW

CONSOLIDATED BEEF

CONSTABLE, GEORGE see CB WATCO

CONSTABLE, PAM see CB WATCO

CONSTANT FAMILY (includes CATHERINE, DANUTA M.L., DAVID, JEREMY, JOHN AND MAURICE)

CONSULS - KITCHENER
CONSUMER ACTION CENTRE - KW

CONSUMER CREDIT SERVICES

CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA - KW BRANCH

CONSUMERS DISTRIBUTING LTD. see STORES WAT

CONTINENTAL COLOR CORPORATION see BUS ENT KIT

CONTINENTAL PET BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT RMW

THE CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTRE OF CONESTOGA COLLEGE see ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE

CONTROL ADVANCEMENTS

CONTROL DYNAMICS (KITCHENER) INC. see BUS ENT KIT

CONTROL SERVICES GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

CONVENTION CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE

CONVENTS AND NUNNERIES - KITCHENER-WATERLOO & DISTRICT

CONVERTO (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CONWAY, ROY see CB KW

COOK HOMES see BUS ENT WAT

COOK, EVAN

COOK, FRANCIS (FRANK) see CB WATCO

COOK, GOVERNOR J. see CB KW

COOK, HAROLD & ELAINE see CB WATCO

COOK, JOHN

COOK, JONATHAN, see WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL

COOK, KENNETH see CB KW
COOK, LAVERNE G. see CB KW
COOK, LAVINA MARGARET see CB KW
COOK, MARIA see CB WATCO
COOK, MARTHA see CB WATCO
COOK, MILTON H. see CB KW
COOK, RAY see CB WATCO
COOK, STUART see CB WATCO
COOK, WALTER see CB WATCO
COOK, WILLIAM A. see CB KW
COOKE, DAVID
COOKIE CONNECTION see STORES WAT
COOKIE JAR see BUS ENT RMW
COOKIE JARS see BUS ENT RMW
COOKIES BY GEORGE see STORES KIT
COOKIES NATURALLY see BUS ENT KIT
COOKIES THAT CARE see STORES KIT
COOKING UNLIMITED see BUS ENT WAT
COOK’S GAS STATION, NEW HAMBURG see BUS ENT RMW
COOK’S PHARMACY, WELLESLEY see BUS ENT RMW
COOK-SCHEERER, SUSAN see CB WATCO
COOKSVILLE STEEL LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
COOL JOBS CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
COOLEN, SUSAN
COOMBE HOME see CHILDREN’S AID SOCIETY

COOMBS, JOHN see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

COOPER CANADA

COOPER, DOLLY see CB WATCO

COOPER, GARY see CB WATCO

COOPER, GORDON see CB KW

COOPER, JERRY see CB WATCO

COOPER, LEONARD see CB KW

COOPER, LYN see CB KW

COOPER, MIKE

COOPER, PAT see CB KW

COOPER, RON & JUDY

COOPER, TODD see CB WATCO

COOPERATIVE TAROTS see BUS ENT RMW

CO-ORDINATED MARKETING SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

COPELAND, ROBERT PHILIP see CB KW

COPP, MARY see CB KW

COPP, TERRY see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – FACULTY

COPP, VERNON see CB WATCO

COPPEL, NEWTON NELSON see CB WATCO

COPPER GREEN

COPPER TRUST see COPPER GREEN
COPPERCRAFT GUILD OF CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

COPPES, JOHN see CB WATCO

COPPOLINO, MARC see CB KW

COPPS BUILDALL see STORES WAT

COQUETTE LINGERIE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

see also STAG NOVELTIES in BUS ENT WAT

CORA GROUP

CORBETT INTERIORS see BUS ENT RMW

CORBETT, JOHN THOMAS see CB WATCO

CORCORAN, VALERIE see CB KW

CORDEIRO, MARIA

CORDEIRO, MARIA see CB WATCO

CORE AREA REVITALIZATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CARAC)

see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE

CORECRAFT MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT KIT

COREY, PAUL see CB KW

CORFIELD, SARAH (PORCELAIN REPAIR) see BUS ENT KIT

CORI-ELLA INTERIOR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

CORINA’S COTTON see STORES KIT

CORKSCREW RESTAURANT

CORMAN CUSTOM ELECTRONICS CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

CORN
CORNELL, Dr. PAUL see CB KW

CORNELL, EMERY P. see DENTISTS

CORNELL, JOSEPH see CB KW

CORNER FURNITURE STORES see BUS ENT KIT

CORNERSTONE BIBLE INSTITUTE see CORRECTIONS – RMW

CORNERSTONE BIBLE INSTITUTE THRIFT STORES see STORES CAM

see also CORRECTIONS - RMW

CORNERSTONE COMMUNITY CHURCH see CHURCHES WATCO - GENERAL

CORNERSTONE NON-PROFIT CONSUMER'S CORPORATION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CORNEYEA, ALLEN see CB KW

CORNFIELD, SARAH (PORCELAIN REPAIR) see BUS ENT KIT

CORNFORD, HAROLD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

CORONATION - KITCHENER - WATERLOO

CORONATION HEALTH CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

CORONATION PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

CORONET MOTOR HOTEL

CORPLEX see BUS ENT KIT

CORPORATE BENEFIT ANALYSTS see BUS ENT RMW

CORPORATE CHALLENGE

CORPORATE MOVING SERVICES

CORRECTIONS - RMW

see also JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY KW
see also **KITCHENER HOUSE**

see also **PROBATION SYSTEM - WATERLOO COUNTY**

see also **ST. LEONARD’S SOCIETY**

see also **SALVATION ARMY - KW**

see also **WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL**

see also **GRAND VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN**

CORRIGAN, BETTY MARY (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE HINSCHBERGER see **CB KW**

CORRIGAN, VINCENT see **CB KW**

CORRIGAN, WILFRED JAMES “JIM” see **CB KW**

**CORTES, GIVEN**

CORTES-PARKER, MARIA see **CB KW**

COSGROVE, JIM see **CB KW**

COSGROVE, JOSEPH TERRANCE see **CB KW**

COSMAN, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

COSMETIC BAR see **BUS ENT WAT**

**COSMO’S SPAGHETTI AND PIZZA FACTORY**

COSTELLO, BERNARD J. see **CB KW**

COSTELLO, BRIAN see **CB KW**

COSTELLO, DONALD see **CB KW**

COSTELLO, FRANK see **CB KW**

COSTELLO, PAUL see **CB KW**

COTE, PEARL LYDIA see **CB KW**
COTE, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
COTTAGE LINK see BUS ENT WAT
COTTER, IAN see TEACHERS, RMW (A-Z)
COTTLE, TIM see CB KW
COTTON CREEK INTERIORS see BUS ENT RMW
COTTONWOOD see STORES WAT
COTTRELL FORWARDING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
COTTRELL TRANSPORT INC/CHI-CAN FREIGHT SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
COTTRELL, VICKIE see CB WATCO
COUCH, JACK see CB KW
COUCH, JOHN
COUCH, MARGARET (WIFE OF JACK) NEE LOREE see COUCH, JACK in CB KW
COUCH’S MEN’S & BOY’S WEAR see STORES CAM
COUGHLAN, DANIEL see CB KW
COUGHLIN, GREG see CB WATCO
COULAS, CHERYL ANNE see FIRES - KITCHENER - 1998- CHERYL ANN COULAS
COULL, STELLA LAVINA (nee COBO) see CB KW
COULTER, SUE see CB KW
COULTHARD, WILLIAM BARCLAY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - RMW
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - BYLAWS
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - BYLAWS - SEX VIDEO
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - BYLAWS - STREET VENDORS
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - BYLAWS - STRIP CLUBS
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - CLOSED MEETINGS
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - CONFLICT OF INTEREST CHARGES
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - DECISIONS & DELEGATIONS
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - SALARIES & EXPENSES
COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - STRUCTURE
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - ANIMAL CONTROLS
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - BODY RUB PARLORS
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - DUPLEXING
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - HOUSING STANDARDS
COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - STREET VENDORS
see also ELECTIONS - KITCHENER
COUNCIL – RMW
COUNCIL – RMW – BYLAWS – ANTI-SMOKING BYLAW
see also SMOKING KW
see also BINGO HALLS KW
see also ELECTIONS - WATERLOO
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - BYLAWS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - BYLAWS - ANIMAL CONTROL
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - BYLAWS - LODGING HOUSES
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - BYLAWS - STREET VENDORS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - CLOSED MEETINGS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - COMMITTEES
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - COUNCILLORS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - DECISIONS AND DELEGATIONS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - INAUGURAL MEETINGS
COUNCIL - WATERLOO - SALARIES & EXPENSES
COUNCIL - WATERLOO – STRUCTURE
COUNCIL – WATERLOO - WINSHARE
COUNCIL - WATERLOO COUNTY
COUNSELLING - RMW
  see also SOCIAL SERVICE
COUNSELLING - CHILDREN/YOUTH – RMW
  see also BEREAVEMENT
COUNTERFORCE see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY AT HEART see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY ATTIC (THE) see STORES CAM
COUNTRY BOY FAMILY RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
COUNTRY BULK see STORES CAM
COUNTRY CHARM COLLECTIONS see STORES WAT
COUNTRY CHOCOLATES see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY CHOICE MEATS see STORES WAT
COUNTRY CRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY FEELING see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY GIFT GALLERY see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY HERITAGE FURNITURE see STORES KIT
COUNTRY HILLS NEIGHBOURHOOD
COUNTRY KEEPSAKES see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY KETTLE
COUNTRY LANE BUILDERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY LIVERY SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY MILL DOLL HOUSE see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY MUSIC
COUNTRY PAWS BOARDING DOG KENNEL
COUNTRY STYLE BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY STYLE MEATS see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY WILLOW see STORES CAM
COUNTRY WOOD PRODUCTS see BALL, WILLIAM (SAWMILL) in BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRY’S BEST YOGOURT see STORES CAM
COUNTRYSIDE FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
COUNTRYSIDE REFORMED CHURCH
COUNTY MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS see BUS ENT KIT
COUPAL, ANNE see CB KW
COUPAL, CLAUDE see CB KW
COUPAL, KEVIN see CB KW

COURT HOUSES - COUNTY

COURT HOUSES - PROVINCIAL

COURT HOUSES - PROVINCIAL - SCULPTURE

COURTICE STEEL

COURTLAND AVENUE ROW HOUSES see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

COURTLAND AVENUE SCHOOL

COURTNEY, J. N. (JACK) see CB WATCO

COURTNEY, JOHN ALAN see CB WATCO

COURTS - CAMBRIDGE

COURTS – GENERAL

see also VICTIM-OFFENDER RECONCILIATION PROGRAM

COURTS - JURY DUTY

COURTS - JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT

COURTS - PROVINCIAL COURTS - RMW

COURTS - SECURITY

COURTS - SMALL CLAIMS COURT

COURTS PLUS see BUS ENT WAT

COURTSIDE ATHLETIC CLUBS see BUS ENT RMW

COUSINEAU, BONNIE see CB WATCO
COUSINEAU, CATHERINE see CB KW
COUTO, AIRES see CB WATCO
COUTTS & SON AND T. LITTLE & SON FUNERAL DIRECTORS see BUS ENT RMW
COUTTS, EDGAR NESBITT see CB KW
COVARITY INC. see BUS ENT KIT
COVER DIRECT PUBLICATIONS see BUS ENT KIT
COVER, LINDA see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
COVID-19 / CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC 2020
COWAN, CHARLES EDWARD see CB KW

COWAN, GARY
COWAN, JAMES see CB WATCO
COWAN, JAMES see CB WATCO
COWAN, JENNIE
COWAN, PETER see CB KW
COWAN, ROBERT FRANCIS see CB KW
COWAN, ROBIN
COWELL, JOHN DOUGLAS CLARKE see CB KW
COWIE, GEORGE see CB WATCO
COWLS, W. J. see CB KW

COX, BRAD
COX, PHIL see CB KW
COX, SHEILA see CB WATCO
COXON, EARL see CB KW
COYOTE BAR see BUS ENT KIT

COYSTON, ALBERT see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

COZY KITCHEN FOODS see BUS ENT RMW

CPA DATA SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

CPL LONG TERM CARE see BUS ENT RMW

CPR COACHWERKS see BUS ENT KIT

CRABBY JOE’S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CRADLE SHOP see STORES KIT

CRADLELINK see LUTHERWOOD

CRADLES, TOO see STORES WAT

CRAFT CO-OP WORKSHOP

CRAFTER’S MARKETPLACE, KITCHENER

CRAFTSMEN’S VILLAGE

CRAFTWAY EQUIPMENT LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

CRAIG, COLLEEN see CB WATCO

CRAIG, DIANNE see CB WATCO

CRAIG, DOUGLAS

CRAIG, EDNA see CB WATCO

CRAIG, JESSIE see CB WATCO

CRAIG, JOHN see CB KW

CRAIG, STEPHANIE see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

CRA-KEL GAS SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT
CRAM, IDA (Nee MCMAHON) see CB KW

CRAMER HOUSE

CRANCH, BRADLEY, ELIOT see CB KW

CRANCH, MARY see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

CRANE AVIATION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CRANE, JIM see CB KW

CRANE, JOYCE see CB WATCO

CRANSTON, TOLLER

CRASTE, LAURENT see ARTISTS - RMW

CRAVINGS see STORES KIT

CRAWFORD, ARCHIE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

CRAWFORD, CORBET JOHN see CB KW

CRAWFORD, JOAN see CB KW

CRAWFORD, LAWRENCE (LARRY) see CB KW

CRAWFORD, WENDY

CREAM OF THE CROP see STORES WAT

CREATE-A-BOOK see BUS ENT KIT

CREATIVE BASKETS see BUS ENT WAT

CREATIVE CARRIAGE LTD.

CREATIVE CREATIONS, NEW HAMBURG see BUS ENT RMW

CREATIVE DECORATING CENTRE see STORES KIT

CREATIVE DECORATING IDEAS see BUS ENT RMW
CREATIVE MARKETING SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT
CREATIVE MEMORIES see BUS ENT RMW
CREATIVE OPTIONS
CREATIVE OPTIONS CLOTHING see BUS ENT WAT
CREATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT
CREATIVE PORTRAITURE see BUS ENT RMW
CREATIVE SIGN SOURCE see BUS ENT RMW
CREATIVE TOUCH COOKING SCHOOL see BUS ENT WAT
CREATURE COMFORT see BUS ENT RMW
CREDIT BUREAU OF KITCHENER-WATERLOO
CREDIT UnIONS see BANKS
CREDIT WOMEN INTERNATIONAL see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
CREDITEL OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
CREEKBANK TROUT FARM see BUS ENT RMW
CREIGHTON, ANGIE & ROBERT see CB KW
CREIGHTON, MARY NEE MILLER see CB KW
CREMATORIUM - WATERLOO see CEMETERIES - WATERLOO
CREPELICIOUS see BUS ENT WAT
CRESS, LEVI see CB WATCO
CRESS, PETER see CB WATCO
CRESSMAN CONSULTANTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
CRESSMAN FAMILY see CB WATCO
CRESSMAN MEATS see BUS ENT RMW

CRESSMAN, ANNIE see CB WATCO

CRESSMAN, ARNOLD see CB WATCO

CRESSMAN, BILL see CB WATCO

CRESSMAN, BOYD J. see CB KW

CRESSMAN, C. BRUCE see CB KW

CRESSMAN, CAROLYN see CB KW

CRESSMAN, CECIL see CB KW

CRESSMAN, CLAYTON W. see CB KW

CRESSMAN, DAVID see CB WATCO

CRESSMAN, EBEN see CB KW

CRESSMAN, ED see CB KW

CRESSMAN, ELIZABETH M. (WIFE OF ALVIN K.) see CB KW

CRESSMAN, ELLA see CB KW

CRESSMAN, ELsie

    see also MIDWIVES

    see also ST. JACOBS FAMILY BIRTHING HOME

CRESSMAN, FRANK see CB KW

CRESSMAN, HORACE see CB WATCO

CRESSMAN, LOLA (WIFE OF W.G.) NEE BRUEGEMAN see CB KW

CRESSMAN, MARJORIE NEE BEHLING see CB KW

CRESSMAN, MARY ANNE see CB WATCO
CRESSMAN, MARY see **CB WATCO**

CRESSMAN, MENNO see **CB KW**

CRESSMAN, MICHAEL see **CB WATCO**

CRESSMAN, NAN see **CB KW**

CRESSMAN, REG see **CB WATCO**

CRESSMAN, SHAUVAN DAY see **CB KW**

CRESSMAN, SUSAN (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE KING see **CB KW**

CRESSMAN, SUSANNAH see **WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW**

CRESSMAN, W. GARFIELD see **CB KW**

CRESSMAN, WILLA KATHLEEN see **CB WATCO**

CRESSMAN'S FOOD CONNECTION see **STORES KIT**

CRESSMAN'S WOODS see **HOMER WATSON MEMORIAL PARK**

CRESS-RIDGE MACHINE INC.

CREST - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

CRESTVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOL

CRICTON, ROBERT see **WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO**

CRICTON, WILLIAM see **WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO**

CRICKET

CRIME - KITCHENER - ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED CRIMES


CRIME – KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT – DARIO MADZAREVIC

CRIME - KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT - DERRY KENT MURPHY
CRIME – KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT – JOHN (BUONSOEI) XAYSY

CRIME – KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT – LEANDRA KNARR

CRIME – KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT - TERRY GOOD

CRIME - KITCHENER - BOMBINGS

CRIME - KITCHENER - BOOTLEG RECORD PRODUCTIONS

CRIME - KITCHENER - CRUELTY TO ANIMALS

CRIME - KITCHENER - DISTURBANCES

CRIME - KITCHENER - EXTORTION AND FRAUD


CRIME – KITCHENER – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – BRIAN DURHAM

CRIME – KITCHENER – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – PAUL BLACK

CRIME – KITCHENER – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – RICHARD COSTELLO


    see also POLICE - RMW

CRIME – KITCHENER - KIDNAPPING

CRIME – KITCHENER - MURDER - 1998 - ELLIS AVENUE

CRIME – KITCHENER - MURDER - ALFRED DANIEL PETTEN

CRIME – KITCHENER - MURDER - ANNA LOEPPKY

CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER – ASHLEY STORER

CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER - AYODHIYIS (CHRIS) CHOWTIE

CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER - BARRY WARREN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - BRIAN MITCHELL
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - CARL SCHAFER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DANIEL MISQUADIS
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DAVID ROCHA
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DAWN MARIE RILEY
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DENISE HOUNSELL
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DENNIS WEPPLER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - DOROTHY FOERSTER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - FELIX BONAPARTE
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - GENERAL
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - GLORIA TROTECHAUD/RILEY
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - GRANT LAING
CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER – HAROLD & GRACE UMBACH
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - HEATHER COREY
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - HELMUTH BUXBAUM
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - HOI VAN TRAN
CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER – HOWARD JOEL MONROE
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - JACQUELINE SCHENK
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - JASON D'ORAZIO
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - JENNIFER UEBERSCHLAG
CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER – JESSICA WEBER
Crime – KITCHENER- MURDER – (REV.) JOSEPH ARMSTRONG
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - JOSEPH & PERSA GLIGOR
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - KEITH & BETH MCDONALD
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - KEN ROBERTS
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - KENNETH LANDERS
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - KEVIN WELSH
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - LARRY FRANKLIN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - LINUS MEYER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - LORNE HENHOFER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - LUFT FAMILY
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - MARGOT MOELLER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - MARIANNA STRZYZEWKA
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - MARIE CORRIGAN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - MO CHEN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - NICHOLAS BIUK
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - PAMELA BONN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - PATRICIA SULLIVAN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - RICHARD PIETRZYK
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - ROBERT GUSTIN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - ROBERT HESSEL
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - ROGER SEARLES
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - RONALD ALAN EINWECHTER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - RONALD FREDERICKSON
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - ROSE SMITH
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - SCHILLING
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - SHELLEY ELLISON
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - SUN YEE LAM
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - THI NHUNG TRAN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - THO QUAN (MIKE) VAN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - TRISH VOISIN
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - VAL PAUL PALIC
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - VERA BAST & RANDY PENNER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - VINCENT KRAEHLING
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - WILFRED SCHAEFER
CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - WILLIAM RANDALL MOIR
CRIME - KITCHENER - SHOPLIFTING
CRIME - KITCHENER - SIEGES
CRIME - RMW - ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED CRIMES
CRIME - RMW - ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED CRIMES - AMANDA RAYMOND
CRIME - RMW - ANTI-CRIME PROGRAMS
CRIME - RMW - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT -1989, 1990's, 2000-
CRIME - RMW - BOMBINGS
CRIME - RMW - FRAUD AND EXTORTION
CRIME - RMW - GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE - DANIEL WEBB
CRIME – RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – Dr. ALLAN KHITAB

CRIME – RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE - RONALD ARCHER


see also POLICE - RMW

CRIME - RMW - MIDWIFERY BABY DEATHS

CRIME - RMW - MURDER

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - BREENDA MURRAY

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - BRIAN POMEROY

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - CATHY BRIGHTON

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - COSMO MIGNELLA

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - DANUTA CZAPOR

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - DONALD IRWIN

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - FLORIANO BOTELHO

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - FRANZ LOBINSKI

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - GEORGE OKADA

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - GOFTON FAMILY

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - HANS VILHELM HANSEN

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - HENRY WILSON

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - HOANG HUNG TRANG

CRIME - RMW – MURDER - JEANNERET

CRIME - RMW - MURDER - JOAN HEIMBECKER
CRIME – RMW – MURDER - JOHN WAYNE FUNK
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - KEVIN MICHAEL BROWN
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - KIRA CANHOTO
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - LARRY BROOKS
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - LEIANNE HUNTER
CRIME – RMW – MURDER - LEONARD DESCHAMPS
CRIME – RMW – MURDER – LESZEK (LES) WROBLEWSKI
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - LORI DESOUSAA
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - MICHAEL JAMES LAWLOR
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - MONICA PREUSCHOFF
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - ORVILLE “WAYNE” MOHAN
CRIME - RMW – MURDER – PETER KERLING
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - REGINALD GALE RIDDELL
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - ROBERT WAGNER
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - ROWENA PARSONS
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - ROY DAVID WALZ (name of accused acquitted: Robert Playford)
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - SANDRA, JASON & STEPHANIE RALLO
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - SUZANNE SANTOS
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - THOMAS MCCOY
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - TROY NEELY
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - TYLER CUNNINGHAM
CRIME - RMW - MURDER - VAROUJAN KHABAYAN
CRIME - RMW - PYRAMID MONEY SCHEME

CRIME - RMW - SHOPLIFTING

CRIME - RMW - STALKING


CRIME - WATERLOO - ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED CRIMES

CRIME - WATERLOO - ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT

CRIME – WATERLOO – ATTEMPTED MURDER AND ASSAULT – MARY ANN ROBERT

CRIME - WATERLOO - FRAUD AND EXTORTION

CRIME - WATERLOO – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE

CRIME - WATERLOO – GENERAL

    see also POLICE - RMW

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – ARDETH WOOD

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – BEYEONG YU LEE

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - BONNIE NEVILL

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – CAROL JENNINGS

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – DAVID JOHNSTON

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – DAVID ZAHARCHUK

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - EMMA BLUM

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – GABRIEL COVACIU

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - GENERAL

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – GREG MORE, ELIZABETH TAVARROS, LARRY STRACK

CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER – JIMMY STANLEY
CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - KAREN HARANYI

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - KEITH HENRY

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - KIMBERLEY ANNE FRASER

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - LYNN HOLMES

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - ROBERT LEWIS

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - SANDERSON

CRIME - WATERLOO - MURDER - SUZANNE ALDWORTH

CRIME - WATERLOO - SHOPLIFTING

CRIME - WATERLOO - THEFT

CRIME PREVENTION see NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH see MARTINIUK, GERRY see POLICE - RMW - CRIME PREVENTION see COMMUNITY SAFETY & CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL


see also WARRANT OF THE WEEK

Cripps, Ernest (Ernie) S. see CB KW

Cripps, Janet see CB KW

Crisis Centre see COUNSELLING - RMW

Critical Telecom see BUS ENT WAT

Crnekoovic, Maryann see CB KW

Croal, Alexander (Ken) see CB KW

Croal, Lillian see CB KW

see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

Croal, Lt-Gen, James (Hamish) Patrick see CB WATCO
CROCK & BLOCK

CROCKER, ELIAS see CB WATCO

CROCKFORD, CHARLES see CB KW

CROFT, F. H. see CB KW

CROFT, Mrs. C. ELIZABETH (wife of Dr. FRED) see CB KW

CROHN'S AND COLITIS FOUNDATION OF CANADA - WATERLOO-WELLINGTON CHAPTER

CROKINOLE see MARTIN, WILLARD see CB WATCO

CROLEY, DAVID see CB KW

CROLEY, EDWARD see CB KW

CROMPTON COMPANY

see also UNIROYAL CHEMICAL, ELMIRA (PRE 2001)

CRONIN EMERY see BUS ENT RMW

CRONIN, ANGELA (ANGE) see CB KW

CRONMILLER, (REV) VERNON see CB KW

CROOKES ROBERTS (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CROP PROTECTION SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

CROSBY VOLKSWAGEN see BUS ENT KIT

CROSBY, CAM – see TEACHERS RMW

CROSBY, DEREK & BARBARA see CB KW

CROSBY, Dr. JOHN see DOCTORS

CROSBY, H. M. see CB KW

CROSBY, NORMA LOUISE HOEHN see CB KW
CROSKERY, W. H. R. see CB KW

CROSS LINK COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CROSS, JAMES see CB KW

CROSS, LYN see CB WATCO

CROSSEDRESSERS

CROSSEY, RACHEL (RAE) – see CB WATCO

CROSSHILL, ONTARIO

CROSSMAN, CALEY see CB KW

CROSSROADS CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATIONS INC.

CROSSROADS FAMILY RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CROSSWOOD BAKERY MEAL

CROTH, LEONARD S. see CB KW

CROUSE, SCOTT (ORDINARY SEAMAN) see ARMED FORCES

CROWDER, W. JOHN

CROWE FOUNDRY LTD.

CROWE, RONALD BERTRAND see CB WATCO

CROWLEY, THERESA see CB KW

CROWN ATTORNEY

CROWN COURIER see BUS ENT KIT

CROWN FURNITURE CO., THE see BUS ENT RMW

CROWN ZELLERBACH BUILDING MATERIALS (EASTERN) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

CROYDON FURNITURE
CROZIER, JOHN B. see CB WATCO

CRUICKSHANK, AMY see CB KW

CRUICKSHANK, ROSS see CB WATCO

CRUICKSTON PARK

    see also WILKS, KATHERINE

CRUICKSHANK, DARRYL see CB KW

CRUICKSHANK, JESS see CB WATCO

CRUISE MISSILES

CRUISE, ROBERT see CB KW

CRUISERS CAR CLUB see CLUBS - KW (A-K)

CRUMMER, NATALIE see CB WATCO

CRUMP, EDWARD ERNEST “ERNIE” (VE3OU) see CB WATCO

CRUMP, GEORGE see CB WATCO

CRUMP, MARY see CB WATCO

CRUMP, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

CRUSZ, RIENZI

CRYNE, STEPHEN see CB KW

CRYPTECH SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

CRYSTAL CLEANING CENTE see BUS ENT KIT

CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

CRYSTAL PALACE CHINESE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CRYSTAL SKULL see MITCHELL-HEDGES, ANNA
CRYSTAL’S RESTAURANT & TEA ROOM see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

CS PLASTIC SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

CSERHALMI, ELMER & THOMPSON, JACK see CB WATCO

CSISZAK, Reverend STEPHEN see CB WATCO

C-T PAVING see BUS ENT WAT

C-THRU STUDENT WINDOW CLEANING see BUS ENT WAT

CTX GREEN see BUS ENT KIT

CUBE RESTAURANT

CUDHEA, PETE see CB KW

CULBERT, DON see CB WATCO

CULLEY, MAMIE see CB WATCO

CULLIGAN, HAROLD see CB WATCO

CULP, JAMES W. see CB WATCO

CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT & NETWORK OF WATERLOO REGION see CLUBS – KW (A-K)

CULTURE SHOCK see STORES KIT

CULVER, DONALD see CB KW

CUMMING COCKBURN see BUS ENT WAT

CUMMING, GLEN see CB KW

CUMMING, HAROLD F. see CB KW

CUMMING, HAROLD see CB KW

CUNDICK, ALBERT JAMES see CB KW

CUNHA, MARINA see CB WATCO
CUNNINGHAM, ALISON see CB WATCO
CUNNINGHAM, CLIFFORD see CB KW
CUNNINGHAM, HARRY see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN see CB KW
CUNNINGHAM, KARLEY see CYCLING
CUNNINGHAM, LAURA see CB KW
CUNNINGHAM, WENDY see CB WATCO
CUPOLO’S see STORES WAT
CURFEW - KW
CURIO CITY see BUS ENT RMW
CURLING - to 1980s, 1980s, 1990-1995, 1996-
    see also GRANITE CLUB - KW
    see also WESTMOUNT GOLF AND CURLING CLUB
CURLISS, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
CURRENT, HAROLD see CB KW
CURRIE, BERT see CB WATCO
CURRIE, DAVID see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
CURRIE, ELEANOR see CB KW
CURRIE, HARRY
CURRIE, JAMES see CB KW
CURRIE, ROBERT see CB KW
CURRY IN A HURRY see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
CURRY, CAROL ANNE
CURTAIN OUTLET see BUS ENT RMW
CURTIS, CARMAN see CB WATCO
CURTIS, CHRISTINE see CB KW
CURTIS, ROSINA see CB WATCO
CURVES FOR WOMEN see BUS ENT KIT (includes Cambridge and Waterloo locations, as well)
CURYLO, FRED see CB KW
CUSO
CUSTODE, DAWN see CB KW
CUSTOM AFFAIR see BUS ENT KIT
CUSTOM ALUMINUM FOUNDRY see BUS ENT RMW
CUSTOM BARREL FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT
CUSTOM BOAT MANUFACTURING CO.
CUSTOM EDGE see BUS ENT KIT
CUSTOM FOAM SYSTEMS
CUSTOM HOUSE CURRENCY EXCHANGE see BUS ENT WAT
CUSTOM HOUSE, THE see BUS ENT RMW
CUSTOM LEATHER PRODUCTS LTD.
CUSTOM MACHINE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
CUSTOM ROAD EFFECTS see BUS ENT RMW
CUSTOM TRIM
CUSTOM WOOD DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT
CUTHBERTSON, HUGH see CB KW

CUZZI, JOHN see CB KW

CYBAL see BUS ENT KIT

CYBALSKI, LIZ see CB KW

CY-BASICS SPORTS GOALTENDER TRAINING see BUS ENT WAT

CYBER SAFETY see BUS ENT KIT

CYBERPLEX INC. see BUS ENT WAT

CYCLEPATH see BUS ENT WAT

CYCLING (includes Bicycling & Motorcycling)

CYN-LYN FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

CYPLES, BILL see CB WATCO

CYSTIC FIBROSIS
D

D & A SPORTS see STORES WAT

D & D SECOND HAND SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

D & H CUSTOM WOODWORKING see BUS ENT KIT

D & J LOCKHARDT EXCAVATORS LTS see BUS ENT RMW

D M S TOURS see BUS ENT RMW

D.A. WOOD CO. see BUS ENT RMW

D.G. DICKSON CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

D.W.W. see SILKNIT

(BABY) DARLENE see MONTEIRO, DARLENE see CB WATCO

D’AGOSTINO, VICTORIA PAISLEY see CB KW

D’ANGELO, BIANCA

D’ARCY, RYAN see CB WATCO

DACOSTA, LAURIS see CB KW

DACRE, ROGER see CB WATCO

DADCON see BUS ENT RMW

DAEWOO see AUTOSPOT in BUS ENT KIT

DAFYDD’S CUSTOM FURNITURE & INTERIORS see BOHN, DAFYDD

DAGG, ANNE INNIS (includes IAN DAGG)

DAGG, IAN see DAGG, ANNE

DAGLEISH, (DR.) ROBERT see DENTISTS

DAHLKE, ALF see CB WATCO

DAHMER FORK LIFT see BUS ENT KIT
DAHMER STEEL LTD.

DAHMER, AMBROSE (GUS) see CB KW

DAHMER, ANNE see CB WATCO

DAHMER, CARL see CB WATCO

DAHMER, CHARLES see CB KW

DAHMER, ELDON see CB KW

DAHMER, EUGENE see CB KW

DAHMER, GEORGE H. see CB KW

DAHMER, HORACE A. see CB KW

DAHMER, LARITA P. see CB KW

DAHMER, LAURA (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE CLARKE see CB KW

DAHMER, LOUIS M. see CB KW

DAHMER, RAYMOND O. see CB KW

DAHMER, ROY see CB KW

DAHMER, SYLVESTER ANDREW see CB KW

DAHMER, VERA ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

DAHMER, WES see CB WATCO

DAHMS, GAIL

DAIGEN, AL see CB KW

DAIKEN, AMANDA see CB KW

DAIKENS, ROSE (Nee CUTMORE) see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – KW – WOMEN'S ROYAL CANADIAN NAVAL SERVICE (WRENS)

DAIRY FARMING
DAIRY QUEEN

DAISY MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT RMW

DAKOTA KIDS see BUS ENT WAT

DALDRUP’S CLASSIC PASTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

DALE CARNEGIE COURSES see BUS ENT KIT

DALE, BRIAN see CB KW

DALE, CLIFF see CB WATCO

DALE, CYRIL see CB WATCO

DALE, DAVID see CB WATCO

DALE, IRENE see CB KW

DALEY, KEN see ARTISTS - RMW

DALEY, PATTI-ANNE FITZPATRICK see CB KW

DALGARNO, WILLIAM see CB KW

D’ALLARD’S see STORES KIT

DALLY, WILLIAM see CB KW

DALRYMPLE, GORDON S.

DALSA INC.

DALTON DRUGS

DALTON SMITH MCNAUGHTON LTD. INSURANCE BROKERS

DALTON, ANITA see CB WATCO

DALTON, DEVIN see CB KW

DALTON, MARJORIE see CB WATCO

DALY, BERNARD see CB KW
DALY, DOUGLAS see CB KW
DALY, EUGENE see CB KW
DALY, LEO see CB KW
DALY, LOTTIE see CB KW
DALY, OLIVER see CB KW
DALY, THOMAS see CB KW
DAMAR DECORATING CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
D’AMATO, LUISA see CB KW
DAMES & MOORE’S see BUS ENT RMW
DAMES MACHINE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
DAMIANAKIS see CB KW
DAMMAN, LIZ
DAMMS, CAROLE see ANIMALS - RMW
DAMYANOVICH, ANDREI see CB KW
DAN DALEY FIRE & SAFETY EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT RMW
DAN’S FAN CITY see BUS ENT KIT
DANA CANADA INC.
DANAHY, FRED & BERTHA see CB WATCO
DANAYR see BUS ENT RMW
DANBY, KENNETH
DANCE ADVENTURE see BUS ENT KIT
DANCE PLUS FOUR
DANCE, JOHN HALL (JACK) see CB WATCO

DANCE, OLIVE see CB WATCO

DANCEFIT

DANCING

DANDELION FESTIVAL see PESTICIDES

DANIEL PETIT MODEL INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DANIEL, ALAN

DANIEL, JAMES see CB WATCO

DANIEL, ROBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

DANIELLS, MARK MAURICE see CB KW

DANIELS, BARRY see CB WATCO

DANIELS, DOROTHEA see CB KW

DANIELS, LILLIAN see CB KW

DANIELS, RAYMOND see CB KW

DANIELS, ROBERT see CB KW

DANISH TEAK SHOP see STORES KIT

DANKERT, LYDIA see CB KW

DANKWARDT, AMELIA see CB KW

DANNECKER, AUGUST see CB KW

DANNECKER, OTTO F. see CB KW

DANNY’S BARBER SHOP (CAMBRIDGE) see KATSOROV, DONE

DANNY’S VARIETY see BUS ENT RMW

DANSIC, JOZEF see CB KW
DANSK FACTORY STORE see STORES WAT

DANTEC ELECTRONICS

DANUTA'S PICKLED GARLIC see BUS ENT WAT

DANYLEWICZ, ANNIE see CB KW

DAR'S COFFEE MAGIC see BUS ENT KIT

DARANYI, EDWARD see THEATRE

DARASCH, V.S. see CB KW

DARDARIAN, CURRY see CB KW

DARDARIAN, GERRY see STORES KIT

DARDARIAN, GERRY see STORES KIT

DARDON FAMILY see CB WATCO

DARE FOODS LIMITED

DARE, CARL MERNER see CB KW see also DARE FOODS LIMITED

DARK ROOM INNOVATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

DARLENE BEAUTY SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

DARLING, AMANDA see CB WATCO

DARLING, HORACE see CB KW

DARLING, JOHN

DARRAH, JAMES R. see CB KW

DARROCH, FRANCINE

DART RESCUE INC. See BUS ENT KIT

DARTS (GAME)
DAS KLEINE SANGER BLATT see CLUBS KW (A-K)

DASHWOOD WINDOWS & DOORS

DASILVA, MICHAEL LUIS see CB WATCO

DASILVA, ORLANDO see CB KW

DATA COM see BUS ENT RMW

DATA EXPRESS COMPUTERS see BUS ENT RMW

DATE INDUSTRIES

DATTELS & COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

DATTELS, DAVID R. see CB KW

DAUB, WALTER J.J. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

DAUBERGER, HERBERT see CB KW

DAUFMAN, HAROLD

DAUFMAN, MARY see CB KW

DAUM, HAROLD (KELLY) see CB KW

DAVALEX INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT KIT

DAVE SAPELAK DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

DAVENPORT, SARAH JANE see CB WATCO

DAVEY, KYLE see GOLF

DAVID DURWARD SENIORS CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE

DAVID FISHER RESIDENCE see KW HABILITATION

DAVID JAMES PHOTOGRAPHY

DAVID STEEL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
DAVID STREET, KITCHENER see STREETS - KITCHENER

DAVID, JO see CB KW

DAVID, LAWRENCE see CB KW

DAVID'S MEN'S WEAR see STORES KIT

DAVIDSON PARTNERS see BUS ENT KIT

DAVIDSON, ALEXANDER see CB WATCO

DAVIDSON, ANGELIS see CB KW

DAVIDSON, BILL see CB WATCO

DAVIDSON, BRUCE see CB KW

DAVIDSON, COLIN & CAMERON see MULTIPLE BIRTHS

DAVIDSON, DOROTHY BEATRICE NEE MUNDELL see CB KW

DAVIDSON, Dr. CLARENCE, RODERICK see CB KW

DAVIDSON, EDITH

DAVIDSON, EDWARD WILSON see CB KW

DAVIDSON, GEORGE see CB KW

DAVIDSON, JANE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

DAVIDSON, MONTY see CB WATCO

DAVIDSON, ROY WILFRED see CB KW

DAVIDSON, WILLIAM L. see CB KW

DAVIDSON-LAND, ELISE see CB KW

DAVIES, ARTHUR see CB KW

DAVIES, ELSIE ANN see CB KW
DAVIS AND HENDERSON LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

DAVIS, BRAD see CB KW

DAVIS, CECILE VOLL see CB KW

DAVIS, CLAIRE see CB WATCO

DAVIS, ELIZABETH GLIDDEN (MRS. GEORGE H) see CB KW

DAVIS, EVA see CB WATCO

DAVIS, GEORGE see CB KW

DAVIS, GORD see TEACHERS - RMW

DAVIS, JACK see CB KW (DAVIS, JACK & NETILDA “NETTIE”)

DAVIS, LAVINA see CB KW

DAVIS, MARK see CB KW

DAVIS, NETILDA (“NETTIE”) see CB KW (DAVIS, JACK & NETILDA)

DAVIS, PERCIVAL ORMOND see CB KW

DAVIS, PETE see CB KW

DAVIS, RACHEL see CB WATCO

DAVIS, SUSAN see CB KW

DAVIS, TARA see CB WATCO

DAVIS, VICTOR

DAVISON, ERNEST see CB WATCO

DAVIS-SMOKE, JADE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - GENERAL

DAWSON SALVAGE see BUS ENT RMW

DAWSON WAREHOUSING see BUS ENT RMW
DAWSON, BRUCE see CB KW

DAWSON, CARL see CB KW

DAWSON, Dr. THOMAS LAURENCE see CB KW

DAWSON, PEARL WILDFONG (Mrs. JOSEPH) see CB WATCO

DAWSON, ROBERT see CB WATCO

DAY CARE - A-Z see also names of individual day care centers

DAY CARE - COUNTRY CORNERS

DAY CARE - FINANCE - to 1994; 1995-

DAY CARE - HOME BASED CARE

DAY CARE - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO to 1994; 1995-

DAY CARE - RURAL

DAY CARE - SCHOOL BASED CENTRES see also PRESCHOOLS

DAY CARE - WORKPLACE CENTRES

DAY, BONNIE

DAY, MARGARET see CB KW

DAY, MARIE see CB WATCO

DAY, MELISSA see ARTISTS – RMW

DAY, OKAL LEARMOUTH see CB KW

DAY, PEGGY (WIFE OF FRANK) NEE ZIEGLER see CB KW

DAY, RON see MARTIAL ARTS

DAY, WILLIAM G. see CB WATCO
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

DAYSPRING CHRISTIAN ACADEMY see CHURCHES – MISSIONARY CHURCH – WATERLOO CO. - GENERAL

DBM SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DC FOOD PROCESSING see BUS ENT WAT

DCR SERVICES OF ONTARIO see BUS ENT KIT

DDS AUTOMATED MACHINES BY DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

DE BOER, RON see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

DE GRE, GERARD see CB KW

DE LORENZI, Dr. CLAUDIO see DOCTORS

DE MORA, JOE see CB KW

DE SANTIS, GLORIA see CB WATCO

DE SERPA, KEVIN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

DE VRIES, CATHERINE see MARIJUANA

DE VRIES, WARDEN see CB WATCO

DE ZURIK CO. OF CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

DEAF - RMW

DEAKEN, RYAN see CB WATCO

DEAN, GEORGE (DIXIE) see CB WATCO

DEANS, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

DEARLING, REG see CB WATCO

DEARLOVE, KENNETH AVERY see CB WATCO

DEBOER, STEPHANIE see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
DEBRUSK, HARRY see CB KW
DEBRUSK, VERN see CB WATCO
DEBUS, (DR.) GEORGE MICHAEL see DENTISTS
DEBUS, GEORGE see CB KW
DECAL MAN see BUS ENT RMW
DECHER, CARL see CB KW
DECHERT, MILTON see CB WATCO
DECICCO, IMMACOLATA (GINA) see CB KW
DECKER, ALLAN see CB KW
DECKER, DAVID see CB KW
DECKER, DONALD see CB KW
DECKER, DOROTHY see CB KW
DECKER, DOUGLAS see CB KW
DECKER, GLENN see CB KW
DECKER, JACK N. see CB KW
DECKER, NORMAN see CB KW
DECKERT, CONNIE see CB WATCO
DECKERT, STAN see CB WATCO
DECOLYSE DESIGNS see BUS ENT KIT
DECORAMA FURNITURE INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
DECORATE WITH DOWN see STORES WAT
DECORATING DEN
DECORATING DREAMS see BUS ENT RMW
DECORATORS CORNER see BUS ENT WAT
DECORATORS DREAM see BUS ENT KIT
DECOR-RITE see BUS ENT RMW
DECRA LOC CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
DEDELS, PHILIP see CB KW
DEDELS, RAY see CB KW
DEDELS, ROGER see CB KW
DEE BEE’S LINGERIE see STORES CAM
DEEG, CHEYENNE see CB WATCO
DEEKON, BONNIE see CB WATCO
DEEMERT, LAURENCE (BUD) see CB WATCO
DEEN, MIKE see CB KW
DEER
DEER RIDGE GOLF CLUB
DEFENCE MARKETING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
DEFENSIVE DRIVERS see BUS ENT RMW
DEFIANCE SYSTEMS CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
DEFIANT PICTURES see BUS ENT KIT
DEFIBRILLATOR CAMPAIGN, ELMIRA see FIRE PROTECTION, WOOLWICH
DEGROOT, MARTIN see CB KW
DEHAAN, BETTY see CB WATCO
DEHLER, ROBERT S. see CB KW

DEIGER, JOHN & STELLA see CB WATCO

DEILCRAFT

DEJA-VU ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES see BUS ENT RMW

DEJMEK, LUDMILA see BUS ENT RMW

DEJMEK, LUDMILA see CB WATCO

DEJONG, DEBORAH see CB KW

DEKKER, HENRY see CB WATCO

DEKKER, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW

DEL DENTE see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

DEL NET, MARIA see CB KW

DELAHEY, PAT see CB KW

DELAHEY, WALLACE (WALTER) ALLAN see CB KW

DELFIT BLUE PROVIMI VEAL CORP.

DELICART, ROMAN see CB KW

DELICART, ROMAN see CB KW

DELICIOUS TREATS AND BALLOON NOVELTIES see BUS ENT RMW

DELICIOUSLY DIFFERENT

DELIGIANNIS, LOUIS (ELIAS) see CB KW

DELLINE, JASON see CB WATCO

DELION (RAY) MEN'S WEAR LTD.

DELION, RAY see CB KW
DELN CONSTRUCTION INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DELNITAS BOUTIQUE see STORES WAT

DELOITTE & TOUCHE

DELORENZIS, SEBASTIAN see CB WATCO

DELPHI SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

DELTA AUTO SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

DELTA DE-LIMING see BUS ENT KIT

DELTA ELEVATOR CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DELTA MINIVANS & CARS see BUS ENT RMW

DELTA SOUND INC. see BUS ENT KIT

DELUXE UPHOLSTERING LTD., WATERLOO

DEMAINE, ERIK see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – STUDENTS

DEMERLING, JACQUELINE MURIEL see CB WATCO

DEMERS, ALICE see CB WATCO

DEMERS, LOUISE see CB KW

DEMMERY, LORNE see CB WATCO

DEMPSEY, ALLISON see CB WATCO

DEMPSEY, MIKE see CB KW

DEMROVSKY, ADRIANNA LYNNE ‘ADRI’ see CB KW

DEMSEY, IRA see CB KW

DEMUTH PRODUCTS (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

DENEAU, SCOTT see CB KW
DENISE, CHERYL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

DENISON PRINTING see BUS ENT RMW

DENNERLEY, TERRY see CB WATCO

DENNEY, FRANCES L. (WIFE OF RICHARD S. SUTTON) see CB KW

DENNIS MURPHY PONTIAC BUICK

DENNIS THE MENACE COMICS see STORES CAM

DENNIS, E. (ELIZA) M. (NEE MOGGS) see CB WATCO

DENNIS, FRANCIS see CB WATCO

DENNIS, HENRY see CB WATCO

DENNIS, JOHN see CB KW

DENNIS, JOHN see CB WATCO

DENNIS, MARIS ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

DENNIS, ROSETTA see CB WATCO

DENNIS, SOPHIA JANE see CB WATCO

DENNIS, THOMAS see CB WATCO

DENNIS-NATHAN, HERBERT see CB WATCO

DENNISON, CAROL see CB KW

DENNY, ALAN

DENSMORE, BOZENA see CB WATCO

DENSTEDT, EARL HENRY (PAT) see CB WATCO

DENSTEDT, STANLEY see CB WATCO

DENTAL CARE
DENTECH ELECTICAL see BUS ENT RMW

DENTINGER, Reverend FRANCIS ALPHONSE, see CB KW

DENTINGER, Reverend LEANDER JOSEPH JOHN see CB KW

DENTISTS

DENTON, ERNEST

DENTON, LOUISA (nee BALDERSON; then MANNING) see CB KW

DENTON, SAMUEL

DENURE MOTOR COACH TOURS see BUS ENT KIT

DENYES, WALTER see CB WATCO

DEPKAT, GISELA see CB KW

DEPPISCH, DAVE see CB KW

DERBECKER, JOHN see CB KW

DERBECKER, RONALD EDWARD see CB KW

DERBECKER’S HOUSE FURNISHINGS LTD. see STORES KIT

DERHAK, DONNA see CANCER – INDIVIDUALS

DERIGUEUR FASHIONS see STORES WAT

DERLAN AEROSPACE, CAMBRIDGE

DERMA WAND see BUS ENT RMW

DERMATECH see SPA IN THE CITY in BUS ENT RMW

DERSTINE, Reverend CLAYTON

DERWOOD, WISMER see CB KW

DESCARTES SYSTEMS GROUP INC.
DESIGN FACTORY see BUS ENT KIT

DESIGNER CLASSICS CARPET MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

DESIGNER PILLOWS see BUS ENT KIT

DESIGNETICS INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT WAT

DESILVA, BARBARA see CB KW

DESIRE TO LEARN see BUS ENT KIT

DESJARDINS, MARIA see CB KW

DESSLER, JEAN see CB WATCO

DESTINATION INN

DESTOMBE, CORIEN see CB KW

DESTUN, ZACHARY see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES ETC.

DETAILS see BUS ENT RMW

DETLOR, HAZEL see CB WATCO

DETRA BUILDERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DETTMER TIRE see BUS ENT KIT

DETTMER, CLARA (WIFE OF HARRY) NEE MANSZ see CB KW

DETTWEILER, NORMA see CB WATCO

DETTWEILER MEETINGHOUSE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO COUNTY

DETTWEILER, DANIEL B.

DETTWEILER, HERBERT K. see CB KW

DETTWEILER, MARGARET see CB KW

DETTWEILER, PHEBE JANE see CB KW
DETWILER, Dr. JOHN D. see CB WATCO
DETZLER, BRIAN see CB KW
DEUCE DESIGNS see BUS ENT KIT
DEUTSCHE SPRACHSCHULE CONCORDIA see CONCORDIA CLUB
DEUTSCH-KANADISCHER SANGERBUND see CLUBS KW (A-Z)
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTRE see also PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW
DEVENNEY, JULIE see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)
DEVEREAUX, BOYD
DEVEREUX, MICHAEL JAMES see CB KW
DEVIL'S CAVE BOAT RENTALS & TOURS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
DEVLIN, LAUREL SMITH see CB WATCO
DEVITT, BENJAMIN see CB KW
DEVITT, EDWARD H.
DEVITT, ELIZABETH (WIFE OF EDWARD) NEE STAEBLER see CB KW
DEVITT, MAGDALENA see CB KW
DEVITT, MARTHA J. see CB WATCO
DEVLIN, LAUREL SMITH see CB WATCO
DEVO, JOHN PETER see CB KW
DEVONSHIRE, DUKE OF
DEVRIES, CATHERINE see CB KW

DEVTEK

DEWAR, ANDERSON see CB WATCO

DEWBURY, ROY see CB KW

DEWDNEY, ERIC see CB WATCO

DEWDNEY, SELWYN

DEWITT JEWELS see STORES KIT

DEWITT, CYNTHIA see CONESTOGA COLLEGE – AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS

DEWITTE, CATHERINE see CB KW

DEWOLF TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW

DEXTER-LAWSON PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

DEYAMOND, WAYNE, see CB KW

DI CESARE, OTTO see CB WATCO

DIABETES (includes CANADIAN DIABETES ASSOC. & JUVENILE DIABETES FOUNDATION)

DIABETES SPECIALTY STORE see STORES WAT

DIAGNOSTIC CARE WOMEN’S IMAGING CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

DIAL-A-BOTTLE see BUS ENT KIT

DIAL-A-FOOD see BUS ENT WAT

DIAL-A-TUTOR see BUS ENT RMW

DIAMOND (DAVE) JEWELERS see BUS ENT KIT

DIAMOND FURNITURE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

DIAMOND STYLES see BUS ENT WAT
DIAMOND, BENNY see CB KW
DIAMOND, CLARENCE see CB WATCO
DIAPERS
DIAPERS N' MORE see STORES WAT
DICK, AGATHA see CB KW
DICK, DAVID see CB WATCO
DICK, JACOB see CB KW
DICK, Mrs. JOHN see BUS ENT KIT
DICK, MRS. JOHN see BUS ENT KIT
DICKENS, EDITH see CB WATCO
DICKERT, CARL HENRY see CB WATCO
DICKERT, DAVID JOHN see CB WATCO
DICKIE DEE ICE CREAM LTD.
DICKIE SETTLEMENT PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
DICKNOETHER, ROBERT see CB KW
DICKS, HEATHER see CB KW
DICKSON BOWL see BUS ENT RMW
DICKSON BUSH see PARKS - CAMBRIDGE
DICKSON HILL HERITAGE CONSERVATION DISTRICT
DICKSON PARK see PARKS - CAMBRIDGE
DICKSON PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
DICKSON STREET FLORIST see BUS ENT RMW
DICKSON, EDWARD N. see CB KW
DICKSON, F.W.R.

DICKSON, J.A.R. see CB WATCO

DICKSON, JAMES see CB KW

DICKSON, JEFF see CB WATCO

DICKSON, MARGARET see CB WATCO

DICKSON, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

DIDCON see BUS ENT RMW

DIDICHER, LINDA see CB WATCO

DIE TECH see BUS ENT RMW

DIEBEL, KENNETH R., CIA see CB KW

DIEBOLT, RUEBEN see RAISE HOME SUPPORT FOR THE ELDERLY

DIEFENBACHER, ELI see CB WATCO

DIEFENBACHER, IRA see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

DIEFENBACHER, LLOYD see CB WATCO

DIEFENBACHER, NINA see CB WATCO

DIEFENBAKER FAMILY

DIEHL, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

DIEHL, KELLY see CB KW

DIEMACO INC., KITCHENER

DIEDAMIC TOOL AND MACHINE see BUS ENT WAT

DIEMERT, CHRISTINE see CB KW

DIEMERT, GORDON see CB KW
DIEMERT, KATHRYN see CB KW
DIEMERT, MARYANNE see CB KW
DIENESCH, ANDREAS see CB KW
DIET CENTRE see STORES KIT
DIET WORKSHOP see BUS ENT KIT
DIETRICH FAMILY
DIETRICH, ALMA see CB KW
DIETRICH, BERT & RUTH ANN see CB KW
DIETRICH, BILL see CB KW
DIETRICH, BRANDON see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
DIETRICH, CLARA see CB KW
DIETRICH, CLARE see CB KW
DIETRICH, DR. TRUDY see BUS ENT KIT
DIETRICH, EDWARD ANTHONY see CB KW
DIETRICH, ELMER see CB WATCO
DIETRICH, GERARD
DIETRICH, GLORIA (WIFE OF THOMAS) NEE ZUBER see CB KW
DIETRICH, HENRY A. see DIETRICH FAMILY
DIETRICH, HENRY H. see CB KW
DIETRICH, JEANETTE see CB WATCO
DIETRICH, JOANNE see CB WATCO
DIETRICH, LOUIS F see CB KW
DIETRICH, LOUIS J. see CB KW

DIETRICH, LOUISE M. see CB WATCO

DIETRICH, MURRAY see CB KW

DIETRICH, RAY see CB WATCO

DIETRICH, RICHARD see CB WATCO

DIETRICH, ROBERT A see CB KW

DIETRICH, ROBERT ‘BRIAN’ see CB KW

DIETRICH, SCOTT

DIETRICH, SHEILA see CB WATCO

DIETRICH, THEODORE

DIETRICH, THOMAS see CB KW

DIETRICH, WALTER see CB KW

DIETRICH, WILF (BIFF) see CB KW

DIETRICH’S AUTOGLASS see BUS ENT WAT

DIETRICH’S BREAD see WESTON BAKERIES

DIETZ, CORNELIA NEE KOEHLER see CB KW

DIETZ, ROY ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW

DIGBY FAMILY

DIGGORY, Dr. THOMAS JAMES, Ph.D. see CB KW

DIGITAL BUSINESS COMPUTERS see BUS ENT KIT

DIGITAL DISPLAY COMMUNICATIONS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT WAT
DIGITAL EVES see **CLUBS – KW (A-K)**

DIGITAL EXTREMES see **BUS ENT WAT**

DIGITAL FROG see **BUS ENT RMW**

DIGITAL NORTH see **BUS ENT KIT**

DIGITAL WIZARDS see **BUS ENT RMW**

DIGITIZED SOLUTIONS see **BUS ENT KIT**

DIGITROL COMPUTERS see **BUS ENT WAT**

DIJMEK ARCHITECT AND ENGINEER see **BUS ENT RMW**

DILLISTONE, ALFRED WALTER see **CB KW**

DILLON, ALICE see **CB KW**

DILLON, JAMES (JIM) see **CB KW**

DIMECK, JOHN & ANNETTE see **CB KW**

DIMENSIONS HAIR STUDIO see **BUS ENT RMW**

DIMENSIONS IN DANCE see **BUS ENT KIT**

DIMENSIONS UNLIMITED see **STORES WAT**

DIMOCK, BARRY see **CB KW**

DIMOCK, INA see **CB KW**

**DIMPLEX NORTH AMERICA LTD.**

DINEEN, DAVID see **CB KW**

DINKEL, DAVID JOHN see **CB WATCO**

DINNIWELL, ANNE see **CB KW**

DINSMORE, RICH see **CB WATCO**
DION DANCE STUDIOS see BUS ENT KIT

DIPIETRO

DIPTHERIA

DIRECTION INC. see BUS ENT KIT

DIRKS, CHRISTINE see CB KW

DIRKSEN, PAUL DAVID see CB KW

DIRNDL-SCHATZ LTD. see STORES WAT

DIS N DAT TREASURES see BUS ENT RMW

DISASTER RELIEF see also names of individual relief agencies or specific types of disasters

DISC DISK see BUS ENT RMW

DISC JOCKEY ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT

DISCOUNT CARPET see BUS ENT RMW

DISCOUNT HOUSES · RETAIL TRADE · KW see also WAREHOUSE OUTLETS · KW & REGION

DISCOVERY CENTRE FOR PARENTS see ST. AGATHA’S CHILDRENS VILLAGE

DISCOVERY TOYS see BUS ENT RMW

DISEASES

DISEASES · GASTROINTESTINAL

DISKSTREAM INC. see BUS ENT WAT

DISTINCTIVE INTERIORS see BUS ENT RMW

DISTINCTIVE STAMP DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

DISTLER, JOHN see CB KW
DITCHFIELD, ELsie see CB WATCO

DITNER PRINTING LTD.

DITNER, HELEN (WIFE OF CLARENCE) see CB WATCO

DITNER, HUBERT LAURENCE see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

DITNER, JOE see CB KW

DITNER, KURT see CB KW

DITNER, MARGARET NEE GORDON see CB KW

DIVA INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT KIT

DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS OF CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

DIVERSIFIED TRANSPORT INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DIVING

DIVINING ROD see also GIES, FRED

DIVORCE

DIXON, CATHERINE see CB KW

DIXON, ROSS V. see CB KW

DIXON, TED see CB WATCO

DIZZI DESIGNS see STORES WAT

DJANG, LAN see CB KW

DJ'S LAUNDRY CAFE see BUS ENT KIT

DLM FOODS CANADA CORP. see MARTIN'S PET FOOD

DLUGOKECKI, ANNE

DOBHEN, SCOTT see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
DOBBIE HOUSE

DOBBIE INDUSTRIES

DOBBIE, GEORGE ALEXANDER see CB KW see also DOBBIE INDUSTRIES

DOBBIE, GEORGE HERBERT see CB WATCO see also DOBBIE INDUSTRIES

DOBNING, NICHOLAS see CB KW

DOBINDT, GERRY see CB KW

DOBSON, DAVID see CB KW

DOBSON, MELODY see CB KW

DR. MUFFLER, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

DOCTOR SHORTAGE - RMW

DOCTORS - EXTRA BILLING

DOCTORS - to 1995, 1996-

see also ACHIUME, Dr. JORDAN

see also ARNOLD, Dr. ROSEMARY & Dr. ROLAND

see also KHITAB, Dr. ALLAN

see also VERMA, Dr. PRADEEP KUMAR

DOCZIK SANDY see CB KW

DODA, STEFAN F. see CB KW

DODDS, DOUGLAS W. see CB KW

DODDS, Dr. AGNES I. see CB WATCO

DODGE, NATHANIEL

DODSON, HARVEY & HELEN see CB WATCO
DOEDE-HILDEBRANDT, MARIE AUGUSTE (MARY) see CB KW

DOEHN, ALBERT see BUS ENT RMW

DOEHN, ALBERT see BUS ENT RMW

DOEHN, RON & ALMA

DOEPEL, OLETTA NEE SCHADE see CB KW

DOERBECKER FAMILY

DOERFLING, WILLIAM F. see CB WATCO

DOERING HOMESTEAD – WILMOT TWP see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO COUNTY

DOERING, (DR.) FREDERICH EMANUEL see CB WATCO

see also DENTISTS

DOERING, (DR.) LOUIS see DENTISTS

DOERING, ARMAND see CB WATCO

DOERING, HILDA (WIFE OF WILMOT) NEE SCHAFER see CB KW

DOERING, HOWARD see CB WATCO

DOERING, MRS. ELDON see CB WATCO

DOERNER PRODUCTS CO. LTD.

DOERNER, CARL see CB KW

DOERR, C.H. AND CO. see DARE FOODS LTD.

DOERR, C.J. see CB KW

DOERR, CONRAD see CB KW

DOERR, GEORGE see CB KW

DOERR, KATHERINE (Mrs. WOODROW) see CB WATCO
DOERR, MASON see CB WATCO

DOERR, WOODY see CB WATCO

DOERSAM, JACOB G. SEE CB KW

DOERSAM'S BOOK STORE see STORES WAT

DOG CONTROL BY-LAW see COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BY-LAWS


DOGS – PITBULLS

DOHERTY, MELISSA see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

DOHERTY, PAT

See also CB KW - GENERAL

DOHERTY, ROSS see CB KW

DOHERTY, THOMAS J. see CB WATCO

DOIG, DOMINIE see CB KW

DO-IT CENTER see STORES WAT

DO-IT-YOURSELF ELECTRICAL SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW

DOLAN (H.J.) Ltd. see DOLAN SHOES

DOLAN SHOES

DOLBEER, MARTIN see CB KW

DOLLARD BOOK STORE see STORES KIT

DOLLHOUSE MINIATURES see DOLLS & DOLLMAKING

DOLLS AND DOLLMAKING

DOLPH, CYRUS
DOLSON, CLARENCE EDWARD (DOLLY) see CB WATCO

DOMBROSKIE, LEANNE see FIRES - KIT - 1996 - LEANNE DOMBROSKIE

DOMESTIC PERSONNEL AGENCY see BUS ENT KIT

DOMINI DRIVING SCHOOL see BUS ENT RMW

DOMINION BAKERY

DOMINION BUTTON

DOMINION DRAMA FESTIVAL - KW

DOMINION ELECTROHOME

see also ELECTROHOME

DOMINION FASHION GROUP see BUS ENT RMW

DOMINION FOOD STORE

DOMINION HOTEL, ST. JACOBS see BENJAMIN'S RESTAURANT AND INN

DOMINION LAMINATIONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DOMINION LIFE ASSURANCE CO., WATERLOO

DOMINION RUBBER

see also UNIROYAL

see also UNIROYAL CHEMICAL

see also UNIROYAL - GOODRICH

DOMINION SOIL INVESTIGATION INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DOMINION SUGAR CO. see ONTARIO SUGAR CO.

DOMINION TACK & NAIL CO. see BUS ENT RMW

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DOMTAR INC.

DOMTRAK SYSTEMS LTD.

DON CHERRY'S see BUS ENT WAT

DON JOHNSTONE'S HIWAY FURNITURE LTD. see STORES KIT

DON KING BARBER SHOP, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

DONA, JUDITH (WIFE OF ESERTINO) NEE DELANEY see CB KW

DONAHUE, WILLIAM see FIRE DEPARTMENT – CAMBRIDGE

DONALD SCOTT ADVERTISING SERVICE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DONALD, SATTIE see CB KW

DONALDSON (LESLIE) ANTIQUES see STORES CAM

DONALDSON TRAVEL

DONALDSON, HELEN LEITHADE see CB WATCO

DONALDSON, JUDY see ARTISTS – KW (A-Z)

DONALDSON, LESLIE see CB WATCO

DONAU, ERIC JOHN “RICK” see CB KW

DONAU, MARIE see CB KW

Doncheff, Len see CB KW

Donkers Family see CB KW

Donnell, David see CB WATCO

Donnelly, Jean see CB WATCO

Donnelly, Pat see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

Donnelly, Shawn see CB WATCO
DONNELLY, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
DONOHOE, EWARD F. see CB KW
DONOHUE, E.F. see CB KW
DONOVAN, JOHN see CB KW
DON’S HOME CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
DONSIG (JOHN) ICE CREAM PARLOUR see STORES KIT
DONSIG, JOHN (ICE CREAM BUSINESS) see BUS ENT WAT
DONUT QUEEN
DONUTLAND BY GIRLS & CO. see BUS ENT KIT
DOOLE, BILL see CB WATCO
DOOLEY, DAVID V. see CB KW
DOOLEY, JOHN see CB KW
DOOLEY, PETER see CB KW
DOOLY’S see BUS ENT WAT
DOON - GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
DOON - MILLS
DOON HERITAGE CROSSROADS
DOON HERITAGE CROSSROADS - REGION OF WATERLOO HISTORY MUSEUM
DOON PIONEER PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD
DOON PRESBYTERIAN CEMETERY see CEMETERIES – KITCHENER, ONTARIO
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DOON PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

DOON PUBLIC SCHOOL

DOON RAQUET AND FITNESS CLUB see BUS ENT RMW

DOON SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

DOON SPORTS see STORES KIT

DOON TWINES see also CANADA CORDAGE in BUS ENT KIT

DOON VALLEY GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB

DOON VALLEY GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB

DOON, ONTARIO

DOORS OPEN - RMW

DOPP, JACK see CB KW

DOPP, ROBERT L. see CB KW

DOPP, WILLIAM G. see CB KW

DOPPLER CYCLE TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT KIT

DORBRINDT, G.H. see CB KW

DORION, STEPH & AARON see CB KW

DORNER, RUDOLPH (RUDY) see CB KW

DORNER, STEFAN see CB KW

DORNOEFEER, GARY

DOROTHY SHOEMAKER AWARDS see KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - DOROTHY SHOEMAKER LITERARY AWARD CONTEST

DOROTHY'S FLOWER MARKET see BUS ENT KIT

DÖRR, JOHN see CB KW
DORSCH, ADA see CB KW
DORSCH, ADA see CB WATCO
DORSCH, CHRIS see CB KW
DORSCH, REUBEN see CB WATCO
DORSCHT, BRIAN see CB KW
DORSCHT, IRENE (WIFE LEO) NEE KARN see CB KW
DORSCHT, ORVAL see CB KW
DORSCHT, ROBERT see CB KW
DORSEY, RICHARD see CB KW
DOSMAN, JEANETTE see CB KW
DOTZERT, CLAYTON see CB KW
DOTZERT, LOUISA see CB KW

DOTZERT, PAUL
DOUBLE-T EXPRESS see BUS ENT RMW
DOUCETTE, ROSEANN see CB KW
DOUGHERTY, EVELYN see CB WATCO
DOUGHTY, HENRY JOSEPH see CB KW
DOUGLAS APPLIANCES see STORES KIT
DOUGLAS COUNTRY STRAWBERRY FREEZER JAM see BUS ENT WAT
DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT KIT
DOUGLAS, BETTY (WIFE OF DUNCAN) see CB KW
DOUGLAS, DEREK see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)
DOUGLAS, ELIZABETH (DAUGHTER OF KARL WAPPLER) see CB KW

DOUGLAS, GORDON see CB KW

DOUGLAS, JASON, see BOXING

DOUGLAS, KEIFFER see CB WATCO

DOUGLAS, ROBERT see CB WATCO

DOUGLEY, VERA see CB WATCO

DOUMA, CARMEN see also OLYMPIC GAMES 2004

DOUMA-HUSSAR, CARMEN see DOUMA, CARMEN

DOVER FLOUR MILLS

DOVETAIL COLLECTIBLES see STORES CAM

DOWDELL, FREDERICK J. see WORLD WAR, 1930-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

DOWKER, FAY see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

DOW-KINGSBEER BREWERY

DOWN SYNDROME

DOWN TO EARTH see BUS ENT RMW

DOWN UNDER WEAR see STORES CAM

DOWNE, ARTHUR WESLEY see CB KW

DOWNER, ROGER

DOWNER, WALTER

DOWNEY FAMILY see CB KW

DOWNEY, ALLAN see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)

DOWNEY, JAMES see CB KW

DOWNING, ANTONIO MICHAEL see BLACKS - RMW
DOWNING, EDWIN (TED) see CB KW
DOWNING, GEOFF see CB KW
DOWNING'S GARAGE see BUS ENT WAT
DOWNS, BARRY see CB KW
DOWNS, GLADYS see CB WATCO
DOWNS, LORNE see CB WATCO
DOWNTOWN AUTO CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
DOWNTOWN CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
DOWNTOWN DELICATESSEN see STORES KIT
DOWNTOWN HEALTH CLINIC see FAT ANGEL
DOWNTOWN SELF STORAGE see BUS ENT KIT
DOWNTOWN WATERLOO BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA
    see also BUSINESS DISTRICT, WATERLOO
    see also WATERLOO DOWNTOWN RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
DOWSERS see DIVINING ROD
DOWSETT, ARTHUR C. see CB KW
DOWSETT, DENNIS see CB KW
DOWSETT, MARGARET (WIFE OF ARTHUR C.) see CB KW
DOWSETT, PHILIP see CB KW
DOWSING see GIES, FRED
    see also DIVINING ROD
DOYLE ENGINEERED PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
DOYLE, COLIN

see also KW BRAVES

see also ATHLETES - KW (GENERAL)

DOYLE, EMMETT A. see CB WATCO

DOYLE, PAT see CB KW

DOYLE, PETER & HEATHER see CB KW

DOYLE, RONALD (RON) JOSEPH see CB KW

DOZR see BUS ENT KIT

DRAGON BOAT RACING see ROWING

DRAGON COURT RESTAURANT

DRAGON PALACE

DRAKE PERSONNEL see BUS ENT KIT

DRAM PRODUCTIONS & PROMOTIONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DRAMEX CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

DRAPER, BARB see CB WATCO

DRAPER, GARY see CB KW

DRAPERIES AND INTERIORS BY PAULETTE see BUS ENT RMW

DREAM FIELDS see BUS ENT RMW

DREAM WEAR BEDS see STORES KIT

DREAM WEDDING see BUS ENT RMW

DREAMPOWER see BUS ENT KIT

DREAMSTREET

DRECHSLER, AUGUST see CB KW
DREGER, ELIZABETH
DREGER, FRED see CB KW
DREGER, JOHN see CB KW
DREGER, PATRICIA (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE ARCHER see CB KW
DREGER, WILLIAM see CB KW
DREISINGER FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT RMW
DREISINGER FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
DREISINGER, DAVID G see CB WATCO
DRENTERS, JOSEF

see also ROCKWOOD ACADEMY

DRESSER INDUSTRIES LTD.
DRESSING ROOM see STORES CAM
DREWERY, JON
DREWITZ, HAROLD see CB KW
DREXLER FAMILY see CB WATCO – LORENTZ, MARY
DREXLER, FREDDIE see CB WATCO
DREXLER, KATIE see CB WATCO
DREXLER, MARG see CB WATCO
DREXLER, MARY see CB WATCO
DRG PLASTICS see BUS ENT KIT
DRIEVER, ELEANOR see CB WATCO
DRIFTWOOD PARK PUBLIC SCHOOL
DRILL-TECH INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW
DRINKING AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

DRISCOLL, FRANK see CB WATCO

DRISDELLE, JEREMY see CB KW

DRIVE & GEAR see BUS ENT RMW

DRIVE THRU VARIETY see STORES CAM

DRIVE-A-DEAL see BUS ENT WAT

DRIVER CHECK see BUS ENT RMW

DRIVING TOURS- RMW see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY

DROP-IN CENTRES – RMW

see also FAT ANGEL

DROPOUTS see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION and WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION

DROPP, ELIZABETH see HOLOCAUST, JEWISH 1939-1945

DROUMTSEKAS HOME BUILDERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DROZD, ERIC see CB KW

DRUAR, KERRY JOHN see CB KW

DRUDGE, LEWIS see CB WATCO

DRUG CITY see STORES KIT

DRUG TRADING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

DRUG TRAFFIC - KW

see also SUBSTANCE USE - KW

see also MARIJUANA – RMW see also COCAINE - RMW
DRUICK, DON see CB WATCO
DRUKIS, BOB see CB KW
DRUMBO TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW
DRUMMING see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
DRUMMOND, GEORGE NEILSON see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – KW
DRUMMOND, LINDA see CB KW
DRUMMOND, SCOTT
DRY DOCKS
DRYDEN FAMILY see CB WATCO
DRYDEN TRACT
DRYDEN, SMITH & LEHMAN see BUS ENT KIT
DRYERFIGHTERS OF WATERLOO REGION see BUS ENT RMW
DRYNNAN TRACT
DSPFACTORY LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
DUB J see PITMAN, JONATHAN in CB KW
DUBE, PIERRE see CB KW
DUBIE, DONNE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
DUB-L-E AUTO SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
DUBRICK (C.E.) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
DUBRICK, CLAUDE E. see CB KW
DUCEY, ROB
DUCKER, JACK see CB WATCO
DUCKS UNLIMITED

DUDA, KATHLEEN see CB KW

DUDGEON, IAN see CB WATCO

DUDLEY, HAROLD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

DUDLEY, MICHAEL see CB WATCO

DUECK & ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT

DUECK MOTORS see BUS ENT WAT

DUENCH, BARRY see CB KW

DUERING, HENRY B see CB KW

DUFAULT, CHRISTOPHER see CB KW

DUFAULT, GEORGE see CB KW

DUFAULT, MICHAEL see CB WATCO

DUFF, LOUIS BLAKE see CB WATCO

DUFF, MARY see CB WATCO

DUFFERIN AGGREGATES see BUS ENT KIT

DUFFIELD, JAMIE see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)

DUFFUS PLYWOODS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

DUFFY, IAN see CB KW

DUFFY, JACK see CB KW

DUFRESNE, PAUL

DUGAL, BEATRICE (WIFE OF E.U.) NEE RENAUD see CB KW

DUGAN, ANDREW & MARK

DUGAN, RAY see CB KW
DUGAN, TERRY & ALMA see CB KW

DUKE OF WELLINGTON

DUKE, DONALD & OSCAR (OSSY) see CB KW

DUKE, MERV & CARYL see CB WATCO

DUKE'S DINER PET FOOD see STORES CAM

DUKE'S ANTIQUES see STORES WAT

DUKES OF WATERLOO see STORES WAT

DUKES, JOHN see CB KW

DUMART, (WIFE OF WILLIAM) see CB KW

DUMART, MINETTA NEE SCHMALTZ see CB KW

DUMART, WOODY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

DUMAS, ELAINE see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

DUMFRIES MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.

DUMFRIES SUPERIOR MEMORIALS see BUS ENT RMW

DUNATA’S PICKLED GARLIC see BUS ENT WAT

DUNBAR ALUMINUM FOUNDRY LTD.

DUNBAR FAMILY see CB KW

DUNBAR, GEORGE see CB KW

DUNBROOK SHOES see STORES KIT

DUNBROOK, GRACE (WIFE OF JEROME) see CB KW

DUNBROOK, RANDY see CB KW

DUNCAN, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – RMW
DUNCAN, WILLIAM “BILL” see CB KW

DUNDAS, CONSTANCE SAUNDERS NEE UNDERWOOD see CB WATCO

DUNDEE POTtery see BUS ENT RMW

DUNDEE RECYCLING see BUS ENT RMW

DUNFORD, JASON J. see CB KW

DUNFORD, NETTIE (Mrs. JAMES) see CB WATCO

DUNFORD, TIFFANIE L. see CB KW

DUNHAM, Dr. B. MABEL

DUNKE, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF W.L.) NEE HAWKINS see CB KW

DUNKER CONSTRUCTION

DUNKER MEWS see STORES KIT

DUNKER, ALBERT E. see CB KW

DUNKER, CARL E. see CB KW

DUNKER, FRED see CB KW

DUNKER, HENRY see CB KW

DUNKER, WILLIAM H. see CB KW

DUNLOP, GEORGE P. see CB WATCO

DUNN (AL) HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

DUNN, ANNE

DUNN, CECIL see CB WATCO

DUNN, MARGARET F. see CB KW

DUNN, ROB
DUNN, SANDRA see BLACKSMITHS
DUNN, THERESA see CB KW
DUNNE, PATRICK see CB WATCO
DUNNETTE JEWELLERS
DUNNINGTON, MABEL (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE CARNOCHAN see CB KW
DUNSMORE, SERENA see CB KW
DUPAR CONTROLS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
DUPLEXING see COUNCIL – KITCHENER – BYLAWS – DUPLEXING
DUPICOM BUSINESS PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
DURIC, KRISTINA see CB KW
DURISH, PAUL see CB WATCO
DURKIN, TIM see CB KW
DUCHE, JEAN see CB WATCO
DUROCHER, GREG see CB WATCO
DURON PLASTICS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
DURRANT, AB see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
DURRANT, JOHN see CB WATCO
DURRER, ANNA (WIFE OF ALFRED) see CB KW
DURRER, HERB see CB WATCO
DURWARD INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT
DURWARD, DAVID NAIRN see CB WATCO
DUSCHENE, JEFFE DANIEL see CB KW
DUSCIO, TONY see CB KW

DUSOME, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

DUSTAN, MARGARET E. see CB KW

DUSTY'S HAULAGE & WRECKING see BUS ENT KIT

DUTCH BOY CADETS DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

DUTCH BOY FOOD MARKETS

DUTHLER TEXTILES see STORES KIT

DUTHLER, JOHN see CB KW

DUTKIEWICZ, DRIS see CB KW

DUTSON, KAREN see CB WATCO

DUTTA FAMILY see CB KW

DUTTON, D'ARCY see CB WATCO

DWS NAVAL RESEARCH AND DESIGN

Dwyer, David see CB KW

Dyck, Anthony see CB KW

Dyck, Doris (wife of Ernest) nee Brubaker see CB KW

Dyck, Howard

Dyck, J. W. see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS

Dyck, Julie Ann see CB KW

Dyck, Sarah (wife of William) see CB KW

Dyck, Veronica see CB KW

Dyck, Vicky Louise see CB KW

Dyck, Victor & Hedwig see CB KW
DYKAAR, DOUG & DONNA see CB KW

DYNAMIC ARTS see BUS ENT RMW

DYNAMIC STEEL SALES & DISTRIBUTORS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

DYNAMIC SURFACES see BUS ENT RMW

DYNEROWICZ, ROBERT see SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)

DYSART, BRENT G. see CB KW

DZIENIS, JOHN see CB KW

DZIUBAN, ANTONI see CB KW

DZIUBAN, BERNICE see CB KW
E & L COLLISION see BUS ENT RMW
EMC ELECTRIC see BUS ENT RMW
E M ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT
E. DYCK OPTICIANS see BUS ENT KIT
E.D.S. OF CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
E.W. LEATHER INC. see BUS ENT KIT
Dr. ELENA, Very Reverend General-Vicar see CB KW
EADIE, CINDY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
EAGLE CROWN INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT WAT
EAGLE, GORDON E. see CB KW
EAGLE, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW
EAGLE, RON see CB WATCO
EAGLES, PAUL see CB WATCO
EARL, PAT see CB WATCO
EARL’S ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW
EARLY YEARS PROJECT
EARS TO HEAR see STORES WAT
EARTH DAY (WEEK)
EARTH SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT KIT
EARTHLY DELIGHTS see STORES WAT
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHWINDS see BUS ENT KIT

EARTHWORMS

EASSY, MAMIE (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE MALLECK see CB KW

EAST ASIAN FESTIVAL see RENISON COLLEGE

EAST BRIDGE GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

EAST END BAKERY see STORES KIT

EAST END TAVERN see BUS ENT KIT

EAST SIDE MARIO'S

EASTER EGGS see ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - UKRAINIAN

EASTER SEALS “TIMMY”

EASTERN OVERHEAD DOORS see BUS ENT WAT

EASTERN STEEL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

EASTHOPE PINE FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

EASTMAN, ELIZABETH see CB KW

EASTMAN, GERALD E. see CB KW

EASTWOOD COLLEGIATE

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY MENNONITE HOMES (this is a condominium across from Rockway)

EASTWOOD, DON see CB WATCO

EASYNET INTERNET SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

EASYRIDERS OF ONTARIO see BUS ENT RMW

EAT 'N' PUTT RESTAURANT

EAT SMART AWARDS see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT - GENERAL
EATING DISORDERS

EATING WELL ORGANICALLY see BUS ENT WAT

EATON, MRS. ANDREW J. (nee ALICE IRENE MCCONNELL) see CB KW
EATON, TIM see CB WATCO

EATON’S

EBEL, MAE B. see CB WATCO

EBERHARDT, JANET see CB WATCO

EBER’S FURNITURE see STORES KIT

EBERSOL, JOHN R. see CB WATCO

EBERT, ERIC see CB WATCO

eBIZ see BUS ENT KIT

EBONY & IVORY see STORES KIT

EBY FAMILY see CB WATCO

EBY STREET LINGERIE see STORES KIT

EBY VILLAGE

EBY, AARON

EBY, ADA B. see CB KW

EBY, ADEN

EBY, ALEXANDER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

EBY, ALLAN see CB WATCO

EBY, ANN see CB KW

EBY, BENJAMIN

EBY, BRIAN see CB KW
see also LAWYERS

EBY, CHRISTIAN see CB KW

EBY, CYRUS see CB KW

EBY, DAVID see CB KW

EBY, ELGIN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

EBY, ELIAS see CB KW

EBY, ELIZABETH

EBY, EZRA E. see CB KW

EBY, FLOYD E. see CB WATCO

EBY, FOSTER & MARY see CB WATCO

EBY, GARY see CB KW

EBY, GORDON C. see CB KW

see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER (COURTLAND ROW HOUSES)

EBY, IAN see CB KW

EBY, INA see CB KW

EBY, IRA see CB KW

EBY, IVAN DAVID see CB KW

EBY, JOHN W. see CB KW

EBY, LORELLA see CB KW

EBY, MARTHA see CB WATCO

EBY, MARTIN see CB WATCO

EBY, MARY (nee MOHR) see CB WATCO
EBY, Mr. & Mrs. I. see CB KW
EBY, NORMAN see CB KW
EBY, ODO see CB KW
EBY, OLIVE (WIFE OF IRVIN) NEE WEBER see CB KW
EBY, OSCAR see CB WATCO
EBY, PATRICIA (WIFE OF ROBERT V.) see CB KW
EBY, REUBEN see CB WATCO
EBY, ROBERT see CB KW
EBY, SUSANNAH see CB KW
EBY, TIMOTHY see CB KW
EBY, WILLIAM see POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY
EBY-SNIDER HOUSE (home of David B. Eby) see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO
EBYTOWN FOOD CO-OP see BUS ENT WAT
EBYTOWNE CHOCOLATE FACTORY see BUS ENT KIT
ECCLES, BRUCE see CB KW
ECCLES, CLARE see CB KW
ECCLES, ROBERT see CB KW
ECCLES, SYLVESTER see CB KW
ECKANKAR
ECKEL (STAN) DRUGS see STORES KIT
ECKEL, SAMUEL see CB KW
ECKEL, STAN DRUGS see STORES KIT
ECKEL, STANLEY R. see CB KW
ECKER, RYAN see CRIME – KITCHENER - ATTEMPTED MURDER & ASSAULT

ECKERT, ANN see CB KW

ECKERT, HENRY see CB KW

ECKERT, SYLVIA see CB WATCO

ECLIPSE AUTOMATION see BUS ENT RMW

ECLIPSES - RMW

ECOLAIRE

ECOLE MERE-ELISABETH BRUYERE

ECOLE SECONDAIRE PERE RENE DE GALINEE, CAMBRIDGE

ECOLI BACTERIA see WATER SUPPLY-WALKERTON

ECOLOGISTICS PLANNING see BUS ENT WAT

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE - CAMBRIDGE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BOARD, KITCHENER

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - RMW

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - RMW

ECONOMICAL CORPORATE SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

ECONOMICAL MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, KITCHENER

ECOPLANS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

ECOVAL see BUS ENT RMW

EDCOM MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

EDDLY’S TAVERN see BUS ENT RMW

EDELWEISS TAVERN
EDEN MILLS, ONTARIO

EDEN TRAVEL SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

EDEN, HELENE (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE ZIEGLER see CB KW

EDGAR FAMILY see CB WATCO

EDGAR TOOL & DIE see BUS ENT RMW

EDGAR, BOB see CB WATCO

EDGAR, DAVIE see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

EDIGER, KATHARINA see CB KW

EDISSI FINE ARTS

EDISSI, DANTE see CB KW

EDISSI, KAREN K.

EDMEADES, BRUCE SR. see CB KW

EDMONSON, THERESA see CB WATCO

eDRAPE AND BLIND CO. see BUS ENT KIT

EDUCATION – CODE OF CONDUCT

EDUCATION – DESTREAMING

EDUCATION – DOUBLE COHORT

EDUCATION - ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

EDUCATION – EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

EDUCATION - FUNDRAISING

EDUCATION - HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS

EDUCATION - OAC
EDUCATION - ONTARIO PARENT COUNCIL

EDUCATION - SCHOOL COUNCILS

EDUCATION - SUMMER SCHOOL

EDUCATION - TESTING

EDUCATION - UNLAWFUL BEHAVIOUR

EDUCATION to 1994, 1995-1999, 2000-

see also KITCHENER AND WATERLOO - EDUCATION

see also LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES - STUDY & TEACHING - KW

see also SCHOOLS – PUBLIC

see also SCHOOLS – RMW see also SCHOOLS – SECONDARY

see also SCHOOLS – SEPARATE

see also WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

EDUCATIONAL SUPPLY ASSOCIATION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

EDWARD JONES see BUS ENT RMW

EDWARD R. GOOD FUNERAL HOME

EDWARDINE, Sister M. see CB KW

EDWARDS, AARA see CB WATCO

EDWARDS, ALEXANDER MCKAY see CB WATCO

EDWARDS, CHARLES E. see CB WATCO

EDWARDS, EDWIN see CB WATCO

EDWARDS, JEANNE C. see CB KW

EDWARDS, LARRY see CB KW
EDWARDS, LINDSEY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

EFFECTIVE IMAGE see BUS ENT WAT

EGAR TOOL AND DIE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

EGERDEE, CLEO see CB WATCO

EGERDEEN, EARL see CB KW

EGERS, JACK see CB KW

EGGS & TRICITY see BUS ENT WAT

EGLER, JOHN & MARGARET see CB KW

EGLI, HANS HEINRICH see CB WATCO

EGLI’S MEAT MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

EGLIN, PETER see CB KW

EGOFF, GEORGE see CB WATCO

EGOFF, SHEILA

EHRAT, CHRIS see CB KW

EHRAT, EVA see CB WATCO

EHRENBERG, DIETER see CB KW

EICHHOLZ, BERNICE HENRIETTA see CB KW

EICHINGER, PAUL see CB KW

EICHINGER, PETER see CB KW

EICHLER, ALLAN see CB KW

EIDOS DESIGN STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

EIDT FAMILY see CB WATCO
EIDT, Mrs. E.D. see CB WATCO

EIDT, ZIPPORAH see CB WATCO

EIGER TECHNOLOGY see BUS ENT KIT

EILENDER, E.W. DESIGNS ASSOCIATES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

EINWECHTER GRAIN & LIVESTOCK DEALERS see BUS ENT RMW

EINWECHTER, CHARLES HENRY see CB WATCO

EINWECHTER, EARL

EINWECHTER, ELDON see CB WATCO

EINWECHTER, HARVEY C. see CB WATCO

EINWECHTER, ORVILLE see CB WATCO

EISENBACK, HONOR M see CB WATCO

EISENBACK, HONOR M see CB WATCO

EISFELD, HELMUTH see CB KW

EISFELDT, ARTHUR H. see CB KW

EITEL, GEORGE EDWARD

EJ’s TAVERN see BUS ENT RMW

EL PETO PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

ELDER ABUSE see FAMILY VIOLENCE

ELDERHOSTEL see SENIOR CITIZENS - KW

ELDON GALLERY

ELDRED, GERRY see CB WATCO

ELDRICK, JIMMY see CB KW
ELDRIDGE, HARRY see CB KW

ELDURAIL CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ELECTION DISTRICTS


ELECTIONS - FEDERAL - RMW 1960's AND 1970's


ELECTIONS - KITCHENER 1925-1974 (Now in bound volume in Rare)

ELECTIONS - KITCHENER 1976 (Now in bound volume in Rare)

ELECTIONS - KITCHENER 1978, 1979, 1980 (Now in bound volume in Rare)

ELECTIONS - KITCHENER 1982, 1984, 1985 (Now in bound volume in Rare)


ELECTIONS - KITCHENER 2014, 2018

ELECTIONS - KITCHENER

see also WARD SYSTEM - KITCHENER

ELECTIONS - MUNICIPAL see ELECTIONS - KITCHENER

see also ELECTIONS - WATERLOO

see also ELECTIONS - REG. MUN. OF WATERLOO

see also ELECTIONS - PROVINCIAL - RMW

see also ELECTIONS - FEDERAL - RMW

see also POLITICAL PARTIES

see also ELECTIONS - WATERLOO COUNTY
ELECTIONS - PROVINCIAL - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO


ELECTIONS - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO


ELECTIONS - RMW 1982

ELECTIONS - RMW 1983, 1984

ELECTIONS - RMW 1985

ELECTIONS - RMW 1988


ELECTIONS - WATERLOO COUNTY

ELECTIONS - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

see also ELECTIONS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

ELECTRA SUPPLY

ELECTRIC RAIL TRANSIT see RAPID TRANSIT - RMW

ELECTRIC TRACTOR CORPORATION see BUS ENT RMW

ELECTRO PORCELAIN LTD.

ELECTRO-GLIDE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ELECTROHOME

see also DOMINION ELECTROHOME (for earlier materials)
ELECTROLEE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT
ELECTROLUX see BUS ENT RMW

ELECTRONIC CRAFTSMEN

ELECTROZAD SUPPLY see BUS ENT WAT

ELEGANCIA SMOKE & GIFT SHOP see STORES KIT

ELEGANT BASKETS see STORES WAT

ELEGANT BEGINNINGS see BUS ENT RMW

ELEMENTAL see BUS ENT WAT

ELFINWEAR see KIDS ONLY CLOTHING in BUS ENT RMW

ELGANZHOURY, SOBHY see CB KW

ELGIN STREET PUBLIC SCHOOL

ELGIN SUPERMARKET see STORES CAM

ELITE CARPET MFG.

ELIZABETH FRYE SOCIETY

ELIZABETH ZIEGLER PUBLIC SCHOOL

ELKS OF CANADA

ELLE FINE LINGERIE see STORES WAT

ELLEN MARSHALL SPECIALTY SHOP see STORES KIT

ELLERMAN, ERIC see CB WATCO

ELLERMAN, FREDERICK see CB WATCO

ELIGSEN, JOANNE see CB KW

ELLIOT & WHITEHALL MACHINE AND TOOL CO. see BUS ENT RMW
ELLIOT, WALTER R. see CB WATCO
ELLIOTT (W.R.) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
ELLIOTT FAMILY see CB WATCO
ELLIOTT, DOROTHY see CB KW
ELLIOTT, EARL see CB WATCO
ELLIOTT, EDITH see CB WATCO
ELLIOTT, HUGH C.
ELLIOTT, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO
ELLIOTT, VICTOR see CB WATCO
ELLIS AND HOWARD LTD.
ELLIS CHAPEL
ELLIS, ALFRED see CB WATCO
ELLIS, ALLISON see CB KW
ELLIS, DANA see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
    see also OLYMPIC GAMES 2004
ELLIS, DOROTHY VINGOE see CB KW
ELLIS, FRANK O. see CB KW
ELLIS, JENNIFER see CB KW
ELLIS, JOHN T. see CB KW
ELLIS, JOSEPH “LITTLE JOE” see CB KW
ELLIS, KATHLEEN see STROKE PATIENTS
ELLIS, MABEL M. see CB KW
ELLIS, NEVADA ANNE (nee BEST) see CB KW
ELLIS, ROBERT see CB KW
ELLIS, SANDI see CB KW
ELLIS, TED see CB WATCO
ELLIS, TIMOTHY see CB KW
ELLIS, VICTORIA see CB KW
ELMASRY, MOHAMED

see also ISLAM

ELMER FILSINGER APPLIANCES LTD. see STORES KIT

ELMES, BARRY see CB WATCO

ELMIRA - BUSINESS DISTRICT (includes parking)

ELMIRA - CENTENNIAL, 1986

ELMIRA - HISTORY

ELMIRA - HISTORY - BUILDINGS

ELMIRA - LAND DEVELOPMENT

ELMIRA - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT (before 1973 only)

ELMIRA - REUNION 1998

ELMIRA & DISTRICT ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY LIVING

ELMIRA & DISTRICT SECONDARY SCHOOL

ELMIRA & WOOLWICH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

ELMIRA AQUADUCKS

ELMIRA ARENA

ELMIRA BANDSTAND
ELMIRA BASKET WORKS see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA BEAUCRAFT see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA CREAMERY see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA DONUTS & DELI
ELMIRA DONUTS & DELI see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA EYEWEAR see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA FALL FAIR

ELMIRA FARM SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA FEED AND SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA FELT COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA FISH INC. see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA GOLF CLUB

ELMIRA IGA see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA INDEPENDENT

ELMIRA JAYCEES

ELMIRA JINGLE FACTORY see MERCEY BROTHERS

ELMIRA MAPLE SYRUP FESTIVAL - to 1989, 1990-1999, 2000-

ELMIRA MILL END STORE see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA MUSICAL SOCIETY

ELMIRA NURSING HOME see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA OPTICAL see BUS ENT RMW
ELMIRA PHOTO LAB see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA POULTRY

ELMIRA PUBLIC LIBRARY

see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARY

ELMIRA RACEWAY

ELMIRA RADIO CONTROLLED FLYING CLUB see CLUBS RMW (A-L)

ELMIRA REAL ESTATE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA SHIRT & OVERALL see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA SNYDER LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA SPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA STOVE WORKS

ELMIRA THEATRE COMPANY

ELMIRA THEATRE COMPANY - up to 1989; 1990-1992; 1993-1994; 1995-

ELMIRA UNISEX & BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA VIDEO see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA WOOD’N APPLE CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ELMIRA, ONTARIO

ELOCAB SONDERKABEL see BUS ENT KIT

ELOIN MARTIN (FIREWOOD) see BUS ENT RMW

ELPEG ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT

ELPHACK, ALMA see CB WATCO
ELROY GEMOLOGIST JEWELER see STORES KIT
ELSBY, TED see CB WATCO
ELSLEY, CATHERINE NEE MOOGK see CB KW
ELSON MFG. see BUS ENT RMW
ELSWORTHY CABINETS see BUS ENT KIT
ELTER, SUSANNA ‘SUSAN’ EIDENMUELLER GISSING see CB KW
ELTER, WENDELIN & KATHARINA see CB KW
ELTHERINGTON A. RAE "BUD" see CB WATCO
ELZE’S WONDERFUL WINES see BUS ENT RMW
EMBRO, JIMMY see CB WATCO
EMDE, ALFRED see CB KW
EMEL, SIGMUND see CB KW
EMERALD LIMOUSINE SERVICE
emerge2digital see BUS ENT WAT
EMERGENCY CARE INSTRUCTION SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
EMERGENCY CONTROL SERVICE (ECS) see CLUBS KW (A-K)
EMERGENCY INFORMATION VIAL
EMERGENCY MEASURES - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO
EMERGENCY VETERINARY CLINIC see BUS ENT WAT
EMERSON, PAUL see GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - 2000
EMERY, C.G. see CB KW
EMERY, DEAN see CEREBRAL PALSY
EMHART CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

EMISSION AND IMMIGRATION - prior to 1980; 1980s; 1990-1992; 1993-1995; 1996-

EMILIA’S BOUTIQUE see STORES CAM

EMISSARY COLLECTIONS see BUS ENT WAT

EMMANUEL AT BRIGHTON CHILD CARE CENTRE see BRIGHTON SCHOOL, WATERLOO

EMMANUEL BIBLE SCHOOL

EMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH, PETERSBURG

EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH, BRIDGEPORT

EMMANUEL UNITED CHURCH, WATERLOO

EMMERSON, Reverend & Mrs. MARK see CB KW

EMMOTT, SUSAN EVA see CB KW

EMOTIONS ANONYMOUS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

EMPEROR TENT TRAILERS MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT KIT

EMPIRE BRASS MANUFACTURING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

EMPIRE DAY

EMPIRE FINE PAPERS see BUS ENT KIT

EMPIRE PUBLIC SCHOOL

EMPIRE RESTORATION see BUS ENT RMW

EMPIRE TRADING CARD CO.

EMPIRE WALLPAPER & PAINT LTD. see STORES KIT

EMPLOYEE LEASING CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

EMPLOYEE STAFF LEASING see BUS ENT WAT
EMPLOYMENT – AGENCIES

see also WORKING CENTRE

see also UNEMPLOYED HELP CENTRE

EMPLOYMENT - COUNSELLING

EMPLOYMENT – STATISTICS

EMPLOYMENT - STUDENTS - up to 1979; 1980s; 1990s; 2000-

EMPLOYMENT- KW - up to 1979; 1980s; 1990-1995; 1996-

EMPORIUM, THE, NEW DUNDEE (includes material on H. Kavelman's store)

EMPERESS BEAUTY SALON see BUS ENT RMW

EMPERESS ROOM see BUS ENT RMW

EMREY, DESMOND J. see CB KW

EMRICH, KRISTEN see CB KW

ENCEPHALITIS

ENCHANTED CASTLE see STORES CAM

ENCORE BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

ENCORE RECORDS see STORES KIT

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA see BUS ENT RMW

END OF THE ROLL see BUS ENT KIT

END ZONE SPORTS EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE see BUS ENT RMW

ENDE, SIEGFRIED see CB KW

ENDICOTT, CAROLINE see ENDICOTT, JOE in CB WATCO

ENDICOTT, JOE see CB WATCO
ENDRESS, HARRY see CB KW

ENERGY AUDITING CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT KIT

ENERGY CONSERVATION

ENERGY RECOVERY FROM WASTE see REFUSE AS FUEL

ENERGY SAVING HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ENERMODAL ENGINEERING

ENERTIA see BUS ENT KIT

ENERVAC CORPORATION, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

ENGEL, MARION

ENGLELAND, GERTRUD & LORENTZ see CB WATCO

ENGELTER, GEORG WILHELM see CB WATCO

ENGINEERED ELECTRIC CONTROLS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS see UNIVERSITYOF WATERLOO - ENGINEERING STUDENTS & FACULTY

ENGINEERS WIVES ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ENGLER, LLOYD see CB WATCO

ENGLER, PETER E. see GALLEY, THOMAS C. in CB WATCO

ENGLERT, BERTHA see CB KW

ENGLERT, MICHAEL see CB KW

ENGLERT, PAUL see CB KW

ENGLERT, SEBASTIAN see CB KW

ENGLERT'S

ENGLISH IN THE WORKING ENVIRONMENT
ENGLISH, JOHN

ENGLISH, LUAN see CB KW

ENGLISH, ROLAND see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

ENGLISHMAN, J. see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

ENGS, PHILIP

ENHANCE PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

ENLIGHT PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

ENN, JOHN see CB KW

ENNIOS’ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

ENNS, CHRISTINA see CB KW

ENNS, ERIC see CB KW

ENNS, HENRY G. see CB KW

ENNS, J.H. see CB KW

ENNS, KARL see CB KW

ENNS, LEONARD see CB KW

ENNS, MABEL NORMA see CB KW

ENNS, MARIE see CB KW

ENNS, MARY (MANJA) see CB KW

ENNS, PAUL see CB KW

ENNS, PETER see CB KW

ENOOK GALLERIES

ENRICHED BODIES FITNESS CENTRES see BUS ENT WAT
ENRICO MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT see BUS ENT KIT

ENTERPRISE BOOT CAMP see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - INNOVATIVE INC. ENTERTAINMENT

ENTERTAINMENT (KW)

ENTERTAINMENT BY THE HANSENS see BUS ENT KIT

ENTIRE MARKETING CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

ENTRADE INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ENTREPRENEURS ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO

ENVIRO MASTERS see BUS ENT RMW

ENVIROBLASTING SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

ENVIRO-CARE MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT WAT

ENVIROLINKS GOLF INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT

ENVIROMETAL TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT

ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS SOURCE see BUS ENT KIT

ENVIRONMENTAL EXPORT INTERNATIONAL OF CANADA INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ENVIRONMENTAL QUESCENSE see BUS ENT KIT

ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY see GREEN TECHNOLOGY

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE LANDSCAPES see ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE PROTECTION AREAS (ESPA’S)

ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE PROTECTION AREAS (ESPA’S)

ENVIROSITE see SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - KITCHENER

ENVIRO-STEWARDS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
EPICUREAN FOODS INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT WAT

EPILEPSY

EPOCH CONDOMS

EPP, DAVID see CB KW

EPP, FRANK

EPP, HERB

EPP, MARY ANNE

EPPRECHT, HANS & MAUREEN

EPSTEIN, DAVID see CB WATCO

EPTON INDUSTRIES, KITCHENER

see also POSEIDON PROJECT

EQUESTRIAN COUNTRY CLUB see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

EQUINE LAUNDRY SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA, WATERLOO

EQUITY CENTER see BUS ENT RMW

ERAMOSA PHYSIOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW

“R.T. ERB LTD” see BUS ENT WAT

ERB BROTHERS see CB WATCO

ERB EXPEDITE INC. see BUS ENT RMW

ERB STREET MENNONITE CHURCH, WATERLOO

ERB TRANSPORT

ERB, ABRAHAM see CB WATCO
ERB, ALBERT

ERB, CARL see CB KW

ERB, CHRISTIAN see CB KW

ERB, ENOCH see CB KW

ERB, EPHRAIM B. (HUSBAND OF LILLIAN) see CB KW

ERB, GARY see CB WATCO

ERB, GORDON see CB WATCO

ERB, HARRY see CB KW

ERB, IRVIN E.

ERB, JACOB see CB WATCO

ERB, JIM (ALDERMAN in WATERLOO) see CB KW

ERB, JOHN see CB KW

ERB, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

ERB, LILLIAN (WIFE OF E.B.) NEE HARNSON LEE see CB KW

ERB, MARGARET see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

ERB, MENNO see CB KW

ERB, MOSES REV. see CB KW

ERB, NANCY see CB WATCO

ERB, PAUL see CB WATCO

ERB, VERNON DAVID see CB WATCO

ERB, WESLEY see CB WATCO

ERBACH, HERB E. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

ERBACH, WILLIAM H. see CB WATCO
ERBAN CORNER see STORES WAT

ERB-KUMPF HOUSE

ERB'S GARAGE see BUS ENT WAT

ERBSVILLE KARTWAY see BUS ENT WAT

ERBSVILLE PINES see BUS ENT RMW

ERBSVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOL

ERDMAN, ALMA see CB KW

ERDMAN, PAUL see CB KW

ERDMAN, Reverend HORACE H. see CB KW

ERGONOMICS AT WORK see BUS ENT WAT

ERHARDT, JOSEPH see CB KW

ERIC MARSLAND CO. see BUS ENT KIT

ERION, BRONWYN see CB KW

ERION, CHUCK see CB KW

ERISON, REGINALD JAMES see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

ERNA INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

ERNIE'S TOWING see BUS ENT KIT

ERNST & YOUNG see BUS ENT WAT

ERNST FAMILY

ERNST, CATHARINE NEE CAPLING see CB KW

ERNST, DR. DAVID S. see CB KW

ERNST, E. STANLEY see CB KW
ERNST, ELMA see CB KW
ERNST, GUSTAV G. see CB KW
ERNST, HENRY see CB KW
ERNST, JOHN see CB WATCO
ERNST, LAURA (WIFE OF FRED) NEE BERBERICH see CB KW
ERNST, MARY C. "MARIE" see CB KW
ERNST, PAUL see CB KW
ERNST, RHODA (nee MARSHALL) see CB KW
ERNST, RICHARD see CB KW
ERNST, SAMUEL R. see CB KW
ERNST'S MEN'S FURNISHINGS see STORES KIT
ERRANDS AND MORE see BUS ENT WAT
ERTEL, BOB see KITCHENER RANGERS
ERTEL, CARL J. see CB KW
ERTEL, GARY see CB KW
ERTEL, JOE
ERVIN, GRANT see CB KW
ERVIN, LOUISE
ERWIN, GRANT see CB KW
ESA (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
ESCH, FLORENCE see CB WATCO
ESHA-TECH see BUS ENT RMW
ESKIMO LAND TRADING COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

ESOLUTIONS GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

ESPECIALLY COFFEE see BUS ENT KIT

ESPERANTO CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ESSEX, JIM see CB WATCO

ESSON, JAMES

ESTACIO, JOHN see CB KW

ESTATE PLANNING COUNCIL OF WATERLOO-WELLINGTON see CLUBS KW (A-K)

ESTRADA CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

ETARCO see BUS ENT RMW

ETERNAL BODY ART see BUS ENT RMW

ETHEL'S LOUNGE, WATERLOO

ETHELLE SHOP LTD. see STORES KIT

ETHERINGTON, FRANK

ETHERTON, JACK see CB WATCO

ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE – ARMENIAN

ETHNIC GROUPS – CAMBRIDGE - CHINESE

ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE - FRENCH-CANADIAN

ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE – GENERAL

ETHNIC GROUPS – CAMBRIDGE - GERMAN

ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE – GREEK

ETHNIC GROUPS – CAMBRIDGE – MACEDONIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS – CAMBRIDGE - NEWFOUNDLAND
ETHNIC GROUPS – CAMBRIDGE - POLISH
ETHNIC GROUPS - CAMBRIDGE – PORTUGUESE
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - ARABIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - ASIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - CHINESE
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - CROATIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - CUBAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - EAST INDIANS
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - ESTONIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - GENERAL
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - GERMAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - GREEK
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - GUYANESE
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW – HUNGARIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS – KW - IRISH
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - ITALIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - POLISH
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW – PORTUGUESE
ETHNIC GROUPS – KW - SALVADORAN
ETHNIC GROUPS - KW – SCANDINAVIAN
ETHNIC GROUPS – KW - SERBIAN
see also KOSOVO

ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - UGANDAN

ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - UKRANIAN

ETHNIC GROUPS - KW - VIETNAMESE

EUCLID CHEMICAL CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

EULER, ELISABETH see CB KW

EULER, GORDON WILLIAM see CB KW

EULER, JANET E.(NEE WALLS) see CB KW

EULER, JOAN ELIZABETH see CB KW

EULER, ROBERT see CB KW

EULER, W.D.

EURO UNITED CORP see BUS ENT KIT

EURO-CAN MANUFACTURING INC. see BUS ENT RMW

EUROCLEAN CANADA INC.

EUROPA DESIGNS see STORES CAM

EUROPA KITCHENS & BATHS see BUS ENT KIT

EUROPE MEAT PACKERS see BUS ENT RMW

EUROPEAN ART RESTORATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

EUROPEAN BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW

EUROPEAN DELICATESSAN see STORES CAM

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE STUDIO see BUS ENT WAT

EVAN, LYLE see CB KW
EVANGEL UNITED MISSIONARY CHURCH, KITCHENER

EVANOFF’S CITY SHOE SHINE & HAT CLEANING PARLOR see BUS ENT KIT

EVANS, ANNE MARGARET

EVANS, ARETA see CB KW

EVANS, BETTY see CB KW

EVANS, BILL see CB KW

EVANS, CAMERON

EVANS, DAN see CB KW

EVANS, DORLAND (HUSBAND OF ANNE MARGARET) see CB KW

EVANS, DOROTHY see CB KW

EVANS, EDWARD see CB KW

EVANS, EDWARD WILLIAM see CB WATCO

EVANS, HOWARD see CB KW

EVANS, JOHN see CB KW

EVANS, LYLE STUART see CB KW

EVANS, MARGARET McLAREN see CB KW

EVANS, MARGARET see CB KW

EVANS, MAURICE see CB KW

EVANS, Mrs. HERB see CB WATCO

EVANS, NELDA NOREEN see CB KW

EVANS, ROBERT see CB KW

EVANS, RONALD see CB WATCO
EVANS, WALTER see CB KW

EVANS, WILLIAM see CB KW

EVENSTART

see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN

see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - KINDERGARTEN

EVENTIDE HOME, CAMBRIDGE see SALVATION ARMY – CAMBRIDGE

see also GALT HOSPITAL BUILDINGS

see also HOSPITALS - RMW

EVERAMERICA CORP see BUS ENT WAT

EVEREST, DOROTHY see CB KW

EVERETT, MICHAEL see CB KW

EVERETT’S BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

EVERGREEN CURIOS GIFT SHOP see STORES WAT

EVERGREENS MINI-MART see STORES KIT

EVERGREENS MOTOR HOTEL see HOTELS – KW (A-Z)

EVERS, LANCE see WRESTLING

EVERSHELD, RAYMOND

EVISION, FIONA see CB KW

EVP SOCIETY OF ONTARIO (EXTRASENSORY VALIDATION OF THE PARANORMAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO) see GHOSTS

EWALD, ELSIE

EWALD, NANCY (SARAH) NEE WIRSCHING see CB KW

EWALD, Reverend DENNIS see CB KW
EWERT, TREVOR see CB WATCO

EXACT SOFTWARE (CANADA) see BUS ENT RMW

EXCALIBUR BOOKS see STORES WAT

EXCALIBUR CROSSBOW INC. see BUS ENT RMW

EXCEL BEARINGS & INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT

EXCLUSIVE INTERIORS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

EXCLUSIVE WINDOWS see BUS ENT RMW

EXCLUSIVELY WOMEN’S FITNESS CENTRES see BUS ENT KIT

EXCURSIONS PLUS see BUS ENT RMW

EXECUTIVE CLEANERS see BELMONT CLEANERS AND TAILORS LTD. in BUS ENT KIT

EXECUTIVE DINNER CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

EXECUTIVE HOME SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

EXECUTIVE LIQUIDATORS see BUS ENT WAT

EXECUTIVE SUITE see BUS ENT KIT

EXCUWASH AUTO CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

EXOTIC SKIN SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

EXPERIENCE THE TRAVEL GAME INC. see BUS ENT WAT

EXPLORER FABRICATING INC. see BUS ENT RMW

EXPlosion - CAMBRIDGE see CAMBRIDGE - EXPlosion, 1997

EXPRESS YOURSELF FASHIONS see STORES KIT

EXPRESSIONS BY DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

EXPRESSIONS BY DSK see BUS ENT RMW
EXPRESSIONS CARD & GIFT SHOP see STORES WAT

EXPRESSIONS IN FRAMING see BUS ENT KIT

EXPRESSIONS ON WATER STREET see BUS ENT KIT

EXPRESSVU see BUS ENT RMW

EXPRESSWAY FORD

EXQUISITE CLEANERS see BUS ENT KIT

EXTEND COMMUNICATIONS

EXTEND-A-FAMILY

EXTENSION see BUS ENT WAT

EXTERIOR CREATION see BUS ENT RMW

EXTERMINATOR PEST CONTROL see BUS ENT RMW

EYDT, (WIFE OF PAUL) see CB KW

EYDT, GEORGE see CB WATCO

EYDT, PAUL see CB KW

EYE IN THE SKY see STORES KIT

EYELEVEL ADVERTISING see BUS ENT WAT

EYELIGHT INC. see BUS ENT KIT

EYEWEAR BOUTIQUE see STORES WAT
F

F & G APPLIANCES see STORES KIT

F J BULK SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

F M AUDIO VIDEO see BUS ENT RMW

F. J. BROWN & SON see BUS ENT RMW

fab (favourite accessory boutique) see TWICE IS NICE

FABI, JOHN see CB KW

FABRIC GIRLS see STORES WAT

FABRIC PLUS see BUS ENT RMW

FABULOUS FINDS see STORES KIT

FACE & FIGURE CLINIC see BUS ENT WAT

FACEY, DULCIE see CB KW

FACKOURY BUILDING SUPPLIES see STORES WAT

FACKOURY, SAMUEL see CB KW

FACLAIRIS, PANAGIOTIS “PETER” see CB KW

FACTORY AND TRADE WASTE – RMW

see also HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

see also SCHNEIDER, J.M. LTD.

FACTORY OUTLETs see WAREHOUSE OUTLETS - KW & REGION

FACTORY OVERLOAD see BUS ENT RMW

FACTORY SHOE see STORES KIT

FAD HAIR STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW
FAHEL, SHAWKY see CB KW

FAHRENKOPF, GERARD see CB KW

FAHRENKOPF, HERBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

FAICHNEY, LESLIE & KAY see CB KW

FAILTE IRISH PUB see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

FAIR SHARE HARVEST PROGRAM see AGRICULTURE - RMW

FAIR TIMES CHARTERS see BUS ENT RMW

FAIRFIELD, LAURA see TRAILS – RMW

FAIRGRIEVE, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

FAIRLAWN SOD NURSERIES see BUS ENT RMW

FAIRLESS, TED see CB WATCO

FAIRS - KW see FAIRS – RMW

FAIRS - RMW

FAIRVIEW MENNONITE HOME

FAIRVIEW PARK MALL, KITCHENER

FAIRWAY GROUP

FAIRWAY LUMBER see BUS ENT RMW

FAIRWAY PRESS see BUS ENT KIT

FAIRWEATHER CO. see STORES KIT

FAIRY ROSE see BUS ENT WAT

FAIST, BEATRICE GWENDOLYN see CB WATCO

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
FAITH MISSIONARY CHURCH, KITCHENER

FAITHLIFE FINANCIAL see LUTHERAN LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

FAKESPACE SYSTEMS

FALAGITIS, ALEX see CB KW

FALCIONI ORIGINALS see BUS ENT WAT

FALCON INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT KIT

FALCONER, SHAWN (LEADING SEAMAN) see ARMED FORCES

FALK, DAVID see CB KW

FALKINER FAMILY see CB WATCO

FALKINER, LANCE & RAY see BUS ENT RMW

FALLDING, MARGARET see CB KW

FALLINGSTAR FILMS see BUS ENT RMW

FALLON, BERTHA see CB WATCO

FALLOWS, RACHEL see CB WATCO

FAMILIES & SCHOOLS TOGETHER see SOCIAL SERVICES

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES – RMW

see also ADOPTION

see also FAMILY VIOLENCE

see also FOSTER HOMES

see also CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY (articles pre-1978)

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES - RMW - BUILDINGS
FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES - RMW - FINANCES

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES - RMW - STAFF

FAMILY CRISIS SHELTER, CAMBRIDGE

FAMILY FINDERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

FAMILY FITNESS see BUS ENT KIT

FAMILY FITNESS SUPER CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

FAMILY III SHOES see STORES KIT

FAMILY PIZZA see BUS ENT RMW

FAMILY TACKLE see BUS ENT RMW

FAMILY VIOLENCE

FAN DYNAMICS see BUS ENT RMW

FANCY, JANE see CB KW

FANELLI, BEN see CB KW

FANJOY, ANNA see CB KW

FANTASIA FOODS & FEASTS see BUS ENT WAT

FANTASTIC SAM'S see BUS ENT KIT

FANTASY BALLOONS

FANTASY BRIDALS see BUS ENT RMW

FANTASY SKI PROMOTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

FARAH'S see BUS ENT KIT

FARDELLA, FRANCIS see CB KW

FARIA, MIGUEL see CB WATCO
FARKAS, ANNA (WIFE OF CHARLIE) see CB KW

FARKAS, CAROL see CB KW

FARKAS, CHARLES

FARM CREDIT CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

FARM PANTRY see BUS ENT RMW

FARM TEC SERVICES see CANADIAN FARM TEC SYSTEMS in BUS ENT WAT

FARMAND ORIENTAL RUGS INC.

FARMARKET

FARMARKET see BUS ENT RMW

FARMERS' EUCHRE CLUB

FARMER'S RAG MARKET COUNTRY STORE see STORES KIT

FARMER-SCHWARTZ, RITA see CB KW

FARNAN, MIKE

FARNHAM, C.C. see CB KW

FARNHAM, DON see CB KW

FARNHAM, DONALD see CB KW

FARNHAM, ROGER see CB KW

FARQUHAR, JENNIFER see AUTHORS – RMW, 1995-

FARR, DARREN see CB WATCO

FARRARO, PEPPE see CB WATCO

FARRELL, JUDI see CB KW (with PEREIRA, EDDIE)

FARRIS, LESLIE CHARLES see CB WATCO
FARRIS, MARGARET (PEGGY) see CB WATCO
FARUZI, EDWARD see CB WATCO
FARVOLDEN, Dr. ROBERT
FARWELL, (REV.) MURRAY C. see CB KW
FARWELL, DOROTHY R. NEE REIDEL see CB KW
FARWELL, JOHN F. see CB WATCO
FARWELL, LUANNE see CB KW
FARWELL, MIKE see CB KW
FARWELL, ROGER see CB WATCO
FASAN BROTHERS PLUMBING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
FASCO MOTORS LTD.
FASHION HISTORY MUSEUM see MUSEUMS – KW & DISTRICT
FASHION PARLOUR see STORES KIT
FASHION SCREEN PRINT see BUS ENT RMW
FASHION STOP see STORES WAT
FASHIONED IRON (ONTARIO) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
FASHIONS BY TINISHA see STORES CAM
FASHIONS LIKE NEW see STORES CAM
FASKEN, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
FAST EDDIES RESTAURANT
FAST FORWARD see STORES WAT
FAST, DEBORAH see MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
FASTBREAKS

FASTENAL COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

FAT ANGEL

FATHERS FOR JUSTICE

FATHERS, DANIEL see CB WATCO

FAULCAN MATERIALS HANDLING INC. see BUS ENT RMW

FAULTLESS-DOERNER see DOERNER PRODUCTS CO. LTD.

FAUS FAMILY see CB WATCO

FAUS, MARK see CB WATCO

FAW, WARREN WORDWORTH see CB WATCO

FAWCETT METAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

FAXCESSORIES see BUS ENT WAT

FAYETTE, JOHN FREDERICK AUGUSTUS see CB KW

FAYGEL, SUSAN see CB KW

FAYGEL, YURI (HUSBAND OF SUSAN) see CB KW

FBN MULTIMEDIA see BUS ENT KIT

FEARNALL, JEFF

FEASBY, SARAH H. (Mrs. JOHN H.) see CB WATCO

FEAVER, JANET (Nee KOEHLER) see CB KW

FEDDE’S DUTCH KITCHEN see BUS ENT RMW

FEDERAL-MOGUL FRICTION PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

FEDORA, LESLEY
FEDY, (FATHER) CHARLES see CB KW
FEDY, ALEXANDRA see CB KW
FEDY, CAROLYN see CB KW
FEDY, MARGUERITE (WIFE OF CYRIL) NEE WALSH see CB KW
FEDY, PHILIP see CB KW
FEED STORE, THE see STORES CAM
FEEHAN, MARION (WIFE OF JOHN) see CB KW
FEELINGS FROM THE HEART see BUS ENT RMW
FEENEY, GERALD & LORIE see CB KW
FEENEY, HARRY see CB KW
FEENEY, MARTIN see CB WATCO
FEHDERAU, HAROLD see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, CORNELIUS see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, EDWARD see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, EUGENE see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, JOHANNA see CB WATCO
FEHREN BACH, JOHN see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, JOSEPH E.
FEHREN BACH, MARGARET ANN see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, MARIE see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, MATHIAS see CB WATCO
FEHREN BACH, MICHAEL see CB KW
FEHREN BACH, PAUL see CB KW
FEHRENBACH, PETER see CB KW

FEHRENBACH, ROBERT (BOB) see CB WATCO
FEHRENBACH, SARAH see CB KW

FEICHT, RAY see BUS ENT RMW

FEICK, AILEEN see CB KW

FEICK, ALISA S. see CB WATCO

FEICK, DORIS see CB KW

FEICK, EDWARD see CB KW

FEICK, HENRY see CB KW

FEICK, HERB see CB KW

FEICK, JAMES see CB KW

FEICK, JENNY see CB KW

FEICK, LENA see CB WATCO

FEICK, MORGAN see CB KW

FELBER, MICHAEL

FELICITY’S NIGHT CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

HARRY FELKA WOOD PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

FELKER, VIRGINIA see CB WATCO

FELLOW LIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (WATERLOO)

FELLOWSHIP CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

FEMININE KEY OF FASHION see STORES KIT

FENCING

FENNER, CAROLINE see CB WATCO
FENNER, JACOB see CB KW

FENTON, SHARON LYNN see CB KW

FERBER, CARMEN & OTTO

FERGUSON, ANGUS see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, FRANK A. see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, GARY

FERGUSON, GRACE IRENE see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, GRAEME see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

FERGUSON, KATHY see CB KW

FERGUSON, KELLY ANNE see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, LEO see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

FERGUSON, MARY see CB KW

FERGUSON, Mrs. DAVE see CB KW

FERGUSON, PETER T. see CB KW

FERGUSON, Reverend GORDON see CB KW

FERGUSON, ROBERT H. see CB KW

FERGUSON, SARAH see CB WATCO

FERGUSON, TOMMY see CB KW

FERGUSON, WENDY see CB KW

FERGUSON, WILL

FERGUSSON, ANNA (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE HYMMEN see CB KW
FERGUSSON, ED
FERGUSSON, MYRA EVELYN see CB KW
FERNANDO see BUS ENT KIT
FERRIE BROTHERS see CB WATCO
FERRIER, JIM see CB WATCO
FERRIS-BEARSE, DOLORES see CB KW
FEWKES, GERALD (JERRY) WILLIAM see CB WATCO
FEWSTER, CATHERINE (WIFE OF ROBERT) see CB KW
FIBRE FEATS see STORES CAM
FIBRES see BUS ENT KIT
FIBRETECH TELECOMMUNICATIONS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
FIBROSITIS/FIBROMYALGIA SUPPORT GROUP
FIDDLE & FIRKIN see BUS ENT RMW
FIDDLEHEADS see BUS ENT KIT
FIEDERLEIN FOOD MARKET
FIEDERLEIN, ALBERT & IDELLA
FIEDERLEIN, AUDREY see CB WATCO
FIEDLER'S MEATS see STORES KIT
FIELD CROPS
see also names of crops, eg. CORN
FIELD HOCKEY
FIELD OF DREAMS EQUESTRIAN CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
FIELD, ELLEN see CB KW

FIELDING, RICK see MUSIC, INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

FIELDS, SCOTT see CB WATCO

FIETJE, KOOS see CB WATCO

FIFE, MARY (MARTIN) see CB KW

FIFTIES RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A - Z)

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

54TH LIGHT ANTI-AIRCRAFT REGIMENT

55 PLUS

FIGHTERTOWN INC. see BUS ENT KIT

FILSINGER, ELMER see CB KW

FILSINGER, FRED E. see CB KW

FILSINGER, RUTH MARIE (NEE WEBER) see CB WATCO

FILTER CRAFT MODEL see STORES KIT


FINANCE - NORTH DUMFRIES


FINANCE - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

FINANCE - WELLESLEY

FINANCE - WILMOT

FINANCE - WOOLWICH
FINANCIAL FUSION see BUS ENT WAT
FINCH, AMANDA see CB KW
FINCK, GEORGE H. see CB KW
FINCK, GORDON see CB KW
FINCK, IRWIN see CB KW
FINCK, WILFRED see CB KW
FINDERS see BUS ENT KIT
FINDLAY, AL see CB WATCO
FINDLAY, NELS see CB WATCO
FINDLAY, PETER see CB KW
FINE DETAILS see BUS ENT RMW
FINE LINE GAS FIREPLACES see BUS ENT WAT
FINE MEN'S WEAR see STORES KIT
FINE, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
FINLAYSON, CHANEL see SPEED SKATING
FINLAYSON, MURIEL see CB WATCO
FINLEY, GRACE see CB KW
FINLINE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT WAT
FINLINE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
FINN, FELICITY
FINN, HEATHER see CB WATCO
FINN, JOHN R. see CB KW
FINNEN, ANDREA see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)
FINNEY, BERNARD see CB KW
FINNEY, GRACE (WIFE OF BERNARD) NEE KARN see CB KW
FINNEY, JOY see CB WATCO
FINNIGAN'S TONGUE see ROCK GROUPS - WAR WAGON
FIORAVANTI, ANNE see DEAF
FIRE DEPARTMENT - CAMBRIDGE - TO 1979; 1980s; 1990-1993; 1994-1996; 1997-
FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER - 1987 CHEMICAL FIRE
FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER - CALENDAR
FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER - DEATHS (KIESWETTER, CHARLES)
FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER - HIRING POLICY
FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER 1950's, 1960's, 1970's, 1980's, 1990's, 2000-
see also FIRES - KITCHENER, ON
FIRE DEPARTMENT - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
see also FIRES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
FIRE HALL MUSEUM AND EDUCATION CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS,
GALT
FIRE PROTECTION - NORTH DUMFRIES
FIRE PROTECTION - RMW
FIRE PROTECTION - RMW - UNIVERSAL GRID SYSTEM
FIRE PROTECTION - WELLESLEY
FIRE PROTECTION - WILMOT
FIRE PROTECTION - WOOLWICH
FIREARMS REGISTRY - RMW
FIRES - KITCHENER - 1996 - LEANNE DOMBROSKIE

FIRES - KITCHENER - 1998 - CHERYL ANN COULAS


see also FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER

FIRES - RMW - 1998 - REGINALD TIPPIN


FIRES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

see also FIRE DEPARTMENT - WATERLOO

FIRESTONE STORE see STORES KIT

FIRESTONE TIRE see STORES WAT

FIREWORKS TRADING CO. see BUS ENT RMW

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, WATERLOO

FIRST CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH, KITCHENER

FIRST CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH, WATERLOO

FIRST CLASS ACTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

FIRST CLASS LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

FIRST ECHO see BUS ENT KIT

FIRST GULF see WATERLOO CORE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

FIRST INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT WAT

FIRST MARATHON SECURITIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
FIRST MENNONITE CHURCH, KITCHENER

FIRST ST PAUL’S LUTHERAN CHUCH see WELLESLEY VILLAGE

FIRST UNITED CHURCH, GALT

FIRST UNITED CHURCH, WATERLOO

FIRST WATERLOO SCHOOLHOUSE see WATERLOO PARK SCHOOLHOUSE

FIRTH BROWN TOOLS CANADA

FIRTH, MARY see CB WATCO

FISCHER CANADA STAINLESS STEEL TUBING INC. see BUS ENT WAT

FISCHER, ANNA see CB WATCO

FISCHER, BETTY ANNE

FISCHER, BRIAN see CB WATCO

FISCHER, CHRISTINE see CB KW

FISCHER, EDGAR see CB WATCO

FISCHER, GEORGE see CB KW

FISCHER, HENRY JOHN see CB WATCO

FISCHER, J. RUBY see CB KW

FISCHER, JOHN ALBERT see CB WATCO

FISCHER, JOHN HOWARD see CB WATCO

FISCHER, LAVERN see CB KW

FISCHER, LOUISE P. see CB KW

FISCHER, MARK see CANCER, INDIVIDUALS

FISCHER, MONICA see CB KW
FISCHER, WILLIAM J. see CB KW

FISCHER'S FOOTWEAR see BUS ENT KIT

FISCHER'S MEN'S WEAR see BUS ENT RMW

FISH, JOHN DANIEL (DAN) see CB KW

FISHER BREAD COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

FISHER CONTROLS

FISHER MILLS, ONTARIO

FISHER, ALONZO see CB KW

FISHER, C. MILLER see CB KW

FISHER, DAN see FISH, JOHN DANIEL (DAN) in CB KW

FISHER, DANIEL (HUSBAND OF ELIZABETH) see CB KW

FISHER, EDGAR see CB KW

FISHER, EDWARD see CB KW

FISHER, ELIZABETH see CB KW

FISHER, GEORGE EDGAR see CB WATCO

FISHER, GERALDINE see CB KW

FISHER, HENRY see CB KW

FISHER, J.R. (FOSTER PARENTS OF BETTY ANNE) see CB KW

FISHER, JOHN B. see CB KW

FISHER, JOHN H. see CB KW

FISHER, JOY & BOB see CB KW

FISHER, KATHERINE see CB KW
FISHER, LAVERN see CB KW
FISHER, LEONARD P. see CB KW
FISHER, LISA see CB KW
FISHER, MABEL E. see CB KW
FISHER, MAHLON see CB WATCO
FISHER, MORGAN see CB WATCO
FISHER, PETER see CB KW
FISHER, ROBERT see CB KW
FISHER, ROD see CB WATCO
FISHER, SHIRLEY see CB KW
FISHER, TOM (LT. COL.) see CB WATCO
FISHER’S SUNOCO see BUS ENT RMW

FISHING

FISK, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
FISKEN, PHYLLIS see CB KW
FISKVATIN, PAT see CB KW

FITNESS CLASSICS see STORES WAT

FITTON, ELAINE (WIFE OF ARTHUR & DAUGHTER OF J.A. SMITH) see CB KW

FITZGERALD BROTHERS

FITZGERALD, CATHY see CB WATCO
FITZGERALD, JACK see CB KW
FITZGERALD, JOHN see CB KW
FITZGERALD, MAYELA see CB KW

FITZGERALD’S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A - Z)

FITZPATRICK, CAROLYN HUEHN see CB KW

FITZPATRICK, COLLEEN see CB KW

FITZPATRICK, JOHN R see CB KW

FITZPATRICK, MAY SUE see CB WATCO

FITZPATRICK, ROBERT see CB KW

FITZPATRICK, TIM & DOLORES see CB KW

FITZPATRICK, TOM see CB WATCO

FIVE COUNTIES ART ASSOCIATION

FIVE GREEN APPLES see STORES WAT

FIXTER, PAUL see CB KW

FLAG RAIDERS

FLAGS - CANADA - KITCHENER-WATERLOO

FLAGSTAFF MEN’S SHOPPE see BUS ENT WAT

FLAHERTY, MARJORIE “TERRY” see CB KW

FLAMBOURGH

FLAMING MOUSE PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

FLANAGAN FOOD SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

FLANAGAN, JOE see CB KW

FLANAGAN, ROSEMARY see CB KW

FLANNAGAN, RONALD see CB KW
FLANNERY, EDNA see CB KW
FLANNERY, JOHN see CB KW
FLANNERY, PAUL see CB KW
FLAPPIN IN THE WIND see BUS ENT RMW
FLASHPOINT PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT
FLATT, GERALD see CB KW
FLATT, Reverend ADAM see CB KW
FLAUAUS, EDWARD ERNST see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
FLAVOR LAND BEEF, KITCHENER
FLAVOURS GOURMET POPCORN see STORES KIT
FLEDER, NANCY see CB WATCO
FLEET, PETER see CB WATCO
FLEISCHMANN JEWELERS see BUS ENT WAT
FLEISCHMANN, PETER A. see CB KW
FLEMING GRAY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
FLEMING, ALICE E. see CB KW
FLEMING, DONALD see CB WATCO
FLEMING, FLORENCE see CB KW
FLEMING, JIM
FLEMING, LAURA see CB KW
FLEMING, LOIS see CB KW
FLEMING, RALPH A. see CB KW
FLEMING, ROBERT see CB KW
FLEMING, WILLIAM CLARENCE see CB KW
FLEMMING, ALEXANDER see CB KW
FLESH-EATING DISEASE
FLETCHER CHALLENGE see BUS ENT KIT
FLETCHER, AARON (AIR BLAQ) see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS
FLETCHER, ART see CB WATCO
FLETCHER, CARL
FLETCHER, ELIZABETH “BETTY” see CB KW
FLETCHER, JEAN see CB WATCO
FLETCHER, PAUL see CB WATCO
FLETCHER, WILLIAM see BLOODBANKS – PRIVATE
FLEURETTE, Sister BELLEMARE see CB WATCO
FLIGHT CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
FLINT, ENID see CB WATCO
FLITE CRAFT MODEL see STORES KIT
FLITE LINE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
FLOATING WISHES see BUS ENT WAT
FLOOD, BRADLEY see CB WATCO
FLOOD, BURT see CB WATCO
FLOOD, JIMMY see CB WATCO
FLOOD, JOHN see CB KW
FLOODS - GRAND RIVER WATERSHED - TO 1985, 1986-1999, 2000-
FLOODS - KW

see also FLOODS - GRAND RIVER WATERSHED

FLOORING & FLOORING see STORES KIT

FLORADALE

FLORADALE MENNONITE CHURCH

FLORADALE PUBLIC SCHOOL

FLORAL EMBLEM - RMW see JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT

FLORAL FLAIR & GIFTS, AYR see BUS ENT RMW

FLORESTA see BUS ENT RMW

FLORIDA TRAVEL & BUSINESS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

FLORSHEIM INC.

FLOWERLAND see STORES CAM

FLOWERS BY MICHELE see BUS ENT KIT

FLOWERS BY RON see STORES KIT

FLUIT, BERT see CB WATCO

FLUORIDE- KW

see also WATER SUPPLY - RMW

FLYING DOG see BUS ENT WAT

FLYING JEWELS INC. see POWERS, JOHN

FLYNN, BETTY (WIFE OF JOE) see CB KW

FLYNN, GEORGE see CB KW

see also WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
FLYNN, JERRY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

FLYNN, JOE

FLYNN, LILLIAN (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE HILLIARD see CB KW

FLYNN, PATRICK see LAWYERS

FMF METAL FABRICATION see BUS ENT KIT

FOCUS AUTOMATION SYSTEMS INC.

FOCUS FOR ETHNIC WOMEN

FOCUS GISPRO see BUS ENT RMW

FOCUS VIDEO DISTRIBUTION see BUS ENT KIT

FOELL (A.H.) & COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT

FOELL, BARBARA see CB KW

FOGARTY, CHARLES see CB WATCO

FOKES, ETHEL see CB KW

FOLK ART

FOLLETT, MICHAEL see CB KW

FOLLIOOTT, KAY see CB WATCO

FOLSETTER, JOHN R see CB WATCO

FONTES REAL ESTATE see BUS ENT RMW

FONTYN, CAREY see HUMANE SOCIETY – KW – 2000

FOOD ALLERGY

FOOD BASICS see STORES CAM

FOOD CITY see STORES CAM
FOOD CO-OP see CAMBRIDGE COMMUNITY FOOD CO-OP

FOOD CO-OPERATIVE - KW see SMALL PLANET FOOD CO-OP

FOOD PRICES - KW

FOOD SHELTER


FOODLAND see STORES CAM

FOODLINK WATERLOO REGION see AGRICULTURE - RMW

FOOT FOUNDATIONS see BRUBACHER CUSTOM SHOE

FOOT, ALBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

FOOT, WILFRED (BOB) see CB KW

FOOTBALL - KW - HIGH SCHOOL

see also ATHLETES - KW

FOOTBALL - KW - UNIVERSITY 1997 -

FOOTBALL - KW - UNIVERSITY to 1996

FOOTBALL - RMW - GENERAL

FOOTE, SUSAN see CB KW

FOOTWORKS see BUS ENT WAT

FORAN, GARY see CB WATCO

FORBES HOBBIES see STORES CAM

FORBES MOTORS LTD.

FORBES, (GEORGE) ALEXANDER (Hespeler/Cambridge) see CB WATCO

FORBES, ALEXANDER S. (Winterbourne; d. 1936) see CB WATCO
FORBES, BARBARA J. see CB KW

FORBES, G.P. see CB KW

FORBES, GEORGE D. see CB WATCO

FORBES, JOHN (JACK) see FORBES MOTORS LTD.

FORBES, PEG see CB KW

FORBES, PHYLLIS (WIFE OF RALPH A.) DAUGHTER OF J.A. SMITH see CB KW

FORBES, RALPH A. see CB KW

FORD FAMILY see CB WATCO

FORD, MILFORD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

FORDE STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

FORDE, IAN see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)

FORDE, LAURA see CB KW

FORDE, PATRICK see CB KW

FORDE, VELMA see CB WATCO

FORDEN, JEAN (WIFE OF H.G.) see CB KW

FOREIGN POPULATION - KW see ETHNIC GROUPS - KW

FOREMAN, VELMA see CB WATCO

FOREST ECOLOGY - RMW

FOREST GLEN PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEW HAMBURG

FOREST GLEN SHOPPING PLAZA

FOREST HEIGHTS COLLEGIATE

FOREST HILL GARDENS (former home of Rumpel family (of Rumpel Felt), later a restaurant and the Masonic Temple site of Cameron Heights Collegiate)
FOREST HILL PUBLIC SCHOOL

FOREST HILL UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

FOREST HILL VILLAGE MARKET see STORES KIT

FOREST SPECIALTIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

FOREST VIEW PENTACOSTAL ASSEMBLY, KITCHENER

FORESTS AND FORESTRY - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

FORGE AND ANVIL METAL STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

FORGET ME NOTS FLOWERS & GIFTS, ELMIRA & ST. JACOBS see BUS ENT RMW

FORGET ME NOTS, NEW HAMBURG see BUS ENT RMW

FORGET, PATRICK see CB WATCO

FORGRAVE, MIKE see CB KW

FORLER, AL see CB KW

FORLER, ALVIN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

FORLER, ANNE see CB KW

FORLER, C.E. see CB WATCO

FORLER, GERALD “GERRY” see CB WATCO

FORLER, LAVINA see CB WATCO

FORLER, MIKE see CB KW

FORLER, R.O. see CB KW

FORLER, SOPHIE see CB KW

FORMAN, JORDAN see HOCKEY – RMW

FORMS TODAY see BUS ENT WAT

FORMTECH INC. see BUS ENT RMW
FORWELL'S COUNTRY MEAT MARKET see BUS ENT WAT

FORWELL'S LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

FOSECO MORVAL see BUS ENT KIT

FOSTER HOMES

FOSTER, BROCK see CB KW

FOSTER, BRYAN see CB KW

FOSTER, CONSTANCE see CB KW

FOSTER, Dr. PETER see CB WATCO

FOSTER, GLEN see CB WATCO

FOSTER, JOHN see CB WATCO

FOSTER, MARGARET see CB KW

FOSTER, THOMAS see CB KW

FOSTER, VICTOR HENRY FRANCIS see CB KW

FOSTER, WILLIAM M. see CB WATCO

FOTHERINGHAM, CHARLES see CB KW

FOTHERINGHAM, DULCIE see CB WATCO

FOTHERINGHAM, EVERETT see CB KW

FOTI GALLERIES

FOUCAULT, NORM see CB KW

FOUNTAIN FLOWER SHOP see STORES KIT

FOUNTAIN OF MEMORIES see ELMIRA, ONTARIO

404/ROTARY ADULT CENTRE
4-H CLUB

FOUR POINTS HOTEL

FOUR RASCALS see BUS ENT RMW

FOUR SEASONS CANDLE SHOPPE see STORES KIT

FOUR SEASONS SUN ROOM see BUS ENT WAT

FOUR STAR ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT

FOURNIER, EUGENE see CB WATCO

FOURWAY AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT RMW

48TH FIELD SQUADRON, ROYAL CANADIAN ENGINEERS

FOWLER, BILL see CB WATCO

FOWLER, HELEN see CB WATCO

FOWLER, MELVIN GRANT see CB KW

FOWLER, STANLEY EDWARD RICHARD see CB KW

FOWLER, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

FOWLIE, JOHN ALBERT see CB WATCO

FOX & PHEASANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A – Z)

FOX, BOB see CB WATCO

FOX, DESIREE see CB WATCO

FOX, ERIN see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

FOX, FRANKLIN see CB KW

FOX, RHONDA see CB KW

FOX, ROB AND SUE see CB WATCO
FOX, WALTER see CB KW

FOXWOOD GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

FRAKTUR

FRAME NECKWEAR CO. LTD.

FRAMES PLUS see STORES KIT

FRAMING + ART see STORES CAM

see also STORES WAS

FRAMING EXPERIENCE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

FRANCIS, AARON see BLACKS - RMW
FRANCIS, BRIAN see CB KW

FRANCIS, CATHERINE see CB KW

FRANCIS, GEORGE see CB KW

FRANCIS, HERBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

FRANCIS, RON see CB KW

FRANCOIS, ROLAND see CB KW

FRANEY, EDYTHE (WIFE OF A.L.) NEE LACKIE (J.S.) see CB KW

FRANK ANTHONY DANIEL SALON see BUS ENT RMW

FRANK DOERNER & SONS see DOERNER PRODUCTS CO. LTD.

FRANK UDVARI FITNESS CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

FRANK, LORRAINE (WIFE OF HAROLD) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW

FRANKE, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

FRANKLAND, PETER CHARLES ARTHUR see CB KW

FRANKLIN (JOHN) LTD. AUTO SERVICE CLUB see BUS ENT WAT
FRANKLIN AVENUE SCHOOL
FRANKLIN COVEY see BUS ENT RMW
FRANKLIN GRAHAM CRUSADE, 1996
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING CO. (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
FRANKLIN STREET BRIDGE see HIGHWAY 7/8
FRANKLIN, HEATHER see CB WATCO
FRANKLIN, STEVE see CB WATCO
FRANKLIN, WALLY see CB KW
FRANKLIN, WILLIAM A. see CB KW
FRANKLIN'S PRINTING see STORES KIT
FRANKOVICH, MARIO see CB KW
FRANK'S JEWELLERS see STORES WAT
FRANK'S MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
FRANK'S MENS WEAR see STORES KIT
FRANKS, JOHN see CB WATCO
FRANKS, PHYLLIS see CB KW
FRANKS, ROY see CB KW
FRAN'S MASTECTOMY BOUTIQUE see STORES CAM
FRAPPIER, PAUL EMILE see CB KW
FRASER HARDWARE STORE see BUS ENT RMW
FRASER LOCK & SAFE CO. see STORES CAM
FRASER RESEARCH see BUS ENT WAT
FRASER, BARBARA see CB KW
FRASER, DON see CB KW
FRASER, DONALD see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY
FRASER, GORDON see DENTISTS
FRASER, IRIS see CB KW
FRASER, JACK see CB WATCO
FRASER, JOAN see CB KW
FRASER, KAREN
FRASER, MARGARET see CB WATCO
FRASER, MUNRO & HELEN see CB WATCO
FRASER, REID BERT see CB KW
FRASER, SCOTT see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)
FRATESI, JENNIFER see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)
FRATTACCI, GENEVIEVE (nee FIRETTO; Mrs. Joseph) see CB KW
FRAZER, BRUCE see CB WATCO
FREAKWEAR CLOTHING see BUS ENT KIT
FRED ASTAIRE DANCE STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT
FRED SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
FREDERICK MALL BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT KIT
FREDERICK STREET DEVELOPMENT
FREDERICK STREET INN see BED AND BREAKFAST

FREDERICK STREET PLAZA

FREDERICK TRANSPORT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

FREDERICK TRAVEL see BUS ENT WAT

FREDERICK TWIN CINEMAS see BUS ENT KIT

FREDERICK’S FAMILY RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

FREE FOOD AT CITY HALL see HOMELESSNESS

FREEDOM CORN ENERGY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

FREEDOM INTELLIGENCE see BUS ENT WAT

FREELAND, BRAD see CB KW

FREEMAN INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

FREEMAN, ANGIE see CB WATCO

FREEMAN, CLEASON see CB WATCO

FREEMAN, ELEANOR see CB KW

FREEMAN, JOHN see BUS ENT RMW

FREEMAN, LEONARD see CB WATCO

FREEMAN, SCOTT see CB WATCO

FREEMAN, WYNDHAM J. see BUS ENT KIT

FREEPORT BRIDGE see BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY

FREEPORT HEALTH CENTRE

see also GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION

FREEPORT HOSPITAL

FREEPORT SANATORIUM
FREEPORT, ONTARIO

FREER, EDWARD H (TED) see CB WATCO

FREEWAY FRIENDS see BUS ENT KIT

FREIBURGER HEATING & TINSMITHING see BUS ENT KIT

FREIBURGER, EDWARD see CB KW

FREIBURGER, JERRY see CB WATCO

FREIBURGER, JOSEPH see CB KW

FREIBURGER'S FOOD MARKET, ELMIRA

FREIHEIT, BRAD see CB KW

FREITAS, FRANK see CB KW

FREITAS, MANUEL see BUS ENT RMW

FREITAS, MANUEL see BUS ENT RMW

FRENCH BOOK STORE see STORES KIT

FRENCH IMMERSION (KW) see LANGUAGE & LANGUAGES - STUDY & TEACHING - KW

see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

FRENCH WITH FLAIR see BUS ENT WAT

FRENCH, ALICE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – FRENCH, ALICE

FRENCH, DEBRA LEE see CB KW

FRENCH, DORIS see CB WATCO

FRENETTE, SYBIL see CB KW

FRENZI HAIR see BUS ENT KIT

FRETWELL, Reverend BOB see CB WATCO
FRETZ, ALLIE see CB KW
FRETZ, Dr. BETTY see CB KW
FRETZ, ELGIN see CB KW
FRETZ, J. WINFIELD
FRETZ, JAN see ARTISTS - RMW
FRETZ’S OPTOMETRY see BUS ENT RMW
FREUND, ARTHUR
FREY BUILDING CONTRACTORS see BUS ENT RMW
FREY DRAINAGE CONTRACTORS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
FREY, MILLIE (FLOWERS) see BUS ENT RMW
FREY, MILLIE (FLOWERS) see BUS ENT RMW
FREY, PAUL
FRICKEY, KATHLEEN NEE RUEFFER see CB KW
FRICKEY, SANDRA see CB KW
FRICKEY, SANDRA see CB KW
FRICKEY, WALTER see CB KW
FRIDAY, WINSTON H. see CB KW
FRIEBURGER, Sister ROSE see ROSE, Sister M. see CB WATCO
FRIED FAMILY see CB WATCO
FRIED, BRIAN see CB WATCO
FRIED, SAM see CB WATCO
FRIEDMANN, FRANK
FRIEDMANN, MABEL see CB WATCO
FRIENDLY DISCOUNT DRUGS see STORES KIT

FRIENDLY PC GUY see BUS ENT WAT

FRIENDLY VISITING PROGRAM OF CAMBRIDGE see CLUBS KW (A-K)

FRIENDS IN OUR KITCHEN see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

FRIENDS OF CHARITY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

FRIENDS OF THE ENVIRONMENT FOUNDATION – see – CLUBS KW (A-K)

FRIENDS OF THE GRAND RIVER see GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

FRIENDS OF THE WILD see CLUBS KW (A-K)

FRIENDS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

FRIES, RUBY & RALPH see CB WATCO

FRIES, THELMA see CB KW

FRIESE STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

FRIESEN, BETH see CB KW

FRIESEN, GORDON ARTHUR see CB KW

FRIESEN, OLGA see CB KW

FRIESEN, REG see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS

FRIGIDAIRE

FRILLS BRIDAL see STORES KIT

FRIM, JOHN see CB KW

FRINK CANADA, CAMBRIDGE

FRITO LAY

FRITSCH FRAGRANCES see STORES KIT
FRITZ, DONALD see CB KW
FRITZ, EMIL see CB KW
FRITZ, MARINA & BRANDON see CANCER, INDIVIDUALS
FROCKS ‘N FABRICS see BUS ENT RMW
FROEHLICH, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO
FROESE, CHAMBERLAIN see CB KW
FROG & BOX TOY CO. see BUS ENT RMW
FROM, BILL see CB WATCO
FROM, DOUGLAS see CB WATCO
FROM, NORM see CB WATCO
FROMER, ANNE (MRS. IRVING HIME) see CB KW
FROMER, DAVID see CB KW
FROMER, LIZA see CB KW
FROMER, MARTHA see CB KW
FROMER, ROY see CB KW
FROMERS BAKERY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
FRONT PORCH see STORES WAT
FRONTIER DISTRIBUTION see BUS ENT RMW
FRONTLINE CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT KIT
FRONTLINE ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT see BUS ENT RMW
FROOME, ALEXANDRA PAVENEL & MIKE see CB KW
FROST, ELMER see CB KW
FROST, RICHARD JAMES see **CB WATCO**

FRUEHAUF TRAILER CO. OF CANADA LTD. see **BUS ENT KIT**

FRY, ROY G see **CB WATCO**

FRYE, HAROLD see **CB KW**

FRYER, KENNETH see **CB KW**

FRYER, RICHARD - SHOE SHINE see **BUS ENT WAT**

FRYER, SIMON see **MUSIC, INDIVIDUALS**

FRYFOGLE, JERRY see **CB KW**

FTD FLORISTS see **BUS ENT RMW**

FU, PAN QUIN see **CB KW**

FUDGE'S see **STORES WAT**

FUEL see **BUS ENT RMW**

FUENTES, ULISES see **CB KW**

FUENTES-GURIDI, IVETTE see **PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS**

FUERBACHER, JOHANN see **CB KW**

FUJA, CARL see **WORLD WAR 1939-1945**

FUKE, TOM see **ATHLETES KW (A-K)**

FULL CIRCLE FOODS see **BUS ENT KIT**

FULL GOSPEL BUSINESSMEN'S FELLOWSHIP see **CLUBS KW (A-K)**

FULLER, GEORGE ALBERT see **CB WATCO**

FULTON, WILLIAM JOHN see **CB WATCO**

FUNCHEK see **BUS ENT WAT**

FUNCKEN, Dr. L. see **CB KW**
FUNCKEN, LOUIS & EUGENE

FUNCRAFT VEHICLES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

FUNERALS

see also RATZ-BECHTEL in BUS ENT KIT

see also WESTMOUNT FUNERAL HOME AND CHAPEL in BUS ENT WAT

FUNK, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO

FUNK, DOUG see CB WATCO

FUNK, LEONI see CB KW

FURLONG, ELIZABETH ‘BETTY’ RUMIG (nee WALTER) see CB WATCO

FURLONG, FRANK see CB WATCO

FURLONG, TONY see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

FURNITURE AND MORE STORE see MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

FURNITURE CENTRE see STORES KIT

FURNITURE DIRECT see BUS ENT RMW

FURNITURE DOCK see BUS ENT RMW

FURONG, DANIEL I. (DANNY) see CB WATCO

FURS BY VALENTINI see STORES CAM

FURST MANUFACTURING

FURTMAIR AUTO SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

FURTNEY, ISAAC see CB WATCO

FUSRARI, UMBERTO

FUSCO, GAYLE see CB KW
FUSION-PEN see BUS ENT WAT
FUTHER BROS see BUS ENT RMW
FUTHER, EILEEN see CB WATCO
FUTHER, JEROME see CB KW
FUTHER, RON see CB WATCO
FUTHER, STEPHANIE see CB KW
FUTON FACTORY see STORES CAM
FUTON SHOP see BUS ENT WAT
FUTONS @ HOME see STORES KIT
FUTURE FORD see BUS ENT KIT
FUTURE RECOVERY see BUS ENT RMW
FUTURE SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION - KW CHAPTER see CLUBS KW (A-K)
FUTURE SHOP see STORES KIT
FUTUREKIDS see BUS ENT KIT
FUTURES COMMITTEE, WATERLOO
FWD CORPORATION
FYCK, DENNIS see CB KW
FYFE REPORT see REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO
see also KITCHENER AND WATERLOO
FYFE, ANTHONY “ED” see CB KW
FYFIELD MANOR see BUS ENT RMW
FYRE PLACE see BUS ENT KIT
G

G & A LOCK SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT
G & A MASONRY see BUS ENT KIT

see also INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

G & K SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
G & M AUCTION see BUS ENT WAT
G & T BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT WAT
G & W MACHINE see BUS ENT WAT

G. CHOLAKIAN (SHOEMAKER) see BUS ENT RMW
G. M. DOOR PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
G. W. WOODCRAFT see BUS ENT RMW
G.E.W. MILLWRIGHTING & FABRICATION see BUS ENT RMW

G/A (GINGRICH) AUTO REPAIR CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

GST

GABEL, BRUCE A. see CB WATCO
GABRIEL, ELIZABETH see CB KW
GACH, MANYANG (LUKE) see REFUGEES
GAEDE, AUDREY EILEEN see CB WATCO
GAEDE, EVELINE see CB KW
GAEDE, ROBERT (BOB) see CB WATCO

GAGE, FRANCES

GAGE, MARK see- GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY – RMW PARKHILL DAM

GAGNE, HELEN see CB KW
GAGNE, TRISHA see CB WATCO
GAHAGAN, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GAIDIES, MARY ANNA (nee HAGEDORN) see CB WATCO
GAIL WILSON BOOKSELLER see STORES KIT
GAILOR, HARRY E see CB KW
GAIL'S FABRICS & CRAFTS see STORES CAM
GAINERS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
GAISOR, JORDEN see CB WATCO
GALANTAI, ANDRUS see CB KW
GALAXY AUTO SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
GALAXY CINEMAS
GALAXY FACTORY OUTLET LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GALBRAITH, DAVE see CB KW
GALBRAITH, JEFF ALLAN see CB KW
GALE CEMETERIES see MILICENT MILROY in CB WATCO
GALE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, ELMIRA
GALL, CARL see CB KW
GALLACHER, EWAN see CB KW
GALLACHER, ALVIN (AL) R. J see CB KW
GALLACHER, MARION WHATMOUGH WOODWARD see CB KW
GALLACHER, WALTER see CB WATCO
GALLACHER, WILLIAM K. see CB WATCO
GALLANT CUSTOM LABORATORIES see BUS ENT RMW
GALLEANI, MILENA see CB KW
GALLEANI, OLIMPIO see CB KW
GALLERNO, KORTNEY see CB WATCO
GALLERY 12 PICTURE FRAMING WORLD see BUS ENT WAT
GALLERY 127
GALLERY ELLIPSIS
GALLERY IRIS
GALLERY ON THE GRAND see BUS ENT WAT
GALLERY SIX-SIX-SIX see STORES CAM
GALLEY, THOMAS C. see CB WATCO
GALLINGER, DON
GALLOPING GOOCHES see BUS ENT RMW
GALLOWAY, DORA see CB KW
GALLOWAY, JOHN T. see CB KW
GALLOWAY, LESLIE A. see CB KW
GALLOWAY, ROBERT see CB KW
GALLOWAY, TOM
GALT - CITY HALL - BUILDING
GALT - DEVELOPMENT
GALT - HISTORY
GALT - POLITICS
GALT AIRCRAFT SCHOOL
GALT ARENA
GALT ARMOURY see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT
GALT ART METAL CO. see BUS ENT RMW
GALT ART SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GALT BRITISH FORGE CO. see BUS ENT RMW

GALT BURNS CLUB

GALT CAMERA CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GALT CAR COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
GALT CHRYSLER DODGE see BUS ENT RMW

GALT COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE AND VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

GALT CONCRETE see BUS ENT RMW

GALT COUNTRY CLUB

GALT DEBENTURES

GALT DISPLAY RACK CO. see BUS ENT RMW

GALT ENERGY SYSTEMS LTD.

GALT FALL FAIR see CAMBRIDGE FALL FAIR

GALT FOOTBALL CLUB see GALT – HISTORY

GALT FURNITURE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GALT GAS COMPANY see CONDOMINIUMS

GALT GOLDEN HARMONICA BAND see MUSICAL GROUPS

GALT HOSPITAL BUILDINGS

   see also SALVATION ARMY – CAMBRIDGE

   for information on Galt Hospital see HOSPITALS - RMW

GALT KILTIE BAND

GALT KNITTING COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

   see also TIGER BRAND KNITTING CO.

GALT LITTLE THEATRE
GALT LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE see BUS ENT RMW
GALT METAL INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GALT NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB see CAMBRIDGE NEWFOUNDLAND CLUB
GALT PUBLIC LIBRARY
    see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT
GALT RECYCLE SPORTS see BUS ENT RMW
GALT RIDGE
GALT SHOE MANUFACTURING CO. see BUS ENT RMW
GALT SPORTSMEN'S CLUB
GALT STEEL REFRIGERATOR CO. see BUS ENT RMW
GALT TESTING LABORATORIES see BUS ENT RMW
    see also BODYCOTE GALT MATERIALS TESTING LTD.
GALT TILE see BUS ENT RMW
GALT VIEW RESTAURANT
GALT WOOD TOOL see BUS ENT RMW
GALT WOOLLEN MILL BUILDING
GALT, ALEXANDER TILLOCH
GALT, JOHN see CB WATCO
GALT, ONTARIO
GALT, PRESTON & HESPELER STREET RAILWAY see RAPID TRANSIT - RMW
GALTACO INC.
GALT-CANADIAN WOODWORKING MACHINERY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GALVAO, ERNESTO see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS
GAMBLE, MARK see CB WATCO
GAMBLE’S TAVERN see BUS ENT RMW

GAMBLING

see also CHARITY CASINOS

GAMBLING, EDWARD ALBERT see CB WATCO

GAME WORLD see STORES CAM

GAMES

see also MARSHALL, SCOTT

GAMESTER-BROWN ADVERTISING see BUS ENT RMW

GAMMON, SARAH see CB KW

GANEXXA see STORES CAM

Gangs see YOUTH - GANAS

GARAGE SALES - KW

GARBAGE AS FUEL see REFUSE AS FUEL

GARBAGE see HEADINGS BEGINNING WITH WORDS: REFUSE or WASTE

GARCIA, JOE see CB WATCO

GARDEN GATE see BUS ENT RMW

GARDEN RETREAT LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW

GARDEN, CLARENCE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

GARDENING

see also names of horticultural societies

see also COMMUNITIES IN BLOOM

GARDINER GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

GARDINER, F.G. see CB KW

GARDINER, Reverend KENT H. see CB WATCO
GARDNER, CHARLES KEITH see CB KW
GARDNER, ERIC see CB KW
GARDNER, GILBERT BLAKELY see CB KW
GARDNER, JAMES
GARDNER, JOEL BARRY see CB KW
GARDNER, LUella ILENE NEE MARTIN see CB KW
GARDNER, MARGARET ELIZABETH (Liz) see CB KW
GARDNER, NORMAN TUCKER see CB KW
GARDNER, RICK see CB KW
GARDNER, ROBERT see CB KW
GARDY INTERIORS see BUS ENT WAT
GARFIELD GLOVE CO. see BUS ENT WAT
GARGOYLES & WINDCOCKS see BUS ENT WAT
GARLAND, RUTH see CB KW
GARLICK, BRENDT
GARNER, EILEEN see CB KW
GARNER, LLOYD see CB KW
GARNER, MARK see CB KW
GARNER, MICKY see CB KW
GARNER, SAMUEL see CB KW
GARNETT, ANDY see WEIGHT LIFTING
GAROFALO, MARY see CB WATCO
GARRAMORE, GLENNa see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
GARRAWAY, JAMES SANDERSON see CB WATCO
GARRETT, HERB see CB KW
GARRETT, LAURA see CB WATCO
GARRETT, MARGARET see CB KW
GARRIDO, ROSA see CB KW
GARROD, GORDON see CB WATCO
GARTNER STEEL see BUS ENT RMW
GARTNER, STEVE see CB KW
GARTUNG, EDGAR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
GARVIN, AMELIA BEERS WARNOCK see HALE, KATHERINE
GARY DUNN PERSONAL AUTO SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
GARY’S CUSTOM MARINE see BUS ENT RMW
GAS STATION TV see TIMELINE MEDIA CORP in BUS ENT KIT

GASCHO MOTORS
GASCHO, CARL see CB KW
GASCHO, DORIS (nee GINGRICH) see CB KW
GASCHO, EMMANUEL see CB KW
GASCHO, ESTHER (WIFE OF CARL) NEE BINGEMAN see CB KW
GASCHO, JOHN & LYDIA see CB WATCO
GASCHO, ROY see CB KW
GASCHO, RUTH see CB WATCO
GASKELL, IAN see CB KW
GASKELL, JOAN see CB KW
GASKELL, RODGER see CB KW
GASOLINE PRICE WAR - KW see AUTOMOBILES - KW
GASSIM, SADIA see CB KW
GASTON, JAMES see CB WATCO
GATEMAN-MILLOY INC.
GATES, CRAIG see CB WATCO
GATEWAY CAMBRIDGE see CAMBRIDGE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GATHERING PLACE see BUS ENT KIT
GATTERBAUER, ALFRED see CB KW
GATTERBAUER, MARGIT
GAUDET, JACKIE see CB KW
GAUDET, LINDA see CB WATCO
GAUDET, LINDA see JONES, CHARMAINE in CB KW
GAUDUN, AMY see CB KW
GAUKEL FAMILY
GAUKEL, FREDERICK see GAUKEL FAMILY
GAUKEL, GEORGE see CB KW
GAUKEL, HENRY see CB KW
GAUKEL, LEVI see CB KW
GAUTAM, RISHI see CB WATCO
GAUVEREAU, CHARLES JOSEPH see CB KW
GAWTHORN, KEN see CB KW
GAY LEA
GAY, EDITHE see CB KW
GAY, MARY ELIZABETH see CB KW
GAYFER, Dr. JAMES
GAYNOR, JOHN see CB WATCO

GAZZOLA, JOHN

see also ELECTIONS - KITCHENER

GBG INC. see GLOBAL BEVERAGE GROUP

GEARCRAFT MACHINE CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

GEARS AND GRILLS see STORES CAM

GEDCKE, CAROL see CB WATCO

GEDDES, LORNA see CB KW

GEDDES, ROBERT see CB WATCO

GEDDES, ROGER see CB KW

GEE, DAVID see CB WATCO

GEE, JOHN (JACK) SHERWOOD see CB WATCO

GEEK SQUAD see BUS ENT RMW

GEHIERE, GARY see BUS ENT RMW

GEHL, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

GEHL, MRS. RICHARD see CB WATCO

GEHL, Reverend HUBERT BERNARD see CB KW

GEHL, STEVE see CB KW

GEHMAN, JOHN B. see CB WATCO

GEIGER, EVELYN see CB WATCO

GEIGER, LORRAINE (WIFE OF OWEN) NEE LACHIE see CB KW

GEIGER, MARGUERITE see CB WATCO

GEIGER, OWEN see CB KW

GEIGER, RORA see CB KW
GEIGER, WILLIAM see CB KW
GEIL, DAVE see FIRE PROTECTION - WELLESLEY
GEIL, KATHLEEN see CB KW
GEISEL, CLAYTON see CB WATCO
GEISEL, KENNETH LLOYD see CB WATCO
GEISEL, WALTER see CB WATCO
GEISER, MOSES see CB KW
GELEYNSE, JOEL see CB KW
GELLATLY, BRUCE see CB KW
GELLATLY, GORDON FREDERICK see CB KW
GELLATLY, HAROLD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
GELLATLY, MARION (WIFE OF DOUGLAS) NEE ECKEL see CB KW
GELLATLY, REGINALD see CB KW
GELLNER, JOHN see CB KW
GEM SECURITY SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
GEMINI (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GEMINI BOOKS see BUS ENT RMW
GEMINI JETPACK see STORES WAT
GEMINI MOTORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GEMINI SCHOOL OF SELF IMPROVEMENT & MODELING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GEMMELL, GIB AND ANNE see CB WATCO
GEMMELL, MARY see CB WATCO
GEMS BY SNIDER see BUS ENT RMW
GENCOR FOODS see BUS ENT KIT
GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY see ONTARIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY – WATERLOO-WELLINGTON BRANCH

GENEALOGY

THE GENERAL (BRIDGEPORT) see GROFF, FRANK

GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP see CANADA BLOWER, CANADA PUMPS

GENERAL FOODS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

GENERAL INSTRUMENT OF CANADA LTD.

GENERAL MEAT see BUS ENT WAT

GENERAL OFFICE SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

GENERAL REFRIGERATION SALES & SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

GENERAL SPRING PRODUCTS

see also LEAR SIEGLER

GENERATION X VIDEO AND MEDIA see REGINA STREET COMMONS

GENERATIONS

GENEROUX, PAULA BLAKE see CB KW

GENESCO

GENISYS GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

GENTLEMEN’S BILLIARD LOUNGE see BUS ENT KIT

GEO. PATTINSON & CO. see BUS ENT RMW

GEOLOGY - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

GEOREF SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

GEORGE & ASMUSSEN LTD.

GEORGE DRESS FASHION see BUS ENT KIT

GEORGE GUENZLER & SONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

GEORGE H. JENNER PIANO SALES & SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
GEORGE HANCOCK TEXTILES

GEORGE J. LIPPERT COMPANY, KITCHENER

GEORGE LEWIS TATTOO ART see BUS ENT KIT

GEORGE PATTINSON CO. see BUS ENT RMW

GEORGE WHITNEY LTD. see WHITNEY & CO.

GEORGE, ANNE see CB KW

GEORGE, CHRIS see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

GEORGE, DALE see CB WATCO

GEORGE, EUGENE see CB KW

GEORGE, HUGH R. see CB KW

GEORGE, LAUREL see CB KW

GEORGE, MELISSA see CB KW

GERALDI, CHRIS see CB KW

GERARD, FRANCOIS see CB KW

GERBER, AISHA see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)

GERBER, CINDY (NEE PINDER) see CB WATCO

GERBER, JAMIE & KAREN see CB WATCO

GERBER, JOSEPH W. see CB WATCO

GERBER, LLOYD see CB WATCO

GERBRACHT, ELDEN & LORENE see CB KW

GERBRACHT, HARRY A. see CB KW

GERDA’S YARN & FABRICS see STORES WAT

GERDAU COURTICE STEEL see COURTICE STEEL

GERE, LOUIS see BUS ENT KIT
GERE, LOUIS see BUS ENT KIT
GERE'S MEN'S & LADIES' TAILOR SHOP see STORES KIT
GERGER, FRANK see CB KW
GERMAN BOARD GAME COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT
GERMAN MILLS (later known as PARKWAY) see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY
GERMAN PENTACOSTAL CHURCH, KITCHENER
GERMAN PIONEER DAYS
GERMAN WAR GRAVE see WOODLAND CEMETERY, KITCHENER-GERMAN WAR GRAVES
GERMAN WINE SOCIETY
GERMAN-CANADIAN BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
GERMAN-CANADIAN HUNTING AND FISHING CLUB (HUBERTUSHAUS) see CLUBS RMW (A-L)
GERMANN, ANN (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE KUNTZ see CB KW
GERMANN, JOHN JOSEPH see CB KW
GERMANN, MARILYN (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE DAHMER see CB KW
GEROE, GEORGE see CB KW
GERONTOLOGY INTEREST GROUP
GERRARD, CAMERON see CB KW
GERRARD, JAMES C see CB KW
GERRARD, JOHN see CB WATCO
GERRIE ELECTRIC WHOLESALE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GERRY'S HAIR CARE see BUS ENT KIT
GERRY'S MEATS & DELI see STORES WAT
GERSTER, RUBY (WIFE OF HERBERT) NEE RATZ see CB KW
GERTH TRANSPORT see BUS ENT KIT
GERTH, CLARENCE see CB KW
GERTH, DOUGLAS see CB KW
GERTH, HARVEY see CB KW
GERTH, HENRY see CB KW
GERTH, IRENE see CB KW
GERTH, NORMAN see CB KW
GERTH, WALTER CONRAD see CB WATCO
GERTLER, ANITA see CB KW
GERVAIS, REJEAN see CB WATCO
GERY WILSON ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW
GET SET 4 ROMANCE see BUS ENT RMW
GET STUFFED – THE STUFFED ANIMAL STORE see EXPRESSIONS CARD & GIFT SHOP in STORES WAT
GETEM CARD see BUS ENT KIT
GETTAS, SMARO see CB KW
GFI CONTROL SYSTEMS
GHENT, ALICE see CB WATCO
GHENT, HAROLD see CB WATCO
GHIRINCELLI, RENATO L. see CB KW
GHOSTS
GIANFRANCESCO, MICHAEL see THEATRE
GIANT TIGER STORES LTD.
GIBBONS, CHAD see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
GIBBONS, ROBERT see CB WATCO
GIBBONS, STEPHANIE see DANCING
GIBBONS, WALTER see CB KW
GIBNEY, RAY see CB KW

GIFFEN, LEE, WAGNER, MORLEY & GARBUTT see BUS ENT KIT
GIFT BASKETEER see BUS ENT KIT
GIFT MILL see STORES CAM
GIFTS & MORE see BUS ENT RMW

GIBBONS, WALTER see CB KW
GIBNEY, RAY see CB KW

GIBSON TV
GIBSON, ALDEN see CB WATCO
GIBSON, AMANDA, VICTORIA, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
GIBSON, Dr. C.E. see CB WATCO
GIBSON, Dr. GLENN, see CB WATCO
GIBSON, GARY see CB WATCO
GIBSON, J.L. see CB KW
GIBSON, J.L. see CB KW
GIBSON'S PINE & OAK FURNITURE see BUS ENT WAT
GIDEONS INTERNATIONAL see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GIDILEVICH, BUD see CB KW

GIES FOUNDARY
GIES, CATHERINA M. see CB KW
GIES, FRED S.
GIES, JEFF see ATHLETES KW (A-K)
GIES, LOUIS see CB KW
GIES, PHILIP see CB KW
GIESEL, ED see CB WATCO

GIFTS & MORE see BUS ENT RMW
GIFTS UNLIMITED see STORES CAM

GIGNAC, BOB see BOWLING

GIL PINHEIRO CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GILBERT & SULLIVAN SOCIETY - WATERLOO REGIONAL BRANCH

GILBERT, ROB see CB WATCO

GILBERT, ROLAND see POLICE - RMW - INDIVIDUALS

GILCHRIST, BEV & TODD see FOSTER HOMES

GILCHRIST, CARLTON “COOKIE” see CB KW

GILDNER, EARL see CB KW

GILDNER, ROY HENRY see CB WATCO

GILHAM, BOB see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

GILHOLM, ROBERT see CB WATCO

GILHOOLEY, JOHN see CB KW

GILHULEY, C. GORDON see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

GILL, GERTRUDE see CB KW

GILLARD, BILL see CB KW

GILLER, ALBERT see CB KW

GILLESPIE, JAMES see CB KW

GILLESPIE, JOHN HOWARD (JACK) see CB WATCO

GILLESPIE, JOSEPH SR see CB WATCO

GILLESPIE, MARY see CB WATCO

GILLESPIE, RAY M. see CB KW

GILLESPIE, WILLIAM see CB KW

GILLET, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF J.R.) NEE DAHER see CB KW
GILLIANS, RICHARD see CB KW

GILLICK, WILLIAM C. see CB WATCO

GILLIES LUMBER LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GILLIES STAIRCASE & MILLWORK see BUS ENT RMW

GILLIES, ALEX CONKEY (A.C.) see CB WATCO

GILLIES, ARCHIE

GILLIES, BERT see CB KW

GILLIES, DON see CB KW

GILLIES, Dr. JAMES see CB WATCO

GILLIES, JAMIE see CB KW

GILLIES, JOHN THORNE see CB WATCO

GILLIES, MARY MELINDA see CB KW

GILLIES, MILDRED

GILMORE, CRYSTAL

GILMORE, PAUL see CB KW

GIL-PAUL LEASING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GILPIN, WAYNE see WAYNE GILPIN SINGERS

    see also CELEBRATION CHORALE

    see also MENNO SINGERS

GILROY, JOSEPHINE see CB KW

GIMBEL, HERBERT see CB KW

GIMBEL, HOWARD see CB WATCO

GIMBEL, MARJORIE see CB KW

GIMBEL, MILDRED (WIFE OF EDGAR) NEE HELLER see CB KW
GIMBEL, Mr. & Mrs. DAVID see CB WATCO

GINA'S HEALTH & BEAUTY

    see also DECICCO, IMMACOLATA (GINA)

GINGER'S BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

GINGERICH, DAVID WANNER (D.W.) see CB KW

GINGERICH, ENOS see CB WATCO

GINGERICH, ERNEST see CB WATCO

GINGERICH, HENRY see CB WATCO

GINGERICH, ORLAND B see CB WATCO

GINGERICH, RUSS, FRANK & FRED see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, ARTHUR see CB KW

GINGRICH, CECIL see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, DAVID ERNEST see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, DEL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

GINGRICH, DOROTHY see CB KW

GINGRICH, ENOCH see CB KW

GINGRICH, GEORGE COATES see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, GORDON see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, IDA ELENA ELLIS (Mrs. ALVIN) see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW

GINGRICH, JOHN see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, LARRY see CB WATCO

GINGRICH, MARY ANN see CB WATCO
GINGRICH, MOSES see CB WATCO
GINGRICH, NEWTON see CB WATCO
GINGRICH, ORVILLE see CB WATCO
GINGRICH, RONALD & LOIS see CB WATCO
GINGRICH, THOMAS “ORVILLE” see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GINGRICH, TIM see CB WATCO
GINK, ELLINORE WILSON see CB WATCO
GINSLER, ERNIE see CB KW
GIRARDIN CORP. see BUS ENT RMW
GIRL GUIDES - KW
GIRODAT, JOHN A. see CB KW
GIRODAT, MARGARET see CB KW
GIROUX, JAMIE see CB WATCO
GIUSTINI STEAK HOUSE
GIVA INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GIVEN, ROBERT see CB KW
GIVENS, JAMES & MARJORIE see CB KW
GIZMOS see BUS ENT RMW
GLADWELL, GRAHAM see CB WATCO
GLADWELL, JOYCE see CB WATCO
GLADWELL, MALCOLM see CB WATCO
GLADY, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO
GLAESNER, HELMUTH see CB WATCO
GLAISTER, DEBORAH
see also HANNAY, DEBORAH in CB KW

GLAISTER, WILLIAM

GLASPELL, WILSON C. see CB WATCO

GLASS BLAST see BUS ENT WAT

GLASSER, CARL see CB KW

GLASSER, ELMER JOHN see CB KW

GLEASON, WILLIAM F. see CB KW

GLEBE, BEATRICE see CB KW

GLEBE, DELTON see CB KW

GLEBE, ESTHER R. see CB KW

GLEENE, GORDON see CB KW

GLEESON, DENISE see CB WATCO

GLEESON, VAL see CB WATCO

GLEISER, HARVEY see CB KW

GLEN ACRES BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

GLEN CHRISTIE (VILLAGE) see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY

GLEN, TYLER AND CASSIDY see INVENTORS AND INVENTIONS

GLENBRIAR BOTTLED WATER see BUS ENT WAT

GLENBRIAR CURLING CLUB see BUS ENT WAT

GLENBRIAR see BUS ENT RMW

GLENELG TEXTILES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GLENGARRY INDUSTRIES

GLENHAVEN see STORES CAM

GLENN, KATHLEEN (WIFE OF ALAN) NEE LOTH see CB KW
GLENNIE, JAMES see CB WATCO
GLENNOIT TEXTILE see BUS ENT RMW
GLENRIDGE VIDEO see BUS ENT WAT
GLENVIEW PARK SECONDARY SCHOOL
GLENWOOD GIFT SHOP see STORES KIT
GLEW, FRANK see CB WATCO
GLICK, JACOB see CB KW
GLIDDEN CO. LTD. see STORES KIT
GLOADE, CURTIS, see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
GLOBAL BEVERAGE GROUP see BUS ENT WAT
GLOBAL COMMUNITY CENTRE
GLOBAL EXOTIC PETS see BUS ENT KIT
GLOBAL INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW
GLOBAL LIFESKILLS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
GLOBAL RESPECT see BUS ENT RMW
GLOBE FURNITURE CO. LTD.
GLOBE STAMPING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GLOBE STUDIOS see ARTS, KITCHENER
GLOCKENSPIEL
GLOVER, HOWIE see CB KW
GMELEN, BERTHA ELLEN see CB WATCO
GMELIN, ALLAN see CB WATCO
GMELIN, DEANNA see CB WATCO
GMELIN, DEDE see CB WATCO
GMELINS FLOWERS & GIFTS
GO INC. see BUS ENT RMW
GO PLASTICS see BUS ENT WAT
GO SERVICE see TRANSPORTION - RMW
GO TRANSIT
GOALIES UNLIMITED see BUS ENT RMW
GOAR, CAROL see CB WATCO
GOATS (includes Sheep)
GOCO GAS BAR see BUS ENT RMW
GODBOLD FAMILY
GODDARD, JENNA see CB WATCO
GODDARD, LILY see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
GODDEN, LESLIE see CB KW
GODFREY, BOB see CB KW
GODWIN FAMILY see CB WATCO
GOEBEL, FRED see CB WATCO
GOEBEL, GEORGE
GOERTZ, JOHN see CB KW
GOERZ, TOM see CB KW
GOETTLING, MARTHA see CB WATCO
GOETZ, DAVE & LUKE ZENGER
GOETZ, MARTIN see CB WATCO
GOETZ, PETER
GOETZE, ANDREW see CB KW
GOETZE, MARK see **CB KW**
GOETZE, PAUL see **CB KW**
GOFF, BETH see **CB KW**
GOFF, BRIAN see **CB WATCO**
GOFF, MICHAEL see **CB KW**
GOFF, ROBERT see **CB KW**
GOFF, SUSAN see **CB KW**
GOHL, RON see **CB KW**
GOLD DISK CANADA INC. see **BUS ENT KIT**
**GOLD, JOSEPH**
GOLD, OTTO see **SKATING**
GOLDEN AGE TRAVEL see **BUS ENT KIT**
GOLDEN BOOKS FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT see **BUS ENT RMW**
GOLDEN HAMMER INN see **BUS ENT RMW**
**GOLDEN KIWI PUB**
GOLDEN MUSIC see **BUS ENT RMW**
GOLDEN T SECURITY see **BUS ENT KIT**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE AQUANAUTS see **CLUBS KW (A-K)**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE CITIZENS' BAND RADIO CLUB see **CLUBS KW (A-K)**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE COLLISION see **BUS ENT RMW**
**GOLDEN TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT CORP.**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE INSURANCE BROKERS INC. see **BUS ENT WAT**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE INVESTIGATION SERVICES see **BUS ENT WAT**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE MARINE MODELLERS see **CLUBS KW (A-K)**
GOLDEN TRIANGLE METAL DETECTING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GOLDEN TRIANGLE ONLINE see BUS ENT KIT
GOLDEN TRIANGLE PARROT & PARAKEET CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GOLDEN TRIANGLE ROSE AND GARDEN SOCIETY
GOLDEN TRIANGLE SCRABBLE CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GOLDEN WINDOWS LTD.
GOLDEN, DAVID see CB KW
GOLDFIELD, DAVID see CB WATCO
GOLDIE, DAVID see CB WATCO
GOLDIE, JOHN
GOLDIE-MCCULLOCH see BUS ENT RMW
GOLDLINX see BUS ENT WAT
GOLDLYNX COMMUNITY INTERNET GROUP see BUS ENT RMW
GOLDNER, GEORGE see CB KW
GOLDS FITNESS CENTER see BUS ENT KIT
GOLDSMITH see BUS ENT RMW
GOLDSWORTHY & CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GOLDSWORTHY, JEFF see CB KW
GOLDSWORTHY, JOHN DIXON see CB KW
GOLDSWORTHY, SHARI see CB KW
GOLE, LEANDER
GOLE, MARGARET JANE see CB KW
GOLF COURSES
GOLF TIMES see BUS ENT RMW
GOLF up to 1979; 1980's; 1990-1993; 1994-1996; 1997-

see also ANTHONY, DAVID

see also ATHLETES KW

see also DOON VALLEY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

see also DREWERY, JON

see also GRAND VALLEY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

see also GREY SILO GOLF COURSE

see also ROCKWAY GOLF CLUB

see also SPORTS, RMW

see also WESTMOUNT GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

GOLFIN INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT

GOLFNORTH INC. see BUS ENT RMW

GOLF'S STEAK HOUSE

GOLFTEC CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

GOLIGER’S TRAVELPLUS see BUS ENT KIT

GOLIGHTLY, NORMAN see CB WATCO

GOMAN, ERNIE see CB KW

GOMAN, JOHN see CB KW

GOMEZ, VICTOR see CB KW

GOMIS, JAUME see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

GONCALVES, HELEN see CB WATCO

GONCALVES, MARCO see CB WATCO

GONSALVES, PAUL see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

GOOD AS GOLD see BUS ENT KIT
GOOD AUTO PARTS see BUS ENT RMW
GOOD LIFE FITNESS CLUB see BUS ENT WAT
(WALTER) GOOD SHELL STATION see BUS ENT KIT
GOOD NEIGHBOUR AWARDS
GOOD SAMARITAN CHURCH, BRESLAU (for other information on WILLIAMS, GORDON see ZION UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER)
GOOD, BRUCE PAUL see CB WATCO
GOOD, CRANSON & VIOLET see CB WATCO
GOOD, DAVID see CB KW
GOOD, EARL see CB KW
GOOD, EDWARD
GOOD, ELIAS H.
GOOD, GARY see CB KW
GOOD, HOWARD L. see CB KW
GOOD, IRA M. see CB WATCO
GOOD, J.A. see CB KW
GOOD, JOHN see CB KW
GOOD, JOSEPH & NAOMI see CB WATCO
GOOD, MARGARET (nee BRUBACHER) see CB KW
GOOD, MELISSA see CB WATCO
GOOD, MILTON H. (Osteopath) see CB KW
GOOD, MILTON see CB WATCO
GOOD, NEWTON ALEXANDER see CB KW
GOOD, PAUL see CB KW
GOOD, RAY see CB WATCO
GOOD, REG
GOOD, Reverend HENRY S see CB KW
GOOD, RYAN see CB KW
GOOD, VERA see CB WATCO
GOOD, WILLARD see CB WATCO
GOODALL, JIM see CB WATCO
GOODBRAND, LUELLA (WIFE OF STUART) see CB KW
GOODHEAD, JENNY see CB WATCO
GOODIE BASKET CO. see BUS ENT WAT
GOODING, JASON
GOODING, MARY see CB WATCO
GOODING, NORMAN see CB KW
GOODING, ROBERT see CB KW
GOODMURPHY, BRENDA see EASTWOOD COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE
GOOD’N PLENTY BAKERY WELLESLEY see BUS ENT RMW
GOODS EXCHANGE DAY
GOODS QUALITY FURNITURE see STORES CAM
GOODWILL CRUSADE
GOODWILL DEPT. STORE see STORES KIT
GOODWILL MOTORS see BUS ENT KIT
GOODWILL THRIFT SHOP
GOODWIN, B. W. see CB WATCO
GOODWIN, HERB see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GOODWIN, RICK see CB WATCO
GOODYEAR, GARY see PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY - KW
GOODYEAR, JAMES see CB KW
GOODYEAR, MARNIE see CB KW
GOOGLE see BUS ENT KIT
GORDON, ANDREW see CB WATCO
GORDON, ANTHONY see CB WATCO
GORDON, BRUCE see CB KW
GORDON, DONALD K. see CB KW
GORDON, DONALD R.
GORDON, G.W. see CB KW
GORDON, KRISTINE see CB KW
GORDON, LYNNE see CB KW
GORDON'S WOODCRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW
GORE FOUNTAIN, GALT
GORE MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY, GALT
GORLITZ, WILL see ARTISTS - KW
GORMAN, BRENDA see CB KW
GORNII, ANGELINA see CB KW
GOSLING, DAVE see BUS ENT RMW
GOSLING, DAVE see BUS ENT RMW
GOSSE, CRAIG see CB WATCO
GOSSE, SHERRI see CB KW
GOTAVERKEN ENERGY SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

GOTHARD, Q.C., JAMES C.M. see CB KW

GOTHORPE, MARGARET ALICE (DOLLY) see CB WATCO

GOTTHARD BOOTH SOCIETY

GÖTZ, MARTIN see CB WATCO

GOUDIE (A.R.) EVENTIDE HOME

GOUDIE FAMILY

GOUDIE, ALICE see CB KW

GOUDIE, ARTHUR RUSSEL see CB KW

GOUDIE, DAVID see CB KW

GOUDIE, ESTELLE see CB KW

GOUDIE, ISAAC see CB KW

GOUDIE, LOUISE see CB KW

GOUDIE, ROBERT J. see CB KW

GOUDIE, STUART R. see CB KW

GOUDIES LTD.

GOUGH, ALBERT JOHN see CB KW

GOUGH, KIRSTIE see CB WATCO

GOULD PUMPS CANADA INC. see BUS ENT RMW

GOULD, CAROL see CB KW

GOULD, HARRY H. see CB KW

GOULD, JACK H. see CB KW

GOULET, MARC see BOWLING

GOURLAY, DOREEN see CB WATCO
GOURLAY, VAL see CB WATCO
GOUTHRO, BRENDA see CB KW
GOUTHRO, JAMES see CB WATCO
GO-VAN TRANSIT see BUS ENT WAT
GOVANIS, GEORGE see CB KW
GOVERNORS GENERAL - CANADA (FOR VISITS BY G.G. TO KW and/or RMW)
GOVIER, STEVE & VIRGINNIA see RUNNING
GOWDY, NORMAN A. see CB KW
GOWING BROS. PLUMBING AND WATER CONDITIONING see BUS ENT RMW
GOWING, BRUCE see CB WATCO
GOWING, CHRIS see CB WATCO
GOWING, MABEL see CB WATCO
GOWING, RONALD see CB WATCO
GOWING, WALTER
GOWNS & JEWELS see STORES WAT
GOYDER, JO-ANNE see CB KW
GRABER, ELIZABETH (WIFE OF HENRY) NEE HOPP see CB KW
GRABER, H.J. see CB KW
GRABER, WILLIAM H. see CB KW
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
GRACE, AMELIA see CB KW
GRADER, JOHN see CB KW
GRAEB, MELINDA MAY see CB WATCO
GRAF, ALFRED see CB KW
GRAFITTI BUSTERS see VANDALISM – KW & DISTRICT
GRAFTON & CO. LTD. see STORES KIT
GRAHAM, ANGELINA (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE FARDELLA see CB KW
GRAHAM, ARCHIBALD see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, B.A. see CB KW
GRAHAM, BENJAMIN see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, DAVID see CB KW
GRAHAM, DONALD see CB KW
GRAHAM, E.P. see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, FREDERICK S. see CB KW
GRAHAM, FRENDY see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, GEORGE see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, GERALD see CB KW
GRAHAM, HARRY see CB KW
GRAHAM, JAMES see CB KW
GRAHAM, JAMES WESLEY (WES) see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, KATHERINE see CB KW
GRAHAM, LOUISE see CB KW
GRAHAM, MATTHEW & PARTNERS see BUS ENT RMW
GRAHAM, MAXINE see CB KW
GRAHAM, MICHAEL see CB KW
GRAHAM, NORMA see CB KW
GRAHAM, PAUL see CB KW
GRAHAM, PEGG see CB KW
GRAHAM, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW
GRAHAM, SUSI
GRAHAM, TED see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, THERESA see CB KW
GRAHAM, W. KENNETH see CB WATCO
GRAHAM, WILLIAM see CB KW
GRAHAM-FLYNN, SUZANNE see CB WATCO
GRAHAM’S DRAPERY & DESIGN CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
GRAINHARVEST BREADHOUSE
GRAJOWER, JULES see CB KW
GRAMLOW, ROBERT see CB WATCO
GRAMLOW, RUTH see CB WATCO
GRAMMA BEA’S EMPORIUM see STORES KIT
GRANADA TV RENTAL see STORES KIT
GRAND ACCENTS see BUS ENT RMW
GRAND AND TOY see STORES KIT
GRAND CHAMPIONS see GRAND RIVER 1997-1999
GRAND DISCOUNT STORES see STORES WAT
GRAND RIVER BAROQUE FESTIVAL see MUSIC FESTIVALS
GRAND RIVER CASUALS see BUS ENT RMW
GRAND RIVER COLLEGIATE
GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY

GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW - CAMPING

GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW - CHILLIGO DAM

GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW - KIWANIS PARK

GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW - PARKHILL DAM

GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW - SHADE'S MILLS

GRAND RIVER COUNTRY see TOURIST TRADE KW

GRAND RIVER DISCOUNT CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

GRAND RIVER FARM SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW

GRAND RIVER FLEA MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

GRAND RIVER FOLK SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

GRAND RIVER FOUNDATION see GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY - RMW

GRAND RIVER GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB

GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION

GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION - SUICIDES

GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION - LEGIONNAIRE’S DISEASE

GRAND RIVER PERSONNEL see BUS ENT KIT

GRAND RIVER RAILWAY

GRAND RIVER RAINBOW HISTORICAL PROJECT see PARROTT, JIM in CB KW

GRAND RIVER REGIONAL CANCER CENTRE

GRAND RIVER SPORTS MEDICINE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

GRAND RIVER TRANSIT

GRAND RIVER VALLEY NEWSPAPERS see KW RECORD

GRAND VALLEY ASTRONOMY CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GRAND VALLEY AUCTIONS
GRAND VALLEY CAR CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GRAND VALLEY CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GRAND VALLEY FORTIFIERS
GRAND VALLEY GARDEN CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
GRAND VALLEY GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
GRAND VALLEY HANG GLIDERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
GRAND VALLEY HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS ASSOC. see CLUBS – KW (A-K)
GRAND VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
GRAND VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN - PAMPHLETS & LETTERS
GRAND VALLEY PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION
GRAND VALLEY ROCKS see BUS ENT RMW
GRAND VALLEY TRAIL
GRAND VALLEY WILD BIRD CO. see BUS ENT RMW
GRAND VALLEY WOODCARVERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)
GRANDMA LEE’S see BUS ENT RMW
GRANDMOND, LEONA SKYE see CB KW
GRANDPA’S HOMEMADE ICE CREAM see BUS ENT RMW
GRANDPA’S RADIO SHOP see STORES KIT
GRANDSTAND see BUS ENT WAT
GRANDVIEW BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER
GRANDVIEW LINCOLN MERCURY see BUS ENT RMW
GRANDVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
GRANDVIEW PUBLIC SCHOOL, NEW HAMBURG
GRANDVIEW TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS see ONTARIO TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, GALT

GRANDY'S FOOD MARKET see STORES KIT

GRANGER, MEGAN see CB KW

GRANITE CLUB - KW

see also CURLING

see also RINK IN THE PARK, WATERLOO

GRANITE MILLS AND WATERLOO DISTILLERY see BUS ENT WAT

GRANNY GROVE'S JAMS see BUS ENT RMW

GRANNY'S PARLOUR see BUS ENT RMW

GRANSKOU, DAVID see CB KW

GRANT AND BLACKWELL FURNITURE

GRANT TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW

GRANT, BOB see CB WATCO

GRANT, CRAIG see CB KW

GRANT, DAISY see CB KW

GRANT, DAVID see CB KW

GRANT, JAMES H. see CB KW

GRANT, JEAN see CB WATCO

GRANTS - RMW

GRANVAL CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW

GRAPE RESULTS see BUS ENT RMW

GRAPES, Dr. B. G. see CB WATCO

GRAPHICO SPACE CIRCUITS

GRAPHISAC see BUS ENT WAT
GRASSER, CARL see CB WATCO
GRASSER, EARL see CB KW
GRASSER, HARVEY see CB KW
GRASSER, TED see CB KW
GRASSER, VERNON see CB KW
GRAUPNER, HENRY see CB WATCO
GRAVILL, DON see CB WATCO
GRAVILL, LARRY
GRAVITY HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW
GRAY BUSLINES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GRAY, AUDREY (WIFE OF JAMES) see CB KW
GRAY, CHARLIE see AFRICAN LION SAFARI
GRAY, G.D.A. see CB KW
GRAY, JAMES ELLISON
GRAY, MARCI see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
GRAY, MARGARET LAURA see CB WATCO
GRAY, MARGARET LOUISE (died DEC. 25, 1984) see CB WATCO
GRAY, MARY LOUISE see CB WATCO
GRAY, MATTHEW see CB KW
GRAY, ROBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GRAY, SCOTT see HOBBIES
GRAY, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
GRAY, ZACHARY see CB WATCO
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC (ONTARIO) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GRAYBILL, LEVI see CB KW
GRAYCO POTATO HARVESTERS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
GRAYHURST, DENIS J. see CB KW
GRAYHURST, GEOFFREY see CB KW
GRAYSTONE GALLERY
GRAYSTONES
GRBINICEK, MURIEL M. NEE ARTHUR see CB KW
GREAT CANADIAN BAGEL COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
GREAT CANADIAN HOLIDAYS see BUS ENT KIT
GREAT ESCAPE HOT TUB COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
GREAT GOURMET FOOD CO., LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GREAT LAKES TRUCK CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
GREAT RIDE FOR CANCER
GREAT SHOES see STORES WAT
GREAT SKATE PLACE see BUS ENT WAT
GREATER KW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
    see also CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO GREATER KW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
    see also CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO
GREB SHOE COMPANY LTD.
GREB, ARTHUR C. see CB KW
GREB, C. MAY see CB KW
GREB, CHARLES
GREB, CLARA MAY see CB KW
GREB, ERWIN see CB KW
GREB, HARRY D. see CB KW
GREEN ACRES TRAILER PARK, WATERLOO
GREEN CLEAN see BUS ENT KIT
GREEN FUTURE
GREEN GABLES CONVENIENCE STORE, ELMIRA
GREEN LAWN CARE see BUS ENT KIT
GREEN LITE INFORMATION CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT
GREEN SHEELS PIDGEON see BUS ENT KIT
(THE) GREEN SPOT see BUS ENT RMW
GREEN TAG see STORES KIT
GREEN TECHNOLOGY (includes environmental technology & environmental businesses)
GREEN VALLEY HEALTH AND HERBS see BUS ENT RMW
GREEN, AL see CB WATCO
GREEN, BOB see CB WATCO
GREEN, CARLETON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GREEN, DANIELLE see CB KW
GREEN, GEORGINA see CB KW
GREEN, HOWIE see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS
GREEN, KELLY see ARTISTS-KW
GREEN, LESLIE see CB KW
GREEN, LILY ANN see CB KW
GREEN, LYLE see ATHLETES KW (A-K)
GREEN, MARIA see CB KW
GREEN, MOLLY see KITCHENER DOWNTOWN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

GREEN, NORM see CB WATCO

GREEN, ROBERT JAMES see CB WATCO (GREEN, BOB)

GREEN, WILLIAM ARTHUR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – GREEN, WILLIAM ARTHUR

GREENAN FAMILY (includes tennis players Mark, John, Daryl)

GREENBACKS

GREENBROOK PUMPING STATION see WATER SUPPLY – KITCHENER

see also WATER SUPPLY - RMW

GREENE, EVANGELINE (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE HILLIARD see CB KW

GREENER, IAN see CB WATCO

GREENHILL, PAULINE see CB KW

GREENHORIZONS GROUP OF FARMERS see BUS ENT RMW

GREENHOUSE, KATE see CB WATCO

GREENLEAF WHOLE FOODS

GREENSOURCE INFORMATION SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

GREENWAY NURSERY see BUS ENT RMW

GREENWOOD EDITORIAL CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT RMW

GREENWOOD, JOHN see CB WATCO

GREENWOOD, MARY JANE 'JENNY' see CB WATCO

GREENWOOD, WILLIAM “BILL” see CB KW

GREENWOOD-SPEERS, JUDY see CB KW

GREER HEATING & SHEET METAL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

see also BRIAN GREER’S TIN CEILINGS in BUS ENT RMW

GREGG VANN NISSAN see BUS ENT RMW
GREGG, JUNE see **CB KW**

GREGORY, JANET see **CB WATCO**

GREG'S LAWN SERVICE see **BUS ENT WAT**

GREIG, COURTNEY see **CB KW**

GREIN, BRENTH see **CB WATCO**

GREIN, MARTIN see **CB KW**

GREMARK INDUSTRIES see **BUS ENT RMW**

GRESKO, FRANCES (FRAN) (NEE STINTON) see **CB KW**

GRESKO, HARRY see **CB KW**

GRESSPAN, INES (ENES) see **CB KW**

**GRESS, ELIZABETH**

GREULICH (HERB) MEATS see **STORES CAM**

GREULICH, WILFRED J. "TONY" see **CB WATCO**

GREY FORT QUILTS see **BUS ENT RMW**

GREY OWL PADDLES see **BUS ENT RMW**

**GREY SILO GOLF COURSE**

see also **GOLF COURSES**

GREY WOLF GRAPHICS AND SIGNS see **BUS ENT RMW**

**GRIEB, JACKIE**

GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP see **CLUBS KW (A-K)**

GRIEVE, BARRY see **CB KW**

GRIFFIN, CHRISTOPHER see **ARTISTS, RMW**

GRIFFIN, HARRY see **CB WATCO**

GRIFFITH'S SPORTS CENTRE see **BUS ENT RMW**
GRIGG, LEONARD see CB KW
GRIGGS, GORDON see CB WATCO
GRIMES, RONALD L see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
GRIMM, CARMAN D. (DIED JAN. 22, 1972) see CB WATCO
GRIMM, JEAN (NEE WILSON) see CB KW
GRIMM, MADELINE see CB WATCO
GRIMWOOD, WALTER see CB WATCO
GRIPLINE ARMOURTHANE see BUS ENT WAT
GRISDALE, (nee VANDENBORSCHHE), ELFREDA LOUISE see CB WATCO
GROBE NURSERY LTD.
GROBER INC. see BUS ENT RMW
GROCE, ARTHUR see CB KW
GROFF & ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT
GROFF FAMILY
GROFF PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
GROFF, ANDREW see CB WATCO
GROFF, DONALD see CB KW
GROFF, EDNA (WIFE OF LOUIS) NEE SHIMEN see CB KW
GROFF, FRANK
GROFF, RUTH MARIA, RN see CB KW
GROH, DELLA see CB WATCO
GROH, ELDON RAY see CB WATCO
GROH, JEAN (nee GRUBB) see CB WATCO
GRONAU’S MEATS see STORES KIT
GROOVY GARNISH see BUS ENT RMW
GROSS, ALAN see CB KW
GROSS, BARBARA see CB KW
GROSS, DAVID see CB KW
GROSS, ELAINE see CB WATCO
GROSS, JOHN see JOHN GROSS & SON SHOE REPAIR see BUS ENT WAT
GROSS, JOSEPHINE see CB KW
GROSS, LLOYD see CB KW
GROSS, MAX see CB KW
GROSS, MERVIN C. see CB KW
GROSS, ROBERT see CB KW
GROSS, TED FRANCIS see CB KW
GROSS, WALTER J. see CB KW
GROSZ, JOSEPH & CATHARINE see CB KW
GROSZ, Reverend ROY see CB KW
GROUND HOG DIVERS
GROUP HOMES - KW & DISTRICT
GROUP HOMES – KW & DISTRICT – CASSATTA CAMBRIDGE
GROVE, FRED see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
GROVES, Dr. NAOMI JACKSON see CB KW
GROWER DIRECT FLOWERS see BUS ENT WAT
GROWING PANES see BUS ENT RMW
GROWING TOGETHER see BUS ENT WAT
GROWING UP DOWNTOWN see BUSINESS DISTRICT-KITCHENER
GROWLING GOURMET see BUS ENT KIT
GROWMARK INC. see BUS ENT RMW
GRUBB, TELESPHORE & HENRIETTA see CB WATCO
GRUBER, PETER see CB WATCO
GRUETZMACHER, JUDY see CB KW
GRUHN FUNERAL HOME LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
GRUHN, DORIS see CB KW
GRUHN, FREDERICK H. see CB KW
GRUNDY, JOAN see CB KW
GRUNEBERG, PETER see CB WATCO
GRZYB, RYSZARD (HOT DOG STAND) see BUS ENT WAT
GRZYB, RYSZARD (HOT DOG STAND) see BUS ENT WAT
GTO CAR WASH see BUS ENT KIT
GTS WINDOWS AND DOORS see BUS ENT KIT
GTWEDDINGS.COM see BUS ENT KIT
GUARANTEED ENERGY SAVERS INC. see BUS ENT WAT
GUARDIAN DRUGS (QUEEN ST. HESPELER) see STORES CAM
GUELPH & WATERLOO REGION AGGREGATE PROCEDURES ASSOCIATION (GWRAPA) see CLUBS - RMW (A-L)
GUEMBEL, KYLE see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
GUENTHER, BERNICE LYNN (BUNNY) see CB WATCO
GUENTHER, EDNA MARY see CB KW
GUENTHER, TITUS & KAREN see CB KW
GUEST, JACK JR. see CB WATCO
GUEST, ROBERT see GROUP HOMES – KW & DISTRICT – CASSATTA CAMBRIDGE
GUGGISBERG FAMILY

GUGGISBERG, SIR GORDEN

GUILD FOR OPERA AND BALLET

GUILD MACHINERY SALES see BUS ENT RMW

GUILD OF COIFFURE DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT

GUILD, EMMA see MODELS, FASHION

GUILHAUMAN, HORST

GUINTRA, SHARI see DONNA WARD

GUISSO, JOE see CB WATCO

GULDNER, CLAUDE see CB KW

GULDNER, DIXIE see CB KW

GULETTT, FREDERICK BALKWILL see CB WATCO

GUN CONTROL see FIREARMS REGISTRY - RMW

GUNN, EARL D. see CB KW

GUNN, ROSEMARIE (ROSIE) see CB KW

GUNN, TOMMY see CB KW (KEATING, THOMAS “TOMMY”)

GUPTA, MANEESH see CB WATCO

GUPTA, MOHAN see CB WATCO

GURD, NICHOLAS see CB KW

GURTON, W.H. STEVEN see CB KW

GUS MAUE SPORTS see STORES WAT

GUSE FAMILY see CB KW

GUTHRIE, DAVID THOMSON DUNN see CB WATCO

GUTHRIE, GEORGE see CB WATCO
GUTPELL, ELMER see CB KW

GUTSCHER, LOUISA see CB WATCO

GUY OUT BACK’S SPORTS CARD SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

GUY, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO

GUY, HARRY L. see CB KW

GUY, JAMES R. see CB KW

GUYS & DOLLS see BUS ENT RMW

GUY’S RUGLAND WAREHOUSE see BUS ENT KIT

GYM-INNY CRITTER see BUS ENT WAT

GYMNASTICS to 1991, 1992-

    see also TRACK ATHLETICS

    see also CAMBRIDGE KIPS GYMNASITICS CLUB

GYORFFY, BRENDA see CB KW

GZOWSKI, PETER
H & B SECURITY CENTRE see STORES KIT
H & M CATERING see BUS ENT RMW
H & O CENTRELESS GRINDING
H & R BLOCK see BUS ENT KIT
H & R COOK LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
H & S CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW
H.A.W.G. (HAVING A WAILING GOOD-TIME) see BUS ENT RMW
H.B. SECURITY CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
H.D.M. TRANSFORMERS CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
H.H.D. IMPORTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
H.K. ARNOLD HEARING AID LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
H.K. TILE CONTRACTORS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
H.O.P.E. (HARBORING OUR PRECIOUS ECOSYSTEMS)
HAACK, JANE see CB WATCO
HAALBOOM, JEAN
HAAPENEN, JOYKO see CB KW
HAAPENEN, KLAUS see CB KW
HAAPENEN, MARKETTA see CB KW
HAAPENEN, PAULA see CB KW
HAAPENEN, TOMMI see CB KW
HAAS, ALTON see CB WATCO
HAAS, DOUGLAS
HAAS, DOUGLAS see CB KW
HAAS, WILLIAM F. see CB WATCO
HABEL, ROBERT see CB WATCO
HABEL, WILFRED see CB WATCO
HABERMEHL, ALBERT LEROY (ROY)
HABERMEHL, CLARENCE & VERA see CB WATCO
HABERMEHL, DORIS see CB WATCO
HABKIRK, VELMA see CB WATCO
HACHBORN, GEORGE H see CB KW
HACHBORN, JEAN MARIE (NEE BROWN, WIFE OF WALTER) see CB WATCO
HACHBORN, WALTER
HACIENDA SARRIA see BUS ENT KIT
HACKBART, DELIELA see CB KW
HACKBORN, LAURA (WIFE OF GEORGE) NEE AHRENS see CB KW
HACKEL, RUDY see CB WATCO
HACKER, BRETT see EASTER SEALS “Timmy”
HACKETT, JOSEPH see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
HACKETT, RONALD BAST see CB WATCO
HADASSAH BAZAAR see JUDAISM - KW
HADDAD, Dr. DERRICK see CB KW
HADDOW, RUSSELL see CB WATCO
HADJIGEORGIOU, CHARLAMBOS (CHARLIE) see CB KW

HADLAND, ROSE see CB WATCO

HADLEY FAMILY see CB WATCO

HAEHN, AL see CB KW

HAERTEL, SCOTT see CB KW

HAFEMANN, ERIC see DRUG TRAFFIC - KW

HAFFNER MOTORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

HAFFNER, RONALD KENNETH see CB WATCO

HAGEDON, MARY JANE (WIFE OF DONALD) NEE PHILIP see CB KW

HAGEDORN, (WIFE OF E.A.P.) see CB WATCO

HAGEDORN, BRYON see CB KW

HAGEDORN, L. see CB KW

HAGEDORN, MARION see CB KW

HAGEDORN, O.C.G. see CB KW

HAGEDORN, RITA (WIFE OF KENNETH) NEE BRUBAKER see CB KW

HAGEDORN, STEPHAN see CB KW

HAGEN SHIRT AND COLLAR COMPANY

HAGEN, EDWARD see CB KW

HAGEN, HARRY A. see CB KW

HAGEN, LISA see CB WATCO

HAGER HINGE CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

HAGERMAN, KATHERINE see ATHLETES KW (A-K)
HAGEY (J.G.) see BUS ENT KIT
HAGEY, ED & MARGARET see CB WATCO
HAGEY, GERRY
HAGEY, J.G. see BUS ENT KIT
HAGEY, JOHN E. see CB KW
HAGEY, MINOTA see CB KW
HAGEY, TOM see CB WATCO
HAGGERTY, CLAUDE see CB WATCO
HAGGERTY, MELVIN see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
HAGLER, ALBERT see CB KW
HAGLER, RONALD see CB KW
HAGMEIER, EDWIN AND GORDON
HAHN BRASS see BUS ENT RMW
HAHN PHARMACY
HAHN, CHARLES C.
HAHN, DEKEK see ATHLETES - RMW (A-K)
HAHN, DORIS see CB WATCO
HAHN, ELVERA (nee FILSINGER) see CB KW
HAHN, HAROLD W. see CB WATCO
HAHN, LEWIS see CB WATCO
HAHN, LLOYD FRANCIS “LOADER” see CB WATCO
HAHN, LOUISE see CB KW
HAHN, MARINNE see CB KW

HAHN, MEL

HAHN, ROSS E. see CB KW

HAHN, STEPHANIE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

HAHN, VALENTINE see CB WATCO

HAID, MICHELLE, see CB WATCO

HAIGHT, ADAM see CB WATCO

HAIGHT, ARNOLD see CB KW

HAIGHT, MINNIE see CB KW

HAILER, ERNA see CB KW

HAILER, JACOB

HAILER, JOHANN JAKOB see CB KW

HAIN, ALEXANDER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

HAIN, Dr. IRENE see CB WATCO

HAINSWORTH, ALBERT E. see CB KW

HAINSWORTH, EDWARD see CB KW

HAINSWORTH, GEORGE see CB KW see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

HAINSWORTH, JOHN see CB KW

HAINSWORTH, ROSS see CB KW

HAINSWORTH, WALTER see CB KW

HAIR EXPRESS see BUS ENT RMW

HAIR GALLERY & THE CLIP JOINT see BUS ENT KIT

HAIR STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT
HAIRIZONA SALON see BUS ENT WAT

HAISOCH, HUBERT see CB WATCO

HAIST, ANNIE (WIFE OF ARCHIE) NEE SCHANTZ see CB KW

HAIST, EVELYN see CB KW

HAIST, HILDA see CB KW

HAIST, LOUISA MARGARET (WIFE OF AARON Y.) NEE BAUER see CB KW

HALBERSTADT, EMIL see CB KW

HALBERSTADT, HARRY & JESSIE

HALE, Dr. ALAN MACDOUGALL see CB KW

HALE, EDWARD B. see CB KW

HALE, FRED see CB WATCO

HALE, KATHERINE (MRS. AMELIA BEERS WARNOCK GARVIN)

HALE, LAURIE see CB KW

HALE, MICHAEL see CB KW

HALE, PAUL see CB KW

HALE, ROBIN see CB KW

HALEY ALUMINUM WELDING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HALK, ALEXANDER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HALK, ALEXANDER

HALL FAMILY see CB WATCO

HALL, AMELIA see CB KW

HALL, ARTHUR MANUEL see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

HALL, ARTHUR MONTAGUE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
HALL, DONALD

HALL, ELSPETH (WIFE OF GRANT) nee LEDINGHAM see KAUFMAN, A.R. in CB KW

HALL, F. CLAY B. see CB KW

HALL, FRANCIS (MONTE) see CB KW

HALL, FRANK see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

HALL, FREDERICK CHARLES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - HALL, FREDERICK CHARLES

HALL, GRACE MILDRED NEE MCCARTHNEY see CB KW

HALL, HARVEY

HALL, HORACE J.R. see CB KW

HALL, JERRY see CB KW

HALL, MONTEATH see CB KW

HALL, NORMAN THOMAS see CB KW

HALL, SARAH see CB KW

HALL, STEPHANIE see CB KW

HALL, STEPHANIE see TIGER BRAND KNITTING CO.

HALL, STUART see CB WATCO

HALL, VERNON (BUD) see CB KW

HALLE, ALFRED see CB KW

HALLE, HAROLD (SONNY) see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

HALLER, Monsignor REUBEN M.

HALLER, ROSS see CB KW

HALLER, SHAWN see CB KW
HALLER, SONNY see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

HALLER, STEPHEN see CB KW

HALLER, THOMAS see CB KW

HALLIDAY DISTRIBUTING see BUS ENT KIT

HALLIDAY, PATTI see CB WATCO

HALLIGAN, RACHAEL see CB WATCO

HALLINK MOULDS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HALLIWELL, JACK see CB KW

HALLIWELL, MARY (WIFE OF HARRY) NEE AHRENS see CB KW

J.C. HALLMAN MANUFACTURING

HALLMAN CONSTRUCTION

HALLMAN FAMILY

HALLMAN FOUNDATION

HALLMAN SAWMILL see BUS ENT RMW

HALLMAN, (Reverend) WILLIAM H see CB WATCO

HALLMAN, (WIFE OF EMERSON E.) see CB KW

HALLMAN, ABRAHAM C. see CB WATCO

HALLMAN, ART see CB KW

HALLMAN, CRANSON W. see CB WATCO

HALLMAN, DOUGLAS see CB KW

HALLMAN, EDGAR see CB WATCO

HALLMAN, ELLA (WIFE OF U.) see CB KW
HALLMAN, HERBERT see CB KW
HALLMAN, HILDA MAE see CB KW
HALLMAN, HOWARD E. see CB KW
HALLMAN, IRVIN C see CB WATCO
HALLMAN, JACOB C. see CB KW
HALLMAN, LYLE S.
HALLMAN, M.S see CB KW
HALLMAN, MANASSEH see CB WATCO
HALLMAN, MARLYN
HALLMAN, MARTHA (WIFE OF M.S.) NEE J.B. SYNDER see CB KW
HALLMAN, MILTON see CB WATCO
HALLMAN, O.G. see CB KW
HALLMAN, PETER see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME
HALLMAN, QUENTIN see CB WATCO
HALLMAN, Reverend EMERSON E.
HALLMAN, RON see CB KW
HALLMAN, STANLEY see CB KW
HALLMAN, SYLVIA B. see CB KW
HALLMAN, TERRANCE see CB KW
HALLMAN, W(ILLIAM) HOWARD see CB KW
HALLMAN'S SCHOOL (UNION SCHOOL SECTION NO. 2 BLENHEIM & 3 WILMOT, 1886) see SCHOOLS – RMW – A-Z
HALLMANN, MENNO H. see CB WATCO
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HALLOWE’EN

HALLOWE’EN COSTUME RENTALS see STORES CAM

HALLS, PATRICK J. see CB WATCO

HALLS, TERRY see CB KW

HALMAR FLORISTS

HALPERN, REUB see CB KW

HALSTEAD FAMILY

HALSTEAD, F. WILLARD see CB KW

HALSTEAD, FREDERICK see CB KW

HALSTEAD, HORACE see CB WATCO

HALSTEAD, RUSSELL G. see CB KW

HALTER, EDWARD (d. 1917) see CB WATCO

HALTER, Very Reverend JOSEPH see CB KW

HALWIG, ARTHUR see CB KW

HAMACHER, GIDEON J.

HAMACHER, GORDON & MARGARET see CB WATCO

HAMACHER, WILFRID GRAHAM see CB WATCO

HAMBLIN, GORDON

HAMBLIN, JOANNE see CB KW

HAMBLIN, JUNE (WIFE OF ROBERT) see CB KW

HAMBLIN, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW

HAMBRECHT, HERBERT J. see CB KW
HAMM BURG FEL T BO OT CO. LTD.

HAMBURGER HEAVEN see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A – Z)

HAMEEDI, WAJID see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

“I.W. HAMEL & SON (broom makers)”

HAMEL, CLARENCE G. see CB KW

HAMEL, EVA see CB KW

HAMEL, GUSTAV see CB KW

HAMEL, HERBERT A. see CB-KW

HAMEL, LENORE (WIFE OF OSCAR) NEE HAINSWORTH see CB KW

HAMEL, LLOYD see CB KW

HAMEL, LORNE J. see CB KW

HAMEL, SANFORD see CB KW

HAMEL, W. see CB WATCO

HAMELL, SCOTT see CB KW

HAMilton FAMILY

HAMilton, ANN see CB KW

HAMilton, BARBARA D YDYK see CB WATCO

HAMilton, BESS (WIFE OF ROSS) NEE HEIST see CB KW

HAMilton, CLAUDIA see CB KW

HAMilton, CLIVE

HAMilton, DAN see CB KW

HAMilton, HAROLD P. see CB KW
HAMilton, Larry see CB Watco

HAMILTON, NELLIE & SCOTT see CB Watco

HAMILTON, RICHARD see CB KW

HAMILTON, ROSS see CB KW

HAMILTON, WILLIAM see CB KW

Hamish & Enzo - The Sandwich Experience see BUS ENT RMW

Hammer, Bob see Golf Courses

Hammer, Ernest Ludwig see CB KW

Hammering Out Poverty Everywhere see Clubs KW (A-K)

Hammersley, Donna see CB Watco

Hammond Fuels see BUS ENT RMW

Hammond Manufacturing see BUS ENT Wat

Hammond Plumbing see BUS ENT KIT

Hammond, Florence Ayres

Hampton Footwear see BUS ENT RMW

Hampton Laser Centre see BUS ENT KIT

Hancey, Jordan see CB Watco

HANCEY, Kendra see CB KW

Hancock, Bet see CB Watco

Hancock, George see CB Watco

Hancock, Jim see Fire Department - Kitchener - 2000

Hand Pools Waterloo see BUS ENT Wat
HANDICRAFT - KW (A-Z) see also DOLLS AND DOLLMAKING see also POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY

HANDICRAFT - RMW (A-Z) see also DOLLS AND DOLLMAKING see also POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY

HANDICRAFT - RMW - GENERAL

HANDS ON PACKAGING see BUS ENT WAT

HANDSHAKE INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT KIT

HANER'S CLEANING SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

HANES, LORI (CAKES) see BUS ENT KIT

HANES, LORI (CAKES) see BUS ENT KIT

HANESHIAN, NAZEEG see CB WATCO

HANESY, JAMES ARTHUR see CB KW

HANESY, LLOYD see CB WATCO

HANESY'S DELI

HANK UNRAH & JOHN A. SMITH ROOFING see BUS ENT KIT

HANLEY PROPERTY MANAGEMENT see BUS ENT WAT

HANLEY, DENNIS see CB WATCO

HANNA, LES & JEAN see CB WATCO

HANNA'S BELLA BISTRO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A – Z)

HANNAFORD, HILDA MAE see CB KW

HANNAH, ROBERT

HANNAH, SUE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

HANNANT, MARGARET NEE MCRUER see CB WATCO
HANNANT, SOLOMON “BOB” see CB WATCO

HANNAY, DEBORAH GLAISTER see CB KW see also HANNAY, JOHN in CB KW

HANNENBERG, ARNIE see CB KW

HANNENBERG, AUDREY see CB KW

HANNENBERG, CLARENCE see CB KW

HANNOUSH, PAUL & PETER see CB KW

HANNUSCH, JEFF see CB KW

HANSEN, FLORENCE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

HANSEN, MIA see CB WATCO

HANSEN, RICK

HANSON PONTIAC BUICK

HANSON, VIOLA see CB KW

HAPKE, GARY see UNITED WAY – CAMBRIDGE

HAPPY COUSINS

HARBER, FRANCES see CB KW

HARBER, FRANK H. see CB KW

HARBINGER GALLERY

HARDER, MEG see ARTISTS – KW

HARDERS, UWE see BLIND - RMW

HARDING, C. HOWARD see CB KW

HARDING, DOUGLAS see CB WATCO

HARDING, HOPE see CB WATCO
HARDING, JUDY see CB KW
HARDING, LAURA see CB WATCO
HARDING, RICHARD CLARE see CB KW
HARDMAN, WILFRED "BILL" see CB KW
HARDWEAR see STORES KIT
HARDY KLASSEN MOTORS see BUS ENT KIT
HARDY, CELESTIA M. see CB KW
HARE, MABEL see CB KW
HARE, SUSAN see CB WATCO
HARKINS, PAT and RAMELLE see CB WATCO
HARKINS, SUSAN see VOLUNTEERS - KW
HARLACHER, JOSEPH (REV.) see CB WATCO
HARLOCK, RAYMOND EARL (RAY) see CB KW
HARMER, RICHARD ALFRED see CB KW
HARMER'S MARKET, AYR see BUS ENT RMW
HARMONY LUNCH
HARMONY MUSIC see BUS ENT RMW
HAROLD STECHO ELECTRIC LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
HAROLD WAGNER PUBLIC SCHOOL
HAROUN, MAHROUS W. see CB KW
HARPE, CUSANNE (WIFE OF ULRICH) see CB KW
HARPE, WALTER see CB KW
HARPER, DAVID G. see CB KW
HARPER, EMERSON J see CB WATCO
HARPER, GEORGE W. see CB KW
HARPER, GRANT E. see CB KW
HARPER, JACK see CB KW
HARPER, JOHN E. see CB KW
HARPER, JOHN see CB KW
HARPER, LEAH see CB KW
HARPER, PETER R. see CB KW
HARPER, SCOTT see CB KW
HARPER, STEPHAN R. see CB KW
HARRIMAN, ARTHUR, & MARGARET see CB WATCO
HARRIMAN, DICK see CB WATCO
HARRINGTON, GARRY G. see CB WATCO
HARRIS STEEL GROUP
HARRIS, ALF see CB WATCO
HARRIS, CAROL see CB KW
HARRIS, JACK
HARRIS, JIM
HARRIS, JUDI see CB KW
HARRIS, MARY (WIFE OF ARTHUR & RELATIVE OF F. UDVARI) see CB KW
HARRIS, MOLLY (also known in theatre work as HARRIS CAMPBELL, MOLLY) see CB KW
HARRIS, NEIL S. see **CB KW**

HARRIS, RON see **CB KW**

HARRIS, WALTER see **CB KW**

HARRIS-HUB COMPANY see **BUS ENT RMW**

HARRISON PET PRODUCTS see **BUS ENT KIT**

HARRISON, AL see **CB KW**

HARRISON, DORIS see **CB KW**

HARRISON, JONATHAN see **CB WATCO**

HARRISON, LOVINA (MRS. WALTER) see **CB WATCO**

HARRISON, MARY (NEE WAGLER) see **CB WATCO**

HARRISON, PATRICIA see **AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)**

HARRISON, WALTER see **CB WATCO**

HART, BRITTANY see **SOCCER - KW**

HART, DONALD see **CB WATCO**

HART, ROSALIND see **CB WATCO**

HARTE, ALLANA see **SOCCER - KW**

HARTFORD, MARY (WIFE OF JAMES) see **CB KW**

HARTH, ERNST see **CB WATCO**

HARTIG, ELIZABETH see **CB KW**

HARTLEIB, CHARLES H. (CARL) see **CB KW**

HARTLEY, JOSEPH see **CB WATCO**

W. HARTLIEB TRANSPORT see **BUS ENT KIT**
HARTMAN JEWELLERS see BUS ENT RMW
HARTMAN, DOROTHY see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - KW
HARTMAN, KITCHENER see CB KW
HARTMAN, STEVE see CB WATCO
HARTOG, ROBERT see CB WATCO
HARTRICK, ROSS see CB KW
HARTUNG, DOUGLAS, see CB KW
HARTUNG, GEORGE see CB KW
HARTUNG, JEANNETTE see CB KW
HARTUNG, JOHN & WILLIE see CB WATCO
HARTUNG, SHIRLEY see CB KW
HARTUNG, WALTER see CB KW
HARTUNG'S NICKEL AND DINE see BUS ENT RMW
HARTZELL HARWOODS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
HARVARD MACHINE see BUS ENT RMW
HARVEST HOME see STORES CAM
HARVESTHEAT INC. see BUS ENT RMW
HARVEY, ANNA see CB KW
HARVEY, DONNA see CB KW
HARVEY, FRANCIS (JR.) see CB KW
HARVEY, FRANK R. see CB KW
HARVEY, HERSCHEL WALTER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - HARVEY, HERSCHEL WALTER
HARVEY, JAMES see CB KW
HARVEY, MILN C. see CB KW
HARVEY, REGINALD see CB KW
HARVEY, TODD
HARVEY, W.H. (BILL) see CB KW
HARVEY'S
HARVIE FAMILY see CB WATCO
HARVIE, DORIS ANNIE see CB KW
HARVIE, NEIL see CB WATCO
HARVIE, RUSSELL see CB WATCO
HASKELL, CHARLES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
HASKELL, PATTI
HASKINS, JANET see CB WATCO
HASKINS, LILLIAN see CB KW
HASKINS, WILLIAM HENRY ARTHUR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
HASLAM, GORDON see CB KW
HASS, ZYGMUNT K. (JIMMY) see CB KW
HASSAN, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
HASSLEFREE FINANCIAL SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
HASTIE, GRANT see CB WATCO
HASTINGS, RON
HASTINGS, WILLIAM ALVIN (BILL) see CB KW
HASTY MARKET see STORES KIT
HAT & WAND CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HATASHITA DIAMOND CENTRE see STORES WAT

HATASHITA, ROMAN see ATHLETES KW (A-K)

HATCH, BEATRICE ESTELLE see CB KW

HATCH, HOPE see CB KW

HATCH, MILLICENT (WIFE OF JAMES) NEE GOUDIE see CB KW

HATCH, PETER see CB WATCO

HATCH, ROSS GEORGE see CB KW

HATCH, WALTER see CB KW

HATCHMAN, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

HATHAWAY KRAEMER LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

HATHAWAY, NORMAN see CB WATCO

HATHAWAY, SAMUEL B. see CB WATCO

HATT, BRANDON see CB WATCO

HATT, THOMAS (TOM) see CB KW

HATTIN, NORMA see CB KW

HATTON, BRIAN see CB KW

HAUCH, (REV.) J.P. see CB KW

HAUFSCCHILD, NORMAN see CB WATCO

HAUK, ARNO MARTIN see CB KW

HAUK, CLAYTON see CB KW

HAUK, MILTON see CB KW

HAUKO, JENNA see CB WATCO
HAUNN, JOHN JOSEPH see CB WATCO

HAUNN, OLLIE see CB WATCO

HAUS, ILLONA see CB KW

HAUSCH, FLORENCE (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE HEBEL see CB KW

HAUSE, THOMAS (TOM) HENRY SR. see CB KW

HAUSER IRONWORKS see JOHN HAUSER IRONWORKS

HAUSER, CLARENCE

HAUSER, JOSEPH IGNATIUS see CB KW

HAUSER, SHERRY see CB KW

HAVEN HOUSE see FAMILY CRISIS SHELTER

HAVILAND FAMILY see CB WATCO

HAVILAND, EDNA see CB KW

Havlinc, Vera see ARTISTS - RMW

HAVLIK ENTERPRISES

HAVLIK TECHNOLOGIES

HAWCO, JEROME

HAWCO, SHERRY

HAWKE FAMILY see CB WATCO

HAWKE, GEORGE WASHINGTON see DENTISTS

HAWKES ELECTRO-ARC LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HAWKESVILLE AUTO BODY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HAWKESVILLE VARIETY see BUS ENT RMW
HAWKESVILLE, ONTARIO

HAWKESWOOD GARDENS see BUS ENT RMW

HAWKINGS, JEAN MAY (NEE SCHNEIDER) see CB KW

HAWKINS, HAROLD see CB KW

HAWKINS, HOWARD see CB KW

HAWKINS, KEVIN ROY

HAWKINS, S. JACKSON

HAWKSHAW, GEO see CB WATCO

HAWLEY, T.P. see DENTISTS

HAWSE, CHAD see MARCHANT, SAMANTHA

HAY, Dr. JOHN MCLEAN DARROCH, MD, FRCS, EDIN see CB KW

HAY, JANET M. see CB KW

HAY, JOHN J. see CB KW

B.L. HAYES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

HAYES MICROSYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

HAYES, BEVERLY see CB KW

HAYES, CYRIL E. see CB KW

HAYES, DONALD see CB KW

HAYES, Dr. GEOFFREY

HAYES, EDWARD J.

HAYES, EWART W. see CB KW

HAYES, JACKIE see CB KW
HAYES, Reverend BERNARD see CB KW
HAYES, Reverend GERALD see CB KW
HAYES, WILLIAM see CB KW

HAYES-DANA

HAYHOE, DAN & CHRIS see CB WATCO
HAYHOE, DON see CB WATCO

HAYNE, HAROLD see CB KW

HAYNES, RUTH (WIFE OF FRED) NEE BERLET see CB KW

HAYSVILLE DEER SANCTUARY AND ART GALLERY

HAYSVILLE, ONTARIO

HAYTHORPE, ALBERT see STORES CAM
HAYTHORPE, ALBERT see STORES CAM
HAYTHORPE'S HARDWARE see STORES CAM

HAYWARD TYLER OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

HAYWARD, DAVID see CB KW

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES see also FACTORY AND TRADE WASTES see also POLLUTION

HEAD INJURIES see WATERLOO-WELLINGTON HEAD INJURY SUPPORT GROUP see also BRAIN INJURY ASSOCIATION

HEAD OF THE CLASS see BUS ENT RMW

HEAD, ERIC see CB KW

HEADBANGERS see YOUTH KW

HEADQUARTERS HAIR SALON see BUS ENT WAT
HEADLAM, JOYCE (WIFE OF ARTHUR) NEE VOLKER see CB KW

HEADLINERS see BUS ENT WAT

HEADQUARTERS - RMW

HEADWAYS UNLIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

HEALD-TAYLOR, GAIL see CB WATCO

HEALMKAY, WILHELMINA see CB KW

HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES - RMW (this file is for items on the committee only) see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL-1997 see also WATERLOO REGION-WELLINGTON-DUFFERIN-DISTRICT COUNCIL see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT

HEALTH CARE - RESTRUCTURING - 1997-1999, 2000 see also CARDIAC CARE CENTRE

HEALTH FOODS see OTTERBEIN, KAYE in CB KW

HEALTH for general items

see also ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE

see also HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES - RMW

see also MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH see also WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPT (2001-)

see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL

see also WATERLOO REGION-WELLINGTON-DUFFERIN DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT

see also names of diseases, etc.

HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE INC. see BUS ENT RMW

HEALTHY BODIES see BUS ENT KIT

HEANEY, WILLIAM WALLACE see CB KW

HEAPS, CAM see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - ALUMNI
HEARING HEALTH SCREENING SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

HEARN, FRANCES MAURICE see CB KW

HEARN, KEN & JUDY see CB WATCO

HEART 'N HAND see BUS ENT RMW

HEART 'N HOME CREATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

HEART FOUNDATION see ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION

HEART STRINGS see STORES CAM

HEARTH, EUGENE see CB KW

HEARTHSTONE see BUS ENT RMW

HEARTLAND APPLIANCES

HEARTS 'N HANDS see BUS ENT KIT

HEARTSAVE

HEASLEY, Colonel HUGH J.

HEATH, FIONA see CB KW

HEATHER, (WIFE OF GEORGE A.), formerly Mrs. EVEROTT HOFFMAN see CB KW

HEATHER, ED see CB WATCO

HEATHER, GEORGE A. see CB KW

HEATING, REFRIGERATING & AIR CONDITIONING INSTITUTE OF CANADA see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HEATON, JOAN see CB KW

HEAVENLY HANDS see BUS ENT RMW

HEBAUER, PRISCILLA see CB WATCO

HEBBLETHWAITE, KATHRYN see CB WATCO
HEBBLETHWAITE, NORMAN see CB WATCO
HEBBLETHWAITE, TARA see CB KW
HEBEL, DAVID see CB KW
HEBEL, EDWIN J. see CB KW
HEBEL, FREDERICK see CB KW
HEBEL, WALLACE see CB KW
HEBER, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE KOSTACHEN see CB KW
HECK, CHARLES see CB KW
HECK, WILFRED see CB KW
HECKENDORN, Reverend CLAYTON see CB WATCO
HECKTUS, ROBERT see CB KW
HECKY, ROBERT see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY – INDIVIDUALS
HEDGES, HANK see CB WATCO
HEDGES, TINA see CANCER – INDIVIDUALS
HEDLEY, MABEL R.
HEDLEY, WILFRID (WILF) LAURIER see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
HEDRICH, JANIS see CB KW
HEDSTROM CANADA
HEEMSKERK, KRISTY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
HEENEY, ED see CB WATCO
HEER, ALBERT see CB KW
HEER, HAROLD OSCAR see CB KW
HEER'S DECORATING & DESIGN

HEER’S CAMERAS

HEER’S GLASS WORKS see BUS ENT WAT

HEFFERMAN FASHION JEWELLERY see STORES WAT

HEFFERMAN, BOB see CB KW

HEFFERNAN, DEREK see CB WATCO

HEFFNER LEXUS TOYOTA

HEFFNER, JOHN see CB KW

HEFFREN, DANIEL & JESSE see CB WATCO

HEFFRON, MARION see CB KW

HEGGIE, BRIAN & GEORGE

HEHL, PATRICK see CB KW

HEIBEIN, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW

HEICK, OTTO W. see CB KW

HEIDE, ALEXANDER see CB KW

HEIDELBERG CIRCUIT & DESIGN LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HEIDELBERG GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW

HEIDELBERG HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

HEIDELBERG HOTEL

HEIDELBERG MOTORS see BUS ENT RMW

HEIDELBERG PUBLIC SCHOOL

HEIDELBERG, ONTARIO

HEIDRICH, HENRY see CB KW
HEIDT METAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

HEIER, EDMUND see CB KW

HEIJ, MIETJE see CB KW

HEIMBACH, CHARLES see CB KW

HEIMBACH, MARY see CB KW

HEIMBECKER, HERBERT see CB WATCO

HEIMBECKER, MURIEL see CB KW

HEIMBECKER, PAUL see CB KW

HEIMBECKER'S (PHOTOGRAPHER) see BUS ENT WAT

HEIMPEL, GERALD see CB KW

HEIMRICH, CARL J. see CB KW

HEINBECKER, PAUL see CB KW see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

HEINBUCH, CAROLINE (WIFE OF P.M.) NEE HAWKINS see CB KW

HEINBUCH, COURT see WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

HEINE (OLIVER) see BUS ENT WAT

HEINE, OLIVER see BUS ENT WAT

HEINE-BAUX, MANFRED

HEINRICH, JOHN DANIEL see CB KW

HEINRICHS, HENRY see CB KW

HEINRICHS, RUONA see CB KW

HEINTZ, EMANUEL see CB WATCO

HEINTZ, LARRY see CB WATCO
HEINTZ, MARION (WIFE OF H.W.) NEE LITTLE see CB KW
HEINTZ, WILHELMINA see CB KW
HEINTZMAN, CARL A.
HEIPEL, CLARENCE see CB WATCO
HEIRLOOM CLOCK COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT
HEISE, BILL see CB WATCO
HEIST, MARG L. see CB KW
HEIT, EDWARD A. see CB KW
HEIT, IRENE see CB KW
HELD, RUDY see CB WATCO
HELEN ANNE SHOP see STORES WAT
HELEN MATHER FASHIONS see STORES CAM
HELFINGER, JOHANNA (nee STUEHLER) see CB KW
HELIX (MUSICAL GROUP)
HELLAM, MRS. ARTHUR (JANE PHILLIPS) see CB WATCO
HELLER, ADOLPH see CB KW
HELLER, ALBERT see CB KW
HELLER, ALFRED L. see CB KW
HELLER, CASPAR see CB KW
HELLER, CHARLES see CB KW
HELLER, EDWARD see STORES KIT
HELLER, EDWARD see STORES KIT
HELLER, HAROLD E. see CB KW
HELLER, JOHN see CB KW
HELLER, JOSEPHINE (WIFE OF CLARENCE) NEE MOOGK see CB KW
HELLER, LORNE N. see CB WATCO
HELLER, MARGUERITE see CB KW
HELLER, OTT see CB WATCO
HELLER, WILFRED see CB KW
HELLER, WILLIAM RUDOLPH see CB KW
HELM, ALBERT see CB KW
HELM, EDWARD see CB KW
HELM, EUGENE see CB KW
HELM, HERBERT J. see CB KW
HELM, JOHN (TUBBY) see CB KW
HELM, LEE see CB KW
HELM, LILLIAN (WIFE OF LLOYD H. BARNES) see CB KW
HELMUTH, EILENE see CB WATCO
HELP CENTRE see UNEMPLOYED HELP CENTRE
HELP see CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
HELPING HANDS see BUS ENT RMW
HELPS SERVICES CANADA (HOUSEHOLD & ESTATE LIVING PLANNING SERVICE INC.) see BUS ENT KIT
HELPS, HELEN & RON see CB WATCO
HELT, JIM see CB KW
HELWIG, GRIFFIN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
HEMMERICH HEARING CENTRE LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

HEMMERICH, Dr. G. ROY

HEMPHILL, WILLIAM N. see CB KW

HENCHMEN MOTORCYCLE CLUB see also MOTORCYCLE CLUBS

HENDERSHOT, RICK see CB WATCO

HENDERSON, ALLAN see CB WATCO

HENDERSON, ANNIE NEE GALBRAITH see CB KW

HENDERSON, BRIAN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

HENDERSON, Dr. HARTLEY see CB KW

HENDERSON, ISABELLE see CB WATCO

HENDERSON, JOSEPH B. see CB KW

HENDERSON, MAY see CB WATCO

HENDERSON, WILLIAM RIEPER see CB KW

HENDERSON, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

HENDERSON’S PASTRY SHOPPES see STORES WAT

HENDICK, CARL see CB WATCO

HENDRICKS PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT WAT

J.L. HENDRY MARKETING see BUS ENT WAT

HENDRY COACH LINES see BUS ENT WAT

HENDRY, CHARLES see CB KW

HENDRY, TWYLIA

HENDRY, WILLIAM see CB KW
HENHOEFFER, BILL, JOHN & BOB see CB WATCO

HENHOEFFER, COLETTE see CB KW

HENHOEFFER, LEO see CB KW

HENHOEFFER, LOUIS see CB KW

HENHOEFFER, MARY MARGARET see CB KW

HENKEL, ARNOLD see TEACHERS - RMW

HENNESSY, CRAIG see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW

HENNESSY, JACQUELINE & JILLIAN see CB KW

HENNIG, CARL see CB KW

HENNIG, DANIEL see CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - MARGOT MOELLER

HENNIG, ELSE see CB KW

HENNIG, FRED E. see CB KW

HENNIG, HOWARD see CB KW

HENNIG, ROY see CB KW

HENNING, BRETTE see CB WATCO

HENNING, TONYA see CB WATCO

HENVICH, Chief WILFRED

HENVICH, ELVINA see CB KW

HENVICH, WILFRED see CB KW

HENRIETTA'S CHOCOLATES see BUS ENT KIT

HENRY WALSER FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT KIT

HENRY, BOB see CB KW
HENRY, CHARLES see CB KW
HENRY, KIM see CB KW
HENRY, MYEENGUN see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
HENSEL DESIGN GROUP see BUS ENT WAT
HENTSCHTEL CLOCKS CANADA LTD.
HENTSCHEL, CARL see CB KW
HENTSCHEL, ERIC see CB KW
HENTSCHEL, JOHN HENRY see CB KW
HENTSCHEL, PAUL see CB KW
HENTSCHEL, RICHARD see CB KW
HEOSCH, ELIZABETH see CB KW
HEPDITCH, ANNE see CB KW
HERALD, LILA (WIFE OF R.C.) NEE COOK see CB KW
HERB FORESTER MEN'S WEAR LTD. see STORES WAT
HERBAL MAGIC see BUS ENT KIT
HERBALLY DELICIOUS see BUS ENT KIT
HERBERT, (WIFE OF GEORGE) NEE MERKLINGER see CB KW
HERBERT, BILL see CB WATCO

HERBICIDES
HERBIE'S DRUG & FOOD WAREHOUSE see STORES CAM
HERBST, MARGARET HELEN (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE PHILIP see CB KW
HERCHENRADER, BRUCE
HERCHENRATTER, ARTHUR J. see CB KW
HERCHENRATTER, AUGUST “AUGIE” see CB KW
HERE’S YOUR HAT see BUS ENT KIT
HERGOTT CIDER MILL & PRODUCTS
HERGOTT PLASTICS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
HERGOTT, DEAN see CB KW
HERGOTT, DEL NEE ROUTHIER see CB KW
HERGOTT, Enoch see CB KW
HERGOTT, FRIEDA see CB WATCO
HERGOTT, NORBERT see CB WATCO
HERGOTT, PATRICK see CB WATCO
HERGOTT, RUFINA (WIFE OF JOSEPH) NEE KIENWETTER see CB KW
HERGOTT, SHIRLEY CATHERINE see CB WATCO
HERGOTT, VERA see CB WATCO
HERGOTT'S GENERAL STORE (BAMBERG) see BUS ENT RMW
HERITAGE - WILMOT TOWNSHIP
HERITAGE BAPTIST COLLEGE
HERITAGE CAMBRIDGE see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME
HERITAGE CANDLE COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
HERITAGE COMMUNITY CENTRE see HERITAGE BAPTIST COLLEGE
HERITAGE DAY
HERITAGE FESTIVAL
HERITAGE FRONT see RACE RELATIONS see also HOLOCAUST - JEWISH - 1939 – 1945

HERITAGE GROUP INC. see also SCHNEIDER, J.M. LTD.

HERITAGE HARVEST FARMS see BUS ENT RMW

HERITAGE HOBBIES see STORES CAM

HERITAGE HOCKEY STICKS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

HERITAGE KITCHENER

HERITAGE PET & GARDEN see BUS ENT RMW

HERITAGE TRUCK LINES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

HERLAND HEIGHTS see BUS ENT KIT

HERMAN LIPPERT’S MENS WEAR see STORES KIT

HERMAN, JAMES see CB KW

HERMAN, JOHN G. see CB KW

HERMansen, DICK (POPS) see CB KW

HERMI’S LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

HERMITAGE, ROBBYN see CB KW

HERNER WOOD PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

HERNER, COLLEEN see CB WATCO

HERNIMAN, STEVE see ATHLETES- KW –GENERAL

HERON CABLE INDUSTRIES

HERON, BILL see CB KW see also GOLF

HERON, FRANK see CB KW

HERON, JOHN T. “JACK” see CB KW

HEROUX-DEVTEK see DEVTEK
HERRFORT FAMILY see CB WATCO
HERRIE, ELSIE see CB WATCO
HERRINGER, GREG see CB KW
HERRIOT, DAVID ANDREW see CB WATCO
HERRLE FARMS (HERRLE’S COUNTRY FARM MARKET)
HERTEIS, EUGENE see CB KW
HERTEIS, HERBERT see CB KW
HERTEIS, TABATHA see CB KW
HERTEL, BARBARA ANN see CB KW
HERTEL, BEATRICE see CB KW
HERTEL, EDITH see CB WATCO
HERTEL, HELEN I. see CB WATCO
HERTEL, JANE see CB KW
HERTEL, MAUDE (WIFE OF JOHN J.) see CB KW
HERTEL, Pte. LLOYD see CB KW
HERTER, MARIE (WIFE OF GEORGE) NEE OTTERBEIN see CB KW
HERTZ CAR RENTAL see BUS ENT RMW
HERTZ RENT-A-CAR see BUS ENT KIT
HERTZBERGER, DAVE see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
HERTZBERGER, MATTHEW see CB KW
HERZOG FAMILY see CB KW
HERZOG, SAUL see CB KW
HERZOG, TONY J. see CB KW

HESCH, GEORGE see CB KW

HESLIP, DALE see CB KW

HESPELER - BUSINESS DISTRICT - RENEWAL pre-1972 see also BUSINESS DISTRICTS - CAMBRIDGE - HESPELER

HESPELER - CENTENNIAL 1959

HESPELER - FINANCES

HESPELER - HISTORY

HESPELER - OFFICIAL PLAN 1972

HESPELER - POPULATION

HESPELER - TOWN HALL

HESPELER ARENA

HESPELER BAPTIST CHURCH

HESPELER COLONNADE

HESPELER CYCLERY see BUS ENT RMW

HESPELER FEED & FARM SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW

HESPELER FURNITURE

HESPELER HAIRPORT see BUS ENT RMW

HESPELER HOTEL

HESPELER MISSIONARY CHURCH

HESPELER PRESCHOOL EDUCATION CENTRE see also PRESCHOOLS

HESPELER PUBLIC SCHOOL

HESPELER ST. MARY'S WOOD SPECIALTIES see BUS ENT RMW
HESPELER UNITED CHURCH see ST. LUKE'S UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

HESPELER USED FURNITURE

HESPELER, JACOB

HESPELER, ONTARIO

HESPELER, WILLIAM

HESS, ALBERT see CB KW

HESS, Dr. ALBERT see CB KW

HESS, GERHARD see HUMANE SOCIETY KW - 2000

HESSE, JOHN see CB WATCO

HESSENAUER, MILDRED NEE LINCOLN see CB KW

HESSENAUR, MILTON see CB KW

HESSENOUR, WILLIAM F. see CB KW

HETHERINGTON, SALLY see CB KW

HETT, DOROTHY & JIM see CB KW

HETT, Dr. J.E.

HETT, HAZEN HENRY see CB KW

HETT, JOHN see CB KW

HETT, LAVERNE see CB KW

HEUBNER, MELISSA see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

HEUPEL, JOHANNES “JOHN” see STUEMPFLE, MARIA ELIZABETH in CB WATCO

HEWER, MARGARET see CB WATCO

HEWITT FAMILY see CB KW
HEWITT, ELIZABETH see CB KW
HEWITT, LAURENCE (DICK) see CB KW
HEWLETT-PACKARD CANADA LTD.
HEYWOOD, J.C. see CB WATCO
HI TECH ELECTRONICS SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
HIBBARD, DOROTHY see CB KW
HIBBARD, STEPHEN see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS
HIBBS, BLAIR & DANITA see CB WATCO
HIBNER, DANIEL B. see CB KW
HICKEY, EUGENE see CORRECTIONS – RMW
HICKEY, JASON (CONSTABLE) see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS
HICKEY, MARIE see CB WATCO
HICKMAN, WILLIAMS CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
HICKS, CAROL see CB KW
HICKS, GEORGE see CB WATCO
HICKS, JAMES C. see CB KW
HICKS, JOHN see CB WATCO
HICKS, ROY, see CB WATCO
HICKS, SAM & MAE see CB KW
HICKSON, GEORGE A. see CB KW
HIDDEN DOG FENCE CO. see BUS ENT RMW
HIDDEN MASK see BUS ENT KIT
HIDDEN VALLEY
HIEBERT, CARL
HIEBLINGER, Holly see STEWART, CASIE in CB WATCO
HIEPEL, JOHANNES “JOHN” see HEUPEL, JOHANNES “JOHN”
HIGGINS BROS. see STORES CAM
HIGGINS INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTING see BUS ENT RMW
HIGGINS, FRED see CB WATCO
HIGGINS, JOHN W. see CB KW
HIGGINS, MICHAEL see ST. JEROME’S COLLEGE
HIGGINS, MINA see HEALMKAY, WILHELMINA
HIGGINS, STANLEY GORDON see CB KW
HIGGINS, TED see CB WATCO
HIGH BANKS SCHOOL (LATER RIVERBANK SCHOOL) see SCHOOLS – RMW
HIGH PARK SERVICE STATION see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING see BUS ENT WAT
HIGH TECH INDUSTRY – RMW see BUS ENT – RMW (General)
HIGHER GROUND see PIONEER SPORTSWORLD
HIGHLAND BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER
HIGHLAND CABINETS see BUS ENT RMW
HIGHLAND CAMERA see STORES KIT
HIGHLAND CHRISTIAN SINGLES see CLUBS KW (A-K)
HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA
HIGHLAND GLEN CAMERA CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY OF CANADA
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HIGHLAND PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

HIGHLAND ROAD UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

THE HIGHLANDS

HIGHLIGHT CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HIGHMAN'S LADIES WEAR see STORES KIT

HIGHMORE POTTERY see BUS ENT RMW

HIGHVIEW MOTORS see BUS ENT RMW see also DENNIS MURPHY PONTIAC in BUS ENT WAT

HIGHWAY 24

HIGHWAY 401

HIGHWAY 7/8 see also STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - HIGHWAY 8

HIGHWAY 86

HIGHWAYMEN CAR CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HIKER'S HAVEN see STORES WAT

HIKING TRAILS see TRAILS - KW

see also GRAND VALLEY TRAIL

see also TRAILS - RMW

see also TRAILS - RMW - CAMBRIDGE

see also TRANS-CANADA TRAIL

see also WALTER BEAN GRAND RIVER TRAIL

HILBERT, OTTO FREDERICK see CB KW

HILBORN COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

HILBORN MEMORIAL ARBORETUM
HILBORN, CONNIE see CB WATCO
HILBORN, DONALD see CB WATCO
HILBORN, DR. GORDON VERNE see CB WATCO
HILBORN, INA see CB WATCO
HILBORN, MARY LUELLA see CB WATCO
HILBORN, NANCY see POTTERY – WATERLOO COUNTY
HILBORN, NELSON see BARRIE, DOUGLAS S.
HILBORN, PAT see CB WATCO
HILBORN, PERCIVAL RICHARD
HILBORN, RICHARD (RICK) NORMAN see CB WATCO
HILDEGARD MARSDEN COOPERATIVE DAY NURSERY
HILDERLEY, BRIAN see CB WATCO
HILDESHEIM, WERNER & FAMILY see CB WATCO
HILGENBERG, ANGELA see CB WATCO
HILINE see TELEPHONE IN KITCHENER-WATERLOO
HILKER, PHILIP see CB KW
HILKER, ROD see CB WATCO
HILL TRANSPORT INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW
HILL, AGNES BROADFOOT NEE MCCREADY see CB KW
HILL, ALFRED see CB KW
HILL, ALICE (Mrs. ALFRED T.) see CB WATCO
HILL, ANGIE see CB KW
HILL, ARDEN see BUS ENT RMW
HILL, BETTY see CB KW
HILL, BRIAN see CB KW
HILL, CAMERON C. see CB KW
HILL, CLARENCE E. see CB KW
HILL, D.H. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
HILL, EUGENE see CB KW
HILL, HAROLD see CB KW
HILL, HARRY see CB KW
HILL, HILDA (WIFE OF REINER) NEE LIPS see CB KW
HILL, J.J. (JOSEPH JAMES) see CB KW

see also LACROSSE

HILL, J.J. see BUS ENT WAT
HILL, JOSE & CHRISTI see CB KW

HILL, LOUIS

HILL, MARGARET MAUD (NEE TWYMAN) see CB WATCO
HILL, MURRAY EMANUEL see CB KW
HILL, NORM see CB WATCO
HILL, SHANE see CB KW
HILL, TALLY see CB KW
HILL, TERRY see CB WATCO
HILL, THELMA (WIFE OF B.L.) see CB KW
HILL, VALERIE see CB KW
HILL, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
HILLARY, REG see CB WATCO

HILLCREST PUBLIC SCHOOL

HILLCREST SERVICE USED CARS see BUS ENT RMW

HILLER, ALBERT see CB KW
HILLER, GEORGE W. see CB KW
HILLER, RICHARD see CB KW
HILLER, RON see CB KW
HILLER, SUSAN (WIFE OF GEORGE) NEE BOEHMER see CB KW

HILLIARD FAMILY see CB WATCO
HILLIARD, CHARLES see CB KW
HILLIARD, D’ARCY see CB KW

see also DENTISTS
HILLIARD, Dr. W.L.

HILLIARD, EDWARD

HILLIARD, FRANK see CB KW
HILLIARD, GRAHAM (SON OF W.L.) see CB KW
HILLIARD, HENRY see CB KW
HILLIARD, J.A. see CB KW

see also HILLIARD, J. ARTHUR in DENTISTS
HILLIARD, REAGH see CB KW
HILLIARD, THOMAS see CB KW
HILLIARD, W. F. GRAHAM see CB KW

HILLIER, FELIX FRANCIS see CB KW

HILLIER, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF RICHARD) NEE RUEFFER see CB KW

HILLIS, KIM see BUS ENT KIT

HILLS, LINDA J. see HALLS, PATRICK J. in CB WATCO

HILLTOP ACRES POULTRY PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

HILTON HOTEL, CAMBRIDGE see HOTELS RMW

HILTON, SUSAN see CB KW

HILTS, (DR.) HENRY YEMEN see DENTISTS

HILTZ, TANYA & DOUG see HOMELESSNESS

HIMES, DONALD see CB WATCO

HIMES, MERV

HIND, ADER see CB KW

HINDRY, Reverend HAROLD – CB WATCO

HINDS (THOMAS) TOBACCONIST see BUST ENT RMW

HINDUISM - KW

HINES, DEREK see CB WATCO

HINES, RAY see CB KW

HINGSTON, GRAEME see CB KW

HINO TRUCK see BUS ENT RMW

HINSCHBERGER, JAMES see CB KW

HINSCHBERGER, LORETTA see CB WATCO
HINSCHBERGER, LOUIS J. see CB KW
HINSCHBERGER, MAGDALENE (NEE LEYES) see CB WATCO
HINSCHBERGER, MICHAEL see CB KW
HINSCHBERGER, PETER see CB KW
HINSCHBERGER, RONALD see CB KW
HINSCHBERGER, THOMAS see CB KW
HINSCHBERGER, WALTER T. see CB KW
HINSPERGER, ROY JOSEPH REID see CB KW
HINSWORTH, DOUGLAS see CB KW
HINSWORTH, GEORGE see CB KW
HINZ, DENNIS GERALD see CB KW
HIPEL (N.O.) LUMBER COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
HIPEL, ARTHUR see CB WATCO
HIPEL, GEORGE see CB WATCO
HIPEL, JOHANNES “JOHN” see HEUPEL, JOHANNES “JOHN”
HIPEL, KEITH see CB KW
HIPEL, LILLIAN see CB WATCO
HIPEL, NORMAN (d.1983) see CB WATCO
**HIPEL, NORMAN O. (1890 - 1953)**
HIPEL, OLIVE VICTORIA see CB WATCO
HIPWELL, NORVAL see CB KW
HIRETECH SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
HIRON, BERNARD EDWIN see CB KW

HISCOTT, ALLISON

HISCOTT, B. MICHAEL

HISEY, DOUG see CB WATCO

HISEY, HAROLD see CB KW

HISHON, TOM see CB KW

HI-SHOTS see BUS ENT RMW

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - BLAIR

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - DOON

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - DUMFRIES PARK

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT - TO 1989; 1990-1995; 1996-

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - HESPELER

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER - FIRE STATION NO. 2 – 318 DUKE ST. W.

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO – 83 SCOTT ST/1-5 ISRAEL PLACE/PEARL PLACE

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO 1878-1999, 2000-

    see also HISTORY - KITCHENER, ONTARIO "LET'S REMINISCE"

    see also SCHNEIDER HAUS 2004-

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - PRESTON

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO

HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO COUNTY

HISTORIC ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH see ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
HISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT

HISTORY - CAMBRIDGE

see also GALT - HISTORY

see also HESPELER - HISTORY

see also PRESTON - HISTORY

HISTORY - KITCHENER, ONTARIO "LET'S REMINISCE"

HISTORY - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

see also HYDROELECTRIC POWER - 50TH ANNIVERSARY

HISTORY - WATERLOO

HISTORY - WATERLOO COUNTY

HIT MAN see BUS ENT WAT

HITCHHIKER CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HITCHINGS, RETA see CB WATCO

HI-TECH MOBILE WASH see BUS ENT RMW

HIWAY CAMERA SHOPPE see STORES KIT

HIWAY MARKET

HIWAY PROP'N'POLE see STORES KIT

HJIN, DAVE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

HMB HAIR CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

HMCS KITCHENER

HMV MUSIC STORE see STORES KIT

HOBBIES
HOBBS, ELIZABETH see CB KW
HOBBS, JONATHAN see CB WATCO
HOBBS, VICTOR see CB WATCO
HOBBY AND HANDICRAFT SHOP
HOBIN, JOE see CB WATCO
HOBLER, ADAM AND SHIRLEY see CB WATCO
HOBSON, DAVE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
HOBSON, FREDERICK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS
HOBSON, KATHLEEN FRANCES see CB KW
HOCH, WILLIAM A. see CB KW
HOCHGRAFE, RALF see CB KW
HOCKEY – CAMBRIDGE HORNETS
HOCKEY - CAMBRIDGE MERGER
HOCKEY - CAMBRIDGE WINTER HAWKS - 1987-1997; 1998-2001; 2002-
HOCKEY - ELMIRA SUGAR KINGS
HOCKEY – GALT HORNETS – 30TH ANNIVERSARY REUNION
HOCKEY - HIGH SCHOOL – RMW
HOCKEY - KITCHENER DUTCHMEN
HOCKEY - KITCHENER RANGERS see KITCHENER RANGERS
HOCKEY - KITCHENER’S N.H.L. BID
HOCKEY - NEW HAMBURG FIREBIRDS (formerly New Hamburg Spirit ‘83s)
see also KITCHENER RANGERS

see also KW DUTCHMEN

see also WATERLOO SISKINS

HOCKEY - UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO WARRIORS

HOCKEY - WATERLOO SISKINS see WATERLOO SISKINS

HOCKEY – WELLESLEY APPLE JACKS

HOCKEY - WLU GOLDEN HAWKS

HOCKEY - WOMEN’S

HOCKEY-INLINE

HODD, RALPH see CB KW

HODDLE, CRAIG see CB KW

HODDLE, FRANK & MARIE

HODDLE, ROD see CB KW

HODGE, ALAN G. see CB KW

HODGE, HARRY see CB KW

HODGES, BOB see CB WATCO

HODGINS, BRUCE see CB KW

HODGINS, FLORENCE M. see CB KW

HODGINS, FRANK S. see CB KW

HODGINS, ISABEL see CB WATCO

HODGINS, JOHN (HOPPY) see CB KW

HODGINS, LAURA BELLE see CB KW
HODGINS, MRS. STANLEY see CB KW

HODGINS, STANLEY

HODGSON, FRED see BUS ENT RMW

HODGSON, PATRICK see CB WATCO

HODGSON, RALPH SCOTT see CB KW

HODGSON, ROB see CB WATCO

HOECHST CANADA INC.

HOEGLER PHARMACY see STORES KIT

HOERLE, BRENDA see CB KW

HOFF, CARLO & JOAN see SENIOR CITIZENS

HOFFER, AARON W. see CB WATCO

HOFFER, ELDON see CB WATCO

HOFFER’S BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW

HOFFMAN CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HOFFMAN MEATS LTD.

HOFFMAN TRIPLETS (Colleen, Philomene, Frannie) see CB KW

HOFFMAN, AMOS & MARY see CBKW

HOFFMAN, C.E. see CB KW

HOFFMAN, FRANCES see CB WATCO

HOFFMAN, FRED see CB WATCO

HOFFMAN, GENE see CB KW

HOFFMAN, GERALD A. (GERRY) see CB WATCO
HOFFMAN, GORDON see CB KW
HOFFMAN, ISRAEL see CB WATCO
HOFFMAN, J. & CO. see BUS ENT KIT
HOFFMAN, JACOB see CB KW
HOFFMAN, JAMES see CB KW
HOFFMAN, JOHN
HOFFMAN, KEN & JOY see CB WATCO
HOFFMAN, MEAGHAN see CB KW
HOFFMAN, PHILLIP JOHN see CB KW
HOFFMAN, PHILLIP see CB KW
HOFFMAN, ROBERT see CB WATCO
HOFFMAN, SUSAN J.
HOFFMAN, TERRENCE W. see CB KW
HOFFMAN, WANDA (WIFE OF DAVID) CB KW
HOFFMAN-LA ROCHE LTD.
HOFHEINZ, LARRY JAMES (CHOE) see CB KW
HOFLINGER, HONEY (WIFE OF NICOLAS) NEE HAMEL see CB KW
HOFSTETTER, GERALD see CB WATCO
HOFSTETTER, KAY see CB WATCO
HOFSTETTER, L. EUGENE see CB KW
HOFSTETTER, MARY E. see CB KW
HOGAN, BEATRICE see CB KW
HOGAN, FRANCES see CB WATCO
HOGAN, JOHN THOMAS see CB WATCO
HOGAN, JOSEPH see CB WATCO
HOGAN, MICHELLE see CB WATCO
HOGAN, TERENCE (TERRY) see CB WATCO
HOGBEN, JOHN see CB KW
HOGG FUEL AND SUPPLY LTD.
HOGG, JAMES see CB WATCO
HOGG, JESSIE see CB KW
HOGG, PAUL see CB WATCO
HOGG, SARAH “SADIE” see CB WATCO
HOGG, TINA see CB KW
HOGG, WALTER F. see CB KW
HOHL, ELMER
HOHNER, BRIAN see CB KW
HOHNER, ELMER J. see CB KW
HOHNER, HAZEL see CB KW
HOHNSBEIN, ELISABETH see CB KW
HOKANSON CARPETS see BUS ENT RMW
HOLDEN FINANCIAL CORP. see BUS ENT KIT
HOLDEN, DAVID see CB KW
HOLDER, CATHY see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
HOLDING, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

HOLEY BRIDGE (CAMBRIDGE) see **BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY**

HOLE IN THE WALL PRODUCTIONS see **BUS ENT KIT**

HOLIDAY INN

HOLIDAYS

HOLLAND, LLOYD JAMES see **CB KW**

HOLLAND, NORA see **CB KW**

HOLLINGER HARDWARE see **HOME HARDWARE**

HOLLINGER, ANNA (WIFE OF MICHAEL) NEE BRAMMS see **CB KW**

HOLLINGER, DAVID see **CB WATCO**

HOLLINGER, HAZEL (WIFE OF FLOYD) NEE BECKER see **CB KW**

HOLLINGER, HOWARD see **CB WATCO**

HOLLINGSWORTH LANGUAGE SERVICES see **BUS ENT WAT**

HOLLINGSWORTH, DAVID see **CB KW**

HOLLIS, KENNY see **CB KW**

HOLLOHAN, TERRANCE (TERRY) EDWARD see **CB KW**

HOLLOWAY, BERT see **CB WATCO**

HOLLYWOOD, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

HOLM, G. LOUIS see **CB KW**

HOLM, LOIS see **CB WATCO**

HOLMAN BROTHERS (CANADA) LTD. see **BUS ENT KIT**

HOLMAN, JOHN see **CB WATCO**
HOLMAN, MAUREEN P. NEE MAGILL see CB KW

HOLME, BERT & HAZEL see CB KW

HOLMES, ALLAN see CB WATCO

HOLMES, DAVID see CB WATCO

HOLMES, FLORENCE see CB KW

HOLMES, GEORGE see CB KW

HOLMES, GORDON & ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

HOLMES, HORACE see CB KW

HOLMES, J.W. see CB WATCO

HOLMES, SYDNEY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

HOLM'S MILL see BUS ENT RMW

HOLOCAUST - JEWISH 1939-1945

see also OBERLANDER, HELMUT

HOLOWATY, MICHAEL see CB KW

HOLST, BEATRICE see CB WATCO

HOLST, JIM see CB WATCO

HOLST, JOHN see CB WATCO

HOLST, PHILIP see CB WATCO

HOLT DISTRIBUTORS see BUS ENT RMW

HOLT, KATE see CB KW

HOLT, MARY (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE KIENAPPLE see CB KW

HOLT, GEORGE see BUS ENT RMW
HOLTL, GEORGE see BUS ENT RMW
HOLTOM, CRISTA see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
HOLTZ, STEPHANIE see CB WATCO
HOLTZHAUER REUNION see CB WATCO
HOLWELL, FREDERICK see CB WATCO
HOLY CROSS LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
HOLY FAMILY SCHOOL
HOLY ROSARY SEPARATE SCHOOL
HOLY TRINITY ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
HOLZAEPFEL, GEORGE see CB KW
HOMBACH, HERBERT see CB KW
HOME & PARK MOTORHOMES
HOME & PARK VEHICLES see BUS ENT RMW
HOME & RURAL APPLIANCES see BUS ENT RMW
HOME ADVERTISING INC. see BUS ENT KIT
HOME AND SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS, KITCHENER-WATERLOO
HOME BASED BUSINESS SUPPORT GROUP
HOME CARE SERVICES see individual files for groups

see also COMMUNITY CARE ACCESS CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION

HOME COMFORT SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
HOME DEPOT
HOME HARDWARE
HOME HARDWARE (PRESTON, ON – FORMERLY GHENT’S HARDWARE) see STORES – CAM

HOME INSTEAD SENIOR CARE see BUS ENT WAT

HOME N + T see BUS ENT RMW

HOME PERFORMANCE see BUS ENT RMW

HOME PROTECTORS UNLIMITED see BUS ENT WAT

HOME SCHOOLING

HOME SUPPORT PROGRAM OF CAMBRIDGE

HOME SWEET HOME CANDLES see BUS ENT RMW

HOMEBOROOKE see BUS ENT RMW

HOMEFIT EXERCISE EQUIPMENT see STORES KIT

HOMELESSNESS – 1970s & 1980s, 1990s, 2000 –

HOMELIFE PERFORMANCE REALTY INC. see BUS ENT RMW

HOMEMAKERS MEET see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HOMEOPATHIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HOMEOWNERS CONSOLIDATED SERVICE CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HOMER WATSON GALLERY - undated & 1984-1989; 1990-1995; 1996-

HOMER WATSON MEMORIAL PARK

HOMESENSE see BUS ENT RMW

HOMESHARE

HOMESPUN SHOP, AYR see BUS ENT RMW

HOMESTEAD ENERGY ADVISORS see BUS ENT WAT

HOMESTEAD WOODWORKS see BUS ENT RMW
HOMESTEADER RESTAURANT see BUS ENT RMW

HOMESTETT'S MARKET see STORES WAT

HOMETEX PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

HOMETREND FURNITURE see STORES CAM

HOMEXPO

HOMSBERGER, DOUGLAS see CB KW

HOMUTH, KARL KENNETH ( - 1951)

see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

HONDERICH FAMILY see CB WATCO

HONDERICH, BARBARA see CB WATCO

HONDERICH, BELAND

HONDERICH, CATHY see CB WATCO

HONDERICH, STUART see CB WATCO

HONDERICK, BELAND see CB KW

HONEST SAM'S CLOTHING STORE see STORES KIT

HONEY DIPPERS DELIGHTS see BUS ENT RMW

HONEY POT see BUS ENT RMW

HONEY, BRANDON see CB KW

HONEY, SAMUEL (LT.) see CB WATCO

HONSBEGER, GORDON see CB KW

HONSBERGER LUMBER see BUS ENT KIT

HONSBERGER, BRANDON see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – STUDENT AFFAIRS
HONSBERGER, Dr. JEROME F. 1859 – 1937
see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

HONSBERGER, ERIC see CB KW

HONSBERGER, RUSSELL see CB WATCO

HOOK, DAVE see CB KW

HOOK, JANE see ARTISTS - RMW

HOOKER, BOB see CB WATCO

HOOKUMCHAND, FITZROY (ROY) see CB KW

HOOK-UP see BUS ENT WAT

HOOLIHAN FAMILY see CB WATCO

HOOLA HANDBAGS & ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT KIT

HOOTCH’S see BUS ENT RMW

HOPE (HONOURING OUR PRECIOUS ECOSYSTEMS)

HOPE HOUSE see HOMELESSNESS

HOPE LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

HOPE MANOR, PETERSBURG

HOPE, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

HOPE, GEORGE see CB WATCO

HOPE, SANDRA see CB KW

HOPES (HAVING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATING & ENCOURAGING SELF-HELP) see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HOPESPRING CANCER SUPPORT CENTRE

HOPF, BOB see CB KW
HOPKINS, PAUL see CB KW
HOPKIRK, JAMES see CB KW
HOPPE, EDITH (WIFE OF LOUIS) see CB KW
HOPTON, A.W. (BERT) see CB KW
HOPTON, GEORGE I. see CB KW
HORIZON FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT

HORIZON POULTRY
HORIZONS UNLIMITED see HISCOTT, ALLISON
HORMAN, JUDITH (WIFE OF D.M.) NEE BERG see CB KW
HORNE, BESSIE see CB WATCO
HORNE, CAROL see CB WATCO
HORNE, EDNA (nee RUSSELL, wife of LEO HORNE) see CB KW

HORNE, JEAN
HORNE, JOHN see CB WATCO
HORNE, LEO see CB KW
HORNE, ROB see CB WATCO
HORNE, SAMUEL see CB WATCO
HORNER, MARGARET JOCELYN “JO” see CB WATCO
HORNER, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
HORNSEY, COLIN CHRISTOPHER see CB KW
HORNUNG, PAULINE (WIFE OF EARL) NEE DERBECKER see CB KW
HORNUNG’S SHOES LTD. see STORES KIT
HORONSTAV, AARON see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
HORSE RACE BETTING see ELMIRA RACEWAY

see also GAMBLING

see also ROCKING HORSE BAR

HORSEBACK ADVENTURES see BUS ENT RMW

HORSELESS CARRIAGE CLUB see CLUBS RMW (A-L)

HORSEMANSHIP (equestrianism includes dressage)

see also CENTRAL ONTARIO RIDING PROGRAM

HORSES

HORSESHOES

HORST FAMILY see CB WATCO

HORST FUBEL POULTRY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HORST KESSLER’S STUDIO OF DANCING see BUS ENT RMW

HORST, ALLAN see CB WATCO

HORST, DOUGLAS JOHN see CB WATCO

HORST, ELAINE see CB KW

HORST, ISAAC R. see CB WATCO

HORST, JAMES see CB KW

HORST, JESS see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

HORST, MARY ANN

HORST, SELINA

HORST, STEVEN see CB WATCO

HORTIAN, ADAM see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)
HORTIAN, ADRIAN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

HORTICULTURAL TECHNOLOGIES

HORTON & BALL see BUS ENT KIT

HORTON, ANTHONY see CB KW

HORTON, JOHN see CB KW

HORTON, RICHARD see CB WATCO

HORVATH, CHARLES see HOCKEY - RMW

HOSPICE CARE

see also LISAARD HOUSE

HOSPITALITY UNLIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

HOSPITALS - RMW - up to 1979; 1980s; 1990-1995; 1996-2000; 2001-

HOSSIE, ORVILLE P. see CB KW

HOSTESS FOODS LTD.

HOSTETLER, CHARLES WOODROW see CB WATCO

HOSTETLER, WALTER R see CB WATCO

HOSTRAWSER, GEORGE FRANKLIN see CB KW

HOT HEADS SALON see BUS ENT KIT

HOT ZONE TRAINING CONSULTANTS se BUS ENT RMW

HOTEL KITCHENER

HOTELS - KW - PROPOSED AND ABANDONED

HOTELS - KW (A-Z)

see also AMERICAN HOTEL
see also CORONET MOTOR HOTEL
see also HOTEL KITCHENER
see also MAYFAIR HOTEL
see also VALHALLA INN
see also WALPER HOTEL
see also WATERLOO HOTEL

HOTELS - RMW (A-Z)

see also BAVARIAN INN
see also BRESLAU HOTEL
see also NICHOLSON INN, BLAIR
see also STEDDICK HOTEL

HOTPACK (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

HOTSPOT 92 see BUS ENT WAT

HOUGH, CHRISTINE & DOUG LADRET

HOUGHAM, WALTER see CB KW

HOUGHTON, ANDY see CB WATCO

HOUGHTON, BILL see CB WATCO

HOURNAHINE, ALEX see MARTIAL ARTS

HOUSE - BRIDGEPORT see BRIDGEPORT - HOUSE - 60 WOOLWICH ST.

HOUSE OF CEDAR see BUS ENT WAT

HOUSE OF CLOCKS & CHINA see STORES KIT

HOUSE OF ELEGANCE see STORES WAT
HOUSE OF FRIENDSHIP

see also ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - KW

see also ALCOHOLICS - KW

HOUSE OF KNIVES see STORES KIT

HOUSE OF REFUGE

HOUSE OF SINGH see STORES KIT

HOUSE OF WILLIAM BEAUTY SALON see BUS ENT WAT

HOUSE RENOVATIONS

HOUSE ZION see SOCIAL WELFARE AGENCIES - RMW

HOUSE, GORDON see CB KW

HOUSEHOLD CHINA AND GIFTS, WATERLOO

HOUSER, RAY see CB KW

HOUSESITTERS

HOUSING used only with subdivisions

see also MOBILE HOMES

see also REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

see also RENTAL HOUSING

HOUSING - CAMBRIDGE - up to 1989; 1990-1995; 1996-

HOUSING - COOPERATIVE

HOUSING - KITCHENER

see also BUILDING – KITCHENER

see also COMMUNAL LIVING - KW
see also LAND DEVELOPMENT - KW

see also PLANNING - KITCHENER

see also RENT - LAWS AND REGULATIONS -KW & DISTRICT

HOUSING - KITCHENER - BUILDING LOTS

HOUSING - KITCHENER - DEVELOPERS AND BUILDERS

HOUSING - KITCHENER - HIGH DENSITY DEVELOPMENT (includes apartments and town houses)

HOUSING - KITCHENER - HOUSE PRICES

HOUSING - KITCHENER - HOUSING STUDIES

HOUSING - KITCHENER - LOW RENTAL - PRE-1970's, 1970-1979, 1980-

HOUSING - KITCHENER - MORTGAGES

HOUSING - KITCHENER - SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT HOUSES

HOUSING - KITCHENER - STATISTICS

HOUSING - KITCHENER - SUBDIVISIONS

HOUSING - NORTH DUMFRIES

HOUSING - RMW - 1970s; 1980s; 1990s; 2000 -

HOUSING - RMW - BUILDING LOTS

HOUSING – RMW – DEVELOPERS AND BUILDERS

HOUSING - RMW - LOW RENTAL

HOUSING - WATERLOO

HOUSING - WATERLOO - BUILDING LOTS

HOUSING - WATERLOO - DEVELOPERS AND BUILDERS

HOUSING - WATERLOO - DOWNTOWN CORE
HOWDEN FAN

HOWDEN, MRS. H. see CB KW

HOWE, DAVE see CB WATCO

HOWE, GORDIE

HOWELL, ANNE see CB KW

HOWELL, JOAN see CB WATCO

HOWES, BEN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

HOWES, WAYNE see CB WATCO

HOWEY, RON see CB WATCO

HOWGATE, BERNIE see CB KW

HOWLETT, BERT see CB WATCO

HOWLETT, RALPH see CB WATCO

HOWLING AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

HOY, JOHN see CB KW

HOYT, DOLORES MARY see CB WATCO

HOYT, JOHN see CB WATCO

HPM WILDLIFE CONTROL see BUS ENT RMW

HRADECKY, SARA see CB KW

HRYNIEWICZ, Reverend MARION see CB WATCO

HUA LIAN SUPERMARKET see STORES KIT

HUB BICYCLE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

HUB FIRE TRUCK
HUBBARD, Captain JOHN B (JACK) see CB KW
HUBBARD, MARTYE (nee ADAIR) see CB KW
HUBBARD, MAUDE CHRISTINA see CB KW
HUBBARD, SUZANNE see CB WATCO
HUBE FAMILY see CB WATCO

HUBER FAMILY
HUBER, ALLAN see CB KW
HUBER, DORIS see CB WATCO
HUBER, EDWARD see CB KW
HUBER, EUGEN see CB KW
HUBER, HEINRICH S. see CB KW

HUBER, HENRY STAUFFER
HUBER, KEVIN see CB WATCO
HUBER, NORMA see CB KW
HUBER, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF LORNE) NEE MANSZ see CB KW

HUBERTUSHAUS (GERMAN CANADIAN HUNTING AND FISHING CLUB) see CLUBS – RMW (A-L)

HUBIE’S HOBBY & DISCOUNT see STORES KIT
HUCK GLOVE CO. see BUS ENT KIT
HUCK, ANDREA see CB WATCO
HUCK, GEORGE A. see CB KW
HUCK, GEORGE see CB KW
HUCK, J. VINCENT see CB KW
HUCK, JAMES R. see CB KW
HUCK, JOSEPH see CB KW
HUDEL, ERWIN see CB KW
HUDEL, GINA see CB KW
HUDGINS, CAROL see ARTISTS - KW
HUDSON & HOLLIS see BUS ENT KIT
HUDSON'S ANTIQUES see STORES WAT
HUDSON'S BAY CO. HUGHES' VARIETY see STORES KIT
HUDSON'S BAY VENDING see BUS ENT KIT
HUEGERGARD, ADA NEE SNIDER see CB KW
HUEH, HERBERT L. see CB KW
HUEHN, BETTY (WIFE OF CHRISTOPHER) see CB KW
HUEHN, CHRISTIAN N. see CB KW
HUEHN, HARRY see CB KW
HUEHN, OSCAR see CB WATCO
HUEHN, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW
HUEHNENERGARD, HARRY W. see CB KW
HUETHER (C.N.) BREWERY see BREWERIES
HUETHER HOTEL, WATERLOO (formerly named Kent Hotel)
HUETHER, CHRISTOPHER NICHOLAS see CB KW
HUETHER, MARGARET (PEGGY) see CB KW
HUFF, ADAM see CB KW
HUGGAN, ISABEL see CB WATCO

HUGHES, (REV. FR.) EDWARD J. (TED) see CB KW

HUGHES, ANNA see CB KW

HUGHES, CLIFTON (CLIFF) see CB KW

HUGHES, DAVID see CB KW

HUGHES, F.G. see DENTISTS

HUGHES, HECTOR L. see CB KW

HUGHES, HENRIETTA see CB KW

   see also ROCKWAY RESTAURANT

HUGHES, HENRY see CB WATCO

HUGHES, JAMES W. see CB KW

HUGHES, MATILDA see CB WATCO

HUGHES, OLIVER W. see CB KW

HUGHES, PAT see CB KW

HUGHES, SEAN see WRESTLING

HUGHES, WALTER see CB KW

HUGHSON, BYRON see CB WATCO

HUGHSON, HEATHER see CB KW

HUGHSON, RICHARD see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY – INDIVIDUALS

HUGO HINTZ CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENTR KIT

HUI, ERIC see CB KW

HUISMAN, KATHERINE (WIFE OF JOHN) see CB KW
HULL, BLAKE see CB KW
HULL, JOHN (SPORTSCARDS) see BUS ENT WAT
HULL, JOHN (SPORTSCARDS) see BUS ENT WAT
HULL, KENNETH see CB KW
HULL, MARGARET ELLIGSEN see CB KW
HULL, ROY see CB KW
HULME, BROOKE see VOLUNTEERS – KW - 2000
HUMAN ECOLOGY FOUNDATION OF CANADA
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION - KW & DISTRICT
HUMANE SOCIETY CAMBRIDGE
HUMANE SOCIETY KW - 1950s-1960s; 1970s; 1980s; 1990s; 2000-
HUMANIST PARTY OF ONTARIO
HUMBLE, CHRISTOPHER see CB WATCO
HUMMEL WOODWORKING see BUS ENT WAT
HUMMEL, DODIE see CB WATCO
HUMMEL, GORDON see CB KW
HUMMEL, IRENE SUSANNA see CB KW
HUMMEL, ISABELLE (WIFE OF PAT) NEE LIDDLE see CB KW
HUMPHREY, CARLEY see CB WATCO
HUMPHREY, MARJORIE see CB WATCO
HUMPHRIES, DOUGLAS A. see CB KW
HUMPHRY, SCOTT see CB KW
HUMPTY DUMPTY SNACK FOODS

HUNDT, PETER see CB KW

HUNDT, RUTH see CB KW

HUNGER PROJECT see CLUBS KW (A-K)

HUNJAN MOULDED PRODUCTS (WAT) LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

HUNKING, WILLIS see CB KW

HUNSBERGER GALLERIES

HUNSBERGER PHOTOGRAPHY INC. see BUS ENT WAT

HUNSBERGER, A.I. see CB KW

HUNSBERGER, ANN see CB KW

HUNSBERGER, BRUNO see CB KW

HUNSBERGER, DAVID PETER

HUNSBERGER, GORDON see CB WATCO

HUNSBERGER, MABEL see CB KW

HUNSBERGER, MINNIE AND NOAH

HUNSBERGER, VERA HALLMAN see CB WATCO

HUNSBERGER, WILSON see CB KW

HUNSLEY, EARL see CB KW

HUNT WINDOWS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

HUNT, ANN see CB WATCO

HUNT, BECKY see CB WATCO

HUNT, JAYDUM see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
HUNT, LEO J. see CB KW
HUNT, MARION M. “PEGGY” NEE PANABAKER see CB KW
HUNTER, COLIN see CB KW
HUNTER, HAROLD W. see CB KW
HUNTER, JAMES C. see CB KW
HUNTER, JAMES K. “JIM” see CB KW
HUNTER, WM. see CB WATCO
HUNTING - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO
HUNTINGTON SOCIETY OF CANADA
HUNTINGTON, Dr. M.W. BETH see CB WATCO
HUNTINGTON, SAMUEL ROBERT (BOB) see CB WATCO
HUNTLEY-GHAGEN FINANCIAL PLANNING see BUS ENT WAT
HUNTLEY-HURLBUT CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
HURAS, (BISHOP) WILLIAM see CB KW
HURAS, CATHERINE H. see CB KW
HURAS, DOUG see CB KW
HURAS, EDWIN D. see CB KW
HURAS, LARRY see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
HURAS, MERV see CB WATCO
HURAS, RALPH see CB KW
HURDAL, RONALD J. see CB KW
HURLBUT SHOE CO. see BUS ENT RMW
HURLEY, BOAT see CB WATCO

HURON HEIGHTS SECONDARY SCHOOL

HURON INDUSTRIAL PARK see LAND DEVELOPMENT - KW

HURON INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

HURON NATURAL AREA see PARKS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

HURON ROAD

HURON VIEW INSURANCE BROKERS see BUS ENT RMW

HURONIA HALL (CANADIAN NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE BLIND SERVICE CENTRE)

HURREN-DEWIT see BUS ENT RMW

HURRICANES

HURST EQUIPMENT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

HURST, NEIL see CB KW

HUSCHKA, BOB see CB WATCO

HUSH CLOTHING see BUS ENT KIT

HUSHIN, MAURICE “MIKE” see CB KW

HUSS, ELIZABETH see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

HUSS, STEPHEN see CB KW

HUSSEY, WAYNE see CB KW

HUSTWIT, JEN see CB KW

HUTCHESON FAMILY see CB KW

HUTCHESON, DELIGHT (WIFE OF GEORGE F. & DAUGHTER OF W.L. HILLIARD) see CB KW

HUTCHESON, LESLIE see CB KW
HUTCHINGS CYCLE see BUS ENT RMW

HUTCHINSON, BRUCE see CB KW

HUTCHINSON, DOUGLAS MARY see CB KW

HUTCHINSON, STEPHANIE see CB KW

HUTSON, SARAH see BOYNE, KYLE in CB WATCO

HUTTON, EDDIE see CB KW

HY & ZEL'S

HYATT LEGAL SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

HYBRID TURKEYS LTD.

HYCO ULTRAMETAL see BUS ENT RMW

HYDA INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

HYDRO CITY SHOE MANUFACTURERS

HYDROELECTRIC CORPORATION OF WATERLOO WELLINGTON WELLESLEY AND WOOLWICH see HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER

HYDROELECTRIC POWER - KW

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

see also KITCHENER-WILMOT HYDRO

see also WATERLOO NORTH HYDRO COMMISSION

see also WATERLOO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

HYDROELECTRIC POWER – RMW - 1970's; 1980's, 1990-1999, 2000-

HYDROPLAN CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

HYMERS, LORNE see CB KW

HYMME HARDWARE see STORES KIT
HYMMEN, ANNA HERMINA NEE ZOELLNER see CB KW

HYMMEN, ERICH see CB KW

HYMMEN, HARVEY L. see CB KW

HYMMEN, HEATHER see CB KW

HYMMEN, HELENA (WIFE OF PETER, DIED 1869) see CB KW

HYMMEN, HENRY see CB KW

HYMMEN, HOMER see CB KW

HYMMEN, KEITH

HYMMEN, MYRA see CB KW

HYMMEN, PAULINE see CB KW

HYMMEN, RUTH (WIFE OF KEITH) see CB KW

HYMMEN, WARD see CB KW

HYNDMAN, GORDON see CB WATCO

HYSLOP, ELAINE see CB WATCO
I DO BY COLLEEN AND DAVE see BUS ENT RMW

I.C. BURNERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

I.D.A. DRUGSTORE see BUS ENT RMW

IACOBELLIS, VICTOR see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – STAFF

IACOVINO, TONY & PHYLLIS see CB WATCO

IANYWHERE SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT WAT

IBBOTT, THOMAS HARGREAVES see CB KW

IBC COMPUTER DISTRIBUTORS see BUS ENT KIT

IBELE, BEN see CB WATCO

IBM CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ICE BIOTECH see BUS ENT WAT

ICE CREAM2 see BUS ENT KIT

ICE DOGS FESTIVAL see FAIRS - RMW

ICE HOUSE (AYR, ONT.)

ICE PARK

ICE STORM, 1998

ICHIM FAMILY

ICHIM, CHRISTINE

see also ICHIM FAMILY

ICHIM, JULIAN see ICHIM FAMILY

see also CANADIAN ALLIANCE PARTY RMW
ICHIM, THOMAS see ICHIM FAMILY

iCON SALES & MARKETING CLUB see CLUBS - KW

ICON SALES AND MARKETING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

IDA SACS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

IDEAS AND INK see BUS ENT KIT

IDENTIFICATION

IDRIZI-ILJAZI, MEREME see CB KW

IDYLWILD PARK see PARKS - CAMBRIDGE

IGATE see BUS ENT WAT

IGLAUDS, MARK see CB KW

IGMA ANT REUSED PAPER see BUS ENT WAT

IGNIS INNOVATIONS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

IGNITE SOFTWARE see BUS ENT WAT

IGNITION MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

IGUANA CREEK TRADING CO. see BUS ENT RMW

IKON OFFICE SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

IKONEN, GLADYS see CB KW

ILES, GAY see GRAHAM, TED in CB WATCO

ILLEGITIMACY RATE see CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY

ILLINGWORTH FAMILY see CB WATCO

IMAGE CRAFT INC. see BUS ENT RMW
IMAGE MAKERS see BUS ENT KIT

IMAGE NORTH see BUS ENT WAT

IMAGE POWER see BUS ENT KIT

IMAGEIMPORTS.COM see BUS ENT KIT

IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW

IMAGINEERING ASSOCIATES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

IMAGS INC. (INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY GUARDING SYSTEMS) see BUS ENT WAT

IMAX SYSTEMS CORP.

IMBERCOURT RIDING SCHOOL see BUS ENT RMW

IMMEDIATE SALES AGENCY see BUS ENT WAT

IMMUNIZATION

IMPERIAL HOTEL – see NEW HAMBURG -HISTORY

IMPERIAL OPTICAL see BUS ENT WAT

IMPERIAL ORDER DAUGHTERS OF THE EMPIRE - KW

IMPERIAL REFRACTORIES & EQUIPMENT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

IMPRESSIONS UNLIMITED see BUS ENT WAT

IN TEL-X see BUS ENT RMW

IN THE SPOTLIGHT see BUS ENT RMW

IN TRANSIT PERSONNEL INC. see BUS ENT RMW

INCH, JAMES “EVANS” see CB KW

INCINERATION – KITCHENER

INCOME - KW
INCOME TAX BUILDING, KITCHENER
INDEPENDENT LIVING CENTRE
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF FORESTERS
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODD FELLOWS
INDIAN ROAD (KITCHENER) see STREETS - KITCHENER
INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS CO. OF CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
INDIGENA GALLERY
INDIGENA GALLERY
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – ARCHAEOLOGY
see also ARCHAEOLOGY
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – MISSISSAUGAS OF THE NEW CREDIT FIRST NATION
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – POWWOWS
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – SIX NATIONS OF THE GRAND RIVER
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – WEEJEENDIMIN NATIVE RESOURCE CENTRE
INDIGO INSTRUMENTS see BUS ENT WAT
INDISPOSABLES see BUS ENT KIT
INDUCON CONSULTANTS OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
INDUSTRIAL & FINANCIAL SYSTEMS CANADA INC. see BUS ENT WAT
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS - KW
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS - RMW
INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS & SUPPLIES see BUS ENT WAT

INDUSTRIAL ENGRAVING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

INDUSTRIAL LAND DEVELOPMENT - KW see LAND DEVELOPMENT - KW

INDUSTRIAL PROCESSING LTD.

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

INDUSTRIAL WASTE DISPOSAL SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

INDUSTRIAL WASTE see FACTORY AND TRADE WASTE

INDU-TEST INSPECTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

INFANT AND TODDLER SAFETY ASSOCIATION

INFANT DEATH & BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)

INFINITE CHOICES see BUS ENT RMW

INFINITE NOODLE see BUS ENT WAT

INFLUENZA

INFOFINDERS see BUS ENT WAT

INFORIUM - INFORMATION ATRIUM INC. see BUS ENT WAT

INFORMAL FLAMINGOES see BUS ENT RMW

INFORMATION CAMBRIDGE

INFOTORIUM see BUS ENT WAT

INGALL, HARVEY T. see CB WATCO

INGERSOLL-RAND see BUS ENT RMW

INGHAM, JOHN VERDUN (VERN) see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO (see article filed under Hedley, Wilfrid Laurier)

INGHAM, ROBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
INGLIS

INGLEIS, JOHN O. see CB KW

INGOLD, GARY see CB WATCO

INGO-SCHOPPEL KNITWEAR LTD.

INGRAHAM, BILL

INGRAM, ALAN see CB KW

INGRAM, JENNY see CB KW

INKOL, BILL see CB KW

INKOL, MIKE see CB KW

INLINE HOCKEY see HOCKEY - INLINE

INLINE SKATING see ROLLER SKATING

INN OF THE BLACK WALNUT see VALHALLA INN

INNER CITY (NIGHTCLUB)

INNES, JOHN J. see CB KW

INNOFORM see BUS ENT WAT

INNOVATION CENTRE see CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE WATERLOO

INNOVATION ONTARIO see BUS ENT KIT

INNOVATIVE STEAM TECHNOLOGIES

INN-SKIN see BUS ENT WAT

INOVA-OPTICIANS see BUS ENT WAT

INSCRIBER TECHNOLOGY

INSTANT REPLAY SPORTS see STORES WAT
INSTINCTIVE CUISINE see BUS ENT RMW

INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED LIFE UNDERWRITERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

INSULATION see HOUSE RENOVATIONS

INSURANCE BROKERS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

INSURANCE COMPANIES – GENERAL ARTICLES (A-Z)

INSURANCE COMPANIES – GENERAL INFO

INSURANCE INSTITUTE OF ONTARIO CONESTOGA CHAPTER see CLUBS KW (A-K)

INSUROCITY INC. see BUS ENT WAT

INTEGRATED FAMILY HEALTH CARE see BUS ENT RMW

INTEL WAVES TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT

INTELLIGENT MECHATRONICS SYSTEMS (IMS) INC. see BUS ENT WAT

INTELLITACTICS INC.

INTERACTION FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION

INTER-CANADIAN CONSULTING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

INTER-CITY TRUCK LINES see BUS ENT KIT

INTER-CITY WELDING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW

see also ORMSTON, IAN C. in CB KW

INTERFAITH PASTORAL COUNSELLING CENTRE

INTERIOR HARDWOOD COMP. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

INTERIOR TACTICS see BUS ENT WAT

INTERIORS ON A SHOESTRING see BUS ENT WAT

INTER-MENNONITE CHILDREN'S CHOIR
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATORS
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS (IBEW)
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF MAGICIANS see CLUBS KW (A-K)
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS REFERRALS see BUS ENT RMW
INTERNATIONAL CATALOG see BUS ENT RMW
INTERNATIONAL CINEMA see BUS ENT KIT
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE
INTERNATIONAL DRY CLEANING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
INTERNATIONAL GROCERY see STORES KIT
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
INTERNATIONAL HOME INTERIORS see STORES KIT
INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW
INTERNATIONAL MEN'S HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT WAT
INTERNATIONAL NEURAL MACHINES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS
INTERNATIONAL PLOWING MATCH
INTERNATIONAL PLOWING MATCH – RMW – 1995
INTERNATIONAL PLOWING MATCH - WATERLOO COUNTY - 1954
INTERNATIONAL RIDING CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD CO LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL RUBBER MANUFACTURING
INTERNATIONAL TOP MODELS see BUS ENT KIT

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY

INTERNET - RMW

INTERNET COMMERCE SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

INTERPLAN BUSINESS INTERIORS see BUS ENT KIT

see also SCHENDELS

INTERROYAL CORP. see CROYDON FURNITURE

INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE

see also ANSELMA HOUSE see also FAMILY VIOLENCE

see also FAMILY & CHILDREN'S SERVICES

INTOX-O-GAGE CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

INTSCHERT, MICHAEL see CB KW

INUISHUK GALLERY

INVENTOR'S ASSISTANCE PROGRAM see CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE

INVENTORS ALLIANCE OF CANADA see INVENTORS AND INVENTIONS

INVENTORS AND INVENTIONS

INVESTMENT SIMULATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

INVESTORS GROUP FINANCIAL SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ION (REGION OF WATERLOO LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT) see RAPID TRANSIT – RMW

IRAQ – WAR – 2003

IREDALE, CHARLES see CB WATCO

IREDALE, DOROTHY see CB WATCO
IREDALE, HARRIETT AMELIA see CB WATCO
IRELAND, MAC see CB KW
IRELAND, WAYNE see CB KW
IRMSCHER, WOLF see CB KW
IRON HORSE HOBBIES see STORES CAM
IROQUOIS HOTEL, GALT
IRVING, BILL see CB WATCO
IRVING, DAVID see HOLOCAUST - JEWISH 1939-1945
IRVING, Dr. T.B. see CB WATCO
IRVING, GARNET see CB WATCO
IRVING, GEORGE see CB WATCO
IRVING, GUGY AE see CB WATCO
IRVING, ISAAC see CB KW
IRVING, ROBERT M. see CB KW
IRVING, WENDY see CB KW
IRWIN W. HAMEL & SONS BROOM COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT
IRWIN, BETH see CB KW
IRWIN, DAVID see BUS ENT KIT
IRWIN, DAVID see BUS ENT KIT
IRWIN, WILLIAM ARTHUR see CB WATCO
ISAAC, CAROL see CB WATCO
ISAAC, JOHN see CB WATCO
ISAAC, SUSAN see CB KW
ISBER, GAY see CB KW
ISELER, ELMER see CB WATCO
ISENOR, NEIL see CB KW

ISLAM
ISLAND INK-JET see BUS ENT RMW
ISLAND INTERNATIONAL RECORDS see BUS ENT KIT
ISLEY, TED see CB WATCO

ISOLATION HOSPITALS
ISRAEL, FRED see CB KW
ISRAEL, KEN see CB KW

ISU GRAND PRIX KITCHENER -2001 see SKATING – ISU GRAND PRIX KITCHENER - 2001
ITM-THE CENTRE FOR SOFT TISSUE THERAPY AND REHABILITATION see BUS ENT WAT

IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR MOTOR HOMES
IT’S BEDTIME! see STORES KIT
ITX STANLEY see BUS ENT RMW

IVANY, CLARA see CB WATCO
IVEY’S GARDEN CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
IVY BEAUTY BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT WAT
IZARD IRWIN CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
IZMA, JOE see CB KW
IZMA’S GROCERY see STORES KIT
J

J & D SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
J & G INTERIORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
J & H CUSTOM JEWELRY see STORES WAT
J & J CARD COLLECTIBLES see STORES WAT
J & M 'PRESSIONS see BUS ENT KIT
J & M RENT-ALL CENTRE see STORES CAM
J & N COMPOSITES see BUS ENT KIT
J & P GROCERY see STORES KIT
J & P HUMBLE PERSONNEL SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
J & R HALL TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW
J. A. C. CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW
J. GERTH CUSTOM TOOLAGE see BUS ENT WAT
J. J. & JESTER GIFT SHOP see STORES WAT
J. P. ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
J.A.'S WINDOWS & SIDING INC. see BUS ENT KIT
J.D. DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
J.D. LEGS see BUS ENT RMW
J.F. CARMICHAEL PUBLIC SCHOOL
J.J. BARNICKE WHITNEY see WHITNEY & COMPANY
J.K. QUALITY ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT WAT
J.L. CORTES ARCHITECT CORP. see BUS ENT WAT
J.M. DRAMA ALUMNI

see also REGISTRY THEATRE

J.M.E. HEALTH & FITNESS STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

J.M.W. AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT KIT

JAAZ COACHING SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

JACK FRASER see STORES KIT

JACK IN THE BOX see STORES WAT

JACK, DAVID see CB KW

JACKEY, LUELLA see CB WATCO

JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT

JACKSON & KROETSCH CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT

JACKSON MOTORS (KITCHENER) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JACKSON UPHOLSTERY see BUS ENT RMW

JACKSON, AL see CB WATCO

JACKSON, ALISON see CB WATCO

JACKSON, BRENDA (DECORATING) see BUS ENT RMW

JACKSON, BRENDA (DECORATING) see BUS ENT RMW

JACKSON, (EMMA) DOREEN see CB KW

JACKSON, DARRELL see CB WATCO

JACKSON, HAROLD (TRAINLOAD) see CB WATCO

JACKSON, HENRY ALLEN see CB KW

JACKSON, HENRY FLETCHER JOSEPH see CB KW
JACKSON, JIM see CB WATCO

JACKSON, JOHN

JACKSON, JOHN (d. 1890) see CB WATCO

JACKSON, KEN see CB KW

JACKSON, LEONARD see CB WATCO

JACKSON, LORRAINE

JACKSON, MATT see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

JACKSON, MICHAEL see CB KW

JACKSON, ROBERT see CB WATCO

JACKSON, RUTH (1927-2021)

JACKSON, RUTH (of NEW DUNDEE) see MISSING PEOPLE

JACKSON, SAMUEL W. see CB KW

JACKSON'S ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES see STORES CAM

JACKY, LUella see CB WATCO

JACMORR MFG.

JACOB HESPELER SECONDARY SCHOOL

JACOB MILLER HOMESTEAD, BADEN see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO COUNTY

JACOB SHOEMAKER HOME (38 SHIRK PLACE) see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

JACOB, GEORGE see CB KW

JACOB, GWEN see WOMEN'S RIGHTS

JACOB, TESS see CB WATCO

JACOBI, ALBERT G. see CB KW
JACOBS SALES & SERVICE

JACOBS, AARON see CB WATCO

JACOBS, JANE see PLANNING - RMW

JACOBS, JOHN

JACQUELINE'S FASHION BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

JACQUELYNE'S CERAMIC SHOPPE see BUS ENT KIT

JACQUES, JOHN “JACK” see CB WATCO

JACQUES, JOSEPH EDWARD see CB WATCO

JACZNIK, LEON see CB WATCO

JAEGER CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

JAE-TECH DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

JAFFRAY, JAMES PETER

JAFFRAY, PETER see CB WATCO

JAFFRAY, WILLIAM

JAIL see WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL

JAIMET, CHARLES H. see CB KW

JAIMET, JAMES C. (J.C.) see CB KW

JAIMET, JOHN C. see CB KW

JAIMETS see STORES KIT

JAIPERSAUD, HARRY see SPORTS - RMW

JAKE'S SOFT’N STEP FOOTWEAR see BUS ENT RMW

JAKOBSTETTEL GUEST HOUSE
JAMAL, SADRU see CB KW

JAMAL, SHAN see BUS ENT KIT

JAMAL, SHAN see BUS ENT KIT

JAMES AND COMPANY ANTIQUES AND COLLECTIBLES see BUS ENT RMW

JAMES C. SNYDER LTD. see SNYDERS OF CANADA LTD.

JAMES GIES CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JAMES OF LONDON CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING see BUS ENT KIT

JAMES WIEDERHOLD (ORGAN REPAIRS) see BUS ENT RMW

JAMES, ALLYSSA see CB WATCO

JAMES, BRYAN see CB WATCO

JAMES, DAVID see DAVID JAMES PHOTOGRAPHY

JAMES, GARTH see CB WATCO

JAMES, LUCILE (nee SCHNARR) see CB KW

JAMES, MARION see CB KW

JAMES, TERRY see CB KW

JAMESWAY COMPANY

JAMESWAY GENERAL CONTRACTING see BUS ENT KIT

JAMIESON CAR AND TRUCK RENTAL see BUS ENT KIT

JAMIESON, SANDY see CB WATCO

JAMIESON, SELMA see CB KW

JAMIESON’S TOYS & HOBBY STORE see STORES KIT

JA-MY DANCE SCHOOL see BUS ENT RMW
JAN PETERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JANCAL POWER see BUS ENT RMW

JANE BOND see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A - Z)

JANECEK, FRANK see CB KW

JANELLE, ROSILDA see CB KW

JANET LYNN’S HAIR & SKIN CARE SALON see BUS ENT KIT

JANET LYNN’S BISTRO

see also LESLIE, JANET LYNN in CB KW

JANET METCALFE PUBLIC SCHOOL see SCHOOLS - PUBLIC- KITCHENER A-Z

JANICEK, BARBARA see CB KW

JANIE’S FLOWERS & GIFTS see STORES CAM

JANIK, LIZ see CB KW

JANKE, HARRY

JANKE, PAULINE see BLACKS - RMW

JANNA SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

JANNEY, E.L. see CB WATCO

JANSEN TROPHY see HOCKEY - RMW

JANSEN, ARNOLD see CB KW

JANSEN, AUGUST see CB WATCO

JANSEN, C.K. see CB WATCO

JANSEN, CAROLYN see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

JANSEN, HARRY see CB KW
JANSEN, HENRY L. see CB KW

JANSEN, NICOLE see CB WATCO

JANSEN, SAMANTHA see CB WATCO

JANTZEN, ERICA see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

JANTZI, BRIAN see CB KW

JANTZI, DAVID S. see CB KW

JANTZI, EMMA see CB WATCO

JANTZI, GLENN see CB KW

JANTZI, JANE see CB KW

JANTZI, JOEL & IRENE see CB WATCO

JANTZI, MARY ANN see CB WATCO

JANTZI, NORMAN N. see CB WATCO

JANTZI, RALPH see CB WATCO

JANTZI, ROBERT see CB WATCO

JANTZI, STEVE see CB WATCO

JANUTKA, RICHARD see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

JANZ, MARY LOU see CB KW

JANZEN FAMILY (Henry Janzen & Relations; Elizabeth Dreger has her own file)

JANZEN, CAROLINE (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE GUGGISBERG see CB KW

JANZEN, CHARLES HENRY (C.H.) see CB KW

JANZEN, ELIZABETH see DREGER, ELIZABETH

JANZEN, ELIZABETH (NEE KLIPPENSTEIN) see CB KW
JANZEN, HENRY see CB KW
JANZEN, JACOB HENRY see CB KW
JANZEN, LOUIS see CB KW
JANZEN, MICHELLE see CB KW
JANZEN, RUDY HENRY see CB KW
JANZEN, SIEGHARD see CB KW
JAQUES, NORMAN see CB WATCO
JAQUITH, Dr. GORDON see CB KW

JARDINE, ERSKINE
JARDINE, JACK see CB WATCO
JARMAN SHOES see STORES KIT
JAROSZ, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO
JAROSZEWSKI, GREG see CB KW
JARRETT, LINDA see CB KW

JARRETT, MERRICK
JARRY HYDRAULICS see BUS ENT KIT
JARVIS, NORM see CB WATCO

JASINSKAS, CONNIE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
JAUCH, ELFRIEDE & STEFAN see CB KW
JAUTZ SWITCH & SIGNALS CO. see BUS ENT KIT
JAWORSKI, SEAN see CB WATCO
JAY, GEORGE see CB WATCO
JAYNE'S POOP 'N' SCOOP see BUS ENT RMW

JAYNES, JESSICA see CB KW

JAYSET see STORES KIT

JAZ INTEGRATED GRAPHICS see BUS ENT KIT

JAZZ MUSIC

    see also JAZZFEST

JAZZFEST

J-C CONTRACTORS LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

JEAN JUNCTION see STORES KIT

JEAN STECKLE PUBLIC SCHOOL see SCHOOLS – PUBLIC – KITCHENER – A-Z

JEANNERET, FRANCOIS CHARLES ARCHILE

JEANNERT, MARSH see CB WATCO

JEANS (JUNIOR EDUCATION AND ACHIEVEMENT NETWORK SYSTEM) see BUS ENT RMW

JEARY, THOMAS LIONEL see CB KW

JEDI-TECH LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

JEFFERIES, GEORGE R. see CB KW

JEFFERY, BOB & CAROL

JEFFERY, KAREN see CB KW

JEFKINS, ARTHUR see CB WATCO

JELLETT, RALPH see DENTISTS

JELLIE, MARLEY see CB KW

JELLY BELLIES see BUS ENT KIT
JENDERS see STORES WAT

JENKINS INDOOR LANDSCAPE see STORES KIT

JENKINS, ANDREW see CB WATCO

JENKINS, JAMIE LEE see CEREBRAL PALSY - KW

JENKINS, JOHN see CB KW

JENKINS, ROY see CB KW

JENKINS, TOM see SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)

JENKS, JAMES WAYNE see CB KW

JENN'S HAIR SALON see BUS ENT RMW

JENNER, BETTY see MARTIN, BETTY in CB KW

JENNER, CHARLIE see CB KW

JENNER, GEORGE see CB WATCO

JENNIFER'S CREATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

JENNINGS, GUY see CB WATCO

JENNY WREN AND FRIENDS see BUS ENT RMW

JENNY WREN STATUE see GAGE, FRANCES

JENNY'S MEAT & DELI see BUS ENT KIT

JENTZSCH-BILL, ANNA see CB WATCO

JERRY MACINTOSH FLOWERS & GIFTS see STORES KIT

JERRY VAN DYKE TRAVEL, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

JERRY'S CANTEEN see BUS ENT KIT

JESCO PAVING see BUS ENT RMW
JESSAT, GUENTHER & ELFRIDA see CB WATCO

JESSIE LANE FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

JESSOP, FRANK see CB KW

JESSOP, PAUL see CB KW

JESSOP, SIDNEY H. see CB KW

JESSOP’S SPEEDY CLEANERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JEWELL, MELBA see BLACKS - RMW

JEWINSKI, ED see CB KW

JEWINSKI, NICOLE see CB WATCO

JEWS - KW see JUDAISM - KW

see also BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE

JIFFI-PAK ICE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

JIGBOX.COM see BUS ENT KIT

JIM JOHNSTON’S COLLISION CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

JIM REITZEL’S REALTY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JIM’S PRINT SHOP see BUS ENT KIT

JINGLE JOE’S see BUS ENT RMW

JIRINA’S BAKERY see BUS ENT KIT

JJJ VIDEO PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT WAT

JMW DESIGNS see BUS ENT KIT

JOANNE’S see STORES WAT

JOB CAFÉ see WORKING CENTRE
JOB CREATION BRANCH OFFICE

JOB FAIRS see EMPLOYMENT - KW

JOB, OLIVE see CB KW

JOBS FOR CAMBRIDGE TASK FORCE

JOCUS EDUCATIONAL TOYS see BUS ENT RMW

JOE LEITE CATERING see BUS ENT RMW

JOERGENSEN, MARIA see CB KW

JOEY'S ONLY

JOHANN'S GRAPHICS LTD.

JOHANNES, CATHERINE EDNA see CB KW

JOHANNES, HOWIE see BUS ENT KIT

JOHANNES, HOWIE see BUS ENT KIT

JOHANNES, JAMES

JOHANNES, LORNE

JOHANNES-GOUGH LITHOGRAPHERS LTD. see JOHANNES GRAPHICS

JOHANNESSON, BRIAN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

JOHN & ROB'S SERVICE STATION see BUS ENT RMW

JOHN A. COLOMBO see BUS ENT KIT

JOHN ANTHONY JEWELLERS see STORES KIT

JOHN DARLING PUBLIC SCHOOL

JOHN FORSYTH LTD. see (JOHN) FORSYTH SHIRT COMPANY

JOHN GALLOWAY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
JOHN GALT CENTRE see CAMBRIDGE CENTRE

JOHN GROSS & SON SHOE REPAIR see BUS ENT WAT

JOHN HAUSER IRONWORKS LTD.

JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY - KW

JOHN MAHOOD SCHOOL, ELMIRA

JOHN MITCHELL PHOTOGRAPHY see (JOHN) MITCHELL PHOTOGRAPHY

JOHN SWEENEY CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

JOHN WALTER & SONS LTD.

JOHN WEBER DISPLAYS see BUS ENT KIT

JOHN WINK LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

JOHN WOLFE MACHINE & PRECISION TOOL CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JOHNNY B. GOOD see BUS ENT RMW

JOHNNY’S PLACE, CAMBRIDGE

JOHN'S NURSERY see BUS ENT RMW

JOHN'S TAILORING see BUS ENT KIT

JOHNS, BILL (SKIP) see CB KW

JOHNS, GALEN I. see CB KW

JOHNSON BROTHERS, CHRIS & GREG (BOXERS)

JOHNSON FAMILY see CB WATCO

JOHNSON RUBBER CO. (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

JOHNSON, ALLAN see CB KW

JOHNSON, BRUCE see CB WATCO
JOHNSON, CATHY see CB KW
JOHNSON, CHRIS see BOXING
JOHNSON, D.W. see CB WATCO
JOHNSON, DANIEL see CB KW
JOHNSON, DAVE see CB KW

JOHNSON, EDWARD

JOHNSON, FRANK see CB KW

JOHNSON, HOWARD WILLIAM see CB WATCO

JOHNSON, JAMES see CB WATCO

JOHNSON, JUSTIN see CB WATCO

JOHNSON, KAREN see ARTISTS - RMW

JOHNSON, KEVIN see CB KW

JOHNSON, LEE see CB KW

JOHNSON, LEO

JOHNSON, NEIL DAVID see CB KW

JOHNSON, PAT

JOHNSON, RANDY see CB KW

JOHNSON, RICHARD C. see CB KW

JOHNSON, ROBERT see CB KW

JOHNSON, STERLING see CB WATCO

JOHNSON, STEVEN see CB WATCO

JOHNSON, TONYA see CB WATCO
JOHNSON, WILLIAM CLARENCE see CB KW
JOHNSTON & BROS. DIAMOND & JEWELLERY WAREHOUSE see BUS ENT KIT
JOHNSTON & SPROAT see BUS ENT WAT
JOHNSTON PHARMACY see STORES WAT
JOHNSTON SOPER LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
JOHNSTON, ALETHEA see CB KW
JOHNSTON, BOB & KAREN see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, DAVID see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - PRESIDENTS
JOHNSTON, DAVID W. see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, FRANK see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, ISABELLA see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, JAKE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
JOHNSTON, JEAN see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, JOHN see CB KW
JOHNSTON, JOSEPH S. see CB KW
JOHNSTON, MARY
JOHNSTON, PHIL see CB KW
JOHNSTON, R. BRUCE see CB KW
JOHNSTON, ROY N. see CB WATCO
JOHNSTON, TED see CB KW
JOHNSTONE, DONALD see CB KW
JOHNSTONE, EDWARD C. see CB KW
JOHNSTONE, ISABELLA see CB WATCO
JOHNSTONE, JEAN L see CB KW
JOHNSTONE'S FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
JOINT EFFORTS CERAMICS & CRAFTS see STORES CAM
JOLANTA'S EUROPEAN SKIN CARE STUDIO see BUS ENT WAT
JOLLY CRICKET see STORES CAM
JOLLY JUMPER see BUS ENT RMW
JOMAR HOMES see BUS ENT KIT
JON R. GROUP LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
JONAS TV & APPLIANCES see BUS ENT RMW
JONAS, ROLAND see CB WATCO
JONES FACTORY FINALE see SOUTHWORKS OUTLET MALL
JONES FEED MILLS see BUS ENT RMW
JONES, BERNAL A. see CB KW
JONES, BRAD see CB WATCO
JONES, CARY see WATERLOO STAGE THEATRE
JONES, CHARMAINE
JONES, ELWOOD LEWELLYN “BIG AL” see CB KW
JONES, HAROLD see CB WATCO
JONES, HOLLY see SAFETY EDUCATION – WATERLOO, ONTARIO
JONES, ISAAC see BLACKS – RMW
JONES, JACQUELINE see CB WATCO
JONES, KENNETH “KEN” see CB KW

JONES, MARGARET see CB KW

JONES, MICHAEL & DYAN (formerly known as Michael Jones & Dyan Walters)

JONES, MICHAEL see CB KW

JONES, ROSA see CB WATCO

JONES, STEPHEN see CB KW

JONES, TERRY see CB KW

JONES, TODD see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

JONES, TREVOR L. see CB KW

JONES-TWOMEY, LIZ see TEACHERS - RMW

JORA BAKERY SUPPLIES see STORES KIT

JORDAN WINES see STORES WAT

JORDAN, ALVESTA (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE WAECHTER see CB KW

JORDAN, BOB see CB KW

JORDAN, DOREEN see THOMAS, DOREEN

JORDAN, EARL see MARTIAL ARTS

JORDAN, JAMES WILLARD see CB KW

JORDAN, KATHIE see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

JORU INVESTMENTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

JOSEPH & CO. see BUS ENT KIT

JOSEPH’S COIFFURES see BUS ENT KIT

JOSLIN, JEANNE see CB WATCO
JOURDIN-BROMLEY, KENADIE see CB WATCO

JOURNEY'S END MOTELS

JOVANA'S TERRACE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A - Z)

JOY MANUFACTURING

JOYCE, KATHRYN (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE HESSENAUR see CB KW

JOYCE, WILLIAM see CB KW

JOYS OF TOYS see STORES CAM

JPE CANADA LTD.

JPH INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT WAT

JTD ENGINEERING see BUS ENT WAT

JUCHE, BERND see CB KW

JUCKER, WALTER see CB KW

JUDAISM - KW

see also BETH JACOB SYNAGOGUE - KW

see also HOLOCAUST - JEWISH 1939-1945

JUDD, COULSON B. see CB KW

JUDD, TERRY see CB KW

JUDGES

JUDITH BRIDAL CENTRE see STORES KIT

JUKES, DONALD see CB KW

JUKES, R.A. (RUEBEN/RUBE)

JULIANA FLOWER SHOP see STORES WAT
JULIE'S FLOWERS & GIFTS see STORES WAT
JUMBO ADVENTURE see BUS ENT RMW
JUMBO ICE CREAM see STORES KIT
JUMBO VIDEO see STORES CAM
JUNGLE JOE'S see BUS ENT RMW
JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF WATERLOO-WELLINGTON INC.
JUNIOR BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT
JUNIOR FARMERS
JUNIOR MAGICIANS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
JUNIOR SERVICE LEAGUE see CLUBS KW (A-K)
JUNK MAN see STORES CAM
JUNKER CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW
JUNKER, ALAN & TAMARA see CB WATCO
JUNKER, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
JUNKER, HENRY see CB WATCO
JUNKER, KAREN MAY see CB KW
JUODVIRSIŠ, MICHAEL see CB KW
JUPP, GEORGE see CB KW
JURGIEL, GOSIA see CB KW
JURITSCH, RICHARD see CB KW
JURKOVIC, DEAN see CB WATCO
JUST A LITTLE SOMETHING see BUS ENT WAT
JUST BECAUSE see STORES CAM
JUST BETWEEN US see STORES KIT
JUST DENIMS see BUS ENT RMW
JUST DOLLS see BUS ENT RMW
JUST FOR YOU FLOWER SHOP see STORES KIT
JUST PLANTS see STORES WAT
JUSTASON, BARB see CB KW
JUSTASON, VIRDELLA EDNA see CB WATCO
JUSTICE IN THE COMMUNITY WEEK
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
JUSTICE WEEK
(M. R.) JUTZI & CO. see BUS ENT RMW
JUTZI FAMILY see CB WATCO
JUTZI, CLARA see CB KW
JUTZI, RUFUS see CB WATCO
JUTZI'S FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT RMW
JUVENILE DIABETES FOUNDATION see DIABETES
W.G. JOHNSON CENTRE
K

"KILLER CARDS" see TRADING CARDS

K & J LAWN MOWING see BUS ENT KIT

K CUTS see BUS ENT RMW

K. B. COMBUSTION see BUS ENT KIT

K.Z. KRATE SHOPPE see BUS ENT RMW

KAACKAHDJJIAN, MARINA see CB WATCO

KABEL, (WIFE OF ARTHUR) NEE SAUDER see CB KW

KABEL, ARTHUR M. see CB KW

KABEL’S

KACZMARZYK, WALTER JOHN see CB KW

KADELA, IRMA see CB KW

KADWELL (GEORGE) RECORDS LTD. see STORES WAT

KADWELL, GEORGE see CB KW

KAETHLER, KURT & FRIEDA see CB KW

KAETHLER, NIKOLAUS see CB KW

KAGAWA, GLORIA see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

KAGEL, HERMANN see CB KW

KAHN, ALBERT see CB KW

KAIETEUR GOLD JEWELLERY CENTRE see STORES CAM

KAISER HOTEL see HOTELS – RMW

KAISER HOTEL see HOTELS – RMW
KAISER WILHELM I see VICTORIA PARK, KITCHENER

KAISER WILHELM STATUE see VICTORIA PARK, KITCHENER

KAISER, ANTHONY see CB WATCO

KAISER, ISABELLE see CB WATCO

KAISER, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

KAISER, LORRIE see CB KW

KAISER, VERN (TEX) see CB KW

KAISER, WARD L. see CB KW

KAISER’S TAILOR see BUS ENT KIT

KALAH, MOHAMED see CB KW

KALAYA HEALTH PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

KALBFLEISCH, AUDREY see CB KW

KALBFLEISCH, EDWARD (BUTCH) see CB WATCO

KALBFLEISCH, HENRY see DENTISTS

KALBFLEISCH, HERBERT K. see CB KW

KALBHENN, JOHN

see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

KALE KATCH-ALL see BUS ENT RMW

KALE, KORTNEY see CB WATCO

KALEIDESCAPE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

KALEIDOSCOPE, KITCHENER FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS

KALEN, SYDNEY & SPENCER see CB KW
KALIKI TREASURES see BUS ENT RMW

KALJAS, ANNA

KALYN CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT

KALYN, PAT see ARTISTS – KW (A-Z)

KAMIL JUICES see STORES KIT

KAMINSKI, FRANK & JOHN see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS TISSUES

KAMPMAN, SUSAN see CB KW

KANDY KORNER see BUS ENT RMW

KANELLIS, GUS see CB KW

KANGELLIS, MIKE see CB KW

KANGES, BEN see SKIING

KANMACHER, BERNICE (WIFE OF GORDON) NEE EBY see CB KW

KANMET LTD.

see also CHURCH OF THE UNIVERSE

KANOLD, PETER see CB KW

KAPAREL CORD see BUS ENT WAT

KAPASI, FATIMA see CB KW

KAPPELER MASONRY see BUS ENT RMW

KARADEL CORP see BUS ENT WAT

KARAGEORGOS, DEMETRIUS see CB KW

KARAI, JOHN STEPHEN see CB KW

KARALEX CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
KARAOKE SHOWTIME see BUS ENT RMW

KAREN HALL CAREERS see BUS ENT WAT

KAREN'S KRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW

KARGES APPLIANCES LTD. see STORES KIT

KARGES, GEORGE EUGENE see CB KW

KARGES, JEROME see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

KARGUS, MIKE see CB WATCO

KARIE, DORIS (WIFE OF JOSEPH) NEE KUNTZ see CB KW

KARL SNIDER TRUCKING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

KARLEY & KROETSCH CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KARLEY, EUGENE LEC see CB KW

KARLEY, GERARD A. (GERRY) see CB KW

KARN, DELBERT see CB KW

KARN, DOUGLAS see CB KW

KARN, EDGAR see CB KW

KARN, GERALD see CB KW

KARN, HAROLD see CB KW

KARN, MARY (WIFE OF JACK) NEE KUNTZ see CB KW

KARN, PHILIP see CB KW

KARN, PHYLLIS see CB KW

KARN, RALPH see CB KW

KARN, ROY see CB KW
KARPOW, LORI see CB KW
KARPOW, MICHAEL see CB KW
KARRITE see BUS ENT KIT
KARROW, PAUL see CB KW
KARROW, SHEILA see ARTISTS – KW (A-Z)
KARTECHNER, JOHN see CB KW
KARTECHNER, WILLIAM see CB KW

KARTING

KASEMANN CURDS & WHEY see BUS ENT RMW
KASTER FAMILY see CB WATCO
KASTER, LEONARD E. “LEN” see CB KW
KASTNER, PAUL LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KATE’S KATERING see BUS ENT RMW

KATIMAVIK

KATKAUSKAS, HELEN see CB KW
KATLYN CONTROLS see BUS ENT WAT

D. KATSAROV (BARBER SHOP) see KATSOROV, DONE

KATSOROV, DONE

KATYDID INFORMATION SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

KAUFMAN BUILDALL see BUS ENT KIT

KAUFMAN FOOTWEAR

see also CONDOMINIUMS- KW
KAUFMAN FURS see STORES KIT

KAUFMAN LUMBER

KAUFMAN RENOVATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

KAUFMAN ROOFING see BUS ENT KIT

KAUFMAN RUBBER COMPANY see KAUFMAN FOOTWEAR LTD.

KAUFMAN, (JACOB) EDMUND see CB KW

KAUFMAN, ALVIN RATZ (A.R.)

A.R. KAUFMAN CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
   see also KAUFMAN, A.R.

A.R. KAUFMAN PUBLIC SCHOOL

KAUFMAN, ALLAN I. see CB KW

KAUFMAN, CALVIN see CB KW

KAUFMAN, CARL see CB KW

KAUFMAN, DORIS see CB KW

KAUFMAN, ELSPETH “BETH” (second WIFE OF A.R.) NEE LEDINGHAM, formerly Mrs. Grant Hall, see CB KW

KAUFMAN, EMMA R.

KAUFMAN, JACOB see CB KW

KAUFMAN, JAMES O. see CB KW

KAUFMAN, JEAN HELEN (first WIFE OF A.R.) NEE HUTTON see CB KW

KAUFMAN, JOHN R see CB KW

KAUFMAN, MARY (NEE RATZ) see CB KW

KAUFMAN, MEYER see CB KW
KAUFMAN, MURRAY H. see CB KW
KAUFMAN, ROBERT see CB KW
KAUFMAN, THOMAS see CB KW
KAUFMAN, WILLIAM see CB KW

see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER (165 CLAREMONT AVE)

KAUK, PATRICIA see CB KW
KAUKEL, ERIKA see CB WATCO
R.J. KAUMAN CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KAUNTZ, GEORGE see HOUSEHOLD CHINA & GIFTS, WATERLOO
KAUP, HELMUT see CB WATCO
KAUTSKY, PETER see CB KW

KAVANAUGH, JIM & BARBARA see HEALTHCARE SOFTWARE in BUS ENT RMW
KAVELMAN, DENNIS see CB KW

H. KAVELMAN (general merchant) see THE EMPORIUM

KAVELMAN, HERMAN

KAY, BARRY see CB KW
KAY, HUGH see CB KW
KAY, IDA (WIFE OF T.H.) NEE HELM see CB KW
KAY, JAMES JOHN see CB KW
KAY, KEN see CB WATCO
KAY, MONTE & BRYAN see CB WATCO
KAY, THOMAS see CB KW
KAYAK DIRECT see BUS ENT RMW
KAYE MOTORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KAYLER, KARL D. see CB KW
KAYLER, TRAVIS D. see CB KW
KAYS, DIETER see CB WATCO
KAYSON PLASTICS see BUS ENT RMW
KAYTECH CHEMICALS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KAYTIES TONING SALON see BUS ENT WAT
K-DAC EXPEDITE see BUS ENT RMW
KEACHIE, ISABELLE LUCY see CB KW

KEARNS, MIKE

KEATING, JANET see CB KW
KEATING, JOE see CB KW
KEATING, THOMAS (TOMMY) see CB KW

KEATSWAY PUBLIC SCHOOL

KEBASSEK, BEN see CB WATCO

KECHNIE FINANCIAL CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
KECHNIE, RONALD K. see CB WATCO
KEE, RUTH (WIFE OF R.J.) NEE BRUEGEMAN see CB KW
KEEFER, MARGARET see CB WATCO
KEELER, JEAN (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE LACKIE see CB KW
KEENER, LEE see CB KW
KEENE-WIDELITE see BUS ENT RMW
KEES, CARL see CB WATCO
KEFFER FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT KIT
KEFFER, ERNEST see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – RMW
KEFFER, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - RMW
KEFFER, MICHAEL see CB KW
KEFFER, O.M. see CB KW
KEFFER, WILLIAM see CB KW
KEHL, HERBERT see CB WATCO
KEHL, STELLA see CB WATCO
KEICHER ENGINEERING see BUS ENT KIT
KEILHAU, FRIEDRICH JOHANNES (HANS) see CB KW
KEILHAU, KARL see CB KW
KEITH C. UPTON AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW
KEITH-DAY KNITTING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
KELECHIAN, SAHAK see CB WATCO
KELEHER'S SADDLERY see BUS ENT RMW
KELL, BILLY
KELLAR, LINDA see CB KW
KELLEHER, DWIGHT see CB KW
KELLEHER, H.A. see CB KW
KELLEHER, WILLIAM EDWARD (NED) see CB KW
KELLER WILLIAMS REALTY INC. see REAL ESTATE AGENTS – A-Z

KELLER, CHARLES (AYTON, ON) see CB WATCO
KELLER, CHARLES see CB KW

KELLER, MARK see CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO

KELLERMAN, JEAN

KELLERMAN, SHAWN see CB KW

KELLEY, BRUCE W. see CB KW

KELLEY, DON see CB KW

KELLSEY, CECIL see CB KW

KELLSEY, HILDA see CB KW

KELLY SERVICES

KELLY, CYRIL see CB WATCO

KELLY, DELORES

KELLY, EMMA see CB WATCO

KELLY, JOE (JOHN JOSEPH) see CB KW

KELLY, KAITLYN see CB KW

KELLY, KEIRAN see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS

KELLY, MADGE (MARGUERITE RITA PAYETTE) see CB WATCO

KELLY, MIKE see CB KW

KELLY, PETER see CB KW

KELLY, RUSSELL see CB KW

KELLY’S BILLIARD ROOM & SPORTS BAR see BUS ENT KIT

KELLY’S KLOWNS
KELMAN HALL PUBLISHING see BUS ENT KIT

KELP, ROBERT J. see CB KW

KELSEY'S

KELTERBORN, ROSS see CB WATCO

KELTERBORN'S BUTCHER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

KEMICK, WAYNE see CB KW

KEMKES, GRAEME see CB WATCO

KEMPEL, SHAWN see CB KW

KEMPERMAN, HENRY see CB KW

KEMUR CAMP see BUS ENT RMW

KEN-CO CHIMNEY CLEANING see BUS ENT RMW

KENDALL, ERNIE see CB WATCO

KENDALL, MALCOLM see BUS ENT WAT

KENDALL, MALCOLM see BUS ENT WAT

KENDRY, TIM see CB WATCO

KENEBUC see BUS ENT RMW

KENEMY, JOHN see CB KW

KENESKY, ARTHUR see CB KW

KENESKY, EMIL see CB WATCO

KENNALEY, BILL see BUS ENT KIT

KENNALEY, BILL see BUS ENT KIT

KENNALEY, BILL see BUS ENT KIT

KENNEDY, DOUG & PETER see WORLD WAR 1939-1945 - KW
KENNEDY, ERIC see CB KW
KENNEDY, HERB see CB KW
KENNEDY, JOE see CB KW
KENNEDY, JOHN E. see CB WATCO
KENNEDY, MICHAEL LAWRENCE see KENNEDY's (BUS ENT RMW)
KENNEDY, RICHARD see CB KW
KENNEDY, ROY RUFUS "TUB" see CB KW
KENNEDY'S see BUS ENT RMW
KENNEL, ALBERT CHRISTIAN CASPER (BROWN) see CB WATCO
KENNEL, MABEL STEINMANN see CB WATCO
KENNETH BROWN PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW
KENNEY, GEORGE see CB KW
KENNY ROGERS ROASTERS
KENSON ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT KIT
KENT HOTEL, WATERLOO (former name of the HUETHER HOTEL) see HUETHER HOTEL
KENT, DOROTHY MARGARET see CB WATCO
KENT, FRED
KENT, HAROLD EDWARD see CB WATCO
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN see TWINS DRIVE-IN INC.
KENWOOD MEAT MARKET see STORES KIT
KENYON, GEORGE GARDNER see CB KW
KENYON, J.J. see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)
KERBL-CLEMENS, LANI see CB KW
KERESZTÉS, SYLVIA see CB KW

KERNELS POPCORN see STORES KIT

KERR PROGRESS PRINTING LTD.

KERR, Captain GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

KERR, Constable BRUCE see POLICE - RMW - NEW HAMBURG

KERR, HENRY see CB WATCO

KERR, JAMES E. see CB WATCO

KERR, NANCY LEE see CB WATCO

KERR, ROBERT JOHN see CB WATCO

KERR, ROBERT see WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

KERR, VERONICA see CB KW

KERRY, VIOLA see CB WATCO

KERRY'S DISCOUNTER

KERSCHENBAUM, JOEL see CB KW

KERSCHENBAUM, SOLLY see CB KW

KERSELL, DR. JOHN see CB KW

KERSH, SUSAN see CB WATCO

KERTON, BARBARA

KESSELRING, ALAN

KESSELRING, ALICE see CB KW

KESSELRING, CASEY see CB WATCO

KESSELRING, DANIEL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
KESSELRING, GERRY see CB KW
KESSELRING, MORRIS see CB KW
KESSLER STUDIO OF DANCING see BUS ENT WAT
KESSLER, KARL see CB KW
KETTLE CREEK CANVAS CO. see STORES KIT
KEUNG, LIN S. see BUS ENT WAT
KEUNG, LIN S. see BUS ENT WAT
KEVAN, SHERRENE see CB WATCO
KEVESKY, ARTHUR see CB WATCO
KEYBRAND FOODS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
KEYES, RUSKIN see CB KW
KEYTECH CHEMICALS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KHARE, ULKA see CB KW
KHARE, SHARMILA see CB KW
KHITAB, Dr. ALLAN see CRIME – RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – Dr. ALLAN KHITAB
KICKSTART see BUS ENT WAT
KID STORES see STORES WAT
KID’S WORLD see BUS ENT KIT
KIDD, WILLIAM H. see CB WATCO
KIDD’s POND see GRAND RIVER CONSERVATION AUTHORITY
KIDDE RECREATION PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
KIDNER, REGINALD see CB WATCO
KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA

KIDNIE, BETH see CB KW

KIDS ‘N KOPS see BIG BROTHERS - RMW

KIDS AND COMPANY see DAYCARE - RMW

KIDS FIRST

KIDS IN CAMP PROGRAM see KW ROTARY CHILDREN'S CENTRE

KIDS ON THE BLOCK

KIDS ONLY CLOTHING CLUB see BUS ENT RMW

KIDSABILITY CENTRE FOR CHILD DEVELOPMENT see KW ROTARY CHILDREN'S CENTRE

KIDS LINK see ST AGATHA CHILDREN'S VILLAGE

KIDSPARK see KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - KIDSPARK

KIDTOWN HAIRCUTS see BUS ENT KIT

KIDZ BIZ see BUS ENT KIT

KIDZONE FAMILY FUN CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT

KIEFER, KARL see CB WATCO

KIEFER, WALTER see CB WATCO

KIEFFER FAMILY see CB WATCO

KIEFFER, MICHAEL see CB KW

KIEFFER, STEVE see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)

KIELY, JOHN see CB KW

KIENAPPLE, BARRY see CB KW

KIENAPPLE, JEROME see CB KW
KIENAPPLE, MELVIN F. see CB KW

KIENAPPLE, WILLIAM A. see CB KW

KIENITZ, ERHARD see CB KW

KIENZLE, MARY MARGARET (WIFE OF JACOB) see CB WATCO

KIESKY, GERALDINE (WIFE OF STANLEY) NEE BEZEAU see CB KW

KIESWETTER CARTAGE & EXCAVATING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KIESWETTER HOLDINGS see BUS ENT KIT

KIESWETTER MOTORS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

KIESWETTER, BILL see CB WATCO

KIESWETTER, CARL see CB WATCO

KIESWETTER, CAROLINE NEE KIPPER see CB KW

KIESWETTER, HAROLD see CB KW

KIESWETTER, HARRY see CB KW

KIESWETTER, JOSEPH S see CB KW

KIESWETTER, MAL see CB KW

KIESWETTER, WALTER EDWARD see CB KW

KIESWETTER, WILLIAM “BILL” see CB KW

KIKOLER, ZYGGY see CB KW

KIKUCHI, YUICHI see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

KILBORN, CHRISTINE see CB KW

KILBORN, GORDON GLADSTONE see CB KW

KILBORN, ANN LAWSON see CB WATCO
KILBONE, SOPHIA see CB WATCO
KILBY RON, see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)
KILIANSKI, LILLIAN see CB KW
KILMENY’S FOLK ART STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW
KIM KING see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
KIM-GLO FARMS see BUS ENT RMW
KIMMEL, ARMAND see CB KW
KIMMEL, ARTHUR see CB KW
KIMMEL, AUGUST see CB WATCO
KIMMEL, CARL (SON OF JOHN JR.) see CB KW
KIMMEL, CARL H. see CB KW
KIMMEL, JOHN see CB KW
KIMMEL, JOYCE see WEST NILE VIRUS
KIMMEL, ROBERT (SON OF JOHN JR.) see CB KW
KINDERMUSIK see MUSIC
KINESKY, ARTHUR see CB WATCO
KINETEX INNOVATIVE ASSESSMENT AND REHAB CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT
KINETIC PASSION INC. see BUS ENT RMW
KINETIC SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT WAT
KINETICO ATHLETIC SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW
KING CENTRE
KING EDWARD PUBLIC SCHOOL
KING EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT RMW

KING FAMILY see CB WATCO

KING FRAMING see STORES KIT

KING GROCERS see STORES WAT

KING STREET BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

KING STREET THEATRE CENTRE see THEATRE & COMPANY

KING STREET TRIO

KING TIN

KING, CHERLE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

KING, DEARDRA see CB KW

KING, DON see BUS ENT RMW

KING, DON see CB WATCO

KING, ELIZABETH (NEE TENNANT) see CB KW

KING, GORDON see CB KW

KING, IRENE (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW

KING, KAREN see CB KW

KING, LEWIS JESSE see CB KW

KING, LOUELLA see CB WATCO

KING, REGINALD J.J. see CB KW

KING, ROGER see CB KW

KING, SUE see CB KW

KING, TRISH see CB KW
KINGHAM, ERNIE see CB KW
KING-LESLIE, DEARDRA see CB KW
KINGS ACADEMY, KITCHENER
KINGS JEWELLERS & GOLDSMITHS LTD. see WIENS JEWELLERS LTD. in STORES KIT
KINGSBRIDGE CROSSING
KINGSDALE, ONTARIO
KINGSLEY, AL see CB KW
KINGSTON, SHELAGH see CB KW
KINGSWOOD, JOHN see CB WATCO
KINNEAR see BUS ENT RMW
KINNEYS see STORES WAT
KINSIE WOOL SHOPS
KINSMEN CENTRE WORKSHOP
KINSMEN CLUB
               see also KINSMEN CENTRE WORKSHOP
KINTON, JERRINE (WIFE OF DERWENT) see CB KW
KINZIE, ALFRED see CB WATCO
KINZIE, CLIFFORD PAUL see CB KW
KINZIE, DELLA MARION see CB WATCO
KINZIE, MINNIE see CB WATCO
KINZIE, Mrs. DANIEL see CB WATCO
KINZIE, WILLARD see CB WATCO

KIP, TYLER see CB KW

KIPFER, VALERIE (WIFE OF PAUL) NEE MIDDLETON see CB KW

KIPP FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT RMW

KIPP, BARBARA see CB KW

KIRBY INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS see BUS ENT KIT

KIRBY, JACK see CB KW

KIRBY, MICHAEL

KIRBY, NICOLE (WIFE OF REGINALD) see CB KW

KIRBY, Reverend EDWARD see CB KW

KIRCHNER, JOHN see CB KW

KIRCK, HARVEY see CB WATCO

KIRK, JOSH see CB KW

KIRK, RUTH see CB KW

KIRKER, Reverend Dr. E. ALLISTER (AL) see CB KW

KIRKHAM, ANA see MARTIAL ARTS

KIRKHAM'S TELEVISION & APPLIANCES see STORES CAM

KIRKLAND, MARY ELLEN see CB KW

KIRKLAND, RON see CB KW

KIRKLEY, MIKE see CB KW

KIRKNESS, IVAN M. see CB KW

KIRKNESS, MARIE G. see CB KW
KIRKNESS, PETER LEE see CB KW
KIRKPATRICK, HUGH see CB KW
KIRKPATRICK, J.R.H.
KIRKWOOD, DAVID (MuchMusic) see CB KW
KIRKWOOD, DAVID HENNING (d. 1988) see CB WATCO
KIRSCHEK, WALLY see FREDERICK MALL BARBER SHOP in BUS ENT KIT
KIRVAN FURNITURE & INTERIORS see STORES CAM
KISSNER MILLING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KISSNER, DEL see CB KW
KISSNER, LYNDI see CB WATCO
KIST BEVERAGES WATERLOO CO. see BUS ENT WAT
KISTNER, WILLIAM see CB KW
KIT, ULLRICKE see CB KW
KITCHEN KUTTINGS see BUS ENT RMW
KITCHEN, JOSEPH see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - RMW
KITCHEN, PHYLLIS see CB WATCO
KITCHENER & DISTRICT INVESTMENT DEALERS ASSOC. see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KITCHENER AERO AVIONICS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
KITCHENER AND DISTRICT PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD
KITCHENER AND DISTRICT SOCCER LEAGUE (KDSL) see SOCCER - KW
KITCHENER AND DISTRICT TRAFFIC CLUB
KITCHENER AND WATERLOO
KITCHENER AND WATERLOO – EDUCATION

KITCHENER AUDITORIUM see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

KITCHENER AUTO AUCTION see BUS ENT RMW

KITCHENER BACH CHOIR

KITCHENER BAKERY see STORES KIT

KITCHENER BEVERAGES

KITCHENER BIBLE CENTRE

KITCHENER BIG-4 HATCHERY see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER BRASS & ALUMINUM FOUNDRY see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER BRICK AND TILE CO. LTD.

KITCHENER BUSINESS CENTRE SELF-HELP OFFICE see BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CENTRE, KITCHENER

KITCHENER BUSINESS HERITAGE

KITCHENER BUTTON INDUSTRIES

KITCHENER CATERERS see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER CENTENNIAL STADIUM

KITCHENER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - 1940s-1960s, 1970s-1990s

see also CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO

KITCHENER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - PRINT MATERIALS

KITCHENER CHEMISTS LTD. see STORES KIT

KITCHENER CITIZENS’ BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE

KITCHENER COAL see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER COIN SHOP see STORES KIT
KITCHENER CONCRETE BLOCK CO. see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER CO-OPERATIVE FOODS see SMALL PLANET FOOD CO-OP

KITCHENER DAIRIES

see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

KITCHENER DAY CARE CENTRE

KITCHENER DOWNTOWN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

KITCHENER DOWNTOWN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

KITCHENER DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENT AREA

see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER CORE RENEWAL PROGRAM

KITCHENER EAST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

KITCHENER ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER EXPORT CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KITCHENER FARMER’S MARKET see MARKET - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

KITCHENER FLYING DUTCHMEN DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

KITCHENER FOREST PRODUCTS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

KITCHENER FORGING see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER FURNITURE COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER GAS COMPANY

KITCHENER GOSPEL TEMPLE

KITCHENER GREENSHIRTS

KITCHENER HEALTH DEPARTMENT

KITCHENER HOCKEY STICKS LTD.
KITCHENER HOME SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

KITCHENER HOUSE

KITCHENER IN BLOOM see COMMUNITIES IN BLOOM

KITCHENER INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAM see ARTS - KITCHENER

KITCHENER INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

KITCHENER INTERNATIONAL SUMMER FESTIVAL

KITCHENER KID CO. see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER KIESWETTERS

KITCHENER LANDLORD TENANT ADVISORY BUREAU

see also RENTAL HOUSING - KITCHENER

KITCHENER LIONS' CLUB

KITCHENER LIVE BAIT see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER LUMBER CO. see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

KITCHENER MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM - TO 1984, 1985-1994, 1995-

KITCHENER MENNONITE BRETHREN CHURCH

KITCHENER MILITARY SHOP see STORES KIT

KITCHENER MONEY MART see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER MUSICAL SOCIETY

KITCHENER NEWS

KITCHENER NISSAN see BUS ENT KIT
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUILDING

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUILDING – CENTRAL LIBRARY 2014-

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUILDING - EXTENSION - 1978

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUILDING - EXTENSION - 1994

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUILDING – RENOVATION - 2008-2014

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – BUSINESS PROGRAMS

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - CANADIAN LIBRARY WEEK

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - CENTENNIAL 1984

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - CHILDREN'S ROOM - to 1989, 1990-1999, 2000-

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - CHILDREN'S ROOM, YOUNG CANADA'S BOOK WEEK

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – COFFEE SHOP

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – COMPETITIONS

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - DOROTHY SHOEMAKER LITERARY AWARD CONTEST

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – COMPUTER CENTRE

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - CREST

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - DOROTHY SHOEMAKER LITERARY AWARD CONTEST

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - COMPETITIONS

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – EXHIBITIONS – to 1999; 2000-

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - FILM LIBRARY

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - FOUNDATION

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - GORDON HAMBLIN MEMORIAL AWARD

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - GOVERNMENT BOOKSTORE
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - GREAT BOOKS
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – HOMEWORK CENTRE
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - INFOQUEST
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - KIDSPARK
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – KLAS (Kitchener Public Library Automated System)
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - LOCAL HISTORY ROOM
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - MIME FESTIVAL AND WORKSHOP
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - MURAL
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - MUSICAL PROGRAMS, 2000-
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - ONTARIO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - ORAL HISTORY
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - RECORD LIBRARY
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - REFERENCE DEPT. see KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – INFORMATION SERVICES DEPARTMENT
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - SCHOOL VANS
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - TALKING BOOKS
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - undated; pre-1960;1960’s &1970’s;1980’s, 1990’s; 2000-
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - VISITING LIBRARY SERVICE
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - VISUNET
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – VOLUNTEER SERVICES
KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - WRITER IN RESIDENCE

KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY - BUILDING - CENTRE BLOCK PROPOSAL - 2004-2006

KITCHENER PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD


see also STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1975

see also STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1978

KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

see also KITCHENER-WILMOT HYDRO


KITCHENER RECREATION COMMISSION

KITCHENER RED CROSS see KW RED CROSS

KITCHENER SENIOR CITIZENS CENTRE

see also SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - RECREATION

KITCHENER SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD

KITCHENER SHOE COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER SHOE SHINE & HAT CLEANING PARLOUR see STORES KIT

KITCHENER SPORTS CARDS see STORES KIT

KITCHENER SPORTS PARADE OF HISTORY see KITCHENER MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

KITCHENER SPRING FESTIVAL - 1997-

KITCHENER TRACTOR CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER TRAILER SALES & RENTALS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
KITCHENER TRANSIT MALL

KITCHENER TRANSIT see KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION - TRANSPORTATION

KITCHENER UTILITIES COMMISSION see KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

KITCHENER WATER COMMISSION

KITCHENER WEDDING CHAPEL see CHURCHES - KITCHENER

KITCHENER WEIGHT CONTROL CENTRES see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER WINDOW CLEANING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

KITCHENER YOUNG MEN'S CLUB

KITCHENER, ONTARIO

KITCHENER-CAMBRIDGE BYPASS see REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO - ROADS

KITCHENER-WATERLOO & DISTRICT LABOUR COUNCIL

see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LABOUR COUNCIL (Twin City Labour Council changed in 1985 to Waterloo Regional Labour Council)

KITCHENER-WATERLOO MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (aka LEXINGTON AIRPORT)

see WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - HISTORY

KITCHENER-WATERLOO SKATING CLUB

KITCHENER-WILMOT HYDRO came into effect Jan. 1978

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

KITCHENS GALORE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

KITCHENWORKS see CAMBRIDGE YWCA

KITEFEST see WIND CLIMBERS KITE CLUB OF KW in CLUBS-KW (L-Z)

KITTEL, JEROME see CB WATCO
KITWAT KENNELS see BUS ENT RMW

KIWANIS CLUBS – to 1994, 1995-

KIWANIS KAVALIERS DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS


KIWANIS TRANSIT

KLAASEN, RUTH see CB KW

KLAASSEN, JEAN

KLAASSEN, PETER C. see CB WATCO

KLAEHN, ANDY see CB KW

KLAEHN, J.C. see CB KW

KLAEHN, ROBERT A. see CB KW

KLAGE, GORDON see CB WATCO

KLAGE, DANIEL C see CB KW

KLAHS, MATTHIAS see CB KW

KLASSEN BRONZE

KLASSEN, ABRAM P. see CB KW

KLASSEN, CONSTANTINE HENRY see CB WATCO

KLASSEN, DIETRICH P. (DICK) see CB KW

KLASSEN, DOLORES (PET) see CB WATCO

KLASSEN, DONALD ROBERT see CB WATCO

KLASSEN, HARDY see CB KW

KLASSEN, JOHN see CB KW
KLASSEN, KATHRYN LUNN

P. KLASSEN OPTICIAN see BUS ENT KIT

KLASSEN, PETER see CB KW

KLASSEN, ROD see CB WATCO

KLAWITTER, HENRY see CB KW

KLEAR WATER POOL SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

KLEAR-VIEW WINDOW CLEANING see BUS ENT WAT

KLEEN-SIDE see BUS ENT WAT

KLEIN, FRANK A SR. see CB WATCO

KLEIN, KEVIN see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

KLEIN, NELDA see CB WATCO

KLEINKNECHT, FRANK see CB WATCO

KLEINSCHMIDT, BILL see CB KW

KLEMETSCH, LISA see CB WATCO

KLEMMER FARM HOUSE DAY CARE

KLEPP, ERNIE see CB KW

KLERI, RICHARD see CB WATCO

KLIE, LESLIE C see CB WATCO

KLIK-IT PHOTO see STORES CAM

KLINCK, BYRLE see KW DUTCHMEN (HOCKEY TEAM)

KLINCK, CARL FREDERICK
KLINCK, CHARLES see CB WATCO
KLINCK, CLARENCE WILLIAM see CB KW
KLINCK, ELIZABETH see AUTHORS RMW (A-Z)
KLINCK, GEORGE see CB WATCO
KLINCK, MARIE see CB WATCO
KLINCK, OSCAR & WALTER
KLINCK, OTTO see CB WATCO
KLINCK, PEARL see CB WATCO
KLINCK, ROY see CB WATCO
KLINCK, WALTER see CB WATCO
KLINCKE, RAY FAMILY see CB WATCO
KLINCKE, ROSE see CB WATCO
KLINCK'S SHOE STORE see STORES WAT
KLINGSFON, WILLI see CB KW
KLINK, BETTY (Mrs. ROBERT) see CB WATCO
KLINKHAMMER, ALBERT & MARY see CB WATCO
KLIPPERT (L.C.) FURNITURE CO. see BUS ENT KIT (DIAMOND FURNITURE CO.)
KLIPPERT, JOHN see CB WATCO
KLIPPERT, LEANDER see BUS ENT KIT (DIAMOND FURNITURE CO.)
KLOEPF, MARY AMANELLA ROSALIA (nee GRUBB) see CB WATCO
KLOPP, L. WILLIAM see CB KW
KLOPP, LEONARD J. see CB KW
KLOPP, ROSS A. see CB KW
KLOPP, WILLIAM L. see CB KW
KLOPSTOCK, PAUL see CB WATCO
KLOS, WILLIAM see CB KW
KLOTZ, OTTO JULIUS
KLOTZKOPP, JOE - LETTERS
KLUGMAN, ERWIN see CB KW
KLUGMAN, FRANZ see CB KW
KLYMKO, Dr. GREGORY E. see CB KW
KLYUCHAROVA, ELENA see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
KMART
KML ENGINEERED HOMES see BUS ENT RMW
KNACK, ERNEST ALFRED (SAM Sr.) see CB WATCO
KNAPP, J. STANLEY see CB WATCO
KNAPSACK REFLECTORS see BUS ENT WAT
KNAR JEWELLERY
KNARR, DONALD W. see CB WATCO
KNARR, KRISTA see CB WATCO
KNARR, VERNON J. (SHORTY) see CB WATCO
KNAUFF, KARL see CB KW
KNECHTEL CORPORATION (formerly Knechtel Wholesale Grocers)
KNECHTEL FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT

KNECHTEL, CHARLES see CB KW

KNECHTEL, CLARENCE see CB WATCO

KNECHTEL, E.B. see CB WATCO

KNECHTEL, EDNA see CB KW

KNECHTEL, JONAS see CB KW

KNECHTEL, PAUL see CB KW

KNECHTEL, WILLARD H. see CB KW

KNECHTEL, LUKE & CARISSA see CB KW

KNELL, ANNA see CB KW

KNELL, BERTHA see CB KW

KNELL, CARL see CB KW

KNELL, GEORGE, WILLIAM see WILLIAM KNELL & CO. LTD.

KNELL, HENRY see CB KW

KNELL, HUGO see CB KW

KNELL, WILLIAM see CB KW

KNEZ, MOJCA

KNIFEL, GERALD see CB KW

KNIGHT, DAVID (TUFFY)

KNIGHT, DEAN see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – FACULTY

KNIGHT, GEORGE see CB KW

KNIGHT, JEMINA see CB WATCO
KNIGHT, MARIA see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

KNIGHT, PAUL see CB KW

KNIGHT, SYLVIA see CB KW

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS - KW

KNIPFEL, AL see CB KW

KNIPFEL, CLAYTON L. see CB KW

KNIPFEL, DAVID C. see CB KW

KNIPFEL, DAVID J. see CB KW

KNIPFEL, GERALD see CB KW

KNIPFEL, LLOYD see CB KW

KNIPFEL, WILLIAM see CB KW

KNITTERS NEEDS see BUS ENT RMW

KNITTING

KNOB HILL FARMS

KNOBLAUCH, ERNEST see CB WATCO

KNOBLAUCH, MARIANNE see CB KW

KNOLL, DONALD WILLIAM see CB KW

KNOLL, Reverend ROY see CB KW

KNOTS & STITCHES see BUS ENT RMW

KNOTTY PINE RESTAURANTS

C.K. KNOWLES CO. see BUS ENT RMW

KNOWLES, PAUL & MARY
KNOWLES, Reverend ROBERT E. see CB WATCO

KNOWLTON, W. ROY see CB KW

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, GALT

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, PRESTON

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, WATERLOO

KNOX UNITED CHURCH, AYR

KNOX, MARGARET see CB KW

KNUSSEN, OLIVER see CB KW

KNUSSEN, STUART see CB KW

KOALABY’S RESTAURANT

KOATS FOR KIDS

KOCH KASE see SHANTZ, MRS. MELVIN in CB WATCO

KOCH TRANSPORT

KOCH, ALFRED E. see CB KW

KOCH, ALICE see CB WATCO

KOCH, BETTY see CB KW

KOCH, GERALD W. see CB WATCO

KOCH, HARVEY see CB KW

KOCH, HENRY see CB KW

KOCH, HILDA see CB WATCO

KOCH, MARKUS see ATHLETES - KW (A-K)

KOCH, OLIVER see CB WATCO
KOCHER, CLARA see CB WATCO
KOCSIS, HEATHER see ARTISTS - KW
KOEBEL, BRUCE see BUS ENT KIT
KOEBEL, BRUCE see BUS ENT KIT
KOEBEL, DENNIS see BLOOD BANKS - PRIVATE
KOEBEL, ELROY F. see CB WATCO
KOEBEL, EVA see CB WATCO
KOEBEL, KATHERINE see CB KW
KOEBEL, LEN see CB WATCO
KOEBEL, MICHAEL see CB KW

see also WALPER TOBACCO SMOKE SHOP
KOEBEL, MICHAEL see CB KW

see also WALPER TOBACCO SMOKE SHOP
KOEBEL'S TRUCK & AUTO SERVICE, ST. CLEMENTS see BUS ENT RMW

KOEGLER, ARNO
KOEGLER, JOHN (TEACHER) see CB KW
KOEGLER, JOHN B. see CB KW
KOEGLER, S.J. see CB KW
KOEGLER, STEPHANIE see REWARDS, PRIZES ETC
KOELHER, CHARLES C. see CB KW
KOELHER, DEREK see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY
KOELHER, HARRY see CB KW
KOEHLER, HENRY see CB KW
KOEHLER, JEROME see CB KW
KOEHLER, JOHN see CB KW
KOEHLER, LORNE see CB KW
KOEHLER, MICHAEL see CB KW
KOEHLER, TED see CB KW
KOEHN, GREG see CB KW
KOELLNER, EARL C.F. see CB WATCO
KOENIG, BERNARD see CB KW
KOENIG, GLENNIS
KOENIG, JOHN SR. see CB WATCO
KOENIG, JULIANNA see CB KW
KOENIG, LORNE BERNARD see CB KW
KOENIG, Mrs E. LOUISE (FILSINGER) see CB KW
KOEPKE, BRIAN see POLICE - RMW - INDIVIDUALS
KOEPKE, HELEN see CB WATCO
KOERBER, GORDON see CB KW
KOERBER, Verna Phidellia MAE see CB WATCO
KOETSIER, JEAN (WIFE OF N.A.) NEE KAUFMAN see CB KW
KOFLER, GEORGE see CB KW
KOFLER, PETER see CB KW
KOHARDT, ERIC see BUS ENT KIT
KOHARDT, ERIC see BUS ENT KIT

KOH-I NOOR (RESTAURANT)

KOLAPACK, HENRY see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

KOLARITSCH, GWEN see CB WATCO

KOLB, PRISCILLA see CB KW

KOLB, TITUS see CB WATCO

KOLBRENNER, PETER see BLACKSMITHS

KOLKE, ADOLF see CB KW

KOMAR, VERA see CB WATCO

KOMATSU, CHOSEI

KOMDRESCO CANADA INC.

KOMER, MARJORIE see CB KW

KOMINEK, RUDY see CB KW

KONKEL, CHUCK see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

KONNERTH, Reverend ANDREW see CB KW

KONRAD, RUTH see CB KW

KOOISTRA, Reverend Dr. RIMKES see CB KW

KOOMSTRA, ANDY see CB WATCO

KOOP, JOHN DIETRICH see CB KW

KOOP, JOHN, DAVID see CB KW

KOOPMAN, HENRY JOHN see CB KW

KOOPS, Reverend RALPH see CB WATCO
KOPACZ, MICHAEL see CB KW

KOPF, DAVID see CB KW

KOPPERS INTERNATIONAL CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

KOPPER'S see BUS ENT KIT

KOPPERS, SALOMÉ (WIFE OF JEROME) NEE MOOGK see CB KW

KOPPESER, WILLIAM H. see CB KW

KOPS 'N KIDS PROGRAM see BIG BROTHERS - RMW

KOR GALLERY AND STUDIO

KORBELAS, TONY see CB KW

KORCOK, Dr. JOHN see CB KW

KORDICS, ALEX see CB KW

KORDISH, LOUIS see CB WATCO

KORECK, FRANZ & ANNA see CB KW

KOROVA STUDENT COFFEE HOUSE see BUS ENT KIT

KORTSCHOT, CORT see CB WATCO

KORZ, BILL see CB WATCO

KOSKI, G.W. see CB KW

KOSKY FURS LTD. see STORES KIT

KOSKY, HERMAN see CB KW

KOSKY, SHELDON see CB KW

KOSKY, WILLIAM see CB KW
KOSOVO

KOSSUTH, ONTARIO

KOSTACHEN, GARY see CB KW

KOSTACHEN, JOHN see CB KW

KOSTIGIAN, JOHN see CB WATCO

KOTAR, VLADIMIR see CB KW

KOTZ, OTTO see CB WATCO

KOUSAL, MATHEW F.

KOVACEVIC, JURE see ATHLETES KW (A-K)

KOWAL, JUSTYNA see CB KW

KOWALCZYK-MCPHEE, BERNIE see CB KW

KOWALSKI, MARK see CB KW

KOWALSKI, STAN (WHITEY) see CB KW

KOZDAS, BRONSON see BLACKSMITHS

KPMG CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

KRAATZ, NORM see CB KW

KRAEHLING, GEORGE see CB WATCO

KRAEMAR, LUWINA see SENIOR CITIZENS – RMW - GENERAL

KRAEMER WOODCRAFTER LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

KRAEMER, FRANK see CB KW

KRAEMER, JOSEPH EDWARD JAMES "JIM" see CB KW

KRAEMER, LEO see CB KW
KRAEMER, MARJORY (WIFE OF LEE) NEE LAUBER see CB KW

KRAEMER, PAMELA see CB WATCO

KRAEMER, STEPHANIE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

KRAFT FAMILY see CB WATCO

KRAFT, FRANK see CB KW

KRAFT, RALPH see CB KW

KRAFT, SANDFORD & LEONA see CB KW

KRAFTS BY US see BUS ENT RMW

KRALINATOR FILTERS

KRAMER & GREBE see BUS ENT WAT

KRAMER, ELAINE (WIFE OF GEORGE) NEE DALY see CB KW

KRAMER, JANE (nee WINCHESTER) see CB KW

KRAMER, THERON see CB KW

KRAMER, WALTER WILLIAM see CB KW

KRAMP, WILHELMINE see CB KW

KRAMPIEN, HAROLD see CB WATCO

KRANENBURG, JOHAN (JOE) see CB KW

KRAUS CARPET

KRAUSE, CARLA see CB WATCO
KRAUSE, JOHANNA see FOOD BANK
KRAUSS, HELMUT see CB KW
KRAUSS, WERNER see CB KW
KRAUT LINE see SCHMIDT, MILT

see also ATHLETES (A-K) for BAUER, BOBBY

see also ATHLETES (A-K) for DUMART, WOODY

KRAUTH, Reverend & Mrs. C.F. see CB WATCO
KRAWCZYK, Sister ALBERTA (CLARA) see CB KW
KRAWFORD, GARY see CB KW
KREAGER, BETTY see CB WATCO

KREATIONS ACTIONWEAR see BUS ENT RMW
KREB, HENRY see KREBS RESTAURANTS
KREB, HENRY see KREBS RESTAURANTS

KREBS RESTAURANTS

see also ALI BABA STEAK HOUSE, CHARLIE’S, KINGSBRIDGE CROSSING, WINE PRESS

KREBSZ ELECTROPLATING see BUS ENT RMW

KREITZER, GLENN see CB KW
KRELLER, MARK see CB KW
KRELLER, VERA CAROLYN (nee DICKERT) see CB WATCO
KREMER, HARRY see CB KW

KRESGE COMPANY LTD.
KRESKY, DAVID see CB KW
KRESKY, STANLEY J see CB KW

KRESS ELECTRIC see BUS ENT KIT

KRESS HOTEL (includes condominium development 1987)

KRESS, CHRISTOPHER see CB WATCO

KRESS, VIOLET see CB KW

KRESS, WILBUR (WIB) see CB WATCO

KRESSVIEW SPRINGS

KRETE, JEFF see CB WATCO

KRETSCHMANN, UWE

KREUTZWIESER, CATHERINE see CB KW

KRIBS, LEWIS L. see STREET NAMES – CAMBRIDGE

KRIBS, WILLIAM A. see STREET NAMES – CAMBRIDGE

KRICK, ORPHA see CB WATCO

KRISHNA MEHIL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

KRISPY KREME see BUS ENT KIT

KRIST, JERRY see CB KW

KRISTA MCLEOD REGISTERED MASSAGE THERAPIST see BUS ENT RMW

KROEHLER, WOLFGANG see AUTOMOBILES - KW

KROETSCH FAMILY see CB WATCO

KROETSCH, Rev. Father JEROME see CB KW

KROHN, J.P. see BUS ENT KIT

KRONIS MEN'S WEAR see STORES KIT
KRONIS, ABRAHAM see CB KW
KRONIS, JACK see CB KW
KROPF, AB see CB KW
KROPF, DAVE see CB WATCO
KROPF, DAVID see CB KW
KROPF, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
KROPF, JIM see HESPELER PUBLIC SCHOOL

KROPF, MATTHEW
KROPF, MEGHAN, see CB KW
KROPF, MELVIN D. see CB KW
KROPF, MERVIN L see CB WATCO
KROPF, RON see BUS ENT RMW
KROPF, RON see CB WATCO
KROSTRZEWSKI, PETER see CB WATCO
KRUEGER, MARGARET (WIFE OF H.R.) NEE BRUEGEMAN see CB KW
KRUEGER, NICOLE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
KRUEGER, ROBERT EARL (BOB) see CB KW

KRUG FURNITURE
KRUG, ANNIE THERESA (WIFE OF HARTMAN) NEE DUNN see CB KW
KRUG, HARTMAN see CB KW
KRUG, HARVEY T. see CB KW
KRUG, HENRY C. see CB KW
KRUG, JOHN HARTMAN see CB KW
KRUG, JOHN HENRY (FATHER OF HARTMAN) see CB KW
KRUG, KATHERINE G. see CB KW

KRUG, MABEL E.
KRUG, MARY A. (MRS. WILLIAM KRUG) see CB WATCO
KRUG, Reverend CHARLES see CB KW
KRUG, RUDOLPH WILLIAM see CB KW
KRUGER, RALPH see CB WATCO

KRUISSELBRINK, REBECCA see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS
KRULIC, GORAN & NELLIE see CB KW
KRULL, DONALD see CB WATCO
KRULL, ROBERT ALEXANDER see CB WATCO

KRUMS INC.
KRUPP, CONNIE (WIFE OF DONALD) NEE RANDALL see CB KW
KRUPP, ELIZABETH see CB KW
KRUPP, JOHN see CB KW
KRUPP, LEWIS & MARGARET see CB WATCO
KRUSCHEN, KARL HEINZ ALBERT see CB KW
KRUSPE, C.O. see CB WATCO

KRUSPE, GLENN
KRYN, TED see CB KW
KRYSZTOFOWICZ, LITKA see CB KW
KS WELDING see BUS ENT KIT

KU KLUX KLAN

KUBASSEH ELECTRICAL see BUS ENT RMW

KUBASSEK GROUP OF COMPANIES see BUS ENT RMW

KUBASSEK, BEN

KUBASSEK, ERIKA

KUBE, EMMA (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE DANNECKER see CB KW

KUBENK, KATHERINA

KUCH, BARBARA (WIFE OF MILTON) NEE OTTERBEIN see CB KW

KUCHMA, JACK see CB WATCO

KUDOBA, CARL see CB KW

KUDOBA, FLORENCE see CB KW

KUDRENECKY, NORA see CB KW

KUEHL, AARON L. see CB KW

KUEHNER, FREDERICK see CB KW

KUEHNER, IRENE (WIFE OF RUSSEL) NEE KIESWETTER see CB KW

KUEPFER, DAN see CB KW

KUEPFER, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB WATCO

KUHL, G. HAROLD see CB KW

KUHL, LAURA see CB KW

KUHL, R.B. see CB KW

KUHL, VIVIAN see CB KW
KUHN, ALBERT RALPH see CB KW
KUHN, JIM see CB KW
KUHN, LOUISE NEE KNELL see CB KW
KUHN, STEVEN see CB KW
KUIPFER, MADELINE (nee SCHELL) see CB WATCO
KULCSAR, FERENC “FRANK” see CB KW
KUMAR, Dr. VED see CB KW
KUMMEL, AUGUST J. see CB KW
KUMMER, OLIVER see CB WATCO
KUMORNIK, JOHNNY see CB KW
KUMPF, ANNA (WIFE OF FORD S.) NEE HENRICH see CB KW
KUMPF, FORD S.
KUNKEL, Sister KATHLEEN see CB KW
KUNKLE, CLARE
KUNTZ BREWERY
KUNTZ ELECTROPLATING
KUNTZ FAMILY see CB WATCO
KUNTZ HOUSE
KUNTZ, BERT see FIRE DEPARTMENT KITCHENER
KUNTZ, BOBBY see CB KW
KUNTZ, CARL (SON OF BOBBY) see CB KW
KUNTZ, CARLO see CB KW
KUNTZ, CAROLE (WIFE OF GORDON) NEE LAUTENSLAGER see CB KW
KUNTZ, DAVID see CB KW
KUNTZ, EDWARD see CB KW
KUNTZ, FLORENCE see CB KW
KUNTZ, JOEL see CB KW
KUNTZ, JOSEPH
KUNTZ, LEWIS (LOUIS) see CB KW
KUNTZ, LINCOLN C. see CB KW
KUNTZ, OSCAR WILFRED see CB KW
KUNTZ, PAUL see CB KW
KUNTZ, ROBERT JR. (SON OF BOBBY) see CB KW
KUNTZ, ROSE see CB WATCO
KUNZ, ALFRED
KUNZ, ANNA see ARTISTS – KW
KUPIEC, JOHN see CB KW
KUREK, DAVID see CB KW
KURET, RUDY see CB WATCO
KURT, CHRISTOPHER see CB KW
KURTZ, FLORENCE see CB KW
KURTZ, JACOB see CB KW
KURTZ, JIM & HELEN see CB WATCO
KURTZ, LILLIAN & PETER see CB KW
KURUVILLA, SUNIL

KURZWERNHART, ROBERT see CB WATCO

KUTEA see BUS ENT RMW

KUTZ, JACOB (BARBER) see BUS ENT KIT

KUTZ-HARDER, HELGA see CB KW

KWAIT

KUZIOMKO, EMILIA see CB KW

KVASNAC, ALEX see CB KW

K-VET see BUS ENT RMW

KW & AREA BUG CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW & DISTRICT BABYSITTING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

KW & DISTRICT UNDERWATER ASSOCIATION

KW ACADEMY OF MEDICINE

KW ACCESSIBILITY see PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES – KW - ACCESSIBILITY

KW ACCIDENT TRAUMA SUPPORT GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW ADOPTEES SEARCH GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)

    see also PARENT FINDERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW AIR CADETS

KW AIRETTES see KW AIR CADETS

KW ALLIANCE AGAINST FUR see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
KW AND REGION STROKE SURVIVORS

KW AND SUBURBAN PLANNING BOARD

KW ANTI-APARTHEID COALITION see APARTHEID

KW AQUARIUM SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW ARAB-CANADIAN FRIENDSHIP ASSOCIATION

KW AREA M.E. SUPPORT GROUP (CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME)

KW AREA OSTOMY CHAPTER

KW AREA VISITOR & CONVENTION BUREAU

KW ARMY & NAVY CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW ART GALLERY

KW ART GALLERY - ASSOCIATION

KW ART GALLERY - BOARD OF DIRECTORS


KW ART GALLERY - FINANCES

KW ART GALLERY - HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

KW ART GALLERY - JURIED EXHIBITIONS

KW ART GALLERY - PERMANENT COLLECTION

KW ART GALLERY - PRESS RELEASES

KW ART GALLERY - WOMEN'S COMMITTEE

KW ART SOCIETY

KW ARTS AWARDS

KW ARTS COUNCIL
see also CIVIC CENTRE - KITCHENER

KW ASTRONOMY CLUB

KW ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION see GRANITE CLUB - KW

KW BADMINTON CLUB see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

KW BICYCLE COURIERS see BUS ENT KIT

KW BIG BROTHER ASSOCIATION see BIG BROTHERS RMW

KW BIG SISTERS see BIG SISTERS RMW

KW BILINGUAL SCHOOL

see also LANGUAGE & LANGUAGES - STUDY & TEACHING - KW

KW BONSAI see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW BOOK EXCHANGE see STORES KIT

KW BRAVES

see also DOYLE, COLIN

KW BRIDGE STUDIO see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW BUG’RS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL see BUILDING - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

KW BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S CLUB

KW BUSINESS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW BUSINESS WOMEN IN NETWORKING

KW BUSINESS WOMEN’S ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW CADET ORGANIZATION POLICE SCHOOL (COPS) see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW CAMERA CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW CANADIAN PROGRESS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW CAREERS EXPOSITION

KW CENTRAL VOLUNTEER BUREAU see KW SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL

KW CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY (I) (founded by Natahaniel Stroh defunct 1962)

KW CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY (II) (founded 1975 by Jan Narveson associated with Stratford Ensemble)

KW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE see CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO

KW CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

KW CHESS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW CHILDREN'S LITERATURE ROUNDTABLE see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S AFTER FIVE CLUB

KW CIVITANS

KW COLLEGIATE - up to 1979, 1980-1999, 2000-

KW COMMUNITY CALENDAR OF SOCIAL JUSTICE & ENVIRONMENTAL EVENTS

KW COMMUNITY CONCERN WEEK

KW COMMUNITY CONCERT ASSOCIATION

KW COMMUNITY FOUNDATION

KW COMMUNITY WORKERS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

KW COUNCIL ON EDUCATION

KW COUNCIL ON FRIENDSHIP

KW COUNSELLING SERVICES INC.
KW COUNTERTOP see BUS ENT KIT

KW COUNTRY FEST

KW CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTRE

KW DIVING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW DOGHOUSE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

KW DUTCHMEN (HOCKEY TEAM)

KW DUTCHMEN FOOTBALL CLUB

KW ENGINEERS BREAKFAST CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW EXPRESSWAY (contains articles up to 1967) For articles after January 1, 1968 see CONESTOGA PARKWAY

KW EXTEND-A-FAMILY

KW FAMILY SERVICE BUREAU see KW COUNSELLING SERVICES INC.

KW FEDERATED CHARITIES

see also UNITED WAY OF KW for later items

KW FIELD NATURALISTS

KW FLOWERS see BUS ENT KIT

KW FLYFISHERS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW FLYING DUTCHMEN CLUB

KW FOOD CO-OP see SMALL PLANET FOOD CO-OP

KW FOOD SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

KW FRIENDSHIP CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW FROSTED FOODS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KW FUEL INJECTION INC. see BUS ENT WAT
KW GARDEN CLUB

KW GEM & MINERAL CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW GST CARD see BUS ENT KIT

KW GYRO CLUB

KW HABILITATION

    see also DEVELOPMENTAL CENTRE

    see also KINSMEN CENTRE WORKSHOP

KW HANDWEAVERS GUILD

KW HANG GLIDING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW HEALTH CENTRE

KW HEALTH FOOD STORE see STORES KIT

KW HIGH SCHOOL BOARD

KW HIKING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW HOMEBUILDERS ASSOCIATION see HOUSING - KITCHENER - DEVELOPERS & BUILDERS


    see also AMBULANCE SERVICE - KW

    see also GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORPORATION

    see also KW HEALTH CENTRE 1996-

KW HUDAC see HOUSING - KITCHENER - DEVELOPERS & BUILDINGS

KW HUMANE SOCIETY see HUMANE SOCIETY - KW

KW INDOOR KARTWAY see BUS ENT WAT
KW INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION see CENTRAL ONTARIO EXHIBITION

KW INSULATION DISTRIBUTORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KW INTERCULTURAL WOMEN'S GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW IRISH SOCIETY

KW ITALIAN CORTINA CLUB

KW JAYCEES see KW JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

KW JUNIOR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

KW JUNIOR SPORTS B-B CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW KENNEL CLUB

KW KIWANIS CLUB see KIWANIS CLUBS to 1994, 1995-

KW LEATHER PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

KW LEUKEMIA ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW LIMOUSINE see BUS ENT KIT

KW LITTLE THEATRE - 1990-

    see also Scrapbook, MRARE 792.0971344 KITCH 1938-1989

KW MAYCOURT CLUB see MAYCOURT CLUB

KW MEDICAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW MICROCOMPUTER CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW MIGRAINE FOUNDATION

KW MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW MULTICULTURAL CENTRE
KW MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
KW MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION
KW NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION
KW NATIONAL SWIMMING CENTRE AT WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY
KW NAVAL VETERANS ASSOCIATION
KW NEWCOMERS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW OFFICE SUPPLY see BUS ENT KIT
KW OPERA CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW OPERA GUILD see OPERA - KW (A-K)
KW OPERATIC SOCIETY see KW MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS
KW OPTICAL GROUP see BUS ENT WAT
KW OPTIMIST CLUB
KW ORCHID SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW ORGANIZATION FOR A NON-NUCLEAR FUTURE see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS see BUS ENT WAT
KW ORPHANAGE
KW OXFAM see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW PARANORMAL RESEARCH SOCIETY see CLUBS - RMW (A-L)
KW PARENTS OF MULTIPLE BIRTHS see MULTIPLE BIRTH
KW PARENTS OF TWINS & TRIPLETS see MULTIPLE BIRTH
KW PARKINSONS SUPPORT GROUP see CLUBS KW (A-K)
KW PATIENT TRANSFER see BUS ENT KIT
KW PAWNBROKERS see STORES KIT

KW PHILHARMONIC CHOIR - PRE 1960s; 1960s; 1970s & 1980s; 1990s, 2000-

KW PHILATELIC SOCIETY

KW PILOT CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW PLANNED PARENTHOOD see PLANNED PARENTHOOD - WATERLOO REGION

KW POPPY FUND see ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION

KW POWER SQUADRON

KW PRESS CLUB

KW PRIVATE CAR MARKET LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KW PROBE

    see also AIR POLLUTION – KITCHENER

    see also AIR POLLUTION - WATERLOO

    see also NOISE POLLUTION - KW

    see also POLLUTION - KW

    see also WATER POLLUTION - KW

KW QUOTA CLUB

KW RABBIT BREEDERS CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW RALLY CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW READY MIX LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

KW REAL ESTATE BOARD INC.

    see also REAL ESTATE COMPANIES – AGENTS

    see also REAL ESTATE COMPANIES - BUSINESS
KW RECORD – 125TH ANNIVERSARY - 2003

KW RECORD – AWARDS


KW RED CROSS

see also BLOOD BANKS - PRIVATE

KW REGION LODGE OF THE BENEVOLENT & PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS OF CANADA see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW REGIONAL FOLK ARTS COUNCIL

KW REGIONAL FOLK ARTS MULTICULTURAL CENTRE see KW REGIONAL FOLK ARTS COUNCIL

KW RETIRED BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MEN'S CLUB

KW RIGHT-TO-LIFE

KW ROTARY CHILDREN'S CENTRE

KW ROTARY CLUB see ROTARY INTERNATIONAL

KW ROWING CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW SALES AND ADVERTISING CLUB

KW SALES see BUS ENT WAT

KW SATSANG SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW SCHOOL OF HAIRDRESSING see BUS ENT KIT

KW SEA CADETS

KW SERRA CLUB (Serra International)

KW SERTOMA CLUB

KW SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED
see also PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW

KW SILVER STARS see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW SINGERS see MUSICAL GROUPS

KW SLEEP DISORDER CLINIC see CLINICS

KW SOAP BOX DERBY

KW SOCIETY OF ARTISTS see KW ART SOCIETY

KW SOUP KITCHEN see FOOD SHELTER

KW STAR TREK CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW STATUS OF WOMEN

KW STOCKYARDS (In July 1973, the Kitchener and Waterloo Stockyards joined to become KW Stockyards. It's located at the old Waterloo stockyards on Highway 85, north of Waterloo.)

KW STUDENT MOVERS see BUS ENT WAT

KW SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVAL 1977

KW SURPLUS

KW SURVEY FOR POSTWAR PLANNING


KW SYMPHONY YOUTH ORCHESTRA

KW TALL CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW TELESCOPE AND NATURE see STORES KIT

KW TOASTMASTER'S CLUB see TOASTMASTERS

KW TOASTMISTRESS CLUB see TOASTMASTERS
KW TRANSIT USERS GROUP see TRANSPORTATION - RMW

KW TRAVEL BUREAU see BUS ENT KIT

KW TREFOIL LITERARY SOCIETY

KW UNDERWATER SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KW VEGETARIAN ASSOCIATION

KW WELDING AND FITTING ACADEMY

KW WINEMAKERS GUILD

KW WOMEN IN NETWORKING see KW BUSINESS WOMEN IN NETWORKING

KW WOODWORKING AND CRAFT CENTRE SEE CLUBS – KW (A-Z)

KW WORKING CENTRE FOR THE UNEMPLOYED see WORKING CENTRE

KW WORKING GROUP OF THE NATIONAL FOOD COMMISSION see GLOBAL COMMUNITY CENTRE

KW YMCA (BUILDING 1922-1988) (information about the building only at Queen & Weber St.)

KW YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (YMCA) - to 1959, 1960’s, 1970’s, 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000 -

KW YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION (YMCA) - WATERLOO BRANCH (WATERLOO FAMILY ”Y”)


see also NEIGHBORHOOD “Y”s

KW YOUTH COLLECTIVE see YOUTH

KW-CAMBRIDGE POSTCARD CLUB see CLUBS KW (A-K)

KWEENS ON ICE

see also PRECISION SKATING
KWIALKOWSKI, ANDY see ATHLETES – KW (A-K)

KWIK KOPY see BUS ENT RMW

KWIK STOP see STORES KIT

KWIKIE MINIT MARKETS LTD.

KWON'S SCHOOL OF MARTIAL ARTS see BUS ENT WAT
L.

L. A. FRANKS

L'ABBE, JASON see POTTERY - RMW

LA CASBAH see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LA COSTA see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LA CREME STORES see BUS ENT RMW

LA LECHE LEAGUE - KW

LA PATISSERIE FINE CAKES AND PASTRIES see BUS ENT KIT

LA VOGUE LADIES WEAR see STORES KIT

LABATT'S BREWERY

LABOR & TRADE SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

LABOUR & LABOURING CLASSES

see also KW & DISTRICT LABOUR COUNCIL

LABOUR DAY

LABRIE, CHARMAINE see CB KW

LABRINTH BLOCK CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LABUS, TARA KIMBERLY see CB KW

LABUSCH SKYWEAR see BUS ENT KIT

LABUSCH, HAIKE see CB KW

LACKENBAUER, OWEN see CB KW

LACKENBAUER, PAUL see CB KW

LACKIE AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW
LACKIE BROS.
LACKIE, ALBERT E. see CB KW
LACKIE, JACK S. see CB KW
LACKIE, JOHN see CB KW
LACKIE, NEIL see CB KW
LACKNER WOODS PUBLIC SCHOOL
LACKNER, Dr. H. ALLISTER
LACKNER, HARRY see CB KW
LACKNER, HENRY G. see CB KW
LACKNER, JAMES see CB KW
LACKNER, JEAN (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE ROBERTS see CB KW
LACKNER, JOHN see CB KW
LACKNER, WILLIAM see CB KW
LACOURSE, ANTHONY see CB WATCO
LACROSSE
   see also DOYLE, COLIN
   see also KW BRAVES
LADD, CARLA see CITY HALL – KITCHENER – CITY ADMINISTRATOR
LADDS, CYRIL see CB KW
LADIES’N LIMOS see BUS ENT KIT
LADY FITNESS see BUS ENT KIT
LAFFERTY, RICHARD see CB KW
LAFLAMME, LISA

LAFLAMME, RAYMOND see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – STAFF

LAFORGE, RICHARD see CB KW

LAFRANCE, ROSE see CB KW

LAGEER, EDNA see CB KW

LAGEER, EILEEN see CB KW

LAHEY, ANDY

LAHEY, CHELSEA see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

LAHEY, CHRISTINE

LAHEY, JOANNE & KRYS TAL see CB WATCO

LAHN, MERVYN L. see CB KW

LAIDLAW TRANSLIT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LAIDLAW WASTE SYSTEMS

see also REFUSE COLLECTION - KITCHENER

LAIGHT, DOUGLAS J. see CB KW

LAING, MARGARET GORBY see CB WATCO

LAING'S LANDSCAPING INC. see BUS ENT RMW

LAIRD, JOSEPH A see CB WATCO

LAIRD, KEN see CB WATCO

LAKE LAND TRADING CO. see STORES CAM

LAKEMAN, TARA see CB WATCO

LAKES ENVIRONMENTAL see BUS ENT WAT
LAKESHORE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION

LAKESHORE VILLAGE HARDWARE see STORES WAT

LAKESIDE PATIO see BUS ENT RMW

LAKESIDE POND see WATER SUPPLY – KITCHENER

LAKESIDE RENOVATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

LALONDE, DANNY

LALONDE, DOUGLAS see CB KW

LAMARRE, TAMMY see CB WATCO

LAMB, KATHRYN HANSULD

LAMB, LARRY see CB KW

LAMB, LESLIE see CB WATCO

LAMB, RICHARD “DICK” MILLARD see CB KW

LAMBERT, GILLIAN see TEACHERS RMW

LAMBERT, ISOBEL see CB KW

LAMBERT, JESSE JONATHAN DELYLE see CB KW

LAMBERT, JOHN see CB KW

LAMBERT, MARILYN RUTH see CB KW

LAMBERT, RONALD (RON) see CB KW

LAMBS INN CAFÉ

LAMENDEAU, MARG see CB KW

LAMMER DEVELOPMENTS see BUS ENT RMW

LAMMERT, ARLENE see CB KW
LANARK PLACE
LANAUS, ERWIN see CB WATCO
LANCE, JAELYN see DANCING
LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE
LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE - AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS
LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE - INDUSTRIAL
LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE - OFFICIAL PLAN
LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE - RESIDENTIAL
LAND DEVELOPMENT - KITCHENER
LAND DEVELOPMENT - KW
LAND DEVELOPMENT - RMW - 1990's, 2000–

    see also bound volume MRARE 711.40971344 Land for Land development issues in Regional Municipality of Waterloo for newspaper clippings 1973-1995

    see also LAND DEVELOPMENT - CAMBRIDGE

LAND DEVELOPMENT - WATERLOO
LAND REGISTRY OFFICE
LAND, WILLIAM see CB KW
LANDFILL SITES see REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES
LANDMANN, M.F. see CB KW
LANDMARK CUSTOM HOMES see BUS ENT RMW
LANDRETH COTTAGE
LANDRY VIDEO KINGDOM see BUS ENT RMW
LANDRY, DONALD
LANDSCAPE ONTARIO see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

LANDSCAPE PLUS see BUS ENT RMW

LANE, MARY KATHLEEN see CB KW

LANE, REGINALD see CB KW

LANG FAMILY

LANG FORD, HAROLD see CB KW

LANG MICHAEL see CB KW

LANG SHIRT COMPANY see HAGEN SHIRT AND COLLAR COMPANY

LANG TANNING COMPANY

see also ROBSON-LANG TANNERY CO. LTD.

LANG TRIM HALL see STORES CAM

LANG, ANGELA (WIFE OF REINHOLD) see CB KW

LANG, ARTHUR see CB KW

LANG, AUGUST see CB KW

LANG, CHARLES T. see CB KW

LANG, CLARA see CB KW

LANG, Dr. LOUIS V.

LANG, Dr. PETER

LANG, EDWARD see CB KW

LANG, EUGENE (SON OF WILLIAM) see CB KW

LANG, GEORGE C.H. see CB KW

LANG, GEORGE W. see CB KW
LANG, GERTRUDE (MRS LOUIS L.) see CB WATCO
LANG, GORDON see CB KW
LANG, JEROME see CB KW
LANG, JOHN A. see CB KW
LANG, LEWIS see CB KW

LANG, LOUIS LA COURSE
LANG, MRS. CHARLES (NEE ELSIE DETWEILER) see CB WATCO
LANG, REINHARDT D. see CB KW
LANG, REINHOLD see CB KW
LANG, SANDRA (WIFE OF D.E.) NEE ROBERTS see CB KW
LANG, WILLIAM (BILL) G. see CB KW
LANG, WILLIAM see CB KW
LANGAN, DYLAN see CB WATCO
LANGAN, LEO J. see CB KW
LANGAN, PAUL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

LANGDON HALL
LANGDON, Dr. R. WILLIAM (BILL) see CB KW
LANGDON, STEPHEN see CB KW
LANGE, CLARENCE see CB KW
LANGE, Reverend NORMAN & HELEN see CB KW
LANGE, Reverend Prof. EMIL FREDERICH see CB KW
LANGENWALTER CARPET DYEING see BUS ENT WAT
LANGILLE, CHUCK see CB WATCO
LANGLEY VILLAGE CRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW

LANGLEY, JOHN see CB KW

LANGNECKER, MARIE see CB KW

LANGS FARM COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES - STUDY AND TEACHING - KW

see also KW BILINGUAL SCHOOL

LANIGAN, TIMOTHY see CB WATCO

LANNAN, MICHAEL DAVIE see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

LANNING, HENRY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - RMW

LANNING, REGINALD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - RMW

LANORA'S CARD & GIFT SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

LANSBOROUGH, EDWIN JAMES see CB WATCO

LANTERN GARDEN RESTAURANT

LANTZ, DOUG see POLICE - RMW - INDIVIDUALS

LANTZ, JEANNETTE see CB KW

LANTZ, MILT see CB WATCO

LAP DANCING see STRIP TEASE - RMW

LAPALME, HAILEY see CB KW

LAPERLE, JOSEPH R. see CB KW

LAPINS, HERBERT see CB WATCO

LARGEY, KEVIN

LARKE, JOHN see CB KW

LARKIN SADDLERY see STORES CAM
LARKIN, BRIAN see POLICE - RMW - INDIVIDUALS
LAROCKE, MICHAEL see DEAF
LAROQUE, MARK see CB KW
LAROSE, KEN & GLADYS see CB KW
LASCELLE, JOHN T. see CB KW
LASCH, MILTON see CB WATCO
LASCHINGER, ELMER see CB WATCO
LASER CENTRE INC. see BUS ENT WAT
LASER CONCEPT see BUS ENT RMW
LASER QUEST see BUS ENT KIT
LASHBROOK, BARBARA (nee HAHN) see CB KW

see also LASHBROOKS' SHOES in STORES KIT

LASHBROOKS' SHOES see STORES KIT
LASMANIS, VOLDERMARS see CB KW
LASSENGA, JOSEPH see CB KW
LAST, RICHARD & MARGARET see CB KW
LASTING IMPRESSIONS see BUS ENT RMW
LATEM INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT
LATHER, BERTHA (MRS. JOHN) see CB WATCO
LATHER, NORM see CB WATCO

LATIN AMERICAN PROTEST MOVEMENT
LATINO'S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
LATITUDES CONSULTING see BUS ENT KIT
LAOTYA’S HAIR & BEAUTY SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW
LATTE ON THE LOOSE see BUS ENT WAT

LAU PRODUCTS LTD.

LAUBER, EDITH NEE KRAUSKOPF see CB KW
LAUBER, HAROLD see CB KW
LAUBER, LEO see CB WATCO
LAUBER, OSCAR M. see CB KW
LAUBER, WILLARD see CB KW
LAUDANO, LUIGI see CB WATCO
LAUER, JOHN see CB KW
LAUER, MAX N. see CB KW
LAUGALYS, LAURA & LINUS see CB WATCO
LAUMAN GOLF SUPPLY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
LAUNDRY ROOM DARTS see GAMES
LAURA SHARPE FLOWERS
LAUREL CREEK
LAUREL CREEK CONSERVATION AREA
LAUREL CREEK WETLAND COMPLEX
LAUREL HEIGHTS SECONDARY SCHOOL
LAUREL SPRINGS WATER CORP.
LAUREL VARIETY see STORES CAM
LAUREL VOCATIONAL SCHOOL - WATERLOO

see also UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS SECONDARY SCHOOL

LAURELS MARKETING see BUS ENT WAT

LAURELWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOL

LAURENCE E. ANNE see TEACHERS - RMW

LAURENCE, ANYA see CB KW

LAURENCE, DON see CB WATCO

LAURENTIAN HILLS CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

LAURENTIAN SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL

LAURETTE, MARYLYNNE see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

LAURIER ASSOCIATION FOR LIFELONG LEARNING

LAURIER SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTRE see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - BUILDINGS & GROUNDS

LAUSZLEN (ADDISON) FAMILY see CB WATCO

LAUTENSCHLAGER, GEORGE see CB KW

LAUTENSCHLAGER, JOHN see CB WATCO

LAUTENSCHLAGER, LILLIAN see CB WATCO

LAUTENSCHLAGER, LLOYD AND HELEN see CB WATCO

LAUTENSCHLAGER, PHILIP see CB KW

LAUTENSCHLAGER, Reverend STANTON

LAUTENSLAGER, JAMES J. see CB KW

LAUTNSCHLAGER, ROWLAND W. see CB KW

LAUVRAY, HECK see CB KW
LAUZIN, ERIC see ARTISTS - RMW

LAV, MARIE (MARY) see CB KW

LAVERGNE, ANDRE see CB WATCO

LAVERNE ASMUSSEN LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

LAVERNE CONTRACTORS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

LAVERS, MELICENT see CB KW

LAVERTY, TAYLOR see PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - INDIVIDUALS

LAVERY, EARLE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

LAVERY, STANLEY JAMES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

LAVIGNE, Father NORBERT see CB KW

LAVIGNE, TAMMY see CB KW

LAW PHOTOGRAPHY

LAW, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

LAW, JAMES see CB WATCO

LAWCO TELEPHONE COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

LAWLER SCHOOL OF MUSIC see BUS ENT KIT

LAWN ALTERNATIVES see BUS ENT WAT

LAWN-A-MAT see BUS ENT RMW

LAWRENCE, ALMA see CB KW

LAWRENCE, ANN see CB WATCO

LAWRENCE, ANNE see TEACHERS - RMW

LAWRENCE, BARNEY
LAWRENCE, JESSICA see CB KW
LAWRENCE, MARJORIE see CB WATCO
LAWRENCE, PODI see ARTISTS - KW
LAWRENCE, RIAL GEORGE RUTTER “BARNEY” see CB KW
LAWRENCE, ROSEMARY (WIFE OF BRUCE) NEE LIPPERT see CB KW
LAWRENCE, VICKIE see ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)
LAWRIE REAL ESTATE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
LAWRIE, JYLL see CB WATCO
LAWSON, ALBERT see CB WATCO
LAWSON, FRANK see CB KW
LAWTON, BOB see CB WATCO
LAWYERS - KW
LAY’S NEW FURNITURE & UPHOLSTERY see STORES CAM
LAYTON’S SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIR see STORES KIT
LAYZELL, DAVID see CB WATCO
LAZARAKOS, MIKE see CB KW
LAZARIDIS, MIKE
       see also RESEARCH IN MOTION (RIM)
LAZAUSKAS, DIANE MACKIE see CB KW
LA-Z-BOY CANADA LTD.
LAZEGRAPHERIX see BUS ENT KIT
LAZER VIDEO see STORES CAM
LCA TALENT AGENCY see BUS ENT RMW

LCBO see STORES CAM

LE ROY, HOWARD see CB KW

LE TAPIS ROUGE see STORES WAT

LEA, DAVID see GOLF

LEACH, CORA see CB WATCO

LEACH, JAMES see CB WATCO

LEADBETTER, HELEN see CB WATCO

LEADERSHIP WATERLOO REGION (LRW) see REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

LEADING EDGE BUSINESS SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

LEADLEY, GUNNING & CULP INTERNATIONAL CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

LEADSTON, GARY

LEAF COLLECTION see RECYCLING (REFUSE) - KW

LEAHY, FRANK see CB KW

LEAHY, (DR.) PHILIP see CB KW

LEAMAN, GERALD see CB KW

LEAR SEATING see LEAR SIEGLER

LEAR SIEGLER

see also GENERAL SPRING PRODUCTS

LEARNING BYTES see BUS ENT RMW

LEARNING DISABILITIES - KW & DISTRICT

LEATHER BY CHF see BUS ENT KIT
LEATHER SOURCE see STORES KIT

LEATHERBARROW, MARGARET

LEAVE A LEGACY see CHARITIES

LEAVE IT TO ME see BUS ENT KIT

LEAVINE, STANLEY FRANCIS

LEAVOY, VERA EVELYN see CB KW

LEBLANC, DANNIE see CB KW

LEBLANC-HUSSEY, TAMARA see CB WATCO

LEBOLD, RALPH ARTHUR see CB WATCO

LEBRUN, CHRIS see CB KW

LECLAIR, JOHN see CB WATCO

LECLERC, BENJAMIN NEALE see CB WATCO

LED ZEPPELIN (4 NOV 1969 APPEARANCE) see KITCHENER MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

LEDBETTER, GARY see CB KW

LEDBETTER, JEREMY see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

LEDBETTER, KEN

LEDCO LTD.

LEDERER, ADAM see CB KW

LEDERMAN, BURTON ROSS see CB WATCO

LEDERMAN, IDA (WIFE OF BURTON) NEE LAUTENSLAGER see CB KW

LEDERMAN, JOE

LEDERMAN, JOESEPH see CB KW
LEDERMAN, R.S. see CB KW
LEDERMAN, SANGSTER see CB KW
LEDGER, HELEN JOAN (WIFE OF JOHN F.) NEE HAMBLIN see CB KW
LEDREW, ELLSWORTH see U OF W – FACULTY – INDIVIDUALS
LEE ANDREA’S DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
LEE, BETTY LOU see CB KW
LEE, FRED see CB KW
LEE, GABE see CB WATCO
LEE, GRACE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
LEE, JAMES P. see CB WATCO
LEE, JOHN see CB WATCO
LEE, JYHLING see CB KW
LEE, MARK see CB WATCO
LEECH, MICHAEL see CB KW
LEEF, RYAN
LEEMAN, MAYBELLE (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE STURM see CB KW
LEE-POY, DR. MICHAEL see CB KW
LEES-BLAKEY, DOROTHY see CB WATCO
LEFCOURT, JACK see CB KW
LEGACIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT
LEGACY CAMBRIDGE see HERITAGE CAMBRIDGE
LEGAL AID
LEGAULT, PATRICIA “PAT” see CB WATCO

LEGG, HARRIS

LEGG, HARRY G. see CB WATCO

LEGGATT, EION

LEGGATT, IAN see LEGGATT, EION

LEGGATT, JOYCE see CB WATCO

LEGGE, KAITLYN see CB WATCO

LEGGE, MANSFORD see CB KW

LEGGETT, BOB see CB WATCO

LEGIONAIRES DISEASE see GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL-LEGIONAIRES DISEASE

LEGS (J.D.) see BUS ENT RMW

LEHMAN, DIANNE (WIFE OF BRUCE) NEE LAUTENSLAGER see CB KW

LEHMAN, JAMES “JIM” see CB KW

LEHMAN, LILIAN ESTHER (nee KRESS) see CB KW

LEHMAN, MARC see CB KW

LEHMAN, ROY PETER see CB KW

LEHMANN BOOKBINDING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

LEIBBRANDT IMPORTS see STORES KIT

LEIBBRANDT, GOTTLIEB see CB KW

LEICHT, CLARENCE A. see CB KW

LEIGH INSTRUMENTS LTD.

LEIGH MORGAN see BUS ENT KIT
LEIGH, BILL see CB WATCO

LEIGHTON FORD GRAND VALLEY CRUSADE

LEIN, EMMA see CB WATCO

LEIPHOLZ, HORST see CB KW

LEIS FEED & SUPPLY

LEIS, CLAYTON see CB WATCO

LEIS, DAVID

LEIS, DORIS see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

LEIS, RUTH see CB WATCO

LEIS, VERNON ROY see CB WATCO

LEISURE LODGE

LEITCH, Kerry see PRESTON FIGURE SKATING CLUB

LEITE AUTOMATION see BUS ENT KIT

LEITH, LESLIE see CB WATCO

LEKKA’S STORE FIXTURES & MILLWORK LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LEMIEUX, HARRY see CB WATCO

LEMON, HUGH T. see CB KW

LEMON, MARGARET see CB KW

LENGIES AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT

LENNOX INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

LENNOX, EILEEN see CB KW

LENOX POLYMERS see BUS ENT KIT
LENS MASTER see STORES KIT

LEN'S MILL STORES

LENTJES BISCHOFF LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LENTON TECHNOLOGY GROUP LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

LENZ, DONNA see CB WATCO

LENZ, HEIDE see CB WATCO

LEON, GORD see CB KW

LEONARD'S RELIABLE MOVERS see BUS ENT KIT

LEONHARDT, BRETT see ATHLETES – RMW (A-K)

LEON'S FURNITURE

LEPAGE, JIM see CB WATCO

LEPROSY MISSION CANADA

LEROY, DALE see CB WATCO

LESCOM, CHERYL see CB KW

LESCOM, IRENE see CB KW

LESKOVAR, JACQUELINE see CB WATCO

LESLEE SQUIRREL BY DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

LESLIE, ANNE see CB KW

LESLIE, GEORGE see CB KW

LESLIE, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW

LESLIE, JANET LYNN see CB KW

see also JANET LYNN'S BISTRO
LESLIE, JOHN B. see CB KW
LESLIE, MICHELLE see CB KW
LESLIE, RALPH see CB KW
LESSO, FRANK JR. see CB WATCO
LESTER B PEARSON PUBLIC SCHOOL
LESTER, MARTIN JOSEPH see CB KW
LETCO LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
LET'S BE CHINTZY see STORES KIT
LETSON FAMILY
LETTER SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
LETTERCRAFT see BUS ENT KIT
LETTS, TODD see CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO
LEUPOLD CHORALE see MUSICAL GROUPS
LEUPOLD, U.S. see CB KW
LEUSZLER, WINNIE ROACH see CB WATCO
LEVENE, JACOB (JACK) MORRIS see CB KW
LEVENE, MARTIN M. see CB KW
LEVENE, SAM see CB KW
LEVENE, SAM see CB KW
LEVESQUE BEAUBIEN INC. see BUS ENT WAT
LEVETT'S ROD & GUN CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
LEVY, JEAN see CB KW
LEWANDOUSKY, ANTHONY see CB KW
LEWANDOUSKY, MARY (MRS. ANTHONY) see **CB KW**

LEWIS AND MCALLISTER TRAVEL AGENCY see **BUS ENT KIT**

LEWIS SPORTS & CYCLE see **STORES CAM**

LEWIS STRAUS BACKHOE SERVICE see **BUS ENT RMW**

LEWIS, DORIS

LEWIS, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

LEWIS, LENNOX 1980’s, 1990’s; 2000-

see also **ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)**

LEWIS, MARK see **CB KW**

LEWIS, MARTEN see **CB KW**

LEWIS, NEIL see **CB WATCO**

LEWIS, WINSTON see **CB KW**

LEXICON see **BUS ENT RMW**

LEXINGTON AIRPORT (aka KITCHENER-WATERLOO MUNICIPAL AIRPORT) see **WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT – HISTORY**

LEXINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOL

LEYBURN FAMLY

LEYES, GEORGE see **CB WATCO**

LEYES, JERRY see **CB KW**

LEYES, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

LEZEU, JENNIFER see **CAMBRIDGE KIPS GYMNASICS CLUB**

LGBTQ+ KW

LI, YAN see **AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)**
LI’L BIGHORN see BUS ENT KIT
LI’L OLD SHIRT HOUSE see BUS ENT WAT
LIBERAL PARTY - KW 1960-1979, 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000-
LIBOR’S CARPET CLEANING see BUS ENT KIT
LIBRARIES - RMW
LICE - KW
LICENCE SAVERS see BUS ENT KIT
LICHTI, DANIEL
LICHTI, JANICE see CB KW
LICHTI, JENN see PLOWING
LICHTI, THOMAS HAROLD & ELIZABETH JANE NEE LERMITTE see CB KW
LICHTY, BRAD see CB KW
LICHTY, GLEN see CB WATCO
LICHTY, RICHARD see CB WATCO
LICHTY, WENDY see CB WATCO
LIDDARD, BRIANNA see CB KW
LIDDELL, ROB see CB WATCO
LIDDLE, FRANK see CB KW
LIDDLE, GILBERT see CB KW
LIDDLE, JACK see CB KW
LIDDLE, SCOTT
LIDDLE, W. BRYCE see CB KW
LIEBAU, PAUL see **CB WATCO**

LIEBERMAN, ESTHER see **CB KW**

LIEHS, BERNIE see **CB KW**

LIENHART, IDA see **CB WATCO**

LIFE OFFICE MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION (LOMA) see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

LIFE UNDERWRITERS ASSOCIATION OF WATERLOO COUNTY see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

**LIFELINE**

LIFESTYLES FITNESS CLUB see **BUS ENT RMW**

LIFESTYLES KITCHEN, BATHS & INTERIORS see **STORES KIT**

LIFETIME FINANCIAL see **BUS ENT WAT**

LIFETIME HONDA see **BUS ENT WAT**

LIFT-TECH INTERNATIONAL CRANES & HOISTS LTD. see **BUS ENT RMW**

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT see **RAPID TRANSIT - RMW**

LIGHT, EDWARD see **CB WATCO**

LIGHTBOUM, JAMES (HUSBAND OF CAROL-ANN CURRY) see **CB KW**

LIGHTBOURN, F.G. see **CB KW**

LIGHTBOURN, JAMES CHRISTOPHER see **CB KW**

LIGHTFOOT, NORMAN see **CB WATCO**

LIGHTING SCIENCES CANADA see **BUS ENT WAT**

LILIE, LOUISA see **CB WATCO**

LILIENTHAL, PAUL see **CB KW**

LILY RUTH see **RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)**
LIMONT, ED see CB WATCO

LINCOLN AVENUE SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL

LINCOLN AVENUE UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

LINCOLN HEIGHTS PUBLIC SCHOOL

LINCOLN HEIGHTS UNITED MISSIONARY CHURCH, WATERLOO

LINCOLN, HARRY N. see CB KW

LINCOLN, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF JAMES) see CB KW

LINDA BARTON NUTRITION & LIFESTYLE COACHING see BUS ENT WAT

LINDA'S AMENITIES see STORES CAM

LINDEMANN ELECTRIC LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LINDER, CONRAD CLAYTON see CB WATCO

LINDSAY, (DR.) JOSEPH see DENTISTS

LINDSAY, ALEXANDER see CB KW

LINDSAY, CLARENCE (JOE) see CB KW

LINDSAY, STEVE see CB WATCO

LINGELBACH, KEN see CB WATCO

LINGERIE LUNCHES see CAFÉ CALISTA - RESTAURANTS KW & DISTRICT

LINGWOOD, JOHN see CB KW

LINKE, FRED O. see CB KW

LINN, AMBER

LINN, CHARLES & LILLIAN see CB WATCO

LINN, DOUGLAS HAMILTON see CB KW
LINSEMAN, MRS. RUTH (WIFE OF JERRY) see CB KW
LINSLEY, ROBERT ANDREW see CB KW
LINTON TECHNOLOGY GROUP LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
LINTON, BRUCE see CB WATCO
LINWOOD PUBLIC SCHOOL
LINWOOD SMALL ENGINES see BUS ENT RMW
LINWOOD, ONTARIO
LION ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT
LIONS CLUBS
  see also WATERLOO LIONS CLUB
  see also KITCHENER LIONS CLUB
LIPHARDT HARDWARE LTD. see STORES WAT
LIPKE, (PASTOR) MARGARET G. (NEE MCMILLAN) see CB KW
LIPNICKI, MIKE see CB WATCO
LIPPERT (GEO J) FURNITURE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
LIPPERT, ALFRED see CB KW
LIPPERT, CLARE see CB KW
LIPPERT, DEREK see PESTICIDES
LIPPERT, DON see CB KW
LIPPERT, EDWARD (FURNITURE DEALER) see MAYFAIR HOTEL
LIPPERT, ELLROY see CB KW
LIPPERT, GEORGE J. see CB KW
LIPPERT, HAROLD see CB KW
LIPPERT, HERBERT see CB KW
LIPPERT, HERMAN see CB KW
LIPPERT, JANE (WIFE OF PETER BIRCHALL) see CB KW
LIPPERT, KATHRYN see CB KW
LIPPERT, OSCAR see CB KW

LIPPERT, RONALD P.

LIPPERT, TERRENCE “TERRY” see CB KW

LIPPERT'S HOME FURNISHINGS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

LIPS, CHARLES G. see CB KW
LIPS, HARRY see CB KW
LIPSKIE, MADISON see CB KW

LIPTAY-FISCHER, AARON see CB WATCO

LIPTON'S see STORES KIT

LIQUIDATION WORLD INC.

LIQUOR CONTROL BOARD OF ONTARIO see STORES KIT

LIQUOR VOTE - KW

LISA'S COUNTRY KITCHEN see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LISAARD HOUSE

LISHMAN COACH LINES see BUS ENT KIT
LISHMAN, NELLES see LISHMAN COACH LINES
LISHMAN, NELLES see LISHMAN COACH LINES
LISSO, FRANK see CB WATCO

LISTEN CORP see BUS ENT KIT

LISTMAN, DUSTIN see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

LISTON, MARIA see U OF W – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS

LITERACY 1980's, 1990's, 2000-

LITES see STORES CAM

LITHGOW, IAN H. see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ADMINISTRATION

LITTER see STREET CLEANING

LITTLE CARL’S see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LITTLE COMPUTER SHOP see STORES WAT

LITTLE DEVIL HOT TUB RENTAL see BUS ENT RMW

LITTLE DUTCH PANTRY see STORES KIT

LITTLE GUYS BOUNCEABOUTS see BUS ENT KIT

LITTLE LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT WAT

LITTLE LINWOOD see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LITTLE METAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LITTLE PAGES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LITTLE PEOPLE’S FASHIONS see STORES KIT

LITTLE SHORT STOP STORES

LITTLE TINKERS SHOP see STORES KIT

LITTLE WEDDING CHAPEL see BUS ENT KIT

LITTLE WHITE DOVE see BUS ENT RMW
LITTLE, ARTHUR B. see CB KW
LITTLE, BRYAN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
LITTLE, C.H. see CB KW
LITTLE, EDNA see CB WATCO
LITTLE, ELLIS
LITTLE, J. FREDERICK see CB KW
LITTLE, JEAN
LITTLE, JOHN AND ELIZA see BLACKS – RMW
LITTLE, SANDRA see CB WATCO
LITTLE, STEPHEN JOHN see CB KW
T. LITTLE, T. & SON FURNITURE see STORES CAM
LITTLE, Verna see CB WATCO
LITTLE’S CORNERS PUBLIC SCHOOL
LITWEILLER, PAULA see CB WATCO
LITWILLER FAMILY see CB WATCO
LITWILLER, PETER see CB WATCO
LITWILLER, RON see CB KW
LITWILLER, SALOME see CB WATCO
LITWILLER, SHANE see CB WATCO
LIU, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO
LIU’S GAS BAR see BUS ENT RMW
LIVEPAGE see BUS ENT WAT
LIVERMORE, LINVAL “SUPER VEE” see RADIO STATIONS – COMMUNITY STATIONS

LIVING ENGLISH see BUS ENT KIT

LIVING LETTUCE CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

LIVING LIGHTING see STORES KIT

LIVING WATERS see BUS ENT RMW

LIVINGGREEN ORGANIC LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW

LIVINGSTON INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

LIVINGSTON PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, BADEN see CHURCHES – PRESBYTERIAN – WATERLOO COUNTY

LIVINGSTON, DENTON see CB KW

LIVINGSTON, HAROLD “HARRY” see CB KW

LIVINGSTON, J.P. see CB WATCO

LIVINGSTON, JAMES

see also CASTLE KILBRIDE

LIVINGSTON, JOHN M. see CB KW

LIVINGSTON, NEIL see CB WATCO

LIVINGSTONE, THOMAS see CB KW

LIVOCK, SHIRLEY see CB WATCO

LIZZY R’S see STORES KIT

L-K ACOUSTICS & DRYWALL see BUS ENT WAT

LLOYD, Dr. DOUGLAS see CB WATCO

LLOYD’S USED FURNITURE & ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW

LMS COMPUTER SOFTWARE see BUS ENT RMW
LMS ROLL & MACHINE SHOP LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

LOADER, AL see CB KW

LOAVES AND FISHES see MEALS ON WHEELS

LOBLAWS see STORES KIT

LOBODYCZ, NICHOLAS see CB KW

LOBSINGER, ED see CB WATCO

LOBSINGER, WAYNE see CB KW

LOBSTICK see STORES KIT

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - CAMBRIDGE

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - KITCHENER see HERITAGE KITCHENER

see also HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

see also WATSON, HOMER

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - NORTH DUMFRIES

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - WILMOT TOWNSHIP to 1997

see also HERITAGE - WILMOT TOWNSHIP

LOCAL ARCHITECTURAL CONSERVATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE - WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP

LOCAL GOVERNMENT WEEK

LOCHEAD, Dr. JOHN see DOCTORS
LOCHEAD, GEORGE H. see CB KW
LOCHEAD, WILLIAM M.O. see CB KW
LOCHNER, ANDREW see CB KW
LOCKHART, JUNIUS
LOCKHART, SAMANTHA
LOCKIE, JAMES see CB KW
LOCKIE, JANET see CB WATCO
LOCKIE, NORAH see CB WATCO
LOCKSTEIN, WENDY see CB KW
LODGE, DAVID see CB KW
LODGE, MATTHEW LEE see CB KW
LOEB IGA
LOEBSACK, ERVIN see CB KW
LOEWENBERG, IRMA
LOG CABIN DRIVE-IN see BUS ENT RMW
LOG SCHOOLHOUSE, WATERLOO see WATERLOO PARK SCHOOLHOUSE
LOGAN, MARION see CB WATCO
LOGAN, PAUL see CB WATCO
LOGEL, JAMES see CB KW
LOGEL, LEONA see CB KW
LOGEL'S AUTO PARTS
LOGISENSE see BUS ENT RMW
LOGITEC see BUS ENT RMW
LOGO - KITCHENER see KITCHENER, ONTARIO
LOGO - WATERLOO see WATERLOO, ONTARIO
LOHNES, WAYNE see CB KW
LONE RANGER see GRASSER, EARL
LONEY, ENDLA VIRVE see CB KW
LONEY, GERTRUDE see CB KW
LONEY, GORDON see CB KW
LONG ARTICULATED LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
LONG JOHN SILVER’S
LONG LANE BARN GALLERY see BUS ENT RMW
LONG MANUFACTURING LTD.
LONG, JOHN
LONGACRE, DORIS JANZEN see CB KW
LONGHURST, KATE (Mrs. ALLAN J.) see CB WATCO
LONGMERE, CHARLENE see CB WATCO
LONGO, JOSEPH see CB KW
LONGO, LEO G. see CB KW
LONGO, MICHAEL see CB KW
LONG-TERM CARE - CAMBRIDGE
LONG-TERM CARE - KITCHENER
LONG-TERM CARE - RMW
LONG-TERM CARE - WATERLOO
LONG-TERM CARE - WELLESLEY
LONG-TERM CARE - WILMOT
LONG-TERM CARE – WOOLWICH

LONG-THOMPSON, DARLENE see CB KW

THE LOO see WATERLOO HOTEL

LOOKER, ARTHUR JOHN see CB WATCO

LOOKER, HENRY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

LOOKER, LORNE see CB KW

LOOKS BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

LOON IN BALLOON PRESS see BUS ENT WAT

LOONEY TUNES ROADHOUSE & NIGHTCLUB

LOOP CLOTHING LOUNGE see BUS ENT WAT

LOPEZ, LAURA see CB KW

LORCH, AB see CB KW

LORCH, RON see CB WATCO

LORD, BARRY see CB KW

LOREE, JAMES see CB KW

LOREE'S AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT KIT

LORENTZ, ALBERT (BERT) see CB WATCO

LORENTZ, GEOFF see CB KW

LORENTZ, GERALD see CB KW
LORENTZ, JIM see WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

LORENTZ, KORY see CB WATCO

LORENTZ, LEONARD ST. see CB WATCO

LORENTZ, MARY see CB WATCO

LORENTZ, Sister AUDREY see CB WATCO

LORI GUNTER see BUS ENT KIT

LORIMER, DONALD A. see CB KW

LOSEE, FRED

LOST AND FOUND THEATRE see THEATRE - RMW

LOT 42 see BUS ENT KIT (ARDELT INDUSTRIES OF CANADA)

LOT42 see BUS ENT KIT

LOTH, JOHN FERRIS

LOT-O-CARD see BUS ENT RMW

LOTT, DAVE see CB WATCO

LOTTER, FRANCIS & ROSA see CB WATCO

LOTTERIES

LOTZ, ALFRED see CB KW

LOTZ, HILDA

LOTZ, JEFF see CB KW

LOTZ, REBECCA see CB KW

LOU'S BEARINGS AND TRANSMISSION

LOUCAS, WILLIAM P. see CB KW

LOUCKS, KEITH see CB KW
LOUGHEED BUSINESS COLLEGE see ADULT EDUCATION
LOUGHEED, BRIAN see CB WATCO
LOUIE’S LUNCH AND TOBACCO SHOP see STORES KIT
LOVE, GERRY see CB WATCO
LOVE, IRENE JOAN see CB KW
LOVE, JOHN see CB WATCO
LOVE, MARY see CB WATCO

LOVELINES
LOVELL, BILL see CB WATCO
LOVELL, DEAN see CB WATCO
LOVEN, FREEDA ALMA see CB KW
LOVE’S CHOCOLATES see STORES KIT
LOVERING, DOUGLAS JAMES see CB KW
LOVETT, DOROTHY see CB WATCO
LOVETT, ROBERT see CB WATCO

LOVETT’S GUN CENTRE
LOVINGLY REMEMBERED CEMETERY CARE see BUS ENT RMW
LOW, BERNICE see CB KW
LOWE, ARTHUR H. see CB KW
LOWE, MARIE see CB WATCO
LOWE, MARY ANN see CB KW
LOXX FOUNDATION see JOHNSON, KEVIN in CB KW
LOYAL ORANGE LODGE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
LOYAL ORDER OF THE MOOSE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
LRJ PROMOTIONS INC. see BUS ENT WAT
LSI LOGIC see BUS ENT WAT
LU ANN'S CATERING see BUS ENT WAT
LUBA, STEVE see CB KW
LUBLIN'S FRUIT STORE see STORES KIT
LUBRIFINE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
LUCAS, CHERYL see CB KW
LUCAS, JACK see CB WATCO
LUCAS see CB WATCO
LUCINDA JONES PRINTMAKING see BUS ENT WAT
LUCK, ANGELA see CB KW
LUCK, JOSHUA
LUCKA, SIEGFRIED see CB KW
LUCKHART, RUTH see CB WATCO
LUCKY'S TIRE OF ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW
LUCY-IN-THE-SKY see STORES - CAM
LUDES MUSICAL GROUP see CB WATCO
LUDIN, MARIANNE see CB KW
LUDOLPH, NYLE see CB KW
LUDWIG, Reverend WALTER see CB KW
LUDWIG, ROY see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

LUELO, H.G. see CB KW

LUFF, WILLIAM STEWART see CB KW

LUFT, EMMA (WIFE OF FRED) see CB KW

LUFT, JOHN see CB KW

LULU'S ROADHOUSE

LUMB, HAROLD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

LUMICHROM

LUNCH BOX see BUS ENT RMW

LUNCH TIME RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

LUND, DENNIS see AUTHORS – RMW

LUNDY, CHISHOLM ROBERT see CB KW

LUNDY, LYDIA NEE OBERHOLTZER see CB KW

LUNENFELD, SAMUEL see CB WATCO

LUNG ASSOCIATION see WATERLOO REGIONAL LUNG ASSOCIATION

LURGI LENTJES BISCHOFF LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

LU-SHEIL HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

LUSITANIA SINKING SURVIVOR see BARNES, ALLEN BYRON (A.B.) in CB KW

LUTHER MARSH

LUTHER VILLAGE ON THE PARK see LUTHERWOOD SENIORS VILLAGE

LUTHERAN CHURCH SUPPLY STORE see STORES KIT

LUTHERAN LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY OF CANADA
LUTHERWOOD (to 1998)

see also LUTHERWOOD CODA (1998-)

LUTHERWOOD CODA

LUTHERWOOD CODA 1998-

see also LUTHERWOOD (to 1998)

LUTHERWOOD SENIORS VILLAGE

LUTZ, CONRAD see ARTISTS – RMW

LUTZ, HELEN see CB WATCO

LUTZ, MORRIS C. see CB WATCO

LUTZ, W.H. see CB WATCO

LUU, LIEN N. see CB KW

LUXURY LIMOUSINE SERVICE INC. see BUS ENT RMW

LYLE SHANTZ HALLMAN CHARITABLE FOUNDATION see HALLMAN FOUNDATION

LYME’S DISEASE

LYN CRAFT ORIGINALS see STORES CAM

LYN, ROBERT see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)

LYNCH, LARRY see CB KW

LYND, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

LYNDON FISH FARMS see BUS ENT RMW

LYNIAN HOLDINGS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

T.F. LYNK INVESTIGATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

LYNN, NORMAN see CB KW
LYNN, Reverend J.E. see CB KW

LYNNE-DAVIS, GERALD see CB KW

LYNN-ELLE see BUS ENT RMW

LYNN'S NAIL SALON see BUS ENT RMW

LYN'S LADIES FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

LYON, SHANNON see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS

LYONS, BILLY RED (WRESTLER) see SNIP, BILL (CB KW)

LYONS, DORIS see CB WATCO

LYRIC NIGHTCLUB

LYRIC THEATRE
M & G MILLWRIGHTS see BUS ENT RMW
M & M MEAT SHOPS
M & M TRANSFERS see BUS ENT RMW
M & P COMMERCIAL RABBITRY see BUS ENT RMW
M.K. MARTIN ENTERPRISES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
M-J GARAGE see BUS ENT KIT
MFP FINANCIAL SERVICES see RIM PARK
MFP FINANCIAL SERVICES see RIM PARK
MGA IMAGING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MGI PACKERS INCORPORATED
MGM REAL CLOTHES see BUS ENT RMW
MHS METAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT
MKS INC. see MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS INC.
M M & E FIX IT YOURSELF GARAGE see BUS ENT WAT
MPG FIRE SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT
MR-B COMPUTER SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
MRI see MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING MACHINE (MRI) – RMW
M-S & M ELECTROPLATING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
MTC ANIMAL HEALTH
MTD PRODUCTS
M*TIMKULU, DORIS see CB KW
M’TIMKULU, Dr. DOUGLAS G.S. see CB KW

MAACO CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT

MAAS, HELEN see CB KW

MABEE, JENNIE see CB KW

MAC WINDOWS see STORES CAM

MACARTHUR, SADIE see CB WATCO

MACAULAY MUSIC MART see BUS ENT RMW

MACAULAY, DOROTHY HARRINGTON see CB WATCO

MACAULAY, JACK & GOLDIE see CB WATCO

MACAULAY, LYNN LAURENE see CB KW

MACCAFERRI GABIONS OF CANADA LIMITED see BUS ENT RMW

MACDONALD ELECTRIC see MACDONALD-WESTBURNE ELECTRIC LTD.

MACDONALD STEEL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

MACDONALD TAMBLYN SURVEYING see BUS ENT RMW

MACDONALD, DAVE see CB KW

MACDONALD, DR. WILLIAM G.

MACDONALD, GRANT (ARTIST) (DIED 1987) see CB WATCO

MACDONALD, GRANT (DIED 1990) see CB KW

MACDONALD, GRETA A. (nee REID) see CB KW

MACDONALD, JAMES see CB KW

MACDONALD, JIM see CB WATCO

MACDONALD, LINDSAY see CB KW

MACDONALD, MONIQUE see CB WATCO
MACDONALD, Reverend Dr. GRANT R. MACDONALD see CB KW
MACDONALD, ROBERT see CB KW
MACDONALD, ROSS see MILLAR, MARGARET AND KENNETH
MACDONALD, STEPHANIE KIRKHAM see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
MACDONALD, SVETLANA see CB KW
MACDONALD, VAUGHN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
MACDONALD-ROBERTS, SHEILA see ARTISTS - RMW (A-Z)
MACDONALD-WESTBURNE ELECTRIC LTD.
MACDONELL, EDITH see CB KW
MACDONNELL, HUGH G. see CB KW
MACEACHERN, NEIL
MACFARLANE, IAN see CB KW
MACGILLIVRAY, KURTIS see SWIMMING
(STIRLING) MACGREGOR HOUSE, GALT
MACGREGOR SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL
MACGREGOR, ALEX see CB WATCO
MACGREGOR, CHARLES J. see CB KW
MACGREGOR, KENNETH R. see CB KW
MACGREGOR, MATTHEW see CB KW
MACIEL, TANNIS see ATHLETES – RMW - GENERAL
MACINTOSH DRY CLEANERS see BUS ENT KIT
MACINTOSH FAMILY (ROB, LORI & ABIGAIL) see CB KW
MACINTOSH, BERTRAM see CB KW
MACINTOSH, CLARE “BERT” see CB KW
MACINTOSH, EDITH
MACINTOSH, FRANCES
MACINTOSH, GERALD see CB KW
MACINTOSH, GERALDINE BARBARA see CB KW
MACINTOSH, HAROLD see CB KW
MACINTOSH, KENNETH see CB KW
MACINTOSH, RAYMOND see CB KW
MACKAN, PATRICK see CB KW
MACKAY, BRENT
MACKAY, GORDON see CB KW
MACKAY, Reverend ANGUS ALEXANDER see CB KW
MACKELLAR, ELSIE see CB KW
MACKENDRICK, HARRY see CB WATCO
MACKENDRICK, NORAH see CB WATCO
MACKENZIE KING PUBLIC SCHOOL, KITCHENER
MACKENZIE KING SQUARE see CENTRE IN THE SQUARE, KITCHENER
MACKENZIE, ALLAN A. see CB KW
MACKENZIE, ANNE see CB KW
MACKENZIE, BRUCE see CB KW
MACKENZIE, DONALD see CB WATCO
MACKENZIE, JOHN see CB KW
MACKENZIE, JUDY see CB KW
MACKENZIE, NORMAN see CB KW
MACKENZIE, SCOTT see GOLF
MACKENZIE, STEELE C. see CB KW
MACKILLOP, Dr. ROSS see CB WATCO
MACKILLOP, LLOYD see CB WATCO
MACKINNON, Reverend HUGH see CB KW
MACKINNON, STUART see CB KW
MACKIRDY, BRIAN see CB KW
MACKIRDY, KENNETH ALEXANDER see CB KW
MACKLIN, FREDERICK E. see CB KW
MACKLIN, NORAH B. see CB KW
MACKLIN, WILLIAM E. see CB KW
MACKNISH, CYNTHIA see CB WATCO
MACLAUGHLAN, DUNCAN see CAMBRIDGE HIGHLAND GAMES
MACLEAN, ALEX & JAYNE see CB KW
MACLEAN, LAURENCE PERCY see CB WATCO
MACLEAN, MARY PAULINE (SNYDER) see CB KW
MACLELLAN, ANNIE see CB WATCO
MACLEOD, DON see CB WATCO
MACLEOD, DONALD GOULDING see CB WATCO
MACLEOD, DONALD L. see CB KW
MACLEOD, JOHN see CB KW
MACLEOD, PAUL see CB KW
MACLUCKIE, Reverend JAMES see CB WATCO
MACMEDICAL see BUS ENT KIT
MACMILLAN TIRE & BATTERY LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
MACMILLAN, BILL & EVANNIA see CB WATCO
MACMILLAN, DOUG see CB WATCO
MACMILLAN, EMERSON see CB KW
MACMILLAN, RALPH see BUS ENT RMW
MACMILLAN, W. ROSS see CB KW
MACNAUGHTON HERMSEN BRITION CLARKSON PLANNING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MACNAUGHTON, ELIZABETH see AUTHORS – RMW
MACPHAIL ENGRAVING see BUS ENT KIT
MACPHAIL, LILLIAN (NEE HANNA) see CB KW
MACPHAIL, PETER TAYLOR see CB KW
MACPHERSON, ANDREW see ARTISTS - KW
MACPHERSON, ARCHIE see CB KW
MACPHERSON, BILL see CB WATCO
MACPHERSON, DONALD see CB KW
MACQUEEN, ROGER see CB KW
MACRAE, DONALD F. see CB KW
MACRO POINT LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
MACROSONIC INNOVATIONS CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

MAC'S MILK

MACTAVISH, JOHN see CB KW

MAD COW DISEASE (also known as Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)) see AGRICULTURE - RMW

MAD NETTER see BUS ENT WAT

MADALENA’S ITALIAN RESTAURANTE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MADDEN, KEVIN see CB KW

MADDEN, MARGARET (WIFE OF THOMAS) NEE HEWSON see CB KW

MADE IN BERLIN EXHIBITION

MADER FAMILY see CB WATCO

MADER, ARNOTT

MADER, C.K. see CB KW

MADER, CECIL R. see CB WATCO

MADER, MINNIE see CB KW

MADER, ORVILLE see CB KW

MADER, ROBERT ERHARDT “BOB” see CB WATCO (MADER FAMILY)

MADGE, Reverend DOUGLAS G. see CB KW

MADILL, BRUCE see CB KW

MADILL, DONA see CB WATCO

MADISON STEEL CO. see BUS ENT KIT

MADLENSKY, TARA see ZONTA INTERNATIONAL, KW CHAPTER

MADONNA (re: her book "SEX") see CAMBRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY
see also LIBRARIES - RMW

MADRUGA, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

MADSON, NICOLE see RINGETTE

MAGAZINES - KW

MAGAZINES - RMW

MAGDA-LANG GOWNS see STORES KIT

MAGIC MENS HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT RMW

MAGIC MOBILE SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

MAGIC MOUNTAIN TRADING COMPANY see STORES WAT

MAGID, KARL see CB KW

see also LULU'S ROADHOUSE

MAGNA INTERNATIONAL

see also LAND DEVELOPMENT - WATERLOO

MAGNETIC COIL COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING MACHINE (MRI) - RMW

MAGNOLIA'S see BUS ENT RMW

MAGNOTTA WINERY CORP. see STORES KIT

MAGNUM INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGIES see WEAN UNITED CANADA

MAGNUM SOUND DJ see BUS ENT RMW

MAGNUSSEN BUSINESS CENTRE see MAGNUSSEN FURNITURE

MAGNUSSEN FURNITURE

MAGNUSSON, INGWER see CB KW
MAGUIRE, PAMELA see CB KW
MAHAFFEY, BETTY see CB WATCO
MAHAFFEY, ELIZABETH see CB KW
MAHAFFEY, HAROLD see CB WATCO
MAHARAJA’S PALACE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MAHER SHOES see STORES KIT
MAHER, BRYAN see CB WATCO
MAHLER, FRED see CB WATCO
MAHLER, JOHN see CB KW
MAHLER, LOUIS J. see CB WATCO
MAHLSTEDT, HANS see CB WATCO
MAHON, CRAWFORD see CB KW
MAHON, OLIVE see CB KW
MAHONEY, ELIZABETH see CB KW
MAIDMENT, KAREN see CB KW
MAIER, ALOIS (LOUIE) see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
MAIL BOXES ETC.
MAILE, DON see CB WATCO
MAIN PROTOTYPES see BUS ENT RMW
MAIN, LISA see ARTISTS - RMW (L-Z)
MAINS, MATT
MAINVILLE, DANIEL see CB KW
MAJESTIC ELECTRONIC SUPERSTORE see STORES KIT

MAJESTIC THEATRE, WATERLOO see PRINCESS THEATRE

MAJEWSKI, ANNA see CB KW

MAJOR CONSTRUCTION CO. see BUS ENT WAT

MAJOR HOLDINGS AND DEVELOPMENTS LTD.

MAJOR TALENT see BUS ENT KIT

MAJOR VIDEO see STORES CAM

MAKIN, BILL see CB KW

MAKING TRACKS see BUS ENT WAT

MALABAR, SANDRA see CB KW

MALADRUCCOLO, SUSAN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

MALATCHES, KELLY see CB WATCO

MALCOLM & HILL FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT

MALCOLM, FLORENCE see CB WATCO

MALCOLM, JANE see CB WATCO

MALE TECH see BUS ENT KIT

MALER, BRUCE see CB KW

MALEY, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

MALINSKY, Reverend DR. FRANK see CB WATCO

MALLARD, JIM see CB WATCO

MALLECK, BASIL see CB KW

MALLECK, BONNIE see CB KW
MALLECK, DAVID see CB KW
MALLECK, GEORGE A. see CB KW
MALLECK, JAMES see CB KW
MALLECK, JOHN see CB KW
MALLECK, PAUL see CB KW
MALLECK, RICHARD see CB KW
MALLECK, THOMAS J. see CB KW
MALLON, LARRY see CB KW
MALLOY, BARBARA see CB KW
MALLOY, JONATHAN see CB WATCO
MALLOY, RITA see CB WATCO
MALO, PAUL see CB WATCO
MALONEY, RUBY see CB WATCO
MALONEY, THOMAS see CB KW
MALTBY, KIRK

    see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME
MALUSKE, AUDREY (WIFE OF WALTER) NEE FISHER see CB KW
MAMMOET CANADA see ETARCO in BUS ENT RMW
MAMO, KAREN see CB KW
MAN, SHU HING see CB KW
MANAGEMENT CENTRE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
MANCHESTER PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
MANCHESTER PUBLIC SCHOOL

MANCHESTER STREET BED AND BREAKFAST

MANCINI, JOE (JOSEPH) AND STEPHANIE see CB KW

MANCINI, TONY see CB WATCO

MANCUSCO, DONNA see BOXING

MANDELL'S CLEANERS see BUS ENT RMW

MANFRED BASLER (DOORS & FRAMES) see BUS ENT KIT

MANG, ROBERT

MANGALASERIL, JASMINE see CB KW

MANION, KATHLEEN see SENTES, LEE in CB KW

MANK, BRUCE see CB KW

MANK, RANDOLPH see CB KW

MANN, EDWARD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

MANN, FREDERICK ARTHUR see CB KW

(WILLIAM) MANNERS INVESTIGATION see BUS ENT RMW

MANNHEIM

MANNHEIM COUNTRY MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

MANNING, DORIS MAY (nee HOBDEN) see CB KW

MANNING, FREEDA ALMA see LOVEN, FREEDA ALMA

MANNING, LOUISA (nee BALDERSON) see DENTON, LOUISA in CB KW

MANNING, SCOTT see CB KW

MANNING, WILLIAM A. see CB KW
MANNING, WILLIAM see CB KW

MANNION BROS. FURNITURE

MANOOCHEHRI, DORIS see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

MANOOGAN, MIKE see CB WATCO

MANO'S FOOD STORE see STORES KIT

MANPOWER TEMPORARY SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

MANSELL, PETER see CB KW

MANSFIELD SHIRT CO. LTD.

MANSKE, IRVINE WALTER see CB KW

MANSON, (DR.) JOHN see CB WATCO

MANSON, MICHAEL see CB KW

MANSZ, EDWARD see CB KW

MANSZ, GEORGE see CB KW

MANSZ, GORDON see CB KW

MANSZ, HARRY see CB KW

MANSZ, VERA see CB KW

MANTANGWE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE see SCOTT, STEPHEN & SYLVIA

MANTELL, MARIA see CB KW

MANTLE, FRED see CB WATCO

MANULIFE

see also DOMINION LIFE

MANZ, ROBERT see CB KW
MANZ, SCOTT see CB KW
MANZ, WALTER J. see CB KW
MAPLE GROVE SCHOOL
MAPLE HEIGHTS SENIOR CITIZENS RESIDENCE
MAPLE LANE DAIRY LTD.
MAPLE LEAF MILLS see BUS ENT RMW
MAPLE SYRUP
MAPLE SYRUP MUSEUM OF ONTARIO
MAPLEGLEN PEDIGREE COMPLEX see BUS ENT RMW
MAPLESOFT see WATERLOO MAPLE SOFTWARE
MAPLEWOOD EQUINE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
MARACLE, HENRY “BUDDY” see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
MARBLES RESTAURANT
MARBRAE PARALEGAL SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT
MARCELL, DALE see CB KW
MARCELLO, GEORGE see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGAN, TISSUES ETC
MARCEL'S GYM see BUS ENT RMW
MARCH FOR JESUS
MARCH OF DIMES
MARCH, MARJORIE see CB KW
MARCHANT, SAMANTHA & CHAD HAWSE
MARCINIAK, GARY see CB KW
MARCINIAK, TODD see CB KW
MAR-CO CLAY PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
MARCON CUSTOM METALS see BUS ENT KIT
MARCONÉ, VINCENT see CB WATCO
MARDI GRAS ICE CREAM PARLOUR see BUS ENT RMW
MAREC DEVELOPMENT CORP see BUS ENT RMW
MAREWOOD see BUS ENT WAT
MARGARET AVENUE PUBLIC SCHOOL, KITCHENER
MARGARET MCDONALD SUNSHINE HOME (WELLESLEY)
MARIAN HOUSEHOLD CENTRE - KW
MARIAN'S COUNTRY CUPBOARD see BUS ENT RMW
MARIANE'S FASHIONS see STORES KIT
MARIA'S FABRICS see STORES CAM
MARIE MILLER'S INTERPRETING AND CONSULTING see BUS ENT RMW
MARIJUANA – RMW
MARILEENA MATERNITY INC. see STORES CAM
MARILLAC PLACE
MARILYN'S COUNTRY CORNER see BUS ENT RMW
MARINA'S BAR see BUS ENT KIT
MARIPORT GROUP see BUS ENT RMW
MARITIME GIFTS see BUS ENT WAT
MARJorie’s HAIRSTYLING AND ELECTROLYSIS see BUS ENT RMW
MARK NUNES CUSTOM CLOTHIER – BUS ENT KIT
MARKARIAN, STAN see CB WATCO

MARKEN, ERIK see CB KW

MARKET - CAMBRIDGE

MARKET – ELMIRA


see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER, ONTARIO for new development plan

MARKET - ST. JACOBS

MARKET - WATERLOO - 1864-1965

MARKET - WATERLOO - FARMER'S MARKET

MARKET - WATERLOO - STOCKYARDS MARKET

MARKET BOOKS see BUS ENT RMW

MARKET LANE PANTRY see STORES KIT

MARKET PARTNERS see BUS ENT RMW

MARKET SQUARE - KITCHENER

MARKET THEATRE see THEATRE AND COMPANY

MARKET VILLAGE

MARKETFORCE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

MARKETING MAGIC see BUS ENT WAT

MARKETS - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

MARKLE, HAROLD see BUS ENT RMW

MARKLE, HAROLD see BUS ENT RMW

MARKLE, NORMAN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
MARKLE, VICTOR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
MARKLE, WALTER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
MARKMAN INC. see BUS ENT KIT
MARKS & SPENCER see STORES KIT
MARK'S WORK WEARHOUSE
MARKS, BRUCE see CB KW
MARKS, FRED see CB WATCO
MARKS, HARRY & DOROTHY see CB KW
MARMO TRAVEL CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
MARMON GROUP INC. see BUS ENT RMW
MAROSSI, NORMA see CB WATCO
MARQUETTE, FLORENCE ETHEL (nee THORNE) see BARRA CASTLE
MARQUETTE, J. HAROLD see BARRA CASTLE
MARQUETTE, MOLLY (nee BARRA) see BARRA CASTLE
MARR, GRACE see CB WATCO
MARR, IAN see CB KW
MARR, LAVERGNE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
MARRITT, ISAAC C. (IKE) see CB WATCO
MARSCHALL, JOHANN (JOHN) see CB KW
MARSDEN, HILDEGARD see CB KW
MARSDEN, LORNA
MARSHALL FAMILY see CB WATCO
MARSHALL, AL
MARSHALL, BILL see CB WATCO
MARSHALL, BILL see WORLD WAR 1939-1945 - KW
MARSHALL, DAN see CB KW
MARSHALL, ROBIN see CB KW
MARSHALL, SCOTT
MARSHALL, THOMAS see CB WATCO
MARSLAND ENGINEERING LTD.
MARSLAND, GEORGE see CB KW
MARSLAND, RUTH (WIFE OF ERIC) NEE HAMEL see CB KW
MARSLAND, STANLEY
MARSTON, KAY see CB WATCO
MART FAMILY see CB WATCO
MARTEN'S FURNITURE WAREHOUSE see STORES KIT
MARTENS, CORNELIUS see CB WATCO
MARTENS, HELEN see CB KW
MARTENS, JOE
MARTH, (PRIVATE) JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - RMW
MARTIA PET FOODS see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIAL ARTS
MARTIN FAMILY
MARTIN FEED MILLS

see also MARTIN, DONALD B.
MARTIN FEED MILLS - EXPANSION 1983
MARTIN FEED MILLS - NOISE TRIAL 1986
MARTIN FEED MILLS - ODOUR TRIALS 1985
MARTIN LUTHER UNIVERSITY see WATERLOO LUTHERAN SEMINARY
MARTIN PET FOODS
MARTIN SPROCKET AND GEAR see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIN, AARON see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ABNER B. & MILDRED
MARTIN, ABNER see CB KW
MARTIN, ALBERT CHARLES & RUBY see CB KW
MARTIN, ALICE see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
MARTIN, ALYCE see CB WATCO
MARTIN, AMANDA see ATHLETES – RMW (GENERAL)
MARTIN, AMOS see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ANDREW see CB KW
MARTIN, BERT see CB WATCO
MARTIN, BETTY see CB KW
MARTIN, BOB see CB WATCO
MARTIN, C.L. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, CHARLES see CB KW
MARTIN, CHRISTIAN R. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, CYNTHIA see POLICE – RMW – INDIVIDUALS
MARTIN, DALE see CB WATCO
MARTIN, DAVID see CB WATCO
MARTIN, DAWN see CB KW
MARTIN, DELPHINE see CB KW
MARTIN, DONALD B. see CB WATCO
   see also MARTIN FEED MILLS
MARTIN, EDGAR B. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, EDGAR S. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, EDWIN A. see CB KW
MARTIN, ELI & LAURETTA see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ELINOR (WIFE OF CLARE) NEE UFFELMAN see CB KW
MARTIN, ELISABETH see CB KW
MARTIN, ELVIN see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIN, EMANUEL see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ENOS see CB WATCO
MARTIN, FLOYD (BUTCH)
MARTIN, GEORGE FREDERICK see CB KW
MARTIN, GORDON (parents Gordon and Janet of Cambridge) see CB WATCO
MARTIN, HAROLD JAMES see CB WATCO
MARTIN, HEIDI see CB WATCO
MARTIN, HILKIAH see CB KW
MARTIN, IRVIN see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ISAAC B. see CB WATCO

MARTIN, JEFF see INDEPENDENT LIVING CENTRE

MARTIN, JESSE D. see CB KW

MARTIN, JESSICA see CB WATCO

MARTIN, JOHN

MARTIN, JOHN (sound recordist, Elmira) see CB WATCO

MARTIN, JOHN ALEXANDER see CB KW

MARTIN, JOHN G. see CB KW

MARTIN, JON B. see CB WATCO

see also BLACKSMITHS

MARTIN, JUDY see CB WATCO

MARTIN, KIM see CB KW

MARTIN, LARRY (LAURENCE) see CB WATCO

see also BEST WESTERN ST. JACOBS COUNTRY INN

MARTIN, LARRY (LAURENCE) see CB WATCO

see also BEST WESTERN ST. JACOBS COUNTRY INN

MARTIN, LLOYD see CB WATCO

MARTIN, LORNE see CB WATCO

MARTIN, LUCILLE NEE SEIBERT see CB KW

MARTIN, MARGARET (WIFE OF FRED) NEE MCKENTY see CB KW

MARTIN, MARION see CB WATCO

MARTIN, MARY ANN (d. 1992)
MARTIN, MARY ANN (WIFE OF JOHN G.) NEE KABEL see CB KW
MARTIN, MELANIE see CB WATCO
MARTIN, MELVIN S. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, MINERVA see CB WATCO
MARTIN, Miss LOUISE see HUMMEL, GORDON see CB KW
MARTIN, MOSES & ALICE see CB WATCO
MARTIN, Mr. & Mrs. ANSON see CB WATCO
MARTIN, Mrs. NAOMI see CB KW
MARTIN, NORA see BUS ENT KIT
MARTIN, ORLAN see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ORVILLE see CB WATCO
MARTIN, PATRICIA see CB KW
MARTIN, PETER see 20 KING STREET
MARTIN, RETA see CB WATCO
MARTIN, Reverend NELSON M. see CB WATCO
MARTIN, Reverend PAUL see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ROBB (ARMOURER) see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIN, ROBB see BLACKSMITHS
MARTIN, SHIRLEY (WIFE OF ABNER) NEE JANTZI see CB KW
MARTIN, SILAS see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIN, SIMEON
MARTIN, Sister M. CAIA see CB KW
MARTIN, Sister MARTINELLA see CB KW
MARTIN, STANLEY see CB KW
MARTIN, TONY see CB WATCO
MARTIN, TRENT see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
MARTIN, VERDA see CB WATCO
MARTIN, VIRGIL see CB WATCO
MARTIN, WALTER RINTOUL see CB KW
MARTIN, WILLARD see CB WATCO
MARTIN, ZIENAS B. see CB WATCO
MARTIN SIMMONS ARCHITECTS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
MARTIN'S GARAGE (ST. JACOBS) see BUS ENT RMW
MARTIN'S HISTORICAL PLACE see MUSEUMS - KW & DISTRICT
MARTIN'S PHARMACY see BUS ENT RMW
MARTINEK, TONY see CB KW
MARTINI, JOHN see CB WATCO
MARTINIUK, GERRY
MARTINS, JOSE M. see CB WATCO
MARTIN-SMITH, GRETA MAGDALENA see CB KW
MARTRON INC. see BUS ENT KIT
MARTYN, GRACE see CB KW
MARTZ, BRUCE see CB KW
MARTZ, DOUGLAS LORNE see CB KW
MARTZ, EDDY (BARBER) see BUS ENT WAT

MARTZ, EDGAR LORNE see CB KW

MARTZ, MIKE

MARUSA MARKETING see BUS ENT RMW – GENERAL

MARVEL BEAUTY SCHOOL see BUS ENT RMW

MARY JOHNSTON PUBLIC SCHOOL

see also JOHNSTON, MARY

MARY KAY COSMETICS

MARYHILL

MARYHILL - HISTORICAL SOCIETY

MARYHILL INN see BUS ENT RMW

MARYHILL MARINE see BUS ENT RMW

MARYHILL MINI-MART see BUS ENT RMW

MARY’S CREATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

MASCO INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

MASKARADE MANOR see BUS ENT RMW

MASON, ALLAN C. see CB KW

MASON, DONALD see CB KW

MASON, Dr. H.W. see CB WATCO

MASON, JAMES see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

MASON, LLOYD see CB KW

MASON, MAGGIE see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
MASON, PETER see CB KW
MASON, VICTOR see CB KW
MASONIC LODGE

MASSAGE

MASSAGE PARLOURS, see COUNCIL – KITCHENER – BODY RUB PARLOURS

MASSAGE THERAPY & KINESIOLOGY see BUS ENT RMW

MASSECAR, MARVIN see CB WATCO

MASSEL, ANGELA

MASSEL, ANNE see CB KW

MASSEL, CHARLES see CB KW

MASSEL, DONA PAUL

MASSEL, GEORGE H. see CB KW

MASSEL, HARVEY see CB KW

MASSEL, JACK see CB KW

MASSEL, JULETTE-VARIRA see DOMINION BUTTON

MASSEL, LEON see CB KW

MASSEL, PAUL

MASSEL, RAYMOND see CB KW

MASSEL, RONALD see CB KW

MASSEL, WALTER see CB KW

MASSEL’S MARINE see MASSEL’S SERVICE CENTRE

MASSEL’S SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
MASSEY, DENTON

MASSEY, MARGARET (MARGE) HELENA (nee MEDCALF) see CB KW

MASSICOTTE, PHIL see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

MASTER CRAFT WOOD PRODUCTS LTD.

MASTER FURNITURE & APPLIANCES see STORES KIT

MASTER MECHANIC see BUS ENT RMW

MASTER, IKE (ISAAC) 1897-1981 see CB KW

MASTER, ISAAC (or ISAAK) 1835-1898 see CB KW

MASTER, JOHN F. see CB KW

MASTERFEEDS see BUS ENT RMW

MASTERSON, KEN see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

MASTERVOICE see BUS ENT RMW

MASTROMATTEO, WAYNE see CB WATCO

MASULLI'S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MATADOR FITNESS CLUB

MATADOR TAVERN see BUS ENT RMW

MATANGWE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE see SCOTT, STEPHEN & SYLVIA

MATCOR GLOBAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT

MATERNITY WARD see STORES WAT

MATHER, GEORGE see CB WATCO

MATHER, SUSAN see CB KW

MATHES, DAVID see CB KW

MATHES, JOHN AND MARIA see CB KW
MATHESON, GEORGE see CB WATCO
MATHIAS MARTIN see BUS ENT RMW
MATHIES, Dr. HELMUT D. see CB KW
MATHIEW, KIMBERLEY see CB WATCO
MATHYSSEN, DICK see CB WATCO
MATLOCK, TONY see CB WATCO
MATLOW, GEOFF see CB WATCO
MATLOW, LILY see CB WATCO
MATLOW, LINDA see CB WATCO
MATTAINI, CHARLES see BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY
MATTEWS, LOIS V. see CB KW
MATTHEW, IAN see CB KW
MATTHEWS EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT RMW
MATTHEWS, ARTHUR B. see CB WATCO
MATTHEWS, BARBARA see CB KW
MATTHEWS, BLAIR see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)
MATTHEWS, BURTON
MATTHEWS, DAVE see CB WATCO
MATTHEWS, EDITH see CB KW
MATTHEWS, LEILA see CB WATCO
MATTHEWS, LYNN
MATTHEWS, MABEL (WIFE OF FRANK) NEE SIEBERT see CB KW
MATTHEWS, SHEILA see CB WATCO
MATTIE, GERALD see CB KW
MATTIE, VIOLA (WIFE OF NORMAN) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW
MATTKA, WILHELM F. see CB KW
MATTSON, HAL see CB KW
MATTSON, JACKIE see CB KW
MATTSON, JOSEPH see CB KW
MATUSCH, ADAM see CB WATCO
MATYAS LIFESTYLE SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT
MAUGHN, MELISSA see WRESTLING
MAURICE (PIEPER) WELDING see BUS ENT WAT
(RUTHERFORD) MAURICE'S WELDING see BUS ENT RMW
MAUS, JAIRUS W. see CB WATCO
MAVIS THEATRICAL SUPPLIES see BUS ENT KIT
MAWANI, SHAMSUDEEN (SAM) see CB KW
MAWHINNEY, JESSIE (nee MACLEOD) see CB KW
MAXI & CO., WATERLOO
MAXTECH METAL PRODUCTS INC.
MAXUM-THE COMMERCIAL KITCHEN PARTS DEPT see BUS ENT KIT
MAXWELL, FLORENCE see CB KW
MAXWELL, LOIS see CB KW
MAXXAM ANALYTICS INC. see BUS ENT WAT
MAY COURT CLUB
MAY COURT NEARLY NEW SHOP see STORES KIT

MAY, TINA see CB WATCO

MAYAN MARKETING CO. TOYS see BUS ENT KIT

MAYER, ALBERT

MAYER, ALFONS see SHOOTING

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

MAYER, CARL see CB KW

MAYER, Reverend ANTHONY C. see CB KW

MAYER, ROSS see CB KW

MAYER, WILBERT see CB KW

MAYERHOFFER, V.P. see CB KW

MAYFAIR HOTEL

MAYNARD, JOHN see CB KW

MAYNARD, OWEN see CB KW

MAYOR’S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS see SENIOR CITIZENS KW - GENERAL

MAYOR’S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH see YOUTH - COMMITTEES – KW

MAYORS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

see also ELECTIONS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

MAYORS - RMW

MAYORS – WATERLOO

see also COUNCIL – WATERLOO

MAYSHAK, ONNIE see CB WATCO
MAYWORKS see ART - KITCHENER

MAZURAK, FRED see CB WATCO

MBELLISH see STORES CAM

MCAFEE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

MCALLISTER, MARY see CB WATCO

MCALLISTER, TERRI see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

MCALLUM, JAMES see CHARITIES

MCARTHUR EXPRESS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

MCARTHUR, DARRIN see CB KW

MCARTHUR, HARRY see CB WATCO

MCARTHUR, MICKEY see CB WATCO

MCARTHUR, PETER 1866-1924

MCASEY, EMMA see CB KW

MCAULAY, WAYNE see CB WATCO

MCAULIFFE, MARGOT see CB WATCO

MCAVOY, EDWARD JACOB see CB KW

MCAVOY, JAMES see CB KW

MCBAIN PUBLICATIONS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

MCBAY, BILL see CB WATCO

MCBAY, GEORGE D. see CB WATCO

McBRIDE, ARTHUR BYRON (A.B.) see CB KW

MCBRIDE, G. BURTON see CB KW
MCBRIDE, MELANIE see CB WATCO

McBRINE, LOUIS see CB KW

L. MCBRINE CO. LTD

MCBRYDE, W.A.E. (PETE) see CB KW

MCC THRIFT & GIFT see BUS ENT RMW

MCCABE, DOROTHY see CB KW

MCCABE, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

MCCABE, LOIS see CB KW

MCCALL, A.T. (TOM) see CB KW

MCCALLUM, HIRAM see CB KW

MCCALLUM, JAMES & LOUISE see CB KW

MCCALLUM, JAMES see CB KW

MCCALLUM, JAMES see CHARITIES

MCCALLUM, RUTH see CB KW

MCCARGAR, ROBERT (BOB) see WALTER, FEDY, MCCARGAR, HACHBORN in BUS ENT KIT

MCCARLEY, JIM see CB KW

MCCARTER BROTHERS see CB WATCO

MCCARTER, WILLOW MARGARET see CB WATCO

MCCARTHY, EUGENE see CB KW

MCCARTHY, JOY see CB KW

MCCARTHY, JULIA see CB KW

MCCARTHY, Mrs. J.J. see CB KW
MCCARTHY’S (STORE) see STORES - KITCHENER
MCCARTY, RICHARD “CHEECH” see CB WATCO
MCCARVILLE, Dr. CHARLES RAYMOND see CB KW
MCCLAIN, KATHLEEN see CB KW
MCCLEAR, MARY-EILEEN see CB WATCO
MCCLEARY, Reverend WALTER see CB WATCO
MCCLELLAN, HARVEY WILLIAM see CB WATCO
MCCLENNAN, DARLENE see CB KW
MCCLINTOCK, JASON see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
MCCLINTOCK, WHITNEY see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
MCLOY, HARRY see CB WATCO
MCCLURE, BRUCE see CB WATCO
MCCLURE, WILLIAM “BILL” see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
MCCELL, HUGH see CB KW
MCCELL, MARGARET see CB KW
MCCOMB FAMILY see CB WATCO
MCCOMB, JEROME (HOOK) see CB KW
MCCOMB, JEROME (HOOK) see CB KW

see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

MCCOMISKEY, RUTH see CB WATCO
MCCONKEY, LLOYD see CB WATCO
MCCONNELL, ANNE see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS
MCCONNELL, BRUCE see CB KW
MCCONNELL, DON see CB KW
MCCONNELL, GORDON see CB KW
MCCONNELL, JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
MCCORDICK GLOVE & SAFETY INC. see BUS ENT RMW
MCCORQUODALE, MARSHALL C. see CB WATCO
MCCORKINDALE, HUGH see CB KW
MCCORKINDALE, J. ANDERSON see CB KW
MCCORMACK, ERIC
MCCORMACK, NANCY (nee HELFINGER) see CB KW
MCCORMICK, CHESTER (BUD) see CB WATCO
MCCORMICK, JOHN see CB WATCO
MCCORMICK, Judge JOHN F. (JACK) see CB KW
MCCRAE, JOHN 1872-1918
MCCREA, KATHLEEN see ARTISTS – RMW
MCCREA, PETER see CB WATCO
MCCREADY, MARGARET S.
MCCREARY, SHALENE see CB KW
MCCRON, JAMES see CB WATCO
MCCRUDEN, BERT see CB WATCO
MCCRYSTAL, FRANK
MCCUAIG, JOHN see CB KW
MCCULLOCH, Captain TED see CB WATCO

MCCULLOCH, HUGH see CB WATCO

MCCULLOCH, ROBERT OSBORNE see CB WATCO

MCCULLOCH, KEN see CHILDREN’S WISH FOUNDATION

MCCULLOUGH, G. BRUCE see CB KW

MCCURRY, TIM see CB WATCO

MCCUTCHEON, SHAYDA see CB WATCO

MCDONALD, DAVID D. see CB WATCO

MCDONALD, DOROTHY (nee BAUER) see CB KW

MCDONALD, EMERSON see CB WATCO

MCDONALD, GRANT JOHN see CB KW

McDONALD, JENNIE see CB KW

MCDONALD, JULIE see CB KW

MCDONALD, JUSTIN see CB KW

MCDONALD, NATALIE see CB WATCO

MCDONALD-GREEN PERSONNEL see BUS ENT RMW

MCDONALD’S

MCDONNELL VILLAGE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MCDONNELL, GREG see CB KW

MCDONNELL, SUSAN (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE MALLECK see CB KW

MCDONOUGH, AL see CB KW

MCDONOUGH, KIT see CB KW
MCDOUGALL COTTAGE, GALT

MCDOWELL, DOUGLAS JAMES STUART see CB KW

MCDOWELL, GARY see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS

MCDOWELL, SHAWN see CB KW

MCDOWELL, STANLEY see CB KW

MCEACHERN, BEATRICE see CB WATCO

MCEACHERN, JACK & KATHY see CB WATCO

MCEDWARDS, COLLEEN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ALUMNI

McELROY, MARY see CB KW

MCELWAIN, WADE see CB WATCO

MCEWEN FAMILY see CB WATCO

MCEWIN, KEITH, see CB WATCO

MCFADDEN, (DR.) DAVID GLENN see CB KW

MCFADDEN, DEB see CB KW

MCFADDEN, JOAN see CB WATCO

MCFADDEN, JODY & CHAD see CB KW

MCFADDIN, CHARLES see CB WATCO

MCFADYEN, WILLIAM J. (BILL) see CB WATCO

MCFADZEN, GRACE see CB WATCO

MCFARLANE, BRENT see CB WATCO

MCFARLANE, ELIZABETH BOWERS (EBY) see CB KW

MCFAYDEN, JOHN JAMES (TINY) see CB WATCO
MCGANITY, ARTHUR JAMES see CB KW

MCGARRY, HENRIETTA

MCGARRY, PATRICK J. see CB KW

MCGARRY, RORY see CB WATCO

MCGAULEY, ANDREW see CB WATCO

MCGEE, LOIS see CB KW

MCGHEE, PETER see CB KW

MCGIBBON, JAMES G. see CB KW

MCGIBBON, WALTER J.

MCGILL JEWELERS see STORES CAM

MCGILL, R.L. see CB WATCO

MCGILLIVRAY, JIM see CB KW

MCGILLIVRAY, KURTIS see SWIMMING

MCGILVERY, WILIAM see CB WATCO

MCGINLAY, JOHN see CB KW

MCGINNIS LANDING

MCGINNIS, HARRY HUGH see CB KW

MCGINNIS, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

MCGLOGAN, MARK & CAROL see CB KW

MCGLONE, GORDON see CB KW

MCGLYNN AUTO WRECKERS see BUS ENT RMW

MCGLYNN, MARIANNE see CB KW
MCGOOEY, Sister MAUREEN see CB KW
MCGRATH, HEATHER see CB WATCO
MCGRATH, MICHAEL see CB KW
MCGRATH, MIKE see CB WATCO
MCGRIGOR, DUNCAN see CB WATCO
MCGRIGOR, GRACE see CB WATCO
MCGRINDER, PATRICK see CB KW
MCGUIRE, NINET see CB WATCO
MCGUIRE, TERRANCE see CB KW
MCHARDY, ALLYSON see CB KW
MCHARDY, KARIN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY
MCILVENNA, CHARESA see CB WATCO
MCINTOSH, BASIL
MCINTOSH, COLONEL J.A. see CB WATCO
MCINTOSH, COLONEL J.A. ARMOURY see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT
MCINTOSH, DAVID GRAHAM see CB KW
MCINTOSH, DUNCAN see CB WATCO
MCINTOSH, FRANCES
MCINTYRE FAMILY see CB KW
MCINTYRE, ALISON A. see CB KW
MCINTYRE, ISABEL see CB KW
MCINTYRE, JAMES see CB KW

MCINTYRE, JOHN

MCINTYRE, LARRY see CB KW

see also WRESTLING

MCINTYRE, MANNY see WATERLOO TIGERS

MCINTYRE, MARISA see CB KW

MCINTYRE, VICTOR S. see CB KW

MCKAGUE, CYBELE see CB KW

MCKAY, AL see CB WATCO

MCKAY, ALLAN see ARTISTS – RMW

MCKAY, EVELYN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

MCKAY, JOHN see CB WATCO

MCKAY, TOM see CITY HALL - KITCHENER - ADMINISTRATOR

MCKAY/BEMUS WASHING MACHINES see BUS ENT RMW

MCKECHNIE, WILLIAM DAVIES see CB KW

MCKEE BROTHERS

MCKEE, ALLEN see CB WATCO

MCKEE, ALMA see CB WATCO

MCKEE, BOB see CB WATCO

MCKEE, DAVID see CB KW

MCKEE, GEORGE J. see CB KW

MCKEE, HAROLD see CB KW
MCKEE, KYLE see CB KW
MCKEE, NORMAN see CB KW
MCKEE, ROSS see CB KW
MCKEE, RUSSELL & ALMA see CB WATCO
MCKEEVER, BERNARD see CB KW
MCKEGNEY, JAMES see CB KW

MCKEGNEY, PATRICIA
MCKELLAR, HOWARD see CB WATCO
MCKELLAR, OLGA (WIFE OF HARRY) NEE RUMPEL see CB KW
MCKELVIE, ALICE see CB KW
MCKELVIE, HARRY see BUS ENT KIT
MCKELVIE'S BARBERSHOP see STORES KIT
MCKENNA, DOUG see CB WATCO
MCKENNA, STEVE see HOCKEY - CAMBRIDGE WINTER HAWKS
MCKENSIE, ELIZABETH see CB KW
MCKENTY, BRUCE see CB KW
MCKENTY, JOHN see CB KW
MCKENTY, VIC see CB KW
MCKENTY'S see BUS ENT RMW
MCKENZIE, AUGUSTUS T. (GUS) see CB WATCO
MCKENZIE, BETTY see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
MCKENZIE, TOM see CB KW
MCKEOWN, BERTHA see CB KW
MCKEOWN, ROBERT "BOB" see CB KW
MCKERACHER, JAMES MATTHEW see CB WATCO
MCKERNAN, STEVE see CB KW
MCKERRON, CATHERINE see MARSHALL, ALLAN
MCKERSIE, ABRAM see CB KW
MCKERSIE, WES see CB KW
MCKERVILL, REV. HUGH
MCKEY, LLOYD J. see CB WATCO
MCKIE, PERCY A. see CB KW
MCKILLOP, BOB see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
MCKILLOP, SEAN
MCKINLEY BOAT CRAFT see BUS ENT RMW
MCKINNEY PAINTING CONTRACTOR see BUS ENT RMW
MCKINNON, ALAN & GRAHAM, KELLY see CB KW
McKINNON, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
MCKINNON, JOAN
MCKINNON, JO-ANNE see CB KW
MCKINNON, KORY see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
MCKINNON, LARRY see BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CENTRE, KITCHENER
MCKIRDY, HAZEL (LYNDA LANE) see CB KW
MCKNIGHT, DOROTHY JEAN see CB KW
McKNIGHT, SAMUEL (SAM) WILLIAM see CB WATCO

MCLACHLAN, JANE see CB KW

MCLACHLAN, MICHAEL see THEATRE

MCLACHLIN, ALAN see CB KW

MCLAREN, DON see CB KW

see also WORLD WAR 1939-1945 (Y CLUB)

MCLAUGHLIN, KENNETH

MCLEAN, BOB see CB KW

MCLEAN, EMILY see CB KW

MCLEAN, GERALDINE DOROTHY (GERRIE) see CB WATCO

MCLEAN, LAURA NEE WHEELDON see CB KW

MCLEAN, LISA (RICHARDSON) see CB WATCO

MCLEAN, PAT see CB WATCO

MCLEAN, PATTERSON

MCLEAN, WALTER

MCLEAN, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

MCLEAN-PEISTER LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

MCLELLAN, GEORGE see CB WATCO

MCLELLAN, SARAH see CB WATCO

MCLELLAND, DAVE see CB KW

MCLENNAN PARK (includes Ottawa Street Dump)

see also METHANE
MCLENNAN, DARLENE see CB KW
MCLENNAN, ELIZABETH NEE SAUNDER see CB KW
MCLENNAN, SID
MCLEOD FARM & FAMILY see CB WATCO
MCLEOD ROOFING see BUS ENT KIT
MCLEOD, ALEX SR. see CB WATCO
MCLEOD, JUDY see CB KW
MCLORN, PHIL see CB WATCO
MCLOUGHRY, E.J.
MCM RECORDS see BUS ENT RMW
MCMAHON, JOE see CB KW
MCMAHON, MARY ELIZABETH see CB KW
MCMAHON, PAT see CB KW
MCMAHON, W. LEO see CB KW
MCMARTIN, MAE see CB KW
MCMASTER, JOHN THOMAS see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
MCMENEMY, CINDY see ARTISTS - RMW
MCMENEMY, DAN see CB WATCO
MCMICHAEL, WAYNE see CB WATCO
McMILLAN, EDA (nee EULER) see CB KW
MCMILLAN, JOHN see CB KW
MCMILLAN, MARNY see CB KW
MCMILLAN, STEVEN see CB KW
MCMILLAN, STEWART see CB KW
MCMULLEN, BOB see CB WATCO
MCMULLEN, TRENT see CB KW
MCMURCHY, Dr. RAY see DOCTORS
MCNAB, JULIE see CB KW
MCNALLY, DOUGLAS see CB KW
MCNALLY, HARRY JAMES see CB KW
MCNAMARA, Father VICTOR see CB WATCO
MCNAUGHTON, IRVING WEBSTER see CB WATCO
MCNEIL, ANITA see CB WATCO
MCNEIL, JOAN see CB KW
MCNICHOL, JOY see ATHLETES - KW (L-Z)
MCNICHOL, SCOTT see ARTISTS - RMW (L-Z)
MCNICHOL, VERA
MCNULTY, PATRICK J. see CB KW
MCNULTY, ROBERT R. see CB KW
MCPEAKE, VERNE see CB KW
MCPHAIL CYCLE & SPORTS LTD. see STORES WAT
MCPHAIL, JANICE ELIZABETH see CB KW
MCPHAIL, R. STEWART see CB KW
MCPHEE, CHRIS see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)
MCPHERSON CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
MCPHERSON, CAROLYN see CB KW
MCPHERSON, DAVE see AUTHORS – RMW A-Z
MCPHERSON, DAVID see CB KW
MCQUARRIE, DONALD see CB KW
MCQUARRIE, HARVEY L. see CB KW
MCQUARRIE, KEITH see CB KW
(H. L.) MCQUARRIE SCHOOL
MCQUAT, FRANCES (EVELYN) SNIDER see CB WATCO
MCQUAY, LEN see CB WATCO
MCQUEEN, WILLIAM STOKES see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
MCQUIBBAN, J. W. see CB WATCO
MCRAE, IAN MCPHERSON see CB WATCO
MCRAE, IAN see CB WATCO
MCROBERT SPRINGS LTD.
MCRONE, JAMES see MCCRONE, J - CB WATCO
MCTAGGERT, GEORGE D. see CB KW
MCTAVISH, JOSEPH & EDNA see CB WATCO
MCTAVISH, PAUL see CB KW
MCTAVISH, STEVE see CB WATCO
MCVAY YACHTS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
MCVITTIE, WILLIAM S. see CB WATCO
MDK see STORES KIT
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MDK/CHILD FINANCIAL ADVISORS see BUS ENT WAT

MDS LABORATORIES see BUS ENT RMW

MEACHER, MIKE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z) (with LUND, DENNIS)

MEADOWCROFT

MEADOWLANE PUBLIC SCHOOL

MEADOWS, EDWARD see CB WATCO

MEADOWS, KATHLEEN see CB KW

MEALS ON WHEELS (includes other meals for seniors programs)

MEASLES

MEAT CONNECTION

MEAT INSPECTION - KW

MEATS GALORE LTD. see STORES WAT

MEDIA TRADE AND CONSULTING INC. see BUS ENT WAT

MEDECO SECURITY LOCKS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

MEDENSKY, MARK see CB KW

MEDIA FOCUS GROUP INC. see BUS ENT KIT

MEDIA GIANTS see BUS ENT KIT

MEDIA HOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

MEDIACOMP see BUS ENT KIT

MEDICAL AESTHETICS PLUS see BUS ENT RMW

MEDICAL DATA BUREAU see BUS ENT KIT

MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH
see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT

see also POTASSIUM CHLORIDE POISONING

MEDICALIS CORP see BUS ENT RMW

MEDI-FREE CLINIC see FAT ANGEL

MEDIGAS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

MEDISPA see BUS ENT WAT

MEDITERANNEO see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MEDITERANNIAN GRILL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MEDLER, DEREK see FOOTBALL – KW – UNIVERSITY, 1997-

    see also CRIME – KITCHENER – ATTEMPTED MURDER & ASSAULT – JOHN (BUONSOUEI) XAYSY

MEEKER, HOWIE

MEETZ SMALL ENGINES see BUS ENT WAT

MEGA COLLEGIATE SPORTS see STORES KIT

MEGGS, DENNIS (HOCKEY NETS)

MEHRIG, KURT see CB WATCO

MEIKLE AUTOMATION INC.

MEIKLEHAM, IAN

MEIKLEHAM’S BIG V DRUG STORE see BIG V DRUGSTORES

MEIN LEIBLING DOLL CO. see DOLLS & DOLLMAKING

MEINZINGER, CAROLINE NEE GEHL see CB KW

MEINZINGER, JOSEPH

MEINZINGER, STEPHEN see CB KW
MEISEL, ANNIE see CB WATCO
MEISEL, IRVIN see CB WATCO
MEISSNER, ERNIE (includes Meissner Travel Agency)
    see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)
MEL WEBER LTD. see STORES KIT
MEL'S ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW
MEL'S DINER see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MELANGE WINE BISTRO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MELBOURNE, HOWARD see CB WATCO
MELDRUM HOUSE, 125 NORTHUMBERLAND ST., AYR see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO COUNTY
MELITZER, MARY see CB KW
MELLOR, JOHN
MELLORS, IAN see CB WATCO
MELLOUL BLAMEY CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT
MELVILLE CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MELVILLE, SALLY (KNITWEAR) see BUS ENT KIT
MELVILLE, SALLY see KNITTING
MEMMOTT, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
MEMORIAL SOCIETY OF KITCHENER-WATERLOO
MEMORY TREE PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT WAT
MENARD, ALBERT see CB KW
MENARD, MARCELLA NEE GRAFF see CB KW
MENARD, PETER see CB KW

MENARY, DAVE see CB WATCO

MENARY, REID see CB WATCO

MENARY, WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

MENCHENTON, JONATHAN see SUNBEAM LODGE

MENICH, EVE see CB KW

MENICH, STEPHEN J. see CB KW

MENINGITIS

MENKAL, JANINA see CB WATCO

MENNIE, ALEXANDER see CB KW

MENNO S. MARTIN RENOVATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

MENNO SINGERS

MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

MENNONITE CREDIT UNION see MENNONITE SAVINGS & CREDIT UNION

MENNONITE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION see BUS ENT KIT

MENNONITE FURNITURE SALES see BUS ENT RMW

MENNONITE HERITAGE FURNITURE see STORES KIT

MENNONITE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF ONTARIO

MENNONITE RELIEF SALE, NEW HAMBURG

MENNONITE SAVING AND CREDIT UNION

MENNONITE SAVINGS & CREDIT UNION

MENNONITE WORLD CONFERENCE

MENNONITES - WATERLOO COUNTY
MENNONITES - WATERLOO COUNTY - ARTS AND CRAFTS
MENNONITES - WATERLOO COUNTY - MEETING HOUSES
MENNONITES - WATERLOO COUNTY - SCHOOLS
MENNONITES - WATERLOO COUNTY - TRANSPORTATION
MENNONITES (MODERN) - WATERLOO COUNTY
MENSA see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
MENSAH, LORI-ANNE
MENTAL HEALTH see CANADIAN MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
  see also RECOVERY INC
  see also PROJECT RELEASE
MENTAL ILLNESS
MENTOR DYNAMICS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MENUATHOM.COM see BUS ENT KIT
MENZIES, MICHELLE & JEAN MICHEL BOMBARDIER (figure skaters)
MERCANTILE AT THE CROSSROADS see BUS ENT RMW
MERCEDES CORP. see SHANTZ, MILO
MERCEDES-BENZ OWNERS CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
MERCER, CHARLES see CB WATCO
MERCEY BROTHERS
MERCHANT, DENNIS see CB KW
MERCHANTS PRINTING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MERCHANTS RUBBER FACTORY
MERCHMONKEY.COM see BUS ENT RMW

MERCY-BOOSE, SARAH see CB WATCO

MERKEL, EDGAR see CB KW

MERKEL, IRVIN see CB WATCO

MERKLINGER, HAROLD see CB KW

MERKLINGER, PETER D.M. see CB KW

MERKLINGER, ROSS see CB KW

MERLIN COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

MERLIN MACHINE CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

MERLIN MILLS see BUS ENT KIT

MERNER, ANGELA (WIFE OF W.B.) NEE BOEHMER see CB KW

MERNER, CARLA see CB KW

MERNER, FREDERICK see CB KW

MERNER, SAMUEL see CB WATCO

MERRITT, FRED see CB KW

MERRITT, ROBERT N. see CB KW

MERRY HILL GOLF CLUB

MERSER, ALFRED JOHN see CB KW

MERV ORR’S TRANSPORT DRIVING SCHOOL see BUS ENT RMW

MESH SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

MESSERSMITH, DALTON see CB KW

MESSIAH LUTHERAN CHURCH, WATERLOO
MESSIHA, HABIB see CB KW
MESSMER, JOHANNA see CB WATCO
MESSNER, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
MESTON, DONOVAN P. see CB KW
METAFORE see BUS ENT RMW
METAL FLO CORP. CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
METAL SHINGLE & SIDING CO. see BUS ENT RMW
METCALFE see CB WATCO
METCALFE, EDITH (nee SIMONDS) see CB KW
METCALFE, EDWARD LLOYD see CB KW
METCALFE, JANET see CB KW
          see also JANET METCALFE PUBLIC SCHOOL
METCALFE, JIM see CB WATCO
METCALFE, WILLIAM F. see CB KW
MET-CRAFT INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
METEOR BLUEPRINTING COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT
METEOR METAL INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
METHADONE see SUBSTANCE USE - KW
METHANE (includes Ralgreen Cres.)
          see also MCLENNAN PARK (includes Ottawa Street Dump)
METHUSALA CLOTHING CO. see STORES KIT
METIER MACHINERY CORPORATION, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
METREC INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT

METRO RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

METRO-KARGES APPLIANCES see BUS ENT KIT

METROPOLIS see BUS ENT KIT

METROPOLITAN STORES LTD. see STORES WAT

METTLER, WAYNE see BUS ENT KIT

METZ, BELINDA see CB KW

METZGER, AARON H. see CB WATCO

METZGER, ABRAM see CB KW

METZGER, CHARLIE see CB WATCO

METZGER, GEORGE see CB WATCO

METZGER, WERNER see CB KW

METZGER, WES see CB WATCO

METZGER, WILHELM

MEUNIER, RICHARD GEORGE (DICK) see CB KW

MEUSBURGER, CATHERINE see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

MEWHINNEY, JILL see CB KW

MEWHINNEY, MARY JANE see CB KW

MEYER FAMILY see CB WATCO

MEYER IMPORTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

MEYER MERCER see BUS ENT WAT

MEYER, (DR.) FRANCIS (FRANK) RAYMOND see CB KW
MEYER, ENGEBERT (BERT) see CB KW
MEYER, GORDON see CB KW
MEYER, JANE see CB KW
MEYER, JOHN see CB WATCO
MEYER, KAREN
MEYER, MRS. HERBERT see CB WATCO
MEYER, ROBERT see CB WATCO
MEYER, WILFRED (BILL) G. see CB KW
MEYER, WILLIAM (TAXIDERMIST) see BUS ENT WAT
MEYER, WILLIAM ALFRED see CB WATCO
MEYERHOFER ACADEMY OF DANCING see BUS ENT RMW
MEYERS, ARNOLD see CB KW
MEYERS, VIOLET see CB WATCO
MIAH, ABUHURAYRA see CB WATCO
MIC MANUFACTURING & MACHINE WORKS see BUS ENT WAT
MICCACCHI, GEORGE see CB WATCO
MICELI-KAMINO, GABBY see CB KW
MICHAEL, DAVID J. see CB KW
MICHAEL, DELORES MARY (MITZI) see CB KW
MICHAEL'S ARTS & CRAFTS STORES see STORES WAT
MICHAEL'S FURNITURE see STORES KIT
MICHAELS OF CANADA INC. see STORES WAT
MICHAELS, J. see STORES KIT

MICHAN IMPORTS & EXPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

MICHEL, CHARLES G. see CB KW

MICHEL, DANNY see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

MICHEL, HERBERT see CB KW

MICHEL, PAT see CB KW

MICHER, JORDAN see CB KW

MICHNO, ALBERT see CB KW

MICHNO, ANNA see CB KW

MICKELSON, C.H. see CB KW

MICKUS, MARVIN see CB KW

MICROAGE COMPUTERS

MICROPLACE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

MICRO-SHARP see BUS ENT RMW

MICRO-WARE LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

MIDAS MUFFLER

MIDDLEMASS, JACK see CB KW

MIDDLERTON, (WIFE OF DONALD) see CB KW

MIDLAND DOHERTY see BUS ENT KIT

MIDLAND WALWYN see BUS ENT KIT

MIDTOWN TV & APPLIANCES see STORES KIT
MIDWEST SILO see BUS ENT RMW

MID-WESTERN ONTARIO DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MIDWESTERN REGIONAL LIBRARY SYSTEM

MIDWIVES

see also CHILDBIRTH

see also CRESSMAN, ELSIE

see also CRIME - RMW - MIDWIFERY BABY DEATHS

see also ST JACOBS FAMILY BIRTHING HOME

MIEHM, BERNARD JOSEPH see CB WATCO

MIEHM, DANIEL JOSEPH see CB KW

MIEHM, GEORGE see CB KW

MIEHM, JOSEPH see CB KW

MIGHTY DOLLAR STORE see STORES CAM

MIGHTY JOE YOUNG LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW

MIGLARINI, AUDREY see CB KW

MIHM, GEORGE see MIEHM, GEORGE

MIKE FORTE FRUIT STORE see STORES KIT

MIKE VOISIN’S SIDING AND EAVESTROUGHING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

MIKE’S SERVICE STATION see BUS ENT WAT

MIKE’S AUTO BODY, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

MIKE’S BOOK STORES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

MIKEY’S EATERY see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MIKIMOTO CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

MILCOM TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT

MILES FOR MILLIONS - KW

MILES, ALBERT see CB KW

MILES, HOLLY see CB KW

MILES, MICHELLE see CB WATCO

MILESTONE ADVERTISING/DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

MILHAUSEN, NORA C.E. see CB KW

MILHAUSEN, ROBIN see CB KW

von MILKE, ERICH OSKAR see CB WATCO

von MILKE, MARGARET see CB WATCO

MILITARY INTERESTS & GAMES SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

MILITIA - KW

MILITIA - WATERLOO COUNTY

MILL COURTLAND NEIGHBOURHOOD

MILL CREEK MOTOR FREIGHT

MILL CREEK RENEGADES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

MILL END STORE see BUS ENT RMW

MILL POND CRAFT SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

MILL POND GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW

MILL POND, HESPELER see HESPELER, ONTARIO

MILL RACE FESTIVAL
MILL RACE ON THE GRAND (COMDOMINIUM)

MILL RESTAURANT, CAMBRIDGE

MILLAR, ALEXANDER see CB KW

MILLAR, ANNE (WIFE OF DOUGLAS) NEE EBY see CB KW

MILLAR, ANNIE (WIFE OF JOHN H. MILLAR) see CB KW

MILLAR, CLARE

MILLAR, CLAUDETTE

MILLAR, IRENE (WIFE OF CARL) NEE LAUBER see CB KW

MILLAR, JACOB D. see CB KW

MILLAR, JUDITH A. (poet)

MILLAR, KENNETH (1915-1983) see MILLAR, MRS. MARGARET STURM/MILLAR, KENNETH

MILLAR, MARGARET STURM (1915-1994) see MILLAR, MRS. MARGARET STURM/MILLAR, KENNETH

MILLAR, MRS. MARGARET STURM/MILLAR, KENNETH

MILLAR, ROBERT see CB KW

MILLAR, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

MILLARD, JOHN see CB KW

MILLBANK FAMILY FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

MILLBANK INTERIORS AND GIFT SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

MILLENNIUM

MILLENNIUM – WILMOT TOWNSHIP

MILLENNIUM AESTHETICS AND BEAUTY STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

MILLENNIUM RECREATION PROJECT see RIM PARK
MILLENIUM see BUS ENT RMW

MILLER & HOHMEIER see STORES KIT

MILLER BOOKBINDING see BUS ENT WAT (PAPERTRAILS)

MILLER FAMILY see CB KW

MILLER, BARBARA ANN see CB KW

MILLER, BEN see CB KW

MILLER, BOB see CB WATCO

MILLER, CHERYL ANN see CB KW

MILLER, DERWOOD (SHORTY) see CB KW

MILLER, DUSTIN see SPEED SKATING

MILLER, EDWARD J. see CB KW

MILLER, GEORGE see BUS ENT RMW

MILLER, HARRY H. see CB WATCO

MILLER, HERB see CB WATCO

MILLER, HUGH see CB KW

J.S. MILLER ELMIRA CARRIAGE WORKS see BUS ENT RMW

MILLER, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW

MILLER, JANA see SWIMMING

MILLER, JEFF see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

MILLER, JIM (of J.C. Miller Antiques, Baden) see CB WATCO

MILLER, JOHN J. see CB KW

MILLER, JOHN S. see CB KW
MILLER, JOHN see CB WATCO

MILLER, JUDITH see U OF W – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS

MILLER, KARL see CB KW

MILLER, KEN see CB KW

MILLER, KENNETH see CB KW

MILLER, LEWIS see CB KW

MILLER, MABEL E. see CB KW

MILLER, MAGDALENA (NEE BENDER) see CB WATCO

MILLER, MARIE (WIFE OF RALPH) NEE G.W. KNELL see CB KW

MILLER, MARY BETH see CB KW

MILLER, NORMAN see CB WATCO

MILLER, PATRICIA see CB KW

MILLER, RALPH see CB KW

MILLER, ROSS & CHARLOTTE

MILLER, RUSS see CB WATCO

MILLER, SUE see CB KW

MILLER, TED see CB KW

MILLER, WILFRID L. see CB KW

MILLER, WILLIAM & BEVERLEY see CB WATCO

MILLER’S LANDING see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MILLER-BARTLETT, QUINCY see CB WATCO

MILLER-LANG SHIRT COMPANY see HAGEN SHIRT AND COLLAR COMPANY

MILLER’S COUNTRY STORE see BUS ENT RMW
MILLIGAN, MIKEY LUCAS see CB KW

MILLINGTON, KOJO see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

MILLOY, CATHY

MILLOY, JOHN

MILLOY, NELSON see CB WATCO

MILLS AND MILLWORK

MILLS INTERPRETATION & TRANSLATION see BUS ENT RMW

MILLS, ALBERT (MUFF) see ARTISTS - RMW

MILLS, ALBERT EDWARD see CB WATCO

MILLS, ALLAN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

MILLS, CALVIN see CB KW

MILLS, Captain BEVERLEY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

MILLS, DELPHINE EMMA see CB KW

MILLS, DOROTHY (NEE GRESS) see CB KW

MILLS, EVAN see TRAILS, RMW

MILLS, J.N. see CB KW

MILLS, JAMES see CB KW

MILLS, JEAN see CB WATCO

MILLS, LINA see CB WATCO

MILLS, PAUL see CB KW

MILLS, ROBERT ROSS see CB KW

MILLS, ROSE (nee MANNING) DENTON see CB KW

MILLS, WILLIAM H. see CB KW
MILMINE, JENNIFER see CB WATCO

MILNE, RHONDA see CB KW

MILOHKOVIC, THEODORA (DOLLY) HADROVIC see CB KW

MILOJKOVIC, (MIKE) see CB KW

MILROY, JOHN SR. see CB WATCO

MILROY, MILLICENT

MILTON’S RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MIMIK LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

MIMOSA RESTAURANT

MINAKER, VIOLET see CB WATCO

MIND’S EYE PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT WAT

MINDFLIGHT see RDM CORP.

MINDWORKS LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT

MINIATURES BY SHERRALL see STORES CAM

MINICAR COLLECTIBLES see BUS ENT WAT

MINIT LUBE

MINI-TANKERS see BUS ENT RMW

MINOS HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

MINTY, ROBERT see CB KW

MIRACLE FOODMART

MIRACLE MART DEPARTMENT STORE see STORES CAM

MIRITECH CARPETS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
MIRONOWICZ, HALINA see CB KW

MISCELLANY, THE see STORES WAT

MISKE, REUBEN T. see CB KW

MISS ELLY'S see BUS ENT WAT

MISSING PEOPLE

MISSIONARIES

MISSIONARY TABERNACLE, KITCHENER

MISSLEBROOK, BILL see CB KW

Mr. and Mrs. CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

MISTER AS IS

MR. BUILD HA

MISTER B MEN'S APPAREL see STORES KIT

NDI-MAN see BUS ENT WAT

MISTER C'S see BUS ENT KIT

MR. CLEAN AUTO CLEANERS see BUS ENT KIT

MR. DUBS LTD. see STORES KIT

MR. FROSTEE see BUS ENT KIT

MISTER GROCER

MR. HOLLYWOOD see STORES CAM

MR. KW LANDSCAPER see BUS ENT KIT

MR. LUBE see BUS ENT RMW

MR. OIL see BUS ENT WAT
MISTER RENOVATOR see BUS ENT KIT

MR. TEASE see BRESLAU HOTEL

MR. TRANSMISSION see BUS ENT RMW

MR. TURF see BUS ENT RMW

MISTER VACUUM SALES & SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

MRS. ANGELA (FORTUNE TELLER) see BUS ENT RMW

MRS. BECK’S see BUS ENT WAT

MRS. VANELLI’S see BUS ENT RMW

MISTLETOAD

MITCHELL PLASTICS AND BUTTONS LTD.

MITCHELL, ALEXANDER THOMAS (ALEX) see CB WATCO

MITCHELL, DAVE

MITCHELL, DOROTHY see CB KW

MITCHELL, EDNA see CB KW

MITCHELL, GEORGE

MITCHELL, JAMES IRVING see CB WATCO

MITCHELL, JAMES P.

MITCHELL, JAMES see CB WATCO

MITCHELL, JANE see CB KW

MITCHELL, JESSE & SHIRLEY see HOBLER, ADAM & SHIRLEY

MITCHELL, JIM see CB WATCO

MITCHELL, JOHN RAMSEY see CB KW
MITCHELL, JOHN TURBERVILLE see CB KW

MITCHELL, JOHN see CB KW

MITCHELL, JULIE see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – ATHLETICS

MITCHELL, LLOYD G.E. see CB KW

MITCHELL, LUCILLE see CB KW

MITCHELL, NED JR. see CB WATCO

(JOHN) MITCHELL PHOTOGRAPHY

R.G. MITCHELL FAMILY BOOKS INC. see STORES KIT

MITCHELL, WILLIAM see CB KW

MITCHELL-HEDGES, ANNA

MITIC, HEMI

MITRA IMAGING INC. see AGFA GROUP

MITSUBISHI

MITTEN INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

MITTEN VINYL INC.

MITTEN, IRIS (nee DINNIWELL) see CB WATCO

MIXER, JOHN see CB KW

MIZER, CHESTER C.W. see CB KW

MO LEHI, SHAHIN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

MOASE, STU see CB WATCO

MOBELL COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

MOBILE HOMES

MOBILE MART see BUS ENT KIT
MOBILELIFE HOME CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

MOCK, TED see CB KW

MODELS, FASHION

MODERATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

MODERN APPLIANCE CENTRE see STORES CAM

MOELLER, NORMAN CHALMERS see CB WATCO

MOESER, WILLIAM see CB KW

MOFFAT CREEK see PARKS - CAMBRIDGE

MOFFAT, Dr. JOHN see CB WATCO

MOFFAT, MEL see CB KW

MOGK, CHARLOTTE see CB KW

MOGK, EDITH see CB KW

MOHAMMAD, MAHMOUD MUHAMMAD ISSA see CB KW

MOHAMMED, IVAN see CB KW

MOHAWK SPORTS EQUIPMENT LTD.

MOHR, ANGIE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

MOHR, ANNIE (MRS. GORDON) see CB WATCO

MOHR, DOUG see ATOMIC WEAPONS & DISARMAMENT - DOUG MOHR

MOHR, JEREMY see CB WATCO

MOHR, WALTER see CB WATCO

MOHR, WESLEY see CB WATCO

MOHR’S MOVIELAND see BUS ENT RMW
MOIR, JULIA see CB KW

MOJA TRADING see BUS ENT WAT

MOKREN, ANDREA see CB WATCO

MOLDAVER, ESTHER (WIFE OF SAMUEL) NEE ROEEMAN see CB KW

MOLNAR, JOE see CB WATCO

MOLSON FAMILY see CB KW

MOMBOURQUETTE, MARY ANNE see CB KW

MOMS & TOTS COFFEE FELLOWSHIP see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

MOM’S LITTLE DARLINGS see STORES WAT

MONAGHAN, THERESA see CB KW

MONARCH CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT

MONARCH OIL see BUS ENT KIT

MONARCHIST LEAGUE OF CANADA - WATERLOO REGION CHAPTER see CLUBS - KW (L-Z)

MONEY CONCEPTS see STORES WAT

MONEY MART see STORES KIT

MONGEON, REAL ROLLAND see CB KW

MONGOLIAN GRILL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MONKIEWICZ, AGATHA see CB WATCO

MONSIGNOR DOYLE SECONDARY SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

MONSIGNOR HALLER SEPARATE SCHOOL

MONSIGNOR WILLIAM GLEASON SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

MONTAG, MICHAEL H. see CB KW
MONTAGNO, KATE see GYMNASTICS

MONTAGUE, LACHLAN (TIN MAN)

MONTANA’S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

MONTE CARLO HAIR SALON see BUS ENT RMW

MONTE, TINO see CB WATCO

MONTEGANI, RICK see CB WATCO

MONTEIRO, DARLENE see CB WATCO

MONTEIRO, FRANK see CB WATCO

MONTEITH, JOHN CHARLES see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

MONTESSORI SCHOOL

MONTGOMERY, STEVE see CB KW

MONTREAL MASSACRE see WOMEN - MEMORIALS

MONTREAL WOOLLENS (CANADA) LTD.

MOOD DISORDER ASSOCIATION OF WATERLOO REGION see CLUBS – RMW (M-Z)

MOODER HORTICULTURAL see BUS ENT RMW

MOODY, (WIFE OF JAMES) NEE VOLKER see CB KW

MOODY, ROSE NEE SCHMALTZ see CB KW

MOODY, STANLEY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

MOOGK, CHARLES J. see CB KW

MOOGK, CHARLES SR. see CB KW

MOOGK, DORIS E. NEE WOLFENBERG see CB KW

MOOGK, EDWARD (ED MANNING) see CB KW

MOOGK, EDWIN B. see CB KW
MOOGK, FRANK W. see CB KW
MOOGK, FREDERICK C. see CB KW
MOOGK, ROSE see CB KW
MOOGK, SALOME see CB KW
MOOLENBEEK, BILL see CB WATCO
MOON, THOMAS & MEREDITH see ACCIDENTS - KITCHENER 2000
MOONEY, SUSAN (WIFE OF MICHAEL) NEE PATRICK see CB KW
MOORE DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT
MOORE FAMILY see CB KW
MOORE HARDWOODS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
MOORE, ALAN (AL) see CB KW
MOORE, BETTY see CB KW
MOORE, BILLY see CB WATCO
MOORE, BRENT see DISEASES
MOORE, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO
MOORE, ELMER see CB WATCO
MOORE, GEORGE see CB WATCO
MOORE, GRAYSON see CB KW
MOORE, J.D. see CB KW
MOORE, JIM see CB WATCO
MOORE, JOHN DOUGLAS see CB WATCO and BREWERIES (PRESTON HOP YARDS)
MOORE, LILLIAN
MOORE, Reverend JOHN B. see CB KW

MOORE, ROB see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

MOOREHEAD, CHRIS see HOMELESSNESS

MOORLEY, WILLIAM ARTHUR see CB KW

MOOSE WINOOKSI'S

MOO-YOUNG, MURRAY

MORAL, FULTON see BUS ENT KIT

MORAL, MILTON see BUS ENT KIT

MORAL, ODELL see CB KW

MORDEN, GLADYS BRANDT

MORE, NOREEN see CB KW

MORECRAFT, CHARLIE see CB WATCO

MOREE SCHOOL OF DANCE see BUS ENT KIT

MORELLI, VINCE see CB WATCO

MOREY, JIM see CB WATCO

MORGAN AUTOMOBILE see CMC ENTERPRISES in BUS ENT KIT

MORGAN, BOB see CB KW

MORGAN, FRANK

MORGAN, FRANKLIN see CB KW

MORGAN, LINSAY T. see CB KW

MORGAN, LORRAINE see CB KW

MORGAN, Reverend T. ARTHUR see CB KW

MORGAN, SUSAN see CB KW
MORGENROTH, DAVID see CB KW
MORGENSEN, DONALD see CB KW
MORLEY, CHARLES FREDERICK see CB KW
MORLOCK, CARL see CB KW
MORLOCK, CATHERINE SOPHIA (WIFE OF ADAM CHRISTIAN) NEE SCHULTZ (JACOB) see CB KW
MORLOCK, Dr. FREDERICK JOHN see CB KW
MORNING GLORY CAFÉ & BAKERY see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MORNINGSIDE
MORPHY, AMBER see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
MORPHY, HERBERT E. see CB KW
MORRELL, DAVID
MORRICE, MIKE see CB KW
MORRIS, DAVID see CB KW
MORRIS, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918
MORRIS, KAREN see CB WATCO
MORRIS, MARY MAGDALENA see EDWARDINE, Sister M. see CB KW
MORRIS, MATT see CB KW
MORRIS, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
MORRISON MANAGEMENT SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MORRISON, CHARLES see WLU – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS
MORRISON, DONALD H. see CB KW
MORRISON, J. ELMOR see CB KW
Morrison, Keith see CB KW

Morrison, Laura Nee Hiller see CB KW

Morrison, Lynn (Registered Massage Therapist) see BUS ENT KIT

Morrison, Neil Alexander see CB KW

Morrison, Paul see CB KW

Morrison, Reverend William see CB WATCO

Morrison, Ross see CB KW

Morrison, Wallace see CB KW

Morrison’s Meat Packers see BUS ENT RMW

Morrow, Gordon E. see CB KW

Morrow, Harold see CB KW

Morrow, Roger see CB WATCO

Morrow, William J. see CB WATCO

Morse, Max see CB WATCO

(Robert) Morse Corp. see BUS ENT KIT

Mortice Kern Systems Inc.

Mortley-Wood, Doug see CB WATCO

Morton, AB

Morton, Bill see CB WATCO

Morton, John see CB WATCO

Morton, Judy see CB KW

Morty’s see BUS ENT WAT
MORVAL-DUROFOAM LTD.

MOSBURGER, EMMA K. see CB KW

MOSER (DAN) SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

MOSER OUTDOOR MAINTENANCE see BUS ENT WAT

MOSER, ANNE see CB KW

MOSER, BEN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

MOSER, DIANNE see CB WATCO

MOSER, FREDERICK H. see CB KW

MOSER, GERALD see CB KW

MOSER, JEFF see CB WATCO

MOSER, JOHN see CB WATCO

MOSER, KATHERINE (WIFE OF ALEX) NEE HELM see CB KW

MOSER, MELISSA see CB WATCO

MOSER, MIKE

MOSER, ROBERT F. see CB KW

MOSER, ROSE see CB WATCO

MOSER, WALTER see CB KW

MOSES, GEORGE EDWARD see CB KW

MOSES, TED see BUS ENT KIT

MOSKAL, DEB & ROBERT see GROUP HOMES KW & DISTRICT

MOSS, WILLIAM A.O. see CB KW

MOSSBURGER, GARY see CB WATCO
MOSER, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO
MOSER, LILLIAN see CB WATCO
MOSSOP, DAVID F. see CB KW
MOSTLY ORGANIC see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MOSTLY ROSES see STORES KIT
MOSZYNSKI, JILLIAN see CB WATCO
MOTHER NATURE’S PANTRY see BUS ENT KIT
MOTHER THERESA CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
MOTHERLESS DAUGHTERS – see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
MOTHERS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING (MADD) see DRINKING & TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
MOTHERS AND OTHERS MAKING CHANGE
MOTHERS FOR JUSTICE see FATHERS FOR JUSTICE
MOTHER’S RESTAURANTS
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW
MOTIVAIR CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
MOTORCYCLE CLUBS see also names of clubs
MOTOROLA COMMUNICATIONS CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
MOTTO - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
MOTTS, KEN see CB KW
MOTTS, NIGEL see CB KW
MOTZ FAMILY
MOTZ, GEORGE see CB KW
MOTZ, KIMBERLEY see CB KW
MOTZ, PAUL see CB KW
MOTZ, TOM see CB KW
MOUHAHA MUSIC see BUS ENT KIT
MOULE, GABRIELLE see CB KW
MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY, KITCHENER
MOUNT ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH, WATERLOO
MOUNTAIN BIKE COURIERS see BUS ENT KIT
MOUNTAIN LAWN CARE see BUS ENT RMW
MOUNTAIN PEARL see BUS ENT WAT
MOUNTAIN, DIANE see CB KW
MOVETECH INC. see BUS ENT KIT
MOVIES 4 YOU see BUS ENT RMW
MOVING STYLES see BUS ENT KIT
MOWAT, JAMES GORDON (MOSES OATES) see CB KW
MOWBRAY, KAREN see CB WATCO
MOXLEY, CLARE see CB WATCO
MOXON, VALERIE see CB WATCO
MOYER FAMILY see CB WATCO
MOYER, ALMA (WIFE OF E.S.) NEE ZELLER see CB KW
MOYER, Dr. EILEEN see CB WATCO
MOYER, ELIZABETH HARRIET see CB KW
MOYER, FRED see CB KW
MOYER, HERBERT A. (PETE) see CB KW
MOYER, JAMES (JIM) see CB WATCO
MOYER, JEREMY see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
MOYER, JOHNNY (EDWARD JOHN) see CB KW
MOYER, KATHLEEN CLELAND see CB KW
MOYER, PETER ERB WILLIAM see CB KW
MOYER, WILLIAM see CB KW
MOYLAN, JOSEPH P. see CB KW
MOYLE, GERALD see CB KW
MROZ, RITA NEE PALEczNY see CB KW
MROZ, STANLEY AND ANNA see CB KW
MTE CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT KIT
MUDGE, LOUIS C. see CB WATCO
MUDIE, ROBERT see CB KW
MUDSHARK STREETWEAR see STORES KIT
MUEGGE, JUDY see CB KW
MUELLER, ADOLPH see CB KW
MUELLER, ARTHUR J. see CB KW
MUELLER, ASHLEY see CB WATCO
MUELLER, CHARLES F. see CB KW
MUELLER, GERALD S. see CB WATCO
MUELLER, HILDA see CB WATCO
MUELLER, HORST EMIL see CB WATCO
MUELLER, KARL see CB KW
MUELLER, PHILIPP see CB KW
MUELLER, WALLY see CB WATCO
MUJA, FRANK & ELAINE see CB KW
MULDER, CLARA see CB WATCO
MULHOLLAND, CHARLES DAVID see CB WATCO
MULHOLLAND, DAVID see CB WATCO
MULHOLLAND, HENRY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
MULHOLLAND, JASON
MULLEN, RICH & BERNETTA see CB KW
MULLER MEATS see BUS ENT KIT
MULLHOLLAND, Reverend THOMAS see CB KW
MULLIGAN (JOHN G.) GOLDSMITHING see BUS ENT KIT
MULLIGAN GUARDS (American musical theatre group) see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY
MULLIGAN, JOHN see CB KW
MULLIGAN'S SPORTS GRILL see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MULLINS, BRENDA see CB KW
MULLINS, KATHIE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
MULTI-BAKE see BUS ENT KIT
MULTICULTURAL FESTIVAL
MULTICULTURALISM see also CAMBRIDGE MULTICULTURAL CENTRE
see also KW MULTICULTURAL CENTRE

MULTIPLE BIRTH

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (MS)

MUNCH, CARLA see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

MUNDELL, ROBERT A. see CB KW

MUNDIALIZE ("TWINNING") KITCHENER-WATERLOO

MUNDY, CLARENCE see CB KW

MUNDY, MARION see CB KW

MUNDY, PHIL see CB KW

MUNDY, RENA see CB KW

MUNDY, STUART see CB KW

MUNICIPAL REFORM see RMW - AMALGAMATION

MUNK, JOESEPH see CB KW

MUNN, Dr. BARRY see CB WATCO

MUNN, MURRAY STEWARD see CB KW

MUNRO, BILL see CB WATCO

MUNRO, STU see CB KW

MUNROE, GERALD see CB KW

MUNROE, HEATHER

MUNSCH, ROBERT

MUNTEAN, PAUL see CB KW

MURAL PAINTING AND DECORATION - KITCHENER
MURANKO, CHERYL

MURAWSKY FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT

MURAWSKY, DANIEL see CB KW

MURAWSKY, MARTIN SR. see CB KW

MURAWSKY, MARTIN THEODORE see CB KW

MURCH MUSIC see BUS ENT RMW

MURDOCK, HOHN G. see CB KW

N.R. MURPHY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

MURPHY, CLIFFORD G. see CB KW

MURPHY, DOROTHY see CB KW

MURPHY, EILEEN see CB KW

MURPHY, JACQUI see CB KW

MURPHY, JANE see WOMEN'S HEALTH INTERACTION

MURPHY, JOHN see CB KW

MURPHY, PADRAIGIN see CB WATCO

MURPHY, PAT see RADIO STATIONS -CHYM

MURPHY, PATRICK see CB KW

MURPHY'S SPORTS BAR see BUS ENT RMW

MURPHY'S SNACK FOODS

MURR, FRANK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

MURRAY AXMITH & ASSOC. see BUS ENT KIT

MURRAY, ALAN see CB KW
MURRAY, ANTOINETTE “NETTIE” see CB WATCO
MURRAY, BRENDA L. see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)
MURRAY, GEORGE see CB WATCO
MURRAY, GORD see CB KW
MURRAY, HELEN (WIFE OF KENNETH) NEE VOLKER see CB KW
MURRAY, JAMAL see CB KW
MURRAY, JAMIE see CB WATCO
MURRAY, JIM (JAMES) see CB WATCO
MURRAY, JOHN J. see CB KW
MURRAY, JOHN LAYTON see CB KW
MURRAY, JOHN LAYTON see CB KW
MURRAY, JOHN WILSON see CB WATCO
MURRAY, KEITH see CB WATCO
MURRAY, KEN
MURRAY, LOUIS O. see CB KW
MURRAY, MARLIN see CB WATCO
MURRAY, ROSE
MURRAY, WILLIAM E.G. see CB WATCO
MURRAY’S CLOTHING see BUS ENT RMW
MURRAY’S FOOD MARKET, NEW HAMBURG
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSE’S CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
MUSEUMS - KW & DISTRICT
MUSIC - COMPETITIONS

MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

MUSIC FESTIVALS

MUSIC PLUS see BUS ENT KIT

MUSIC

see also BANDS - MUSIC - KW

see also KITCHENER MUSICAL SOCIETY

see also KW CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY

see also KW PHILHARMONIC CHOIR

see also KW ROTARY CLUB

see also KW SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

see also ROY SCHMIDT in CB KW

see also UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

see also OVENS, WARREN in CB KW

see also WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY

MUSIC TEACHERS

MUSIC THERAPY see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - MUSIC

MUSICAL GROUPS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

MUSICAL MESSAGES see BUS ENT WAT

MUSITRON-DANNING

MUSSELMAN (MARK) MCINTYRE COMBE see BUS ENT RMW
MUSSELMAN, ART see CB WATCO
MUSSELMAN, BETTE see CB WATCO
MUSSELMAN, CLAUE H. see CB KW
MUSSELMAN, EDWARD ROY see CB KW
MUSSELMAN, GERRY see CB WATCO
MUSTAKAS, ALEX
MUSTIN, MARVIN see CB KW
MUTUAL CREDIT OF CANADA see TURNBULL, BRIAN
MUTUAL GROUP see MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CANADA - 1980-1989
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CANADA - 1990-1999
MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF CANADA - to 1979
MY SISTER’S CLOSET see STORES-CAM
MY TAXI see BUS ENT RMW
F.E. MYERS & BRO. CO. (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
MYERS, LYNN
MYERS, MELISSA D. see CB KW
MYERS, RAYMOND M. see CB WATCO
MYERS, VERNA ALEXANDRIA see CB KW
MYERS-KURCZAK, BROOKE see CB KW
MYLIUS, Dr. R. see CB KW
MYRICK, REX see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
MYSHRALL, ORLO see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

MYSTERIOUS AFFAIR, THE see STORES WAT

MYTH & MAGIC see STORES CAM

MYTH OF THE NITH see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

THE MAPLE LEAF ENTERTAINERS see CB WATCO
N.A. MCEACHERN PUBLIC SCHOOL
NBS PRECISION MACHINING LTD.
NBS TECHNOLOGIES INC. see BUS ENT KIT
NCR CANADA LTD.

see also AT & T GLOBAL INFORMATION
NHD GROUP LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
N. I. INDUSTRIES
NLP CENTRES see BUS ENT WAT
NRG DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT
NADEAN’S CAFE & SWEET GALLERY
NAFZIGER, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO
NAGEL, JIM see CB KW
NAGELEISEN, DREW & HEATHER see CB WATCO
NAGGE, PAUL
NAGLER, MARK see CB KW
NAHATCHEWITZ, URSULA see CB KW
NAHEED, TALAT see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)
NAHRGANG, HENRY see CB WATCO
NAHRGANG, JACK see TEACHERS - RMW
NAIDOO, JOSEPHINE see CB KW
NAIRN, JOANNA see CB WATCO
NAIRN, PEGGY see CB KW

NAISMIT, ANDREW see CB KW

NAKAMURA, SHERRIE

NANGOR WOODWORKING see BUS ENT WAT

NANTUCKET see STORES CAM & STORES WAT

NAPOLEON HOME COMFORT see BUS ENT RMW

NARENJKAR, MANIJEH see CB KW

NARVASON, JAN

NARVESON, JULIA

NASH, BETTY see CB KW

NASH, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW (see HARTMAN, DOROTHY in file)

NASHUA PHOTO PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

NASSAU, WILHELM see CB KW

NATALINA ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT RMW

NATATORIUM (SWIMMING POOL) - 123 KING STREET WEST, KITCHENER

NATCHEZ SCHOOL (S.S.6) see SCHOOLS – RMW – A-Z

NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA - SCHOOL

NATIONAL BANK OF CANADA

NATIONAL BENEFITS NETWORK see BUS ENT WAT

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL see BUS ENT KIT

NATIONAL CHILD DAY see CORDEIRA, MARIA

NATIONAL COMPUTERS see STORES WAT
NATIONAL CREDIT COUNSELLING see BUS ENT KIT

NATIONAL FILM BOARD see THEATRES

NATIONAL FLOORING SUPPLIES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

NATIONAL FLYERS ACADEMY OF FLIGHT TRAINING see BUS ENT WAT

NATIONAL FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

NATIONAL GROCERS CO. LTD.

NATIONAL KEY see BUS ENT RMW

NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL SEWER PIPE see BUS ENT RMW

NATIONAL SIGN GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

NATRASS, SUSAN

NATURA, THE NATURAL SLEEP SOLUTION see BUS ENT RMW

NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION

NATURAL FOOD MARKET see STORES WAT

NATURAL FOODS see OTTERBEIN, KAYE in CB KW

NATURAL HEALTH & BEAUTY BY TRISCH see BUS ENT WAT

NATURAL PATHWAYS see BUS ENT RMW

NATURAL RESTORATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

NATURAL SOUND see STORES KIT

NATURAL SPORTS see BUS ENT KIT

NATURAL STONWORKS see BUS ENT WAT

NATURALLY FIT see BUS ENT RMW
NATURALLY FOR BABY INC. see BUS ENT WAT
NATURE BOY see BUS ENT WAT
NATURE’S REFLEXIONS see BUS ENT RMW
NATURE’S TRAILS see BUS ENT RMW
NATURE’S COMFORT GARMENT CO. see BUS ENT WAT
NATURE’S OWN BAKERY see BUS ENT WAT
NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CARE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
NATUROPATHY see ONTARIO COLLEGE OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE, KITCHENER
NAUMAN’S PUMPKINS GALORE see BUS ENT RMW
NAUNHEIMER, JOSEPH see CB WATCO
NAVIGATION COMPUTER TRAINING & CONSULTING see BUS ENT KIT
NAVTECH see BUS ENT WAT
NAVY - RESERVE - KW
NAYLOR’S see STORES WAT
NEARINGBURG, ARTHUR HENRY see CB WATCO
NEARY FAMILY see CB WATCO
NECO BLUE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
NEDLAW ROOFING see BUS ENT RMW
NEEB, Dr. JOHN
NEEB, EILEEN (WIFE OF MERVYN) NEE HAMEL see CB KW
NEEB, JAMES WILLIAM WALTER “JIM” see CB KW
NEEB, LAVERNE (VERN) see CB KW
NEEB, MERV J. see CB KW

NEEDHAM, ROBERT see CB KW

NEEDLES, IRA

NEEDLES, WILLIAM

NEEDLES, WILLIAM - BROCHURES

NEEDS, CHARLES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

NEFF, DOUGLAS see CB KW

NEFF, SUSAN see CB KW

NEIGHBOURHOOD "Y'S"

NEIGHBOURHOOD RECREATION ASSOCIATIONS (KITCHENER PARKS AND RECREATION)

    see also LAKESHORE VILLAGE ASSOCIATION

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

NEIGHBOURHOODS - CAMBRIDGE

NEIGHBOURHOODS - KITCHENER

    see also names of individual neighbourhoods

NEIGHBOURHOODS - WATERLOO

    see also names of individual neighbourhoods

NEIL, ANDY see CB KW

NEIL, GORDON JOHN see CB WATCO

NEIL, RICH see CB KW

NEIL, SCOTT see CB WATCO

NEILSON COMPUTERS see BUS ENT WAT
NELSON, JOHN A. see CB KW

NELSON, JOHN ALBERT see CB KW

NELCO HOME HARDWARE see STORES KIT

NELCO MECHANICAL see BUS ENT KIT

NELSON BRONZE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

NELSON FUNERAL HOME see BUS ENT RMW

NELSON MONUMENTS

NELSON, DOUG see CB WATCO

NELSON, DOUG see CB WATCO

NELSON, ERWIN see CB WATCO

NELSON, FLORENCE see CB WATCO

NELSON, JAMES GORDON see CB KW

NELSON, JAMES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

NELSON, JIM see CB WATCO

NELSON, MONIKA see CB KW

NELSON, PETER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

NELSON, SCOTT see CB WATCO

NELTECH AND ASSOCIATES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

NEMCOR INC. see BUS ENT RMW

NEOTILT see BUS ENT WAT

NERDSON LINE see BUS ENT WAT

NESBIT THOMSON BONGARD see BUS ENT KIT
NESBITT, JACK see CB WATCO
NETHERCOTT, HELEN see WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME
NETLING, HENRY see CB KW
NETWORK BUSINESS ALLIANCE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
NETWORK, THE
NEUFELD, BARB see INVENTORS AND INVENTIONS
NEUFELD, IRAINA see CB KW
NEUFELD, SHEL see MUSICIANS – INDIVIDUALS
NEUFELD, SUE see CB KW
NEUFELD, WALDEMAR
NEUMAN, CAROLYN see TEACHERS - RMW
NEUSCHWANGER FAMILY see CB KW
NEVADA BOB’S GOLF & RACQUET SHOP see STORES CAM
NEVIDON, VINCENT (HONEY) see BUS ENT RMW
NEVILLE, STEPHANIE see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
NEW ABERDEEN
NEW AGE ROBOTICS & CONTROLS see BUS ENT KIT
NEW ARTS PRODUCTIONS
NEW BALANCE CANADA INC.
NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY - KW
NEW DESIGN CONCRETE see BUS ENT RMW
NEW DOMINION BAKERY see DOMINION BAKERY
NEW DUNDEE - DIRE STRAITS (articles on the political joke 1981)

NEW DUNDEE - SESQUICENTENNIAL

NEW DUNDEE BAPTIST CHURCH

NEW DUNDEE BOARD OF TRADE

NEW DUNDEE COMMUNITY CENTRE

NEW DUNDEE CREAMERY

NEW DUNDEE MILL (includes New Dundee Mill Pond, now Alder Lake)

NEW DUNDEE PUBLIC LIBRARY

    see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARY

NEW DUNDEE PUBLIC SCHOOL

NEW DUNDEE SENIOR CITIZENS APARTMENTS see MAPLE HEIGHTS SENIOR CITIZENS RESIDENCE

NEW DUNDEE, ONTARIO

NEW ECONOMY INSTITUTE see CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL GOVERNANCE INNOVATION

NEW HAMBURG - BUSINESS DISTRICT

NEW HAMBURG - CENTENNIAL (includes 125th anniversary)

NEW HAMBURG – HISTORY

NEW HAMBURG - PARKS

NEW HAMBURG - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

NEW HAMBURG - WILMOT COMMUNITY SERVICES

    see also WILMOT FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE

NEW HAMBURG 8K CLASSIC
NEW HAMBURG AND AREA CO-OP PRESCHOOL

NEW HAMBURG ARENA

see also WILMOT TOWNSHIP – MULTI-USE RECREATION FACILITY

NEW HAMBURG AUTO REPAIR see BUS ENT RMW

NEW HAMBURG BELLE RINGERS

NEW HAMBURG BOARD OF TRADE

NEW HAMBURG COMMUNITY DAY CARE CENTRE

NEW HAMBURG CONTINUATION SCHOOL

NEW HAMBURG CREAMERY see BUS ENT RMW

NEW HAMBURG DAM

NEW HAMBURG FALL FAIR

NEW HAMBURG HERITAGE CONSERVATION DISTRICT

NEW HAMBURG INDEPENDENT

NEW HAMBURG MOPARFEST

NEW HAMBURG PUBLIC LIBRARY

see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARY

NEW HAMBURG RACEWAY

NEW HAMBURG THRIFT STORE see BUS ENT RMW

NEW HAMBURG WELLNESS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

NEW HAMBURG, ONTARIO

see also MENNONITE RELIEF SALE - NEW HAMBURG

NEW HORIZONS MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT WAT
NEW HUMANITY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

NEW IDEA FARM EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT RMW

NEW IMAGE HAIR SALON see BUS ENT KIT

NEW LOOK AWARDS see STORES KIT

NEW MASTER CONVEYOR CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

NEW ORLEANS PIZZA

    see also TWINS DRIVE-IN

NEW PLACE see BUS ENT KIT

NEW QUARTERLY see MAGAZINES - KW

NEW SOUND HEARING SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

NEW TRADITION STONEWORKS see BUS ENT RMW

NEW WORLD LANGUAGE SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

NEW YEAR'S DAY

NEW, DEBBIE see CB KW

NEW, RAY CECIL see CB WATCO

NEWBERY, Reverend EDWARD see CB WATCO

NEWBERY, ROBERT CHARLES see CB KW

NEWBURG INN see HOTELS - RMW (A-Z)

NEWCOMB, MARY CATHERINE see ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)

NEWCOMERS CLUB see WELCOME WAGON - KW

NEWELL, MAURICE see CB WATCO

NEWLANDS TEXTILES INC.
NEWMAN APPROACH see BUS ENT WAT

NEWMAN, JAMES & NICHOLAS see CB WATCO

NEWMASTER, DAN (KNIVES) see BUS ENT RMW

NEWMASTER, DAN (KNIVES) see BUS ENT RMW

NEWMASTER, GORDON see CB WATCO

NEWMESTER, STEVE see CB WATCO

NEWSPAPERS - KW

see also KITCHENER-WATERLOO RECORD

see also WATERLOO CHRONICLE

NEWSPAPERS - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

NEWTEX

NEWTON, CARL ALBERT see CB KW

NEWTON, KEN see CB KW

NEXSYS COMMTECH see BUS ENT WAT

NEXTENERGY SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

NEXUS BUSINESS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

NEXXICE see SKATING

NHARO! see STORES KIT

NICHOL, CHARLOTTE (WIFE OF RALPH) NEE JANZEN (DAUGHTER OF H.L.) see CB KW

NICHOLAS, JIM see CB KW

NICHOLAS, ROB see CB WATCO

NICHOLL, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
NICHOLLS, DAPHNE ELIZABETH (nee JOHNSTON) see CB KW

NICHOLLS, GORDON see CB WATCO

NICHOLLS, LAURA

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

NICHOLLS-RADTKE GROUP INC.

NICHOLS, IRVINE see CB KW

NICHOLS, MIRIAM (WIFE OF REGINAL) NEE HAMEL see CB KW

NICHOLSON INN, BLAIR

see also BLAIR, ONTARIO

NICHOLSON, Constable DAVE see GRCA – RMW - PARKHILL DAM

NICHOLSON, DAVID see CB KW

NICHOLSON, ISAAC see CB WATCO

NICHOLSON, QUINTS see CB WATCO

NICHOLSON, Reverend KEITH see CB KW

NICHOLSON’S WASTE HAULAGE see BUS ENT RMW

NICKEL, CORNELIUS AND AGATHA see CB KW

NICKEL, JAMES ROY (JIM) see CB KW

NICKEL, ROB see CB WATCO

NICKELS, ANDREW see CB KW

NICKLES

NICKLING, BILL see CB WATCO

NICKOLAS, OLEVA see CB WATCO
NICK’S CANTEEN SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

NICOL, ROBERT T.G. see CB KW

NICOLL, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

NICOLS, SUSAN (WIFE OF JACK) NEE JESSOP see CB KW

NIELSEN COMPUTERS see BUS ENT WAT

NIEREISEL, CORY see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

NIERGARTH, EMMA NEE TOLETZKI see CB KW

NIES, GEORGE H. see CB KW

NIGH, HOWARD see CB WATCO

NIGHT CLUBS, KITCHENER see BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER

NIGHTINGALE, CAROL ‘CARL’ see CB KW

NIGHTINGALE, LAUREN see CB KW

NIKKA KAI see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

NINA’S ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW

NIND, PAUL see CB KW

911 EMERGENCY NUMBER see POLICE – RMW - 911 EMERGENCY NUMBER

97 SPORTS see STORES CAM

NIRANJAN, DR. VIJAYA see CB KW

NIRMAL MACHINE & TOOLS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

NITE OWL MUSIC see STORES CAM

NITH MONSTER see NEW HAMBURG, ONTARIO

NITH RIVER
NITH RIVER CAMPGROUND

NITH VALLEY AUCTIONS

NITH VALLEY FLOORING see BUS ENT RMW

NITH VALLEY FOOTCARE see BUS ENT RMW

NITH VALLEY RENTALS see BUS ENT RMW

NITHVIEW

NIX see BUS ENT RMW

NIXON, KYLE see CB WATCO

NO KIDDING see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)

NOAH MARTIN’S SUMMER SAUSAGE see SELBY’S FOODLAND, ELMIRA

NOAKE, PERCY see CB KW

NOBLE, BOB see CB WATCO

NOBLE, JOHN see CB KW

NOBLE, LESLIE see CB KW

NOBLE, VINCENT see CB WATCO

NOBLE, VIOLET see CB WATCO

NOECKER, NEIL see CB WATCO

NOICE, ANNE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

NOISE POLLUTION - KW

NOISE POLLUTION - KW - BYLAWS

NOISE POLLUTION - KW - NOISE POLLUTION COMMITTEE

NOLAN KATHLEEN see LAWYERS - KW
NOLL MANUFACTURING & ENGINEERING INC. see BUS ENT WAT

NOLL, LEO “DUTCH” see CB WATCO

NONAH, Sister see BARRETT, NORAH in CB KW

NOONAN, GERALD see CB KW

NOOT, MARK

NORCAN HARDWOODS see BUS ENT RMW

NORCOM LEISURE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

NORDAC DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT

NORDIA INC.

NORMAN RIDDIOUGH COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

NORMAN, COLETTA see CB KW

NORMAN, JIM see BUS ENT RMW

NORMAN, JOE see CB WATCO

NORMAN, MINNIE see CB KW

NORMAN, MOE

   see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

NORMINGTON, JOHN see CB KW

NORMORE, ERIN see SOCCER - KW

NORRIS HOME BAKERY see BUS ENT KIT

   see also BAVARIAN TAVERN

   see also NORRIS, ALBERT

NORRIS, ALBERT
see also **BAVARIAN TAVERN**

see also **NORRIS HOME BAKERY (BUS ENT KIT)**

NORRIS, JOHN ALBERT see **CB KW**

NORRIS, MORT see **CB KW**

NORRIS, STEVEN see **CB KW**

NORRIS-LUE, ERICA see **BUS ENT KIT**

NORTH AMERICAN CHRONIC PAIN ASSOCIATION see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

NORTH AMERICAN WATER REFINING CO. see **BUS ENT KIT**

NORTH DUMFRIES FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE

NORTH DUMFRIES PRE-SCHOOL COOPERATIVE

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP - COUNCIL

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP - HALL

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP - HISTORY

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP - PLANNING

NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP - STAFF

NORTH EASTHOPE ANTIQUE TRACTOR BREAKFAST CLUBS see **CLUBS – RMW (M-Z)**

NORTH ROCK CLIMBING SCHOOL see **BUS ENT KIT**

NORTH STAR ACOUSTIC CAFÉ see **BARTERING**

NORTH WARD – KITCHENER

NORTH WATERLOO & DISTRICT FILM COUNCIL

NORTH WATERLOO FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH WILMOT PUBLIC SCHOOL

NORTHEADLE PUBLIC SCHOOL, WATERLOO

NORTHERN BAGEL see BUS ENT RMW

NORTHERN BARN CUSTOM FURNITURE AND CANOES

NORTHERN DIGITAL INC.

NORTHERN LIGHTS GIFT GALLERY see BUS ENT RMW

NORTHERN VENEER & LUMBER CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

NORTHFIELD METAL PRODUCTS

NORTHLAKE HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

NORTHLAKE WOODS PUBLIC SCHOOL, WATERLOO

NORTHSIDE TROPHIES see BUS ENT RMW

NORTHSTAR AEROSPACE (CANADA) INC. see BUS ENT RMW

NORTON, TERESA see CB KW

NORVILIS, JANIS see CB KW

NORWALK VIRUS

see also DISEASES

see also ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL

see also GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL

see also CAMBRIDGE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

NORWAT COMPUTER SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

NORWICH EATON PHARMACEUTICALS see BUS ENT RMW

NOT JUST FOR THE GARDEN see BUS ENT RMW
NOT JUST LINENS see STORES CAM

NOTAY, GOLDY see CB KW

NOTEBOOM, ERIN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

NOTEWORKS see BUS ENT KIT

NOTRE DAME OF ST AGATHA see ST. AGATHA’S CHILDREN’S VILLAGE

NOUGAT BAKERY & DELICATESSEN see BUS ENT KIT

NOUR TRADING CO.

NOVA PETRO CHEMICALS see BUS ENT RMW

NOVA STEEL

NOVACOR CHEMICALS CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

NOVAHOME TECHNOLOGIES

NOVAK, BETTY (WIFE OF JERRY) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW

NOVARTIS see BUS ENT RMW

NOVENCH CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

NOVOCOL PHARMACEUTICAL see BUS ENT RMW

NOVOKOWSKY, Reverend ROBERT see ST. MARY’S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

NOVOTNY, TISHA see CB KW

NOW & THEN BOOKS see STORES KIT

NOWAK, TED see CB KW

NOWAK, WALTER see CB KW

NOWINSKI, JACK AND MARK see CB KW

NUCLEAR FREE ZONE see ATOMIC WEAPON FREE ZONE
NUGENT, EVELYN JUNE see CB WATCO

NU-LOOK CAR WASH see BUS ENT KIT

NUMA, GORDON see CB WATCO

NUMEKEVOR, LORDY, see CB WATCO

NUMUS CONCERTS

NUNN, SHEILA see CB KW

NURSE, DONALD see CB KW

NURSES - RMW

NUSBAUM, ELIZABETHA NEE LAMBERT see CB KW

NUSS, EMMA see CB KW

NUTBROWN, RICHARD A. see CB KW

NUTRI-METICS INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

NUTRI-SYSTEM see BUS ENT WAT

NUTRITE INC. see BUS ENT RMW

NUTRITION

NUTTAL, ALCIE MAE see CB WATCO

NUVATION see BUS ENT WAT

NYKILCHUK, JUDY

NYLAND, DIANE
O

O. W. SPORTS
O’BRIEN, (MONSIGNOR) R. WILLIAM (FATHER BILL) see CB KW
O’BRIEN, DOREEN see CB KW
O’BRIEN, RUTH see CB KW
O’CONNELL, Dr. CHARLIE see CB KW
O’DELL ENGINEERING see BUS ENT RMW
O’DONOVAN, VAL see CB KW
O’HARA, ELIZABETH see CB KW
O’KRAFKA, BILL see CB WATCO
O’RORKE, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
O’ROURKE, COLLEEN see HOSPICE CARE
OAK CREEK PUBLIC SCHOOL see SCHOOLS - PUBLIC
OAK GROVE CHEESE FACTORY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
OAKES, MARIAN see CB WATCO
OAKES, MONTY see CB WATCO
OAKLEY, KATHLEEN see CANCER – INDIVIDUALS
OAKS, HAROLD “DOC” see CB WATCO
OASIS CENTRE see WILMOT TOWNSHIP
OASIS LANDSCAPES see BUS ENT KIT
OBER, ARLENE NEE GOLDBECK see CB KW
OBER, RONALD see CB KW
OBERHOLTZER, BOB

OBERHOLTZER, CLARA see CB KW

OBERHOLTZER, G.V. see CB KW

OBERHOLTZER, REUBEN S.

OBERHOLTZER, BOB see CB KW

OBERLANDER, Dr. FRIDDIR E. 1867-1937

OBERLANDER, HELMUT

see also TELEGDI, ANDREW

OBERLE, OLIVE (WIFE OF C.J.) NEE HINSCHBERGER see CB KW

OBERLE, SHAWN PATRICK see CB WATCO

OBERLE, WILLIAM see CB KW

OBJECTIVIST CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

O'BRIEN, KENNETH C. see CB KW

OBSERVATORY OPTICIANS see STORES CAM

OCCASIONS UNLIMITED see BUS ENT RMW

OCCULT SHOP see STORES KIT

OCEAN DELI see BUS ENT KIT

OCEAN QUEEN see BUS ENT KIT

OCKWELL-JENNER, LINDA see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

O'CONNOR, MARY see CB WATCO

H. ODD CENTRELESS GRINDING see BUS ENT KIT

O'DELL, HARRY see CB WATCO

ODETTE, DANIEL E.L. see CB KW
ODETTE, TERRY see CB KW

O'DONNELL, BARBARA see CB WATCO

O'DONOHOE FAMILY

ODYSSEY CORP see CONTROL ADVANCEMENTS

OELSCHLAGER, ALFRED see CB KW

OELSCHLAGER, HENRY see CB KW

OELSCHLAGER, LOUISE see CB KW

OELSCHLAGER, WILLIAM see CB KW

OEMETA NORTH AMERICA INC. see BUS ENT KIT

OESCH, GRACE see CB WATCO

OESER, ANNA-MARIA see CB KW

OFF BROADWAY see STORES KIT

OFF THE MAP ADVENTURES see BUS ENT WAT

OFF THE RAX see STORES WAT

OFF THE STREET & INTO THE SHELTER see HOMELESSNESS

OFF TRACK BETTING see ELMIRA RACEWAY

see also GAMBLING

see also ROCKING HORSE BAR

OFFICE AUXILIARY SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

OFFICE DEPOT see BUS ENT KIT

OFFICE DIRECT see BUS ENT KIT

OFFICE EQUIPMENT OF CAMBRIDGE BRANT INC. see BUS ENT RMW
OFFICE MACHINE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
OFFICE OVERLOAD see BUS ENT KIT
OFFICE PLACE see STORES KIT
OGILVIE, GEORGE see CB WATCO
OGILVIE, JOHN see CB KW
OGISON, ARDONNA see CB WATCO
OGRAM, ELMER see CB WATCO
OHLMANN, RUTH see CB WATCO

see also MUSICAL GROUPS

OINK INK PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT
OK TIRE AND AUTOMOTIVE see BUS ENT KIT
OK’S TROPICAL SUPERMARKET see BUS ENT KIT
OKE, ERNEST EZRA WAKEFIELD see CB KW
O'KRAFKA, LYNDIA see CB KW
O'KRAFKA, STEVE see CB WATCO

OKTOBERFEST - GENERAL ARTICLES


see also KRELLER, MARK

OKTOBERFEST CASTLE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER
OL' GRANDAD'S SNACKS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
OL' MOTHER HUPPERTZ AVIARY see STORES KIT
OLD BERLIN ANTIQUE MARKET see STORES KIT
OLD CHRYSLER CLUB see NEW HAMBURG – MOPARFEST

OLD COMRADES CLUB

OLD COUNTRY BREAD see SPROLL'S OLD COUNTRY BREAD in STORES KIT

OLD COUNTRY MEATS & DELI see BUS ENT KIT

OLD COUNTRY MEATS see STORES KIT

OLD COUNTRY RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OLD DUST BIN see STORES KIT

OLD FACTORY SHOPS, ST. JACOBS see BUS ENT RMW

OLD GOAT BOOKS see STORES KIT

OLD KITCHEN CUPBOARD see STORES KIT

OLD LANDMARK INN see RESTAURANTS KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OLD MARINA RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OLD MILL COFFEE SHOP see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OLD NAVY see BUS ENT RMW

OLD TOWN VILLAGE CRAFT MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

OLDE BERLIN TOWN NEIGHBOURHOOD ASSOCIATION see NEIGHBOURHOODS – KITCHENER

OLDE ENGLISH PARLOUR see KINGSBRIDGE CROSSING

OLDE GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW

OLDE HEIDELBERG HOTEL see HEIDELBERG HOTEL

OLDE TYME QUALITY MEATS see BUS ENT RMW

OLDERSHAW, ERIC see CB WATCO

OLDFIELD CUSTOM CABINETS see BUS ENT RMW
OLDFIELD, WILLIAM see BUS ENT KIT

O'LEAVEY (LEVY), JEAN ANNA see CB KW

OLENDER, JAMES (JIM) see CB WATCO

OLHEISER, BRENT (TAXIDERMY) see BUS ENT WAT

OLINSKI, GEORG see CB KW

OLIVER, AGNES “EDDIE” see CB KW

OLIVER, ALEXANDER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

OLIVER, CHRIS see CB KW

OLIVER, GAYE see BUS ENT KIT

OLIVER, GREG see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

OLIVER, REID see CB WATCO

OLIVER, ROBERT E. see CB WATCO

OLIVET EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH, KITCHENER see OLIVET UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

OLIVET UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

OLIVIERA, DANIEL see CB KW

OLSEN REALTY

OLSON, BETTY ANN/YVONNE NEE LAWRENCE see CB KW

OLYMPIA CABINETS see BUS ENT WAT

OLYMPIA MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT KIT

OLYMPIC GAMES - 1976 - KW

OLYMPIC GAMES - 1988 - CALGARY

OLYMPIC GAMES - 1988 - SEOUL
OLYMPIC GAMES - 1992 - BARCELONA & ALBERTVILLE


OLYMPIC GAMES (for information on local athletes competing in the Olympic Games see file for each Olympics)

see also SPORTS – RMW (for information on local athletes/sports)

see also ATHLETES - KW (for information on local athletes)

see also ATHLETES – RMW (for information on local athletes)

OLYMPIC PIZZA see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OMAND, BRUCE see CB WATCO

OMAND, JO see CB KW

OMEGA ORGANICS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ON A WHIM see STORES CAM

ON LINE BILL BOARD see BUS ENT KIT

ON OFF WIRELESS SECURITY AND AUTOMATION see BUS ENT RMW

ON SECOND STREET see BUS ENT RMW

ON THE BALL DOG TRAINING see BUS ENT RMW

ONE BOOK, ONE COMMUNITY

ONE BUTTON LIMITED see BUS ENT KIT

1/48TH WINGS & THINGS see STORES KIT

ONE HOUR MOTO PHOTO see STORES WAT

125TH ANNIVERSARY - KITCHENER

125TH ANNIVERSARY - WATERLOO

1 HOUR SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
ONE MORE TIME SPORTS see BUS ENT KIT and/or BUS ENT RMW
ONE ON ONE HAIR see BUS ENT KIT
ONE THIRTY SIX see BUS ENT RMW
1,001 VANITY LICENCE PLATES see BUS ENT KIT
1-2-3 GROW see BUS ENT RMW
ONE WAY WATER SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW
O'NEILL, PAUL see CB WATCO
ONE-TONNE CHALLENGE see CONSERVATION - RMW
ONKEN ENTERPRISES LTD.
ONLEY, TONI
ON-LINE DATA CORP. see BUS ENT KIT
ONLINETEL see BUS ENT KIT
ONLY ORIGINALS see BUS ENT RMW
ON-SITE GROUP INC. see BUS ENT KIT
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR see BUS ENT RMW
ONTARIO AEROBICS CENTRE
ONTARIO AEROBICS CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF CERTIFIED ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS & TECHNOLOGISTS
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF DISPENSING OPTICIANS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
ONTARIO BUSINESS COLLEGE
ONTARIO CAGE BIRD SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
ONTARIO CANOE & BOAT WORKS see BUS ENT RMW
ONTARIO CANVAS GOODS see BUS ENT WAT

ONTARIO CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT (OCETA) see BUS ENT KIT see also GREEN TECHNOLOGY

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE, KITCHENER

ONTARIO COMMISSION ON POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION IN ONTARIO (Douglas Wright, chairman)

ONTARIO CULVERT & METAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

ONTARIO CUSTOM WOODWORKING see BUS ENT KIT

ONTARIO DENTAL HYGIENISTS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ONTARIO DIE CO.

ONTARIO DRIVE AND GEAR LTD.

ONTARIO FARM WOMEN'S NETWORK see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ONTARIO FIBROSITIS ASSOCIATION

ONTARIO GAMES FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED - 1999

ONTARIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY - WATERLOO-WELLINGTON BRANCH

ONTARIO GLOVE MANUFACTURING

ONTARIO HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS see BUS ENT RMW

ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION

ONTARIO HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION see MARSHALL, AL

ONTARIO INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE see CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION CENTRE, WATERLOO

ONTARIO INTERNAL INVESTIGATORS see BUS ENT KIT

ONTARIO LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE

ONTARIO LUPUS ASSOCIATION

719
ONTARIO MENNONITE BIBLE INSTITUTE

ONTARIO OFFICE OUTFITTERS

ONTARIO PARA LEGAL see BUS ENT KIT

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLICE

ONTARIO RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ONTARIO SEED CO. LTD.

ONTARIO SENIOR GAMES - ELMIRA - 1998, 2005

ONTARIO SENIOR GAMES - KITCHENER - 1986, 2003

ONTARIO SENIORS GAMES – CAMBRIDGE – 2001

ONTARIO SENIORS GAMES – GUELPH – 2000

ONTARIO SENIORS GAMES – WATERLOO – 1999

ONTARIO SKILLS COMPETITION see SKILLS CANADA COMPETITION

ONTARIO SUGAR CO.

ONTARIO SUMMER GAMES - 1977 - KW


ONTARIO TABLE & CHAIR see BUS ENT WAT

ONTARIO TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS, GALT


ONTARIO URBAN RESOURCES see BUS ENT KIT

ONTARIO WORKER CO-OP FEDERATION see BUS ENT WAT

ONTARIO’S PROMISE see CHARITIES

ONTRACK ENTERTAINMENT see BUS ENT RMW
ONWARD MANUFACTURING CO.

ONWARD MOTORS see BUS ENT KIT

OOSTHOEK, KEITH see CB KW

OPEN DOOR

OPEN EARS FESTIVAL see MUSIC FESTIVALS

OPEN SESAME HEADSTART PRESCHOOL

see also PRESCHOOLS

OPEN TEXT SYSTEMS

OPERA - KW

see also CENTRE OPERA STUDIO

OPERATION CHRISTMAS CHILD see CHARITIES - CHRISTMAS, 2000

OPERATION COVER-UP see KOATS FOR KIDS

OPIMIAN WINE SOCIETY

OPOLKA, GILIAN see CB KW

OPPERMAN, HENRY see CB KW

OPPERTSHAUSER FAMILY see CB WATCO

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH

OPTIKON CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT

OPTIMIST CLUBS

see also KW OPTIMIST CLUB

ORANGE LODGE

ORANGE MONKEY MUSIC see BUS ENT WAT
ORBAN, BRUCE
ORBISON, ROY see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

ORCHID AUTOMATION GROUP INC.

ORCHID ROOM see BUS ENT RMW

ORCHIDS COLOR SEPARATES see STORES KIT

ORDER OF ELKS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ORDER OF THE EASTERN STAR see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

O’REILLY, SEAN see CB KW

OREND, BERYL see CB KW

ORGAN

ORGAN DONORS see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC

ORGANIZATION FOR QUALITY EDUCATION

ORIENT CHARM SHOP see STORES KIT

ORIENTAL ART SHOP see STORES KIT

ORIGINS see STORES WAT

ORLOWSKI, RITA see CB KW

ORMSTON, IAN C. see CB KW

ORNAMENTAL MOULDING & CARVING CO. see BUS ENT WAT

ORR AUTOMOBILES LTD.

ORR, COLIN see CB WATCO

ORR, EMMA

ORR, JAMES A. see CB KW
ORR, LINDA (nee GRIMES) see CB KW

ORR, MERV see CB KW

ORSAN, SOPHIE see CB KW

ORSER, MARY DORINDA see CB KW

ORTELLI, LLOYD see CB WATCO

ORTH, DAVID see CB KW

ORVAL DORSCHT CYCLE & SPORTS see STORES WAT

ORVIS, WILLIAM J. “BILL” see CB KW

ORZY, ALEXANDER see CB KW

OSBORNE, LUCY see CB WATCO

OSBORNE GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

OSBORNE, BARON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

OSBORNE, CHRIS see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

OSBORNE, DONALD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

OSBORNE, LUCY see CB WATCO

OSBORNE, MATT see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

OSBOURNE, EDDIE see WRESTLING

OSCAR WILES & SONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

OSCAR’S RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

OSCAR’S WATCH CLINIC see BUS ENT KIT

OSOGOOD MEATS see BUS ENT WAT

OSTELL, ANDREW JOHN see CB KW

OSTELL, BRADY ROBERT see CB KW
OSTEOPOROSIS

O'SULLIVAN, MARY (WIFE OF JOSEPH) NEE MADDEN see CB KW

OSWALD, BERTHA (MRS. JOHN) see CB WATCO

OSWALD, BOB see CB KW

OSWALD, JACOB see CB WATCO

OSWALD, MILTON ROY see CB KW

OSWALD, MRS JOHN see CB WATCO

OSWALD'S BOOK STORE LTD. see STORES KIT

O'TOOLE'S see BUS ENT KIT

OTT, CARL A. see CB WATCO

OTT, JOHANNA see CB KW

OTTAWA SOUTH SERVICE CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

OTTAWA STREET DUMP see MCLENNAN PARK

OTTER PRESS see BUS ENT WAT

OTTERBEIN, ARTHUR see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, ECKERT see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, EDMOND & LLOYD see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, EDWARD see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, ELIZABETH see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, KAYE see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, STANLEY see CB KW

OTTERBEIN, VALENTINE A. see CB KW

OTTMAN, CHARLES see CB WATCO
OTTMAN, LOUIS THEODORE see CB WATCO
OTTO STORE, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW
OTTO, BILL see CB KW
OTTO, GORDON see CB WATCO
OTTO, JACOB B. see CB WATCO
OTTO, JAMES see CB KW
OTTO, TERENCE see CB KW
OUELETTE, RACHEL see CB WATCO
OUILLLETTE, JUDY MARIE see CB WATCO
OUIMET-WILSON, FRANCE GISELE see CB WATCO
OULTON, RENA see CB WATCO
OUR LADY OF FATIMA CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE
OUR LADY OF FATIMA SEPARATE SCHOOL
OUR LADY OF LOURDES ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, WATERLOO
OUR LADY OF LOURDES SEPARATE SCHOOL
OUR LADY OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER
OUR PLACE
OUR VANISHING KINGDOM
OUT OF HAND see STORES KIT
OUT OF THE COLD PROGRAM see CHARITIES
OUT OF THE ORDINARY SHOP see STORES CAM
OUTBACK STEAK HOUSE see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
OUTDOOR PURSUIT see STORES CAM

OUTINGS see BUS ENT KIT

OUTREACH THEATRE

OUTSIDERS ROADHOUSE (formerly Tama Inn)

OUTWARD ROOTS see BUS ENT KIT

OVENS, WARREN see CB KW

OVER THE RAINBOW HOME CHILD CARE SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

OVERDUIN, JAN

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS

OVERGAARD JEWELLERS see STORES-KIT

OVERGAARD, HERMAN OLAF see CB KW

OVERLAND EXPRESS see BUS ENT KIT

OVERLAND PLUMBING & HEATING see BUS ENT KIT

OVERLAND, AMANDA see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

OVERLAND, CINDY

OVERLAND, KEVIN

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

OWEN/HOLLEWAY GROUP INC. see BUS ENT RMW

OWENS, PETER see BUS ENT KIT

OWENS, RAY see CB KW

owers, ALBERT E. see CB KW

owers, BRUCE see CB KW
OWERS, MARIANA see CB KW

OWL CUT RATE VARIETY see STORES KIT

OWL’S NEST see STORES WAT

OXFORD AUTOMOTIVE see BUTLER METALS

OXFORD COMMUNICATIONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

OXLEA

OZARUK, WALTER see CB KW

OZOU, NOELLA see CANCER – INDIVIDUALS
P

P.A. ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT
PCO SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
PDR PICTURE FRAMES see BUS ENT WAT
P.J. WALLBANK MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT RMW
PKL COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW
PPG CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
PSB SPEAKERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
P. T. SLINGERS see BUS ENT KIT
PWL (PEOPLE WORKING AND LEARNING) MANUFACTURING CO. see BUS ENT WAT
PWO CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
PACE, DR. RONALD see CB KW
PACHAUER'S FASHION JEWELLERY see BUS ENT KIT
PACIFIC PATTERNS see BUS ENT RMW
PACIFIC PRECISION see BUS ENT RMW
PACKARD, PHILIPPA ANNE see CB KW
PACT ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT WAT
PADDOCK, LORRAINE (nee LITZENBERGER) see CB WATCO
PADDY FLAHERTY'S see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
PADGETT BUSINESS SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
PAFF, JOHN see CB WATCO
PAGE II SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW
PAGE, DALE see CB KW
PAGE, Dr. CHRIS see CB WATCO
PAGE, FRANK see CB WATCO
PAGE, JOANNA see ATHLETES - RMW (GENERAL)
PAGE, MARGOT see CB KW
PAGE, MARY-JEAN see CB WATCO
PAGEL, ALBERT see CB KW
PAGENHARDT, GABRIELLA & HERMAN see CB WATCO
PAGNACCO, RYAN see SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)
PAIGE, BERTRAM C. see CB KW
PAIGE, ELVA E. (MRS. ERNEST B.) see CB KW
PAIGE, ROBERT M. see CB WATCO
PAIGE, SHELLEY see CB KW
PAIKIN, GARY see CB KW
PAIKIN, HAROLD see CB KW
PAIN (PAIN AWARENESS & INTERVENTION NETWORK) see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
PAINT MEDIC see BUS ENT KIT
PAINT TECH see BUS ENT RMW
PAINTBALL ARENA see BUS ENT KIT
PAINTED DESERT FINE FOODS see STORES WAT
PAINTING BY KIMFOLK see BUS ENT KIT
PAINTING PLUS see BUS ENT KIT
PAISLEY, MARGARET see CB KW
PAL, HARI see CB KW
PALACE THEATRE see THEATRES
PALACLOS, JOSE see CB KW
PALAHNUK, ROBB see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
PALASTI, THERESIA see CB WATCO
PALECZNY, ARTHUR
PALECZNY, GERTRUDE (COOPER) see CB KW
PALECZNY, JIM see CB WATCO
PALECZNY, JOHN see CB KW
PALECZNY, MICHAEL see CB KW
PALECZNY, PAUL see CB KW
PALECZNY, Sister BARBARA see CB KW
PALECZNY, Sister JOANETTE see CB KW
PALESHI MOTORS
PALETTE CAFÉ & ART GALLERY see ART GALLERIES
PALETTE CAFÉ AND ART GALLERY see ART GALLERIES
PALEZNY, HENRY see CB KW
PALEZNY, THOMAS see CB KW
PALFREYMAN, ELI see CB WATCO
PALICZNEY, TIM see CB KW
PALIYATH, RAGHESH
PALLIATIVE CARE see HOSPICE CARE

PALMER DESIGN GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

PALUBESKA, PATRICIA see CB KW

PALUBESKI, Father JOSEPH see CB KW

PALVETZIAN, GEORGE see CB WATCO

PALVETZIAN, LEE see CB WATCO

PAMPERED AND POLISHED see BUS ENT RMW

PAMPERED CHEF see BUS ENT RMW

PAN POLITAE Y'S MEN'S CLUB

PANABAKER, FRANK S.

PANABAKER, JOHN H. see CB KW

PANABAKER, LUCILLE see CB KW

PANACHE see BUS ENT RMW

PANACOM see BUS ENT RMW

PANAGOS & VAN COMPLETE FLOORING see BUS ENT KIT

PANARO, JOE see CB KW

PAN-BRICK LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PANDA (PARTICIPATING & NATURAL DEVELOPMENTAL ARTS) see BUS ENT KIT

PANDORA PRESS see BUS ENT KIT

PANDURON, VESSNA see CB WATCO

PANHANDLING

PANJWANI, RAJA see GAMES
PANNABECKER, NANCY VERONICA see CB WATCO
PANNELL KERR MCGILLIVRAY see BUS ENT WAT
PANNIL, HUNTER see CB KW
PANNILL VENEER
PANORA HOLDINGS LTD.
PANORAMIC SPECIALITIES see BUS ENT WAT
PANT-I-MONIUM INC. see STORES KIT
PANTIN, NICOLA see CB KW
PANTRIES, THE
PAPA LOU’S see BUS ENT WAT
PAPA’S BOOKSTORE see BUS ENT RMW
PAPADOPOULOS, NICKOLAS see CB WATCO
PAPENBURG, ELLEN see ELECTIONS – FEDERAL, 2019
PAPENHJUYZEN, JON see CB KW
PAPER DREAMS see STORES WAT
PAPER TALKS see STORES KIT
PAPER TREE see STORES WAT
PAPERSMITH MILL LTD. see BLACKBRIDGE INN, CAMBRIDGE
PAPERSMITH MILL, CAMBRIDGE see BLACKBRIDGE MILL INN
PAPERTRAIL see BUS ENT WAT
PAPP, BERNICE see CB KW
PAPPERT PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT WAT
PAPPERT, MARY FRANCES see CB KW
PAQUETTE, DEVONA
see also MCLORN, PHIL in CB WATCO

PAR FOAM LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PARABOLIC GOLF see BUS ENT WAT

PARADES - CHRISTMAS

PARADES - KW
see also MARCH FOR JESUS

PARADISE PARK PAVILLION see BUS ENT KIT

PARADOX THEATRE see THEATRES - KITCHENER

PARAGON ENGINEERING

PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION see BUS ENT KIT

PARAMED HOME HEALTH CARE see BUS ENT KIT

PARAMEDICS - RMW

PARASTAR, NEGAR see CB WATCO

PARDO, RON see CB WATCO
see also MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW

PARDY, CLIFFORD see CB WATCO

PARE, FRANCOIS see CB KW

PARENT FINDERS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
see also KW ADOPTEES SEARCH GROUP in CLUBS KW (L-Z)

PARENT, SIMON see CB KW

PARENTS ANONYMOUS
PARENTS ARE PEOPLE TOO

PARENTS FOR LEARNING see ORGANIZATION FOR QUALITY EDUCATION

PARENTS WITHOUT PARTNERS

PARK AVENUE WEAR see BUS ENT RMW

PARK ENERGY RACQUET & FITNESS CLUB see BUS ENT RMW

PARK MANOR SCHOOL, ELMIRA

PARK PLACE (CONDOMINIUMS)

PARK, KISON see CB KW

PARK, MAGGIE see CB WATCO

PARK, MARGARET FORRESTER see CB KW

PARK, STUART see CB WATCO

PARK, YOUNG DAE see CB KW

PARKDALE MEDICAL see STORES WAT

PARKER HOUSE CUSTOM FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

PARKER, BRIAN see CB KW

PARKER, EDWARD see CB KW

PARKER, LEON EVERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

PARKER, NORMAN W. see CB KW

PARKER, REBEKAH see CB KW

PARKER, WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

PARKHILL DAM see GRCA - RMW - PARKHILL DAM

PARKHILL, GARY see CB KW
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PARKING – CAMBRIDGE see BUSINESS DISTRICT - CAMBRIDGE

PARKING - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

PARKING see KITCHENER PARKING AUTHORITY

PARKINSON'S DISEASE

PARKMINSTER UNITED CHURCH, WATERLOO

PARKS - CAMBRIDGE

PARKS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

see also KITCHENER-WATERLOO KIWANIS CLUB

see also KW AND SUBURBAN PLANNING BOARD

see also KITCHENER PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION

PARKS - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

see also KW AND SUBURBAN PLANNING BOARD

see also WATERLOO LION'S CLUB

see also DOMINION LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

PARKS, ERMA see CB KW

PARKS, GORDON see CB WATCO

PARKS, ROBBIE & CAROLINE see CB WATCO

PARKSIDE HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

PARKWAY (known earlier as GERMAN MILLS) see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY

PARKWAY FORD SALES LTD.

PARKWAY LUMBER CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PARKWAY MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PARKWAY PUBLIC SCHOOL

PARKWAY VILLAGE MARKET see STORES KIT

PARKWOOD COMPUTER SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

PARKWOOD MANOR

PARLIAMENT, HOWARD see CB KW

PARLIAMENT, WALLACE see CB WATCO

PARMALAT see COLONIAL COOKIES LTD.

PARNALL, W. ALLAN see CB KW

PARR (BOB) SHOES see STORES KIT

PARR, KEN see CB WATCO

PARRISH, COLIN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

PARROTT, JIM see CB KW

PARROTT, MARK see CB WATCO

PARSONS, KEN see CB KW

PARSONS, JOYCE G. (nee WESTOVER) see CB KW

PARSONS, KALI see CB WATCO

PARSONS, MEGHAN see CB KW

PARTICIPATION WATERLOO REGION

PARTI-PAK PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

PARTNER ABUSE see FAMILY VIOLENCE see INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE

PARTNERS IN EDUCATION (Program of adult education held in factories eg. BUDD AUTOMOTIVE, BUTLER METALS)

PARTSOURCE see STORES KIT
PARTY PARTYCULARS see BUS ENT WAT
PARTY TIME CATERING see BUS ENT RMW
PARTY TIME RENTALS see BUS ENT KIT
PASHLEY, GEORGE ENOCH see CB KW
PASNYK, EMIL see BUS ENT KIT
(GORDON) PASS FURNITURE see STORES CAM
PASS OF PRESTON see BUS ENT RMW
PASSAGE TO EDEN see BUS ENT RMW
PASTIMES, LINWOOD see BUS ENT RMW
PASTRY SHOP, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW
PASTWAY, BEN J. see BUS ENT KIT
PAT & MARIO'S
PAT THOMAS PET AND HOUSESITTING SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
PAT'S PLACE see BUS ENT RMW
PATCHES & RAGGS see STORES KIT
PATERSON, JOSH see CB KW
PATERSON'S BOOKKEEPING SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
PATHWAYS VISITOR MAPS see BUS ENT WAT
PATIENCE, TOM see CB KW
PATON BROTHERS CO. see BUS ENT KIT
PATRASON, IVE see CB KW
PATRICIA'S CERAMIC BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT KIT
PATRICK, JOHN E.

PATRICK, KEITH see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS- KW

PATTERN DISCOVERY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

PATTERSON, E. PALMER see CB KW

PATTERSON, JAMES D.

PATTERSON, MARGARET see CB KW

PATTERSON, NANCY-LOU

PATTERSON, Reverend JOHN see CB KW

PATTERSON, ROBERT E. see CB KW

PATTINSON, GEORGE see CB WATCO

PATTISON, JOHN R. see CB WATCO

PAUL DAVIS SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

PAUL FEDERER (STRING INSTRUMENTS) see BUS ENT WAT

PAUL G. PETERSON INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PAUL PUNCHER MEN’S WEAR

PAUL SCHENDEL FURNITURE see BUS ENT KIT

PAUL TUERR CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT

PAUL, BOB see CB WATCO

PAUL, MARIANNE see CB KW

PAUL’S BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT WAT

PAULA, SR. M. see CB KW

PAULEY, BARRY see CB KW
PAUL-FISHER, NANCY see CB WATCO

PAULI, JOAN see PRANGE, CATHY

PAULITZKI, ED see CB WATCO

PAULL, GORDON ‘GORD’ BERKELEY see CB KW

PAULSEN, Reverend ANDREW see CHURCHES - LUTHERAN – WATERLOO COUNTY – GENERAL

PAULTER, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

PAUTLER, ALFRED see CB WATCO

PAUTLER, JEROME PETER see CB KW

PAUTLER, PATRICK see CB WATCO

PAUTLER’S FOOD MARKET see BUS ENT RMW

PAVAN, SARAH see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

PAVANEL, ALEX see FROOME, ALEXANDRA PAVANEL in CB KW

PAVANEL, JOHN see CB KW

PAVAO, TONY see CB WATCO

PAVAO’S BARBERSHOP see BUS ENT RMW

PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

PAVESTONE PLUS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

PAVEY, ELIZABETH (LIBBY) ANNE (nee HARRIS) see CB WATCO

PAVLIK, WILLIAM see CB KW

PAVLOE K. DEZIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

PAVLOVIC, MIROSLAV “MIKE” see CB KW

PAV’S RESTAURANT

PAWLOWSKI, ADAM see CB KW
PAWLOWSKI, BEULAH see CB KW
PAWLOWSKI, MRS. ADAM see CB KW
PAWLOWSKI, TED see CB KW
PAWPRINTS CLOTHING CO. see BUS ENT KIT
PAWS AND PORCELAIN see BUS ENT KIT
G.A. PAWSON LTD.
PAYETTE, PAMELA see GRAND VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
PAYNE, CARL see CB WATCO
PAYNE, CRAIG see CB KW
PAYNE, HAROLD (REV.) see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
PAYNTER, LESHY see CB KW
PEACE, LEONARD FREDERICK see CB WATCO
PEACEWORKS COMPUTER CONSULTING see BUS ENT WAT
PEACOCK SHOPPE
PEACOCK, DAVID see CB KW
PEACOCK, DON see CB KW
PEACOCK, GEORGE T. “TOM” see CB KW
PEACOCK, JOHN see CB KW
PEACOCK, WILLIAM H. see CB KW
PEANUT ALLERGIES see FOOD ALLERGY
PEAR TREE SOFTWARE
PEARCE, CHARLES JOHN see CB KW
PEARCE, DOROTHY ELIZABETH see CB KW
PEARCE, JAMES see CB KW
PEARCE, SHERRY see CB KW
PEARCE, THOMAS see CB KW
PEARL LAUNDRY CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PEARSE, JACK see CB KW
PEARSON, (DR.) CHARLES see DENTISTS
PEARSON, (DR.) FREDERICK see DENTISTS
PEARSON, ALEXIANNA see CB WATCO
PEARSON, EMILY see CB WATCO
PEARSON, HELEN & JACK
PEARSON, VIOLA see CB KW
PEARSON'S FINE FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT RMW
PEARSONS APPLIANCE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PEAT FAMILY see CB WATCO
PEAT MARWICK THORNE
PEBRA INC.
PECAK, JOYCE see CB KW
PEDDLE see BUS ENT WAT
PEDLAR, RICHARD see CB WATCO
PEEBLES, IRENE see CB WATCO
PEEBLES, ROSS see CB WATCO
PEEL STREET BRIDGE, WINTERBOURNE see BRIDGES – WATERLOO COUNTY
PEER GROUP see BUS ENT KIT
PEERLESS PRINTING see BUS ENT KIT
PEERLESS TURFCARE see BUS ENT WAT
PEFFER SOUND SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PEHLKE, EMIL (BARBERSHOP) see BUS ENT RMW
PEIRONE, MICHAEL see CB KW
PEISTER, GLEN see CB KW
PEITSCH, FLOSSY see CB KW
PELLER, JOSEPH A. see CB KW
PELLETIER, GLENN see CB KW
PELNOEKER, KATHERINE see CB KW
PELNOEKER, OSCAR see CB KW
PELTIER, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
PELZ, VICTORIA see CB WATCO
PENALTY BOX see STORES CAM
PENDER, JORDAN see DEAF
PENDERGAST, FRANK see CB KW
PENELOPE HILL (JEWELLERY) see STORES KIT
PENG, LEO see CB KW
PENG, MICHAEL see CB KW
PENGELLY, JEANNE see CB KW
PENLINGTON, DAVID see CB WATCO
PENMANS

PENNER, BILL see CB WATCO

PENNER, JERRY see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

PENNER, MARY see CB KW

PENNINGTON’S see STORES WAT

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH CRAFT SHOP

PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN FOLKLORE SOCIETY

PENNSYLVANIA GERMANS

PENNY, MIKE see CB KW

PENNY’S TOUCH see STORES CAM

PENTACOSTAL TABERNACLE, KITCHENER

PENTEKER, JOHANN (JOHN) see CB KW

PENTS, NICHOLAS see CB KW

PENUMBRA PRESS see BUS ENT WAT

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES – CAMBRIDGE

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW see also KW SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED see also ABILITY CENTRE see also PROJECT LIFT see also PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - MOBILITY

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - ACCESSIBILITY

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - AIDS & DEVICES

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - EMPLOYMENT

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - FUNDS & FUNDRAISING

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - HOUSING
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - INDIVIDUALS

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - MOBILITY see also PROJECT LIFT

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - RECREATION see also CENTRAL ONTARIO DEVELOPMENTAL RIDING PROGRAM

PEOPLE'S CAR COOPERATIVE

PEOPLE'S FOOD COMMISSION - KW see GLOBAL COMMUNITY CENTRE

PEOPLE'S RAILWAY see RAILROADS - RMW

PEPER, ERNST see CB KW

PEPER, HEINZ, J. see CB KW

PEPPER, PAUL see CB KW

PEPPER, TRACY see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

PEPPERBOX PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT WAT

PEPPERNUT TREE see STORES CAM

PEPPLER, ALLAN see CB WATCO

PEPPLER, LARRY see CB KW

PEQUEGNAT CLOCK COMPANY

PEQUEGNAT FAMILY (includes all members except Marcel)

PEQUEGNAT, MARCEL

PERAK, MARK see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

PERCEPT INDUSTRIAL DESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

PERCIVAL, MARK see ONTARIO COLLEGE OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

PERDUE, PATRICK see CB KW

PEREIRA, EDDIE see CB KW
PERFEXIA see BUS ENT WAT

PERFORMANCE ASSEMBLY SYSTEMS/NATURA see BUS ENT RMW

PERFORMING ARTS SUMMER SCHOOL, WATERLOO

PERIC, JANKO

PERIKA, JOANNE see CB KW

PERILLI, EMIDIO see POLLUTION - RMW

PERIMETER DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

PERIMETER DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

PERIMITER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

PERIN, HARVEY D. see CB KW

PERINE, EDWARD see CB WATCO

PERINE, M.B. see CB WATCO

PERIWINKLE BLUE STUDIOS see BUS ENT RMW

PERKINS GLUE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

PERKINS, GWENDOLEN LUCY AUDLEY (NEE COX) see CB WATCO

PERKS COFFEE HOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

PERMA-SHINE INC.

PERNFUSS, ALVIN E. see CB KW

PERNFUSS, BILL see CB KW

PERNFUSS, DYBERT T. see CB KW
PERRIMAN, TREVOR see CB WATCO
PERRIN FAMILY see CB WATCO
PERRIN, ALEXANDER A. see CB KW
PERRIN, HELEN (nee STEWART) see CB KW
PERRIN, MILDRED see CB WATCO
PERRY MAY see BUS ENT RMW
PERRY, JACQUELINE see CB WATCO
PERRY, JOHN CAMPBELL see CB WATCO
PERSCHBACHER, GLEN see CB WATCO
PERSIAN FINE RUG GALLERY see BUS ENT KIT
PERSONAL CHEF RICARDO see BUS ENT RMW
PERSONAL COMPUTER SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT RMW
PERSONAL TOUCH SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
PERSONAL TOUCH TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW
PERSONALITIES MARKETING see BUS ENT WAT
PERSONALLY YOURS see BUS ENT KIT
PERSTORP COMPONENTS
PERTRON CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
PESTELL AGRI-PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
PESTICIDES
PET PARADISE see STORES CAM
PET PATROL see BUS ENT RMW
PET STOP BOARDING KENNEL see BUS ENT RMW

PET VALU see STORES CAM

PET VISITATION

PETALS N POTS see STORES WAT

PETCETERA see STORES WAT

PETCH, DAVID THOMAS see CB WATCO

PETCH, STEVEN see CB KW

PETE CORNER

PETER BISSET PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT KIT

PETER HAY KNIFE LTD.

PETER MARTIN HOUSE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO

PETER MARTIN’S 20 KING see 20 KING

PETER, MYLES see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

PETER’S ROOFING see BUS ENT KIT

PETER’S FOOD MARKET see STORES KIT

PETERS, ABE see ARTISTS - KW

PETERS, ALEX see CB KW

PETERS, BRADLEY & SARA see CB WATCO

PETERS, BRENDA see CB KW

PETERS, DANIEL see CB KW

PETERS, FRANK C. see CB KW

PETERS, JOHN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
PETERS, LORRAINE see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

PETERS, PEGGY NEE RUHLMAN see CB KW

PETERS, RUTH see HAHN, STEPHANIE in AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

PETERS, THOMAS F.B. see CB WATCO

PETERSBURG HOLDINGS see BUS ENT RMW

PETE'S HOMEMADE DESSERTS see BUS ENT RMW

PETE'S HOMEMADE DESSERTS see BUS ENT RMW

PETRA'S HOMEMADE DESSERTS see BUS ENT RMW

PETRI, WOLDEMAR (PETER)

PETRO MAINTENANCE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

PETRO-CANADA

PETS BEAUTIFUL BY NOVA see BUS ENT WAT
PETS PLUS PORTRAITURE see BUS ENT KIT
PETS X-PRESS see STORES WAT
PETSCHÉ'S SHOES see STORES KIT
PETSMART see STORES KIT
PETT, ROSALIND see CB KW
PETT, WILLIAM J. see CB KW
PETTIGREW, LES see CB WATCO
PETTIGREW, LYLE see CB KW
PETTING FARM - WRIGLEY'S CORNERS see WELSH, ANITA & TONY
PETTITT, BOB
PFAFF, HAROLD see CB WATCO
PFAFF, KATHRYN see CB WATCO
PFAFF, ORVILLE CHARLES see CB WATCO
PFAFF'S BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
PFEFFER, ALBERT see CB KW
PFEFFER, CHRISTINA see CB WATCO
PFEFFER, HAROLD see CB KW
PFEFFER, WAYNE see CB KW
PFEIFER GALLERY see BUS ENT RMW
PFEIFER, LOUIS (SHOEMAKER) see STORES KIT
PFEIFER, LOUIS (SHOEMAKER) see STORES KIT
F.W. PFEIFFER see BUS ENT KIT
PFEIFFER, JASON see CB KW

PFENNING FAMILY see PFENNING’S ORGANIC AND MORE

PFENNING, WILLIAM see PFENNING’S ORGANIC AND MORE

PFENNING’S ORGANIC AND MORE

PFLUG, KENNETH see CB KW

PFOHL, DANIEL see CB WATCO

PHANTASMA COLOUR GUARD see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

PHANTASMAGORIA

PHARMAPLUS see STORES KIT

PHARMBIOTICS see BUS ENT RMW

PHILADELPHIA, LAWRENCE see CB WATCO

PHILIP ENVIRONMENTAL INC., ELMIRA

PHILIP, GEORGE O. (POP)

PHILIP, MARGARET NEE DALE see CB KW

PHILIP, WALTER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

PHILIP, WILLIAM A. see CB KW

PHILIPS AIR DISTRIBUTION

PHILIPS MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION see BUS ENT WAT

PHILIPSBURG GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW

PHILIPS-LAU LAWN & GARDEN CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

PHILIPS-LAW PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

PHILLIES, JIM see CB KW
PHILLIPS ANALYTICAL see BUS ENT WAT

PHILLIPS DANISH FURNITURE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

PHILLIPS, BOB see CB KW

PHILLIPS, CECIL (PHIP) see CB KW

PHILLIPS, LESTER WILLIAM see CB WATCO

PHILLIPS, MARY LAVINA see CB WATCO

PHILLIPS, MICHAEL HENRY see CB KW

PHILLIPS, MYRA see CB KW

PHILOMENE'S SALON see BUS ENT KIT

PHILOSOPHERS CAFÉ see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

PHILP, CYRIL ROBERT see CB KW

PHILP, RONALD see CB WATCO

PHILPOTT, LORNE E. see CB KW

PHILPS, FRED see CB WATCO

PHIL'S GRANDSON'S PLACE

PHILTHY MCNASTY'S see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PHILY'S PET SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

PHO THAI VIET see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PHODAU BO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PHOENIX CLOTHING CO. see STORES CAM

PHOENIX FAST SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

PHOENIX INNOVATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

PHOENIX ROLLER SKATING RINK see BUS ENT WAT
see also **CRIME – WATERLOO – MURDER - JIMMY STANLEY**

PHONEMASTER SERVICES LTD. see **BUS ENT WAT**

PHOTO RADAR see **TRAFFIC REGULATIONS**

PHOTO X see **BUS ENT WAT**

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES see **BUS ENT KIT**

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY see **BUS ENT WAT**

PHOTOGRAPHY BY L. DEVINE see **BUS ENT RMW**

PHOTOTISTICS see **BUS ENT WAT**

PHYPERS, GEORGE see **CB KW**

**PHYSICAL FITNESS - KW**

   see also **SPORTS – KITCHENER**

   see also **SPORTS – WATERLOO**

PIANO SHOP, THE see **BUS ENT RMW**

PIATKOWSKI, HARRY see **CB KW**

PIATKOWSKI, SCOTT see **CB KW**

**PICARD PEANUTS**

PICHE-GEORGE, FLORA YVONNE MARIE see **CB KW**

PICK, ALISON AND EMILY see **CB KW**

PICK, VERA see **CB WATCO**

PICKEN, BOB see **CB KW**

PICKET FENCE see **STORES CAM**

PICKETT, OZZIE see **CB KW**
PICKUP, JIM see CB KW

PICRIC ACID

PICTURE FRAMING WORLD see BUS ENT WAT

PICTURE YOURSELF see BUS ENT WAT

PIEKARSKI, HALLA see CB KW

PIEKARSKI, RON see CB KW

PIELLUSCH, CARL see CB KW

PIELLUSCH, LAURA see CB KW

PIERCE HEALTH SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT KIT

PIERRE'S

PIERROT INTERNATIONAL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PIETRASIK, REVEREND FATHER EUGENE see CB KW

PIETRASZKO, MARJORIE (MARJIE) see CB KW

PIG TALES see BUS ENT RMW

PIGAMINT SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

PIGEON BYLAW see COUNCIL - KITCHENER – BYLAWS

PIGEON, DONALD “PIDGE” see CB KW

PIGNATTI, LORENZO see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

PIK-A-SNAK see BUS ENT KIT

PILECKI, STAN AND KAREN see CB WATCO

PILGRIM LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

PILKINGTON PLUMBING see BUS ENT RMW
PILLER SAUSAGE AND DELICATESSENS LTD.
PILLER, GEORGE see CB KW
PILON, KRISTA see CB KW
PIN POINT MARKETING see BUS ENT RMW
PINBALL ARCADES - KW & DISTRICT
PINDER FLEET SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
PINDER, JIM see CB WATCO
PINDERA, JERRY see CB KW
PINE 'N APPLE see BUS ENT RMW
PINE GROVE PUBLIC SCHOOL
PINE LAKE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT KIT
PINE TREE FURNITURE see BUS ENT WAT
PINE TREE INSTRUMENTS see BUS ENT WAT
PINEBUSH CORPORATE CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
PINEL MEDICAL INC. see BUS ENT WAT
PINES, THE see BUS ENT RMW
PINHEIRO, GIL see CB WATCO
PINHEIRO, MARIA ALICE see CB WATCO
PINK FLAMINGOS see BUS ENT KIT
PINKE (STRUCK), IDELLA M see CB WATCO
PINKE, REINHARDT see CB KW
PINKNEY, JUNE see CB KW
PINNELL, DONALD see CB KW

PINNELL, RAYE see CB WATCO

PINNINGTON, BETH see CB KW

PINNINGTON, LINDA see CB WATCO

PINNOCK, SHIRLEY EMMANUAL see CB WATCO

PINO HAIR STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

PINOCCHIO SHOP see STORES CAM

PINTO CLOTHING see STORES WAT

PINTO, CAROLINE see STORES WAT (PINTO CLOTHING)

PINTO, ROSE (nee LONGO) see CB KW

PIioneer BAR-B-QUE

PIioneer CRAFTSMEN see BUS ENT KIT

PIioneer DECORATING CENTRE see STORES KIT

PIioneer GAS BAR see BUS ENT KIT

PIioneer LIFE see SETTLERS

PIioneer MEMORIAL TOWER

PIioneer PARK CLEANERS see BUS ENT KIT

PIioneer PARK PUBLIC SCHOOL

PIioneer SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

PIioneer SPORTSMAN CLUB

PIioneer SPORTSWORLD

PIioneer SPORTSWORLD – undated, 1980’s, 1990-1994, 1995-
PIONEER TOOL & DIE see BUS ENT KIT

PIONEER TRANSMISSION see BUS ENT RMW

PIONEER UPHOLSTRY see BUS ENT RMW

PIPE, ERIN see SKATING

PIPE, WILLIAM

PIPPA FOOTWEAR see BUS ENT RMW

PIRAK, ALBERT see CB KW

PIRIE, MARV see CB KW

PIRON, VALERIE see BUS ENT WAT

PIRON, VALERIE see BUS ENT WAT

PISCITELLI, ANTHONY see CB KW – GENERAL

PITA PIT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PITCHER, ROSEMARY

PITCHER, W.J. (JIM) see CB KW

PITMAN, JONATHAN see CB KW

PIWOWAR, AIDAN see FLESH EATING DISEASE

PIXEL SCIENTIFIC see BUS ENT WAT

PIXSTREAM INC

PIZZA DELIGHT

PIZZA EXPRESS AND SUBMARINES see BUS ENT RMW

PIZZOLITTO, KEN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – STUDENTS

PLAN CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT
PLANERT, ROBERT GUY see CB KW

PLANET FUSION CLUB see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

PLANNED PARENTHOOD - WATERLOO REGION

PLANNING – KITCHENER up to 1969, 1970's, 1980's, 1990's, 2000-

PLANNING - RMW - 1965-1979


PLANNING - WATERLOO COUNTY

PLANNING - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

see also HISTORY - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

PLANNING & ENGINEERING INITIATIVES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PLANNING, CAMBRIDGE

see also PLANNING - RMW

PLANT ASSISTANCE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

PLANT DOCTOR see BUS ENT RMW

PLANT LADY

PLANT, DORCAS see CB KW

PLANTZ, ARTHUR see CB KW

PLANTZ, JACOB see CB KW

PLANTZ, WES see CB KW

PLAS, PHILIP see CB KW

PLASTIFAB

PLATINUM NAUTILUS FITNESS CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT
PLATINUM see BUS ENT KIT

PLATT, VERN see CB WATCO

PLATZ, ANNIE see CB WATCO

PLAY IT AGAIN SPORTS see STORES CAM

PLAYBOAR

    see also HAGEY, TOM in CB WATCO

PLAYCON RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT KIT

PLAYFAIR BOWL & SNACK BAR see BUS ENT RMW

PLAYFORD, DONALD ROSS see CB KW

PLAYFORD, JACK see CB KW

L.R. PLAYFORD & SONS see BUS ENT RMW

PLAYGROUNDS - RMW

PLAYING WITH WORDS see BUS ENT RMW

PLAYTNER (PLOETHNER), HENRY R. see CB KW

PLEASANT HAPPENINGS see STORES KIT

PLEON, CARL L. see CB WATCO

PLETCH, MARY ELIZABETH (NEE WELKER) see CB KW

PLEXUS PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

PLOHMAN, CRYSTAL see CB KW

PLOJ, GARY see DEFIANT PICTURES in BUS ENT KIT

PLOMSKE, ART see CB KW

PLOMSKE, BILL & NEL see CB KW
PLOMSKE, IRVIN H. see CB KW

PLOMSKE, ROSE see CB KW

PLOWING

PLUM TREE see STORES WAT

PLUMBERS SPECIALITY SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW

PLUMBING PLACE see BUS ENT KIT

PLUMMER, MARY (WIFE OF MAURICE) NEE WEBER see CB KW

PLUMMER'S, THE see BUS ENT RMW

PLUMTREE, CHARLIE & SHIRLEY see MARKET – CAMBRIDGE

PODHORNIK, LEO see CB KW

PODUCH, LAUREN see CB KW

POETS see CANADIAN LITERARY POET ASSOCIATION

POFFENROTH, ALLAN ARTHUR see CB WATCO

see also COACH HOUSE REALTY

POGO’S see BUS ENT WAT

POHL, (WIFE OF FREDERICK) see CB KW

POHL, FREDERICK

POHL, GUSTAV & ANNA see CB KW

POINTTS LTD.

POKEMAN see GAMES

POLARIS REALTY (WESTERN) LTD. see STORES KIT

A POLE LOT OF FUN see BUS ENT RMW


POLICE - RMW - 911 EMERGENCY NUMBER

POLICE - RMW - AUXILIARY OFFICERS

POLICE - RMW - AWARDS

POLICE - RMW - BEARDS

POLICE - RMW - BICYCLE AUCTION

POLICE - RMW - BRUTALITY COMPLAINTS see POLICE - RMW - COMPLAINTS

POLICE - RMW - BUDGET

POLICE - RMW - BULLET-PROOF VESTS

POLICE - RMW - CADRE (COMPUTER-AIDED DISPATCH AND RECORDS ENTRY)

POLICE - RMW - CAMBRIDGE

POLICE - RMW - CHASES

POLICE - RMW - CHIEFS (MISCELLANEOUS)

POLICE - RMW - COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

POLICE - RMW - COMPLAINTS (includes Police Act disciplinary proceedings)

POLICE - RMW - COUNSELLING

POLICE - RMW - CRIME PREVENTION

see also COMMUNITY SAFETY & CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL

see also NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH

POLICE - RMW - CRUISERS

POLICE - RMW - DEATH THREATS
POLICE - RMW - POLICEMEN INVOLVED IN CRIME
POLICE - RMW - PROMOTIONS
POLICE - RMW - PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
POLICE - RMW - RACE RELATIONS
POLICE - RMW - RADAR
POLICE - RMW - RECRUITING
POLICE - RMW - REGIONAL CONTROL OF POLICE BOARD
POLICE - RMW - ROADSIDE CHECKS
POLICE - RMW - ROBOTS
POLICE - RMW - SHIFTS
POLICE - RMW - STATIONS (DETACHMENTS)
POLICE - RMW - STATISTICS
POLICE - RMW - STRIKE DUTY
POLICE - RMW - STUDIES
POLICE - RMW - TACTICAL UNIT
POLICE - RMW - TECHNOLOGICAL AIDS
POLICE - RMW - TENDERING
POLICE - RMW - UNIFORMS
POLICE - RMW - USE OF CAMERAS
POLICE - RMW - VIGILANTE GROUPS
POLICE - RMW - VIOLENCE AGAINST POLICE
POLICE - RMW - WAGES
POLICE - RMW - WATERLOO

POLICE - RMW - WATERLOO COUNTY POLICE BAND (includes Police Chorus)

POLICE - RMW - WATERLOO REGIONAL SENIOR OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

POLICE - RMW - WOMEN ON THE FORCE


POLICE BUILDING - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

POLIOMYELITIS

POLIPLUS SOFTWARE see BUS ENT WAT

POLITICAL PARTIES

see also WATERLOO COUNTY - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

see also LIBERAL PARTY - KW

see also PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY - KW

see also NEW DEMOCRATIC PARTY - KW

see also SOCIAL CREDIT PARTY - KW

POLITICS - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - WATERLOO COUNTY

POLL, ALVIN see CB WATCO

POLL, ELLEN

POLLACK PAINT & DECOR see BUS ENT RMW

POLLARD FAMILY see CB WATCO

POLLARD, ALFRED see CB KW

POLLINGTON, DOUG see CB WATCO
POLLINTGTON, MARGARET see CB WATCO

POLLOCK & WILLIAMS PHARMACY see BUS ENT KIT

POLLOCK, ARTHUR B. see CB KW

POLLOCK, CARL

POLLOCK, FREDERICK R. see CB KW

POLLOCK, JOHN A. see CB KW

POLLOCK, RACIE B. (WIFE OF ARTHUR B.) NEE BOEHMER see CB KW

POLLOCK, REBECCA see CB KW

POLLOCK, WILDA see CB KW

POLLOCK, WINNIFRED see CB WATCO

POLLUTION - KW

POLLUTION - RMW - EMIDO PERILLI

POLLUTION - RMW - MARTIN FEED MILLS see MARTIN FEED MILLS

POLLUTION - RMW

see also HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

POLSON, HUGH ROBERT see CB KW

POLYCOATING & FILMS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

POLYLABEL see BUS ENT KIT

POLYMER TECHNOLOGIES INC.

POLYSAR

POMEROY, MARTY see CB KW

POND VIEW
PONSFORD FAMILY see CB KW

POOL HALLS see SNOOKER

POOLS

POP SHOPPES OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

POPCORN HOUSE see HAYHOE, DAN & CHRIS in CB - WATCO -

H. POPE AND SONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

POPE, GLADYS MAY (MRS. HARVEY) see CB WATCO

POPE, HARRY G. see CB KW

POPE, RON see BLOOD BANKS, PRIVATE

POPE, W.D. see CB KW

POPOVIC, LUKAS see CB KW

POPULATION - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

POPULATION - RMW

POPULATION - WATERLOO COUNTY

POPULATION - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

PORNOGRAPHY - KW

see also VIDEOTAPE THEATRES - KW

PORTABLES, THE see BUS ENT RMW

PORTER PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

PORTER, DANA HARRIS

PORTER, JOHN M. see CB WATCO

PORTER, LEA see CAMBRIDGE SELF HELP FOOD BANK

765
PORTER, NICOLE see DISEASES
PORTER, PHILLIP see CB WATCO
PORTIS, PATRICIA see CB WATCO
PORTUGUESE PASTRY & BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW
POSEIDON PROJECT, KITCHENER
    see also EPTON INDUSTRIES
POSH DOGGIE see BUS ENT RMW
POSITIVE LIFESTYLES CONSULTING INC. see BUS ENT KIT
POSS, MEGAN see ATHLETES - KW (L-Z)
POST OFFICE – GALT
    see also names of businesses which later occupied this building
POST OFFICE - KITCHENER - HISTORY
POST OFFICE - KITCHENER - STRIKES
POST OFFICE - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
POST OFFICE - PRESTON
POST OFFICE - RMW - STRIKE 1987 (includes Kitchener, Waterloo, Cambridge, and Elmira)
POST OFFICE - RMW - STRIKE 1997
POST OFFICE - RMW (for postal activities; for buildings see HISTORIC BUILDINGS)
POST OFFICE - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
POST, DONALD ARTHUR see CB KW
POSTERS PLUS see STORES WAT
POSTIAN'S RUGS see STORES KIT
POTASSIUM CHLORIDE POISONING

see also MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH

POTH, EARLMONT see CB WATCO

POTH, HAROLD see CB WATCO

POTH'S FURNITURE

POTJE, JOHN see CB KW

POTJE, JOSEPH see CB KW

POTJE, MATTHEW see CB KW

POTOCZNY, WALTER see CB KW

POTTER, ALEXANDER O. see CB KW

POTTER, CAM see CB WATCO

POTTER, CATHERINE NEE RAU see CB WATCO

POTTER, E. WILLIAM see CB KW

POTTER, GEORGE see CB KW

POTTER, JAMES see CB KW

POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY

POTTIER, PAUL see SWIMMING

POTTS, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

POTZAUFS, HEIDI see CB KW

POULIN, MICKEY & VADIA see CB KW

POULTRY (includes geese, ducks)

POULTRY PLACE see BUS ENT RMW
POVERTY - RMW

POWDER PUFF TEDDIES see BUS ENT RMW

POWELL, LOUISE see CB KW

POWELL, NORA see CB WATCO

POWER CENTRE - CAMBRIDGE

POWER CENTRE PROJECT - WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP

see also WALMART

POWER FAILURE - RMW - 2003

POWER FAILURE 1981 - KW

see also KITCHENER - WILMOT HYDRO

POWER NET COMPUTERS see BUS ENT RMW

POWER TO CHOOSE see BUS ENT KIT

POWER, GEOFFREY see CB KW

POWER’S CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING see BUS ENT RMW

POWERHOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

POWERS, JOHN

see also WINGS OF PARADISE

POWNALL, ROGER, CB KW

POWNER, ROBERT H. see CB KW

POWNEY, REBECCA, ADELINE NEE JONES see CB WATCO

POYNTER, JEFFREY JOHN see CB KW

PRACTICAL APPROACH CORP. see BUS ENT WAT
PRANGE, BRUCE see CB KW
PRANGE, BUD (NORMAN) see CB KW
PRANGE, CATHY (includes Joan Pauli)
PRANGE, LEN see CB KW
PRASAD, PROFESSOR TRIBHUAN see CB WATCO
PRATT, JOSEPH W. see CB KW
PRAXAIR PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
PRAXIS DAY CORP see BUS ENT WAT
PRAYER
PRECISION PLASTICS CORP see BUS ENT KIT
PRECISION RESOURCE CANADA LTD.
PRECISION SKATING
    see also KWEENS ON ICE
PRED PLASTICS see BUS ENT RMW
PREFERRED BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
PREFERRED FUNDRAISING see BUS ENT WAT
PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS (CANADA) see BUS ENT RMW
PREGNANCY see BIRTHRIGHT
    see also PLANNED PARENTHOOD
    see also KW RIGHT TO LIFE
PREIKSCHAS, DEE see CB KW
PREISS, EARL J. see CB KW
PREISS, LEVI see CB KW
PREISS, RONALD see CB KW
PREISS, WALTER E. see CB KW
PRELIPP, ALVENA see CB KW
PREMIER SPRING & MFG LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
PREMIERED IMAGE OF PUSLINCH TOWNSHIP see BUS ENT RMW
PREMIUM SPRINGWATER see BUS ENT KIT
PRENATAL CLASSES see CHILD BIRTH
PRENTICE, DEAN
PRENTICE, JUNE see CB WATCO
PRESCHOOLS (A-Z)
PRESCRIPTION SHOPPE see STORES CAM
PRESS TECHNOLOGY CORP. see BUS ENT RMW
PRESSMAN, BARBARA see CB KW
PRESSPRICH, OTTO see CB WATCO
PRESTIGE BUSINESS INTERIORS see BUS ENT WAT
PRESTOLITE ELECTRICAL
PRESTON - CENTENNIAL 1999
PRESTON - CITY STATUS
PRESTON - COUNCIL
PRESTON - DEVELOPMENT
PRESTON - DEVELOPMENT - PEEL VILLAGE
PRESTON - HISTORY
PRESTON - POPULATION
PRESTON - REUNION 1949
PRESTON - TOWN HALL - BUILDINGS
PRESTON ARENA
PRESTON CAR & COACH see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON CLEANERS see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON CROKINOLE CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
PRESTON FIGURE SKATING CLUB
    see also SKATING
PRESTON HEAT TREATING see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON HIGH SCHOOL
PRESTON HOP YARDS see BREWERIES
PRESTON MANUFACTURING
PRESTON MEDICAL CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON MEDICAL PHARMACY see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON MENNONITE CHURCH
PRESTON METAL & ROOFING
PRESTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
PRESTON PUBLIC SCHOOL
PRESTON REBUILT MACHINERY INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
PRESTON RIVULETTES see HOCKEY - WOMENS
PRESTON SAND & GRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW

PRESTON SCOUT HOUSE BAND

PRESTON SHOPPERS DRUG MART see STORES CAM

PRESTON SPRINGS

    see also WHS VF PRESTON, ONTARIO

    see also FIRES - WATERLOO COUNTY

    see also OHT 19

PRESTON STEAM LAUNDRY see BUS ENT RMW

PRESTON TV & RADIO see STORES CAM

PRESTON ZOO see RIVERSIDE PARK - PRESTON

PRESTON, DURWARD F. see CB KW

PRESTON, EDITH (MRS. PERCY) see CB WATCO

PRESTON, LILLIAN ELIZABETH see CB KW

PRESTON, MORLEY see CB WATCO

PRESTON, NORMAN see CB KW

PRESTON, ONTARIO

PRESTON, S.E. see CB KW

PREVOST, DONALD JOSEPH see CB KW

PRICE CHECK FOODS see STORES KIT

PRICE CHOPPER

PRICE CLUB

PRICE OPTOMETRY see BUS ENT KIT
PRICE PARADISE see STORES KIT
PRICE WILSON LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PRICE YARDS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PRICE, FRANK C. see CB KW
PRICE, FREDERICK HERBERT see CB WATCO
PRICE, GERRY see CB KW
PRICE, JEAN M. see CB KW
PRICE, JOHN see CB KW
PRICE, LOWRIE CECIL see CB KW
PRICE, WES see CB WATCO
PRIDDLE, NORVAL BURTON see CB KW
PRIDE - KW - PEOPLE TO REDUCE IMPAIRED DRIVING EVERYWHERE
PRIDE SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
PRIESTER FAMILY see CB WATCO
PRIESTMAN, JOAN (nee GODSON) see CB KW
PRIMATES see BUS ENT KIT
PRIME POULTRY see BUS ENT RMW
PRIME TIME COMPUTING see BUS ENT KIT
PRIME, WENDELL see CB KW
PRIMERICA FINANCIAL SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
PRINCE, ALLY see CB KW
PRINCE, EDWARD see CB KW
PRINCE, MOLLY see CB KW

PRINCESS THEATRE

PRINGLE, JEROME SCOTT JOSEPH (JERRY) see CB KW

PRINS, HENDRIK see CB KW

PRINT ON see BUS ENT KIT

PRINT PLUS COMPUTER SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW

PRINT THREE see BUS ENT RMW

PRIOR RESOURCE GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

PRIOR, DON & LORRAINE see CB KW

PRIORITY ONE PACKAGING see BUS ENT WAT

PRIORITY PAINTING see BUS ENT WAT

PRIORTECH see BUS ENT KIT

PRITCHARD, ROBERT D. see CB KW

PRITSCHAU, CHARLIE

PRIVACY LAW - RMW

PRIVATE SCHOOLS see SCHOOLS - PRIVATE - RMW

PRO GOLF see BUS ENT KIT

PRO WATER GROUP see BUS ENT WAT

PROBATION SYSTEM - WATERLOO COUNTY

PROBUS CLUB

PRO-C see BUS ENT WAT

PROCASIT FOUNDRIES INC.
PROCTER, MARGARET see CB WATCO

PROCTOR & REDFERN see BUS ENT KIT

PRODUCTION DESIGN SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES INTERNATIONAL

PROFESSIONAL STUDENT PAINTERS see BUS ENT WAT

PROFESSIONAL STUDIOS see BUS ENT WAT

PROFESSIONAL TEAM SOLUTIONS

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

PROGRAM SOURCE see BUS ENT WAT

PROGRAMMED INSURANCE BROKERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE PARTY - KW

PROGRESSIVE EQUIPMENT LEASING see BUS ENT RMW

PROGRESSIVE FARMING AUTOMATION INC. see BUS ENT RMW

PROJECT LIFT
  see also PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW - MOBILITY

PROJECT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (PMI) see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)

PROJECT PEOPLE

PROJECT PLOUGHSHARES

PROJECT RELEASE

PROJECT S.P.A.R.O. see PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES - KW

PROJECT SCOOT see SENIOR CITIZENS - KW

PROKOTE see BUS ENT RMW
PROMARK-SHANKMAN see BUS ENT WAT
PROMOCO see BUS ENT WAT
PROMO-TEL see BUS ENT RMW
PROMOWEAR see BUS ENT RMW
PROMPT SALES & SERVICE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
PROSS, AUGUST see CB KW
PROTECT-A-PLACE see BUS ENT KIT
PROTEST MOVEMENTS - RMW
PROTOCOL see BUS ENT WAT
PROTRANSIT see BUS ENT RMW
PROULX, PIERRE see HOCKEY - RMW
PROVIDENT BOOKSTORE
PROVIGO INC. see STORES WAT
PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE CO. LTD.
PRUEFER, Reverend HELMUT see CB KW
PRUETER PUBLIC SCHOOL
PRUETER, H.J. see CB KW
PRYSNUK, STEPHANIE see CB KW
PSI
PSUTKA, ANTHONY see CB WATCO
PSUTKA, EDWARD see CB KW
PSUTKA, ELEANOR (WIFE OF EDWARD) NEE ROGEL see CB KW
PSUTKA, HARRY see CB KW

PSUTKA, Sister MARY MICHAEL see CB WATCO

PSYCHICS

PTASZEK, STEFAN, see CB WATCO

PUBLIC ART

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT – RMW see WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES - RMW

PUBLIC SERVICE CONFIDENTIAL see BUS ENT RMW

PUBLIC UTILITIES BUILDING – KITCHENER


    see also PUBLIC WELFARE - RMW PUBLIC WELFARE - RMW

    see also PUBLIC WELFARE - KITCHENER

    see also PUBLIC WELFARE - WATERLOO

PUBLIC WELFARE - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

PUBLIC WORKS - CAMBRIDGE, ONTARIO

PUBLIC WORKS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

PUBLIC WORKS - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

PUCHER, ALFRED see CB KW

PUDDICOMBE, HILDA see CB WATCO

PUDDISTER, SHANNON see CB WATCO

PUGH, BILL & BETTY see CB KW
PUGH, FRED H. see **CB KW**

PUGH, WILLIAM H. see **CB KW**

PUGSLEY, BOB see **CB KW**

PULLETS PLUS see **BUS ENT RMW**

PULLIN, MARTY see **AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)**

PULOSKI, BELLE see **CB WATCO**

PUMPHOUSE TAVERN see **BUS ENT RMW**

**PUNKEYDOODLE'S CORNER**

PUNKY DOODLES see **BUS ENT RMW**

**PUNTERS GRAPHICS**

PUPPETRY see **ENTERTAINMENT**

PURA-KLEEN WATER PRODUCTS see **BUS ENT WAT**

PURCHASING MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA - CENTRAL ONTARIO DIVISION see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

PURCO INSULATING LTD. see **BUS ENT RMW**

PURDY, ADAM see **WLU – ATHLETICS**

PURDY, SAM see **CB WATCO**

PUROLATOR COURIER see **BUS ENT KIT**

**PURPLE LOOSESTRIFE**

PURPLE POOL HALL see **GALT WOOLLEN MILL BUILDING**

**PURPLE TURTLE**

PURSUE ASSOCIATES see **BUS ENT KIT**

PUSHELBERG, GLEN see **CB KW**
PUTNAM, EARL

PUTNAM, KEN

PUTNAM, ROBERT see CB KW

PUTNAM, SOLOMON EPHRAIM

PUTTOCK, ADA see CB WATCO

PYCHEL, FRED see CB KW

PY’S BAKERY see STORES KIT

PYS, WILLY & ANTHONY see CB WATCO
Q

Q LUBE ONTARIO see BUS ENT WAT
QC PERSONNEL see BUS ENT KIT
QJUNCTION TECHNOLOGY see BUS ENT WAT
QT SHIRTS see BUS ENT KIT
QUADRO ENGINEERING INC. see BUS ENT WAT
QUAINT ESSENTIALS see BUS ENT RMW
QUAKER STATE MINIT-LUBE see BUS ENT RMW
QUAKERS
QUALITY LIGHTING SERVICE see STORES KIT
QUALITY TAILORED SHIRTS see BUS ENT KIT
QUANTEX CHEMICAL INC.
QUANTRELL, JIM see CB WATCO
QUANTZ, KEN see TEACHERS - RMW
QUANTZ, PETER see CB WATCO
QUANZ, PETER see CB WATCO
QUARRIES AND QUARRYING – RMW
QUARRY COMMUNICATIONS
QUAST, TANYA see CB KW
QUEEN ELIZABETH PUBLIC SCHOOL
QUEEN SQUARE DELI see STORES CAM
QUEEN’S HOTEL
QUEEN'S SMOKE & GIFT SHOP see STORES KIT

QUEENSMOUNT SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL

QUEENSWAY AUTO BODY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

QUEHLL, DONALD see CB WATCO

QUENTIN, A.P. see QUIRMBACH, ALBERT PETER (A.P.) in CB WATCO

QUICK CLEANERS LAUNDREY & DRY CLEANING CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

QUICK TRIPS see STORES WAT

QUICKFALL FAMILY see CB WATCO

QUICKFALL, BARBARA see CB KW

QUICKFALL, HERBERT (HERBIE) ARTHUR see CB KW

QUICKFALL, PHIL see CB KW

QUICKFALL, RICHARD M. see CB KW

QUICKLY'S RESTAURANT

QUIGLEY CONTAINERS see BUS ENT WAT

QUIKAIR INC. see BUS ENT RMW

QUILTERS PARADISE see STORES KIT

QUILTING

QUILTS & CREATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

QUINN HEALTH SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

QUINN, JOHN FRANCIS (FRANK), B.A., M.Ed see CB WATCO

QUINTON, RAYMOND see CB WATCO

QUINTON, REBECCA see CB WATCO
QUIRMBACH, ALBERT PETER (A.P.) see CB WATCO

QUIRMBACH, HERMAN

QUIZNOS see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT

QUORUM see BUS ENT KIT

QUPRO DATA SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
R

R & D WORKWEAR see BUS ENT RMW
R & J MACHINE & ENGINEERING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
R & R SHEET METAL see BUS ENT RMW
R & T FURNITURE DISTRIBUTORS INC. see BUS ENT RMW
R J. APPLIANCES see BUS ENT KIT
R J'S TRUCKS see BUS ENT RMW
R. P. PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW
R. TIQUES see BUS ENT RMW
R.A.W. COMPOST CARE see BUS ENT RMW
RBC DOMINION SECURITIES see BUS ENT KIT
RBJ HEALTH MANAGEMENT ASSOC. see BUS ENT KIT
RGB HEALTH MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT KIT
RDM CORP.

R. FORBES COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
R.D. NICKEL & ASSOCIATES
R.G. BOYER LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
R.G. DALTON & ASSOCIATES
R.J. GRAPE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
R.J. MOORE HARDWOODS see BUS ENT RMW
RMS EQUIPMENT CORP.

RMS MACHINERY DIVISION see BUS ENT KIT
RNR FOOTWEAR see STORES KIT

R.P. LEWIS & ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW

R.W. THUR REAL ESTATE see BUS ENT RMW

R.E. HAHN STORE (WATERLOO) see STORES - KITCHENER

RABB, BRUCE see CB KW

RABB, JEFF see CB KW

RABB, KENNETH see CB KW

RABIDEAU, Dr. GERALD FRANCIS see CB KW

RABIES

RABUKA, KARIN see ARTISTS - RMW

RACCA’S ART SUPPLIES see STORES WAT

RACE RELATIONS

RACKET GAMES (includes badminton, squash)

see also TENNIS

RADAR BALL see BUS ENT RMW – ZAKUTIN TECHNOLOGIES

RADCLIFFE, JACK see CB WATCO

RADDATZ, EVELYN see CB KW

RADDATZ, GORDON see STORES KIT

RADDATZ, GORDON see STORES KIT

RADICAL RE-RUNS see BUS ENT RMW

RADIO SHACK see STORES KIT

RADIO STATIONS - AM 109 (formerly CKKW)/CFCA (Same owner)

RADIO STATIONS - CHYM (formerly CKCR)/CKGL (Same owner)
RADIO STATIONS - COMMUNITY STATIONS – i.e. CKWR, CKMS

RADIO STATIONS - GENERAL

RADISSON HOTEL see BUS ENT KIT

see also RELAX HOTEL

RADLEIN, GORD see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

RADLEIN, JULIAN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

RADMORE, MARY see CB KW

RADUNSKE, BROCK see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

RAE & LIPSKIE INVESTMENT COUNSEL see BUS ENT KIT

RAE, JOHN see CB WATCO

RAFFI JEWELLERS see BUS ENT RMW

RAFTER’S see BUS ENT KIT

RAG-A-MUFFIN see BUS ENT WAT

RAGS FOR MEN see STORES WAT

RAHMAN, STEVE see CB WATCO

RAHN, JACOB see CB KW

RAHN, KAREN

RAHN, MARGARET see CB WATCO

RAICIU, NICOLAE see CB KW

RAIDLIN, GORD see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

RAILROADS - HESPELER

RAILROADS – KITCHENER
see also GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

see also GRAND RIVER RAILWAY

RAILROADS - MODELS

RAILROADS - RMW

RAILROADS - ST. JACOBS

RAILROADS – WATERLOO

RAILWAY MODELLER’S CLUB OF CAMBRIDGE see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)

RAIN BARRELS see WATER SUPPLY - CONSERVATION

RAINBOW BUY & SELL see STORES CAM

RAINBOW CANOE TRIPS see BUS ENT KIT

RAINBOW CARIBBEAN CUISINE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RAINBOW CRESTING INC. see BUS ENT KIT

RAINBOW SPORTS see STORES WAT

RAINBOWS see STORES CAM

RAINE’S FABRICS see BUS ENT RMW

RAINNEY, SARAH

RAIN-FLO see BUS ENT RMW

RAINTREE CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RAISE HOME SUPPORT FOR THE ELDERLY

RAITAR WAREHOUSE see BUS ENT KIT

RAITER, NORMAN see CB KW

RAITHBY, CATHERINE see CB KW
RALGREEN CRESCENT see METHANE

RAM MARKET see STORES KIT

RAMDOO, EARL see CB WATCO

RAMPART CANADA COLLECTION AGENCY see BUS ENT WAT

RAMSAY, GARY see CB WATCO

RAMSAY, JAMES D. see CB WATCO

RAMSAY, MIKE

RAMSEYER, MAHLON see CB KW

RAMSEYER, Reverend ARMAND see RADIO STATIONS – CHYM

RAMSGATE ANTIQUES see STORES CAM

RAMTRON PRE-ENTRY ALARM SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

RANCINE, DERRICK see TENNIS

RANDAL MOTORS see BUS ENT WAT

RANDALL & CO. see STORES KIT

RANDALL, ALICE see CB KW

RANDALL, JOHN A. see CB KW

RANDALL, KEITH E. see CB KW

RANDALL, NEIL see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

RANDALL, RONALD J. see CB KW

RANDALL, W. KENNETH see CB KW

RANDOM ACTS OF BEAUTY see BUS ENT KIT

RANGER BREWING CO. see BUS ENT WAT
RASMUSSEN, JEFF see PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES – KW - INDIVIDUALS

RASON, AUDREY VIRGINIA (WIFE OF PHILIP) see CB KW

RASON, C. LORIMER see CB KW

RASON, PHILIP L. see CB KW

RASON, VERA (WIFE OF C.C.) NEE GIES see CB KW

RASPBERRY CUPBOARD see BUS ENT RMW

RASTEL, FRED see CB WATCO

RASTIN, DEBORAH see CB WATCO

RATCHFORD, DOUGLAS

RATCHFORD, JEREMY

RATHBUN, (DR.) HORATIO see DENTISTS

RATHSKELLER

RATHWELL, GEORGE CLINTON see CB WATCO

H.E. RATZ LUMBER see BUS ENT RMW

RATZ BECHTEL

RATZ, D.D. see CB KW

RATZ, DANIEL see CB WATCO

RATZ, DAVE see CB KW

RATZ, EDWARD E. see CB KW

RATZ, EDWARD W. see CB KW

RATZ, HENRY E. see CB KW

RATZ, JOHN
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RATZ, LLEWELLYN see CB KW
RATZ, LLOYD H. see CB KW
RATZ, NORMAN E. see CB KW
RATZ, ROSSWELL D. see CB KW
RAU, ELINOR CHRISTINE (nee FULCHER) see CB WATCO
RAUCHFUSS, JULIUS see CB KW
RAUH, MARTIN see CB KW
RAUSCH, VICTOR see CB KW
RAUSCHER PLATING see BUS ENT RMW
RAVE CUSTOM GRINDING INC. see BUS ENT WAT
RAW, Reverend JAKOB LOENHARD see CB WATCO
RAWLCO SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
RAWSKY, RYAN see CB WATCO
RAY COHEN'S MEN'S WEAR see STORES KIT
RAY DELION'S MEN'S WEAR see STORES WAT
RAY ELECTRIC LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
RAY OF HOPE see HOPE MANOR
RAY, TED see CB KW
RAY, WILLIAM JOHN “BUD” see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – KW
RAY, WILLIAM see CB KW
RAYBURN, ALAN see WLU FACULTY
RAYFIELD, JACK see CB KW
RAYLENE DRIVE see **STREETS, KITCHENER**

RAYMAR HAULAGE see **BUS ENT WAT**

RAYMOND SNACK FOODS LTD.

RAYMOND, AMANDA see **CRIME - RMW - ALCOHOL & DRUG RELATED CRIMES**

RAYMOND, HELEN (WIFE OF GARFIELD) NEE OTZERBEIN see **CB KW**

RAYTHEON CANADA LTD.

REA, CONNOR see **MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS**

REACT (RADIO EMERGENCY ASSOCIATED CITIZENS TEAMS)

REACT SIGNS see **BUS ENT WAT**

READ BROS. see **BUS ENT RMW**

READ, PETRONELLA see **CB WATCO**

READ, WILLIAM see **CB KW**

READE, HILDA NEE RUMPEL see **CB KW**

READER’S INK BOOKSHOP see **STORES WAT**

READ’S DECORATING CENTRE see **BUS ENT RMW**

READY RIVET AND FASTENERS LTD. see **BUS ENT KIT**

READY, FERDE see **CB KW**

READY, THOMAS AMBROSE see **CB WATCO**

REAIN, FRED see **CB WATCO**

REAL CANADIAN WHOLESALE CLUB see **STORES WAT**

REAL ESTATE AGENTS - A-Z

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS - RMW
REAL ESTATE INSTITUTE OF CANADA see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

REAL TO REEL see BUS ENT RMW

REALITY BYTES see BUS ENT WAT

REALTY VISION see BUS ENT RMW

REAMAN, Dr. G.E.

(ULVI) REBANE BARBERSHOP see BUS ENT KIT

REBANE, ULVI see CB KW

REBECCA LANE BRIDALS see BUS ENT RMW

REBECCA'S SALON OF AESTHETICS see BUS ENT KIT

REBEKAH see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

REBELSKI, GOTTFRID see CB WATCO

REBLE, ERIC see CB KW

REBLE, GERTRUDE see CB KW

REBLE, JOHN see CB KW

REBLE, MARY see CB WATCO

REBLE, OTTO see CB KW

REBLE-MATHIESON see CB WATCO

REBSCHER, PETER see BREWERIES

RECCHIA, BERT see CB KW

RECCHIA, JOE see CB KW

RECCIA, CHUCK see CB KW

RECIPROCAL ADVENTURE see BUS ENT RMW
RECORDS ON WHEELS see STORES CAM

RECOSKIE, TED see CB KW

RECOVERY INC.

RECOVERY ROOM

RECOVERY TECHNOLOGIES

RECREATION - CAMBRIDGE

RECREATION - KITCHENER

   see also KITCHENER MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

   see also KITCHENER PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION

   see also KITCHENER RECREATION COMMISSION

   see also WATERLOO COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD

RECREATION – NORTH DUMFRIES

RECREATION - RMW

RECREATION - WATERLOO

RECREATION - WELLESLEY

RECREATION - WILMOT

RECREATION - WOOLWICH

RECREATION ASSOCIATIONS see NEIGHBOURHOOD RECREATION ASSOCIATIONS


RED CROSS BUILDING see KW RED CROSS

RED HAT SOCIETY, KW see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

RED HAT SOCIETY, NEW HAMBURG see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)
RED LIGHT CAMERAS see TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

RED LOBSTER

RED OWL COMICS see STORES CAM

RED PARROTT see STORES KIT

REDDEN, AUSTIN HUGH see CB KW

REDDIOUGH, NORMAN see CB KW

REDEEMER LUTHERAN CHURCH, WATERLOO

REDEKOP, JOHN see CB KW

REDEKOP, MARY see CB KW

REDESIGN see BUS ENT WAT

REDFERN, BARBARA see CB KW

REDING, Bishop PAUL see CB WATCO

REDMAN, CARL see CB KW

REDMAN, KAREN

REDMAN, MERV see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

REDMOND, CHRIS see CB KW

REDMOND, KATE see CB KW

REDS see BUS ENT KIT

REDUCE IMPAIRED DRIVING EVERYWHERE (RIDE)

REED, ANDREW (ANDY) see CB KW

REED, DAVID ALAN see CB KW

REED, FRED see CB WATCO
REES, A. WYN see **CB KW**

REES, NICHOLAS see **ARTISTS – RMW**

REESE DRY CLEANING see **STORES KIT**

REESE, JAMES (JIM) see **CB KW**

REEVE, BILL see **ARTISTS – RMW**

REEVE, DAVID FREDERICK see **CB KW**

**REFERENDUM - 1992**

**REFERENDUM/QUEBEC, 1995**

**REFILL**

REFILL STORE see **STORES CAM**

**REFORM PARTY OF CANADA**

see also **CANADIAN ALLIANCE - RMW**

**REFORMATION LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER**

**REFUGEE CAFE**

**REFUGEES**

**REFUGEES - VIETNAMESE - KW**

**REFUSE AS FUEL**

**REFUSE COLLECTION - KITCHENER**

**REFUSE COLLECTION - RMW** (includes garbage collection for all municipalities except Kitchener and Waterloo)

**REFUSE COLLECTION - WATERLOO**

**REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - CAMBRIDGE**

**REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - KITCHENER**
REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - NORTH DUMFRIES

REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - RMW

REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - WATERLOO

REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - WELLESLEY

REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - WILMOT

REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES - WOOLWICH

REG HALLS AUTO BODY see BUS ENT RMW

REGAL CAPITAL PLANNERS

see also ROCKEL, PAUL in CB KW

REGAL GREETINGS AND GIFTS see BUS ENT KIT

REGAL INSURANCE BROKERS see BUS ENT KIT

REGAL MOTOR CO. see BUS ENT KIT

REGEHR, ERNIE

REGEHR, HENRY see CB KW

REGENCY ROSE see BUS ENT RMW

REGENCY STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

REGER, LYNDA see CB WATCO

REGGIES

REGINA STREET COMMONS

REGION OF WATERLOO ARTS FUND

REGION OF WATERLOO CULINARY ASSOCIATION

REGION OF WATERLOO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT see WATERLOO - GUELPH AIRPORT
REGION OF WATERLOO SWIM CLUB

REGIONAL HOSE see BUS ENT RMW


REGIONAL REFORM see RMW – AMALGAMATION

REGIONAL TOOL & MACHINE see BUS ENT WAT

REGISTER 1 see WATERLOO REGIONAL LABOUR COUNCIL

REGISTRY THEATRE

    see also J.M. DRAMA ALUMNI

REGO, ANTONIO see CB WATCO

REGULA, ELSIE see CB KW

REHABILITATION INDUSTRIES see ABILITY CENTRE

REHKOPF, MIKE see CB KW

Reiber, Marie see CB WATCO

Reibling, Mrs. John see CB WATCO

Reibling, Ray see CB WATCO

Reichard, Stewart see CB WATCO

Reichards Dry Goods

Reichert, Allan W. see CB KW

Reichert, Laverne (Red) see CB KW

Reick, Fred see CB WATCO

Reick, Johnny see CB KW
REID CANDY & NUT SHOP

REID GROUP see BUS ENT KIT

REID, BERNICE see CB WATCO

REID, BOB & LINDA see CB WATCO

REID, BRIAN SHEPPARD see CB KW

REID, BURNELL (BERNIE) see CB KW

REID, CLARA GLADYS see CB KW

REID, CLARENCE SIDMORE see CB KW

REID, DONNA see CB KW

REID, ETHEL see CB WATCO

REID, HANNAH see CB KW

REID, J. HOWARD see CB WATCO

REID, JAMES E. (Tech Salesman) see CB KW

REID, JAMES see CB KW

REID, JESSIE see CB WATCO

REID, JIM see CB KW

REID, JIM see CB WATCO

REID, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO

REID, NORM see CB KW

REID, ORIN see CB KW

REID, RAYMOND see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

REID, RONALD see CB WATCO
REID, WALTER see CB WATCO
REIDEL, EDGAR see CB KW
REIDEL, GERRY see CB KW
REIDEL, JANA see CB KW
REIDEL, JOHN see CB WATCO
REIDEL, JOSEPH LEO see CB KW
REIDEL, JUDY see CB KW
REIDEL, MOE (MURRAY) see CB KW
REIER, BRUCE see CB KW
REIER, HEATHER see CB KW
REIER, LAURA (NEE FRICKEY) see CB KW
REILLY CLOCK & WOODWORKS see BUS ENT KIT
REILLY, JAMES E.
REILLY, JIM see CB KW
REILLY, PARK MCKNIGHT see CB KW
REILLY, ROBERT see JUDGES
REIMER UPHOLSTERY see BUS ENT KIT
REIMER, GERTRUDE see CB KW
REIMER, JAMES see CB-KW
REIMER, JOHN
REINER FAMILY see CB WATCO
REINER, DAVID see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
REINER, JACOB see CB WATCO
REINER, JOHN GEORGE see CB WATCO

REINHARDT FAMILY (OR REINHART) see CB WATCO

REINHARDT, A.J. see CB KW

REINHARDT, ALBERT see CB KW

REINHARDT, (DR.) DAVID JOHN see CB KW

REINHARDT, DONALD see CB KW

REINHARDT, KEITH see CB KW

REINHARDT, LEO J. see CB KW

REINHARDT, LILLIAN (nee BROWN; Mrs. Jerome) see CB KW

REINHARDT, MARY ERNA see CB KW

REINHARDT, MARY JANE (WIFE OF DOUGLAS & DAUGHTER OF WELLINGTON SMITH) see CB KW

REINHARDT, MARY JANE (WIFE OF DOUGLAS & DAUGHTER OF WELLINGTON SMITH) see CB KW

REINHART, EDGAR see CB KW

REINHART, PAUL see CB KW

REINHART, SHEILA (DIAMOND) (O'FARRELL) see CB KW

REINHART, SIMON see CB WATCO

REIS CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW

REISER, LINDA see CB KW

REIST FAMILY see CB WATCO

REIST, AGNES see CB WATCO

REIST, CARL see CB KW

REIST, EDGAR see CB KW

REIST, ELGIN see CB WATCO
REIST, ELIZABETH PEARL see CB WATCO
REIST, JAMES HARVEY (BARNEY) see CB WATCO
REIST, LES see CB KW
REIST, RUTH see CB WATCO
REIST'S WELDING see BUS ENT RMW
REITENBACH, PHILIP & TILLIE see CB WATCO
REITMAN’S see STORES KIT
REITZ, TOM see DOON HERITAGE CROSSROADS
REITZEL BROS. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
REITZEL HEATING see BUS ENT WAT
REITZEL RENTALS see STORES WAT
REITZEL, AUDREY see CB KW
REITZEL, CLEMENS see CB KW
REITZEL, EUGENE see CB KW
REITZEL, JOSEPH M. see CB KW
REITZEL, LILLIAN (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE WEISS see CB KW
REITZEL, LOU see CB KW
REITZEL, LUDGER see CB KW
REITZEL, MICHAEL see CB KW
REITZEL, NEIL JR. see CB KW
REITZEL, NEIL see CB KW
REITZEL, PATRICK see CB KW
REITZEL, RAPHAEL see CB KW

REIVER, LINDA see CB KW

REJEANNES BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

REJUVENATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

REKTOR, ANNE ROSE (WIFE OF EMIL) NEE BOLITSKY see CB KW

REKTOR, EMIL see CB KW

RELATIONSHIPS ANONYMOUS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

RELAX & ENJOY PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

RELAX HOTEL

RELIGIOUS GROUPS - KW

  see also CHURCHES - KITCHENER

  see also CHURCHES - WATERLOO

  see also MARCH FOR JESUS

  see also names of specific religions

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS see QUAKERS

RELLINGER, HELEN (WIFE OF WILFRED) NEE CHRIS see CB KW

RELMECH MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

RELOCATION SUPPLIES & SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

RELYEA, JOYCE see CB KW

RE/MAX

REMEMBRANCE DAY

REMNANT, IRENE see CB WATCO
REMNANT, LINDSAY see CB WATCO

REMOLE, JOAN see CB KW

REMOTE CONTROL RACING CENTRE see STORES KIT

REMPEL, C.J. see CB KW

REMPEL, DAVID G. see CB WATCO

REMPEL, GARRY LLEWELLYN see CB KW

REMPEL, HELEN see CB KW

REMPEL, HENRY see CB KW

REMPEL, PAUL see CB KW

REMPEL, ROB see CB KW

REMPEL, RUDY see CB KW

RENAISSANCE (CONDOMINIUM)

RENAISSANCE SINGERS

RENAUD, WILLIAM E. see CB KW

RENAUD, WILLIAM P. see CB KW

RENAULT, JEANNE see CB WATCO

RENDELL, EMILY JANE see CB KW

RENEW IT see BUS ENT KIT

RENIISON COLLEGE

RENNA, PAUL JR. see CB WATCO

RENNER, ANDREW see CB WATCO

RENNER, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
RENNER, WILFRID LOUIS see CB WATCO

RENNICK, BLAYNE

RENNICK, DERON see CB WATCO

RENNIE, GEORGE see CB KW

RENNIE, ISABEL (CHICK) see CB KW

RENNIE, JOAN see CB KW

RENNIE, JOHN see CB KW

RENNIE, ROB see BOWLING

RENON, ENNIO see CB KW

see also ENNIO’S see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RENOWN CABINET SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

RENT - LAWS AND REGULATIONS - KW & DISTRICT

RENT BANK see LUTHERWOOD CODA

RENT-A-COOK see BUS ENT RMW

RENTAL HOUSING – KITCHENER

see also KITCHENER LANDLORD TENANT ADVISORY BUREAU

RENTAL HOUSING - RMW

RENTAL HOUSING – WATERLOO

RENT-A-SON see BUS ENT KIT

RENT-A-WRECK see BUS ENT WAT

RENWICK FAMILY

RENWICK, DONALD J. see CB WATCO
RENWICK, GORD see CB WATCO

RENWICK, LORETTA BELL PARKER (Mrs. Dr. W.H.) see CB WATCO

REPKE, RON see CB KW

REPKE, WALTER see CB KW

REPLAYS see STORES KIT

REPLICAS IN MINIATURE (RIM) see BUS ENT WAT

REQUIRELESS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

RE-RUN SPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

RESCUERS see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY – RMW

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT & MANUFACTURING CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

RESEARCH IN MOTION (RIM)

see also LAZARIDIS, MIKE

see also RIM PARK

RESIDENTIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROJECT (REEP) see ENERGY CONSERVATION

RESOURCE PRINT & PACKAGING see BUS ENT KIT

RESPITE CARE see COMMUNITY CARE ACCESS CENTRE OF WATERLOO REGION

REST (RELAXATION STRESS THERAPY) see BUS ENT KIT

RESTAGNO, LINDSAY see CB KW

RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT - A-Z

RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT - GENERAL

RESTLESS SENIORS see SENIOR CITIZENS – RMW - RECREATION

RESTORE STORE
RE-STRUCTION STORE see STORES WAT
RESURFACE CORP. see BUS ENT RMW
RESURRECTION CATHOLIC SECONDARY SCHOOL
  see also ST. JEROME'S HIGH SCHOOL
RESURRECTION COLLEGE
RETAMALES, MAITE see CB KW
RETCO RUBBER
RETTINGER, WILF see CB WATCO
RETTINGER'S BUILDING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT RMW
REUEL, MILTON see CB KW
REUTER, ALLAN
REUTER, PHYLLIS see REUTER, ALLAN
REUTER-STOKES CANADA LTD.
REVENUE CANADA - KITCHENER OFFICE
REVIEW OF REGIONAL GOVERNMENT - RMW
REVIVAL VINTAGE CLOTHING & FURNITURE see BUS ENT WAT
REVOLUTION GYMNASTICS & SPORTS CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT
REVOLUTION see FLYING DOG in BUS ENT WAT
REVSCAN SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT INC. see BUS ENT WAT
REVY HOME CENTRE see STORES KIT
REWARD SHOE STORE see STORES KIT
REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC. (includes medals for bravery)
REYES, ANGELICA see CB KW
REYES, FRANCISCO E. see CB KW
REYNOLDS, BILLY see CB WATCO
REYNOLDS, JACK see CB KW
REYNOLDS, MARGARET (WIFE OF FRANK) NEE MCNEIL see CB KW
REYNOLDS, PETER, see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM D. see CB KW
RHINDRESS, GARRY
RHOAN, STERLING see TRACK ATHLETICS
RHODES, CARL C. see CB WATCO
RHODES, EDWARD see CB KW
RHODES, JACK see CB WATCO
RHODES, ROSS L. see CB KW
RHODES, RUSSELL W. LAWRENCE see CB KW
RICE, EDGAR see CB WATCO
RICE, SIDNEY JOHN “SID” see CB WATCO
RICH TREAD FLOORING LTD. see STORES WAT
RICH, EDWARD F. see CB KW
RICH, JANET (WIFE OF BRUCE) NEE KIESWETTER see CB KW
RICHARD & CO. MEN'S STORE see STORES WAT
RICHARD, JACQUELINE see CB KW
RICHARD, PAUL see CB WATCO
RICHARDS, ALFRED see CB WATCO
RICHARDS, BRUCE see CB WATCO
RICHARDS, GENEVIEVE HALLEY see CB KW
RICHARDS, JANICE DOREEN (MACDONALD) see CB KW
RICHARDS, LINDA see CB KW
RICHARDS, W.R. (LARRY) see CB KW
RICHARDS-DULLING, CODY see CB KW
RICHARDSON GREENSHIELDS OF CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
RICHARDSON SECURITIES OF CANADA see BUS ENT KIT
RICHARDSON, A. WILBERT see CB KW
RICHARDSON, ALFRED THOMAS see CB WATCO
RICHARDSON, ANTHONY see CB KW
RICHARDSON, BEATRICE see CB WATCO
RICHARDSON, GERTRUDE see CB WATCO
RICHARDSON, JACK see CB KW
RICHARDSON, JOHN
RICHARDSON, LOWANA see CB WATCO
RICHARDSON, MANDY see CB WATCO
RICHARDSON, ROBERT J. see CB KW
RICHARDSON, WILLARD see CB WATCO
RICHER, LOUISE see CB KW
RICHER, PHILLIP see CB WATCO
RICH-LYN FRIES see BUS ENT RMW
RICHMER SALES see BUS ENT KIT
RICHMOND FURS see STORES KIT
RICHMOND, DON see CB KW
RICH'S SHOE STORE see STORES KIT
RICHTERMEIR, EDO see CB KW
RICKARD, CEC see CB WATCO
RICKERT, JEAN see CB WATCO
RICKERT, WESLEY see ARTISTS – KW
RICKERT-HALL, JOANNA see BLACKS-RMW
RIDD, KAREN see CB KW
RIDDLELL, FLORENCE see CB WATCO
RIDDELL'S FOOD FOR YOU see STORES KIT
RIDDIOUGH, NORMAN see CB KW
RIDE EXCHANGE INC. see BUS ENT KIT
RIDER, ALF see CB WATCO
RIDGEHILL FORD see BUS ENT RMW
RIDING LIFE see BUS ENT RMW
RIDLEY, DANIEL JAMES see CB KW
RIDSDALE STEEL FABRICATORS see BUS ENT RMW
RIDSDALE, CLARE see CB WATCO
RIDSDALE, DAVE see CB WATCO
RIDSDALE, DOUG see CB WATCO
RIECK, HAROLD see CB KW
RIECK, Mr. & Mrs. OSCAR see CB KW
RIEDEL, GEORGIA see CB KW
RIEDER, CARL see CB KW
RIEDER, CHRISTOPHER ALLAN see CB KW
RIEDER, EDWARD ANTHES see CB KW
RIEDER, ELMER see CB KW
RIEDER, H. PAUL see CB KW
RIEDER, HYMMEN & LOBBAN INC., ARCHITECTS see BUS ENT KIT
RIEDER, JAMES see CB KW
RIEDER, JANET see CB KW
RIEDER, MARGARET “MARG” E. see CB KW
RIEDER, PAUL see CB KW
RIEDER, PETER see CB KW
RIEDER, SALLY see CB KW
RIEDER, TALMON HENRY see CB KW
RIEDSTRA, LUTZEN see CB WATCO
RIEDSTRA, MARIA & RICHARD see CB WATCO
RIEHL LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW
RIEHL, MARGARET NEE HAILER see CB KW
RIEHL, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW
RIEL, LOUIS see NORMAN BOLTON in CB KW
RIENER, EARL see CB KW
RIEPERT DRUG CO. LTD. see STORES KIT
RIEPERT PHOTOGRAPHY see BUS ENT RMW
RIEPERT SALT AND SUPPLIES see BUS ENT KIT
RIEPERT, KATHLEEN NEE FRICKEY see CB KW
RIEPERT, LOUISE NEE OTTERBEIN see CB KW
RIER, SHELDON see CB WATCO
RIESHA, HENRY see CB KW
RIESTRA, RICHARD see CB KW
RIFE, ALEX see CB WATCO
RIFE, ARNOLD see CB WATCO
RIFE, DAVID (Jr.) see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE
RIFE, DAVID (Sr.) see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE
RIFE, JESSIE see CB WATCO
RIFE, OPHELIA see CB WATCO
ALAN RIGBY HOUSE OF FURNITURE see STORES WAT
RIGBY, JOHN FRANCIS see CB KW
RIGGS, SHAWN see ATHLETES - KW (L-Z)
RIGHT HOUSE, THE
RIGMIL INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
RILEY, CATHY see CB KW
RILEY, IVAN see CB WATCO

RILEY, MARCUS see CB WATCO

RILEY-MEGGS INDUSTRIES

RIM PARK 1999-2000; 2001; 2002; 2003, 2004-

RIMAR, STEVE see BUS ENT KIT

RIMAR, STEVE see BUS ENT KIT

RIMMER, LYN see CB KW

RINALDI, ANTONIO see CB KW

RINGETTE

RINGLE, ELMER see CB KW

RINGWALD, ED see CB KW

RINK IN THE PARK, WATERLOO

RINKS see SKATING

RINTCHE, NICK see CB KW

RIORDAN BOARD ZONE see STORES WAT

RIORDAN'S SPORTS

W. RISTAU CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT

RISTAU, HAROLD see CB KW

RISTAU, MAGGI see CB KW

RITA'S EATERY see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RITA'S FLOWER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

RITCHIE BUTTON CO. see BUS ENT KIT
RITCHIE, DOROTHY (WIFE OF THOMAS) NEE LINCOLN see CB KW

RITCHIE, ELMA K. see CB WATCO

RITCHIE, ERNEST G. see CB KW

RITCHIE'S FOOD MARKET

RITTENHOUSE, SAM see CB KW

RITTER FAMILY REUNION see CB WATCO

RITTER, CARL see CB KW

RITTER, PHILIP see CB KW

RITTINGER, EMMA see CB KW

RITTINGER, FREDERICK see CB KW

RITTINGER, HERMAN see CB KW

RITTINGER, JOHN A. see CB KW

RITTINGER, NELLIE see CB KW

RITTINGER, WILLIAM see CB KW

RITZ ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW

RITZ MUSIC STORE see STORES KIT

RITZ PHARMACY see STORES KIT

RITZ PRINTING see BUS ENT RMW

RITZ, ARNO W. see CB KW

RITZ, BETTY see CB WATCO

RITZ, CARL F. see CB KW

RITZ, DICK
RITZ, ELENA see CB WATCO

RITZ, EMIL O. see CB KW

RITZ, ERNIE

RITZ, LORNE see CB WATCO

RITZ, LOUISE

RITZER, ALLEN see CB KW

RITZER, LORRAINE (WIFE OF CLAUDE H. MUSSELMAN) see CB KW

RIVER EDGE GOLF COURSE see GOLF COURSES

RIVER RENDEVOUS see GRCA – RMW

RIVER WATCH GRAND RIVER see GRCA 1997-

RIVERA, MYRTA see CB KW

RIVERBANK SCHOOL see SCHOOLS – RMW

RIVERBANK STEAK HOUSE

RIVERBEND PLACE

RIVERBEND PRESCHOOL see PRESCHOOLS RMW (A-Z)

RIVERFEST

RIVERS, CORINNE see CB WATCO

RIVERSIDE BRASS, NEW HAMBURG

RIVERSIDE FLOWERS see BUS ENT RMW

RIVERSIDE PARK, PRESTON

RIVERSIDE SCHOOL, ELMIRA

RIVERSIDE SILK MILLS see BUS ENT RMW

RIVERVIEW COUNTRY CRAFTS see STORES CAM
RIVERWALK (CONDOMINIUM)

RIVERWORKS ARTS & TOURISM see TOURIST TRADE KW 1995-

RIVERWORKS PARK see BUS ENT RMW

RIVERWORKS see BUS ENT RMW

RIVET, DON see CB WATCO

RIVIERA, MYRTA see KW MULTICULTURAL CENTRE

ROADCRAFT INC. see BUS ENT RMW

ROADRUNNER DELIVERY see BUS ENT RMW

ROADS - NORTH DUMFRIES

ROADS - RMW

ROADS - WELLESLEY

ROADS - WILMOT

ROADS – WOOLWICH

ROAMIN’ HOLIDAY see BUS ENT RMW

ROB ESPOSITO AUTO SALES see BUS ENT RMW

ROB’S IN-HOME FURNITURE REPAIR see BUS ENT RMW

ROBB, JOHN see CB KW

ROBB, MELVIN J. see CB WATCO

S.W. ROBB CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

ROBBINS, DOROTHY E. see CB KW

ROBERT CALDWELL CAPITAL see CALDWELL CAPITAL CORP.

ROBERT COTES AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW
ROBERT G. MAY CO. see BUS ENT KIT

ROBERT, RENE see CB KW

ROBERTS, AIME see CB KW

ROBERTS, ANN see CB KW

ROBERTS, DONALD A.

ROBERTS, GEORGE W. see CB KW

ROBERTS, JIM & ANDREA see CB WATCO

ROBERTS, JOHN W. see CB KW

ROBERTS, KEN see CB KW

ROBERTS, LANCE see CB KW

ROBERTS, MICHAEL see CB KW

ROBERTS, R. GWILYM see CB KW

ROBERTS, Reverend FRED see CB KW

ROBERTSON BROWN HEALTH SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

ROBERTSON, BEVERLIE see CB KW

ROBERTSON, BOB see CITY HALL – WATERLOO – CITY ADMINISTRATOR – BOB ROBERTSON

ROBERTSON, CAMPBELL see CANCER-INDIVIDUALS

ROBERTSON, DARCY see CB WATCO

ROBERTSON, DEWEY see WRESTLING

ROBERTSON, E.A. (NED) see CB KW

ROBERTSON, HERTHA NEE EISFELD see CB KW

ROBERTSON, HOWARD see CB KW
ROBERTSON, JACK see CB WATCO

ROBERTSON, JAMES F. see CB KW

ROBERTSON, JOHN

ROBERTSON, MILDRED see CB KW

ROBERTSON, WILLIAM A. see CB KW

ROBICHAUD, MICHAEL

ROBIN IN THE HOOD FESTIVAL see ELMIRA, ONTARIO

ROBIN'S NEST see BUS ENT RMW

ROBINSON, BOB see CB WATCO

ROBINSON, CHRIS

ROBINSON, DORIS GRACE see CB KW

ROBINSON, Dr. T.M. see CB WATCO

ROBINSON, HEATHER see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

ROBINSON, JIM see WATER SUPPLY CONSERVATION

ROBINSON, KENNETH

ROBINSON, LORNE see CB WATCO

ROBINSON, ROBERT see CB KW

ROBINSON, RUSSELL see CB KW

ROBINSON, WALTER ROBBIE see CB KW

ROBINSON, WILLIAM J. "BILL" see CB KW

ROBINSON, WILLIAM WALLACE see CB KW

ROBINSON'S DEPARTMENT STORE
ROBLIN, LEANDER see CB KW
ROBSON FAMILY see CB WATCO
ROBSON-LANG TANNERY CO. LTD.
ROCHEL, MISS LINDA EMMA see CB KW
ROCK 24 see BUS ENT RMW
ROCK BREWERY, PRESTON see PRESTON CENTENNIAL, 1999
ROCK CLIMBING
ROCK GROUPS - STRANGE DAYS
ROCK GROUPS - THE RHINOS
ROCK GROUPS - WAR WAGON (includes FINNIGAN’S TONGUE)
ROCK MUSIC
ROCK THE MILL
ROCK, RUTH (HOWARD) see CB KW
ROCKEL, AGNES (WIFE OF JOHN C.) NEE SHOEMAKER see CB KW
ROCKEL, PAUL see CB KW
ROCKET TRAILERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
ROCKHEDZ see STORES CAM
ROCKING ’D’S WHEELING LINES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
ROCKING HORSE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
ROCKINGHORSE BAR & GRILL
ROCKWAY (NEIGHBOURHOOD) see NEIGHBOURHOODS – KITCHENER
ROCKWAY GARDENS
ROCKWAY GARDENS SENIOR CITIZENS CENTRE

see also SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - RECREATION

ROCKWAY GOLF CLUB

see also GOLF - KW

ROCKWAY MENNONITE CHURCH, KITCHENER

ROCKWAY MENNONITE SCHOOL

ROCKWAY MENNONITE SCHOOL THRIFT SHOP see STORES KIT

ROCKWAY PUBLIC SCHOOL

ROCKWAY RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

ROCKWELL AUTOMATION CANADA INC. see ALLEN BRADLEY CANADA INC.

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

ROCKWELL PLASTICS see BUS ENT RMW

RODGER, HANNAH see CB WATCO

RODIN COMMUNICATIONS CORP see BUS ENT KIT

ROE, BERT J. see CB KW

ROE, JOHN R. see CB KW

ROE, MARY IRMA (GRAHAM) see CB KW

ROE, PETER see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

ROECK, JACOB see CB KW

ROEDDING, DONALD see CB WATCO

ROEDDING, RETA see CB KW

ROEDDING, WILFRED W. see CB KW
ROEDER, MIKE see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

ROEDER, VICKIE see CB WATCO

ROES, CHARLIE see CB KW

ROES, MARION see CB KW

see also FUNERALS

ROEVER, CHRISTINE see CB KW

ROGEL, FRANK see CB KW

ROGER, BEVERLY see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

ROGERS CABLE

ROGERS CANTEL MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ROGERS, ADREAN see CB KW

ROGERS, BERT (MRS.) NEE HAZEL BROWN see CB KW

ROGERS, DOUG see CB KW

F.W. ROGERS ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT KIT

ROGERS, HUGH A. see CB KW

ROGERS, LIZ see CB KW

ROGERS, MARGARET ROBERTSON see CB KW

ROGERS, PRISCILLA (WIFE OF WILLIAM) see CB KW

ROHR, CLINT see WOOLWICH COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

ROI CHOCOLATES see BUS ENT KIT

ROI, ANNE see CB WATCO

ROKEBY-THOMAS, ANNA E. & HOWARD R.
ROLA, EDDIE see CB WATCO

ROLLER SKATING

see also SKATING

ROLLING ACRES CIDER MILL see BUS ENT RMW

ROLLO, RON see CB KW

ROLLS, VIOLET see CB WATCO

ROLMASTER CONVEYORS see BUS ENT WAT

ROLPH, CHARLES “CHARLIE” see CB KW

see also POLLINGTON, DOUG

ROM’S PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

ROMA THEATRE see THEATRES

ROMAHN, WERNER H. see CB WATCO

ROMAN COMPUTERS see BUS ENT RMW

ROMANIU, OLIVER see CB KW

ROMBOUGH, WILLIAM see CB KW

ROMEO HAIR STYLISTS

ROMPH FAMILY see CB KW

RON DAY’S FAMILY ACADEMY OF SELF-DEFENCE & FITNESS see BUS ENT RMW

RONA CASHWAY BUILDING CENTRES

RONNENBERG, ERNIE see CB KW

RONNIE’S DINER see BUS ENT RMW

RONNO PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT KIT
RON'S LOCKSMITHS see BUS ENT KIT
RONZIO, BARBARA see BUS ENT KIT
ROOD, LOTTIE see CB KW
ROOF (REACHING OUR OUTDOOR FRIENDS)
ROOFMASTERS CONTRACTING see BUS ENT KIT
ROOKE, CARL see CB KW
ROOKE, TOM see CB WATCO
ROOM FOR TWO see STORES WAT
ROONEY (WIFE OF FRANK) NEE COCHRANE see CB KW
ROOFS FAMILY
ROOS MANUFACTURING INC. see BUS ENT KIT
ROOS PHARMACY see BUS ENT KIT
ROOS, ALBERT J. see CB KW
ROOS, LEN & CHARLIE see CB WATCO
ROOT, KEN see CB WATCO
ROOTS & SHOOTS see STORES WAT
ROOTS CANADA see STORES KIT
ROOTS TO BLOOMS see BUS ENT RMW
ROOYAKKERS, PETER see CB KW
ROPE, DON
ROPER, WAYNE & NORMA see CB WATCO
ROPPE, MILDRED see CB WATCO
ROPP'S PRO HARDWARE see **BUS ENT RMW**

ROSCHMAN & BOWMAN see **BUTTONS**

ROSCHMAN, SAMUEL see **CB KW**

ROSE AND CROWN see **BUS ENT RMW**

ROSE CUSTOM BOOT see **BUS ENT RMW**

ROSE, CATHERINE see **CB WATCO**

ROSE, FRANK see **CB KW**

ROSE, LAURA see **MUSIC INDIVIDUALS**

ROSE, MEL see **CB WATCO**

ROSE, Sister M. see **CB WATCO**

ROSE, STEFAN see **CB KW**

ROSE, TIM see **CB WATCO**

ROSEBANK, see **WILMOT TOWNSHIP, HISTORY**

ROSEBRUGH, H. BENNETT (BEN) see **CB WATCO**

ROSEBRUGH, PATRICIA see **CB WATCO**

ROSEGLEN WEIGHTLOSS AND WELLNESS see **BUS ENT WAT**

ROSEKAT, DAVID see **CB KW**

ROSEKELLY, WENDY ANN see **CB KW**

ROSEMAN, DAVID see **CB KW**

**ROSEMOUNT PUBLIC SCHOOL**

ROSEMOUNT VILLAGE MARKET see **STORES KIT**

ROSENBERG, ABRAHAM I. (AL) see **CB KW**
ROSENBERG, ALYSE see CB KW

ROSENBERG, MORLEY

ROSENBERGER, CLARENCE see CB WATCO

ROSENBERGER, IDA see CB WATCO

ROSENSWEIG, PHILIP

ROSENWEIG, AVRUM see CB KW

ROSES (REACHING OUT SEEKING & ENCOURAGING SUPPORT) see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ROSEVILLE UNITED BRETHEN CHURCH see ROSEVILLE, ONTARIO

ROSEVILLE, ONTARIO

ROSEWOOD CAFE

ROSIEN, JULLIA see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

ROSS DIXON FINANCIAL SERVICES

ROSS HARTTRICK CO. LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

ROSS KLOPP CLOTHING STORES see STORES WAT

ROSS MINER CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT WAT

ROSS, ANNE see CB KW

ROSS, DAVID see CB WATCO

ROSS, Dr. JOHN see CB KW

ROSS, EDITH NEE CATTLEMOLE see CB KW

ROSS, GAIL see CB WATCO

ROSS, HARRIET (WIFE OF ROBERT CHEYNE) see CB KW

ROSS, HENNING see CB WATCO
ROSS, JOANNE see CB KW
ROSS, JOY see CB KW
ROSS, MACKENZIE see CB WATCO
ROSS, MICHAEL see CB KW
ROSS, ROBERT C. see CB KW
ROSS, VERONICA
ROSSDEUTSCHER, HARRY see CB WATCO
ROSSLYN GROVE see BUS ENT RMW
ROTARY CLUB OF PRESTON – HESPELER see ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
  see also YOUTH - EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
  see also KW ROTARY CHILDREN’S CENTRE
ROTH FAMILY
ROTH, AILEEN ELIZABETH (BETTY) see CB WATCO
ROTH, ALVIN & MADELINE see CB WATCO
ROTH, BARBARA see CB WATCO
ROTH, CAROLYN see CB KW
ROTH, CINDY see CB WATCO
ROTH, CURTIS see CB WATCO
ROTH, ERNEST (ERIK) JEWELLER see STORES CAM
ROTH, ERNEST (ERIK) JEWELLER see STORES CAM
ROTH, FLORENCE see CB WATCO
ROTH, JACOB see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, JAMES RONALD see **CB KW**

ROTH, JIMMY see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, JOHN HENRY see **CB KW**

ROTH, JOYCE A. NEE RANNEY see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, LAVERN (ROTER) see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, LILY see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, LORRAINE see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, MARY see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, MICHAEL see **CB KW**

ROTH, MINNIE see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, PETER L. see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, RODNEY see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, ROY WALKER see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, RUDOLPH see **CB KW**

ROTH, STEVE see **CB KW**

ROTH, TIM see **ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)**

ROTH, WAYNE see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, WENDELL EUGENE see **CB WATCO**

ROTH, WILLIAM see **CB KW**

**ROTHAMMER, KARL**

**ROTHE, MICHAEL** see **HOLOCAUST - JEWISH 1939-1945**
ROTOR SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ROTO-STATIC see BUS ENT RMW

ROTTEVEEL’S BAKERY see STORES KIT

ROUBLE, MARY see CB KW

ROUGHLEY, DON see CB KW

ROUNDABOUTS see TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

ROUNDS, HERBERT see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

ROUSE MUSIC see STORES CAM

ROUSE, CALVIN J. see CB WATCO

ROUSE, GORDON see CB WATCO

ROUTE CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

ROUTHIER, DANIEL see CB KW

ROWAN, H. GWENDOLEN see CB KW

ROWDEN, AARON, ERIC & TIFFANY see CB KW

ROWE, LINDA see CB KW (with DASILVA, ORLANDO)

ROWE, TYLER see CB WATCO

ROWING

ROWSELL, LEANDER see CB WATCO

ROXTON FURNITURE LTD.

ROY, FLORA see CB KW

ROY, SANDY see CB WATCO

ROY’S GOOD OLDE DAYS PERSONAL HOME SHOPPING SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW
ROYACKERS, JOYCE MARY see CB KW

ROYAL ANTEDILUVIAN ORDER OF BUFFALOES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF CANADA see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ROYAL BAGEL SHOP see STORES KIT

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR CADETS

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE - WING 404

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY CADETS see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA

ROYAL CANADIAN FUSILIERS OF CANADA see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION (includes all branches in region)

see also CEMETERIES – KITCHENER

see also WORLD WAR - 1939-1945 - KW

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE – KITCHENER

ROYAL DRESSED MEATS see BUS ENT KIT

ROYAL GAMEBIRDS LTD., NEW DUNDEE see BUS ENT RMW

ROYAL HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA

ROYAL HOTEL see BUS ENT RMW

ROYAL LEPAGE CROWN REALTY

ROYAL METAL see CROYDON FURNITURE in BUS ENT RMW

ROYAL SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCE SOCIETY

ROYAL TOUCH CHIMNEY SWEEPS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
ROYAL TRUST

ROYAL VISIT - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

ROYCE CARBIDE see BUS ENT RMW

ROYCOL MACHINERY LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

ROYLCO see BUS ENT WAT

ROYLE CARBIDE see BUS ENT RMW

ROZELL, ARTHUR WARD see CB KW

RSS SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT WAT

RUBBER RAILWAY CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

RUBENFELD SYNERGY METHOD see BUS ENT RMW

RUBIE, GARY see CB KW

RUBY, (WIFE OF ALBERT E.) NEE DUNN see CB KW

RUBY, AGNES (WIFE OF ABIHU) NEE HENDRY see CB KW

RUBY, ANNIE MAY (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE HENDRY see CB KW

RUBY, CHARLES see CB KW

RUBY, IRENE FRETZ see CB KW

RUBY, JENNIFER LYNN see CB WATCO

RUBY, LEN see CB KW

RUBY, MILDRED (DAUGHTER OF CHARLES) see CB KW

RUBY, VIOLET see CB WATCO

RUCK, ELSA JAYNE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL

 RUDDY, JON see CB KW
RUDE NATIVE see RESTAURANTS -KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RUDEL, KLAUS see BUS ENT KIT

RUDELL, ALBERT EDWARD (A.E.) see DENTISTS

RUDNEY, EDWARD see CB KW

RUDON'S AUTOBODY SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

RUDOW, ANN see CB KW

RUDOW, ARTHUR see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

RUDOW, BERTHA see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

RUDOW, BONNIE see CB KW

RUDOW, EMMA see CB WATCO

RUDOW, WELDON see CB WATCO

RUDOW, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

RUDOW’S AUTO BODY

RUDRUM, LES see CB KW

RUDY, DAVID see CB WATCO

RUDY, GEORGE see CB WATCO

RUDY, MARILYN see CB WATCO

RUDY, NORMA & DAVID

RUDY’S MACHINE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

RUEFFER, CONRAD see CB KW

RUEFFER, FREDERICK D. see CB KW

RUEFFER, KENNETH see CB KW
RUEFFER, PETER see CB KW

RUEFFER, WILLIAM A. see CB KW

RUEFFER’S MEAT MARKET see STORES KIT

RUEHL, EDMUND (ED) H. see CB KW

RUETZ, PEARCE JAMES see CB KW

RUETZ, Reverend Father FRANCIS see CB KW

RUFFLED ELEGANCE

RUFFOLO, JOHN

RUG RIOT see BUS ENT WAT

RUGBY

RUGE MANUFACTURING & CONSULTING see BUS ENT WAT

RUGE, ALEX see CB KW

RUGE, WALTER see CB KW

RUGGLE GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW

RUGGLES, MABEL see CB WATCO

RUHLMAN, GEORGE see CB KW

RUHLMAN, VERA (WIFE OF CHARLES) NEE PHILIP see CB KW

RUKO EQUIPMENT & MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

RULLER, CHARLES & GLADYS see CB WATCO

RUMFORD GARDENER, THE see BUS ENT RMW

RUMMELHARDT SCHOOL see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO

RUMPEL FAMILY
RUMPEL FELT COMP. LTD.

RUMPEL SLIPPER see BUS ENT RMW

RUMPEL, DAVID see CB KW

RUMPEL, GEORGE see CB KW

RUMPEL, JOHN see CB KW

RUMPEL, OSCAR see CB KW

RUMPEL, WALTER see CB KW

RUNDLE, EMILY see CB WATCO

RUNGE, EILEEN see CB KW

RUNKE, EDWARD see CB KW

RUNNING (includes Waterloo 10K Classic)

see also TRACK ATHLETICS

RUNSTEDLER, MARGARET NEE COULTER see CB WATCO

RUNSTEDLER, RITA see CB WATCO

RUNSTEDTLER, JOSEPH see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

RUPPEL FAMILY see CB WATCO

RUPPEL INSURANCE AGENCY see BUS ENT RWM

see also ELMIRA – HISTORY - BUILDINGS

RUPPEL, C. DOUGLAS see CB KW

RUPPEL, CLAIRE W. (TIM) see CB WATCO

RUPPEL, DORIS see CB KW

RUPPEL, DOROTHY see CB KW

RUPPEL, EARL HERBERT “CHUBBY” see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – KW
RUPPEL, EDWARD see CB KW

RUPPEL, HAROLD O. see CB WATCO
RUPPEL, KENNETH G. see CB KW

RUPPEL, LORNA (WIFE OF H.W.) NEE MACINTOSH see CB KW

RUPPELL, MURRAY & MARGARET see CB WATCO

RURAL CARRIAGE SUPPLIES INC.

RURAL SHOE+ REPAIR see BUS ENT RMW

RURAL WOMEN WORKING FOR WOMEN see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

RUSH, EBY see CB KW

RUSHES see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

RUSHTON, CHARLES H. see CB KW

RUSHTON, FRANK see CB WATCO

RUSS ERB'S GARAGE see BUS ENT WAT

RUSS, BILL see CB WATCO

RUSSELL A. FARROW LTD.

RUSSELL AUTO SERVICES INC. see BUS ENT RMW

RUSSELL CIGAR FACTORY see BUS ENT KIT

RUSSELL DIAMONDS see BUS ENT RMW

RUSSELL KNITTING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

RUSSELL, CHARLES ARDEN see CB WATCO

RUSSELL, DAVE see CB KW

RUSSELL, DELBERT see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO FACULTY (A-Z)

RUSSELL, DOROTHY
RUSSELL, GORDON see CB KW
RUSSELL, ISABEL see CB KW
RUSSELL, J.C. see CB KW
RUSSELL, KELLY see CB WATCO
RUSSELL, LILLIAN (WIFE OF LUDWIG) NEE BROWN see CB KW
RUSSELL, MARY see CB WATCO
RUSSELL, PETER see CB KW
RUSSELL, RUTH see CB KW
RUSSO, PENNY see BUS ENT KIT
RUSSWURM, LANCE
RUSSWURM, LYNN see CB KW
RUSTON, MRS. HILDA
RUTH, ANTHONY see CB KW
RUTH, JEROME ANTHONY see CB KW
RUTHERFORD CONTROLS
RUTHERFORD, JOEL see MUSIC-INDIVIDUALS
RUTHERFORD, JOHN see CB KW
RUTHERFORD, THOMAS V. see CB KW
RUTHERFORD, WALTER D. see CB KW
RUTHIG, ISABEL see CB WATCO
RUTLEDGE, GARTH see CB WATCO
RUTTAN, MARG see CB WATCO
RUTTKOWSKI, MONIKA see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

RWANDA

RYAN, BRUCE see CB KW

RYAN, JEFFREY see FOOTBALL – KW - UNIVERSITY

RYAN, LLOYD see CB WATCO

RYAN, LLOYD see CB WATCO

RYAN, SEAN see CB WATCO

RYAN’S PET STORE see BUS ENT RMW

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

RYERSON PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

RYOBI CANADA see BUS ENT RMW
S

S & H FABRICATING

S & H PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING see BUS ENT KIT

S & S ROOFING see BUS ENT RMW

S & V TOWING see BUS ENT RMW

SAF DRIVE SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

SCT SALES OUTLET see BUS ENT RMW

S.G.S. PLASTICS RECYCLING INC.

SRE CONTROLS see BUS ENT WAT

S.S. 19 NORTH DUMFRIES (STONE SCHOOL) see SCHOOLS –RMW-A-Z

S-S TECHNOLOGIES HOLDINGS see BUS ENT KIT

SST (formerly S-S TECHNOLOGIES PRODUCTS DIVISION) see BUS ENT WAT

SST SYSTEMS CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

SAARKOPPEL, LANI

SAAV KITCHEN AND BATH CENTRE see STORES KIT

SABADOS, GABY see CB KW

SABATINE, FRED, see ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION

SABO, MICHAEL

SABOR see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT

SABOURIN, CHRISTINE see CB KW

SABOURING, SCOTT see COUNCIL - RMW

SABRY, GEHAN see CB KW
SACCOMANO, DEBBIE see CB WATCO

SACHAN, CONNIE see CB KW

SACHS, BRADLEY

SACRED HEART ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

see also PIETRASIK, REVEREND FATHER EUGENE see CB KW

SACRED HEART SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

SADDLERY HARDWARE see BUS ENT RMW

SADLER & CO. see BUS ENT RMW

SADLER, RON see BUS ENT WAT

SADLER, RON see SADLAR & CO. in BUS ENT RMW

SADOWSKY, NICHOLAS see CB KW

SAECHAO, KAO see CB KW

SAENGGERFESTS

SAFE & SOUND COMMUNITY see COMMUNITY SAFETY & CRIME PREVENTION COUNCIL

SAFETY EDUCATION - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

see also FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

SAFETY EDUCATION – WATERLOO, ONTARIO

SAFETY KLEEN CANADA INC.

SAFEWAY INVESTMENTS & CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT RMW

SAFEWAY SUPERMARKETS

SAGA SOFTWARE see BUS ENT RMW

SAGAN, MARC see CB KW
SAGINAW GOLF COURSE see GOLF COURSES

SAGINAW PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

SAHLI, WM. see STORES KIT

SAIKALEY FRANK (HAIRSTYLIST) see BUS ENT WAT

SAILING

ST. AGATHA

ST. AGATHA CHILDREN'S VILLAGE

ST. AGATHA SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. AGATHA SHRINE see SHRINE OF THE SORROWFUL MOTHER, ST. AGATHA

ST. AGNES ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH see CHURCHES – ROMAN CATHOLIC – WATERLOO – GENERAL

ST. AGNES SEPARATE SCHOOL, WATERLOO

ST. ALOYSIUS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. AMBROSE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. AMBROSE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. ANDREW'S DAY CARE

ST. ANDREW'S DRUM & BUGLE CORPS

ST. ANDREW'S HESPELER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

ST. ANDREW'S MEMORIAL ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. ANDREW'S PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. ANDREW'S PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. ANNE'S SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. ANNE'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER
ST. ANNE’S SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER
ST. ANTHONY DANIEL’S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER
ST. AUGUSTINE SEPARATE SCHOOL
ST. BENEDICT SECONDARY SCHOOL
ST. BERNADETTSE SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER
ST. BONIFACE SCHOOL, BRESLAU
ST. BONIFACE SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER
ST. BONIFACE SEPARATE SCHOOL, MARYHILL (see ST. BONIFACE SCHOOL, BRESLAU)
ST. BRIGID CATHOLIC SCHOOL, AYR
ST. CLAIR RADIO
ST. CLAIR, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
ST. CLEMENT SEPARATE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
ST. CLEMENTS
ST. CLEMENTS FOOD MARKET see BUS ENT RMW
ST. CLEMENTS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE
ST. CLEMENTS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, ST. CLEMENTS
ST. CLEMENTS SCHOOL
ST. CLEMENTS TRIM INC. see BUS ENT RMW
ST. COLUMBA ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
ST. COLUMBA’S ANGLICAN CHURCH, WATERLOO
ST. CYR, BOB see BUS ENT WAT
ST. DAVID’S SEPARATE HIGH SCHOOL
ST. DOMINIC SAVIO CATHOLIC SCHOOL
ST. ELIZABETH'S SEPARATE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER
ST. FRANCIS SCHOOL, KITCHENER
ST. FRANCIS SEPARATE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
ST. GEORGE'S ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER
ST. JACOBS - GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
ST. JACOBS - HISTORY
ST. JACOBS ABC see BUS ENT RMW
ST. JACOBS ANTIQUE MARKET
ST. JACOBS ARENA
ST. JACOBS ARTIFICIAL BREEDING COOPERATIVE
ST. JACOBS CANDY CO. see BUS ENT WAT
ST. JACOBS CANNING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
ST. JACOBS COUNTRY INN
ST. JACOBS COUNTRY PLAYHOUSE see THEATRE - RMW
ST. JACOBS COUNTRY WINES & CIDERY see BUS ENT RMW
ST. JACOBS CREAMERY see BUS ENT RMW
ST. JACOBS DAY CARE
ST. JACOBS FACTORY OUTLET MALL
ST. JACOBS FAMILY BIRTHING HOME

see also CRESSMAN, ELsie
see also MIDWIVES

ST. JACOBS FOOD COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

ST. JACOBS HEALTH CENTRE see WOOLWICH COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE

ST. JACOBS LIVERY see BUS ENT RMW

ST. JACOBS MENNONITE CHURCH

ST. JACOBS PRINTERY see BUS ENT RMW

ST. JACOBS PUBLIC LIBRARY

ST. JACOBS SCHOOL

ST. JACOBS SCHOOLHOUSE THEATRE

ST. JACOBS to 1989, 1990-1999, 2000-

ST. JACOBS VILLAGE PHARMACY see BUS ENT RMW

ST. JACOBS WINERY AND CIDERY see BUS ENT RMW

ST. JAMES ANGLICAN CHURCH, HAYSVILLE

ST. JAMES ANGLICAN CHURCH, HESPELER

ST. JAMES LUTHERAN CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. JAMES LUTHERAN CHURCH, NEW DUNDEE

ST. JAMES LUTHERAN CHURCH, ST. JACOBS

ST. JAMES ROSEMOUNT UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. JEROME’S COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE see ST. JEROME’S HIGH SCHOOL

ST. JEROME’S UNIVERSITY see ST. JEROME’S COLLEGE

ST. JEROME’S COLLEGE

ST. JEROME’S HIGH SCHOOL
see also SCHOOLS - SEPARATE - KITCHENER

ST. JOHN AMBULANCE

ST. JOHN’S MUSIC see WATERLOO MUSIC CO.

ST. JOHN'S ANGLICAN CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. JOHN'S ANGLICAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. JOHN'S KILMARNOCK

see also CHALMERS, JAMES in CB KW

ST. JOHN'S KITCHEN

ST. JOHN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, BAMBERG

ST. JOHN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, WATERLOO

ST. JOHN'S ON THE HILL UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. JOHN'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. JOSEPH'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. JUDE'S SCHOOL

ST. JULES, MATHIEU see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

ST. LEO SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. LEONARD'S SOCIETY

ST. LOUIS ADULT EDUCATION CENTRE

ST. LOUIS ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, WATERLOO

ST. LOUIS SEPARATE SCHOOL
ST. LOUIS, IDA ELSIE see CB KW

ST. LOUIS, ROLAND JOSEPH see CB KW

ST. LUKE CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ST. LUKE'S PLACE - THE TERRACE

ST. LUKE'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. LUKE'S PLACE see ST. LUKE'S UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. LUKE'S UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. MARGARET'S SCHOOL see ST. JOHN'S KILMARNOCK

ST. MARGARET'S SEPARATE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. MARIE, JIM see CB KW

ST. MARIE, LORRAINE see CB WATCO

ST. MARK'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. MARK'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. MARTIN, LORI see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL see ST. MARY'S ELEMENTARY SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. MARY'S ELEMENTARY SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. MARY'S HIGH SCHOOL


ST. MARY'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, HESPELER

ST. MARY'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. MARYS WOOD SPECIALITIES LTD. see COOPER CANADA
ST. MATTHEW'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. MICHAEL'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, WATERLOO

ST. MICHAEL'S SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. MONICA HOUSE

ST. NICHOLAS CATHOLIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

(ECOLE) ST. NOEL CHABANEL

ST. PATRICK SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. PATRICK SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. PATRICK'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, GALT

ST. PAUL SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. PAUL'S COLLEGE

ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, BRIDGEPORT

ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, ELMIRA

ST. PAUL'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER (HISTORIC ST. PAUL'S)

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

ST. PAUL'S UNITED CHURCH, PRESTON

ST. PETER SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

ST. PETER'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. PETER'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, PRESTON

ST. PHILIP'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. RAPHAEL'S NURSING HOME

ST. SOPHIA UKRAINIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH, WATERLOO
ST. STEPHEN'S LUTHERAN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. TERESA OF AVILA ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, ELMIRA

ST. TERESA SEPARATE SCHOOL, ELMIRA

ST. TERESA SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. TERESA'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. THERESE OF LISIEUX, RELICS see ST MARY'S ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. TIMOTHY'S EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH, KITCHENER see ST. TIMOTHY'S UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. TIMOTHY'S SEPARATE SCHOOL, KITCHENER

ST. TIMOTHY'S UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SEPARATE SCHOOL

ST. VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY see STORES CAM

ST. WILLBRORD COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION see BUS ENT WAT

SAKOS, DIMITRIOS (JAMES) see CB KW

SAKOS, KENNETH see CB KW

SAKURA ISLAND see RESTAURANT - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

SALHANEY, ROGER see JUDGES

SALI HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SALLANS EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT KIT

SALM, TESS see CB KW
SALMAN, MRS. ANDREW see CB WATCO

SALO, DON see CB KW

SALON SENSATIONS AESTHETICS see BUS ENT WAT

SALOON see BUS ENT KIT

SALT SUBSTITUTE POISONING see POTASSIUM CHLORIDE POISONING

SALTER, ALLISON see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

SALTER, Reverend DEAN see CB KW

SALTMAN, THE see BUS ENT RMW

SALTSMAN, DOROTHY see CB WATCO

SALTSMAN, MAX

SALTZBERRY, JOHN see CB WATCO

SALUS MARINE WEAR see BUS ENT WAT

SALVANESCHI, JEAN see CB KW

SALVATION ARMY - CAMBRIDGE (Includes material on the functioning of Eventide home as a nursing home, and the sale of its Buildings. Material on the fate of the buildings of the Eventide Home are in GALT HOSPITAL BUILDINGS.)

SALVATION ARMY - KW

SALWIERZ, ALEK see CB WATCO

SAM THE RECORD MAN see STORES WAT

SAM’S CLUB see STORES CAM

SAMCO RADIO & ELECTRONICS LTD. see STORES KIT

SAMPSON’S MILL OUTLET see BUS ENT RMW

SAMUELSON, WAYNE
SAND HILLS BOOKS INC.

SANDAKA INC. see BUS ENT KIT

SANDCLIFFE ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT

SANDEN MACHINE

SANDERS, BOB see CB WATCO

SANDERS, CONNIE

SANDERS, LAURA (WIFE OF ARTHUR) NEE CARNOCHAN see CB KW

SANDERS, MARIANNE see CB KW

SANDERSON MANAGEMENT INC. see BUS ENT KIT

SANDERSON, ANNA (WIFE OF J.R.) NEE MORLOCK see CB KW

SANDERSON, DAVE see CB WATCO

SANDERSON, DON (WINO-GRAM) see BUS ENT KIT

SANDERSON, FLO see CB WATCO

SANDERSON, MARIE see CB KW

SANDERSON, STEVE see CB KW

SANDERSON, STEWART see CB WATCO

SANDERSON, SUSAN see CB WATCO

SANDERSON, VIC see CB WATCO

SANDHILLS CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY

SANDHILLS PUBLIC SCHOOL

SANDILANDS VALUE MANUFACTURING CO. see BUS ENT RMW

SANDOWNE PUBLIC SCHOOL
SANDROCK INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

SANDROCK, ARTHUR

SANDTER, FRANK see CB KW

SANDVINE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SANFILIPPO, CHRIS see CB WATCO

SANGER, JOAN see CB KW

SANGOI, NORMA see CB KW

SANGSTER, SELWYN H. see CB KW

SANGSTER'S HEALTH CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

SANITARY AFFAIRS see RECYCLING

see also STREET CLEANING

see also REFUSE DISPOSAL FACILITIES

see also REFUSE COLLECTION

see also FACTORY AND TRADE WASTE

see also SEWERS

see also SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS

see also INCINERATION

see also MCLENNAN PARK

SANTA CLAUS

SANTAROSSA, CARLO see CB KW

SANTASALO NORTH AMERICA INC. see BUS ENT RMW

SANTE, HOPE see CB KW

SANTO, HOWARD see CB KW
SANTO, NICHOLAS HOWARD see SANTO, HOWARD

SANTOS, FERNANDO see CB KW

SANYO CANADIAN MACHINE WORKS see BUS ENT RMW

SAO LOURENCO BAR & GRILL see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

SAP BUCKET

SARAH COVENTRY CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

SARAH’S BOOKS see STORES CAM

SARARUS FAMILY see CB WATCO

SARARUS, LILLIAN see CB WATCO

SARARUS, MIRIAM see CB WATCO

SARARUS, WESTON see CB WATCO

SARGEANT, HERBERT see CB WATCO

SARGEANT, MARC see CB KW

SARMAZIAN BROTHERS see BUS ENT RMW

SAROUEN, SATH see CB KW

SARS (SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME) - RMW

SASS, WILLIAM THEODORE see CB KW

SASSOLINO’S BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT RMW

SATAN’S CHOICE see MOTORCYCLE CLUBS

SATELLITE MOTEL see HOTELS – RMW

SATTELLITE SUPPLY see BUS ENT KIT

SATTLER (CARL H.) & ASSOCIATES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
SATTLER, GERLINDE see CB WATCO

SATTLER'S LEATHER GOODS

SATURDAY MORNING SHOP see STORES KIT

SATURDAY NIGHTERS CLUB

SATURN SAAB ISUZU OF KITCHENER/WATERLOO see BUS ENT KIT

SAUDER, ALLAN see CB WATCO

SAUDER, ARTHUR see CB KW

SAUDER, BEN see CB WATCO

SAUDER, BOB see CB KW

SAUDER, DOROTHY see CB KW

SAUDER, ELVEN see CB WATCO

SAUDER, EUGENE A. see CB KW

SAUDER, LUKE

SAUDER, RENE see CB WATCO

SAUDER, RON see CB WATCO

SAUDER'S

SAUDER'S CLEANERS see BUS ENT WAT

SAUERKRAUT

SAULNIER, ALLEN see CB WATCO

SAUNDERS DRY CLEANERS & LAUNDROMATS see BUS ENT KIT

SAUNDERS LEASING SYSTEMS OF CANADA se BUS ENT WAT

SAUNDERS RIDING APPAREL see BUS ENT RMW
SAUNDERS, BARBARA see CB KW
SAUNDERS, HUBERT see CB WATCO
SAUNDERS, JOAN see CB KW
SAUNDERS, LEE see CB KW
SAUNDERS, LESLIE JAMES see CB KW
SAUNDERS, PAULA see CB KW
SAUNDERS, SHANA see CB WATCO
SAUVE, REBECCA see CB KW
SAVAGE SHOES LTD.
SAVAGE, LAURENCE MELVILLE see CB WATCO
SAVAGE, MARILYN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
SAVAGE, SARAH (SADIE) see CB WATCO
SAVANNAH GOLF LINKS
SAVARD, ROBERT see CB KW
SAVARIN SPRINGS
SAVER INNOVATIONS see BUS ENT RMW
SAVICH, PETER
SAVORY, THE see STORES WAT
SAVU SAUNA PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
SAWA, MAUREEN see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
SAWA, VICTOR
SAWATSKY, Dr. RODNEY J. see CB KW
SAWICKY, DONNA see WOMEN
SAWMILL ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW
SAXONIA MUSIC CO. see BUS ENT KIT
SAXTON INVESTMENTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
SAY IT WITH RUBBER STAMPS see BUS ENT RMW
SAYLOR FAMILY see CB KW
SAYVETTE DEPARTMENT STORE see STORES WAT
SCADRON-WATTLES, STUART see CB KW
SCALEABLE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT WAT
SCALLIONS RESTAURANT
SCARLET LETTER BOOKS & GIFTS see STORES CAM
SCAVENGER RECYCLE
SCELLEN, OLGA (WIFE OF ALBERT) NEE J.F. CARMICHAEL see CB KW
SCENE MACHINE see BUS ENT RMW
SCHAFF FOODS see BUS ENT WAT
SCHAFF, IDELLA M. see CB KW
SCHACHINGER, OTTO see CB KW
SCHADE, ANNIE see CB KW
SCHADE, SHANE W. see CB KW
SCHAEFER FAMILY, see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, CARL FELLMAN see AHRENS, CARL
SCHAEFER, CLARENCE & GERTRUDE see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, DON see CB KW
SCHAEFER, FRED see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, G.W. see CB KW
SCHAEFER, GARY see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, HAROLD F. see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, JAKE see CB KW
SCHAEFER, JOHN CHARLES see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, KENNETH see CB KW
SCHAEFER, MIRANDA see CB WATCO
SCHAEFER, REGINALD (REG) WARD see CB KW
SCHAEFER, WILLIAM A. see CB KW
SCHAFER, ALEX see CB KW
SCHAFER, EDWARD GLADSTONE see CB KW
SCHAFER, GLEN see CEREBRAL PALSY, KW
SCHAFER, JOHN see CB KW

SCHAFER, LAWRENCE
SCHAFER, WALTER see CB KW
SCHAFFER, CHARLES H. see CB KW
SCHAFFER, DAVID see CB KW
SCHAFFER, STEFAN see CB KW
SCHALLER, FRANK see CB WATCO
SCHALLER, GEORGE see CB WATCO
SCHALLHORN, (WIFE OF CLAYTON) NEE RUEFFER see CB KW
SCHALLHORN, HELEN (WIFE OF NORMAN) NEE ROBERTS see CB KW
SCHALM, PAUL see TEACHERS - RMW
SCHAMAN, GEORGE see CB KW
SCHAMAN, SIMON see CB KW
SCHAMBER, BRUCE see CB KW
SCHANER FUELS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
SCHANER, HAROLD see CB WATCO
SCHANTZ, HOWARD see CB WATCO
SCHANTZ, RUSSEL see CB WATCO
SCHARBACH, THERESA see CB WATCO
SCHARF, Reverend GILBERT see CB KW
SCHARLACH, DENNIS see CB KW
SCHARLACH, GORDON see CB KW
SCHARLACH, IONE S. see CB KW
SCHARLACH, JEAN (WIFE OF REGINALD) NEE SCHMIDT see CB KW
SCHARLACH, JERRY see CB KW
SCHARLACH, RUDY see CB KW
SCHARLACH, SUSAN see CB KW
SCHARSCHMIDT, DAHRIAN JACKSON ALEXANDER see CB WATCO
SCHATTEN, LES see CB KW
SCHATZ COAL see BUS ENT KIT
SCHATZ, ERIC see CB WATCO
SCHATZ, FRANCES see CB KW
SCHATZ, MRS. NELSON D. see CB KW
SCHATZ, NELSON see CB KW
SCHAUB, DOREEN M. (WIFE OF ROBERT) NEE TRAVELL see CB KW
SCHAUS, JACK see CB KW
SCHAUS, L. (WIFE OF LLOYD H.) see CB KW
SCHAUS, LLOYD see CB KW
SCHAUSE, JEAN (WIFE OF P.A.) NEE MACINTOSH see CB KW
SCHEDEWITZ, HOWARD see CB KW
SCHEDEWITZ, STEWART see CB KW
SCHEDLER, MATT see BOWLING
SCHEEL, RYAN see CB WATCO
SCHEERER, CHARLOTTE see FOX, ERIN
SCHEERER, GEORGE see CB WATCO
SCHEFFEL, RALPH see CB KW
SCHEFFEL, WALTER see CB WATCO
SCHEFTER (ALFRED) see BUS ENT WAT
SCHEFTER, ALFRED H. see CB KW
see also BUS ENT WAT (S)
SCHEIFELE, GLENN see CB WATCO
SCHEIFELE, GORDON see CB WATCO
SCHEIFELE, HOWARD M. see CB KW
SCHEIFELE, MARILYN see CB KW
SCHEIFELE, O. S.
SCHEIFELE, SHERWOOD see CB KW
SCHEIFELE, WALTER & GEORGINE see CB KW
SCHEIFELE, WALTON SIDNEY see CB KW
SCHELL BROTHERS see STORES KIT
SCHELL, GEORGE see CB KW
SCHELL, HERMAN (BUD) see CB KW
SCHELL, IGNATZ see CB KW
SCHELL, WILFRED see CB KW
SCHELTER OFFICE PRO see BUS ENT RMW
SCHELTER, BETTY see CB KW
SCHELTER, CRAIG see CB WATCO
SCHELTER, MARC see CB KW
SCENDEL, PAUL A. see CB KW
SCENDELS
SCENK, ALFRED
SCENK, JOHN CONRAD see CB WATCO
SCHERER, DAVE see CB WATCO
SCHERER, DOROTHY see CB KW
SCHERER, EDWIN F. see CB WATCO
SCHERER, JEROME see CB WATCO
SCHERER, MICHAEL see CB KW
SCHERER, SUSAN see CB KW

see also ATHLETES – KW - GENERAL
SCHERER, VINCE see CB KW
SCHERER, WALTER (PUNCH) see CB WATCO
SCHERRER, ERIN see SKATING
SCHERRER, MARY see CB WATCO
SCHERTZER, KYLE see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)
SCHEU, JOHN see CB KW
SCHIEBEL, KIMBERLEY see CB KW
SCHIEDEL CONSTRUCTION LTD.
SCHIEDEL FAMILY
SCHIEDEL, CHARLOTTE (WIFE OF JOHN L.) NEE BECKER see CB KW
SCHIEDEL, GEORGE ALLEN see CB KW
SCHIEDEL, HAROLD see CB KW
SCHIEDEL, RICHARD see CK KW
SCHIEL, THERESA see CB KW
SCHIEMAN, MARTIN F. see CB KW
SCHIER, MABEL V. see CB KW
SCHIERHOLZ, WALTER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
SCHIFF, J.I. see CB KW
SCHIFF, MARVIN see CB KW
SCHIKETANZ, JOSEPH see CB KW
SCHIKETANZ, MARGARET see CB KW
SCHIKETANZ, RACHEL see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
SCHILDEROTH, DONALD see CB KW
SCHILL, RACHEL see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
SCHILLING GLASS CO INC. see BUS ENT KIT
SCHILLING, HERMAN see BUS ENT RMW
SCHILLING, HERMAN see BUS ENT RMW
SCHILLING, WALTER see CB WATCO
SCHILLING, WILLIAM W. see CB KW
SCHILDER, FREDERICK see CB KW
SCHINDLER ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW
SCHIPPLING, ADAM see CB KW
SCHIPPLING, WILLIAM J. see CB KW
SCHIPPLING’S BICYCLES see BRAUN’s BICYCLES
    see also SCHIPPLING, WILLIAM J.
SCHLACHTER, JOHN N.
SCHLEE, CARL & MARIA see CB KW
SCHLEE, DAVID R. see CB KW
SCHLEE, GEORGE
SCHLEE, JOHN see CB KW
SCHLEE, LILLIE H. see CB KW
SCHLEE, WILFRED JR. see CB KW
SCHLEE, WILFRED see CB KW
SCHLEGEL FAMILY see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, ALVIN see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, BRAD see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, HAROLD see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, MYRNA (HORST) see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, NANCY see CB WATCO
SCHLEGEL, RON see CB WATCO
SCHLEIMER ED see ARTISTS - KW
SCHLENKER, ANNA see CB KW
SCHLENKER, ERHARD see CB KW
SCHLEUTER, AMY & KELLY see TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES
SCHLICHTER, HARRIET see CB WATCO
SCHLICHTER, MARILYN (MARY LYNN SHEPHERD) see CB KW
SCHLICHTER, RAY see CB KW
SCHLICHTER’S LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
SCHLIEMAN, ROBERT (SNOWY) see CB KW
SCHLOTE, DOROTHY see CB KW
SCHLOTE, GLADYS see CB KW
SCHLUETER CHEVROLET
SCHLUETER, EDWARD see CB KW
SCHLUETER, HAROLD STANLEY see CB KW
SCHLUETER, WILLIAM G. see CB KW
SCHMALTZ, EDWARD J. see CB KW
SCHMALTZ, GORDON see CB KW
SCHMALTZ, LEO see CB KW
SCHMALTZ, TIMOTHY see ARTISTS - RMW
SCHMALTZ, WILLIAM see CB KW
SCHMALZ, ANITA see CB KW
SCHMALZ, ELEANORE NEE OELSCHLAGER see CB KW
SCHMALZ, GORDON see CB KW
SCHMALZ, W. H. (HERB) (Uniroyal) see CB KW
SCHMALZ, W.H.E.
SCHMALZ, WILLIAM H. (mayor of Berlin) see CB KW
SCHMECKS BAKERY, WELLESLEY see BUS ENT RMW
SCHMID JEWELLERS see STORES KIT
SCHMIDT FAMILY (AYR) see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT FAMILY (BERLIN) see CB KW
SCHMIDT FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
SCHMIDT, (MRS.) G.A. see CB KW
SCHMIDT, ADAM see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, ALBERT see CB KW
SCHMIDT, ALLAN see CB KW
SCHMIDT, ANNE see CB KW
SCHMIDT, BOB see CB KW
SCHMIDT, CARL (GUNBOAT) see CB KW
SCHMIDT, CHRISTIAN see CB KW
SCHMIDT, CHRISTINA see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, CLARA see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, DALE see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, DOROTHY see CB KW
SCHMIDT, ERNEST see CB KW
SCHMIDT, EVA NEE SCHROEDL see CB KW
SCHMIDT, FLOYD see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
SCHMIDT, GARFIELD see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, GARY R. PIANO see BUS ENT KIT
SCHMIDT, GARY R. PIANO see BUS ENT KIT
SCHMIDT, GEORGE see CB KW
SCHMIDT, GLADYS see CB WATCO

SCHMIDT, GRACE

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY INFORMATION SERVICES

see also WOMEN OF THE YEAR - KW

SCHMIDT, HAROLD

SCHMIDT, HENRY H. (HARRY) see CB KW

SCHMIDT, IRIS see CB KW
SCHMIDT, JAMES

SCHMIDT, JANE see CB KW

SCHMIDT, JOHN A. see CB WATCO

SCHMIDT, JOHN H. see STORES KIT

SCHMIDT, JOHN H. see STORES KIT

SCHMIDT, JOHN T.

SCHMIDT, JUDI see CB KW

SCHMIDT, LLOYD S. see CB KW

SCHMIDT, LORRAINE RADKE see CB WATCO

SCHMIDT, MARGARET see CB KW

SCHMIDT, MARK see CYCLING

SCHMIDT, MICHAEL & RUTH see CB KW

SCHMIDT, MICHAEL see CRIME – RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE - RON ARCHER

SCHMIDT, MIKE see CB KW

SCHMIDT, MILT

SCHMIDT, MONICA see CB KW

SCHMIDT, MRS. HENRY see CB KW

SCHMIDT, NORA (WIFE OF ARTHUR) see CB KW

SCHMIDT, OSCAR H. see CB KW

SCHMIDT, OSWALD (OZ) see CB KW

SCHMIDT, PAUL see CB KW

SCHMIDT, ROBERT ALFRED see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, ROY see CB KW
SCHMIDT, STEWART O. see CB KW
SCHMIDT, THOMAS see REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO, 1990
SCHMIDT, THOMAS (TEACHER) see CB WATCO
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM ALBERT “BILL” see CB KW
SCHMIDT, WILLIAM JACOB see DENTISTS
SCHMIDT, WOLFGANG see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)
SCHMIDTKE, NORBERT see CB KW
SCHMIDTSVILLE RESTAURANTS see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
SCHMIDTY’S see BUS ENT KIT
SCHMIEDEL, MARIE LISETTE see CB KW
SCHMIEDEL, RALPH see CB KW
SCHMIEDER, JOHN see CB KW
SCHMITT, ARTHUR see CB KW
SCHMITT, EDEE see GARDENING
SCHMITT, JOSIAH see CB WATCO
SCHMITT, MILTON see CB KW
SCHMITT, MRS. GEORGE (nee LETTER) see CB KW
SCHMITT, MURRAY H. see CB KW
SCHMITT, ROGER see CB KW
SCHMUCK SR., BERNHARDT see CB WATCO
SCHMUCK, ALBERT see CB KW
SCHMUCK, FRANK W. see CB WATCO
SCHMUCK, HARRY see CB KW
SCHMUCK, OLIVIA (ALBERT L. Sr.) see CB KW
SCHNARR FAMILY
SCHNARR REAL ESTATE
SCHNARR, (WIFE OF R.W.) NEE STROH see CB KW
SCHNARR, ARNOLD & IRENE see CB KW
SCHNARR, BRYAN J. see CB KW
SCHNARR, CLARENCE see CB KW
SCHNARR, DOLLY (WIFE OF ROY) NEE GERTH see CB KW
SCHNARR, DOROTHY
SCHNARR, GARY see CB KW
SCHNARR, GERALD & RUTH see CB KW
SCHNARR, HELEN (WIFE OF WERNER) NEE KNIPFEL (D.C.) see CB KW
SCHNARR, HERBERT E see CB WATCO
SCHNARR, J. EDWARD see CB KW
SCHNARR, JIM, JODIE & JAY see CB KW
SCHNARR, JOHN JEROME see CB KW
SCHNARR, LLOYD see CB KW
SCHNARR, RETA see CB KW
SCHNARR, SISTER BEATRICE see CB KW
SCHNARR, SUSAN see CB KW
SCHNARR, WERNER HENRY see CB KW
SCHNARR, WILFRID (BILL) see CB KW

SCHNARR'S DRESSMAKING SUPPLIES see STORES KIT

SCHNEIDER CREEK

SCHNEIDER GRAPHIC DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

SCHNEIDER HAUS 2004

  see also scrapbooks MGSR 971.375 JOSEP (Vol 1. 1950-1982, Vol 2 1990-2004)

  see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HERITAGE FOUNDATION

  see also HISTORIC- BUILDINGS – KITCHENER

SCHNEIDER MALE CHORUS

SCHNEIDER SOUND see STORES KIT

SCHNEIDER, (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE RUEFFER see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, BETTY (MRS. HERBERT) see CB WATCO

SCHNEIDER, CHRISTIAN see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, DAVE see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, DAVID F. see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, ELLA (WIFE OF FRED H.) NEE DANIELS see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, ELVA (WIFE OF ORVIN) NEE CARMICHAEL see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, EMIL see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, FRED see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, FREDERICK H. see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, FREDERICK P. see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, GEORGE HENRY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

SCHNEIDER, HARRY see CB WATCO

SCHNEIDER, HELENA (WIFE OF J.M.) NEE AHRENS see CB KW
SCHNEIDER, HOWARD GEORGE see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, J. M. LTD. to 1979, 1980s, 1990s, 2000

   see also FACTORY AND TRADE WASTE

   see also HERITAGE GROUP INC.

SCHNEIDER, J.M. LTD. - HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

SCHNEIDER, JACOB see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, JOSEPH see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, KENNETH WALTER see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, LYNNE see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, Mr. & Mrs. HENRY see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, NORMAN C.

SCHNEIDER, ROSALEEN see CB WATCO

SCHNEIDER, TAMMY see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, TIM see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, TOM see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

SCHNEIDER, VALENTINE see CB KW

SCHNEIDER, WALTER see CB WATCO

SCHNEIDERMAN, DAVE see CB KW

SCHNEIDERS see SCHNEIDER, J.M., LTD.

SCHNELLER, WILFRED

SCHNEUKER, CHARLES WILLIAM CHRISTIAN see CB KW

SCHNITZELBANK
SCHNURR & KRAEMER see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
SCHNURR TOWN HALL/GROCERY see LINWOOD, ONTARIO
SCHNURR, BRAD see CB KW
SCHNURR, JOSEPH JR. see CB KW
SCHNURR, JOSEPH W. see CB KW
SCHNURR, JULIE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
SCHNURR, RACHEL see HORSEMANSHIP
SCHNURR, ROBERT see CB KW
SCHNURR, Sister MARY LEO see CB KW
SCHNURR, WILLIAM see CB KW
SCHNURR’S GROCERY see BUS ENT RMW
SCHOENFIED, JIM see CB WATCO
SCHOERG (SHERK) BARN see HISTORIC BUILDINGS, KITCHENER, ONTARIO
SCHOFIELD OIL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
SCHOFIELD, DALE see CB WATCO
SCHOFIELD, ERNEST see CB KW
SCHOFIELD, J. HARPER
SCHOFIELD, JONATHAN see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE
SCHOLTE FAMILY see CB KW
SCHOLTES, MARCUS see CB KW
SCHOOL OF THE PERFORMING ARTS (sponsored by Waterloo County Board of Education; held summers at the Centre in the Square)
SCHOOL SAFETY PATROLS
SCHOOL SPORTS – RMW

see also names of individual schools

SCHOOLS - PRIVATE - RMW

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - CAMBRIDGE

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - CAMBRIDGE A-Z

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - KITCHENER

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - KITCHENER - SENIOR SCHOOLS PROGRAM

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - KITCHENER - SPECIAL PROGRAMS

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - KITCHENER A-Z

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - WATERLOO

SCHOOLS - PUBLIC - WATERLOO A-Z

SCHOOLS - RMW - A-Z

SCHOOLS - RMW - GENERAL

SCHOOLS - SECONDARY - KITCHENER

SCHOOLS - SEPARATE - CAMBRIDGE

see also names of individual schools

SCHOOLS - SEPARATE - KITCHENER

SCHOOLS - SEPARATE - KITCHENER A-Z

SCHOOLS - SEPARATE - WATERLOO

SCHOONBECK, LILIAN see CB KW

SCHOPPEL, GITTA see CB KW

SCHORTEN, J.F.H. see CB KW
SCHRAMM FAMILY see CB WATCO

SCHRAMM, HATIE see CB KW

SCHRAMM, HENRIETTA see CB WATCO

SCHREINER, FREDERICK see CB KW

SCHREINER’S CHIMNEY SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

SCHREITER FURNITURE STORE LTD.

SCHREITER, AG see CB KW

SCHREITER, ARMAND ALVIN see CB KW

SCHREITER, BEVERLY JOAN see CB KW

SCHREITER, HERBERT C. see CB KW

SCHREITER, JACK H. see CB KW

SCHREITER, MARGARET (WIFE OF ARMAND) see CB KW

SCHREITER, PHYLLIS (WIFE OF STANLEY) NEE HELLER see CB KW

SCHREITER, STANLEY see CB KW

SCHREITER, STANLEY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

SCHREITER, WILLARD M. see CB KW

SCHREITER-SANDROCK FUNERAL HOME

    see also FUTHER, JEROME

SCHRODER, GREG see BUS ENT KIT

SCHRODER, GREG see BUS ENT KIT

SCHROEDER, STUART see CB KW

SCHROPP, CARL see CB KW
SCHULZ, EMIL see CB KW
SCHULZ, ERICH see CB KW
SCHULZ, JOHN see CB KW
SCHUMACHER, JAKOB D. see CB WATCO
SCHUMILAS, KITTY see CB WATCO
SCHUSTER, BRIGITTE see CB KW
SCHUSTER, NICK see CB KW
SCHUSTER, RIENHOLD see CB KW
SCHUSTER’S see BUS ENT KIT
SCHUTTE & KOERTING CO. (CANADA) see BUS ENT KIT
SCHUTZ, CYRIL see CB WATCO
SCHUURMANN, ALICE (NEE BELTMAN) see CB WATCO
SCHWABEN CLUB
SCHWAGER, PAUL G. see CB KW
SCHWALM TYPEWRITER SALES INC. see BUS ENT KIT
SCHWALM, SUSAN E. NEE UFFELMAN see CB KW
SCHWAN, ANGELA
SCHWAN, LEANDER see CB KW
SCHWARTZ, ADELINe see CB KW
SCHWARTZ, BYRON see CB WATCO
SCHWARTZ, CLIFFORD see CB KW
SCHWARTZ, F. A. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
SCHWARTZENTRUBER, ALLAN & ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

SCHWARTZENTRUBER, CLAYTON see CB WATCO

SCHWARTZENTRUBER, JUNE

SCHWARTZENTRUBER, KEN see PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES – KW - FUNDS & FUNDRAISING

SCHWARTZENTRUBER, MARY MAE see CB KW

SCHWARTZENTRUBER, Verna see CB WATCO

SCHWARZ, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB WATCO

SCHWEITZER, LELAND HOWARD see CB KW

LLOYD SCHWEITZER SHOES see STORES WAT

SCHWEITZER, OLIVE see CB KW

SCHWEITZER, PAUL see CB KW

SCHWEITZER, RONALD see CB KW

SCHWEITZER, STAN see CB WATCO

SCHWEITZER, VERA see CB KW

SCHWEITZER, WILFRID see CB KW

SCHWEITZER'S PLUMBING CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

SCHWENDIMANN, CHRISTIAN see CB WATCO

SCHWENN, HEINRICH see CB KW

SCHWINDT, EDMUND L. see CB WATCO

SCHWINDT, HOMER & SYLVIA see CB WATCO

SCHWOOB, RALPH G. see CB KW

SCIENCE CONNECTION see BUS ENT RMW
SCIENCE FAIR

SCIENCE SCRIBE see BUS ENT WAT

SCISSORS HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT RMW

SCOBLE, HELEN see CB KW

SCOINS, RONALD see CB KW

SCONE MAN see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

see also CRYSTAL’S RESTAURANT & TEA ROOM

SCOOTERS see CYCLING

SCORE SYSTEMS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

SCOTIABANK see BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA

SCOTS FUSILIERS OF CANADA - KW

SCOTT OPERA HOUSE see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - GALT

SCOTT SHOE CO. see BUS ENT RMW

SCOTT STUDIO OF S.T.E.P.S. see BUS ENT KIT

SCOTT, (WIFE OF KENNETH) NEE ZIEGLER see CB KW

SCOTT, BRAD see ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)

SCOTT, CECIL A. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

SCOTT, Dr. JOHN

SCOTT, ESTHER see CB KW

SCOTT, GARY see CB KW

SCOTT, GLADYS see CB KW

SCOTT, GRACE see CB WATCO
SCOTT, JACK see CB WATCO
SCOTT, JAMES see CB KW
SCOTT, JANET see CB KW
SCOTT, KATHLEEN W. see CB KW
SCOTT, KENNETH & CAROYL see CB KW
SCOTT, KENNETH G. see CB KW
SCOTT, MARY ANN see CB KW
SCOTT, NORMAN see CB WATCO
SCOTT, STEPHEN & SYLVIA
SCOTT, WILLIAM J. see CB WATCO
SCRAP HAPPY see BUS ENT RMW
SCRAPBOOK JOY see BUS ENT RMW
SCRAPBOOKERS see BUS ENT WAT
SCRIBBLERS CLUB see BUS ENT KIT
SCRIBBLES ORIGINALS
SCRIBE BOOK STORE see STORES WAT
SCRIVANO, JOEY see CB WATCO
SCRIVER, VIOLET see CB KW
SCROGGIE, RICHARD see CB WATCO
SCROGGINS SHOE CO., CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
SCROGGINS, ROBERT see CB WATCO
SCULLY, BRIAN see CB KW
SCULLY, DONALD see CB KW

SCULLY, EILEEN see CB KW

SCULLY, J.P see CB KW

SCULLY, JOHN F. (PAT) see CB KW

SCULLY, MADELINE R. see CB KW

SEABEE SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

SEAFOOD PLUS see STORES WAT

SEAGER, ROBERT see CB KW

SEAGRAM LANDS see WATERLOO CORE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

SEAGRAM LOFTS see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO


SEAGRAM MUSEUM - HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

SEAGRAM STADIUM, WATERLOO

SEAGRAM, CAMPBELL see CB KW

SEAGRAM, EDWARD see CB KW

SEAGRAM, JOSEPH E. & SONS

SEAGRAM, JOSEPH EDWARD FROWDE see SEAGRAM, JOSEPH E. & SONS

see also SEAGRAM, CAMPBELL

SEAGRAM, MARJORIE see CB KW

SEAGRAM, PHILIP FROWDE see CB KW

see also SEAGRAM, CAMPBELL

SEAMARK, J.A. see CB KW
SEAMARK, JOHN see CB WATCO
SEAMS LIKE MAGIC see STORES WAT
SEAMS SEW FINE see BUS ENT WAT
SEARLE, JOHN CHARLES see CB WATCO
SEARLES, JUDY see CB KW
SEARS
SEARS DRAMA FESTIVAL see WESTERN ONTARIO DRAMA FESTIVAL
SEARS, EDWARD G. see CB WATCO
SEARS, JOSEPH ALFRED see CB KW
SEARS, KATHY
SEARSON, WILLIAM JAMES see CB KW
SEARTH, FREDERICK J. see CB KW
SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER (SAD) see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SEASONS see STORES KIT
SEATON, WES see CB WATCO
SEBASTIAN DE LORENZIS CUSTOM FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
SECOND CENTURY see BUS ENT RMW
SECOND CHANCE see BUS ENT KIT
SECOND FIDDLE see STORES KIT
SECOND FOUNDATION BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
SECOND HAND ROSE see STORES CAM
SECOND LOOK BOOKS see STORES KIT
SECOND THOUGHTS FASHIONS see STORES WAT

SECOND WONDERS see STORES KIT

SECRETARIES see FUTURE SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION-KW CHAPTER in CLUBS-KW (A-K)

see also KW MEDICAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION in CLUBS KW (A-K)

see also KW NATIONAL SECRETARIES ASSOCIATION in CLUBS KW (A-K)

see also PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES INTERNATIONAL

SECRETARY EXPRESS see BUS ENT RMW

SEDLMEIR, MARY (WIFE OF LOUIS) see CB KW

SEDRA, ADEL see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

SEEBACH, CHARLES see CB WATCO

SEEBACH, DAVID see CB KW

SEEBACH, DONALD GEORGE see CB KW

SEED LOAN FUND see BUS ENT KIT

E & E SEEGMILLER

SEEGMILLER, ADA see CB KW

SEEGMILLER, EGBERT see CB KW

SEEGMILLER, PEARL NEE RUEFFER see CB KW

SEEHAWER, ANDREW “ANDY” see CB KW

SEFTEL, STEVE see CB KW

SEFTEL, WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS

SEHL ENGINEERING see BUS ENT KIT

SEHL, (DR.) JACK see CB KW
SEHL, ANNE (WIFE OF JACK) NEE HENHOEFFER see CB KW
SEHL, FREDERICK see CB WATCO
SEHL, H. (WIFE OF H.J.) see CB KW
SEHL, JEROME see CB KW
SEHL, JOSEPH OLIVER see CB KW
SEHL, KAY see CB KW
SEHL, TERRENCE
SEIBERT FAMILY
SEIBERT, CLARENCE see CB KW
SEIBERT, D. EDWARD see CB KW
SEIBERT, EARL see SEIBERT FAMILY
SEIBERT, EMILY L. see CB KW
SEIBERT, JACOB E. see CB KW
SEIBERT, JEAN (WIFE OF RALPH) NEE MCKERSIE see CB KW
SEIGNET PRECISION TOOL see BUS ENT WAT
SEILER, GEORGE see CB KW
SEILER, LESLIE G. see CB KW
SEILING, ALBERT see CB WATCO
SEILING, DON see CB WATCO
SEILING, HEATHER see CB WATCO
SEILING, KEN
SEILING, RICHARD (RIC) see CB WATCO
SEILING'S BAKERY, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW
SEIP, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
SEISS, LEO J. see CB KW
SEKAM TECHNOLOGIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT
SEKANINA, GEORGE see CB KW
SELBY, JEFF see CB WATCO
SELBY'S FRESHMART see BUS ENT RMW
SELBY'S FOODLAND, ELMIRA
SELECT SERVICE CATERERS see BUS ENT KIT
SELECT SPORTS see STORES KIT
SELF HELP
SELKE, FRANK see CB KW
SELLERS, Dr. CLAYTON see CB WATCO
SELLERS, SHIRLEY HERRINGER see CB KW
SELLNER, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO
SELLNER, REG see CB KW
SELLNER, VIC see CB KW
SELLNER'S COLOR SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
SELMAN, RICHARD (DICK) see CB KW
SEMPE, WESLEY see CB WATCO
SENBUSCH, OLIVE (WIFE OF CLAUDE M. MUSSELMAN) see CB KW
SEND 'EM OFF SMILING (SOS) see CHARITIES
SENGUPTA, Dr. SANKAR see CB KW
SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - FINANCES
SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - GENERAL
SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - HEALTH CONCERNS
SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - HOUSING
SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - RECREATION

see also ROCKWAY GARDENS SENIOR CITIZENS CENTRE
see also KITCHENER SENIOR CITIZENS CENTRE

SENIOR CITIZENS - KW - TRANSPORTATION

SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - FINANCES
SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - GENERAL

see also SENIOR CITIZENS - KW
see also DAVID DURWARD SENIORS CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE

SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - HEALTH CONCERNS
SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - HOUSING
SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - RECREATION
SENIOR CITIZENS - RMW - TRANSPORTATION

SENIORS WORLD see STORES KIT

SENTES, LEE see CB KW

SENTEX COMMUNICATIONS CORP see BUS ENT RMW

SENTINEL VEHICLES LTD.

S.S. 2 WOOLWICH see SCHOOLS – RWM – A-Z

SEPTIMATECH GROUP INC. see BUS ENT WAT
SERCA FOOD SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
SERENA KITCHENER see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SERENITY AIR see BUS ENT RMW
SERGEANTS OF CANADA INC. see BUS ENT RMW
SERPA, DIANE see CB WATCO
SERPAC CONTAINERS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
SERRAN, HELEN (WIFE OF MARTIN) NEE WAECHTER see CB KW
SERRANO, JORGE LUIS see CB KW
SERTOMA CLUB see KW SERTOMA CLUB
SERVICE CLUBS - KW

see also KW KINSMEN CLUB
see also KW KIWANIS CLUB
see also KW OPTIMIST CLUB
see also KW ROTARY CLUB
see also WATERLOO COUNTY SHRINE CLUB

SERVICE CLUBS COUNCIL OF WATERLOO REGION see SERVICE CLUBS - KW

SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION (SEIU)

SERVING DEN, ROSEVILLE see BUS ENT RMW

SERVISS, R.K. (KEN) see CB WATCO

SETO, GEORGE see CB WATCO

SETTLEMENT EDUCATION see KW YMCA

SETTLERS
7-ELEVEN see STORES KIT

7 GENERATIONS NETWORK see CLUBS – KW (L-Z)

SEVEN SEAS GIFT SHOP see STORES KIT

SEVEN SHORES TRADING CO. see STORES KIT

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

7TH INNING STRETCH see BUS ENT KIT

SEVILLE COLOR SHOP see STORES KIT

SEW FINE LINENS see STORES WAT

SEW IT WAS see MUSEUMS – KW & DISTRICT

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - CAMBRIDGE

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - KITCHENER

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - NORTH DUMFRIES

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - RMW

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - WATERLOO

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - WELLESLEY

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - WILMOT

SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS - WOOLWICH

SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS see SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANTS

SEWERS - AYR

SEWERS - BRIDGEPORT

SEWERS - CAMBRIDGE

SEWERS - KITCHENER
SEWERS - NORTH DUMFRIES
SEWERS - RMW
SEWERS - WATERLOO
SEWERS - WELLESLEY
SEWERS - WILMOT
SEWERS - WOOLWICH
SEWING DEN see BUS ENT RMW
SEWING LOFT see STORES KIT
SEX & LOVE ADDICTS ANONYMOUS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SEX FILMS see PORNOGRAPHY - KW
SEX OFFENDER REGISTRY see CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
SEX WORK – RMW
SEXSMITH, DONNA see CB KW
SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN see CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT CENTRE
SEYLER, IRVIN see CB WATCO
SEYLER, JAMES see CB WATCO
SEYLER, SUSAN see CB WATCO
SEYLER’S FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW
SEYLER’S HOME FURNISHINGS see BUS ENT RMW
SEYMOUR, EDGAR O. see CB KW
SHAD VALLEY see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - SHAD VALLY PROGRAM
SHADD, KENEN see ATHLETES - KW (L-Z)

SHADE, ABSALOM

SHADOW FACTOR SOFTWARE see BUS ENT WAT

SHAFAER, ROCHELLE see TEACHERS - RMW

SHAKEDOWN STREET see STORES WAT

SHAKESPEARE CLUB (CAMBRIDGE) see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SHALANKO, DANIEL see CB KW

SHALATSKI, IRENE HALLIWELL see CB KW

SHALLARD, MARIA see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - GENERAL

SHALLIT, JEFF see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

SHAMPORIUM see STORES WAT

SHAMROCK PHARMACEUTICALS see BUS ENT WAT

SHAMUON, TOM & LORENZA see MARTIAL ARTS

SHAND DAM

SHANE, SUSAN see CB KW

SHANNON, DAVE see CB KW

SHANNON, G. HAROLD see CB KW

SHANNON, JOHN DAVID ERNEST see CB KW

SHANNON, JOHN F. see CB KW

SHANNON, MARIE (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE CRESSMAN see CB KW

SHANNON, TODD see CB WATCO

SHAN-TILL LEISURE FURNITURE see STORES WAT
SHANTZ COACH LINES see BUS ENT KIT

SHANTZ FOUNDRY

SHANTZ MENNONITE CHURCH

SHANTZ, (WIFE OF M.B) NEE WEBER see CB KW

SHANTZ, ALDA LAURA see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, ALLEN see CB KW

SHANTZ, ALVIN see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, ANNIE see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, ARNOTT see CB KW

SHANTZ, BILL see CB KW

SHANTZ, BRAD see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, CLARE & NORMA see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, DALE see CB KW

SHANTZ, DAN see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, DEL & JUDY see CB KW

SHANTZ, DELMAN B. see CB KW

SHANTZ, DIANE see ARTISTS - RMW

SHANTZ, EDNA see CB KW

SHANTZ, EDWARD see CB KW

SHANTZ, ELMER see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, ELVEN see CB KW

SHANTZ, FREDERICK see CB KW
SHANTZ, GLADYS BARBARA see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, HAROLD see CB KW
SHANTZ, HUGH B. see CB KW
SHANTZ, IDELLA MAY see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, ISAAC E. see CB KW
SHANTZ, IVAN A. see CB KW
SHANTZ, JACOB B. see CB KW

SHANTZ, JACOB Y.

SHANTZ, JEAN (WIFE OF ABRAM M.) NEE BECKER see CB KW
SHANTZ, JEAN MARY see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, JEAN see CB KW
SHANTZ, JENNIFER see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, JOHN see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, JOSEPH Y. see CB WATCO

SHANTZ, KATHLEEN MARGARET (nee TRUSS) see CB KW
SHANTZ, KEITH see CB KW
SHANTZ, KEITH see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, KENNETH see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, LINCOLN ROY see CB KW
SHANTZ, LINDSAY see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, LORENA see CB KW
SHANTZ, LORNE
SHANTZ, LYLE AND DENISE see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, MABEL (WIFE OF ELVIN) see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, MAGDALENA see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, MANASSEH see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, MARIE see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, MARY see **CB KW**

**SHANTZ, MILO**

SHANTZ, MILTON see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, MOSES B. (1852- ) see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, MOSES B. (1882 - 1963) see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, MRS. MELVIN see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, NELSON see **CB KW**

SHANTZ, NOAH see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, OLIVE see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, PERCY G. see **CB KW**

**SHANTZ, PIERRE**

**SHANTZ, RALPH & DOROTHY** (includes their store: Shantz’ Country Cupboard in St. Agatha)

SHANTZ, RALPH & NELDA see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, RALPH see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, Reverend SYDNEY S. see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, ROBERT see **CB WATCO**

SHANTZ, ROBIN see **CB WATCO**
SHANTZ, ROSS see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, S. BRUCE see CB KW
SHANTZ, SALOME see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, SAM & GLADYS see CB KW
SHANTZ, SAMUEL Y. see CB KW
SHANTZ, STANLEY see CB KW
SHANTZ, SUSAN (WIFE OF J.H.N.) NEE REES see CB KW
SHANTZ, TOBIAS see CB KW
SHANTZ, WAYNE see CB KW
SHANTZ, WILBUR see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, WILLARD “WILLIE” see CB WATCO
SHANTZ, WILLARD see CB KW
SHANTZ, WINIFRED see CB KW
SHANVER FLIGHTING see BUS ENT RMW
SHAPANSKY, ELAINE M. see CB KW

SHARE THE WARMTH
SHARKEY, Dr. PATRICK JOSEPH see CB KW
SHARMA, RAJIV see CB KW
SHARP FAMILY see CB WATCO
SHARRATT, MICHAEL (MIKE) see CB KW
SHATARA TATTOO see BUS ENT RMW
SHATZ, BARBARA see CB KW
Shaughnessy Howell Inc. see Bus Ent Kit
Shaughnessy, Bob & Kathy see CB Watco
Shafer Industries Inc. see Bus Ent Kit
Shafer Poultry Breeding (includes personal information on Mr. D. Shafer)
Shafer, Ron
Shafer, Ross see CB Kw
Shaw, Annie May see CB Watco
Shaw, Benjamin see CB Kw
Shaw, Bonnie see CB Watco
Shaw, Brittany see CB Kw
Shaw, Donald M. see CB Kw
Shaw, Henry Cresswell see CB Kw
Shaw, Marion see CB Kw
Shaw, Peter see CB Watco
Shaw, Rob (Astrologer) see Bus Ent Kit
Shaw, Tyler see CB Watco
Shaw, William (Bill) see CB Watco
Shawky’s Restaurant see Restaurants - Kw & District (A-Z)
Shea, Father Vincent see CB Watco
Shear Hair Design see Bus Ent Wat
Shear Heaven see Bus Ent Wat
Sheard, Arthur E. (Barber) see Bus Ent Kit
SHEARD, ARTHUR E. see BUS ENT KIT
SHEARD, ARTHUR E. see BUS ENT KIT
SHEARD, JOHN E. see CB KW
SHEARER, ABIGAIL see CB WATCO
SHEARER, WENDY see CB WATCO
SHEAVE TOWER see BLAIR, ONTARIO
SHEEHEY, GLEN see BUS ENT RMW
SHEER GRACE see BUS ENT WAT
SHELDON'S ENGINEERING
SHELLARD, MORRIS see CB WATCO
SHELLEY, EARLE see CB KW
SHELLEY, HILDA NEE BOWMAN see CB KW
SHELTER STATIONERY see BUS ENT RMW
SHELTON, LES see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
SHEPHERD TOOL CO see BUS ENT RMW
SHEPHERD, MURRAY CHRISTOPHER see CB KW
SHEPHERD, ROBERT DAVIES see CB KW
SHEPHERD, ROY
SHEPPARD SCHOOL
SHEPPARD, EVELYN see CB KW
SHEPPARD, FREDERICK WILLIAM see CB KW
SHEPPARD, MICHAEL see CB KW
SHERBAN, AUGUST OREST see CB KW

SHERIDAN NURSERY see BUS ENT KIT

SHERIFALI, FATIMA see CB KW

SHERIFFS - WATERLOO COUNTY

SHERK (SCHOERG) BARN see HISTORIC BUILDINGS, KITCHENER, ONTARIO

SHERK FAMILY

see also SHERK (SCHOERG) BARN in HISTORIC BUILDINGS, KITCHENER, ONTARIO

SHERK, (WIFE OF WILLIAM) see CB KW

SHERK, ELIZABETH see CB KW

SHERK, JANE see CB KW

SHERK, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

SHERK, MARJORIE see CB WATCO

SHERK, MELODIE see CB WATCO

SHERK, R.J.F. see BUS ENT KIT

SHERK, VERN see CB KW

SHERK, WENDELL B. see SHERK FAMILY

SHERK, WESTON see CB WATCO

SHERKWOOD KRESS HOTEL see KRESS HOTEL

SHERLOCK MANNING PIANOS see BUS ENT RMW

SHERLOCK TOTAL FAMILY CARE see BUS ENT RMW

SHERLOCK, FATHER WILLIAM see CB WATCO

SHERRE, NOREEN (nee ZETTEL) see CB WATCO
SHERRY KING TAX AND FINANCIAL SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
SHERWAY GAS AND WASH see BUS ENT RMW
SHERWOOD GAS CONTROLS see BUS ENT RMW
SHERWOOD MUSIC see BUS ENT KIT
SHERYER, EVELYN (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE SCHMIDT see CB KW
SHERYL’S WALK-IN CLOSET see BUS ENT RMW
SHEWAN, BOYD (RED) see CB WATCO
SHEWCHUK, MICHAEL see CB KW
SHEWELL, EDWIN see CB KW
SHIBATA, YASUHIRO see CB KW
SHIELDS, JOHN see CB WATCO
SHILLING, HORACE see CB KW
SHILLING, JOHN E. see CB KW
SHILLING, JOSEPH see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
SHILLING, PERCY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
SHILLING, PHILIP see CB KW
SHILLING, ROBERT K. “BOB” see CB KW
SHILLING, ROBERT see CB KW
SHILLING, THOMAS WILLIAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS
SHILO see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SHIMENS, SAMUEL see CB KW
SHIMMENS, LLOYD E. see CB KW
SHIN SHIN RESTAURANT
SHINN, FRED see CB KW
SHIPLEY, THELMA & BYRON see CB WATCO
SHIPPER, IDA see CB WATCO
SHIRK, ALLEN see BUS ENT KIT
SHIRK, ALLEN see BUS ENT KIT
SHIRK, JEFFREY see CB KW
SHIRK, PETER see CB WATCO
SHIRLEY'S SHOPPING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
SHIRLON PLASTIC see BUS ENT RMW
SHOE COMPANY see STORES CAM
SHOE INDUSTRY - RMW

see also individual names of companies

SHOE SHINE PALACE see BUS ENT KIT
SHOE STRINGS see BUS ENT KIT
SHOEMAKER DRUG STORE see STORES KIT
SHOEMAKER, ALLEN A. see CB KW
SHOEMAKER, DAVID M. see CB WATCO
SHOEMAKER, DONALD L. see CB KW

SHOEMAKER, DOROTHY
SHOEMAKER, EMMANUEL J. see CB KW

SHOEMAKER, JACOB D.
SHOEMAKER, JAMEE see CB KW
SHOEMAKER, JANET (WIFE OF HERBERT) see CB KW
SHOEMAKER, JEAN see CB KW
SHOEMAKER, LEO see CB WATCO
SHOEMAKER, MARTIN J. see CB KW
SHOE-PER SHORE see STORES KIT
SHOES FOR MOOS see BUS ENT RMW
SHOLOM, VIOLET NEE BROWN see CB KW
SHONIKER, HARRY JOSEPH see CB KW
SHONIKER, THOMAS see CB KW
SHONK, KEN see CB KW
SHOOP, ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
SHOOTER’S CHOICE see STORES WAT
SHOOTING
SHOPEASY see BUS ENT RMW
SHOPPERS DRUG MART
SHOPPERS HOME HEALTH CARE see BUS ENT KIT
SHOPPING CENTRES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
    see also MARKET SQUARE
    see also FAIRVIEW PARK MALL
SHOPPING CENTRES - RMW
SHOPPING CENTRES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO
SHOPPING FOR YOU see BUS ENT RMW

SHOPPING MALLS - CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING QUEEN see BUS ENT WAT

SHOPRITE see STORES KIT

SHORE TO SHORE CORP. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SHOREH BOUTIQUE see STORES WAT

SHORT STOP see STORES KIT

SHORT, RYAN HOWARD WAYNE see CB KW

SHORTEN, MAURIE see CB KW

SHORTREED, JOHN see CB KW

SHORTTT, ROSSLYN see BUS ENT WAT

SHOT IN THE DARK see BUS ENT WAT

SHOULDICE, KEN see CB KW

SHOULDICE, MARGARET see CB KW

SHREDCO ENTERPRISE see BUS ENT KIT

SHRED-PAX LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

SHRED-TECH

SHRINE OF THE SORROWFUL MOTHER, ST. AGATHA

SHRUBBY EMPIRE see BUS ENT RMW

SHUGAN, JOE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

SHUH MEMORIALS see BUS ENT KIT

SHUH, (WIFE OF MELVIN) see CB KW
SHUH, DONALD C. see CB KW

SHUH, ROBERT & LISA see MENNONITES, MODERN - RMW

SHULTZ, JOHN & JUDY see CB WATCO

SHUPE, PETER see CB KW

SHUPE, STANLEY

SHUR-LITE ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW

SHURLY-DIETRICH-ATKINS see BUS ENT RMW

SHUTTLEWORTH, FRANK see CB WATCO

SHUTTLEWORTH, JIM see CB WATCO

SIALLION TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT RMW

SIBLEY, FLORENCE ANNA NEE BRUDER see CB KW

SIBLEY, FREDERICK C. see CB KW

SIBLEY, FREDERICK GEORGE see CB KW

SIBLEY, GEORGE D. see CB KW

SIBLEY, GEORGE see CB KW

SIBLEY, HILDA see CB KW

SIBLEY, MRS. GEORGE D. see CB KW

SIBLEY, MRS. GEORGE D. SR. see CB KW

SICHEWSKI, MICHAEL

SIDER, Reverend JAMES & IDA see CB WATCO

SIDESTREETS WATERLOO see STORES WAT

SIEBEL SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT
SIEBER, FRANK see CB KW
SIEBER, JACQUELINE see CB KW
SIEBER, WALTER PAUL see CB WATCO
SIEBERT, ALBERT CHARLES (BABE) see CB WATCO
SIEBERT, CLARENCE see CB KW
SIEBERT, J. WESLEY see CB WATCO
SIEGEL, KARL ERNEST see CB KW
SIEGFRIED, CORNELIUS
SIEGLE, LORNE see CB WATCO
SIEGNER LUMBER LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
SIEGNER, MAX see CB WATCO
SIEGNER, WALTER V. see CB KW
SIELINGS RESTAURANT & DRIVE IN see BUS ENT RMW
SIEMATIC CANADA see BUS ENT WAT
SIEMENS HEARING INSTRUMENTS see BUS ENT RMW
SIEMENS, TRICIA see CB KW
SIEMPLEKAMP CANADA INC. see BUS ENT RMW
SIENNA, FRANCIS see CB KW
SIENNA, FRANK AND DELORES see CB KW
SIETAM CANADA INC. see BUS ENT RMW
SIEUNARINE, RONNIE see CB KW
SIGN DEPOT see BUS ENT KIT
SIGN DESIGN, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW
SIGN LANGUAGE see BUS ENT WAT
SIGNATURE INTERIOR FURNISHINGS see STORES KIT
SIGNET FURNITURE LTD. see STORES KIT
SIIRALA, AARNE J. see CB KW
SIKANETA, PUMULO
SIKHISM
SIKKENS see BUS ENT RMW
SILCOX, NANCY
SILHOUETTE CANADA see BUS ENT RMW
SILKNIT LTD.
SILKWOOD CREATIONS see BUS ENT RMW
SILLS, RONALD, CHARLES see JUDGES
SILVA, JUDY see CB WATCO
SILVER BAR RANCH see MUSICAL GROUPS
SILVER CITY
SILVER LAKE
SILVER MAPLE FARM MEAT PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
SILVER SPOON FINE CHOCOLATES see BUS ENT WAT
SILVER SPUR see BUS ENT RMW
SILVER STAR SOCIETY
SILVERHEIGHTS PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
SILVERTHORNE, CHARLES see CB WATCO

SILVERWOOD DAIRIES LTD.

SILVESTER, KEN

SIM, DAVID

SIM, GORDON see CB KW

SIM, JIM see CB KW

SIM, JOHN DAVID (JACK) see CB KW

SIMARD, ANGIE SHELDON see CB KW

SIMMERS, PRICE see CB WATCO

SIMMONDS, ROBERT JAMES see CB WATCO

SIMMONS, (WIFE OF FRED) NEE FISHER see CB KW

SIMMONS, CLIFF see CB WATCO

SIMMONS, LAURA see CB WATCO

SIMMONS, PATRICK see MARTIN SIMMONS ARCHITECTS INC. in BUS ENT KIT

SIMMONS, RACHEL see SPEED SKATING

SI MON LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

SIMON, DAVID JOHN see CB KW

SIMON, RITA M see CB KW

SIMONIAN, BILL see CB KW

SIMONIAN, MICHAEL see CB KW

SIMONIAN, WILLIAM see CB KW

SIMON'S EASTERN MANUFACTURING LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
SIMPLE SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

SIMPLICITY

SIMPLY FINE WINE see BUS ENT WAT

SIMPLY LOVELY see BUS ENT RMW

A.G. SIMPSON CO.

SIMPSON BLOCK see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER, ONTARIO

SIMPSON SCREEN PRINT see BUS ENT RMW

SIMPSON, (DR.) ALAN WALTER see CB KW

SIMPSON, ALAN A. see BUS ENT KIT

SIMPSON, CHARLES see CB KW

SIMPSON, 'DADDY' see CB KW

SIMPSON, EARL see CB WATCO

SIMPSON, GORDON JAMES see CB KW

SIMPSON, GWEN see CB WATCO

SIMPSON, HARRY see CB KW

SIMPSON, HERBERT see CB KW

SIMPSON, JAMES R. see BUS ENT RMW

SIMPSON, JOHN see CB KW

SIMPSON, RUTH ANNE see CB KW

SIMPSON, WILLIAM see CB KW

SIMPSONS COMPANY LTD.

SIMS ESTATE (CHICOPEE – home of HARVEY J. SIMS & SCHLEE/HEINRICHL families)
SIMS, (REV.) JAMES see WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

SIMS, BETTY see CB KW

SIMS, CLEMENT, EASTMAN

SIMS, DAVID see CB KW

SIMS, FLORENCE (WIFE OF H.J.) NEE DAVIDSON see CB KW

SIMS, HARVEY J. (1871-1945)

SIMS, J. KENNETH see CB KW

SIMS, MEGHAN see ARTISTS KW (A-Z)

SIMS, PETER see CB KW

SIMS, WALTER see CB WATCO

SIMS, WILLIAM see CB KW

SINCLAIR, BRIAN see CB WATCO

SINCLAIR, DENNIS see BUS ENT KIT

SINDIA, JOAN

SINDING, CARL

SING OUT KW

SINGER, ALEX see SAILING

SINGER, PAUL see BUS ENT KIT

SINGH, BUCKAM see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW

SINGH, KOMAL see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

SINGLE PARENTS

SINGLEHURST, ELEANOR see CB KW
SINGLES TODAY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SINGLETON, DESMOND see CB WATCO

SINGLETON, MARJORIE see CB WATCO

SINGLETON, PAT see CB KW

SINKINS, JOHN L. see CB KW

SINSTEAD, RONEL EDMUNDS see CB WATCO

SINYARD, (WIFE OF RAY) NEE MERKLINGER see CB KW

SIPES, BILL see CB KW

SIR EDGAR BAUER SEPARATE SCHOOL

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD SECONDARY SCHOOL, WATERLOO see LAUREL HEIGHTS SECONDARY SCHOOL

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD STATUE (WILMOT TOWNSHIP) see RACE RELATIONS

SIRIFIC WIRELESS CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT

Sister MARY ELISE see CB KW

SISTER SUSIE CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SITARSKI, STEPHEN see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS (A-Z)

SITKO, MIKE see CB KW

SITTTLER EXCAVATING see BUS ENT RMW

SITTLER, DARRYL

SITTTLER, FAMILY see CB WATCO

SITTTLER, KEN see CB WATCO

SITTS, JUDY (WIFE OF STANLEY) see CB KW

SIUDA, KATHY see REGION OF WATERLOO SWIM CLUB
SIX STAR MAINTENANCE COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

60 MINUTE PHOTO CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

SKANES, AGGIE see HEALTH

SKARRATT, TOM see CB KW

SKATE CANADA, 1982

SKATE CANADA, 1996

SKATEBOARDING

SKATING - ISU GRAND PRIX KITCHENER -2001

SKATING 1980-1995, 1996-

see also SKATING-ISU GRAND PRIX KITCHENER, 2001

see also PRECISION SKATING

see also PRESTON FIGURE SKATING CLUB

see also ROLLER SKATING

see also SKATE CANADA, 1982

see also SKATE CANADA, 1996

see also WORLD JUNIOR FIGURE SKATING CHAMPIONSHIPS, 1987

SKELTON, CHAD see CB KW

SKELTON, WILLIAM T. see CB KW

SKETCHLEY CLEANERS see BUS ENT KIT and/or STORES CAM

SKIING

see also CHICOPEE SKI CLUB

SKILLMAN, JEAN see CB WATCO
SKILLS CANADA COMPETITIONS
SKILLS UNLIMITED see FOCUS FOR ETHNIC WOMEN
SKINNER, PAULA see TOURIST TRADE, CAMBRIDGE
SKLAR, PETER see CB KW
SKOOG, LAWRENCE see CB KW
SKOOG, WILLARD A. see CB KW
SKOPEC, ANDY see CB KW
SKROPOLIS, PETE see CB WATCO
SKY DIVING
SKYWARD TOWERS see BUS ENT RMW
SLADEK'S FAST GOURMET see BUS ENT KIT
SLAIGHT, JOHN see CB WATCO
SLAPSHOT see BUS ENT KIT
SLATS BLINDS LIMITED
SLAUENWHITE, MORRIS G. (MIKE) see CB KW
SLAYT, ALVIS see CB WATCO
SLEDGE HOCKEY
SLEEP FACTORY see STORES KIT
SLEMMON, ELIZABETH see CB KW
SLENDER LADY see BUS ENT RMW
SLICES & SUDS see BUS ENT RMW
SLIMMIN WIMMIN see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SLIPSTREAM DATA INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SLOAN, HUGH see CB KW

SLOAN, KATHLEEN “KAY” see CB KW

SLOANE, MARIANNE see CB WATCO

SLOW PITCH SOFTBALL

SLOWIKOWSKI, JOSEPH see CB KW

SLOWIKOWSKI, LES see CB KW

SLOWIKOWSKI, RICHARD see CB KW

SLUMKOFSKIE, LAWRENCE ALBERT see CB KW

SMALL BUSINESS ASSISTANCE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SMALL FRY SNACK FOODS

SMALL OFFSET SERVICE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SMALL PLANET FOOD CO-OP

SMALL WORLD see STORES KIT

SMALL, J. DOUGLAS see CB KW

SMALL, J.M. see CB KW

SMALLWOOD, DAVE see CB WATCO

SMANDYCH, MAVIS see CB WATCO

SMART CHOICE FURNITURE see STORES KIT

SMART COMMUNITIES see INTERNET - RMW

SMART MOTOR SALES see BUS ENT KIT

SMART TALK NETWORK see BUS ENT RMW
SMART, BERYL see CB KW

SMART, JOANNE see CB WATCO

SMART-TECH INC. see BUS ENT KIT

SMARTY PANTS see BUS ENT RMW

SMID, RON see CB KW

SMILES 'N' CHUCKLES LTD.

see also HAMBLIN, ROBERT (BOB)

SMILEY, KENNETH PEARL EDWARD see CB KW

SMILEY, PEARL YALE see CB KW

SMIT, TRUDY M. see CB KW

O.J. SMITH SHOE CO. see BUS ENT RMW

SMITH, AL see CB WATCO

SMITH, ALFRED J. see CB KW

SMITH, ALLAN R.G. see CB WATCO

SMITH, ANDREW

SMITH, BECKY see BASEBALL - KW

SMITH, BOB see CB KW

SMITH, BRUCE & DOROTHEA see CB WATCO

SMITH, Captain THOMAS FAMILY see CB WATCO

SMITH, CARL S. see CB KW

SMITH, CARL W. see CB KW

SMITH, CECIL RAY see CB KW
SMITH, CEDRIC see CB KW

SMITH, CHRIS (WIFE OF ROY) NEE REITZEL see CB KW

SMITH, CLARENCE F. see CB KW

SMITH, DAVE see ATHLETES-RMW (L-Z)

SMITH, DONALD see CB KW

SMITH, DOUG see CB KW

SMITH, EDNA NEE HAGEDORN see CB KW

SMITH, EFFIE

SMITH, ELEANOR see CB KW

SMITH, ELIZABETH (WIDOW OF WILLIAM SMITH) see CB KW

SMITH, ELIZABETH see CB KW

SMITH, ELSIE JOYE (nee KEIZER) see CB KW

SMITH, ESTHER H. NEE DERSTINE see CB KW

SMITH, EVERETT see CB WATCO

SMITH, GERALD R. (GERRIE) see CB WATCO

SMITH, GLADYS see CB WATCO

SMITH, HAROLD ARTHUR see CB KW

SMITH, HENRY see CB WATCO

SMITH, HERBERT CONRAD see CB WATCO

SMITH, J. ALBERT

SMITH, JOHN see CB KW

SMITH, JOHN see CB WATCO
SMITH, KATHI see CB KW
SMITH, KENNETH WILLIAM see CB WATCO
SMITH, LARRY see CB KW
SMITH, LAURA (nee Delayer) see CB KW
SMITH, LEOLA NEE PHILIP see CB KW
SMITH, (DR) MARCIA see CB WATCO
SMITH, MARVIN see CB WATCO
SMITH, MARY (KW Musical Productions) see CB KW
SMITH, MERVYN see CB KW
SMITH, Miss MARY ISABEL see CB KW
SMITH, Mrs. VERNON see CB KW
SMITH, MURRAY see CB WATCO
SMITH, OTTO see CB KW
SMITH, PAT & IAN see CB WATCO
SMITH, PHILIP MANNING see CB WATCO
SMITH, R. KENT see CB KW
SMITH, RETA see CB WATCO
SMITH, Reverend HAROLD BERNARD see CB KW
SMITH, RITA (WIFE OF M.J.) see CB KW
SMITH, ROBERT see CB KW
SMITH, RON see CB WATCO
SMITH, ROSEMARY see CB KW
SMITH, SARA see CB KW
SMITH, SCOTT see CB KW
SMITH, SHERRI see CB WATCO
SMITH, SIDNEY see CB KW
SMITH, STANFORD see CB KW
SMITH, STELLA see CB WATCO
SMITH, TERRY see CB KW
SMITH, TOM see CB WATCO
SMITH, WALTER HENRY see CB KW
SMITH, WAYNE see CB WATCO
SMITH, WELLINGTON J. see CB KW
SMITH, WILLIAM F. see CB KW
SMITH, WILLIAM HENRY see CB KW
SMITH, WILLIAM J. see CB WATCO
SMITHFIELD FOODS see SCHNEIDER, J.M., LTD.
SMITH-MACNAUGHTON INSURANCE BROKERS see DALTON SMITH MACNAUGHTON
SMITHSON PUBLIC SCHOOL
SMITHSON, GEORGE ARMSTRONG see CB KW
SMITHSON, MINNA (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE RUMPEL see CB KW
SMITTY'S
SMOCKING BY SHIRLEY see BUS ENT RMW
SMOKE, AMY see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES – GENERAL
SMOKERS ANONYMOUS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)


see also COUNCIL – RMW – BYLAWS - ANTI-SMOKING BYLAW

SMOLA, JOHN

SMOLA, PAT see CB KW

SMOLACK, STAN see CB KW

SMUCKER FAMILY see CB WATCO

SMUCKER, BARBARA C.

SMYTH, HELEN (WIFE OF HAROLD J.) NEE SNYDER see CB KW

SMYTH, HUGH ALFRED see CB KW

SMYTH, J.H. see CB KW

SMYTH, JOHN see CB KW

SNELL, HEATHER see CB WATCO

SNETSINGER, A.J. (ARCHIE) see CB KW

SNIDER BROS. FURNITURE, ELMIRA

SNIDER FAMILY see CB KW

SNIDER FLOUR MILLING COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

SNIDER PLYWOOD SPECIALITIES see BUS ENT WAT

SNIDER, A.M. see CB KW

SNIDER, AARON see CB KW

SNIDER, ALICE see CB WATCO

SNIDER, CLIFFORD see CB KW
SNIDER, CONNIE see CB KW
SNIDER, DIANE see CB KW
SNIDER, DONALD see CB KW
SNIDER, Dr. JIM see CB WATCO
SNIDER, EDWARD see CB KW
SNIDER, ELIAS WEBER BINGEMAN (1842-1921)
SNIDER, GRACE (NEE FEICK) see CB KW
SNIDER, HAROLD see CB WATCO
SNIDER, HENRY see CB KW
SNIDER, HOWARD S. see CB KW
SNIDER, LILLIAN see CB KW
SNIDER, MENNO see CB KW
SNIDER, NELSON see CB KW
SNIDER, NORMAN
SNIDER, PAUL see CB WATCO
SNIDER, ROBERTA see CB KW
SNIDER, RUTH (NEE FEICK) see CB KW
SNIDER, W. VERNON see CB KW
SNIDER, WILLARD see CB KW
SNIDER, WILLIAM see CB KW
SNIECKUS, PAULINE SINBERG see CB WATCO
SNIECKUS, VICTOR see CB KW
SNIP, BILL see CB KW
SNOB LTD. see STORES KIT

SNOOKER (includes Westbury Club)

SNOOKER BILLIARDS HALL see BUS ENT RMW

SNOW REMOVAL

see also STREETS – KITCHENER

see also STREETS – WATERLOO

SNOWFORT (WATERLOO) see PLAYGROUNDS

SNOWMOBILES - KW & DISTRICT

SNOWYRIVER see STORES KIT

SNUGGLERS see STORES WAT

SNYDER AUTO & REFINISHING see BUS ENT RMW

SNYDER FAMILY (JACOB) see CB WATCO

SNYDER FAMILY (JOSEPH B.)

SNYDER FAMILY see CB KW

SNYDER METAL FABRICATING see BUS ENT RMW

SNYDER, (REV.) AUSTIN FRANCIS see CB WATCO

SNYDER, ALFRED see CB KW

SNYDER, BEATRICE see CB WATCO

SNYDER, CLAYTON H. see CB KW

SNYDER, CLIVE see CB KW

SNYDER, DAINTRY see CB KW

SNYDER, DAN
SNYDER, DANIEL see CB WATCO
SNYDER, DAVID see CB KW
SNYDER, DOREEN see CB KW
SNYDER, DOROTHY see CB WATCO
SNYDER, DOUG & ELEANOR see CB KW
SNYDER, ED see CB WATCO
SNYDER, EDEN see CB KW
SNYDER, ELEANOR see CB WATCO
SNYDER, ELIAS B. see CB WATCO
SNYDER, EMILY see CB WATCO
SNYDER, ETRIL M. see CB KW
SNYDER, FRED
SNYDER, GEORGE see CB WATCO
SNYDER, GEORGE E. see CB KW
SNYDER, HERBERT see CB KW
SNYDER, JAMES ALBERT see CB WATCO
SNYDER, JAMES C. see CB KW
SNYDER, JOANNE see CB KW
SNYDER, JOHN see CB KW
SNYDER, LOIS see CB KW
SNYDER, LORNE see CB WATCO
SNYDER, MELVIN see CB KW
SNYDER, MILDRED see CB KW
SNYDER, MURRAY H. see CB KW
SNYDER, NANCY see CB WATCO
SNYDER, NELSON G see CB WATCO
SNYDER, O.D. (BISHOP) AND LOUISA see CB WATCO
SNYDER, PATRICIA see CB KW
SNYDER, PAUL see CB KW
SNYDER, PERCY see CB WATCO
SNYDER, PETER A. see CB KW
SNYDER, PETER ETRIL
SNYDER, Reverend ELVIN see CB KW
SNYDER, ROY
SNYDER, SIMON see CB KW
SNYDER, STEPHANIE see CB WATCO
SNYDER, STEWART see CB WATCO
SNYDER, TOM see CB KW
SNYDER, WESLEY see CB KW
SNYDER'S OF CANADA LTD.
SO MANY QUILTS see STORES KIT
SOANES, SUSAN see CB KW
SOAP BOX LAUNDROMAT see BUS ENT RMW
SOAP OPERA see STORES CAM
SOBESKI, PAT

SOBEYS see STORES CAM

SOBLE, MATT see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

SOCRER - KW

SOCHA, MILES, see CB KW

SOCHA, NORMAN see CB KW

SOCIAL CONTRACT - RMW

SOCIAL CREDIT PARTY - KW

SOCIAL HOUSING see HOUSING – RMW – LOW RENTAL

SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL OF KW

see also VOLUNTEERS

SOCIAL SERVICE

see also HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES – RMW

see also COUNSELLING – RMW

see also names of individual agencies

SOCIAL SERVICE TO SENIOR CITIZENS

see also HOME CARE SERVICES

see also LONG-TERM CARE

see also WATERLOO REGION PLACEMENT COORDINATION SERVICE

SOCIAL SERVICE TO YOUTH

SOCIAL WELFARE AGENCIES - KW

SOCIAL WELFARE AGENCIES - RMW
SOCIETY FOR AUTISTIC CITIZENS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM

SOCIETY FOR MUCOPOLYSACCHARIDE DISEASES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOCIETY FOR THE PRESERVATION OF UPPER DOON see DOON - GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

see also PLANNING - KITCHENER

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS - SOUTH WATERLOO

SOCIETY OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOCKAN, ROCHELLE see CB KW

SOCRATES CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOEDER, ALICE R. see CB WATCO

SOEHNER, GERT see CB WATCO

SOEHNER, HARRY & MARJorie see CB WATCO

SOEHNER, HENRY see CB WATCO

SOEHNER, JEREMY see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

SOEHNER, ROBERT see CB WATCO

SOFTBALL

SOFTWARE AG OF CANADA

SOFTWARE DEPOT see STORES CAM

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT see BUS ENT WAT

SOFTWARE METRICS see BUS ENT WAT

SOFTWAREHOUSE see BUS ENT WAT
SOFTWAY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

SOIL CONSERVATION

SOIL RECYCLING FACILITY, WOODSIDE AVE. KITCHENER

see also CANADA BLOWER & FORGE

see also CANADA BLOWER & CANADA PUMPS

SOKVITNE, LARS L. see CB KW

SOKVITNE, MIRIAM

SOLAR CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SOLAR ENERGY SOCIETY OF CANADA INC. see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOLAR ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

SOLAR MATERIALS HANDLING see BUS ENT RMW

SOLARIA INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW

SOLAR-TECH see BUS ENT RMW

SOLARWARE see BUS ENT RMW

SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)

SOLE RESTAURANT & WINE BAR see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

SOLEYMANI FAMILY see CB KW

SOLLOWS, BARB see CB KW

SOMER, IRVING see CB KW

SOMER, SID see CB WATCO

SOMERS' CLOTHING STORE

SOMERVILLE, ARNOLD see CB WATCO
SOMERVILLE, LINDSAY see **CB WATCO**

SOMERVILLE, MARC see **CB WATCO**

SOMERVILLE, WALTER H. see **CB KW**

SOMERVILLE, WILLIAM JOHN "JACKSON" see **CB WATCO**

SOMEWHERE IN TIME see **BUS ENT RMW**

SOMMERFELDT, DON see **CB WATCO**

SOMMERS, HERBERT W. see **CB KW**

SONA MANUFACTURING see **BUS ENT RMW**

SONGWRITERFEST see **MUSIC FESTIVALS**

SONIC SCRUB CLEANING see **BUS ENT RMW**

**SONNECK GALLERY (INCLUDES SONNECK HOUSE)**

SONNENBURG, KYLE see **ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)**

SONNTAG SYSTEMS INC. see **BUS ENT WAT**

SONNY’S DRIVE-IN see **BUS ENT WAT**

SONY see **STORES CAM**

SOOD, TANYA see **CB KW**

SOOKRAM, NARINE see **CB - KW – GENERAL**

SOOTER’S STUDIO see **BUS ENT WAT**

SOPER PARK see **PARKS - CAMBRIDGE**

SOPER, LAURIE see **AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)**

SOPER, LEROY & CECIL see **CB KW**

SOPER, LEROY & CECIL see **CB KW**
SOPER, LOUISE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

SOPER, RAY & JEAN (AUTOMATIC FAUCET) see BUS ENT RMW

SOPER, SAMUELL H. see CB KW

SOPHA, DAVE

SOPHIA: EXCLUSIVELY YOURS see STORES CAM

SORA JAPANESE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

SOROPTIMIST

SOTIROV, ZARA see CB KW

SOUDER, MERV see CB WATCO

SOUND ON SOUND see BUS ENT KIT

SOUNDS MUSIC PLUS see BUS ENT RMW

SOUNDS OF SUMMER

SOUNDSTAGE FINE AUDIO see BUS ENT WAT

SOUP KITCHEN see FOOD SHELTER

see also ST. JOHN'S KITCHEN

see also TRINITY COMMUNITY TABLE

SOUSA, PAULO see CB WATCO

SOUTH AFRICAN WAR 1899-1902

SOUTH WATERLOO INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

SOUTH WATERLOO MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

SOUTH WATERLOO NAVAL VETERANS CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOUTHBRIDGE CAPITAL PLANNERS see BUS ENT RMW
SOUTHERN ONTARIO GLIDING ASSOCIATION (SOGA) see CLUBS – RMW (M-Z)

SOUTHERN ONTARIO LOCOMOTIVE SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SOUTHPAWS see BUS ENT RMW

SOUTHRIDGE PUBLIC SCHOOL, KITCHENER

SOUTHWEST GUARDIAN see BUS ENT KIT

SOUTHWOOD SECONDARY SCHOOL

SOUTHWOOD, CHARLES see CB WATCO

SOUTHWORKS ANTIQUES see BUS ENT RMW

SOUTHWORKS OUTLET MALL

SOUTHWORKS OUTLET MALL see BUS ENT RMW

SOUTHWORKS TRADITIONS FURNITURE & COLLECTIBLES see BUS ENT RMW

SOVCAN STAR SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

SOWA TOOL & MACHINE CO LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SPA FRESCO see BUS ENT RMW

SPA IN THE CITY see BUS ENT RMW

SPACE AGE SHELVING see STORES CAM

SPACE CIRCUITS see BUS ENT WAT

SPACE SELF-STORAGE see BUS ENT KIT

SPACKMAN, (DR.) GEOFFREY see CB KW

SPAE-NAUR PRODUCTS LTD.

see also SPAETZEL, ROY C.

SPAETZEL, GEORGE C. see CB KW
SPAETZEL, ROY C.

SPAETZEL, WILLIAM “BILL” C. see CB KW

SPALDING, ARCHIE

SPALDING, DOROTHY see CB WATCO

SPANKY’S CLOTHES FOR KIDS see STORES WAT

SPANNER KNITS see BUS ENT KIT

SPARKLES OLD TYME CLEANING see BUS ENT RMW

SPARKS COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

SPARKS, ARTHUR see CB WATCO

SPARROW HAWK INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT WAT

SPARRY, ELLEN see CB WATCO

SPARX see STORES CAM

SPEAKER FACTORY, THE see BUS ENT KIT

SPEAKERS, DIRECTORY OF see KERTON, BARBARA in CB KW

SPECIAL ACCESS PLUMBING see BUS ENT KIT

SPECIAL EDUCATION see LEARNING DISABILITIES

SPECIAL EVENTS see BUS ENT RMW

SPECIAL FRIENDS PET SHOP see STORES CAM

SPECIAL HEARTS

SPECIAL OKSIONS see BUS ENT RMW


SPECIAL RISK UNDERWRITERS see BUS ENT WAT
SPECIALTY CAKES & CHOCOLATES see BUS ENT KIT

SPECKEN, F.J. see CB KW

SPECS APPEAL see STORES KIT

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SPECTRUM INTERNET CAFE see BUS ENT WAT

SPECTRUM TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW

SPEE, ANNA (ANTIQUE DEALER) see STORES CAM

SPEECH THERAPISTS

SPEECKEN, KELLY & JEFF see CB WATCO

SPEED RIVER

SPEED SKATING

SPEED, CAMERON

SPEEDY PIZZA see BUS ENT RMW

SPEEDY PRINTING CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT

SPEERS, JOHN see CB WATCO

SPELLING BEE OF CANADA

SPELLMAN, JOSEPH ALEXIS see CB KW

SPENCE, JOHN PURVIS (JACK) see CB KW

SPENCE, LORNE see CB KW

SPENCER, ART (ARTHUR) see CB WATCO

SPENCER, BILL see CB WATCO

SPENCER, RACHEL see CB WATCO
SPENCER, REID see CB WATCO
SPENCER, RONALD L. see CB WATCO
SPENCER, ROY see CB WATCO
SPERLING, MAY (WIFE OF A.J.) see CB KW
SPEROPOULOS, NICK see CB WATCO
SPETZ FAMILY
SPETZ, JOSEPH see CB KW
SPETZ, THEOBALD see CB KW
SPEYER, CHRIS
SPEYER, PETER
SPHERAL SOLAR POWER see BUS ENT RMW
SPICE OF INDIA see STORES KIT
SPICER COMMISSION see CITIZENS FORUM
SPICER CORP. see BUS ENT KIT
SPIDELL, ONA NEE CERSKUTE see CB KW
SPIDELL, SCOTT see CB WATCO
SPIEGEL, BEA see CB WATCO
SPIEGEL, JULIUS (JULES) see CB WATCO
SPIEGELBERG, TOM see CB KW
SPIELVOGEL, BRIAN see CB WATCO
SPIERS, DAVID see CB WATCO
SPIERS, WILLIAM see CB KW
SPIES, MICHAEL SEE CB WATCO

SPILLER, MALORIE

SPIN INTERIORS see BUS ENT KIT

SPINEL WORX see BUS ENT KIT

SPINNING see WEAVING

SPIRIT GLASS STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

SPIRIT OF THE MOUNTAIN CLOTHING CO see BUS ENT RMW

SPIRIT WALK see HERITAGE CAMBRIDGE

SPIRI-TECH see BUS ENT WAT

SPIRITS ON PEEL see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

SPLENDOR FASHIONS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SPLITZ ENZ see BINGEMAN PARK

SPOHN, DR. JIM see CB KW

SPOKES

SPORT BILLIARD & CAFE see BUS ENT RMW

SPORT CHEK see STORES KIT

SPORT NUTRITION DEPOT see BUS ENT RMW

SPORTCO SOURCE FOR SPORTS see STORES KIT

SPORTS - RMW (A-Z)

SPORTS - RMW

see also WORLD STUDENT GAMES 1975

see also OLYMPIC GAMES (for local athletes competing)

see also CAMBRIDGE SPORTS HALL OF FAME
SPORTSWORLD see PIONEER SPORTSWORLD

SPOT 24 SNOOKER & LOUNGE see BUS ENT RMW

SPOTTISWOODE, HARVEY see CB WATCO

SPRAGUE, EVELYN see CB WATCO

SPRAYMOULD LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

SPREEMAN FAMILY

SPRING CARPET CLEAN see BUS ENT KIT

SPRING ON GALT-BRANTFORD HIGHWAY see NORTH DUMFRIES TOWNSHIP

SPRING TOOLING SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

SPRING VALLEY TROUT FARM see BUS ENT RMW

SPRING VALLEY WOODWORKING see BUS ENT KIT

SPRING, DANIEL see CB KW

SPRING, JOYCE see CB WATCO

SPRING, RUTH see CB WATCO

SPRING, SYLVIA see CB WATCO

SPRINGBROOK FUR FARM LTD.

SPRINGER FAMILY

SPRINGER, CHRIS see CB KW

SPRINGER, MARGARET

SPRINGER, MOSES

SPRINGFIELD FARM STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

SPRINT COURIERS see BUS ENT KIT
SPRINT PRINT see BUS ENT WAT

SPROAT, ROBERT see CB KW

SPROLL’S OLD COUNTRY BREAD see STORES KIT

SPRUNG, LYALL MACAULAY (FSA) see CB KW

SPUDS see BUS ENT WAT

SPURGEON, DAVID CAREY see CB KW

SPURGEON, MURIEL

SPY DER EYE see BUS ENT WAT

SQUARE D. CO. CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

SQUARE’N’ADERS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SQUEEGEE KIDS see YOUTH

STAAL, ISABEL see CB KW

STACEY, MARGARET see CB KW

STACEY, ROBERT BLAKE see CB KW

STACEY, WILF see CB KW

STACK-A-SHELF

STAEBLER HOUSE, 379 QUEEN ST. S see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - KITCHENER

STAEBLER, EDNA (MRS. KEITH STAEBLER)

H. L. STAEBLER INSURANCE CO.

STAEBLER, H. LESLIE see CB KW

STAEBLER, J.M. see CB KW

STAEBLER, KEITH
STAEBLER, NORTON see CB KW

STAG NOVELTIES & BOOKS see STORES WAT

STAGE ONE see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – THEATRE

STAGEN, URSULA see CB KW

STAGER, A. OSCAR see CB WATCO

STAGER, CHARLES

STAGER, HARLEY see CB WATCO

STAGER, MARY see CB WATCO

STAGER, ROBERT see WORLD WAR 1939-1935

STAGES

STAHAN, DIETER see CB KW

STAHLE PLASTICS see BUS ENT RMW

J. STAHLE INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT KIT

STAHLE, JEAN see CB KW

STAHLE, ROY see CB WATCO

STAHLEY, J. EDWARD see CB KW

WM. STAHLSCHMIDT & CO, PRESTON see BUS ENT RMW

STAINED GLASS ART see BUS ENT RMW

STAINES (D.R.) PRINTING CO see BUS ENT WAT

STAINES, JOY see CB KW

STAINES, ROSS see CB KW

STAIRCASE GALLERY
STALE MATES see BUS ENT KIT
STALKIE, ROB & ELMER see CB KW
STA-MAC INDUSTRIES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
STAMON INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT WAT
STAMP, KELLIE see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

STAMPEDE CORRAL

STANDARD INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT RMW

STANFEL, AL see CB KW

STANISIA, SR. M. see CB KW

STANKIEWICZ, BILL see CB KW

STANKIEWICZ, JOYCE see CB WATCO

STANLEY BROTHERS RICK - 1986, ROB, JOE, JOHN

STANLEY HARDWARE

STANLEY MANUFACTURING see BUS ENT RMW

STANLEY PARK AUTO REPAIR see BUS ENT KIT

STANLEY PARK BAPTIST CHURCH, KITCHENER

STANLEY PARK MALL

STANLEY PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD see NEIGHBOURHOODS - KITCHENER

STANLEY PARK SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL, KITCHENER

STANLEYKEM see BUS ENT RMW

STANTEC CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

STANTON CONSULTING SERVICES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
STANTON, RAY see CB KW

STAR CHARTS see BUS ENT RMW

STAR WEBER MOTORS see BUS ENT KIT

STARBUCKS COFFEE see BUS ENT KIT

STARES, VICTOR see CB KW

STARLIGHT YACHTS see BUS ENT WAT

STARK, KAREL see CB KW

STARK, MARETA see CB KW

STARK, Sgt. IVAN see CB WATCO

STARK, SUZANNE (WIFE OF PETER) NEE ECKEL see CB KW

STARKEY, BARBARA see CB KW

STARKEY, LES see CB KW

STARLIGHT THEATRE

STARLINE AVIATION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

STARLINGS - KW

STARR, ERROLL see CB KW

STARR, HOWARD see CB WATCO

STARR, PETER see CB KW

STARS MENS WEAR

STARSHINE see BUS ENT WAT

START

STASHUK, MARION (nee ZUURHOUD) see CB KW
STASKO COMPUTER SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

STATE FARM INSURANCE

"STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT REPORT" - RMW

STATION HOTEL

STATIONERY STORE see BUS ENT RMW

STATISTICS

STAUCH, O’DEELA see CB KW

STAUCH, WARREN see CB KW

STAUFFER, MURIEL (WIFE OF W.R.) NEE GRABER see CB KW

STAUFFER FAMILY

STAUFFER, ELSINA see CB WATCO

STAUFFER, GORDON CLIFFORD see CB WATCO

STAUFFER, JESSIE "NORINE" see CB KW

STAUFFER, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

STAUFFER, LEVI see CB KW

STAUFFER, RICHARD see CB WATCO

STAUFFER, SARAH (WIFE OF ADDISON) see CB KW

STAUNCH, WARREN see CB KW

STAYT, ALVIS P. see CB KW

STEAMATIC see BUS ENT KIT

STECHENREITER, MARGARET E. see CB KW

STECHLEY, PHIL see CB WATCO
STECKENREITER, LOUIS P. see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS

STECKLE FAMILY

STECKLE HERITAGE HOMESTEAD

STECKLE, JOHN, SUSANNAH, JEAN, or ROBERT, see STECKLE FAMILY

STECKLE'S WOODS

STECKLEY, ERNIE & ANDY see CB WATCO

STECKLEY, JOHN & JOSH see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW

STECKLEY, LEIGH

STECKLEY, ROY see CB WATCO

STEDDICK HOTEL

STEDDICK, JACK see CB WATCO

STEDELBAUER MOTORS

STEDEN, ANNELIESE

STEDMANS see BUS ENT RMW

STEED AND EVANS see BUS ENT RMW

STEED, Rev. HAROLD see CB KW

STEEL, PAMELA see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

STEEL, ROBERT see CB KW

STEELE FAMILY see CB WATCO

STEELE, CAROLYN see CB KW

STEELE, JAMES see CB KW

STEELE, JAMES see CB KW

STEELFABCO see BUS ENT RMW

STEELHOUSE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
STEFANSON LAWN SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

STEFFEN & SON see BUS ENT KIT

STEFFLER METAL PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

STEFFLER, FRANK J. see CB KW

STEFFLER, GERTRUDE E. see CB KW

STEFFLER, JEROME see CB WATCO

STEFFLER, LAURIE see CB KW

STEFFLER, MARK see CB KW

STEFFLER, RAY see CB WATCO

STEFFLER, ROBERT see CB WATCO

STEGGLES, COURTNEY “COURT” see CB KW

STEGOR CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT RMW

STEIGER, MARTINA see CB KW

STEIN, Dr. WERNER O. see CB KW

STEINBERG, HARRY see CB WATCO

STEINER, CARL see CB WATCO

STEINER, SAM

STEINKE, DOROTHY (WIFE OF GORDON) NEE FRANKS see CB KW

STEINMAN, DAN see BUS ENT KIT

STEINMAN, LLOYD VICTOR see CB WATCO

STEINMAN, WALTER see CB WATCO

STEINMANN FAMILY
STEINMANN, AMBER see CB WATCO

STEINMANN, REBECCA see CB WATCO

STEINMAN'S FURNITURE

STEIRS, GLADYS see CB KW

STELLARVISION SATELLITE SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

STELLIGA, TONY see CB WATCO

STEMA PRECISION see BUS ENT RMW

STEMMLER MEATS

STEMMLER, CATHY see CB WATCO

STEMMLER, HILDA (nee DICKERT) see CB KW

STEPHANIE'S CARIBBEAN CUISINE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

STEPHEN, ARTHUR see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FACULTY

STEPHENS JEWELLERS see STORES KIT

STEPHENS, DAVID SEIBERT see CB KW

STEPHENS, GEORGE see CB WATCO

STEPHENS, GREG see CB KW

STEPHENS, JASON see CB KW

STEPHENS, KENNETH see CB KW

STEPHENS, MILLAGE ALBERT JR. see CB KW

STEPHENS, WALTER see CB KW

STEPHENSON, DONALD

STEPHENSON, MARILYN see CB KW
STEPHENSON, ROBIN see ATHLETES – RMW - GENERAL

STEPHENSON, SARAH see CB WATCO

STEPPLER, CARL H. see CB KW

STERE BROTHERS CIDER MILL see BUS ENT RMW

STERE, BRAD see HOCKEY – CAMBRIDGE WINTER HAWKS

STEREO & ART SHOP see STORES KIT

STEREO CONNECTION see STORES CAM

STERLING DISTRIBUTORS see BUS ENT WAT

STERLING REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

STERLING, Dr. J. WALLACE see CB WATCO

STERLING, JIM & PAULINE see CB WATCO

STERLING, RHOAN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

STERPIEN, Sister MARIE MICHELLE see CB KW

STEVE PAUSER PAINTING & DECORATING see BUS ENT KIT

STEVE SCHERER PONTIAC BUICK see BUS ENT KIT

STEVE’S MARINE FISH see STORES CAM

STEVEN, KYLE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

STEVENS MARKET BISTRO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

STEVENS MERCURY

STEVENS, ALBERT (BERT) MILLAGE see CB KW

STEVENS, ALBERT CARL see CB KW

STEVENS, GEOFFREY see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

STEVENS, GEORGE see CB KW
STEVENS, GUINEVERE (WIFE OF BEN) NEE GROSS see CB KW

STEVENS, JUDY see CB WATCO

STEVENS, KENNETH see CB KW

STEVENS, MAGDALENA LICHTY (MRS. JAMES G.) see CB KW

STEVENS, MIKE see CB WATCO

STEVENS, MILDRED ANNE (nee SMITH) see CB KW

STEVENS, SCOTT see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)

STEVENS, WALTER see CB KW

STEVENSON, BETTY D. see CB KW

STEVENSON, BILL & GEN see CB KW

STEVENSON, DON see CB WATCO

STEVENSON, ED see CB KW

STEVENSON, LARRY see CB WATCO

STEVE'S TV

STEWARD ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT RMW

STEWARD, JOSHUA see CB WATCO

STEWART AVENUE PUBLIC SCHOOL

STEWART, BETTY NEE CLEMENT (W.P.) see CB KW

STEWART, BRANDON see CB WATCO

STEWART, BRIAN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

STEWART, CAM see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

STEWART, CAMERON see CB KW
STEWART, CASIE see CB WATCO

STEWART, CRAIG see CB KW

STEWART, DOUGLAS see CB KW

STEWART, DOUGLAS see CB WATCO

STEWART, Dr. MAX DOUGLAS see CB KW

STEWART, HAROLD F. see CB KW

STEWART, HECTOR see CB WATCO

STEWART, HILDA see CB KW

STEWART, PAUL see CB WATCO

STEWART, RANDY see CB KW

STEWART, Reverend FINLAY GORDON

STICHNOTHE, WOLFGANG see CB WATCO

STICHEL, CHRISTINA (WIFE OF E.) NEE HILLER see CB KW

STICKNEY, DIANNE see CB KW

STICKNEY, KEN see CB WATCO

STIEFELMEYER, EDITH (WIFE OF FRED) NEE GRABER see CB KW

STIEFELMEYER, FRED see CB KW

STIELER, EARL see CB KW

STILES, KATHI see CB WATCO

STILL BAR & GRILL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

STILLMAN, DEL see CB KW

STINCHCOMBE, MAMIE see WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 - KW – WOMEN’S ROYAL CANADIAN NAVAL SERVICE (WRENS)
STINGERS

STIRLING AVENUE MENNONITE CHURCH, KITCHENER

STOCK, THEODORE J. see CB WATCO

STOCKFORD, GARY see CB WATCO

STOCKIE, JERRY see CB WATCO

STOCKIE, TOM see CB WATCO

see also RIM PARK

STOCKS, BRAD see CB WATCO

STOCKTON, MARGARET see CB WATCO

STOERMER BELL AND BRASS FOUNDRY

STOERMER, CARL see CB WATCO

STOERMER, HERWARTH (HERB) see CB KW

STOESER, EDITH see CB KW

STOFFMAN, ALLAN see CB KW

STOLCH, JORDAN see NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA SCHOOL

STOLTZ SALES & SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

STOLTZ, DEAN see CB WATCO

STOLTZ, DIAN see CB WATCO

STOLTZ, LINDA see CB WATCO

STOLTZ, MRS. AUGUST see CB WATCO

STOLTZ, WILL see CB WATCO

STONE CROCK
STONE SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE

STONE SCHOOL – S.S. 19 NORTH DUMFRIES see SCHOOLS – RMW – A-Z

STONE, JIM see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

STONE, SIDNEY see CB KW

STONEGATE see BUS ENT RMW

STONEHAVEN FARM GREENHOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

STONER, GRACE see CB KW

STONER, JUSTUS C. see CB KW

STONER, JUSTUS W. see CB KW

STONER, JUSTUS W. see CB KW

STONER, KEITH see BUS ENT KIT

STONER, KEITH see BUS ENT KIT

STONER, ROSS see CB KW

STOODY, WILLIAM see CB KW

STOP’N’CASH see BUS ENT KIT

STOOP, BERNHARD see CB KW

STORAGE PLUS see BUS ENT KIT

STORAR, BERT see CB KW

STORE HOURS – KW to 1979, 1980’s, 1990-1995, 1996-

STOREFRONT BABYSITTING see BUS ENT KIT

STORE-N-LOCK INC. see BUS ENT WAT

STORES - BEER AND WINE SALES
STORES - CAMBRIDGE A-F
STORES - CAMBRIDGE G-Z
STORES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
STORES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO A-Z

see also DISCOUNT HOUSES - RETAIL TRADE - KW
see also SHOPPING CENTRES - KITCHENER, ONTARIO
see also WAREHOUSE OUTLETS - KW & REGION

STORES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO A-Z

see also WATERLOO SQUARE
see also WAREHOUSE OUTLETS - KW & REGION

STOREY, OTTILIE see CB KW
STOREY'S LOAVES & FISHES see STORES KIT
STORM TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT WAT
STORM, LANCE see WRESTLING

STORMS, EVEREK R.
STORRING, DWIGHT see CB KW
STORTZ, BRENDA see CB WATCO

STORTZ, BRYAN
STORY, EDWARD see CB WATCO

STORYTELLER see STORES WAT

STORYTELLING
STORYTELLING BARN see STORYTELLING
STOUFFER, ELMAR R. see CB KW
STOUFFER, ELMER SCHNEIDER see CB KW
STOYKO, CORY see CB KW
STOYLES MARKET see BUS ENT RMW
STOYLES, DICK see CB WATCO
STRACK, (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE RUEFFER see CB KW
STRAHL, CHARLOTTE see CB KW
STRAHL, HAROLD see CB KW
STRAHL, WALTER S. see CB KW
STRAICHER, STEPHEN see CB KW
STRAIGHT STREET EVENT SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
STRAND BOWLING CLUB see BUS ENT KIT

STRANG, JAMES
STRANGE, MARC

STRANGE, MARGARET see CB WATCO

STRAPP, Reverend HOWARD W. see CB WATCO

STRASSBERGER, BARNEY JR. see TWINS DRIVE-IN INC.

STRASSBERGER, BARNEY see CB KW

see also TWINS DRIVE IN INC.

STRASSBURGER INSULATION

STRASSBURGER WINDOWS & DOORS see BUS ENT WAT

STRASSBURGER, ALBERT see CB KW
STRASSBURGER, BARNEY (SR. & JR.) see TWINS DRIVE-IN INC.

STRASSBURGER, DENNIS see CB KW

STRASSBURGER, JUNE see CB WATCO

STRASSBURGER, MORGAN see CB KW

STRAUB, EDWARD (EDDIE) see CB KW

STRAUS ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

STRAUS FAMILY see CB WATCO

STRAUS, ELIZABETH

STRAUS, JOHN & MARY see CB WATCO

STRAUS, RETA (WIFE OF JEROME) NEE SCHMIDT see CB KW

STRAUSS BAKERY & BOTTLING ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

STRAUSS FUELS see BUS ENT RMW

STRAUSS, ALBERT see CB WATCO

STRAUSS, ASHLEY see CB WATCO

STRAUSS, BERT see CB KW

STRAUSS, BILL see CB WATCO

STRAUSS, CHRIS see CB KW

STRAUSS, ED (EDWARD) see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 – INDIVIDUALS · WATCO

see also SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945) in entry for VAN EYKEREN, PETE

STRAUSS, GEORGINA (WIFE OF WALTER) NEE GROSS see CB KW

STRAUSS, JEROME P. see CB WATCO

STRAUSS, JOHN see CB KW

J. GEORGE STREBEL see BUS ENT WAT
STREAM INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT
STREAMLINE TONE & TAN see BUS ENT RMW
STREDWICK, MICHAEL see CB KW

STREET CLEANING

STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE

STREET NAMES - KITCHENER

STREET NAMES - RMW

STREET NAMES – WATERLOO

STREET RAILWAYS see KITCHENER P.U.C. - TRANSPORTATION

STREET TRAFFIC - CAMBRIDGE

STREET TRAFFIC – KITCHENER

STREET TRAFFIC - WATERLOO

STREET VENDORS see COUNCIL - KITCHENER - BYLAWS - STREET VENDORS

see also COUNCIL - CAMBRIDGE - BYLAWS - STREET VENDORS

STREET, DARYL see CB WATCO

STREET-INVOLVED PEOPLE see HOMELESSNESS

STREET-INVOLVED YOUTH see HOMELESSNESS

STREETS – CAMBRIDGE

STREETS – CAMBRIDGE – CANAMERA PARKWAY

STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - CONCESSION STREET

STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - DELTA

STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - GEORGE STREET
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - HESPELER ROAD
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - HIGHWAY 8
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - MYERS ROAD
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - SAGINAW PARKWAY
STREETS - CAMBRIDGE - STREET LIGHTS
STREETS - KITCHENER
STREETS - KITCHENER - BELMONT, HOMER WATSON EXTENSION
STREETS - KITCHENER - BLEAMS ROAD
STREETS - KITCHENER - BRIDGE STREET
STREETS - KITCHENER - CHARLES STREET
STREETS - KITCHENER - CONESTOGA COLLEGE BOULEVARD
STREETS - KITCHENER - COURTLAND AVENUE
STREETS - KITCHENER - DOON VILLAGE ROAD
STREETS - KITCHENER - DUKE STREET
STREETS - KITCHENER - FAIRWAY ROAD
STREETS - KITCHENER - FILSINGER ROAD
STREETS - KITCHENER - FISCHER-HALLMAN
STREETS - KITCHENER - FREDERICK-BENTON STREETS
STREETS - KITCHENER - GLASGOW STREET
STREETS - KITCHENER - HERITAGE DRIVE
STREETS - KITCHENER - HOMER WATSON BOULEVARD
STREETS - WATERLOO - COLUMBIA-LEXINGTON

STREETS - WATERLOO - ERB STREET

STREETS - WATERLOO - IRA NEEDLES BOULEVARD

STREETS - WATERLOO - REGINA STREET

STREETS - WATERLOO - STREET LIGHTS

STREETS - WATERLOO - UNIVERSITY AVENUE

STREETS - WATERLOO - WESTMOUNT ROAD

STREICHER, ANNIE GELLA WETTLAUFFER see CB WATCO

STREICHER, JOLENE see CB KW

STREIT, ELIZABETH see CB KW

STREIT, GERTRUDE see CB KW

STREIT, LEOPOLD see CB KW

STREIT, WILLIAM R. see CB KW

STREMEEL, GEORGE see CB KW

STREPPEL, GREG

STRICKER, FRANKLIN “FRANK” see CB KW

STRICKER, MATHIAS see CB KW

STRICKLAND, BRIAN see CB KW

STRICKLAND, DONNA see CB KW

STRICKLAND, STANLEY see CB KW

STRICKLER, ALEXANDRIA see CB WATCO

STRICKLER, DANNY & DIANE see CB WATCO
STRIKES - KITCHENER to 1979, 1980-1999

see also POST OFFICE - KITCHENER

see also STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1975

see also AMBULANCE SERVICE - KW

STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1975

STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1978

see also STRIKES - KITCHENER - TRANSIT STRIKE 1975

see also KITCHENER P.U.C. - TRANSPORTATION

STRIKES - RMW

STRIKES - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

STRING ALONG WITH DAVE see BUS ENT KIT

STRINGER, GRAHAM see CB KW

STRIP CLUBS - RMW

STRIPPERS see BUS ENT KIT

STRIP-TECH see BUS ENT RMW

STRITE INDUSTRIES

STROH FAMILY

STROH, EARL see CB WATCO

STROH, EILEEN see CB WATCO

STROH, HAROLD “HARRY” (1921-February 2015) see CB WATCO

STROH, HAROLD WILLIAM (1912-2004) see CB WATCO

STROH, HENRY see CB KW
STROH, HENRY (HARRY) CONRAD (1921 - November 2015) see CB WATCO

STROH, JACOB GAUKEL

STROH, JOHN see CB KW

STROH, LINCOLN see CB KW

STROH, MARILYN

STROH, MARVIN H. see CB KW

STROH, NATHANIEL

STROH, WALTER see CB WATCO

STROH-VOGEL, ELLEN see CB KW

STROKE PATIENTS

STROKES see ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION

STROME, LAURIE see CB KW

STROME, MARGARET (WIFE OF FREDERICK) NEE LAUTENSLAGER see CB KW

STROME, WILMER see CB KW

STRONG, AL see POLITICAL PARTIES

STRONG, JOANNA see ARTISTS - RMW

STRUB, GEORGE see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

STRUB, KENNETH see CB KW

STRUB, WENDY see CB KW

STRUCK, BILL

STRUCK, MARGARET OLIVE ALISON GILLESPIE (nee RUSSELL) see CB WATCO

STRUDEX FIBRES
STRUEWING, PETER F. see **CB KW**

STRUTHER, MARGARET see **CB WATCO**

STRUTHERS see **BUS ENT RMW**

STUART, ANDREW H. see **CB KW**

STUART, BETTY M see **CB KW**

STUART, CLAIRE see **CB WATCO**

STUART, EDITH POTTER see **CB WATCO**

STUART, EILEEN (WIFE OF ANDREW) NEE LOWE see **CB KW**

STUART, RUTH ANN see **CB KW**

STUBBS, MARY ANN BULMER see **CB WATCO**

STUDEBAKERS DRIVERS CLUB see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

STUDENT & FAMILY SERVICES see **BUS ENT WAT**

STUDENT CONNECTION PROGRAM see **WLU - STUDENTS**

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT CENTRE see **EMPLOYMENT – STUDENTS**

**STUDENT HOUSING - WATERLOO** (off-campus housing only) for on-campus housing see **UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - STUDENT HOUSING** or see **WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENT HOUSING**

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM see **CLUBS KW (L-Z)**

STUDIO 10 FITNESS see **BUS ENT RMW**

STUDIO 13 BODY ART see **BUS ENT RMW**

STUDIO BELLE see **BUS ENT RMW**

STUDIO OF SOCIAL, BALLROOM & LATIN-AMERICAN DANCING see **BUS ENT KIT**

STUDIO VOILA see **BUS ENT WAT**
STUDIOCOMIX PRESS see BUS ENT KIT
STUEBING, ELEANOR see CB KW
STUEBING, KEN see CB KW
STUEMPFLE, JACK see CB KW
STUEMPFLE, JOHANN WILHELM see STUEMPFLE, MARIA ELIZABETH
STUEMPFLE, MARIA ELIZABETH see CB WATCO
STUMPF, ANDREW THOMAS “ANDY” see CB KW
STUMPF, BARBARA FRANCES NEE FISHER see CB KW
STUMPF, BENJAMIN F. see CB KW
STUMPF, CRAIG see CB KW
STUMPF, PETER F see CB WATCO
STUMPF, VIRGINIA (DOLLY) see CB KW
STUMPFLE, WIDOW see CB KW
STUNT AIR AVIATION see BUS ENT RMW
STUPICA, JOHN see CB KW
STURDY, LIDA BELL see CB WATCO
STURM, HENRY
STURM, HERMAN A. see CB KW
STURM, MORRIS see CB KW
STURN, CHRISTIAN see CB KW
STUSS, DON see CB KW
STUTZ, SYLVIA see CB KW
STYERS, TOMMY see CB WATCO

STYLE & IMAGE (CANADA) see BUS ENT RMW

SUBSTANCE USE see SUBSTANCE USE - KW

see also ADDICTION RESEARCH FOUNDATION - KITCHENER OFFICE

SUBSTANCE USE - KW

see also ARNOLD, DR. ROSEMARY & DR. ROLAND

see also DRUG TRAFFIC - KW

see also COCAINE – RMW

see also MARIJUANA – RMW

SUCK, ANTON see CB KW

SUDDABY SCHOOL

SUDDABY, JEREMIAH

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME

SUDDENLY SINGLE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

SUE BOTRILL DANCE STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

SUERICH, JOSEPH see CB KW

SUE'S CANINE CLIPS see BUS ENT WAT

SUETTA SCHOOL OF DANCE see BUS ENT WAT

SUETTA, ANNE see CB KW

SUGAR BARE see BUS ENT RMW

SUGAR RUSH see STORES CAM

SUGARBAKER'S COFFEE HOUSE see STORES CAM
SUICIDE BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT GROUP see BEREAVEMENT

SUICIDE PREVENTION see COUNSELLING - CHILDREN/YOUTH – RMW

see also COUNSELLING – RMW

SULCO CHEMICALS LTD.

SULLIVAN, DWYER see TEACHERS - RMW (A-Z)

SULLIVAN, KEVIN

SULPHUR SPRINGS HOTEL see HOTELS – RMW

SULTAN’S MARKET see STORES CAM

SULZER BINGHAM PUMPS INC.

SUMISON, TERRY see CB WATCO

SUMMERDALE CLEANERS see BUS ENT RMW

SUMMERFEST see HERITAGE FESTIVAL

SUMMERHAYES, CATHERINE see BUS ENT KIT

SUMMERHAYES, JILL see CANE AND ABLE

SUMMERHAYES, STUART

SUMMERS, JAMES see CB KW

SUN LIFE FINANCIAL

SUN SHOP TANNING CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

SUNAMCO LIMITED see BUS ENT RMW

SUNAR LTD.

SUNBEAM LODGE (PINNACLE DRIVE)

SUNBEAM RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (KINGSWAY DRIVE)
SUNBURST ERRAND SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

SUNBURST FRUIT MARKET see STORES CAM

SUNBURST LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE see BUS ENT RMW

SUNDANCE BALLOONS see BUS ENT KIT

SUNDAY - KW

SUNDOR CANADA

SUNFIRE MFG.

SUNFISH LAKE

SUNLIGHT YACHTS see BUS ENT WAT

SUNMAX CANADA CORP. see BUS ENT KIT

SUNNI DAIZ THE CLOWN see BUS ENT WAT

SUNNY CHOI SHOP see STORES WAT

SUNNY DAYS SWIMWEAR & ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT KIT

SUNNYSIDE AIRFIELD see WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - HISTORY

SUNNYSIDE HOME

SUNNYSIDE PUBLIC SCHOOL

SUNOCO see BUS ENT WAT

SUNRISE AUTOMATIONS SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

SUNRISE COOKING SCHOOL see BUS ENT WAT

SUNRISE MILLS HEALTH FOOD STORE

SUNRISE SHOPPING CENTRE see SHOPPING CENTRES - KITCHENER

SUNSET DRIVE-IN see BUS ENT RMW
SUNSHINE & SPICE see STORES KIT

SUNSHINE DREAMS FOR KIDS see CHILDREN’S WISH FOUNDATION

SUNSHINE FOUNDATION

SUNSHINE HAMMOCK CO. see BUS ENT WAT

SUNSHINE WATERLOO see BUS ENT WAT

SUPEENE, SHELAGH LYNN see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

SUPER D FOOD STORES see STORES KIT

SUPER DETAILING SHINE SHOPS see BUS ENT KIT

SUPER MOTOR & ELECTRIC

SUPER PET see STORES CAM

SUPER SAVE DRUG STORE see STORES KIT

SUPER SHIRT TEN see BUS ENT KIT

SUPER X DRUG STORE see STORES KIT

SUPERBUILD see PLANNING - RMW

SUPERCENTRE

SUPERFRESH

SUPERIOR BOX CO. LTD.

SUPERIOR DENT REMOVAL see BUS ENT RMW

SUPERIOR MEMORIALS LTD.

SUPERIOR SANITATION see BUS ENT RMW

SUPERIOR STONE CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

SUPERNATURAL see STORES KIT
SUPERPAC ACQUISITIONS see BUS ENT RMW
SUPERSKATE SEVEN/THE VID see BUS ENT WAT
SUPERTAN STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT
SUPPLIER PIPELINE INC. see BUS ENT KIT
SUPREME CATERING see BUS ENT WAT
SUPREME FUDGE & CANDIES see BUS ENT KIT
SURELINK see BUS ENT KIT
SURF PARADISE STORE see BUS ENT KIT
SURICH, JOACHIM see CB KW
SURICH, SUSAN see CB KW
SURREALTY see BUS ENT KIT
SURRENDER DOROTHY see STORES WAT
SURVIVORS OF INCEST ANONYMOUS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
SUSAN’S FLOWERS see BUS ENT RMW
SUSAND FAMILY see CB KW
SUSAND, PETER E. see CB KW
SUSAN’S CATERING see BUS ENT RMW
SUTHERLAND SCHULTZ
SUTHERLAND, J. ERIC see CB KW
SUTHERLAND, JAMES see CB WATCO
SUTHERLAND, ROBERT
SUTHERLAND, ROBERT A. see CB KW
SUTTON GROUP

SUTTON, ANNE

see also WATERLOO COUNTY SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD - RELATIONS WITH TEACHERS

SUTTON, JIM see CB KW

SUTTON, RANDALL DOUGLAS see CB KW

SUTTON, RICHARD see CB KW

SUZANNE TAIT DESIGN see BUS ENT KIT

SUZANNE’S KITCHEN see BUS ENT RMW

SUZANNE’S TYPING SERVICE see BUS ENT WAT

SUZUKI METHOD

SWAINE, FREDERICK J. see CB KW

SWAN DUST CONTROL see BUS ENT WAT

SWAN, HILARY see CB KW - GENERAL

SWAN, JACK see CB WATCO

SWAN, JANE GRIEVE see CB WATCO

SWANN, PETER CHARLES see CB KW

SWARTZ, BETTE see CB KW

SWARTZ, HELEN (WIFE OF RAYMOND) NEE RUEFFER see CB KW

SWARTZ, MEL see CB KW

SWARTZ, RAYMOND WILLIAM see CB KW

SWARTZ, RODNEY E. see CB KW

SWARTZ, RUTH (WIFE OF RODNEY) NEE EISSFELDT see CB KW
SWARTZENTRUBER, GRANT see CB WATCO

SWARTZENTRUBER, HAROLD LEROY see CB WATCO

SWARTZENTRUBER, LESTER JAMES see CB WATCO

SWEATS BY BEA see BUS ENT KIT

SWEDIUK, MARY see CB KW

SWEENEY, ED see CB WATCO

SWEENEY, JOAN see CB WATCO

SWEENEY, JOHN

SWEET ADELINES - KW

SWEET KYLA

SWEET, JIM see CB WATCO

SWEETS OF CAMBRIDGE see STORES CAM

SWEICH, CHARLOTTE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

SWEITZER, FRIEDA see CB KW

SWENCO MANUFACTURING CO. (formerly of New Hamburg) see BUS ENT WAT

SWIMMING - KW

see also ATHLETES - KW

see also ATHLETES - LOCAL OLYMPICS 1976

see also DAVIS, VICTOR

see also KW NATIONAL SWIMMING CENTRE AT WLU

see also NATATORIUM (123 KING STREET WEST, KITCHENER)

see also REGION OF WATERLOO SWIM CLUB
see also SPORTS - RMW

SWINDELL, ERIN & LAURA see CB WATCO

SWINE BREEDING

SWIRL INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT

SWISS CASTLE INN

SWISS CHALET

SWISSCO see BUS ENT WAT

SWITALSKI, ANNA see CB WATCO

SWITCHVIEW INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SWORD, JEAN see CB WATCO

SYBASE

SYKES, CHRISTOPHER see CB WATCO

SYKES, MARILYN see CB KW

SYLVAN LEARNING CENTRES see BUS ENT RMW

SYMBILITY SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

SYMONS, J.W. (JACK) see CB KW

SYNCHRONIZED SKATING see PRECISION SKATING

SYNDER, FRED M. see CB KW

SYROCO CANADA LTD.

SYROTIUCK, NESTOR (MIKE) see CB KW

SYSTEMGENIX see BUS ENT KIT

SYSTEMS GO INC. see BUS ENT WAT
SYSTEMWORKS OFFICE FURNISHINGS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

SZABO, ARTHUR see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FACULTY

SZABO, HELEN see STORES - WAT (HELEN ANNE SHOP)

SZABO, JOHN see CB WATCO

SZCZESNY, TADEUSZ see CB WATCO

SZEWCZUK, MYRON see CB WATCO

SZLAGOWSKI, GLENN see CB WATCO

SZWEIJKOWSKI, JADWIGA (VEGA) see CB KW
T

T & J SEAFOODS
TBE COMPUTERS INC. see STORES WAT
TC PEWTER DESIGNS see BUS ENT KIT
TCG MATERIALS LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

TD CANADA TRUST
T. J. CINNAMONS BAKERY see BUS ENT WAT
T.J. CHARLEY’S GRILL & BEVERAGE CO. see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
TLC LASER EYE CARE CENTRE see U of W – SCHOOL OF OPTOMETRY
TNT ALLTRANS EXPRESS see BUS ENT KIT
T.O.P. CONSULTING SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT
TSC STORE see STORES KIT

TWB COOPERATIVE BREWERY see BREWERIES
TAAZ GROUP INC. see BUS ENT WAT
TABACZNSKI, JOHN FRANCIS see CB KW
TAGOR INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT
TAHITIAN GOLD TANNING SALON see BUS ENT RMW
TAIGA FOREST PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW
TAILBY, RALPH see CB KW
TAILLON, JOE see BUS ENT KIT

TAIT STREET PUBLIC SCHOOL

TAIT, MARION see CB WATCO
TAIWAN CONNECTION see BUS ENT WAT
TALBOT, DIANNE see CB WATCO
TALCOR see BUS ENT RMW
TALENT MANAGEMENT & DIAMOND PRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT WAT
TALL GIRL see STORES KIT
TALMAGE, KERRY see CB KW
TALMAGE, T. DUANE see CB KW
TAM, KENNETH see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
TAMA INN see OUTSIDERS ROADHOUSE
TAMBLING, MIA see CB KW
TAMBLYN'S see STORES KIT
T AND R ANSWERING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
TANDY LEATHER see STORES KIT
TANG, YIN see CB KW
TANK, JOHN see CB KW
TANK, ORLAND see CB KW

TANNER, JOHN
TANNIS PERSONAL TRAINING see BUS ENT RMW
TANNOY CROWN see BUS ENT KIT
TANQUERAY, GORDON & CO. see BUS ENT WAT
TAPE WORM see STORES CAM
TAPESTRY FESTIVAL see MULTICULTURAL FESTIVAL
M. TARADAY & SONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TARANTO, TONY see SOCCER - KW

TARASENKO, RUTH see CB KW

TARC, ANDREW see CB WATCO

TARON'S MEAT PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

TARRANT, ANNE see CB KW

TARSEY, JOSEPHINE see CB WATCO

TARTAGLIA, SHIRLEY see CB KW

TASCA RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

TASSIE, Dr. WILLIAM

TASTE JAMMER see BUS ENT WAT

TASTE OF ITALY, A see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

TASTE, THE FOURTH SENSE see BUS ENT RMW

TATTOO ART see BUS ENT KIT

TATTOOING see, GEORGE LEWIS TATTOO ART see BUS ENT KIT

TAVES, HARVEY W. see CB KW

TAVES, IVA see CB KW

TAVES, JOHN (TAXIDERMY) see BRODHAGEN, DAVE in BUS ENT RMW

TAWCO see STORES KIT

TAWSE, BRUCE see CB WATCO

TAWSE, CATHY see CB WATCO

TAX DOCTORS, THE see BUS ENT KIT

TAX WATCH
TAXATION - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

TAXATION - RMW

TAXATION - WATERLOO, ONTARIO

TAXCALC.COM see BUS ENT WAT

TAXIS see AUTOMOBILES - KW - TAXIS

TAYA JEWELLRY & ACCESSORIES see BUS ENT RMW

TAYLOR, ADDISON see CB KW

TAYLOR, AGNES see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, ALAN DAVID see CB KW

TAYLOR, ANDREW WINTON

TAYLOR, ART

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER see CB KW

TAYLOR, CORY see ATHLETES - KW (L-Z)

TAYLOR, CYRUS M. see CB KW

TAYLOR, DICK see CB KW

TAYLOR, ETTA MAY see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, EUNICE see CB KW

TAYLOR, FREDERICK CLEVELAND see CB KW

TAYLOR, GLORIA see CB KW

TAYLOR, GRANT see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, HAROLD A. see BUS ENT KIT

TAYLOR, HARVEY see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, IDA (MRS. THOMAS) see CB WATCO
TAYLOR, JOANNA see CB KW

TAYLOR, JOHN THOMPSON see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, KEITH see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, L.W. see CB KW

TAYLOR, LEN see CB KW

TAYLOR, MARK see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, MARY LOU see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, MORTON ‘MORTY’ see CB KW

see also MORTY’s in BUS ENT WAT

TAYLOR, RICHARD K. see CB KW

TAYLOR, RYAN

see also GENEALOGY

see also ONTARIO GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY – WATERLOO WELLINGTON BRANCH

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – CENTENNIAL 1984

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – INFORMATION SERVICES

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – LOCAL HISTORY ROOM

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – ORAL HISTORY

see also KITCHENER PUBLIC LIBRARY – SPECIAL PROGRAMS 1980's

see also WATERLOO HISTORICAL SOCIETY

see also WATERLOO HISTORICAL SOCIETY – NEWSLETTERS

TAYLOR, WAYNE see CB WATCO

TAYLOR, WILLIAM see CB KW
TAYLOR’S BRIDAL BOUTIQUE INC. see BUS ENT RMW

T-BALL

THE TEA CHEST see BUS ENT RMW

TEA CUPBOARD RESTAURANT, THE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

TEACHERS - RMW

see also WATERLOO COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

see also ONTARIO REGISTERED MUSIC TEACHER'S ASSOC. in CLUBS KW (L-Z)

TEACHERS - RMW - HIRING

TEACHERS - RMW - TEACHERS' UNIONS

TEACHERS - RMW - WORKING CONDITIONS

TEACHERS - RMW A-Z

see also files for particular schools. (Most teachers are filed with the school where they teach.)

TEACHERS OF ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE - RMW

TEACHERS STRIKE, 1997

TEAHEN, SHANNON see CB WATCO

TEAL, MARJORIE FAY see CB WATCO

TEAM UBU HAIR & BODY see BUS ENT RMW

TEAM VINCENT MOTORSPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

TEATHER, LISA see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FACULTY

TEAZE HAIR STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW

TECH CAPITAL PARTNERS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

TECH HI CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT KIT
TECHMAP see COMMUNITECH

TECHNICAL EDUCATION

see also SKILLS CANADA COMPETITIONS

TECHNICAR AUTO SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

TECHNICOM CONSULTANTS see BUS ENT WAT

TECHNOLOGY CONVERGENCE INC. see BUS ENT WAT

TECHNOLOGY SERVICE CORP. see BUS ENT KIT

TECHNOLOGY STORE see STORES KIT

TECHNOLOGY TRIANGLE

see also COMMUNITECH

TECHNOTRADE (CANADA) LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TECO-WESTINGHOUSE MOTORS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

TECUM FURNITURE CO. see STORES KIT

TEDDY BEAR & FRIENDS see STORES WAT

TENER, VALEHAN see CB KW

TEED, RAY see CB KW

TEEGE, DALE see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

TEENAGE PREGNANCY

TEGGIN, EDWARD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

TEKNIK SALON & SPA see BUS ENT KIT

TELECOM STORE, THE see BUS ENT RMW

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
TELECOMMUTING see INTERNET - RMW

TELE-DIRECT YELLOW PAGES see BUS ENT KIT

TELEGDI, ANDREW

TELEGRAPH OFFICE - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

TELEPHONE PIONEERS OF AMERICA - KITCHENER PIONEER CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

TELEPHONE

see also ST. CLEMENTS, ONTARIO


TELFORD, CAROL ANN see TEACHERS - RMW

TELULAR CANADA INC.

TELUS MOBILITY see BUS ENT RMW

TEMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

TEMPLE, CHUCK see CB KW

TEMPLE, LIZ (nee JOSIMOVICH) see CB KW

TEMPLETON, JACK see CB KW

TEMPLIN, ELIZABETH & PETER see CB KW

TEMPTATIONS coffee shop & BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW

TEMPTATIONS see BUS ENT WAT

#10 MILITIA TRAINING CENTRE

TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES

TENBRINK, JERRY see CB WATCO

TEND-R-FRESH
TENENT, MAVIS see CB KW
TENNANT, IVAN see CB KW
TENNANT, PAT see CB KW
TENNER PIANO SALES see BUS ENT RMW

TENNIS

see also RACKET GAMES

TENSON, ANNETTE see CB KW
TEPERMAN & SONS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
TEPLY, ROBERT see CB KW
TEQ DIRECT see BUS ENT RMW
TERCER, TERRY see CB KW
TERM TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

TERMITES

TERNENT, MAVIS see CB KW
TERNO, DANNY see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS
TERPSTRA, WIEBE see CB KW
TERRA CARE INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT RMW
TERRA NOVA SHOES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

TERRA PLASTIC RECYCLING INC.

TERRACE LANE GIFTS see STORES KIT
TERRAQUA INVESTIGATIONS see BUS ENT WAT
TERRATEC ENVIRONMENTAL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
TERRORISM – UNITED STATES – RMW REACTION

TERRY FOX RUN (includes clippings on Terry Fox and Steve Fonyo in KW)

see also CANCER

see also CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY

TERRY KOVA FALAFEL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT

TERRY WILLIAMS KNITTERS LTD.

TERRY’S LAWN & POWER EQUIPMENT INC. see BUS ENT RMW

TESSARI, ELIZABETH see CB KW

TESSMER, CHANTAL see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

TEXAS LONGHORN RESTAURANT

THACKER, ORVILLE see CB KW

THAI COCONUT ISLAND see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

THAL, BERTHA see CB KW

THALER, ALFORD J. see CB WATCO

THALER, BRUCE see CB WATCO

THALER, DALE & DAVE see CB WATCO

THALER, GLENN see CB KW

THALER, JOHN see CB WATCO

THALER, KATIE see CB WATCO

THALER, OLIVIA IDA MARGARET see CB KW

THALER, ROSS see GENEALOGY

THALER, STEWART see CB KW
THAMER, E.H. see CB KW
THAMER, ORVILLE see CB KW
THAMER, OWEN see CB KW
THANKS A BUNCH FLORIST see BUS ENT RMW
THE ARTISANS SHOWPLACE see STORES KIT
THE BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
THE BAY
THE BLUE ROOM see BUS ENT KIT
THE BREW HOUSE see BUS ENT WAT
THE BRIDGES see HOMELESSNESS
THE CONSUMER'S CHOICE FACTORY OUTLET BUYER'S GUIDE see BUS ENT RMW
THE CORNER BAKESHOP see BUS ENT RMW
THE CORNER STORE see BUS ENT RMW
THE FAMILY GROUP see BUS ENT RMW
THE GAMES EXCHANGE INC. see BUS ENT KIT
THE GREAT ESCAPE see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A – Z)
THE NATURE STORE see BUS ENT KIT
THE PERMANENT see CANADA PERMANENT TRUST CO.
THE ROCKWAY WEDDING CENTRE see STORES KIT
THE TAILOR SHOP see BUS ENT WAT
THEATRE - CAMBRIDGE
THEATRE - KITCHENER
THEATRE - NEW HAMBURG
see also TRINITY COMMUNITY PLAYERS
see also THE COMMUNITY PLAYERS

THEATRE - RMW

THEATRE – WATERLOO

THEATRE & COMPANY

THEATRE
see also KW LITTLE THEATRE
see also GALT LITTLE THEATRE
see also REGISTRY THEATRE
see also UW – THEATRE
see also WATERLOO STAGE THEATRE
see also WESTERN ONTARIO DRAMA FESTIVAL

THEATRE SPORTS

THEATRES
see also VIDEOTAPE THEATRES - KW
see also PORNOGRAPHY - KW (for articles on sex films in theatres in old Eaton's building)
see also TWIN CITY YOUTHEATRE
see also WATERWORKS THEATRE

THEBERGE, GERRY see CB KW

THEBERGE, JOHN

THEDE, FRED see CB WATCO
THEOBALD, SHARON see CB KW

THEOS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

THERMAL VAULT see BUS ENT RMW

THERMOPATCH CANADA INC. see BUS ENT KIT

THIBCO LEATHER see BUS ENT KIT

THIBEAU, JARED see MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY - RMW

THIEL, ADA see CB WATCO

THIEL, BEVERLY see CB KW

THIEL, CONRAD see CB KW

THIEL, GUSTA NEE TOLETZKI see CB KW

THIELE, C.F.

THIEM, AUGUSTA see CB KW

THIESSEN, ANNE HELEN see CB WATCO

THIESSEN, ANNE see CB WATCO

THINK (TOTAL HONESTY IN NUCLEAR KNOWLEDGE)

THINK PLASTICS, INC. see BUS ENT RMW

THINK TANK TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT

THINKAGE see BUS ENT KIT

THIRD AGE LEARNING ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

THIRD CINEMA FESTIVAL

13 MAIN STREET GRILL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

THIS HOUSE IS MY HOME see BUS ENT KIT
THIS LITTLE PIGGY see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

THOBURN, MICHAEL see CB KW

THOM MCAN SHOES LTD. see STORES KIT

THOM, ANDREWS TRAVERS see CB KW

THOM, WILLIAM see CB KW

THOMAN TIRE

THOMAN, KATHRYN

THOMAS J. REINHART see BUS ENT WAT

THOMAS, ALISTAIR see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

THOMAS, ARLENE see CB WATCO

THOMAS, CAROLYN NEE EAST see CB KW

THOMAS, DAVE see CB KW

THOMAS, DOREEN

THOMAS, GEORGE L. see CB WATCO

THOMAS, GEORGE see CB WATCO

THOMAS, J. see TEACHERS – RMW

LACEY, THOMAS see CB KW

THOMAS, Mrs. A.B. see CB WATCO

THOMAS, NEWTON (NEWT) ARTHUR see CB WATCO

THOMAS, WALTER KEITH see CB KW

THOMLINSON, ERIC see CB WATCO

THOMLISON, BRENT see POLICE-RMW-INDIVIDUALS

THOMPSON ADULT SOCIAL CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
THOMPSON AUTO TECH see BUS ENT RMW

THOMPSON CENTRE FOR ART & DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

THOMPSON ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & DESIGN LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

THOMPSON FUR FARM LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

THOMPSON, (WIFE OF ARTHUR) see CB KW

THOMPSON, AARON see CB KW

THOMPSON, ALFRED see CB KW

THOMPSON, BASIL N. see CB KW

THOMPSON, BERTHA see CB WATCO

THOMPSON, BETTY

THOMPSON, BOB see CB KW

THOMPSON, CHRISTINE see CB WATCO

THOMPSON, D.J. HARTLEY see CB WATCO

THOMPSON, Dr. JACK

THOMPSON, EDWARD see CB KW

THOMPSON, ELIZABETH see CB KW

THOMPSON, GERRY see CB WATCO

THOMPSON, GORDON C. see CB KW

THOMPSON, HUGH

THOMPSON, JANET see CB WATCO

THOMPSON, JOHN CALVIN see CB KW

THOMPSON, JOHN see CB KW
THOMPSON, KEMP see CB KW
THOMPSON, KEN see CB WATCO
THOMPSON, KENNETH MCDONALD see CB KW
THOMPSON, LOIS & RUSSELL see FOSTER HOMES
THOMPSON, NANCY “NAN” see CB KW
THOMPSON, PAUL & ROSALINE see CB KW
THOMPSON, PAUL see CHICOPEE SKI CLUB
THOMPSON, ROBERT (BOB) see CB KW
THOMPSON, ROY SAMUEL see CB KW
THOMPSON, RUTH A. see CB KW
THOMPSON, RUTH see CB WATCO
THOMPSON, SIGURJON (JOHN) see CB KW
THOMPSON, WILLIAM see CB WATCO
THOMS, ROLAND see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
THOMSON, BILL see CB KW
THOMSON, DAVID (DAVE) see CB KW
THOMSON, GARTH see CB WATCO
THOMSON, GEOFFREY see CB WATCO
THOMSON, HILDA WILLENA (NEE HAMMOND) see CB WATCO
THOMSON, HOMER see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
THOMSON, ISABEL see CB KW
THOMSON, MATT see MISSIONARIES
THOMSON, Reverend JOHN see CB WATCO

THOMSON-HAVEN, LYNNE see VINCENT-HAVEN, Reverend ROZ in CB KW

THOPPIL, Dr. ABRAHAM see HOMELESSNESS

THORJAKSU ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT

THORMAN, DEB see CB KW

THORMAN, ELMER see CB WATCO

THORMAN, MARJORIE see CB WATCO

THORMAN, ROBERT JOHN (ROB) see CB WATCO

THORMAN, SCOTT

THORMAN-MCLEAN, HELEN see CB WATCO

THORN GLASS see BUS ENT RMW

THORNBACK, Dr. PETER see DOCTORS

THORNE RIDDELL INC. see BUS ENT KIT

THORNE, DAVID H. see CB KW

THORNE, TIM see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

THORNLEY, TED see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS

THORNTON, ADAM see CB WATCO

THORNTON, ALFRED see CB KW

THORNTON, DAVID see CB KW

THORPE, JOHN J. see CB KW

THORSEN, SALLY see CB WATCO

THREE & M see BUS ENT WAT
THREE BRIDGES LODGE see BUS ENT RMW

THREE BRIDGES SCHOOL

THREE CRETANS see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

3D SHEET METAL LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

3L FILTERS see BUS ENT RMW

THREE MINUTE DELI

301094 ONTARIO LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

3 W ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT KIT

THREE WISHES CRAFT AND WOOD PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

THRIFTY RENT-A-CAR see BUS ENT WAT

THRU ROSE COLOURED GLASSES see BUS ENT RMW

THUM & WILHARM TECHNICAL ORTHOPEDIC CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

THUMBPRINTS see MILLENNIUM

THUR, ESTHER see CB WATCO

THUR, WALTER see BUS ENT RMW

THUR, WALTER see BUS ENT RMW

THURINGIA GLASS see BUS ENT KIT

THUROO, OSCAR see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

THUT, Dr. ALBERT J. see CB KW

THYMES II HAIR DESIGN STUDIO see BUS ENT KIT

THYROID FOUNDATION OF CANADA

THYSSEN OF GALT FOOTWEAR see STORES CAM
THYSSENKRUPP BUDD CANADA see BUDD AUTOMOTIVE COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED

TIBBETT & BRITTEN GROUP CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

TIBBETTS, SANDRA see CB WATCO

TIBBITS, JOHN see CB KW

TIC TOC TOM’S see BUS ENT WAT

TICKETMASTER see BUS ENT KIT

TIE GUY see BUS ENT WAT

TIEGS, LINDA (KILLIN) see CB WATCO

TELVE, FRANK see CB KW

TIEN HOA

TIESSEN, DAVID see CB KW

TIESSEN, HILDI FROESEN see CB KW

TIESSEN, PAUL G. see CB KW

TIGER BRAND KNITTING CO.

TIGHE, SUSAN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

TIKHONOV, ANDREY see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

TILLEY, HAL see CB WATCO

TILLICH’S NURSERY, BRESLAU see BUS ENT RMW

TILLSLEY, BRAMWELL see CB KW

TILLSLEY, HAROLD see CB KW

TILOS, ROBERT see ARTISTS - RMW

TILT FAMILY see HOCKEY-RMW
TILT, CHARLES see CB WATCO

TILT, JOHN see CB KW

TILT, MILLICENT see CB KW

TILT, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

TIM HORTON'S

TIME CLUB see BEN'Z

TIME DELI AND DANCE, CAMBRIDGE

TIME STEP CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

TIMELESS MATERIAL CO. see BUS ENT RMW

TIMETRAKKER STUDENT AGENDAS see BUS ENT RMW

TIMM FAMILY

TIMM, LUDWIG see CB KW

TIMM, MURRAY see CB KW

TIMMINS, WILLIAM H. see CB KW

TIMMIS, WILLIAM see CB KW

TIM'S SPORTS OUTLET see BUS ENT WAT

TIN SHOPPE see BUS ENT RMW

TINDERBOX see BUS ENT KIT

TINISHA'S see STORES CAM

TINKER, ANNE see CB WATCO

TINT QUEEN see BUS ENT WAT

TINY TINKER see STORES KIT
TINY TREASURES & HEIRLOOMS see BUS ENT RMW

TIOD (WATERLOO) LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

TIP TOP TAILORS see STORES KIT

TIPPIN, REGINALD see FIRES – RMW 1998 - REGINALD TIPPIN

TIRE CONNECTION see STORES CAM

TIRE TEAM CENTRE see STORES WAT

TIRE TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT WAT

TISHA’S SECOND HAND ROSE see STORES CAM

TITAN TRADING INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT KIT

TITANIC ICE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TITANIC see GRAHAM, GEORGE in CB WATCO & WALLIS, TIM in CB KW

TITLEY, GAIL see CB KW

TITZE, ALFRED see CB KW

TIVOLI RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

TKACZUK, WALTER see CB KW

TOASTMASTERS

TOBEY, TIM see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

TODAY’S KIDS BOUTIQUE see STORES KIT

TODAY’S WOMAN SALONS see BUS ENT KIT

TODAY’S WORLD DOMESTIC SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

TODD, DION see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

TODD, MARTIN see CB WATCO
TODD, MINOTA ANDISON see CB WATCO
TODD, STEPHEN ALEXANDER see CB WATCO
TOELEN, GERTRUDE see CB WATCO
TOEWS, ART see CB KW
TOKYO SMOKE see STORES CAM
TOLE & TOYS see STORES KIT
TOLETZKI, FREDERICK see CB KW
TOLETZKI, WILLIAM C. see CB KW
TOLLE, HANS WERNER see CB KW
TOMAN FAMILY see CB WATCO
TOMAN, KATHRYN see CB WATCO
TOMAN, RETA see CB WATCO
TOMBROS, MARIKA see CB KW
TOMKINSON, GILLIAN MARY see CB WATCO
TOMLIN INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT WAT
TOMLIN, DAVE see ATHLETES KW (L-Z)
TOMLIN, GARY see CB WATCO
TOMLINSON, ERIC see CB WATCO
TOMLINSON, LILY see CB KW
TOMLINSON, LYDIA see CB KW
TOMLISON, BRENT see POLICE – RMW - INDIVIDUALS
TOMMY ARMOUR GOLF CANADA see BUS ENT RMW
TOMS, ELLIE see CB KW
TOMS, STEVEN JEFFREY see CB KW
TONES see STORES KIT
TONY DAY SWEATERS LTD
TONY'S BARBER SHOP, AYR see BUS ENT RMW
TONY'S BILLIARDS
TONY'S CUCINA see STORES CAM
TOO RUSSO'S RESTAURANT
TOOGOOD, MILDRED see CB KW
TOOLE, GIFFORD
TOOLE, WILFRED XENOPHON (WILF) see CB KW
TOOMBS, LARRY see CB KW
TOOTSIES FACTORY SHOE MARKET see BUS ENT RMW
TOP DRUG MART LTD. see STORES KIT
TOP HAT CHIMNEY SWEEPS see BUS ENT RMW
TOPLESS PROTEST see WOMEN'S RIGHTS
TOPLEY, VICTORIA see ARTISTS - KW
TOPPER CHIMNEY SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
TOPS (TAKE OFF POUNDS SENSIBLY)
TOPSY TURVY INFLATABLES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
TORBAY, MICHAEL see MCPHERSON, CAROLYN in CB KW
TORNADOES, 1985 & 2004
TORO MAINTENANCE see BUS ENT RMW
TOROMONT ENERGY LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

TORONTO DOMINION BANK

see also TD CANADA TRUST

TORONTO SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

TOT SHOP, THE see STORES CAM

TOTAL BLIND CARE see STORES KIT

TOTAL CONVENIENCE see STORES KIT

TOTAL FARM SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

TOTAL FLEET SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

TOTAL HEARING CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

TOTAL OFFICE MACHINES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TOTAL ORGANIZATION CO. see BUS ENT KIT

TOTAL SECURITY SYSTEMS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

TOTAL SKIN & BODY CLINIC see BUS ENT KIT

TOTAL WORLD TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW

TOTH, JOHN F. see CB KW

TOTH, TONY see CB KW

TOTS 'N TEENS

TOTTEN SIMS HUBICKI ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT WAT

TOTTEN, MABEL E. see CB KW

TOTZKE, CARL see CB KW

TOTZKE, EUNICE see CB KW
TOTZKE, IRVIN A. (JOE) see CB KW
TOTZKE, MICHAEL see CB KW
TOTZKE, OSCAR H. see CB KW
TOTZKE, ROBERT see CB KW
TOUCH OF CLASS HOME BUILDERS see BUS ENT WAT
TOUCH OF CLASS LIMOUSINE see BUS ENT KIT
TOUCH OF CLASS see BUS ENT KIT
TOUCH OF ELEGANCE (catering/maid service) see BUS ENT KIT
TOUCH OF ELEGANCE (framing) see BUS ENT WAT
TOUCH OF NOSTALGIA see BUS ENT RMW
TOUCH OF SCOTLAND see BUS ENT RMW
TOUGHLOVE see PARENTS ARE PEOPLE TOO
TOURETTE SYNDROME
TOURIST TRADE - CAMBRIDGE
TOUR-MAGINATION see BUS ENT WAT
TOURNAMENT SPORTS see STORES WAT
TOUSEK, CHANTELLE see TOUSEK, YVONNE
TOUSEK, YVONNE
    see also OLYMPICS - 1996
    see also GYMNASTICS
    see also CAMBRIDGE KIPS GYMNASTICS CLUB
TOUSHAN-BRNJAS, CINDY see CB KW

TOWERS see STORES WAT

TOWLER, JOHN see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS

TOWN & COUNTRY see STORES KIT

TOWN AND COUNTRY TOURS see BUS ENT RMW

TOWN PANTRY-THE NUTRITION CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

TOWN TALK FASHIONS see BUS ENT RMW

TOWN, CHARLOTTE see CB WATCO

TOWNE BOWL see BUS ENT KIT

TOWNE NECKWEAR see BUS ENT RMW

TOWNER, GEORGE W. see CB KW

TOWN'S TOBACCO see STORES CAM

TOWNSEND, KENDRA see CB KW

TOWNSEND, WILLIAM THOMAS see CB KW

W.T. TOWNSEND PUBLIC SCHOOL

TOYE, BEN see CB WATCO


TOYS R US

TRACES SCREEN PRINTING see BUS ENT WAT

TRACEY, ALBERT see CB KW

TRACEY'S CORNER STORE see STORES KIT

see also GYMNASTICS

see also RUNNING

TRACKER CHILD ID see BUS ENT RMW

TRACON ENGINEERING see BUS ENT WAT

TRADE UNIONS A-Z

TRADE UNIONS

see also SEIU - SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION

TRADEMASTER TOOLS & MACHINERY see BUS ENT RMW

TRADING CARDS (TRUE CRIME CARDS)

TRADITIONS see BUS ENT WAT

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

see also CITY PLANNING - KITCHENER, ONTARIO

TRAFFIC STOP see BUS ENT RMW

TRAIL BIKES KW see NOISE POLLUTION - KW

TRAIL’S END HOTEL see BUS ENT RMW

TRAILS - KW

see also GRAND VALLEY TRAIL

see also TRAILS - RMW

see also TRAILS - RMW - CAMBRIDGE

see also TRANS-CANADA TRAIL

see also WALTER BEAN GRAND RIVER TRAIL

TRAILS - RMW
TRAILS – RMW - CAMBRIDGE

TRAMPOLINE PROGRAMS see GYMNASTICS

TRAN, JENNY see CB WATCO

TRANS AMERICAN INVESTMENTS see BUS ENT KIT

TRANS-CANADA ALLIANCE OF GERMAN-CANADIANS

TRANS-CANADA TRAIL

TRANSERA ELECTRONICS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

TRANSFREIGHT see BUS ENT RMW

TRANSGERENDER PEOPLE

TRANSIT MALL - KITCHENER see BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER

TRANSIT SYSTEM – KW see KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION - TRANSPORTATION

TRANSIT SYSTEM, CAMBRIDGE see CAMBRIDGE TRANSIT

TRANSIT TRAILERS see BUS ENT KIT

TRANSITIONS see BUS ENT WAT

TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC

TRANSPORT DRIVER TRAINING SCHOOL OF CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

TRANSPORTATION - RMW - to 1989; 1990-1994; 1995-

see also KIWANIS TRANSIT

see also RAPID TRANSIT - RMW

TRANSPORTATION see KITCHENER PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION - TRANSPORTATION

TRANSYLVANIA CLUB
TRANTER, SHARON see CB KW

TRAPLIN, ERICH

TRAPLIN, ERIK see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

TRAPLIN, WILLIAM HARRY see CB KW

TRAPPING - REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

TRAUGOTT, ERIC see CB KW

TRAVEL CONSULTING GROUP see BUS ENT RMW

TRAVEL FRIENDS see BUS ENT WAT

TRAVEL LOCATIONS see BUS ENT KIT

TRAVELACTIVE.COM see BUS ENT RMW

TRAVELERS MOTOR INN see BUS ENT RMW

TRAVELLING BEAUTY CO. see BUS ENT KIT

TRAVELODGE see RELAX HOTEL

TRAVERS, DON

TRAVERSY, LUKE see CB KW

TRAYNOR, (DR.) ALOYSIUS VICTOR see CB KW

TRAYNOR, Brother JOHN J. see CB KW

TREAD LIGHTLY CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

TREADWAY EXPORTS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

TREASURE HUNT see STORES CAM

TREASURE SEEKERS see BUS ENT RMW

TREASURE TROVE see STORES WAT
TREAT YOURSELF see STORES WAT
TREEHOUSE DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW
TREEHOUSE see STORES CAM
TREEN GRAPHICS see BUS ENT RMW
TREES - KW
TREETOPS
TREMAINE MAP OF WATERLOO COUNTY
TREMAINE, KEN see CB WATCO
TREMBLAY'S ANTIQUES see STORES KIT
TREMKO, MIKE see CB KW
TREND, TAMI see CB KW
TRENDI GENERATIONS see STORES KIT
TREUSCH, GEORGE see CB KW
TREUSCH, Reverend Dr. E.ARL see CB KW
TREV BENNETT'S MUSIC HOUSE see STORES KIT
TREVCOTT LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
TREVOR, THOMPSON see CB WATCO
TRI REP COM see BUS ENT RMW
TRIANGLE DISCOUNT see BUS ENT RMW
TRIANGLE SUSPENSION SYSTEMS see McROBERT SPRING LTD.
TRIATHLON
TRIBAL ORIGINS
TRIBOCHEM see BUS ENT RMW

TRI-CITY AIR SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

TRI-CITY QUALITY PROFESSIONALS see BUS ENT KIT

TRI-CITY READYMIX see BUS ENT RMW

TRI-CITY TWISTERS see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)

TRI-CITY WOODTURNINGS see BUS ENT RMW

TRI-COUNTY TRUCK DRIVER TRAINING see BUS ENT RMW

TRI-COUNTY WELDING SUPPLIES see BUS ENT KIT

TRIEX (DIVISION OF FORBES CARRIAGE WORKS) see BUS ENT WAT

TRIFUNOVICH, DONNA ELLEN

TRIGGER ADVERTISING see BUS ENT WAT

TRIGGER, BRUCE see CB WATCO

TRILLIUM AIR see WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - SERVICES

TRILLIUM COMPUTER RESOURCES

TRILLIUM PUBLIC SCHOOL, KITCHENER

TRILLIUM TRAFFIC SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

TRILLIUM TRAVELLERS CAMPING CLUB

TRIM 4 LIFE see BUS ENT WAT

TRIMAR WOOD SPECIALTIES see BUS ENT RMW

TRIMBLE, AL see CB WATCO

TRIMBORN, FRED see BUS ENT RMW

TRIM-LINE OF CAMBRIDGE-GUELPH see BUS ENT RMW
TRINITY ANGLICAN CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

TRINITY COMMUNITY PLAYERS

see also THE COMMUNITY PLAYERS

TRINITY COMMUNITY TABLE

TRINITY JEWELLERS see STORES WAT

TRINITY LUTHERAN CHURCH, NEW HAMBURG

TRINITY UNITED CHURCH (KITCHENER) Mr. AND Mrs. CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

TRINITY UNITED CHURCH, ELMIRA

TRINITY UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

see also STEED, Rev. HAROLD see CB KW

TRINITY VILLAGE

TRION CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

TRIOS TRAINING CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

TRIPCENTRAL.CA see MEISSNER, ERNIE

TRIPLE A DISPATCH see BUS ENT KIT

TRISTAR DATA SYSTEMS see BUS ENT WAT

TRI-TECH RECYCLING see BUS ENT WAT

TRIZER see BUS ENT WAT

TROJANOWSKA, MARTHA see CB KW

TROJAN SELF STORAGE MINI WAREHOUSE see BUS ENT KIT

TROKE, DEBORAH see CB KW

TROPIQUARIUM PET CENTRE see STORES KIT
TROT, CLIFFORD JOHN see CB KW
TROTTER, BOB see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)
TROTTER, KRISTIN see CB KW
TROW, DAMES & MOORE see BUS ENT RMW
TROY CUSTOM BRASS see BUS ENT RMW
TROY WOODWORKING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
TRUANCY see EDUCATION - CODE OF CONDUCT
TRUCKS - RMW
TRUE CRIME CARDS see TRADING CARDS
TRUE NORTH CUSTOM CYCLE see BUS ENT KIT
TRUESDALE, DAN (aka JEST DANDY) see CB WATCO
TRUMBELL, MARION GRACE (REED) see CB WATCO
TRUSERV see BUS ENT KIT
TRUSSLER FAMILY
TRUSSLER, ALFRED G. see CB KW
TRUSSLER, DOUG & SONNY see BUS ENT KIT
TRUSSLER, EDWARD HAROLD see CB WATCO
TRUSSLER, HAROLD ARTHUR see CB WATCO
TRUSSLER, ROBERT GORDON see CB WATCO
TRY-ALL RECYCLING, LONDON see BUS ENT RMW
TRYLLIUM INDUSTRIES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
TRYLON MFG.
TSAI, JONATHAN (JOHN) YOWIN see CB KW
TSANG, REMUS see CB KW

TSCHIRHART, BILL see CB KW

TSCHIRHART, WILFRED see CB WATCO

TSUNAMI (DECEMBER 26, 2004) see DISASTER RELIEF

TUBB, JAMES (JIM) see CB KW

TUBERCULOSIS - WATERLOO COUNTY

TUCCI, BEN see CB WATCO

TUCK, CHARLES see CB KW

TUCK, EDWARD B "TED" see CB KW

TUCKER, BRUCE see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

TUCKER, JOHN see CB KW

TUCKER, OSCAR see CB WATCO

TUCKER, SANDRA see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

TUCKER, WALTER see CHURCH OF THE UNIVERSE

TUCKLEY SHIRT CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TUCKLINSKY, GERTRUDE see CB KW

TUCK'S BEAUTY PARLOR see BUS ENT KIT

TUERK, CHARLOTTE (WIFE OF CARL) see CB KW

TUERK, Reverend F.W. see CB KW

TUERR, PAUL see CB KW

TUGHAN EXPRESS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TUITION INCREASES, POST SECONDARY see UW - STUDENTS – FEES
see also WLU – STUDENTS – FEES

see also CONESTOGA COLLEGE - STUDENTS - FEES

TUKUMS, ZIGURD see CB KW

TULANE RESTAURANTS

TULECKI, ANDREW see CB KW

TULK, CURTIS see CB KW

TUMMON, J.F. see CB WATCO

TUMMON, JACK see CB KW

TUMMON, JOHN see CB WATCO

TUNG HING RESTAURANT

TUNNEY, ALBERT see CB WATCO

TUNNEY, MARK see CB KW

TUNNICLIFFE, JOANNE see CB WATCO

TUOMELA, JESSICA see OLYMPIC GAMES, 2004

TURALSKI, Sister MARION see CB KW

TURBO BLAST CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

TURBO SONIC TECHNOLOGY see BUS ENT WAT

TURBOTAK see BUS ENT WAT

TURCHAN, PAUL JOHN see CB KW

TURF-PRO LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW

TURKEYS

TURLEY, JOYCE MARJORIE see CB WATCO
TURNBULL CO. LTD.

TURNBULL, BRIAN

TURNBULL, DOUG see CB KW

TURNBULL, JOHN see CB WATCO

TURNBULL, LES see CB WATCO

TURNBULL, NANCY see CB KW

TURNBULL, OWEN see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

TURNBULL, ROBERT see CB WATCO

TURNBULL, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB KW

TURNER, DOREEN see CB KW

TURNER, HELEN see CB KW

TURNER, LARY see CB WATCO

TURNER, MABEL & MURRAY see CB WATCO

TURNER, MURRAY see CB KW

TURNER, NEIL see CB WATCO

TURNER, TED see CB WATCO

TURNING TECH INC. see BUS ENT RMW

TURN-TECH METAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT WAT

TUROW TROPHY see CAMBRIDGE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR

TUROW, TIM

TURTLE SOUP see STORES WAT

TURVEY, HAROLD & HOLLY see CB KW
TUSSY MUSSY COLLECTION see STORES WAT

TUTT, JOHN and WENDY see CB KW

TUTTE, WILLIAM see CB WATCO

TUYET TAILOR see BUS ENT KIT

TVRDON, KAZIMIR see BUS ENT KIT

TVRDON, KAZIMIR see BUS ENT KIT

TWAITS, BILL see CB WATCO

TWARDUS, ED see CB KW

TWEED, CHARLES see CB KW

TWEED, SYDNEY CHARLES see CB KW

TWELFTH NIGHT MUSIC SHOPPE see STORES WAT

TWENTY KING STREET

21ST CENTURY HAIR TRANSPLANTS see BUS ENT KIT

24TH FIELD AMBULANCE

24TH REGIMENT CALVARY, “GREY’S HORSE”

TWICE IS NICE

TWICE THE MAN see TWICE IS NICE

TWIN CITIES TRAINING CENTRE

TWIN CITY ANSWERING BUREAU see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY AUTO PARTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY CANADIAN UNITY COMMITTEE

TWIN CITY CAR CARE
TWIN CITY CONCERT ORCHESTRA

TWIN CITY CREDIT UNION see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY DWYER PRINTING CO. see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY FRUIT LTD. see STORES KIT

TWIN CITY FURNITURE LTD. see STORES KIT

TWIN CITY FURNITURE REFINISHERS see BUS ENT WAT

TWIN CITY GRAPHICS see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY HARMONIZERS see BARBERSHOPPERS - KW CHAPTER

TWIN CITY LABOR COUNCIL see KW & DISTRICT LABOUR COUNCIL

TWIN CITY RESEARCH see BUS ENT WAT

TWIN CITY RIFLE ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

TWIN CITY SPINNERS

TWIN CITY TILE CO. see BUS ENT KIT

TWIN CITY YOUTHEATRE

TWINNING – KITCHENER-WATERLOO see MUNDIALIZE - KITCHENER-WATERLOO

TWINS DRIVE-IN INC.

TWIST

TWISTED ONES see BUS ENT RMW

2DO WATERLOO see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

TWO (2) TIER TOURS see BUS ENT RMW

TWO GOBLETS see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

TWO OF US ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT WAT
TWO SCRAPBOOK FRIENDS see STORES WAT
TWO SMITHS see BUS ENT KIT
TWO WAY COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW
TYE, H.D. see CB WATCO
TYE, JAMES see CB KW
TYRRELL, MICHAEL JOHN see CB KW
TY'S MEMORIES see STORES KIT
TYSON, OLIVE see CB KW
TYSON'S ICE CREAM PARLOUR
TYSSEN, DICK see CB KW
U

U NEED A SHOE SHINE see BUS ENT KIT

U.S. - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR see UNITED STATES - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR

U.W. WOMEN'S CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

UAB INC. see BUS ENT RMW

UAW see UNITED AUTO WORKERS

U-B FIT see BUS ENT WAT

UDVARI, COLETTE (WIFE OF FRANK) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW

UDVARI, FRANK see CB KW

UDVARI, MARTIN see CB KW

UEBELE, WILLIAM FREDERICK see CB KW

UEBERSCHLAG, JOSEPH see CB WATCO

UFFELMAN, GLADYS see CB KW

UFFELMAN, JAMES C. see CB KW

UFFELMAN, ORLEY see CB KW

UFFELMAN, WILLIAM H. see CB KW

U-HAUL INTERNATIONAL INC. see BUS ENT KIT

UHRDEN INCORPORATED see BUS ENT KIT

UHRIG, GEORGE WILLIAM see CB KW

UHRIG, JESSIE see CB KW

UHRIG, LLOYD see CB KW

ULLMAN, MARGOT JOHANNA see CB KW
ULLMAN, WERNER see CB KW
ULMANIS, PETER see CB KW
ULMER, PETER see CB KW
ULMER, ROBERT “BOB” see CB KW
ULTIMATE CANADA see BUS ENT WAT
ULTIMATE CARD CO. see BUS ENT WAT
ULTIMATE CLIMBING see BUS ENT RMW
ULTIMATE EXHIBITS see BUS ENT RMW
ULTRAMET INDUSTRIES INC., BRESLAU
ULTRAMETAL INC. see BUS ENT WAT
UMBACH FAMILY see CB WATCO
UMBACH, LORNE see CB KW
UMBACH, MILTON see CB KW
UMBERTO’S BISTRO see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
UN-BILICAL CORD see BUS ENT RMW
UNDERHILL, ARTHUR W. see CB KW
UNDERHILL, IRA see CB KW
UNDERTAKERS AND UNDERTAKING – RMW
UNDERWATER HOCKEY-WHITE TIPS see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)
UNDERWOOD, BRUCE see CB KW
UNDERWOOD, CLAYTON see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - KW
UNDERWOOD, ED see CB WATCO
UNDERWOOD, ETHEL SANDERS see CB KW
UNDERWOOD, HERMAN see CB KW
UNDERWOOD, MARY see CB KW
UNDERWOOD, MILO see CB KW
U-NEEK PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT
UNEMPLOYED HELP CENTRE
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION (UIC) see CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE
UNGAR, MARGARET see CB KW
UNICEF (UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S EMERGENCY FUND)
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
UNIFI CORPORATION see BUS ENT WAT
UNIFORM SALON see STORES KIT
UNIGAS CORPORATION see BUS ENT RMW
UNIGLOBE DONALDSON TRAVEL see BUS ENT RMW
UNION ELECTRIC see STORES KIT
UNION ENERGY see UNION GAS
UNION GAS
UNION THEATRE WATERLOO
UNIQUE BOUTIQUE see BUS ENT WAT
UNIQUE EGGS & TRICITY see STORES WAT
UNIQUE STORES LTD. see STORES WAT
UNIROYAL
see also POLLUTION-RMW

see also WATER POLLUTION-RMW


see also CROMPTON COMPANY


see also UNIROYAL

see also B.F. GOODRICH

UNISEX HAIR STYLING see BUS ENT RMW

UNITARIAN SERVICE COMMITTEE CANADA see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

UNITED AGRI PRODUCTS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

UNITED AUTO WORKERS

see also CHURCHES – UNITED – WATERLOO COUNTY – GENERAL (for CAW organizing drive to unionize United Church of Canada clergy)

UNITED BOWMEN see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

UNITED BREEDERS

UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH, NEW DUNDEE

UNITED BUY & SELL FURNITURE WAREHOUSE see UNITED FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

UNITED CONSUMER SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW

UNITED COOPERATIVES OF ONTARIO see BUS ENT RMW

UNITED EMPIRE LOYALISTS ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

UNITED ENURETIC SERVICES CENTRE LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

UNITED FOOD & COMMERCIAL WORKERS UNION
UNITED FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

UNITED HEATING see BUS ENT KIT

UNITED KINGDOM CLUB

UNITED LAST see BUS ENT RMW

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT

UNITED RUBBER WORKERS

UNITED SHEET METAL see BUS ENT KIT

UNITED STATES - HISTORY - CIVIL WAR

UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA

UNITED TRAILS INC. see BUS ENT KIT

UNITED WAY CAMBRIDGE


UNITRON INDUSTRIES

UNITY CENTRE OF PRACTICAL CHRISTIANITY, KITCHENER

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - SHAD VALLEY PROGRAM

UNIVERSAL ART SHOP see STORES KIT

UNIVERSAL LIGHTNING ROD see BUS ENT RMW

UNIVERSAL SETTLEMENT INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT WAT

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS SECONDARY SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ALUMNI
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - AMERICAN PROFESSORS (both going to and coming from USA)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - APPLICATIONS

see also UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ENROLLMENT (for recruitment)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ART GALLERIES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ATHLETICS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - BIOLOGY & EARTH SCIENCES MUSEUM

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - BOARD OF GOVERNORS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – BOMBSHELTER PUB see U OF W - STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CAREER FAIR

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – CELL FACTORY BIOPROCESSING RESEARCH NETWORK (CELLNET)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – CENTRE FOR BUSINESS, ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – CENTRE FOR CONTACT LENS RESEARCH see U OF W – CENTRES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRE FOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRE FOR PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRE FOR PROFESSIONAL WRITING

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRE FOR SOCIETY, TECHNOLOGY & VALUES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRE OF APPLIED HEALTH RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CHANCELLORS
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - COMMUNITY RELATIONS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – COMPUTER SYSTEMS GROUP see U OF W - COMPUTERS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - COMPUTERS

see also UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CONFERENCES - TO 1989; 1990-1995; 1996 -

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CONVOCATIONS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - COOPERATION WITH OTHER UNIVERSITIES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - COOPERATIVE EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - COURSES - 1979; 1980-1989; 1990 -

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CULTURAL ACTIVITIES - 1989; 1990-1996; 1997 -

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - DAYCARE CENTRES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - DEANS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ECONOMICS FORECASTS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ENGINEERING (students & courses)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY EXAM

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - ENROLLMENT

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - EXCHANGES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - EXTENSION COURSES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY - AWARDS

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS - A-L

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS - M-R
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - TOURISM RESEARCH & EDUCATION CENTRE (TREC)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - UW INNOVATE & ENTERPRISE CO-OP

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - VISITORS (distinguished individuals/groups)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WATCIM (CENTRE FOR INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING)

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WATERLOO CENTRE FOR ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WATERLOO CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES see U OF W CENTRES

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WATERLOO INSTITUTE FOR HEALTH INFORMATION RESEARCH

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WATERLOO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (WPIRG) see WATERLOO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WOMEN

see also UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICY

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - WRITER IN RESIDENCE

UNIVERSITY VARIETY see STORES WAT

UNNY, DR. THARAKKAL see CB KW

UNRAH, HANK see CB KW

UNWIN, WILLIAM J. see CB KW

UP FRONT see BUS ENT RMW

UP WITH PEOPLE see SING OUT KW

UP, UP & AWAY CHILDREN'S WEAR see BUS ENT RMW

UPPER CASE BOOKS see BUS ENT RMW

UPPER VILLAGE INTERIORS see BUS ENT RMW

UPTON, ALFRED
UPTOWN EYEWORKS see STORES WAT

UPTOWN VIDEO see BUS ENT RMW

UPTOWN WATERLOO JAZZ FESTIVAL see JAZZFEST

UPWARD BOUND ADVENTURES see BUS ENT KIT

URBA CAR INC.

URBAN DESIGN AWARDS, KITCHENER

URBAN MACHINERY CANADA see BUS ENT RMW

URBAN PLANET OUTLET see STORES KIT

URBAN RENEWAL - KITCHENER - 1963-1969

URBAN SPRAWL see PLANNING - RMW

URBANA see BUS ENT RMW

URQUHART, ANTHONY see CB KW

URQUHART, GLEN see CB KW

URQUHART, JANE

see also ONE BOOK ONE COMMUNITY

URQUHART, LAURA see CB WATCO

URQUHART, TONY

URSTADT, HARRY see CB KW

USJAK, NANCY & MARKA see CB KW

UTOPIA see STORES CAM

UTTLEY, ABRAHAM see CB KW

UTTLEY, BEATRICE see CB KW
UTTLEY, WILLIAM V. (BEN) 1865-1944
VACATION HOME WATCHERS see BUS ENT WAT
VACUMAX LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
VAHAN’S PHOTO ART INC. see BUS ENT RMW
VALADE, BUCK see WOODWORKING
VALDI FOODS LTD.
VALENS AUTOBODY see BUS ENT RMW
VALENTA, STAN see CB WATCO
VALENTINE & MARTIN LTD. see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO
VALENTINE, BILL see CB WATCO
VALENTINI, ANTERO see CB WATCO
VALENTINI, ANTONY see PERIMETER INSTITUTE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS
VALET CAR WASH see BUS ENT RMW
VALET VENDING see BUS ENT WAT
VALHALLA INN
    see also FOUR POINTS HOTEL
VALLEY BLADES LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
VALLEY CROFT TEXTILES INC. see BUS ENT RMW
VALLEYVIEW BAKERY see BUS ENT RMW
VALUE VILLAGE see STORES CAM and/or STORES KIT
VALU-MART see STORES WAT
VAN ALLEN, TODD see CB KW
VAN BARGEN, JAMES see CB KW
VAN BELKOM, EDO see CB WATCO
VAN CAMP, LEWIS see DENTISTS
VAN DAELE, ERNA see CB KW
VAN DE WATER, ELAINE see CB KW
VAN DE WATER, JAMES (EDMOND) see CB KW
VAN DE WATER, JAMES P. see CB KW
VAN DE WATER, PETER see CB KW
VAN DEL CONTRACTING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
VAN DER MEER, MARION see CB KW
VAN DER MEULEN, KEVIN NICOL see CB KW
VAN DER WOLF, GERRY see CB WATCO
VAN DRESSER
VAN DYK, BILL see CB KW
VAN DYKEN, PETER
VAN EYKEREN, PETE see SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)
VAN EVERY, Mrs. JANE
VAN HERK LANDSCAPING see BUS ENT RMW
VAN JEWELLERS see STORES WAT
VAN KOUGHNETT, SEAN
VAN MOSSEL, LORNA see CB KW
VAN NES, PAT see CB KW
VAN NORMAN, BRIAN
VAN NORMAN, SHANNON see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

VAN NYNATTEN, JEFF see ATHLETES RMW (L-Z)

VAN ROE & CO.

VAN SICKLE, CATHERINE see CB WATCO

VAN SICKLE, WAYNE see AUTHORS - RMW (A-Z)

VAN STREPEN, GEORGE see CB WATCO

VAN STUYVENBERG BROTHERS see CB WATCO

VAN VO DRIVING SCHOOL see BUS ENT KIT

VAN WAGONER, ROBERT see CB WATCO

VAN WART, WYATT see CAR - RACING

VANCE FAMILY see CB WATCO

VANCE, JENNY see CB KW

VANCE, SARAH see CB KW

VANDALISM - KW & DISTRICT

VANDEBELT, TERESA & DAN see CB KW

VANDEN ENDEN, RIEN see CB WATCO

VANDENBERG, AMY see CB KW – GENERAL

VANDENBERG, CAROL (nee CRAIG) see CB WATCO

VANDER WAL, BILL see CB KW

VANDERBEEK, JANET see CB KW

VANDERBEEK, KELLY see ATHLETES KW (L-Z)

see also ATHLETES – KW (GENERAL)
VANDERKOFF, JONATHAN see CB KW

VANDERPOOL BROTHERS - SYD and FITZ (BOXERS)

see also CB KW - GENERAL

VANDERPOOL, JOHN (father of SYD and FITZ) see VANDERPOOL BROTHERS - SYD AND FITZ (BOXERS)

VANDERSLUIS, JOHN see CB WATCO

VANDERTOOGT, MARITA see CB KW

VANDERTUIN, JOHN see KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, PRESTON

VANESCH, ANDY see RUNNING

VANG, XUE see CB KW

VANGUARD DESIGN, ARCHITECT see BUS ENT KIT

VANISHING KINGDOM see OUR VANISHING KINGDOM

VANITI HAIR DESIGN see BUS ENT RMW

VANITY MART see STORES WAT

VANKERK, Dr. WILLEM see CB WATCO

VANTAGE LASERS see BUS ENT RMW

VAN-TEC FIRE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

VARA, LEY see CB KW

VARAH, ALBERT EDWIN see CB KW

VARDON, THOMAS see CB WATCO

VARGA, ANDY see CB WATCO

VARGAS, LES see BUS ENT KIT

VARGAS, LES see BUS ENT KIT
VARI-DRIVE & GEAR LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

VARNICOLOUR CHEMICAL

VARNUM FAMILY

VASARHELYI, ISTVAN see CB WATCO

VASQUEZ, HECTOR see CB KW

VAUDIN FAMILY see CB WATCO

VAUGHAN, FREDERICK JOHN see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - KW

VAULT, THE see BUS ENT RMW

VEGA METALCRAFT see BUS ENT KIT

VEGETARIAN FAST FOOD CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

VEIN CLINIC see BUS ENT KIT

VEITCH, LAURA LOUISE see CB WATCO

VEITCH, WALTER, see CB WATCO

VELCON FILTERS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

VELVET HILLS BAPTIST CHURCH, WATERLOO

VENHUIZEN, WILLIAM (BILL) see CB WATCO

VENN, JOAN see CB KW

VENTAX ROBOT INC.

VENTHAM, DULCIE see CB WATCO

VENTHAM, RUTH & VERN see CB WATCO

VENTIN ARCHITECTS LTD.

VENTIN, CARLOS see CB WATCO
VENTRA GROUP

VENTRATECH see BUS ENT RMW

VENTURE CREATION PROGRAM see BUSINESS ENTERPRISE CENTRE, KITCHENER

VENTURE OFFICE & GIFTS see STORES CAM

VENTURES DRUM AND BUGLE CORPS

VERBISKI, SHAYNE see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

VERCH, JEAN see CB KW

VERDUN, BOB

VERDUN, GAIL see CB WATCO

VERESS, ZOLTAN see GOLF

VERHAEGEN, ARDY see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

VERHOEVE, MARC see CB KW

VERKERKE, DANIEL see CB WATCO

VERMA, DR. PRADEEP KUMAR

VERNIER, DAVID see CB KW

VERONA ITALIAN BAKERY see BUS ENT WAT

VERSACE CARE

VERSACE SERVICES see BUS ENT KIT

VERSACARE

VERSALINE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

VERSES RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT

VERSTEEG CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
VERTICAL SKY see BUS ENT WAT

VERTIGO see BUS ENT RMW

VESPA KW see BUS ENT KIT

VESTRONIX

VETERANS' RE-ESTABLISHMENT INSTITUTE

VETERINARIAN

VIA PERU

VIATECH see BUS ENT KIT

VIBHAKAR, BHARTI see CB KW

VIC SELLNER LTD.

VIC TANNY’S see BUS ENT KIT

VIC WEST STEEL see BUS ENT RMW

VICE VERSA TRANSLATION SERVICE see BUS ENT RMW

VICKERMAN FAMILY see CB WATCO

VICKERMAN, MARY see CB WATCO

VICKI'S OF BELMONT see STORES KIT

VICON B.V.

VICTIM-OFFENDER RECONCILIATION PROGRAM

VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

VICTOR COMPTOMETER see BUS ENT RMW

VICTOR TECHNOLOGIES (CANADA) INC. see BUS ENT RMW

VICTORIA BOWL see BUS ENT KIT
VICTORIA CIGAR see BUS ENT KIT

VICTORIA DAY

VICTORIA HILLS

VICTORIA INDUSTRIES & WAREHOUSING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

VICTORIA OFFICE CENTRE see BUS ENT KIT

VICTORIA PARK, GALT see PARKS – CAMBRIDGE

VICTORIA PARK, KITCHENER to 1979, 1980's, 1990's, 2000-

see also PARKS – KITCHENER

see also PARKS – WATERLOO

see also SCHNEIDER CREEK

see also CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - CARL SCHAEFER

see also CRIME – KITCHENER – MURDER – HOWARD JOEL MUNROE

see also CRIME - KITCHENER - MURDER - GENERAL

VICTORIA PINPLATES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

VICTORIA PLACE (associated with Central Park Lodge)

VICTORIA PRESS see BUS ENT KIT

VICTORIA PUBLIC SCHOOL

VICTORIA SCHOOL CENTRE

VICTORIA SCHOOL VILLAGE

VICTORIA STREET CENTRE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

VICTORIAN CLASSROOM SOCIETY see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD- 1990's; 2000-

VICTORIAN ORDER OF NURSES - KW
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VICTORIAN PEDDLER see STORES CAM

VICTORIANA

VICTORY SPORTS see STORES WAT

VICWEST STEEL see BUS ENT RMW

VIDALIA’S MARKET DINING see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

VIDE TICS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

VIDEO & RECORDING SYSTEMS see BUS ENT RMW

VIDEO ARCADES - KW & DISTRICT

VIDEO INVENTORY SYSTEMS see BUS ENT KIT

VIDEO PARTY TYME see BUS ENT WAT

VIDEO WORKS

VIDEOCUBE see STORES KIT

VIDEOLOCUS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

VIDEOS-GAMES-PLUS see STORES WAT

VIDEO-TAPE (INVENTORY FOR HOME INSURANCE) see REALTY VISION in BUS ENT KIT

VIDEOTAPE THEATRES - KW

see also PORNOGRAPHY - KW

VIENNA GOLDSMITHING ART see BUS ENT KIT

VIEREGGE, DOROTHY FERN (WIFE OF ALFRED) see CB KW

VIETNAM LA CUISINE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

VIJAY’S RESTAURANT
VILANDRE, STEVE see CB KW

VILLA NINA see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT

VILLAGE BAKER see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE BOUTIQUE, WELLESLEY see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE BUTCHER SHOPPE see STORES KIT

VILLAGE COBBLER see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE FLOWERS & GIFTS, WELLESLEY see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE HAIR SALON see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE MARKET (Knechtel Corp.) see STORES KIT

VILLAGE MARKET see STORES CAM

VILLAGE PET FOOD SHOPPE see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE ROCK SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE SHOPPE see STORES WAT

VILLAGE SHOPS ON THE SPEED see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE SILO see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGE SMITHY, WINTERBOURNE see BUS ENT RMW

VILLAGER SHOE STORE see STORES KIT

VILLAGES - WATERLOO COUNTY

VILLAUME, DR. WILLIAM

VILLEMAIRE, JAMES see CB KW

VINCENT FARM EQUIPMENT

VINCENT LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT see VINCENT FARM EQUIPMENT
VINCENT, PHILIP J.H. see CB KW
VINCENT-HAVEN, Reverend ROZ see CB KW
VINCENZO'S PASTA
VINTAGE WINES see BUS ENT WAT
VIOLIN
VIP CLUB see BUS ENT KIT
VIP LIMO see BUS ENT WAT
VIP TRAVEL INC. see BUS ENT KIT
VIRGINIA DARE LTD. see STORES KIT
VIRTEK VISION CORP, WATERLOO
VISIBLE MATH-CENTRE FOR MATHEMATICAL SOFTWARE APPLICATION see BUS ENT WAT
VISSE, BILL & DICK see BUS ENT RMW
VISUAL IMAGE PLANNING see BUS ENT WAT
VISUAL INVENTORY PROTECTION see BUS ENT WAT
VIS-U-RAY TESTING see BUS ENT RMW
VITAL INNOVATIONS see BUS ENT WAT
VITALAIRE see BUS ENT RMW
VIVA VOCI
VIVASH BROS. FLOOR COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW
VIVASH HOME CARE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
VIVID GRAPHICS see BUS ENT RMW
VIZCAYA-LOIS, MARIO see CB WATCO
VIZSY, CHARLES see CB WATCO
VLADARS, JOSEF see CB KW
VLADARS, MARIA (UNGAR) see CB KW
VLASOV, JOE see CB WATCO
VOELKER, (WIFE OF A.W.) see CB KW
VOELKER, A.A. see CB KW
VOELKER, ALBERT W. see CB KW
VOELKER, CHARLES
VOELKER, HAROLD see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW
VOELKER, P.A. see CB KW
VOGEL, ELLEN see CB WATCO
VOGEL, WALTER see CB KW
VOGELSANG, EMIL see BUTTONS - KW
VOGEL-SPROTT, Dr. MURIEL see CB KW
VOGL, JOHNNY see CB KW
VOGT TRIPLETs see MULTIPLE BIRTHS
VOGT, Dr. AUGUSTUS STEPHEN see CB WATCO
VOGT, EVELYN see CB KW
VOGT, GEORGE T. see CB KW
VOUGE BRASSIERE INC. see BUS ENT RMW
VOUGE HAIR & DESIGN STUDIO see BUS ENT RMW
VOUGE HAIRSTYLING see BUS ENT KIT
VOICEWORKS see BUS ENT KIT

VOILA SALON AND SPA see BUS ENT WAT

VOISIN CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

VOISIN, BLAKE see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

VOISIN, ELINOR see VOISIN, RONALD in CB KW

VOISIN, FRANK WILLIAM

VOISIN, GEORGE see CB KW

VOISIN, LOUIS J. see CB KW

VOISIN, MAC see CB KW

see also CB KW – GENERAL

VOISIN, MANFRED see CB WATCO

VOISIN, MARIE see AUTHORS RMW (A-Z)

VOISIN, MEHGAN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

see also TRIATHALON

VOISIN, PAUL see CB WATCO

VOISIN, RONALD & ELINOR see CB KW

VOISIN, RONALD G. see CB WATCO

VOISIN, WILLIAM J. see CB WATCO

VOISIN’S GARAGE, MARYHILL see BUS ENT RMW

VOKEY, HILDA MARIE see CB WATCO

VOKEY, RODGER

VOLCANOES
VOLK, EVELYN (PAULINE) see CB KW

VOLKER, HOWARD A. see CB KW

VOLKER-CRAIG LTD.

VOLL, DAVID see CB KW

VOLL, MIKE see CB KW

VOLLEYBALL

VOLLMAR, HENRY see CB WATCO

VOLLMER, HENRY see VOLLMAR, HENRY

VOLMERS, OLAYS see CB WATCO

VOLUMES PUBLISHING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT


see also KW SOCIAL PLANNING COUNCIL

VOLVO INTERNATIONAL, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

VON ERICH, WALDO (WRESTLER) see SIEBER, WALTER PAUL (CB WATCO)

VON HAYSE, SUSANNE see CB KW

VON SHILLING, EDITH & WOLTER see CB KW

VONDRAU, MARK see CB WATCO

VOROS SIGNS see BUS ENT KIT

VOS, JOHANNA see CB WATCO

VOS, PIETER see CB KW

VOYAGEURS EQUISTRIVAN see BUS ENT KIT

VRBANOVIC, BERRY see CB KW
VULCAN EQUIPMENT see BUS ENT RMW
W & H AUTOBODY & RUSTPROOFING see BUS ENT KIT

W. C. BROWN & SONS see BUS ENT RMW

W.A. KRIBS CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW

W.B. CABINETS see BUS ENT RMW

WCI MANUFACTURING

W.G. JOHNSON CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

W.H. FINE FURNITURE see STORES WAT

W.S.W. TOOL & DIE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WAG’N TRAIN see BUS ENT KIT

WADE, DAVID AUSTEN see CB KW

WADE, DON see CB WATCO

WADE, EMMA see CB WATCO

WAECHTER, ALFRED JACOB see CB WATCO

WAECHTER, AUSTIN see CB KW

WAECHTER, BUNNY see CB KW

WAECHTER, ELDON see CB KW

WAECHTER, FERNANDO see CB KW

WAECHTER, JIM see CB WATCO

WAECHTER, MATILDA see CB WATCO

WAECHTER, RALPH W. see CB KW

WAECHTER, WILLIAM see CB KW
WAGGIN WHEELS see BUS ENT RMW
WAGLER, ALMEDA see CB WATCO
WAGLER, DEREK see CB WATCO
WAGLER, DONALD see CB WATCO
WAGLER, JACOB see CB WATCO
WAGLER, MAHLON see CB WATCO
WAGLER, RALPH see CB WATCO
WAGLER, TIM see CB WATCO
WAGNER SMALL ENGINES see BUS ENT RMW see also BLUE SKY MARINE
WAGNER, ADAM see CB KW
WAGNER, ANNA (d. 2004 @ 100 years) see CB KW
WAGNER, ANNA (Sunshine Dreams for Kids) see CANCER
WAGNER, BERTHA (NEE SCHENYECK, WIFE OF HERMAN WAGNER) see CB WATCO
WAGNER, BETTY see CB KW
WAGNER, BOB
WAGNER, CARL see CB KW
WAGNER, EMANUEL see CB WATCO
WAGNER, ERHART see CB WATCO
WAGNER, GRACE see CB WATCO
WAGNER, HAROLD W.
WAGNER, HELEN ELIZABETH see CB KW
WAGNER, JEROME SIMON see CB WATCO
WAGNER, JOEY see DIABETES
WAGNER, JOHN E. see CB KW
WAGNER, JOHN S. see CB KW
WAGNER, JOSEPH P. see CB WATCO
WAGNER, LINDA see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS
WAGNER, LISON (FASHION) see BUS ENT RMW
WAGNER, MAGDALENA see CB KW
WAGNER, MARGARET NEE HAILER see CB KW
WAGNER, MIKE
WAGNER, MILDRED see CB KW
WAGNER, NORMAN see CB KW
WAGNER, PATRICIA see CB KW
WAGNER, PAUL J. see CB KW
WAGNER, PETER A see CB WATCO
WAGNER'S GARAGE see BUS ENT RMW
WAHAB, ANDREW see CB KW
WAHL, (REVEREND FATHER.) JAMES see CB KW
WAHL, ELMER see CB KW
WAHL, JOHN see CB KW
WAHL, ROBERT see CB KW
WAHL'S FLOWER SHOP see STORES KIT
WAIKIKI RESTAURANT, THE
WAIMELE, HELEN
WAIMEL, OLAF see LEISURE LODGE
WAITE, CHARLIE see CB WATCO
WAITE, WILBERT see CB WATCO
WAKE, GEORGE EDWARD see CB WATCO
WAKEFIELD INTERNATIONAL SEATING see BUS ENT RMW
WALDEN, BARBARA see CB KW
WALDOR INDUSTRIES see BUS ENT RMW
WALDRON, JAMIE see CB KW
WALES, PETER see CB KW
WALFORD, BERTHA see CB WATCO
WALFORD, NORMAN see CB WATCO
WALKER BIN AND STORE FIXTURE CO. see BUS ENT KIT
WALKER EXHAUSTS (includes parent company Walker Manufacturing)
WALKER STORES see STORES CAM
WALKER, ALBERT
WALKER, BERTIE see CB KW
WALKER, C.P. (CLAUDE) see CB WATCO
WALKER, DAVID see CB KW
WALKER, GLEN WILLIAM see CB KW
WALKER, HENRY see CB WATCO
WALKER, JIM see BUS ENT RMW
WALKER, JOHN see CB KW
WALKER, JULIAN see CB KW

WALKER, PHILIP WILLIAM see CB KW

WALKER, RALPH see CB WATCO

WALKER, SCOTT

WALKER, STEPHANIE see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

WALKER, SYLVIA see CB WATCO

WALKER, WAYNE see CB KW

WALKER, Proffesor JIM (JAMES) see CB KW

WALKER’S CAPITAL CORP. see WALKER, ALBERT

WALKERTON WATER PROBLEM see WATER SUPPLY - WALKERTON

WALKING

WALKWEL SHOES see STORES KIT

WALL, ANNE see CB KW

WALL, BOB see CB WATCO

WALL, DONNA AND ROBERT see CB WATCO

WALL, JACK FRANK see CB WATCO

WALL, RODGER & DIANNE see CB WATCO

WALLACE NICHOL IMPORTS see BUS ENT RMW

WALLACE, CLIFFORD S. see CB WATCO

WALLACE, HAROLD see CB KW

WALLACE, KELLY see BUSINESS DISTRICT – CAMBRIDGE

WALLACE, PAUL see CB KW

WALLAR, HOWARD RALPH see CB KW
WALLAR’S LADIES WEAR see STORES WAT
WALLENSTEIN FEED AND SUPPLY see BUS ENT RMW
WALLENSTEIN GENERAL STORE see BUS ENT RMW
WALLEY, PERCY see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
WALLNER, Sister SALOME (MARIE ANN) see CB KW
WALLS, CHRISTINE see CB KW
WALLS, Dr. ROBERT W. see CB KW
WALMAN, PAUL see CB KW
WAL-MART see also POWER CENTRE PROJECT, WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP
WALNUT HILL CABIN see BUS ENT RMW
WALPER FLOWERS see BUS ENT KIT
WALPER HOTEL BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT KIT
WALPER HOTEL to 1979; 1980’s; 1990’s; 2000-
WALPER PUB see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
WALPER TERRACE CAFÉ see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
WALPER TOBACCO SHOP
WALPER, ABEL
WALPER, ORA C.
WALSH, AUSTIN J. see CB KW
WALSH, CHARLES WILLIAM see CB KW
WALSH, DAVID see CB KW
WALSH, HAROLD see CB KW
WALSH, HILDA C. see CB KW
WALSH, J.C. see CB KW
WALSH, JOHN A. see CB KW
WALSH, JOHN W. see CB KW
WALSH, LIONEL see CB WATCO
WALSH, MIRANDA see CB KW
WALSH, SHELLY see CB KW
WALSHEE’S see BUS ENT RMW
WALTER BEAN GRAND RIVER TRAIL
WALTER, DOROTHEA see CB KW
WALTER, FEDY, MCCARGAR, HACHBORN
WALTER, FEDY, MCCARGAR, HACHBORN see BUS ENT KIT
WALTER, FERDINAND see CB KW
WALTER, JOHN see CB KW
WALTER, KATIE see CB KW
WALTER, KEN see CB WATCO
WALTER’S APPLIANCES see BUS ENT RMW
WALTER’S CHIMNEY CLEANING see BUS ENT KIT
WALTERS JEWELLERS
WALTERS, ELROY see CB KW
WALTERS, JEANETTE (WIFE OF HENRY) NEE PAIKIN see CB KW
WALTERS, JOHNNY see CB KW
WALTERS, MICHAEL JONES see JONES, MICHAEL

WALTERS, MICHAEL see CB KW

WALTERS, RACHEL see CB KW

WALTERS, WILFRED see CB WATCO

WALTNER-TOEWS, DAVID see CB KW

WALTON SIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

WALTON, ADELE see CB KW

WALTON, GREG see CB KW

WALTON, JIM see CB WATCO

WALWYN STODGELL COCHRAN MURRAY see BUS ENT KIT

WALZ, JESSIE see CB KW

WAMBOLD, GEORGE H. see CB KW

WAMBOLD, HARRY see CB KW

WAMBOLD, RUTH see CB KW

WAND-X CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

WANG, ELIZABETH see CB KW

WANG, JOSHUA see CB WATCO

WANKA, ROBERT see ARTISTS – KW

WANLESS CO. BERLIN, ONT MUSIC STORE see BUS ENT KIT

WANNER MENNONITE CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE see also CEMETERIES – WATERLOO COUNTY

WANNER, Mr. & Mrs. NEIL see CB WATCO

WAPPLER, KARL see STORES KIT
WAPPLER, KARL see STORES KIT

WAPPLER'S MUSIC STORE

WAR BRIDES see WORLD WAR 1939-1945 - KW - WAR BRIDES

WAR GAMES see FLAG RAiders in BUS ENT RMW

WAR MEMORIALS - KITCHENER, ONTARIO see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - KITCHENER, ONTARIO, see also HISTORY - KITCHENER, ONTARIO (for unveiling of Cenotaph)

WAR MEMORIALS - RMW

WARD BROS. SPECIALTIES see STORES CAM

WARD SYSTEM - CAMBRIDGE

WARD SYSTEM - KITCHENER see also ELECTIONS - KITCHENER

WARD SYSTEM - WATERLOO

WARD, (DR.) DONNA see CB KW

WARD, EDDIE see CB KW

WARD, FRED see CB WATCO

WARD, MARGARET (nee RIDDELL) see CB WATCO

WARD, MARSHALL see ARTISTS KW

WARD, STELLA see CB KW

WARD, TOM see CB WATCO

WARDROBES see STORES WAT

WAREHOUSE MARKET see STORES WAT

WAREHOUSE OUTLETS - KW & REGION

WAREHOUSE X see STORES WAT

WAREROOM GALLERY see ART GALLERIES
WARKENTIN, RUGH see CB KW
WARNER, VERONICA see CB KW
WARNHOLTZ, MINNA see CB KW
WARNING, EVA MAY see CB WATCO
WARNOCK, ADAM see CB WATCO
WARNOCK, CHARLES RAPHAEL HUNTER see CB WATCO
WARNOCK, EDWARD GILLESBY see CB WATCO
WARNOCK, Lieutenant Colonel EDWARD G. see CB WATCO
WHARNSBY, HOWARD ‘HOWIE’ see CB KW
WARRANT OF THE WEEK see also CRIMESTOPPERS
WARRANTY III see BUS ENT KIT
WARREN BITUMINOUS PAVING CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WARREN SINCLAIR HOMES LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
WARREN, BAXTER see CB WATCO
WARREN, JAMIE see CB KW
WARREN, JOSEPH
WARREN, NORMAN see CB KW
WARREN, ROBERT (BOB) see LAWYERS - KW
WARREN, RUSSELL see CB WATCO
WARREN, TENEILE see CB KW
WARREN-BITULITHIC GRAVEL PIT see BUS ENT RMW
WARRINER, DIANE see CB KW
WASH 'N' PLACE see BUS ENT KIT
WASHBURN, FREDA see CB KW
WASHBURN, ROBERT C. see CB KW
WASHBURN'S MEN'S WEAR
WASHERAMA & APPLIANCE CENTRE
WASILKA, MARY ANN see CB KW
WASSWA, JOSEPH K. see CB KW
WASTE AS FUEL see REFUSE AS FUEL
WASTE MANAGEMENT MASTER PLAN
WASTE MANAGEMENT STUDY - 1974
WASYLUSZKO, ANDREW see CB KW
WASYLYCIA, HARRY see WORLD WAR 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO
WASYLYCIA-LEIS, JUDY see CB WATCO
WATAGE see BUS ENT WAT
WATCOM GROUP see also SYBASE
WATCON INC. see BUS ENT WAT
WATER POLLUTION – RMW
WATER POLO
WATER PURIFIERS see BUS ENT KIT
WATER REFINING SALES LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WATER SKIING
WATER STREET AUTO LTD. see CORA GROUP
WATER SUPPLY - CAMBRIDGE
WATER SUPPLY - CHLORINATION

WATER SUPPLY - CONSERVATION

WATER SUPPLY - COSTS

WATER SUPPLY - GRAND RIVER

WATER SUPPLY - HARD & SOFT WATER (includes distilled water)

WATER SUPPLY - KITCHENER

WATER SUPPLY - KW

WATER SUPPLY - NORTH DUMFRIES

WATER SUPPLY - PIPELINES


WATER SUPPLY - STORAGE (includes water towers, tanks, etc.)

WATER SUPPLY - SUMMER USE

WATER SUPPLY - UNDERGROUND RIVER

WATER SUPPLY - WALKERTON

WATER SUPPLY - WATERLOO

WATER SUPPLY - WELLESLEY

WATER SUPPLY - WELLS

WATER SUPPLY - WILMOT

WATER SUPPLY - WILMOT - NEW DUNDEE

WATER SUPPLY - WOOLWICH

WATER WITCHING see GIES, FRED see also DIVING ROD

WATERBED KING see STORES KIT
WATERBURY FARREL TECHNOLOGIES see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO 10K CLASSIC

WATERLOO 5¢ TO $1 VARIETY STORE see STORES WAT

WATERLOO ADVISORY TREE COMMITTEE see TREES - KW

WATERLOO AREA LOCAL GOVERNMENT REVIEW see WATERLOO COUNTY - REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

WATERLOO BAND FESTIVAL

WATERLOO BEDDING CO. LTD.

WATERLOO BEEF IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO BOWLING LANES see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO BRITISH CAR CLUB see CLUBS - RMW (M - Z)

WATERLOO CAPITAL PLANNERS see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - AMALGAMATION (WATERLOO & WELLINGTON)

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - BIRTH CONTROL

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - BOARD OF TRUSTEES

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOLS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - COMPUTERS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CONTRACTS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CURRICULUM see also specific subjects

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ELECTION


WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENROLMENT

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FAMILY LIFE PROGRAM

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FINANCES - to 1979, 1980's, 1990's, 2000 -

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FORMATION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FRENCH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FULL FUNDING TO CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - MUSIC INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - NON-CATHOLIC TEACHERS see also WCDSB - RELATIONS WITH TEACHERS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - PRINCIPALS see also names of individual schools

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAYS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RACE RELATIONS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RELATIONS WITH TEACHERS see also WCDSB - NON-CATHOLIC TEACHERS, see also SUTTON, ANNE
WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RELATIONS WITH WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – RELATIONS WITH WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL BUS ROUTES

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL CLOSINGS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION & REPAIR

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SEX EDUCATION

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - STUDENT AFFAIRS

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SUPPORT STAFF


WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - to 1979, 1980's, 1990's, 2000-

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - WAIT PROGRAM see also WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ARMS PROGRAM

WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - WORKPLACE HARASSMENT

WATERLOO CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - CENTRES

WATERLOO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE see also CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF KITCHENER & WATERLOO

WATERLOO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE - NEWSLETTERS

WATERLOO CHAMBER PLAYERS see MUSICAL GROUPS

WATERLOO CHRONICLE
WATERLOO CIDER MILL

WATERLOO CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COIN CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COIN SOCIETY

WATERLOO COLLEGIATE

WATERLOO COMMUNITY ARTS CENTRE

WATERLOO COMMUNITY COUNCIL see COUNCIL - WATERLOO

WATERLOO COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD

WATERLOO COMPUTER BOOKS see STORES WAT

WATERLOO CONCEPT TRAVEL INC. see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO CONCERT BAND see WATERLOO MUSICAL SOCIETY

WATERLOO CONCRETE PRODUCTS see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO CO-OPERATIVE PRESCHOOL see also PRESCHOOLS

WATERLOO CORE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

WATERLOO COUNTY

WATERLOO COUNTY - FISH AND GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION

WATERLOO COUNTY ANTIQUE WAREHOUSE see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO COUNTY AREA PLANNING BOARD

WATERLOO COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB

WATERLOO COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION see WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

WATERLOO COUNTY BOWMEN see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COUNTY BUILDING
WATERLOO COUNTY CAROLLERS see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO COUNTY CATTLE BREEDING ASSOCIATION see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – WATERLOO, ONTARIO

WATERLOO COUNTY COOPERATIVE see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO COUNTY COUNCIL OF ARTS

WATERLOO COUNTY EMERGENCY MEASURES see EMERGENCY MEASURES – REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

WATERLOO COUNTY FEDERATION OF AGRICULTURE

WATERLOO COUNTY FEST see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY

WATERLOO COUNTY FOUR WHEEL DRIVE CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COUNTY GRAND RIVER PARK LTD. see HOMER WATSON MEMORIAL PARK

WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

WATERLOO COUNTY HEALTH UNIT see WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT

WATERLOO COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH AWARDS

WATERLOO COUNTY HOSPITAL PLANNING COUNCIL

WATERLOO COUNTY HOUSE OF REFUGE see HOUSE OF REFUGE

WATERLOO COUNTY INSURANCE WOMEN'S CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL 1853-1979, 1980-2003

WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL - HANGINGS

WATERLOO COUNTY LIFE UNDERWriters ASSOCIATION

WATERLOO COUNTY MUSIC FESTIVAL

WATERLOO COUNTY MUTUAL AID FIRE ASSOCIATION

WATERLOO COUNTY POTTERY see BUS ENT RMW
WATERLOO COUNTY REPRODUCTIONS see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO COUNTY SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD see WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

WATERLOO COUNTY SHRINE CLUB

WATERLOO COUNTY STOCK YARDS

WATERLOO COUNTY SUPPLIES CO-OPERATIVE

WATERLOO COUNTY TOLE & DECORATIVE PAINTERS GUILD see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO COUNTY TOURING CLUB

WATERLOO DISTANCE EDUCATION INC. see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO DODGE CHRYSLER see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO DOWNTOWN BUSINESSMEN'S ASSOCIATION see DOWNTOWN WATERLOO BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA

WATERLOO DOWNTOWN RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION see also BUSINESS DISTRICT - WATERLOO, see also DOWNTOWN WATERLOO BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREA

WATERLOO EARLY KEYBOARD SOCIETY

WATERLOO ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO ENGINEERING SOFTWARE see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT NETWORK see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO FAMILY "Y" see KITCHENER-WATERLOO YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION - WATERLOO BRANCH

WATERLOO FEDERATION OF AGRICULTURE

WATERLOO FESTIVAL FOUNDATION

WATERLOO FLOWERS see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO FURNITURE COMPONENTS
WATERLOO GAS COMPANY

WATERLOO GEOSCIENCE see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO GO CLUB

WATERLOO GLOVE MANUFACTURING CO.

WATERLOO GREEN HOME see WATERLOO REGION GREEN HOME

WATERLOO HEALTH DEPARTMENT

WATERLOO HERPITALOGICAL SOCIETY see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)

WATERLOO HISTORICAL SOCIETY - NEWSLETTERS

WATERLOO HISTORICAL SOCIETY see also WATERLOO COUNTY HALL OF FAME

WATERLOO HONDA see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

WATERLOO HOTEL

WATERLOO HYDRO see WATERLOO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION see also WATERLOO NORTH HYDRO COMMISSION

WATERLOO HYDROGEOLOGIC INC. see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO HYUNDAI

WATERLOO ICE COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO INDUSTRIES INC.

WATERLOO INN

WATERLOO INSURANCE CO.

WATERLOO KUNG FU ACADEMY see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO LAW ASSOCIATION see LAWYERS - KW

WATERLOO LIONS CLUB
WATERLOO LUTHERAN SEMINARY
WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
WATERLOO MANAGEMENT EDUCATION CENTRE see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
WATERLOO MAPLE SOFTWARE
WATERLOO MARKET see MARKETS - RMW
WATERLOO MAZDA see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO MEAT MARKET see STORES WAT
WATERLOO MEMORIAL ARENA
WATERLOO MENNONITE BRETHREN CHURCH, WATERLOO
WATERLOO METAL STAMPING
WATERLOO MICROSYSTEMS INC.
WATERLOO MINUS ONE
WATERLOO MULCH-A-WAY see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO MULTI-SPORTS CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO MUSIC CO.
WATERLOO MUSICAL SOCIETY
WATERLOO MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
WATERLOO NATURAL FOOD MARKET see STORES WAT
WATERLOO NETWORKING COMPANY see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO NISSAN
WATERLOO NORTH CHIROPRACTIC see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO NORTH HYDRO COMMISSION (since Jan. 1978) see also WATERLOO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

WATERLOO NORTH HYDRO see BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO NORTH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

WATERLOO ORDER OF EASTERN STAR see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO OXFORD COOPERATIVE see WATERLOO COUNTY COOPERATIVE in BUS ENT RMW

WATERLOO OXFORD CO-OPERATIVE see WATERLOO COUNTY SUPPLIES CO-OP

WATERLOO OXFORD SECONDARY SCHOOL

WATERLOO PARK

WATERLOO PARK SCHOOLHOUSE

WATERLOO PENTACOSTAL TABERNACLE

WATERLOO POTTERS WORKSHOP see also POTTERY - WATERLOO COUNTY

WATERLOO POTTERY & GALLERY see STORES WAT

WATERLOO PRINTING

WATERLOO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP (WPIRG)

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY – AMALGAMATION WITH KPL see LIBRARIES - RMW

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - AUTHORS

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - AUTOMATION

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - BUILDING & EXPANSION

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - CONTESTS

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - FINANCE

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - LOCAL HISTORY COLLECTION
WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - MEMOS & ANNOUNCEMENTS

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - STAFF


WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY - WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EXHIBITIONS

WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY – WRITER IN RESIDENCE see WATERLOO PUBLIC LIBRARY – AUTHORS

WATERLOO PUBLIC SCHOOL BOARD

WATERLOO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION

WATERLOO RECORD GALLERY

WATERLOO RECREATION COMPLEX

WATERLOO RED CROSS

WATERLOO REGION ALLIANCE FOR ANIMALS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGION ANTI-APARTHEID COALITION see APARTHEID

WATERLOO REGION APPLE MATRIX see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGION ARMY CADET CORPS see HIGHLAND FUSILIERS OF CANADA

WATERLOO REGION CHIROPRACTIC SOCIETY see CHIROPRACTORS

WATERLOO REGION COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE

WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT see also WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT (PRE 2001)

WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL – to 1997 see also HEALTH

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – 1970s, 1980s, 1990s, 2000 see also TEACHERS - RMW
WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF EDUCATION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ARMS PROJECT see also WATERLOO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - WAIT PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ART INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - BOARD OF TRUSTEES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CHOICES FOR YOUTH PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CHRISTIAN SCHOOL

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - COMMUNITY USE OF SCHOOLS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - COMPUTERS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CONFERENCES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CONTRACTS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CORPORAL PUNISHMENT

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - COURIER CARTAGE CONTRACT

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - CURRICULUM see also particular topics, (i.e. WRDSB - GIFTED CHILDREN, etc.)

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - DRIVER TRAINING PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - EDUCATION CENTRE

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ELECTION


WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION - MARK TWAIN
WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION - SHAKESPEARE (includes Merchant of Venice controversy, 1986)

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - ENROLLMENT

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – FINANCE – 1960s, 1980s, 1990s, 2000 -

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FORMATION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - FRENCH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - GIFTED CHILDREN

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN see also EVENSTART

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – KINDERGARTEN see also EVENSTART

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – LEARNING DISABILITIES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - LUNCHROOMS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - MULTI-AGE CLASSES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - MUSIC INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – NEW CANADIAN PROGRAM

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - NUTRITION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - OUTDOOR EDUCATION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – PRINCIPALS see also files on individual schools
WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAYS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RACE RELATIONS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RELATIONS WITH WATERLOO COUNTY SEPARATE SCHOOL BOARD

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL BUS ROUTES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL CLOSINGS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – SCHOOL CLOSINGS – KITCHENER COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE & SOUTHWOOD COLLEGIATE

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL COUNCILS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SCHOOL VIOLENCE

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SEX EDUCATION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SEXUAL HARASSMENT

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD – SPECIAL EDUCATION

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - STUDENT AFFAIRS

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SUMMER SCHOOL

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - SUPPORT STAFF

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - TEACHERS' SALARIES

WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - TECHNICAL EDUCATION
WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - TELEVISED INSTRUCTION
WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
WATERLOO REGION EMERGENCY SERVICES TRAINING & RESEARCH COMPLEX
WATERLOO REGION FUND RAISING EXECUTIVES
WATERLOO REGION GREEN HOME
WATERLOO REGION LABOUR COUNCIL see KW & DISTRICT LABOUR COUNCIL
WATERLOO REGION NEWCOMERS CLUB see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)
WATERLOO REGION PEACE NETWORK see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO REGION PLACEMENT COORDINATION SERVICE see also SOCIAL SERVICE TO SENIOR CITIZENS
WATERLOO REGION PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT – RMW see WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WATERLOO REGION SHOE MANUFACTURERS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WATERLOO REGION SOCIAL RESOURCES COUNCIL
WATERLOO REGION UTILITIES FIBRETECH
WATERLOO REGIONAL AIRPORT see WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT
WATERLOO REGIONAL ANIMAL SITTING SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
WATERLOO REGIONAL ARBORETUM
WATERLOO REGIONAL ARTS COUNCIL
WATERLOO REGIONAL ARTS FOUNDATION see REGION OF WATERLOO ARTS FUND
WATERLOO REGIONAL BOARD SAILING see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO REGIONAL CARDIAC REHABILITATION FOUNDATION INC. see ONTARIO HEART AND STROKE FOUNDATION
WATERLOO REGIONAL CARDIAC REHABILITATION FOUNDATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO REGIONAL CHILDREN'S MUSEUM

WATERLOO REGIONAL CREDIT WOMEN INTERNATIONAL see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL DOWN SYNDROME SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT - FAMILY PLANNING SERVICE

WATERLOO REGIONAL HEALTH UNIT to 1979, 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000 - see also HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES - RMW see also WATERLOO REGION COMMUNITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT (2001-)

WATERLOO REGIONAL HERITAGE FOUNDATION see also SCHNEIDER HAUS 2004 -

WATERLOO REGIONAL HOMEOPATHIC STUDY GROUP see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL JUNIOR GUN SAFETY CLUB see CLUBS KW

WATERLOO REGIONAL LABOUR COUNCIL (includes Cambridge Labour Council formed in 1985)

WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARY see also NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL BRANCHES

WATERLOO REGIONAL LUNG ASSOCIATION

WATERLOO REGIONAL MACINTOSH USERS GROUP see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL MUTUAL AID FIRE ASSOCIATION see WATERLOO COUNTY MUTUAL AID FIRE ASSOCIATION

WATERLOO REGIONAL PIONEERS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE ASSOCIATION see POLICE for related files

WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE COMMISSION see POLICE for related files

WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE SERVICES BOARD see POLICE for related files

WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE WIVES ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

WATERLOO REGIONAL SCIENCE FAIR see SCIENCE FAIR
WATERLOO REGIONAL SERVICES FOR THE WIDOWED see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO REGIONAL SEXUAL ASSAULT TREATMENT CENTRE see ST. MARYS HOSPITAL

WATERLOO REGIONAL SPORTS COUNCIL (disbanded April 1978)

WATERLOO REGION-WELLINGTON-DUFFERIN DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL

WATERLOO RESEARCH INSTITUTE

WATERLOO ROD & GUN

WATERLOO ROTARY CLUB

WATERLOO RURAL WOMEN WORKING FOR WOMEN see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO SCIENTIFIC INC.

WATERLOO SENIOR CITIZENS MENNONITE HOME

WATERLOO SHOWTIME

WATERLOO SILVER TONGUES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO SISKINS

WATERLOO SITE PLAN AWARDS

WATERLOO SPINNING MILLS

WATERLOO SPORTS MEDICINE CENTRE (WSMC) see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO SPRING CO.

WATERLOO SQUARE

WATERLOO SQUARE PET SHOP see STORES WAT

WATERLOO STAGE THEATRE

WATERLOO STEWARDSHIP NETWORK see CONSERVATION - RMW

WATERLOO TECH DIGEST see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO TENNIS CLUB
WATERLOO TEXTILES see BUS ENT RMW
WATERLOO THEATRE COMPANY
WATERLOO TIGERS
WATERLOO TOWNSHIP
WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - ANNEXATIONS
WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - FIRE DEPARTMENT
WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - PLANNING
WATERLOO TOWNSHIP - POLICE
WATERLOO TOYOTA see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO TRUST AND SAVINGS COMPANY
WATERLOO TWINS
WATERLOO UPTOWN BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT AREAS see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO VENTURES see BUS ENT WAT
WATERLOO WELLINGTON ALLIANCE FOR ANIMALS
WATERLOO WELLINGTON CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS ASSOCIATION
WATERLOO WELLINGTON PIGEON RACING CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO WELLINGTON SCIENCE & ENGINEERING FAIR see SCIENCE FAIR
WATERLOO WELLINGTON SENIOR GAMES
WATERLOO WHITE TIPS see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)
WATERLOO WIRELESS see INTERNET - RMW
WATERLOO WOMEN'S CLUB
WATERLOO WOODWARE see BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO YOUNG MEN’S CLUB

WATERLOO, ONTARIO

WATERLOO, ONTARIO – HERITAGE DISTRICT see HISTORIC BUILDINGS - WATERLOO

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - EXPANSION

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - FINANCE

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - PERSONNEL

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - SERVICES

WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT pre 1980’s, 1980’s, 1990’s, 2000-

WATERLOOIANS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO’S NETWORK see NETWORK in BUS ENT WAT

WATERLOO-SOUTH WELLINGTON REGIONAL PLANNING STUDY see WATERLOO COUNTY – REGIONAL PLANNING

WATERLOO-WELLINGTON AIRPORT see WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT

see also WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT – HISTORY

see also WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT – PERSONNEL

see also WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT – FINANCE

see also WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT – EXPANSION

see also WATERLOO-GUELPH AIRPORT - SERVICES

WATERLOO-WELLINGTON AUTISM SERVICES

WATERLOO-WELLINGTON CANOE CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WATERLOO-WELLINGTON COLLISION ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON COMMUNITY SUPPORT ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON DENTAL NURSES & ASSISTANTS ASSOC. see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON DENTAL SOCIETY see BUS ENT KIT
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON FLYING CLUB
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON HEAD INJURY SUPPORT GROUP
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON INFORMATION NETWORK FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING see BUS ENT RMW
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON MEDI-REPS ASSOCIATION see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WATERLOO-WELLINGTON SOCIETY FOR PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
WATERLOT
WATERMAN, ANNA see CB WATCO
WATERMAN, ENID MARY see CB KW
WATERMAN, MAY see CB WATCO
WATERS, BOB see CB WATCO
WATERS, KEN see CB WATCO
WATERS, Reverend A.I. see CB WATCO
WATERS, ROY see CB WATCO
WATERTON, JAMES
WATERWORKS THEATRE
WATERWORLD see BUS ENT RMW
WATKINS see BUS ENT RMW

WATLAN see BUS ENT WAT

JOHN WATSON MFG.

WATSON, A.G. see CB WATCO

WATSON, ALAN see CB KW

WATSON, ALFRED EDWARD see CB WATCO

WATSON, ANNIE see CB WATCO

WATSON, BRIAN see CB KW

WATSON, DENNIS & TRUDY see CB KW

WATSON, GEORGE see CB WATCO

WATSON, HARRIET MCKELLAR see CB WATCO

WATSON, HOMER RANSFORD - FAMILY COLLECTION (copied from the private collection of H.R.W.'s niece Ruth Whiting. includes private letters, etc.), see also Oral History Tape, OHT 346/7

WATSON, HOMER RANSFORD - HOUSE - SALE & RESTORATION

WATSON, HOMER RANSFORD, 1855-1936

see also DOON SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

WATSON, HOWARD see CB WATCO

WATSON, JIM see CB WATCO

WATSON, JOHN GEORGE see CB WATCO

WATSON, JOHN see CB KW

WATSON, JOHN see CB WATCO

WATSON, MARY URIE see CB WATCO
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WATSON, PHOEBE

WATSON, Reverend NORMAN LORNE see CB KW

WATSON, RUTH (MRS. D.S. HENDERSON) see CB KW

WATSON, SHIRLEY see CB WATCO

WATSON, WILLIAM ROBERT see CB WATCO

WATSON’S WOOLIES see STORES CAM

WATSTART see BUS ENT WAT

WATT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WATT, CHRIS see CRIME RMW - ALCOHOL & DRUG RELATED CRIMES - AMANDA RAYMOND

WATT, DAVID see CB WATCO

WATT, ELIZABETH (WIFE OF HUGH) NEE LIDDLE see CB KW

WATT, LYNN ALEXANDER see CB KW

WATT, NANCY see TEACHERS RMW

WATTER, Reverend PETER see CB KW

WATTERS, MISTY see ARTISTS – RMW

WATTS, CHRISTOPHER see CRIME - RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE – 1998-

WATTS, HARRY see CB KW

WATTS, LEILA see CB KW

WAUGH, (DR.) DAVID see DENTISTS

WAUGH, (DR.) LUMAN (or LEUMAN) see DENTISTS

WAUMSLEY, GWEN see CB WATCO

WAURECHEN, CHARLES see CB KW
WAURECHEN, RICHARD see CB KW

WAURECHEN, STANLEY C. see CB KW

WAX NIGHTCLUB see BUS ENT KIT

WAXWORKS PRODUCTIONS

WAYCO MULTILIFT see BUS ENT WAT

WAYNE GILPIN SINGERS

WAYNE SHOULDICE COLLISION CENTRE see BUS ENT RMW

WAYSIDE SHRINES see WATERLOO COUNTY – HISTORY

WE CARE HEALTH SERVICES see BUS ENT WAT

WE CREATE INC. see BUS ENT KIT

WEAN UNITED CANADA

WEARING, ALISON see CB KW


WEATHERALL, JENN see ARTISTS - KW (A-Z)

WEATHERWISE CANADA see BUS ENT KIT

WEAVER FAMILY

WEAVER, CAROL ANN see CB KW

WEAVER, DOLLY (WIFE OF DONALD) NEE HAMEL see CB KW

WEAVER, DONALD see CB KW

WEAVER, Dr. SALLY see CB KW

WEAVER, GEORGE see CB WATCO

WEAVER, ISAAC M. see CB KW
WEAVER, JACOB B see CB KW

WEAVER, LESTER EVERETT see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE

WEAVER, RALPH see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - KW

WEAVER, SALLY see CB WATCO

WEAVER, TANNER & MILLER

WEAVER, WILLIAM HENRY see STREET NAMES - CAMBRIDGE

WEAVING

WEB KICKER CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT RMW

WEB PEARLS see BUS ENT WAT

WEBB, ADRIAN see RACKET GAMES

WEBB, DANIEL see CRIME - RMW – GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE - DANIEL WEBB

WEBB, MORLEY see CB WATCO

WEBB, VICKI see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

WEBBER, BRYAN see CB WATCO

WEBBER, MICHAEL see CB KW

WEBBER, WILLIAM see CB KW

WEBSCO AWARDS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WEBCO SPORTS

WEBER (E.O.) FURNITURE FACTORY see BUS ENT WAT

ROY WEBER (see BUS ENT WAT

WEBER ARCHITECHTURAL PRODUCTS see BUS ENT KIT

WEBER CAPONS see BUS ENT KIT
C.N. WEBER LTD.

WEBER FAMILY see CB WATCO

WEBER HOME CENTRES see BUS ENT RMW

WEBER PLASTICS see BUS ENT WAT

WEBER, (WIFE OF P.K.) see CB KW

WEBER, ABRAHAM see CB KW

WEBER, AMOS see CB WATCO

WEBER, ANDREA see CB WATCO

WEBER, ANNE see CB KW

WEBER, ANTHONY see CB WATCO

WEBER, BRUCE

WEBER, BYRON see CB KW

WEBER, C. S. see CB WATCO

WEBER, C.N. see CB KW

WEBER, CARL see CB KW

WEBER, CINDY see CB KW

WEBER, COLIN H. see CB KW

WEBER, DARCY & LORNA see CB WATCO

WEBER, DARRYL see CB KW – GENERAL

WEBER, DON see CB KW

WEBER, E.D. see CB KW

WEBER, E.O. see CB KW
WEBER, EARL A. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, EILEEN see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, ELDON see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, EMMA T. (WIFE OF E.O.) see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, ESTHER (MRS. AARON) see \textbf{CB WATCO}

WEBER, FRED see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, GARFIELD see \textbf{CB WATCO}

WEBER, GORDON S. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, H. EILEEN NEE SLAUGHTER see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, HOWARD S. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, IRENE (WIFE OF IRVIN K.) NEE BINGEMAN see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, IRVIN see \textbf{CB KW}

\textbf{WEBER, ISAAC ALLEN}

WEBER, J. EDWARD see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, JAMES (JIM) R. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, JERRY see \textbf{CB WATCO}

WEBER, JOHN see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, JON N. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, JOSEPH & MARY see \textbf{CB WATCO}

WEBER, JOSEPH H. see \textbf{CB KW}

WEBER, KATHY & GALEN see \textbf{MISSIONARIES}

WEBER, LAURA (A.B.) NEE ZELLER see \textbf{CB KW}
WEBER, LEW see CB WATCO
WEBER, LORNE B. see CB KW
WEBER, LORRAINE (WIFE OF ALSON) NEE SNYDER see CB KW
WEBER, MAGDALENA see CB KW
WEBER, MAGGIE (nee ISRAEL) see CB KW
WEBER, MARJORIE NEE W.A. DUGIT see CB KW
WEBER, MARK
WEBER, MEL see CB KW
WEBER, MELVIN & ESTHER see CB WATCO
WEBER, Mrs. AARON see CB WATCO
WEBER, MRS. J.S.K. see CB KW
WEBER, NELSON see CB WATCO
WEBER, NORMAN see CB WATCO
WEBER, ONIAS see CB WATCO
WEBER, PAUL BRYAN see CB KW
WEBER, PAUL see CB WATCO
WEBER, RAYMOND see CB WATCO
WEBER, REUBEN see CB KW
WEBER, Reverend URIAS K. see CB KW
WEBER, ROBERT see CB KW
WEBER, RON see CB KW
WEBER, ROY see CB KW
WEBER, RUBY see CB KW
WEBER, RUTH MARIE (WIFE OF CARL) NEE SCHNEIDER see CB KW
WEBER, SOPHIA (WIFE OF IRVIN B.) NEE WEBER see CB KW
WEBER, STANLEY see CB KW
WEBER, VIOLA see CB WATCO
WEBER, WALTER see CB KW
WEBER, WILLIAM “BILL” J. see CB KW
WEBER, WILLIAM K. see CB KW
WEBER’S FABRICATING see BUS ENT RMW
WEBER-BECKER, ANN see MUSIC -INDIVIDUALS
WEBPLAS INC. see BUS ENT WAT
WEBSTER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
WEBSTER, KATE see CB WATCO
WECKMAN, BETH see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY - INDIVIDUALS
WECKWORTH, ALFRED OTTO see CB KW
WEDDERBURN, HERBERT GEORGE see CB KW
WEDDING BELLE CHAPEL see BUS ENT KIT
WEDGES 'N WOODS GOLF ACADEMY
WEE KINFOLK see BUS ENT WAT
WEEJEEDIMIN NATIVE RESOURCE CENTRE see INDIGENOUS PEOPLES - RMW
WEEKEND WAREHOUSE AND SOFA COUNTRY
WEI, GRACE EMAY see CB KW
WEIBE, ABRAM see CB KW
WEICHEL, CHARLES see CB WATCO
WEICHEL, DONALD J. see CB WATCO
WEICHEL, EARLE see CB KW
WEICHEL, GERTRUDE see CB WATCO
WEICHEL, H.L. (LEFTY) see CB WATCO
WEICHEL, MICHAEL see CB WATCO
WEICHEL, OSCAR WILLIAM (MIKE)
WEICHEL, ROSS see CB KW
WEICHEL, W.G. (BILLY)
WEICHEL, WILLIAM L. see CB WATCO
WEICHEL'S HOME HARDWARE see BUS ENT RMW
WEICKER FAMILY
WEICKER, CAROL see CB WATCO
WEICKER, FLORENCE
WEICKER, SAM (SAMUEL HENRY ALBERT)
WEICKER, WILLIS
WEIGEL (S.P.) CONSTRUCTION see BUS ENT KIT
WEIGEL TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTRES see BUS ENT KIT
WEIGHT LIFTING (includes body building)
WEIGHT WATCHERS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WEILAND MOTORS LTD.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER FAMILY</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, ANTHONY</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, BOB &amp; TODD</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, F. MICHAEL</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, FRANK X.</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, HERB</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, JENNY &amp; TODD</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, LEANDER “CHESTER”</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEILER, MARGARET</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIN, ANNE NEE SHOEMAKER</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEINERT, JOHN</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIR AND BUEHLER</td>
<td>BUS ENT KIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIR, ANN (WIFE OF JOHN) NEE DOOLEY</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIR, HATHER</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIR, HOWARD &amp; EVELYN</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEIS, DOREEN</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEISHAAR FAMILY</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEISLER, OTTO</td>
<td>CB WATCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEISS, CLARENCE JOSEPH</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEISS, JOHN</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEISS, JOSEPH</td>
<td>CB KW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WEISS, LILLIAN see CB KW
WEISS, LOMN see CB WATCO
WEISS, MILTON & MARIE see CB WATCO
WEISSENBURG (VILLAGE) see HISTORY – WATERLOO COUNTY
WELCH, ANDREW see CB WATCO
WELCH, CAROLYN see CB KW
WELCH, HELENA see CB KW
WELCH, MRS. THOMAS see CB WATCO
WELCH, NORMAN see CB KW
WELCOME WAGON - KW
WELCOMINN
WELFARE - RMW see PUBLIC WELFARE – RMW
WELFARE see PUBLIC WELFARE - KITCHENER
WELKER INDUSTRIES & COMPANY LTD.
WELKER, ALEX
WELKER, KARL JR. see CB KW
WELKER, KARL see CB KW
WELKER, STEVE see CB KW
WELKER, WILFRID L. see CB WATCO
WELLER, PHIL see CB KW
WELLESLEY APPLE BUTTER AND CHEESE FESTIVAL
WELLESLEY ARENA
WELLESLEY BRAND APPLE PRODUCTS see WELLESLEY CIDER MILL

WELLESLEY CIDER MILL

WELLESLEY CO-OP PRESCHOOL

see also PRESCHOOLS

WELLESLEY COUNTRY BAKERY & COFFEE SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

WELLESLEY FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC see BUS ENT RMW

WELLESLEY HERITAGE HIPPIES see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WELLESLEY INN see BUS ENT RMW

WELLESLEY POND

WELLESLEY PUBLIC LIBRARY

see also WATERLOO REGIONAL LIBRARY

see also WELLESLEY SCHOOLHOUSE

WELLESLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL

WELLESLEY SCHOOLHOUSE

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP - COUNCIL

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP - HALL

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP - PLANNING

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP - STAFF

WELLESLEY TOWNSHIP ARTS COUNCIL

WELLESLEY VILLAGE

WELLHEUSER FAMILY see CB KW
WELLINGTON AUTO TRIM see BUS ENT RMW

WELLINGTON SQUARE

WELLINGTON STREET BOOK SHOPPE

WELLINGTON WHOLESALERS see BUS ENT RMW

WELLINGTON WINDS

WELLINGTON-WATERLOO HUNT CLUB

WELLS FAMILY see CB WATCO

WELLS WORK WEAR see BUS ENT RMW

WELLS, CLAYTON see DENTISTS

WELLS, JIM see CB WATCO

WELLS, SANDY ROY see CB WATCO

WELLS, THEOPHILUS see CB KW

WELLS, WALTER see DENTISTS

WELLWOOD, BILL see CB WATCO

WELSH, ANITA & TONY

WELTZ, TINA see CB WATCO

WELZ, EMMA see CB KW

WEMP, MARK see CB WATCO

WENDALL MOTORS LTD.

WENDELL, LOUIS & CAROLINE see CB KW

WENDELL, ROY see CB KW

WENDT, JUSTIN see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
WENDY’S see BUS ENT RMW
WENGER FAMILY see CB KW
WENK, VERONIKA see CB KW
WENZEL, ARLO, J.E. see CB KW

WENZEL, JOAN

WENZEL, PETER see CB KW
WENZEL’S GARAGE see BUS ENT KIT

WERLICH INDUSTRIES

WERNER BREWERY

WERNER, HERMAN see CB KW
WERNER, OTTO see CB KW
WERNER’S AUTO see BUS ENT RMW

WERSTINE, EARL see CB WATCO
WERT, MICHAEL see CB KW

WESEL, FRANK M. see CB KW
WESELLIT see BUS ENT WAT

WESELOH ENTERPRISE see STORES KIT

WESELOH, T.H. & ANN see CB KW

WESLEY MILLINERY see STORES KIT

WESLEY UNITED CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE

WESLEY, EVA SUSAN see CB KW

WESLEY, Reverend PETER see CB WATCO
WESSEL, MONA LISA

WESSELRING ADVANCED AUDIO see STORES CAM

WEST CAP see BUS ENT RMW

WEST COAST VIDEO see STORES CAM

WEST HEIGHTS MANUFACTURING INC. see BUS ENT KIT

WEST MONTROSE BRIDGE

WEST MONTROSE COUNTRY STORE see BUS ENT RMW

WEST MONTROSE DAM

WEST MONTROSE UNITED CHURCH

WEST MONTROSE, ONTARIO

WEST NILE VIRUS

WEST SIDE CLOTHING CO. see BUS ENT RMW

WEST, ARTHUR P. see CB WATCO

WEST, CAROL ANN see CB WATCO

WEST, ERNEST FREDERICK see CB KW

WEST, LOREE see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

WEST, STEVE

WEST, TOM see HOBBIES

WESTBROOK FARMS MEATS & DELI see STORES WAT

WESTCAN CHROMALOX INC. see BUS ENT RMW

WESTCOTT, CHARLES see CB KW

WESTCOTT, JOAN see CB KW
WESTENHOEFER, HAROLD J. see CB KW

WESTERN ONTARIO DRAMA FESTIVAL

WESTERN ONTARIO DRAMA FESTIVAL - CAMBRIDGE 1986, CAMBRIDGE 1989

WESTERN PUBLISHING CANADA INC. see BUS ENT RMW

WESTFALL, ALVINA (WIFE OF LEANDER) see CB KW

WESTFALL, HANNAH NEE TOLETZKI see CB KW

WESTFALL, RALPH J. see CB KW

WESTHEIGHTS DRIVE PUBLIC SCHOOL

WESTINGHOUSE CANADA LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WESTLAKE, SHIRLEY see CB WATCO

WESTMAN, COLIN see CB KW

WESTMINSTER PLACE BOUTIQUE see STORES CAM

WESTMINSTER UNITED - SHALOM TEMPLE

WESTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH, WATERLOO

WESTMOUNT FUNERAL HOME & CHAPEL

WESTMOUNT GOLF AND CURLING CLUB

WESTMOUNT HARDWARE see STORES WAT

WESTMOUNT HOME HARDWARE see STORES WAT

WESTMOUNT INTERIORS see BUS ENT WAT

WESTMOUNT NEIGHBOURHOOD see NEIGHBOURHOODS – KITCHENER

WESTMOUNT PUBLIC SCHOOL

WESTMOUNT TRUCKING & EXCAVATING see BUS ENT KIT
WESTON BAKERIES LTD.

WESTON JEWELLERS

WESTON, DAVID W. see CB WATCO

WESTOWER COMMUNICATIONS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

WESTOWN MOTORS see BUS ENT RMW

WESTPHAL, KEVIN see MUSICIANS - INDIVIDUALS

WESTPHAL, LILLIAN see CB KW

WESTPHALEN, HENRICH H.G. see CB KW

WESTSIDE DAIRY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WESTSIDE DINER see BUS ENT RMW

WESTVALE PUBLIC SCHOOL

WESTWAY PARACHUTING ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

WESTWIND FARM see BUS ENT RMW

WESTWOOD FURNITURE see BUS ENT RMW

WESTWOOD GREENHOUSES see BUS ENT RMW

WESTWOOD, JIM see CB WATCO

WETHERALD, AGNES ETHELWYN

WETLAND ECOLOGY - RMW

WETTLAUFER, DAVE

WETTLAUFER, MARY (WIFE OF HARRY) see CB KW

WETTLAUFER, MOLNA ELIZABETH see CB WATCO

WETTLAUFER, NORMAN J. (JACK) see CB KW
WETTLAUFER, WAYNE

WEVER, Reverend ERIC see CB KW

WEY, EILEEN MATILDA (nee GRAFF) see CB KW

WEYLIE, CHRISTINE see CB KW

WEZSE, GUSTAVE see STORES KIT

WHALE AND ALE see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

WHALEY CLEANERS LTD. see BUS ENT WAT

WHALEY, DAVID see CB KW

WHALEY, JOHN see CB KW

WHALEY, MARK

WHALEY, RICHARD see CB KW

WHAN, MILTON GARFIELD see CB KW

WHARNSBY, MARNIE see CB KW

WHARNSBY, TIM see CB KW

WHARNSBY, WILLIAM JOHN (BILL) see CB KW

WHAT'S WHAT see STORES KIT

WHEELER, BILL see CB KW

WHEELER, LESLIE T. see CB KW

WHEELER, WILLIAM G. see CB KW

WHEELS AUTO OUTLET see BUS ENT RMW

WHEELS ENTERTAINMENT see STORES CAM

WHETHAM PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
WHETHAM, ARTHUR see CB WATCO
WHETHAM, BRODIE see CB WATCO
WHIBLEY, FRANK see CB KW
WHINTON CO. see BUS ENT RMW
WHISKEY JACK’S RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)
WHISTLE BEAR GOLF COURSE see GOLF COURSES
WHITE GLOVE CAR CARE see BUS ENT WAT
WHITE GMC WATERLOO see BUS ENT WAT
WHITE ROSE CRAFTS see BUS ENT RMW
WHITE STAR BARBER SHOP see BUS ENT WAT
WHITE, ADRIA & JEROME see CB KW
WHITE, ALBERT see CB KW
WHITE, ARTHUR W.A. see CB WATCO
WHITE, BILL see CB KW
WHITE, BOB see CB WATCO
WHITE, CARRIE see CB KW
WHITE, DALE see CB WATCO
WHITE, DOROTHY ANN see CB WATCO
WHITE, DOUG see CB WATCO
WHITE, EILEEN see CB KW
WHITE, FRED see CB WATCO
WHITE, JAMES ARTHUR see CB KW
WHITE, JOHN see CB WATCO

WHITE, KEEAN see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

WHITE, REGINALD see WATERLOO COUNTY JAIL HANGINGS

WHITE, ROB see ADULT EDUCATION

WHITE, SHEILA see CB WATCO

WHITE, SUSAN see CB KW

WHITE, WILFRED see CB WATCO

WHITEHEAD, DAVID see ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)

WHITELAW, CHARLES see CB WATCO

WHITELAW, GERALD see CB WATCO

WHITEMORE, DANIELLE see CB KW

WHITESTONE, BRUCE see CB WATCO

WHITFIELD, GEORGE CARTER see CB WATCO

WHITING FAMILY see CB WATCO

WHITING, RICHARD see BUS ENT KIT

WHITLOCK, GEORGE see CB WATCO

WHITMAN GOLDEN LTD.

WHITNEY & COMPANY

WHITNEY, C. RICHARD see CB KW

WHITNEY, CLIFFORD see CB KW

WHITNEY, GEORGE F. see CB KW

WHITNEY, J. LEO see CB KW
WHITNEY, JOAN (J. LEO) NEE HALL see CB KW
WHITNEY, LOIS (WIFE OF RICHARD) NEE WEBER (E.O.) see CB KW
WHITTAKER, RICK see CB WATCO
WHITTEMORE, DANIELLE see CB KW
WHITTON, ELIZABETH see CB KW
WHO CARD see IDENTIFICATION
WHOLESALE WINDOW COVERINGS see STORES KIT
WHOLTON, Dr. THOMAS HILLIARD see CB WATCO
WHONOS see BUS ENT WAT
WHOOping COUGH
WHORWOOD, ANNE (WIFE OF A.J.) NEE HENTSCHEL see CB KW
WIANDT, KAREN ELIZABETH see CB KW
WICK, EDWARD WILLIAM see CB KW
WICKENS, ANNA DELANEY see CB KW
WICKENS, LESLIE-ANNE see CB KW
WICKI, SIMON see CB KW
WICKS CAR AND TRUCK RENTAL LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WICKS, SUSAN
WIDDIFIELD, CHARLES RUSSELL see CB WATCO
WIDDIS, RICK see CB KW
WIDEMAN, DELMER (DEL) ALLAN see CB KW
WIDEMAN, ELIZABETH DIENTNABACHER see CB WATCO
WIDEMAN, JIM

WIDEMAN, JOHN LEHMAN see CB WATCO

WIDEMAN, PAUL see CB WATCO

WIDISH, MAURICE see CB WATCO

WIDMEYER, STANLEY (STAN) see CB KW

WIEBE REALTY

WIEBE, ABRAM

WIEBE, ANNE see CB KW

WIEBE, HELEN see CB KW

WIEBE, LIESE see CB WATCO

WIEBE, LOUISE see CB KW

WIEBE, MENNO see MENNONITE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

WIEDERHOLD, JAMES see BUS ENT RMW

WIEGAND, DONALD DOUGLAS see CB KW

WIEGAND, DONALD see CB KW

WIEGAND, ELIZABETH see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

WIEGAND, JOHN E. see CB KW

WIEGAND, MORLEY see CB KW

WIEGAND, WILLIAM B. (includes Wiegand awards for teaching excellence)

WIEGAND, WILLIAM S. (BILL) see CB WATCO

WIEGEL TRANSPORT see BUS ENT RMW

WIEGLAND (J.E.) & CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WIENS JEWELLERS LTD. see *STORES KIT* (merged with King's Jewellers & Goldsmiths Ltd. in 1984)

WIENS PRECISION MACHINING LTD. see *BUS ENT KIT*

WIENS, BRYAN see *CB WATCO*

WIENS, ERWIN see *CB KW*

WIERSMA TRUCKING see *BUS ENT KIT*

WIESER, LESLEY see *CB KW*

WIESNER, HERBERT see *CB KW*

WIGG, HERBERT S. see *CB KW*

WIGGLY WORM CO. see *BUS ENT KIT*

WIGHT, TIMOTHY see *CB KW*

WIGLE, JACK see *CB KW*

WIKERD, JEAN-PAUL see *ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)*

WILBEE, HARRY see *CB WATCO*

WILCOX see *BUS ENT WAT*

WILDFONG, ANNIE see *CB WATCO*

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

WILDMAN, BETTY JEAN see *CB WATCO*

WILDWOOD CENTRAL TRAVEL INC. see *BUS ENT WAT*

WILES, ARTHUR see *CB KW*

WILES, DIANE see *CB KW*

WILES, DONALD see *CB KW*

WILES, NORMAN see *CB KW*
WILES, OSCAR see CB KW

WILES, PETER see CB KW

WILES, RICHARD see CB KW

WILEY, FRANK F. (BUD) see CB KW

WILEY, FRANK see CB KW

WILFORD, A.H. see CB KW

WILFORD, THOMAS see CB WATCO

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – ACADEMIC COUNCIL ON THE UN SYSTEM


WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - A.I.E.S.C.

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - ADMINISTRATION

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - ALUMNI

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - APPLICATIONS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - ART GALLERIES

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – ATHLETICS

see also KW NATIONAL SWIMMING CENTRE AT WLU

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF GOVERNORS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – BRANTFORD CAMPUS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - BUILDINGS & GROUNDS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - BUSINESS SURVEY

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CAREER FAIR

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CENTRE FOR MILITARY & DISARMAMENT STUDIES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CENTRE FOR SOCIAL WELFARE STUDIES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CHANCELLORS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - COMMUNITY RELATIONS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CONFERENCES - 1986-1991; 1992 -
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CONVOCATIONS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - COURSES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - DEANS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - ENROLLMENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - EXCHANGES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FACULTY
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FINANCE
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - FROSH WEEK/ORIENTATION
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - GRADUATES – EMPLOYMENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - HIGH SCHOOL LIAISON
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - HOMECOMING
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - LAURIER SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTRE see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - BUILDINGS & GROUNDS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - MUSIC DEPARTMENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - MUSIC PERFORMANCES - TO 1993; 1994-
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - MUSIC THERAPY
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - NEWSPAPER
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - PRESIDENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - PRESS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – REMAT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – SCHLELGER CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – SECURITY
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – SEXUAL HARASSMENT
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING SERVICE
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - SOCIAL WORK
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STAFF
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STOCK MARKET GAME
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY – STRIKE 2002

see also WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STAFF

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENT HOUSING
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS - AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS - CHARITIES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS - CONDUCT CODE
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS - EZRA ST. PARTY
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - STUDENTS - FEES
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - THE CORD (student newspaper) see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - NEWSPAPER

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - THEATRE

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - TIES WITH BUSINESS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - TRADE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - UNIONS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - VISITORS

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY-PANTY RAIDS see WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY - SEXUAL HARASSMENT

WILHAUS, TRICIA see CB WATCO

WILHELM FAMILY see CB WATCO

WILHELM, ANTON see CB WATCO

WILHELM, THERESA see CB KW

WILHELM, WIB see CB KW

WILJER, ROBERT see CB KW

WILKE MOVERS & CARTAGE LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WILKE, HAROLD see CB KW

WILKEN, KATHLEEN see CB WATCO

WILKER, JOHN PETER see CB WATCO

WILKIE, BRANDON see CB WATCO

WILKIE, ORVILLE WESLEY see CB KW

see also WILKIE MOVERS & CARTAGE LTD. in BUS ENT KIT

WILKINS, EMMA see CB WATCO
WILKINS, (CHARLES) HUME
WILKINSON & KOMPASS see BUS ENT RMW
WILKINSON, DONALD see CB KW
WILKINSON, DOUGLAS MURRAY see CB KW
WILKINSON, EILA see CB WATCO
WILKINSON, MARY see CB WATCO
WILKINSON, WILLIAM ROBERT see DENTISTS
WILKINSON'S HOME HARDWARE see STORES CAM
WILKS, KATHERINE
WILL, GARY see CB KW
WILLARD, EDWARD see CB WATCO
WILLETT FOODS
WILLIAM CLINE LTD.
WILLIAM G. DAVIS SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
WILLIAM J. SMITH SPORTS INC. see BUS ENT KIT
WILLIAM KNELL & CO. LTD.
WILLIAM ROBERTS ELECTRIC LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WILLIAM SEIP MANAGEMENT see BUS ENT RMW
WILLIAM WHITEHALL TIRE SALES see BUS ENT RMW
WILLIAM YOUNG LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WILLIAM'S COFFEE PUB
WILLIAMS, (REV.) MARITA see CB KW
WILLIAMS, ALBERT LOUIS (BERT) see CB KW

WILLIAMS, ALDANE

WILLIAMS, BARBARA see CB KW

WILLIAMS, CATHY & DAVID see CB KW

WILLIAMS, CHARLENE see CB KW

WILLIAMS, DAVE

WILLIAMS, Dr. M.D. (DONOVAN) see CB KW

WILLIAMS, JACK see CB KW

WILLIAMS, JAMES see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS - WATCO

WILLIAMS, JIM & BERT see BUSINESS DISTRICT – KITCHENER - 2000

WILLIAMS, KATIE see GOLF

WILLIAMS, MAGGIE see CB KW

WILLIAMS, MARGARET see CB KW

WILLIAMS, PATRICIA M. see CB KW

WILLIAMS, PREMPEH see BLACKS – RMW

WILLIAMS, ROBERT STANLEY see CB KW

WILLIAMS, RUSSEL see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

WILLIAMS, SAMUEL JAMES (S.J.) see CB KW

WILLIAMS, TERRY R. see CB KW

WILLIAMS, TODD see CB KW

WILLIAMS, TOM see CB WATCO

WILLIAMSON MARGAUX see ARTISTS – KW
WILLIAMSON, GLADYS see CB KW
WILLIAMSON, LLOYD see CB WATCO
WILLIAMSON, MATTHEW see CB WATCO
WILLIAMSON, ROBERT see CB WATCO
WILLIE'S RELISHES
WILLIS, JAMES see CB KW
WILLIS, MARION ELIZABETH see CB KW
WILLMOTT, DAVID see CB KW
WILLMS, MARK see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS
WILLOW BRAE PALLETS see BUS ENT WAT
WILLOW HOUSE see STORES CAM
WILLOW LAKE see DOON, ONTARIO
WILLOWELLS
WILLS, GEORGE see CB KW
WILLSON, COLLETTE see CB KW
WILLSON, FORD I. see CB WATCO
WILLSON, MARGUERITE see CB KW
WILLWERTH GROUP see BUS ENT RMW
WILLY WONDERFUL DEPARTMENT STORE see STORES WAT
WILMOT FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE
    see also NEW HAMBURG - WILMOT COMMUNITY SERVICES
WILMOT HOME SUPPORT SERVICES
WILMOT HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
WILMOT ROD & GUN CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WILMOT SENIOR PUBLIC SCHOOL
WILMOT SENIORS WOODWORKING & CRAFT CLUB see WILMOT WOODWORKING SHOP
WILMOT TOWNSHIP
WILMOT TOWNSHIP – 150TH ANNIVERSARY see MILLENNIUM WILMOT TOWNSHIP
WILMOT TOWNSHIP - COUNCIL
WILMOT TOWNSHIP - HISTORY
WILMOT TOWNSHIP - PLANNING
WILMOT TOWNSHIP - STAFF
WILMOT TOWNSHIP HALL
WILMOT TOWNSHIP MULTI-USE RECREATION FACILITY
see also NEW HAMBURG ARENA
WILMOT WOODWORKING SHOP
WILMUSHERST, KEITH see CB KW
WILSON AVENUE PUBLIC SCHOOL
WILSON, ALBERT see CB WATCO
WILSON, ART
WILSON, AUDREY see CB WATCO
WILSON, C. EDWARD see CB KW
WILSON, CHARLES see CB WATCO
WILSON, CHRIS see CB WATCO
WILSON, CHRIS see MUSIC - INDIVIDUALS

WILSON, DOREEN NEE POLLOCK see CB KW

WILSON, Dr. W.R.S. (BOB) see CB KW

WILSON, DUFF

WILSON, ELEINA see CB KW

WILSON, FRANCIS see CB KW

WILSON, G.E. DUFF

WILSON, GARRIE BEA see CB KW

WILSON, H.D. see CB WATCO

WILSON, HAROLD WILLIAM ARTHUR see CB KW

WILSON, JOHN M see CB KW

WILSON, KORTNEY see GALLERNO, KORTNEY (CB WATCO)

WILSON, LEDA (WIFE OF ROBERT S.) NEE PEQUEGNAT see CB KW

WILSON, LIZ see CB KW

WILSON, MARTIN “SKIP” see CB KW

WILSON, NATE see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

WILSON, P.V. see CB KW

WILSON, PAUL see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

WILSON, RENATE see CB KW

WILSON, ROGER J. see CB WATCO

WILSON, TED see CB KW

WILSON, WALTER R. see CB KW
WINCHESTER, (Major) PAUL see CB KW

see also KRAMER, JANE

WIND CLIMBERS KITE CLUB OF KW see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WIND TURBINE CO. see BUS ENT RMW

WINDEL, MATTIAS see CB KW

WINDERMEEIER, JOHN see CB KW

WINDERS, SCOTT see BUS ENT RMW

WINDOW BOX see BUS ENT RMW

WINDOW SHINES CORP. see BUS ENT KIT

WINDOW WORKS see BUS ENT RMW

WINDRIX INTERNET SOLUTIONS see BUS ENT KIT

WINDROSS, HARRY see CB WATCO

WINDSOR CABS see BUS ENT KIT

WINDSOR WAFERS, CAMBRIDGE see BUS ENT RMW

WINDSOR, BRIAN see CB KW

WINDSWEPT ACRES RABBITRY see BUS ENT RMW

WINDUST, CATHERINE see CB KW

WINE BY YOU, A see STORES CAM

THE WINE CELLAR see BUS ENT KIT

WINE COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

WINE KITZ see BUS ENT RMW

WINE MOON CATERING see BUS ENT RMW
WINE PRESS

WING IT INTERNATIONAL see BUS ENT RMW

WINGE, BETTY see CB KW

WINGE, HANS see CAFÉ MOZART

WINGER, JOHN see CB KW

WINGER, ROGER see CB KW

WINGER'S WOOLLEN FACTORY, ELMIRA see BUS ENT RMW

WINGS OF PARADISE BUTTERFLY CONSERVATORY, CAMBRIDGE

    see also POWERS, JOHN

WINHOLD, DUNCAN RAMSAY “DUNC” see CB KW

WINIARSKI, JASON MICHAEL see CB KW

WINKLER, WILLIAM H. see CB WATCO

WINKS see STORES CAM

WIN-LEADER CORP see BUS ENT KIT

WINN, (DR.) NILES HUGHES see DENTISTS

WINN, Dr. R.O.

WINNERS

WINSER DOORS see BUS ENT RMW

WINSER, BILL see WINSER DOORS

WINSHARE see COUNCIL – WATERLOO - WINSHARE

WINSOR, FRANK L see CB KW

Winston Churchill Public School, Waterloo
WINSTON PARK MEN'S WEAR see STORES KIT

WINTERBERG, WILLIAM

WINTER, EMMA see CB WATCO

WINTER, MERRIAM see CB KW

WINTERBOURNE SCHOOL

WINTERBOURNE, ONTARIO

WINTERBURN, DENNIS see STORES KIT

WINTERFEST

WINTERMEIER (WINTERMEYER), JOHN see CB KW

WINTERMEYER, JOHN J.

WINTERMEYER, CAROLINE (WIFE OF ALFRED C.) see CB KW

WINTERMEYER, DARLENE see CB WATCO

WINTERMEYER, HELEN (WIFE OF JOHN S.) NEE DELANEY see CB KW

WINTERMEYER, JOHN see WINTERMEIER, JOHN in CB KW

WINTERMEYER, THERESA see CB KW

WINTON, HORACE see CB WATCO

WINTSCH, ENID & HARRY

WIPPICH, ROSELLA see CB KW

WIRED WORLD

WIRSCHING, CHARLES see CB WATCO

WIRSCHING, EDWARD see CB WATCO

WIRTH, NENE see AUTHORS RMW (A-Z)
WISEMAN, ALLAN see CB KW

WISER WOOD FLOORING see BUS ENT KIT

WISHES COME TRUE see BUS ENT RMW

WISMER, ALBERT O. see CB KW

WISMER, IRVINE see CB KW

WISMER, LINCOLN WILLIS see CB KW

WITHDRAWAL MANAGEMENT CENTRE see GRAND RIVER HOSPITAL CORP

WITHERSHINS see STORES KIT

WITHINGTON, DAVID THOMAS see WORLD WAR, 1939-1945-INDIVIDUALS- KW

WITMER LAZENBY LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WITMER, ABRAHAM see CB WATCO

WITMER, ALICE VERA see CB KW

WITMER, ELIZABETH

WITMER, HELEN see CB WATCO

WITMER, J. WILLARD see CB WATCO

WITMER, PAUL see BUS ENT RMW

WITMER, PHIL see CB WATCO

WITMER, RALPH LAUREL see CB KW

WITMER, Reverend LESLIE see CB WATCO

WITMER, ROGER

WITMER’S GARAGE see BUS ENT RMW

WITNESS FOR PEACE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WITTER, BOB see CB KW
WITTER, BRYAN see CB KW
WITTER, GUSTAVE see CB KW
WITTER, MYRTLE see CB KW
WITTER'S FUELS LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WITTICH, HERB
WITTIG, Dr. JOSEPH EMIL see CB KW
WITTIG, KARL see CB WATCO
WITTIG, SIEGFRIED J. see CB KW
WITZEL, MARTHA NEE DANNECKER see CB KW
WITZEL, MARY (WIFE OF THEODORE) NEE ZUBER see CB KW
WITZEL, WILHELM (WILLIAM) see CB WATCO
WITZEL'S CIGAR SHOP see STORES KIT
WIZARD WORLD see STORES KIT
WIZARDTECH see BUS ENT KIT
WOEFLER, W. ERVIN, 1873-1949
WOEFLER (W.E.) SHOE COMPANY see BUS ENT KIT
WOELLER FABRICS see STORES KIT
WOELLER, CARL J. see CB KW
WOERNER, KLAUS see ATS AUTOMATION TOOLING
WOHANSKY, MORRIS see CB KW
WOHLEGEMUT, BRANDON see CB KW
WOJCIECHOWSKA, MARISH see CB WATCO
WOJTECZKO, MIKE see CB WATCO
WOLF FAMILY see CB KW
WOLF, MONIKA see CB KW
WOLF, SHERRY see CB KW
WOLFARD, DURETTA see CB KW
WOLFE, BETTY see CB WATCO
WOLFE, BREN, see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY
WOLFE, H.C. (DICK) see CB KW
WOLFE, SUSAN see CB KW
WOLFHARD, HARRY see CB KW
WOLFHARD, HENRY see CB KW
WOLLONGONG GROUP see BUS ENT WAT
WOLOSHYN, ALYSON see CB KW
WOLVES
WOLYNETZ (H.) LTD. see STORES KIT
WOLYNETZ, LARRY see CB KW
WOLYNETZ, MORRIS see CB KW
WOMAN INVENTORS NETWORKING SOCIETY see CLUBS KW (L-Z)
WOMAN'S PLACE
WOMBWELL, ELSIE see CB WATCO
WOMEN
WOMEN - CONFERENCES
WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
WOMEN - MEMORIALS
WOMEN - SAFETY
WOMEN ALIVE

see also KW BUSINESSWOMEN IN NETWORKING

WOMEN ARE SPECIAL

“WOMEN IN BUSINESS”

see also WILLIAMS, JIM & BERT

WOMEN IN TRADE & TECHNOLOGY NETWORKING GROUP see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN INVENTORS PROJECT

WOMEN OF THE MOOSE see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN OF THE YEAR - KW

see also WOMEN

WOMEN WITHOUT FATHERS see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN’S CRISIS SERVICES OF CAMBRIDGE AND NORTH DUMPHRIES see FAMILY CRISIS SHELTER, CAMBRIDGE

WOMEN’S CRISIS SERVICES OF WATERLOO REGION see ANSELMA HOUSE

WOMEN’S LEGAL EDUCATION & ACTION FUND (LEAF) see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN’S PRISON see GRAND VALLEY INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN

WOMEN’S RIGHTS

WOMEN’S ROYAL CANADIAN NAVAL SERVICE see WORLD WAR 1939-1945 KW (WRENS)

WOMEN’S WORLD HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIP, 1997; 2002 see HOCKEY - WOMEN’S
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WOMEN'S AGLOW see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN'S CANADIAN CLUB see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION

WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTRE

WOMEN'S HEALTH INTERACTION

WOMEN'S INSTITUTE

WOMEN'S PLACE

WONG, ANDREW see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO - FACULTY

WONG, CHARLIE see CB WATCO

WONG, KEVIN see CB KW

WONG'S INTERNATIONAL FOOD MART LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

WOOD (D.A.) CO. see BUS ENT RMW

WOOD FOLK see BUS ENT KIT

WOOD GUNDY see BUS ENT KIT

WOOD SHED see STORES KIT

WOOD SHOP see BUS ENT RMW

WOOD, ARDETH see CRIME – WATERLOO - MURDER - ARDETH WOOD

WOOD, ART see CB WATCO

WOOD, ARTHUR see CB WATCO

WOOD, CAMERON see CB KW

WOOD, CHARLES JOHN see CB KW

WOOD, HARRY, see CB WATCO
WOOD, ROBERT “BOBS KNOBS” see CB KW
WOOD, ROBERT see CB WATCO
WOODBURNER, THE see STORES KIT
WOODCHUCK see STORES CAM
WOODCOCK, ALAN FREDERICK see CB KW
WOODCRAFTER see BUS ENT RMW
WOODEN APPLE see ELMIRA WOOD’N APPLE CO. LTD.
WOODEN FANCIES see BUS ENT KIT
WOODFIELD, BRAUN SCOTT see SOLDIERS (POST-WORLD WAR, 1939-1945)
WOODHAMS, FRANK see CB KW
WOODHOUSE CONTRACTING see BUS ENT KIT
WOODLAND CEMETERY, KITCHENER
WOODLAND CEMETERY, KITCHENER – GERMAN WAR GRAVES
WOODLAND CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOL
WOODLAND PARK PUBLIC SCHOOL, CAMBRIDGE
WOODLEY, JOYCE see CB KW
WOODLOTS - RMW
WOODROW QUARRY & RIDDINGH MANAGEMENT SERVICES GROUP see BUS ENT KIT
WOODROW, ROBERT A. see CB KW
WOODS, ART see CB WATCO
WOODS, BRAD see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)
WOODS, DOUG see CB KW
WOODS, DUANE see CB KW
WOODS, MAE see CB WATCO
WOODS, NORMAN see CB KW
WOODS, PAT see CB WATCO
WOODS, W. RICHARD see CB KW
WOODS, WILLIAM
WOODS, WILLIS M. see CB WATCO
WOODSIDE BIBLE CHAPEL
WOODSIDE HISTORIC PARK - HISTORY & DEVELOPMENT 1950-1969, 1970-
see also KING, WILLIAM LYON MACKENZIE
WOODSIDE HISTORIC PARK - NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
WOODSIDE HISTORIC PARK - PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL & EVENT ANNOUNCEMENTS
WOODSIDE POOL
WOODWARD, EBENEZER GAYLOR see CB WATCO
WOODWORKING
WOODWORTH, STEVE
WOODY’S PUB see BUS ENT RMW
WOOLCO
WOOLCOTT, CARRIE H. see CB WATCO
WOOLNER FAMILY see CB WATCO
WOOLNER, CLIVE see CB KW
WOOLNER, LORA see CYCLING
WOOLNER, VERNON see CB WATCO
WOOLNER, VINCE see CB KW
WOOLNER, WALTER see CB WATCO
WOOLNER, WARD
WOOLNER, WILLIAM see CB KW
WOOLNER'S CATERING SERVICE
WOOLRIDGE, KAREN see CB KW
WOOLSEY, Verna see CB WATCO
WOOLSTENCROFT, LYNNE
WOOLSTENCROFT, ROB see CB KW
WOOLWICH AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
WOOLWICH BIO-EN INC. see BUS ENT RMW
WOOLWICH CARDINALS GYMNASTICS CLUB see CLUBS RMW (M-Z)
WOOLWICH CENTRE PHARMACY see ST. JACOBS PHARMACY in BUS ENT RMW
WOOLWICH COMMUNITY FUND see WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP
WOOLWICH COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE
WOOLWICH COMMUNITY SERVICES
WOOLWICH COMMUNITY THRIFT SHOP see BUS ENT RMW
WOOLWICH DAIRY
WOOLWICH HEALTHY COMMUNITIES see WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP
WOOLWICH HISTORICAL FOUNDATION
WOOLWICH HOME SUPPORT SERVICES
see also COMMUNITY CARE CONCEPTS

WOOLWICH MEMORIAL CENTRE see RECREATION – WOOLWICH

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP - COUNCIL

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP - HISTORY

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP - PLANNING

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP – STAFF

WOOLWICH TOWNSHIP HALL

WOOLWORTH’S see STORES KIT

WORD FOR WORD NEWSLETTERS see BUS ENT KIT

WORD ON THE STREET

WORDEN FAMILY see CB WATCO

WORDS & GRAPHICS see BUS ENT WAT

WORDS WORTH BOOKS

WORDSWORK ASSOCIATION see BUS ENT WAT

WORK WEAR CORP. see BUS ENT RMW

WORKING CENTRE - KITCHENER

WORKING CENTRE

see also EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES

WORLD ACCORD see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WORLD COMMUNITY COUNCIL see CLUBS KW (L-Z)

WORLD FEDERALISTS OF CANADA – KW BRANCH
WORLD JUNIOR FIGURE SKATING CHAMPIONSHIP, 1987

WORLD STUDENT GAMES 1975

see also SPORTS – RMW

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – AMENT, ARTHUR

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – BEAUMONT, GEORGE J.

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – FRENCH, ALICE

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – GREEN, WILLIAM ARTHUR

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HALK, ALEXANDER

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HALL, ARTHUR MANUEL

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HALL, ARTHUR MONTAGUE

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HALL, FREDERICK CHARLES

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HARVEY, HERSCHEL WALTER

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HOBSON, FREDERICK

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – HOLMES, SYDNEY

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – KROPF, GEORGE

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – NELSON, JAMES

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – NELSON, PETER

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – RUNSTEDTLER, JOSEPH

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SCHNEIDER, GEORGE HENRY

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SCHULER, THEODORE
WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SCHWARTZ, F. A.

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SEFTEL, WILLIAM

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SHILLING, JOSEPH

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SHILLING, PERCY

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – SHILLING, THOMAS WILLIAM

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – STECKENREITER, LOUIS P.

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 – INDIVIDUALS – WATCO

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 · VIMY

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945

WORLD WAR, 1939 – 1945 – INDIVIDUALS – KW

WORLD WAR, 1939 – 1945 – INDIVIDUALS · WATCO

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 · KW

see also CEMETERIES – KITCHENER

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 · KW – CANADIAN WOMEN’S ARMY CORPS (CWAC)

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 · KW – CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 · KW – WAR BRIDES

WORLD WAR, 1939 - 1945 · KW – WOMEN'S ROYAL CANADIAN NAVAL SERVICE (WRENS)

see also PRESTON SPRINGS HOTEL

WORLD WITHOUT WIRE see BUS ENT WAT

WORLD YOUTH DAY – RMW

WORLDNET SERVICES CORP. see BUS ENT WAT

WORTHEN, BONNIE see CB KW – GENERAL
WOZNIAK, GEORGE
WOZNUCKS see BUS ENT RMW
WRAGGE SHOES see BUS ENT RMW
WRAIGHT, BILL see CB WATCO
WREN, BOB see CB WATCO
WRESTLING
WRESTLING REPORT see BUS ENT KIT
WRIGHT (DOUG) CONSTRUCTION LTD. see BUS ENT WAT
WRIGHT LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
WRIGHT LAWN CARE AND LANDSCAPE SERVICES see BUS ENT RMW
WRIGHT LIMOUSINE SERVICE see BUS ENT KIT
WRIGHT MOGG AND ASSOCIATES see BUS ENT WAT
WRIGHT, AGNES see CB WATCO
WRIGHT, AMELIA see CB KW
WRIGHT, ANDREW see ARTISTS KW
WRIGHT, BENJAMIN (BEN) see CB KW
WRIGHT, BOB see CB WATCO
WRIGHT, CHRIS see DISEASES, GASTROINTESTINAL
WRIGHT, DANIEL see CB WATCO
WRIGHT, DAVID see UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO – FACULTY – INDIVIDUALS
WRIGHT, DAVID W. see CB KW
WRIGHT, DOUGLAS
see also **ONTARIO - ROYAL COMMISSION ON POST SECONDARY EDUCATION**

WRIGHT, GERRY see **CB KW**

WRIGHT, GLEN see **CB KW**

WRIGHT, IRENE see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHT, JAMIE see **ATHLETES – RMW (L-Z)**

WRIGHT, JOHN see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHT, MONTE

WRIGHT, OLIVER see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHT, PETER see **AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)**

WRIGHT, Reverend HAROLD K see **CB KW**

WRIGHT, ROBERT M see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHT, ROBERT M., B.A. see **CB KW**

WRIGHT, ROBERT see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHT, ROSS see **CB WATCO**

WRIGHTSON, WILLIAM see **CB KW**

WRIGLEY, JOSEPH see **CB WATCO**

**WRIGLEY’S CORNER SCHOOL**

see also **WATERLOO REGION DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD - OUTDOOR EDUCATION**

WROUGHT IRON ALTERNATIVES see **BUS ENT KIT**

WUERGIER, HERMAN see **CB KW**

WUEST, CHARLES CHRISTIAN see **CB KW**

WUEST, HERBERT NELSON see **CB KW**
WUNDER FURNITURE MANUF. CO. LTD. see BUS ENT KIT
WUNDER, DEBBIE see CB KW
WUNDERLICH, GERHARD A. see CB KW
WUNNENBERG'S GROCERY see STORES KIT
WURM, BASILIUS see CB KW
WURM, META (WIFE OF JULIUS) NEE ALDERSON see CB KW
WURR CLEANING AND HOUSESITTING see BUS ENT RMW
WURTELE, RICHARD see CB KW
WYATT, Dr. RIX see CB WATCO
WYATT, ERNEST see CB WATCO
WYBROW, MABEL see CB WATCO
WYLIE, KIM see CB WATCO
WYLIE, WILLIAM "WIGGIE" see CB WATCO
WYNDHAM FREEMAN see BUS ENT KIT
WYNDHAM GALLERY see BUS ENT RMW
WYNNE BIOMEDICAL see BUS ENT RMW
WYNNYCKYJ, MYCHAILO (MIKE) see CB KW
WYSE, Dr. DEREK see DOCTORS
WYSE, MARJORIE see CB KW
X-CITEMENT see STORES KIT
XDG LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
X-FABRICA INC. see BUS ENT RMW
XJG PRINTING see BUS ENT WAT
XL TOOL INC. see BUS ENT KIT
XTREME see BUS ENT RMW
XXXOTICA see STORES CAM
XYZ PAINT CO. LTD. see BUS ENT RMW
Y

Y CLUB see WORLD WAR 1939-1945

Y2K BUG see MILLENIUM

YACK, LEO see CB KW

YAECK, FLORENCE NEE CAPLING see CB KW

YAHN, JOHN see CB WATCO

YAHNKE, ADOLF see CB KW

YAN, L I see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z) (articles filed under “L” in Authors - RMW)

YANCHUS, RICHARD see CB KW (A-Z)

YANISZEWSKI, MYRNA see ARTISTS – RMW (A-Z)

YANIW, TODD see MUSIC – INDIVIDUALS

YANTZ, JOHN see CB WATCO

YANTZI, AARON see ATHLETES - RMW (L-Z)

YANTZI, MARK

YARASCAVITCH, JONI see CB KW

YATES, CHUCK see CB WATCO

YATES, THOMAS see CB WATCO

YEAMAN, JAMES see CB WATCO

YEANDLE, HOWARD see CB KW

YEAR 2000 see MILLENNIUM

YEATS, ROBERT MACKENZIE see CB KW

YEE, LILY see CB KW
YELAJA, SHANKAR A. see CB KW

YELLOW ROSE RANCH HOUSE RESTAURANT, CAMBRIDGE

YELLOW SUBMARINE see BUS ENT KIT

YELLOWFREIGHT see BUS ENT RMW

YENDT, ALFRIEDA (MRS. CHARLES) see CB KW

YENDT, CHARLES A. see CB KW

YENDT, ROBERT J. see CB KW

YENDT, ROSS CHARLES see CB KW

YES ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW

YESTERDAYS see STORES CAM

YIRKA, ADOLPH see CB KW

YM TECHNOLOGY INC. see BUS ENT RMW

YM/YWCA see CAMBRIDGE YMCA, CAMBRIDGE YWCA, KW YMCA or KW YWCA

YOGA PLACE see BUS ENT WAT

YOGURTY'S YOGURT DISCOVERY see STORES WAT

YOLLES FURNITURE CO. see STORES KIT

YORDY, RACHEL see CB WATCO

YORK NURSERY

YORK SIGNS & DESIGNS see BUS ENT RMW

YORK TRADING LTD. see BUS ENT KIT

YORK WOODCRAFT see BUS ENT RMW

YORK, THOMAS (includes York Memorial Award)
YORKE, JACQUELINE see CB KW

YOST, EDWARD A. see CB KW

YOST, SYLVESTER J. see CB KW

YOTT, YOLANDA see CB KW

YOU CAN WORKSHOPS see BUS ENT RMW

YOUNG (W.G.) CO. LTD.

YOUNG AND COMPANY see BUS ENT RMW

YOUNG PEOPLE IN LEGAL DIFFICULTY see YOUTH IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW

YOUNG STUDENTS WORK PROGRAM see BUS ENT KIT

YOUNG, ALEXANDER see CB WATCO

YOUNG, DAVE see ELMIRA DISTRICT SECONDARY SCHOOL

YOUNG, DONALD see CB WATCO

YOUNG, DOUGLAS see CB KW

YOUNG, ELIZABETH ANN (WIFE OF WILLIAM) NEE SCHNURR see CB KW

YOUNG, ELMORE see CB KW

YOUNG, GERARD L see CB WATCO

YOUNG, HEATHER see AUTHORS – RMW (A-Z)

YOUNG, ISABEL see CANCER - INDIVIDUALS

YOUNG, JACK

YOUNG, JAMES

YOUNG, JANE see ATHLETES – KW (L-Z)

YOUNG, KRISTA see CB KW
YOUNG, MARY (NEE FLANAGAN) see CB KW

YOUNG, MEG (WIFE OF ARTHUR) see CB KW

YOUNG, SCOTT

YOUNG, SHIRLEY see CB KW

YOUNG, TONY see CB KW

YOUNG, VICTOR J. see CB KW

YOUNG, WILLIAM (BILL) JAMES see CB WATCO

YOUNGBLUT, MARY (MRS. ECKERT) see CB WATCO

YOUNGER, GERRY see CB WATCO

YOUNGSON, ROY A. see CB KW

YOUR ADVANTAGE STAFFING CONSULTANTS INC. see BUS ENT RMW

YOUR CHOICE PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS see BUS ENT RMW

YOUR PLUMBING LINK see BUS ENT RMW

YOUR TELEPHONE SECRETARY see BUS ENT RMW

YOUTH - AWARDS & CHAMPIONSHIPS

YOUTH - COMMITTEES - CAMBRIDGE

YOUTH - COMMITTEES - KW

YOUTH - EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

see also ROTARY INTERNATIONAL

YOUTH - GANGS

YOUTH - to 1991, 1992-1999, 2000-

see also KITCHENER RECREATION COMMISSION
see also DROP-IN CENTRES

see also YOUTH HOSTELS - KW

see also SOCIAL SERVICE TO YOUTH

YOUTH ACTION PLAN see YOUTH - COMMITTEES - CAMBRIDGE

YOUTH HOSTELS - KW

YOUTH IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW

YOUTH WITH A MISSION

YOUTHEATRE see TWIN CITY YOUTHEATRE

YUK YUK’S

YUKIKO’S CAFÉ PATISSERIE

YULE, JEAN (WIFE OF IAN) NEE KABEL see CB KW

YUM YUM CREATIONS see STORES WAT

YUMMYAKI JAPANESE RESTAURANT see RESTAURANTS – KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

YUZWA, WALLY see CB WATCO

YUZWAK, JONATHAN see CB WATCO
Z

Z FACTOR COMMUNICATIONS INC. see BUS ENT WAT

ZACHARIAS, ANN (nee WILKIE) see CB WATCO

ZACHARIAS, Reverend PAUL BERNARD see CB KW

ZACK’S MILADY

ZAKUTIN ENTERPRISES see BUS ENT RMW

ZALUSKI, INGRID see CB WATCO

ZANON, BIANCA see CB WATCO

ZAPLETAL, HERMAN see CB KW

ZAR, ATI see ARTISTS – RMW

ZARNKE, DELPHINE see CB KW

ZARNKE, OSCAR see CB KW

ZARZYCKI, MARK (TAXIDERMY) see BUS ENT KIT

ZEHR BROTHERS CASE IH see BUS ENT RMW

ZEHR, AMOS see CB WATCO

ZEHR, CARL

ZEHR, EMORY see CB KW

ZEHR, EMORY see ZEHRS

ZEHR, ERNEST A. “ERNIE” see CB WATCO

ZEHR, JENNIFER see CB KW

ZEHR, LESTER WAYNE see CB KW

ZEHR, PARRY see CB KW
ZEHR, VERNON B. see CB WATCO

ZEHRS

ZEIDLER, EBERHARD (ARCHITECT) DESIGNED HOME (165 CLAREMONT AVE) see HISTORIC BUILDINGS – KITCHENER

see also CB KW (KAUFMAN, WILLIAM HUTTON)

ZEIDLER, TRISHA see CB KW

ZEIGLER, ERNIE see CB KW

ZEIGLER, NORMAN see CB KW

ZEINERT, ERNEST see CB KW

ZEKE'S FEED & FUEL see RESTAURANTS - KW & DISTRICT (A-Z)

ZELAZNY, KIM see CB KW

ZELENEK, ED see COURT HOUSES – PROVINCIAL - SCULPTURE

ZELLER, ALBERT see CB KW

ZELLER, ERNEST see CB KW

ZELLER, HARVEY J. see CB KW

ZELLER, IRA see CB WATCO

ZELLER, JULIUS see CB KW

ZELLER, NOAH see CB KW

ZELLER, WALTER P.

ZELLER'S

see also ZELLER, WALTER P.

ZENKVER, RICHARD see ARTISTS - RMW

ZENTNER, MONNA see CB KW
see also **HOLOCAUST**

see also **RACE RELATIONS**

**ZEPF TECHNOLOGIES**

ZEPF, LARRY see **CB KW**

“ZERO TOLERANCE” see **WATERLOO COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION - SCHOOL - VIOLENCE**

ZETTEL FAMILY see **CB WATCO**

**ZETTEL MANUFACTURING**

ZETTEL, AGNES MARIE see **CB WATCO**

ZETTEL, ELMER see **CB WATCO**

ZETTEL, EDMUNDS see **CB WATCO**

ZETTEL, EDWARD L. (POP)

ZETTEL, ELMER see CB WATCO see also **MARYHILL - HISTORICAL SOCIETY**

ZETTEL, GERALD JOSEPH see **CB WATCO**

ZETTEL, HUBERT see **CB WATCO**

ZETTEL, MAC A. see **CB KW**

**ZETTEL, PAUL**

ZETTEL, REVEREND WILFRID WILLIAM see **CB KW**

ZETTEL, WILLARD see **CB WATCO**

ZETTELL, JOHN see **CB KW**

ZETTEL'S HARDWARE see **BUS ENT RMW**

ZETTLER, GERALD see **CB KW**

ZETTLER, TIM & BONNIE see **CB KW**
ZEV'S SPORTS DELI see BUS ENT KIT
ZHANG, AMY & LIE see CB KW
ZHAO, COCO see CB KW
ZIEBART see BUS ENT WAT
ZIEBART TIDY CAR see STORES CAM
ZIEGLER, ADDISON (EDDIE) & MILDRED see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, ANDREA see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, DAN see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, EDWARD see CB KW
ZIEGLER, ELIZABETH see CB KW
ZIEGLER, FRAN see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, GEORGE
ZIEGLER, GERRY see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, GORDON L. see CB KW
ZIEGLER, H.R. see CB KW
ZIEGLER, HARRY W. see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, HARVEY W. see CB KW
ZIEGLER, HOWARD see CB WATCO
ZIEGLER, JIM see CB KW
ZIEGLER, MILTON FREDERICK see WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - INDIVIDUALS - WATCO
ZIEGLER, WALTER TYSON see CB KW
ZIELIMSKY, MANFRED see CB WATCO
ZIELINSKI, TOMASZ see CB KW
ZIELKE, ALICE see CB KW
ZIELONKA, ALLAN see CB KW
ZIEMBICKI, ERIC see CB KW
ZIEMSKI, LUDWIK & KRYSYNA see CB WATCO
ZIGGY'S CYCLE see STORES KIT
ZILENSKY, MANFRED see CB WATCO
ZILLIAX, ARTHUR see CB WATCO
ZILNEY, MARY see CB KW
ZIMMER, Sister ALOYSIA see ALOYSIA, Sister M.
ZIMMER, Sister MARY STEPHEN see CB KW
ZIMMERMANN, GLORIA (nee RIEDLINGER) see CB KW
ZIMMERMANN, IDESSA C. see CB KW
ZIMMERMANN, HENRY see CB KW
ZINCK, A.A. see CB KW
ZINCK, FREDERICK N. see CB KW
ZINCKANN, HOWARD see CB WATCO
ZINGER, ALBERT E. see CB WATCO
ZINGER, ALBERT L.
ZINGER, ANNE see CB KW
ZINGER, CYRIL see CB WATCO
ZINGER, JOHN see CB KW
ZINGER, JOSEPH see CB WATCO
ZINKANN (or ZINNKANN), JOHN see FIRE DEPARTMENT - KITCHENER

ZINKANN, RUSSELL N.J. see CB KW

ZINKEN, DEAN WILLIAM see CB KW

ZINKHANN, JAKOB see CB KW

ZINN, WALTER H.

ZINSZNER, JOHN ALLEN see LAWYERS - KW

ZINT, Sister MARIE THERESE OF THE CHILD JESUS AND OF THE PRECIOUS BLOOD, O.C.D.

ZION EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH, PHILIPSBURG

ZION EVANGELICAL UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH, KITCHENER

ZION METHODIST (LATER UNITED) CHURCH, CAMBRIDGE see CHURCHES – METHODIST – WATERLOO COUNTY – GENERAL

ZION UNITED CHURCH, KITCHENER

ZION UNITED CHURCH, NEW HAMBURG

ZIPHON LETTER EXPRESS see BUS ENT KIT

ZMIJA ALVIN A. see CB KW

ZODAX INC. see BUS ENT KIT

ZOELLER, AUSTEN & MARGARET see CB WATCO

ZOELLER, MARGARET E. see CB KW

ZOELLER, VALENTINE HENRY see CB WATCO

ZOELLNER, HENRI see CB KW

ZOELLNER, HERMAN THEODOR see CB KW

ZOELLNER, PAUL see CB KW
ZONE 26 see BUS ENT RMW

ZONE, THE see INSTANT REPLAY SPORTS in STORES WAT

ZONING - CAMBRIDGE

ZONING - KITCHENER see COUNCIL – RMW for regional zoning

ZONING - WATERLOO

ZONNEVELD, TITI see CB KW

ZONTA INTERNATIONAL, KW CHAPTER

ZORN, TINA see CB KW

ZTEST ELECTRONICS see BUS ENT RMW

ZUBER, JOSEPH A. see CB KW

ZUBER, JOSEPH C. see CB KW

ZUBER, JOSEPH JR. see CB KW

ZUBER, JOSEPH M. see CB KW

ZUBER, JOSEPH see CB KW

ZUBER, NANCY see CB KW

ZUBER, STELLA (WIFE OF CARL) NEE REINHARDT see CB KW

ZUMA VIDEO WEDDINGS see BUS ENT KIT

ZURBRIGG, TUSIE see CB WATCO

ZURELL, BRUCE A. see CB WATCO

ZURICH CANADA see BUS ENT WAT

ZVANIGA, Captain PAUL “SPIKE” see CB WATCO

see also CEMETERIES – WATERLOO COUNTY
ZVANIGA, HANS see CB WATCO